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Comparisons of Peak Discharges Among Sites with and 
without Valley Fills for the July 8-9, 2001 Flood in the 
Headwaters of Clear Fork, Coal River Basin, Mountaintop 
Coal-Mining Region Southern West Virginia.[Post-2001 
WV Flood Analysis] 

Report in preparation. 
Executive Summary included 

Comparisons of Storm Response in a Small Unmined and 
Mountaintop-removal mined Watersheds, 1999-2001, 
Ballard Fork, West Virginia 

Reports in preparation. 
Executive Summary included 

Comparison of Stream Characteristics in Small Gaged, 
Unmined and Mountaintop-removal Mined Watersheds, 
Ballard Fork, West Virginia, 1999-2001 

Reports in preparation. 
Executive Summary included 

Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a 
Result of Valley Fills and Large Scale Surface Mining 
Operations in Appalachia 

April 2001 

Flood Advisory Technical Taskforce Runoff Analyses of 
Seng, Scrabble, and Sycamore Creeks 
Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill. Feb 2000 
Samples Mine Valley Fill #1. Jan 2000 
Samples Mine Valley Fill #2. Mar 2001 
Samples Mine Valley Fills #1 and #2. Jan 2000 
Samples Mine Valley Fills #1 and #2 combined AOC conditions. Nov 2000 
Samples Mine Valley Fills #1 and #2 combined 
Future Forested Conditions. March 2001 
Samples Mine Valley Fills #1 AOC conditions. Sept 2000 
Samples Mine Valley Fills #1 Future Forested conditions. Feb 2001 
Samples Mine Valley Fills #2 Future Forested conditions. Mar 2001 
Samples Mine Valley Fills #2 AOC+ conditions. Oct 2000 

June 2002 

Long-Term Stability of Valley Fills March 2002 

Mining and Reclamation Technology Symposium June 1999 

Estimation of Southwest Virginia Reserve Base of Surface 
Mineable Coal 

July 2000, presented in 
Chapter III.O 

Estimation of Future Mountain-Top Removal Areas in the 
Eastern Kentucky Region 

July 2000, presented in 
Chapter III.O 

Projecting Future Coal Mining in Steep Terrain of West 
Virginia 

April 2000, presented in 
Chapter III.O 
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These reports are included in the appendix in black and white. Color versions may be viewed on the 
following website. http://www.epa.gov/region3/mtntop/index.htm 

Comparisons of Peak Discharges Among Sites with and without Valley Fills for the July 8-9, 
2001 Flood in the Headwaters of Clear Fork, Coal River Basin, Mountaintop Coal-Mining 
Region Southern West Virginia. by the United States Geologic Survey 

This study was designed to compare peak stream flows generated from mined and un-mined 
watersheds upstream of summer flooding during 2001. The study was developed to answer, in part, 
the following: 

What are the short- and long-term effects of individual mountaintop mining 
operations and associated valley fills on the following physical, chemical and 
biological conditions of affected streams and their watersheds, both within the area 
of direct impact and downstream, and including surface and groundwater. Consider 
both water quality and quantity, including flooding potential and baseflow. 
Consider changes on aquatic habitat and stream use. 

Specifically for this study, the interest was in the effect of valley fills on quantity of stream flow 
resulting from a significant rain storm event. The study determined that peak discharge for a 10-year 
storm was less downstream from a reclaimed valley fill than downstream of an area without a valley 
fill.  However, the peak discharge for a 25-year storm was greater from two sites with valley fills 
than two sites without valley fills. Peak discharge downstream from an unreclaimed valley fill was 
greater than at a reclaimed valley fill. 

The limitations of the study are the inherent difficulties of reconstructing the cause-and-effect of 
results from a storm event based on watershed condition observations and measured high water 
marks. Only a small number of sites were evaluated, and increased or decreased peaks are 
attributable to site-specific factors for each watershed. Thus, it is difficult to generalize mining 
impacts on runoff as a “one-size-fits-all” finding. Also, due to site conditions, increases in peak 
runoff may not cause or contribute to flooding. Flooding results when stream banks overflow and 
cause hazards to persons or damage to property, roads, etc (i.e., increased peaks contained within 
a stream channel would not be considered flooding). 

Comparisons of Storm Hydrographs in a Small Valley Filled and Unmined Watershed, 1999-
2001, Ballard Fork, West Virginia by the United States Geologic Survey 

The study was designed to compare stream flow characteristics in similar sized watersheds with and 
without a valley fill. The study was designed to answer, in part, the same questions reported in the 
previous study. Specifically for this study, the committee was interested in the effect of valley fills 
on quantity of stream flow downstream following a significant rainfall event. The study found that 
runoff from mined watersheds exceeded runoff from unmined watersheds when rainfall exceeded 
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1.0 inch per hour. The study also found that valley fills tend to store a considerable amount of water 
and release the water more slowly than watersheds without fills. 

The limitations of the study are the small number of sites that were evaluated and the difficulty in 
monitoring for the appropriate period when a major storm event occurs. Despite the occurrence of 
flooding in southern West Virginia in 2000 and 2001, the sites monitored did not include a major 
rainfall event. As stated above, increased or decreased peaks are attributable to site-specific factors 
in the contributing watershed. Thus, it is difficult to generalize mining impacts on runoff from a 
limited number of sites. It is important to note that increases in peak runoff may not cause or 
contribute to flooding (i.e., increased peaks contained within a stream channel would not be 
considered flooding). 

Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of Valley Fills and Large 
Scale Surface Mining Operations in Appalachia by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Pittsburgh 
District 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the potential for flooding as a result of the construction 
of valley fills and the related hydrologic modifications to terrain associated with mountaintop 
mining. This study was based on computer modeling simulations, which looked at the impacts 
of rainfall events on three individual valley fills, as well as the cumulative impacts of two fills on 
a downstream area. The study was designed to answer questions described in the initial study, 
above. 

To summarize, the study found that storm runoff models calculated higher post-mining peak 
flows than pre-mining peak flows for the same design storms. Model results concluded that 
peak runoff during mining at one site was also higher than pre-mining flows. The study also 
reported that the type of ground cover (e.g., trees versus, grass/legumes) and reclaimed 
topography (e.g., AOC v. non-AOC) influenced post-mining peak runoff. However, none of the 
predicted increases in peak flow caused flooding outside the downstream channel. 

The limitations of the study are the small number of sites modeled as well as the difficulty of 
modeling during-mining conditions. As previously mentioned, increased or decreased peaks are 
attributable to site-specific factors in the contributing watershed. Thus it is difficult to generalize 
mining impacts on runoff. 

Flood Advisory Technical Taskforce Runoff Analyses of Seng, Scrabble, and Sycamore 
Creeks by West Virginia 

The studies were designed to determine whether mining caused increases in "peak flow" 
downstream from the mine sites and if so, the extent to which peak flows were increased. It 
should be noted that the West Virginia study also evaluated the impacts of logging on peak 
flows. In general, the study concluded that mining does influence the degree of runoff, but that 
the extent to which a change in runoff may have actually caused or contributed to flooding were 
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site-specific. Site-specific factors may include topographic influences, stream channel 
conditions, distance downstream from the mine site, man-made channel restrictions, etc. 

The study recognized the need for the proper, thorough analysis of peak flow and flooding 
potential. West Virginia is evaluating their study conclusions and recommendations and 
considering regulations that would require peak flow analysis and other measures to minimize 
flooding potential downstream of mine sites and logging operations. 

Long-Term Stability of Valley Fills by OSM 

This study was designed to address fill stability concerns indicating a perception that potential 
instability of valley fills would have consequences similar to impoundment structure failure. 
Scoping concerns also suggested that massive valley fills upstream of populated areas present 
safety hazards to life and property. 

The study design was to evaluate the following questions: 

Are fills adequately stable under the current regulatory scheme? If not, why and 
what alternatives are available? 

The study found that valley fill instability (i.e., landslides or land slips on fills) is neither 
commonplace nor widespread. The study concludes that valley fills, when constructed as 
designed (i.e., in conformance with the regulatory design and performance standards), are stable 
structures. Only twenty cases of critical instability (occurring over a large fraction of the fill face 
and/or requiring a major remediation effort) occurred out of more than 4,000 fills constructed in 
the past eighteen years. 

One limitation of the study is that it relied on reports of known fill instability. No site-specific 
drilling, testing or analysis of active or completed fills could be performed due to the difficulty 
and expense of drilling large rock fills, obtaining adequate samples, and performing 
representative testing. The evaluation of 128 pre-selected fills in four states may not be 
considered as an appropriately large or representative sample. Other criticisms could include 
claims that the existing valley fills may not have achieved final consolidation and established a 
stable phreatic level. As such, the study cannot guarantee against future failures. 

Estimation of Southwest Virginia Reserve Base of Surface Mineable Coal by Erik Westman, 
Department of Mining and Mineral Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic and State University 
(VPI) 

The project was designed to identify areas of potential future surface mining. Remaining 
resources for Virginia coal seams historically surface mined are delineated using geographic 
information system (GIS) methods. Specifically, the study was developed to illustrate: 
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What are projections for the extent of mountaintop mining in the Appalachian 
coalfields in the future? 

In addition to delineating the remaining coal extent in seams historically surface mined in 
Virginia, VPI applied GIS techniques assuming “stripping ratio” (15:1), minimum tonnage 
(greater than 500,000 ton reserve blocks), and minimum coal thickness (18 inches) to each of the 
five seams. This approach was designed to show potential surface-mineable coal reserve areas 
based on typical current mining engineering thresholds for viability. However, it is extremely 
difficult to apply generalized mining engineering assumptions using a GIS model with great 
confidence. Therefore, the study presents only the projected geologic extent of coal that has not 
been mined in seams that have historically been mined by surface mining methods in Virginia. 
This map displays areas where mining exists, but mining may not be feasible, as discussed 
below: 

S	 Available digital information on past mining is not exhaustive, but is based on the best 
available comprehensive data. Coal mining in these areas has occurred for more than 100 
years and accurate records of all past mining is not possible to portray. Therefore, the 
maps indicate areas of remaining coal that may have actually been mined. 

S	 A viable mining operation must be capable of efficiently removing a certain volume of 
overburden relative to each ton of coal extracted (the amount of overburden to coal is 
termed the “stripping ratio). Therefore, if the coal seam is too thin or too deep in the 
mountain (i.e., overlain by an amount of overburden than is more expensive to remove 
than the value of the coal recovered), surface mining may not be feasible. The GIS maps 
show the possible presence of coal, but do not take into account if the coal thickness and 
stripping ratio is suited for surface mining. Thus, the maps show a much larger area than 
will ever actually be mined. 

S	 Currently the average stripping ratio is about 15 cubic yards of overburden to one ton of 
coal. However, the actual stripping ratio for any reserve block is dependent on the type 
and size of equipment to be used. Some companies may be able to mine areas with ratios 
as high as 25:1. Also, if a company has certain types of equipment, e.g., trucks, loaders 
and augers or highwall miners, they may tend to mine a reserve block differently than a 
company that has trucks and shovels or a dragline.. Because these are very company and 
site-specific decisions, they can not be easily generalized and modeling by GIS can not 
always provide credible or reliable results. 

S	 Coal quality is an extremely important factor in mining viability. Mining companies 
must provide “compliance” coal to meet contracts for electrical generation (to maintain 
air quality standards) and must attain certain specifications for coking and steel 
production. Coal quality can be widely variable--even within the same seam over short 
distances. Thus, some areas of coal shown on the maps may not be mineable due to coal 
quality, and the GIS process in this study was unable to account for coal quality issues. 
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S	 A surface mine must encompass a coal reserve block of sufficient size to be viable. 
Therefore some areas shown on the GIS map, after subtracting out poor quality and thin 
coal and excessive overburden, may not represent enough coal to warrant undertaking a 
mining operation. A GIS can determine the volume of coal in any given reserve polygon. 
But, the ability to graphically represent this factor, considering the other issues discussed 
here, does not overcome the study limitations to represent precise future mining 
locations. 

S	 Mineral and surface ownership are another crucial factor relevant to surface mining 
feasibility. Even though there may be a coal reserve block of sufficient size to present 
viable mining potential, if the mineral ownership is split and rights to mine can not be 
obtained from all the mineral holders, mining can not occur. Similarly, in some 
circumstances, failure to obtain surface owner permission to mine will hinder mining. 
Other surface protected areas (e.g., state and national parks, forests, lakes, rivers, cities, 
hospitals, highways, etc.) may limit mineability. The costs of dealing with the presence 
of homes, buildings, gas wells, utility lines, and other features could preclude mining. A 
GIS can consider some, but not all, of these factors. Thus the GIS maps portray areas 
which might otherwise be deleted in site-specific analysis. 

S	 Other site-specific factors like environmental constraints may keenly influence decisions 
to mine. For example, in Virginia, the large amount of past mining presents challenges to 
future mining. The presence of acid-forming materials in the overburden or pre-existing 
environmental liabilities (acid mine drainage, hazardous or industrial waste sites, 
highwalls, coal waste embankments or impoundments, etc.) may make mining costs 
excessive and limit mining particular reserves. A GIS can not model these factors. 

In summary, the maps shown in this EIS identify only very general locations where potential 
future mining might take place, based on the geologic extent of remaining coal. This illustration 
is not meant to represent that this constitutes the actual scope of future impacts to the 
environment in the EIS study area. The actual future mining areas will be somewhere within 
these areas, but are dependent on complicated interplays of site-specific ownership, existing 
uses, mining engineering, environmental, and business/economic considerations. The study 
approach and findings are presented in III.O of the EIS. Due to the GIS nature of the study, a 
report is not presented in this appendix. 

Estimation of Future Mountain-Top Removal Areas in the Eastern Kentucky Region by the 
Kentucky Geological Survey (KGS) 

The project was developed to identify areas of potential future surface mining by delineating 
remaining areas of coal resources in three historically surface-mined coal zones in eastern 
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Kentucky (namely the Richardson, Broas, and Peach Orchard coal zones). The study design was 
to answer the same questions as described in the Virginia discussion, above. 

The GIS data base was provided following the specified procedure to map the geologic extent of 
coal in the three zones, eliminate known areas of past mining, and represent the remaining coal 
resource on GIS maps. Like Virginia, KGS attempted to delineate the mineable reserves by 
applying the mining engineering criteria used in mine planning. However, the same limitations 
described above for the Virginia study are applicable to Kentucky. For this reason, the EIS only 
presents the geologic extent of remaining coal, and the reader should not construe that the map 
illustrates the actual extent of future mining impacts in Kentucky. The study approach and 
findings are presented in III.O of the EIS. Due to the GIS nature of the study, a report is not 
presented in this appendix. 

Projecting Future Coal Mining in Steep Terrain of Appalachia by the West Virginia 
Geological and Economic Survey (WVGES) 

The project was assimilated into the EIS as a means to identify areas of potential future 
mountaintop surface coal mining in West Virginia. WVGES delineated potential future 
mountaintop mining areas by identifying remaining coal resources of the Coalburg zone, 
Stockton coal seam and overlying riders, and “Block” coal zones (No. 5 Block, No. 6 Block, and 
No.7 Block). The objective for this study was the same as for Virginia and Kentucky (see 
Virginia study description, above). 

The GIS data base was provided following the specified procedures. Unlike Virginia, WVGES 
applied no mining engineering considerations to the data layers as part of this study. The EIS 
only presents the geologic extent of remaining coal. For the same reasons, as discussed above 
for the Virginia study, the WVGES study only portrays best available information on remaining 
coal in historically surface-mined seams. The reader should not construe that the map illustrates 
the actual extent of future mining impacts in West Virginia. The study approach and findings are 
presented in Chapter III.O. of the EIS. Due to the GIS nature of the study, a report is not 
presented in this appendix. 
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**DRAFT DOCUMENT-- SUBJECT TO REVIEW AND REVISION** 

Comparison of Peak Discharges Among Sites With and 
Without Valley Fills for the July 8-9, 2001 Flood in the 
Headwaters of Clear Fork, Coal River Basin, Mountaintop 
Coal-Mining Region, Southern West Virginia 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), in cooperation with the Office of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, investigated the effects of valley fills on the peak 
discharges for the flood of July 8-9, 2001. Results of this investigation indicate the sites 
without valley fills had peak discharges with10- to 25-year recurrence intervals. The 
flood recurrence intervals for the three basins with valley fills were determined as though 
the peak discharges were those from rural streams without the influence of valley fills, 
and ranged from less than 2 year to greater than 100 years. 

Introduction 
Six small basins (drainage areas ranging from 0.189 to 1.17 mi2) within an area of 

about 7 mi2 in the headwaters of Clear Fork of the Coal River in the Appalachian 
Plateaus Physiographic Province of southern West Virginia were selected for 
investigation following the flood of July 8-9. The 7-mi2 area was assumed to be small 
enough that the rainfall intensities and totals would be approximately equal for the six 
basins. The six basins and site identifications are: Unnamed Tributary to Lick Run, 
USGS1; Unnamed Tributary to Clear Fork, USGS2; Unnamed Tributary to Buffalo Fork, 
MT65C; Buffalo Fork, MT66; Ewing Fork, USGS3 (near MT69); and, Reeds Branch, 
MT76. The “USGS” prefix indicates the site was selected by the USGS for this study, 
and the “MT” prefix indicates the site was already being used for preparation of the 
Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). There are three 
sites in basins without valley fills (USGS1, USGS2, and USGS3) and three sites in basins 
with valley fills (MT65C, MT66, and MT76). The three sites in basins with valley fills 
are located downstream from the ponds at the toe of the fills. 

In the early morning of July 8, 2001, a thunderstorm complex formed in central 
West Virginia from outflow winds of an earlier group of thunderstorms that had moved 
across northern West Virginia. The thunderstorm complex moved southeast from central 
West Virginia and into southeastern West Virginia by late morning on July 8, and by 
early afternoon 3- to 6-inches of rainfall had fallen in 5- to 6-hours. 

Flooding from the thunderstorm complex was primarily caused by intense rainfall 
on relatively dry ground. Rainfall totals for the storm were approximately equal to the 
monthly average of about five inches (written commun., National Weather Service, 
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2001). The gaging station for Clear Fork at Whitesville (USGS station number 
03198350) has a drainage area of 62.8 mi2 and is located downstream from the study 
area. The indirectly measured peak discharge, caused by the July 8-9 storm, at this station 
had a frequency greater than 100 years. 

Indirect Measurements of Peak Discharge 
Indirect measurements of peak discharge for the six study sites ranged from 45 to 

228 ft3/s. (table 1). 

Table 1. Indirectly measured peak discharges and estimated recurrence intervals for the flood of July 8-9, 
2001 at the six study sites, in the headwaters of Clear Fork, Coal River Basin, mountaintop coal-
mining region, southern West Virginia 

[USGS(n) identifies a site selected by the U.S. Geological for this study; MT(n) indicates that the 
site being used in this study was part of the Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental 
Impact Statement study, where (n) is a unique numeric or alphanumeric identification.] 

Indirectly 
measured Estimated 

peak flood 
Drainage discharge, in recurrence 

Site area, in cubic feet interval, 
Basin name identifier Latitude Longitude square miles per second in yearsa 

Basins without valley fills 
Unnamed Tributary to Lick Run USGS1 37°52’36” 81°18’31” 0.461 140 25 
Unnamed Tributary to Clear Fork USGS2 37°52’42” 81°19’50”
Ewing Forkb USGS3 37°54’45” 81°19’34” 

.360 
1.17 

90 
228 

10 
10 

Basins with valley fills 
Unnamed Tributary to Buffalo Fork MT65C 37°53’48” 81°19’38” 
Buffalo Fork MT66 37°53’47” 81°19’09” 

.189c 

.583 
113 
224 

>100d 

50-100d 

Reeds Branch MT76 37°54’28” 81°18’46” .462 45 <2d 

a Flood recurrence interval was determined using Wiley, and others (2000) and considering the sensitivity 
of calculated discharges to Manning’s roughness coefficients. 

b	 Site is near MT69, which was used to prepare the Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact 
Statement (Wiley and others, 2001). 
Drainage area was revised from the 65 acres (0.102 square miles) used to prepare the Mountaintop 
Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement and is the value published by Wiley and others 
(2001). 

d 	 Flood recurrence interval of indirectly measured peak discharge as though the peak discharge was that 
from a rural stream without the influence of valley fills. 

The study plan assumed the six study basins were within an area (7 mi2) small 
enough that rainfall intensities and totals would be approximately equal, but this 
assumption was determined invalid. The flood recurrence intervals for the three basins 
without valley fills should be approximately equal if the assumption was correct. Table 1 
shows that the flood recurrence intervals for the three basins without valley fills (USGS1, 
USGS2, and USGS3) are not equal. The flood frequencies were between 10 and 25 years 
with the greatest flood frequency at the most southern basin, USGS1. 
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The flood recurrence intervals for the three basins with valley fills (determined as 
though the peak discharges were those from rural streams without the regulation of valley 
fills) were between less than 2 years and greater than 100 years (table 1). The smallest 
recurrence interval was at MT76, the site in the most northern basin with valley fills, no 
active surface mining, a reclaimed valley fill, and the largest valley fill in this study. The 
greatest recurrence interval was at MT65C, the site in a basin with active surface mining, 
one reclaimed and one unreclaimed valley fill. The site MT65C has the only unreclaimed 
valley fill in this study. 

The indirect measurement for the site MT65C was made at the outflow of a pond 
downstream from two valley fills. The drainage area of MT65C, 0.189 mi2, is a revised 
value from the 65 acres (0.102 square miles) previously used to prepare the Mountaintop 
Mining/Valley Fill EIS and published by Wiley and others (2001). Including only one of 
the two valley fills in the previous measurement probably caused the incorrect 
determination of drainage area. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF STREAM CHARACTERISTICS IN 
SMALL GAGED, UNMINED AND MOUNTAINTOP-REMOVAL MINED 
WATERSHEDS, BALLARD FORK, WEST VIRGINIA, 1999-2001 

Terence Messinger and Katherine S. Paybins 

Introduction:  The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began a study of the effects of mountaintop 

removal coal mining on flow in the Ballard Fork watershed, in the upper Mud River basin near 

Madison, W.Va., in November 1999. Three continuous flow-gaging stations were installed. One 

gaging station was located on an Unnamed Tributary to Ballard Fork, directly downstream from a 

valley fill, and upstream from the sediment pond (fig. 1). The entire watershed of this stream 
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Figure 1. Streams, gages, valley fills, and areas permitted for mining in the Ballard Fork watershed. 
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(0.19 mi2) is within an area permitted for mining, and all but a few acres is mined. The second 

gaging station, near the mouth of Spring Branch, drains an unmined, forested watershed (0.53 

mi2). The third gaging station was located on the main stem of Ballard Fork, which drains an area 

(2.12 mi2) that includes both the Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch watersheds. The entire 

Ballard Fork watershed is either surface mined or forested. Forty percent of the Ballard Fork 

watershed is within areas that had been permitted for mining, although less (about 30 percent) of 

the watershed was actually mined. About 44 percent of the Unnamed Tributary and 12 percent of 

the Ballard Fork watersheds is covered by valley fills. 

Four rain gages were used during this study to collect precipitation data. Two rain gages 

were operated in mined areas on mountaintops, and the other two were in open areas on the valley 

floor. Precipitation amounts reported in this document are the average of amounts recorded at 

these four rain gages. 

Mines in the Ballard Fork watershed received a Phase 1 bond release in August 2000, 

although mine inspection forms filed since November 1997 estimated that grading and backfilling 

was complete on all but 10 acres. The mined areas had grasses and other herbaceous vegetation 

typical of a newly reclaimed surface mine. Forest in Spring Branch and the rest of Ballard Fork 

was second- or third-growth, and dominant canopy species included white and red oak, several 

hickory species, sycamore, and tulip poplar. 

Hydrologic conditions:  Because this study began in November 1999, long-term conditions were 

assessed by comparison with nearby sites with long periods of record. Hydrologic conditions 

observed during the study period at three nearby long-term sites, the USGS stream-gaging station 

East Fork Twelvepole Creek near Dunlow, W.Va., and two NOAA rain gages at Madison and 

Dunlow, W.Va., were drier than long-term averages. Total precipitation in 2000 at both Madison 

and Dunlow (46.2 and 47.4 inches, respectively) was close to long-term averages (47.8 and 45.7 

inches, respectively, 1971-2000), but was decreased substantially in 2001 (40.2 and 35.0 inches, 

respectively). Flow at East Fork Twelvepole Creek was well below the long-term average both 

years. The disparity between normal precipitation and low flow in 2000 was caused by the 

season when the precipitation was received. Precipitation at Madison was 4.71 inches below 

average from November 1999 through March 2000, the season of maximum recharge and runoff, 

and exceeded the long-term average during only three months, April (by 0.24 inches), June (by 

1.76 inches), and July (by 0.20 inches), in the period of maximum evapotranspiration. 
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Total Flow: Total unit flow for the two-year study period on the Unnamed Tributary (11,700 

ft3/s/mi2) was almost twice that on Spring Branch (6,260 ft3/s/mi2), and about 1.75 times that on
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Ballard Fork (6,690 ft3/s/mi2). The highest monthly flow in the study period in Spring Branch 

and Ballard Fork was during May 2001, because of a series of thunderstorms that produced 6.22 

in. of rain in eight days, May 15-May 22. In contrast, the maximum monthly total flow on the 

Unnamed Tributary was in June 2001, although flows were similar from May through July 2001, 

the usual period of maximum evapotranspiration in forested watersheds. 

The daily hydrograph shows that summer and autumn flows were relatively higher in the 

Unnamed Tributary than Ballard Fork, and relatively higher in Ballard Fork than in Spring 

Branch (fig. 2). Spring Branch was dry during much of October and November 2000, and its 
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Figure 2. Hydrographs for three streams in the Ballard Fork watershed, W.Va., November 
15, 1999-November 14, 2001. 
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monthly mean flow for October 2001, was zero. Ballard Fork and the Unnamed Tributary had 

flow throughout the study period. Daily mean flow was significantly (P < 0.01) correlated among 

the three streams in the Ballard Fork watershed.  This correlation was strongest between Spring 

Branch and Ballard Fork (R2 = 0.723), weakest between Spring Branch and the Unnamed 

Tributary (R2 = 0.370), and intermediate between Ballard Fork and the Unnamed Tributary (R2 = 

0.569). 

Flow duration:  Flow duration curves show the lowest unit flows from Spring Branch, the 

highest unit flows from the Unnamed Tributary, and intermediate unit flows from Ballard Fork 

(fig. 3). Unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed was the highest of the three streams at 
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Figure 3. Flow duration of three streams in the Ballard Fork watershed, W.Va.., 
November 15, 1999-November 14, 2001. 
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all flows analyzed, between 5 and 95 percent flow duration, but the relative difference was 

greatest for low flows. Low flows in the Unnamed Tributary were probably increased because of 
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decreased evapotranspiration on the mine as compared to the forest and delayed drainage of water 

stored in the valley fill. Unit flows from Ballard Fork and Spring Branch were about the same at 

higher flows, but unit flow from Ballard Fork was much higher than that from Spring Branch at 
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Evapotranspiration:  Reduced evapotranspiration in mined areas probably accounts for the 

marked difference in total and low unit flow between the Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch 

watersheds. Evapotranspiration, as a percentage of total rainfall, decreased from the first to the 

second, drier, year from the Unnamed Tributary watershed (from 61 percent to 45 percent) but 

changed relatively little from the Spring Branch (from 77 to 74 percent) and Ballard Fork (76 to 

78 percent) watersheds. Evapotranspiration from the East Fork of Twelvepole Creek watershed 

was much higher during the study period (76 percent the first year, and 78 percent the second 

year) than the 1965-2001 average (60 percent). Most of the mechanisms of evapotranspiration 

appear to be lower on reclaimed surface mines than in forests, because most of them are 

mechanisms that evolved in plants to use or conserve water. Plant biomass in the mined areas is 

much less than in forested areas. 

Unit flow per unit precipitation from Spring Branch only exceeded that from the Unnamed 

Tributary during spring months, February-April 2000 and February-March 2001, but even then, 

exceeded it by less than measurement error (fig. 4). Unit flow per unit precipitation from the 
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Figure 4. Unit monthly mean flow per total monthly precipitation for three sites in the Ballard

Fork watershed, W.Va., 1999-2001. Only whole months are shown. Error bars represent the sum of

daily-mean streamflow variance determined from estimates of data quality made by Ward and others

(2001, 2002). Spring Branch had an average flow of zero during October, 2001.
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Unnamed Tributary watershed was more or much more than that from the Spring Branch 

watershed during summer and fall months. 

Conclusions:  Unit daily mean flow was higher from the Unnamed Tributary, which drains a 

predominantly mined watershed, than from Spring Branch, which drains an unmined, forested 

watershed, at all flows between 5 and 95 percent duration. The relative difference was greatest at 

lower flows. Unit daily mean flows from Ballard Fork, which drains a watershed including both 

these other streams and is about 30 percent mined, were about the same as those from Spring 

Branch at higher flows (greater than about 15 percent duration), and were intermediate between 

the Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch at lower flows. Spring Branch dried up both years of 

the study, and its mean flow in October 2001 was zero; the Unnamed Tributary had flow 

throughout the study period. Some mechanism delays some of the flow from the mined area. 

Storage of water in or under the valley fill is the most likely mechanism. 

Total unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary was nearly twice that from Spring Branch 

during the two-year study period. Storage of water in the mined areas does not account for this 

difference, because all the flow in the Ballard Fork watershed originated as precipitation, and 

precipitation was the same on mined and unmined areas. Reduced evapotranspiration in the 

mined areas probably accounts for the difference in total flow. Evapotranspiration from mined 

areas was probably less than that from forested areas because most mechanisms of 

evapotranspiration, such as interception and transpiration, are functions of plants and plant 

biomass is much less in mined areas than in unmined areas. The difference in total flow and low 

flow between the mined and unmined areas will probably change as plant cover and biomass 

change on the reclaimed mines. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF STORM RESPONSE IN SMALL, 
UNMINED AND MOUNTAINTOP-REMOVAL MINED WATERSHEDS, 1999-2001, 

BALLARD FORK, WEST VIRGINIA 

Terence Messinger 

Abstract: Peak unit flows following summer storms with rainfall exceeding about one inch per 
hour, approximately the one-year return period, were greater from a watershed comprised of a 
mountaintop-removal coal mine (Unnamed Tributary) than from an unmined watershed (Spring 
Branch) in the Ballard Fork watershed in West Virginia. Following all storms with rainfall 
intensity of about 0.25 in. per hour or more, the storm hydrograph from the Unnamed Tributary 
watershed showed a sharp initial rise, followed by a decrease in flow, then a delayed secondary 
peak of water that had apparently flowed through the valley fill. One storm that produced less 
than an inch of rain before the secondary peak from the previous storm had receded caused peak 
unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary to exceed peak unit flow from Spring Branch. Peak unit 
flow from the Unnamed Tributary was less than peak unit flow from Spring Branch following 
slow, soaking rains. No storms during this study produced 1-hour or 24-hour rainfall in excess of 
the 5-year return period, and flow during this study never exceeded the 1.5-year return period. 
Runoff patterns from the Unnamed Tributary watershed appear to be influenced by the 
compaction of soils on the mine, by the low maximum infiltration rate into the valley fill 
compared to the forested watershed, by storage of water in the valley fill, and by the absence 
from the mine of interception from trees and leaf litter. 

Introduction:  The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began a study of the effects of mountaintop 

removal coal mining on flow in the Ballard Fork watershed, in the upper Mud River basin near 

Madison, W.Va., in November 1999. Three continuous flow-gaging stations were installed. One 

gage was located on an Unnamed Tributary to Ballard Fork, directly downstream from a valley 

fill, and upstream from the sediment pond. The entire watershed of this stream (0.19 mi2) is 

within an area permitted for mining, and all but a few acres is mined. The second gage, near the 

mouth of Spring Branch, drains an unmined, forested watershed (0.53 mi2). The third gage was 

located on the main stem of Ballard Fork, which drains an area (2.12 mi2) that includes both the 

Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch watersheds. The entire Ballard Fork watershed is either 

surface mined or forested, although the forested areas contain some pipelines and all-terrain 

vehicle trails that probably affect rainfall-runoff relations. Forty percent of the Ballard Fork 

watershed is within areas that had been permitted for mining, although less (about 30 percent) of 

the watershed was actually mined. About 44 percent of the Unnamed Tributary and 12 percent of 

the Ballard Fork watershed is covered by valley fills. 

Four rain gages were used during this study to collect precipitation data. Two rain gages 

were operated in mined areas on mountaintops, and the other two were in open areas on the valley 

floor. Precipitation amounts reported in this document are the average of amounts recorded at 

these four rain gages. 
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Mines in the Ballard Fork watershed received a Phase 1 bond release in August 2000, 

although mine inspection forms filed since November 1997 estimated that grading and backfilling 

was complete on all but 10 acres. The mined areas was sparsely covered with grasses, other 

herbaceous vegetation, and small trees typical of a newly reclaimed surface mine. Forest in 

Spring Branch and the rest of Ballard Fork was second- or third-growth, and dominant canopy 

species included white and red oak, several hickory species, sycamore, and tulip poplar. 

Precipitation:  Greatest average 1-hour total precipitation recorded at the four rain gages (1.63 

in., standard deviation = 0.11 in.) during the study period was July 26 between 3:30 p.m. and 4:30 

p.m.  The greatest 24-hour total precipitation (3.16 in., standard deviation = 0.24 in.) during the 

study was during the same storm, between 1:00 a.m. July 26 and 1:00 a.m. July 27. The return 

period for both the 1-hour and 24-hour rainfall from this storm was between two and five years. 

Average 1-hour precipitation exceeded 1.1 in. (about the 1-hour, 1-year rainfall) on June 6, 2001, 

and average precipitation plus one standard deviation exceeded 1.1 in. on June 21, 2000, and 

August 12, 2001. Average 24-hour rainfall exceeded 2.0 in. (about the 24-hour, 1-year rainfall) 

during one other storm, on November 26, 1999, and average precipitation plus one standard 

deviation exceeded 2.0 in. during three other storms during the study period. 

Most of the intense rainfall in the Ballard Fork watershed during this study fell during 

summer thunderstorms. Of the 10 largest 1-hour average rainfalls, eight were during May through 

September, and six of these storms were during June and July. The largest 24-hour total rainfalls 

were generally recorded in the summer, as well; eight of the ten highest 24-hour rainfall totals 

were recorded during May, June, or July. In general, rainfall recorded by the Sally Fork 

Mountaintop rain gage, in the Unnamed Tributary watershed, was less than rainfall recorded at 

the other three rain gages; for the ten storms with the highest 1-hour rainfall, the Sally Fork 

Mountaintop rain gage reading was less than the average eight times. 

Peak flows:  Maximum instantaneous flow during the study period was 8.9 ft3/s for the 

Unnamed Tributary (July 26, 2001), 87 ft3/s for Ballard Fork (May 18, 2001), and 34 ft3/s for 

Spring Branch (February 19, 2000). Instantaneous flow recorded during the study period did not 

exceed the 1.5-year return period at any site. 

Peaks with unit flow greater than 20 ft3/s/mi2 were recorded five times at the Unnamed 

Tributary, eleven times at Spring Branch, and nine times at Ballard Fork. All three gages recorded 

flows in this range during four of the five storms, which raised unit flow in the Unnamed 

Tributary above 20 ft3/s/mi2, although the Spring Branch gage was not operating during the fifth 

storm, of May 18, 2001. 
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Storm response:  Response of the Unnamed Tributary to different types of storms was 

distinctly different from response of Spring Branch and Ballard Fork.  ng Branch and Ballard 

Fork generally rose when total moisture in their watersheds increased.  ms generally 

peaked shortly after rainfall ended, and quickly receded.  

In contrast, the Unnamed Tributary’s storm hydrograph typically showed a double peak 

when rainfall intensity exceeded about 0.25 in./hour.  The hydrograph of November 26-27, 1999, 

shows this pattern clearly (fig. 1).  Total rainfall for this storm exceeded 3.0 
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Figure 1.  Storm hydrograph at Unnamed Tributary of Ballard Fork near Mud, W.Va., 
and rainfall, as a 1-hour running average, for four rain gages in the Ballard Fork watershed.

Flow

Rainfall

in., and much of it fell as a slow, soaking rain; the maximum one-hour rainfall recorded at any 

rain gage was 0.48 in.  ecedent conditions were dry; the rain of November 24 was the first 

since November 2.  ugh the rain fell in two major bursts, the storm hydrograph had the same 

shape typical of storms in which rain fell in only one major burst.  73 in. of rain fell on 

November 25-26 between 9:30 p.m. and 3:30 a.m.  When rain was received with an intensity of 

about 0.3 in. per hour at about midnight on November 26, the infiltration capacity of the 

watershed was apparently exceeded, causing a sharp peak in flow.  kly receded 

when rain intensity decreased, but the delayed flow of water that had apparently flowed through 

the valley fill continued to increase and peaked at 2:00 p.m. on November 26, eight hours after 

the last rain fell that exceeded 0.10 in./hour.   
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During most storms, peak unit flow from Spring Branch and Ballard Fork exceeded peak 

unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary, despite the effects of interception on runoff in the forested 

watersheds. However, in the two most intense storms during the study period, on June 6, 2001 

(maximum average one-hour rainfall = 1.24 in.) and July 26, 2001 (maximum average one-hour 

rainfall = 1.63 in.), maximum runoff from the Unnamed Tributary exceeded maximum runoff in 

the forested watersheds. Both of these storms took place in midsummer, when rainfall 

interception by trees is at its maximum. In the third most intense storm during the study period, 

June 21, 2000, the gage at the Unnamed Tributary malfunctioned, so relative unit flows from this 

storm are unknown. 

In the storm of July 26, 2001, intense rain apparently exceeded infiltration capacity of the 

Unnamed Tributary watershed and led to sharp peak in flow that exceeded unit flow at the other 

two gages (fig. 2). Antecedent conditions to the July 26 storm were moderate; the Ballard Fork 

watershed received nearly 0.50 in. of rain the afternoon of July 22. The initial substantial rain 

(maximum rainfall intensity = 0.25 in./hour) beginning about 7:00 a.m. on July 26 did not cause a 

runoff response from any stream. 
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Figure 2. Storm hydrograph for July 26-28, 2001, for three stream gages, and rainfall, 
as a 1-hour running average for four rain gages, in the Ballard Fork watershed. 
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The most intense rainfall recorded during this study was received between 3:50 p.m. and 4:30 

p.m. on July 26, more than 1.3 in. The Unnamed Tributary rose sharply in response to this rain, 

and peaked at 4:40 p.m., while rain was still falling but after intensity had decreased. Maximum 

unit flow for the Unnamed Tributary was 46.9 ft3/s/mi2. Although the two other watersheds 

responded to this burst of rain, their peaks were later in the evening, at about 6:00 p.m., at the end 

of a final spate of rain of 0.63 in./hour. The Unnamed Tributary responded less strongly to the 

final rain than it had to the earlier, more intense rain, with a maximum unit flow on the second 

peak of 21.8 ft3/s/mi2. The initial peak on the Unnamed Tributary receded as quickly as Spring 

Branch and more quickly than Ballard Fork, but about 8:30 p.m., a secondary peak began on the 

Unnamed Tributary, apparently of water that had flowed through the valley fill. This attenuated 

secondary peak reached a maximum unit flow of 19.1 ft3/s/mi2 at 6:20 a.m. July 27, several hours 

after Spring Branch and Ballard Fork had largely receded. 

Peak unit flow from the valley fill exceeded peak unit flow from the other watersheds on 

July 29, when rainfall of unexceptional intensity (maximum one-hour rainfall = 0.82 in.) was 

received before a secondary peak on the Unnamed Tributary had receded. Rain on July 28 

caused small initial rises on all three streams. When a hard rain fell on the afternoon of July 29, 

the peaks on Spring Branch and Ballard Fork had receded, but the Unnamed Tributary was still 

rising from delayed flow from July 28. 

Discussion:  Runoff patterns from the Unnamed Tributary watershed appear to be influenced 

by compaction of soils on the mine, by the low maximum infiltration rate into the mine and valley 

fill compared to the forested watershed, by storage of water in the valley fill, and by the absence 

of interception from trees and leaf litter on the mine. Soils on mined areas are typically heavily 

compacted to prevent erosion, which decreases infiltration capacity. Hortonian (excess overland) 

flow appears to be important in the Unnamed Tributary watershed following intense storms, and 

to cause the initial peak on the rising arm of storm hydrographs; Hortonian flow is rare in the 

eastern U.S. except from urban or other highly disturbed watersheds.  The initial sharp peak, the 

part of the hydrograph that is apparently Hortonian flow, appears following storms with intensity 

greater than about 0.25 in./hour. 

Typical canopy interception rates in eastern hardwood forests are about ten per cent of 

gross rainfall, and dry leaf litter may intercept several tenths of an inch of water that falls through 

the canopy. Water that would have been retained by these processes in the Spring Branch 

watershed was available to run off the Unnamed Tributary watershed. Because of these factors, 

unit flow from the mined watershed exceeded unit flow from the unmined watershed during 

storms when rainfall exceeded about 1 in./hour, suggesting that mountaintop removal mining is 
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likely to increase flooding from intense summer thunderstorms. Once during this study, peak unit 

flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed exceeded runoff from the Spring Branch watershed 

because a hard rain was received before the delayed secondary peak on the Unnamed Tributary 

had receded. This suggests that mountaintop removal mining is especially likely to increase 

flooding during summer storm systems that last several days. 

A large proportion of storm water received in the Unnamed Tributary watershed runs off 

during a period 8 to 48 hours after rain stops, compared to 0 to 4 hours in the Spring Branch 

watershed. Comparison of total volume running off from three selected storms showed that (1) 

total unit flow during all three storms was greatest from the Unnamed Tributary, (2) for the 

Unnamed Tributary, flow during recessions exceeded storm runoff during all three storms, 

although for Spring Branch, storm runoff exceeded flow during recessions in two storms, and (3) 

total unit flow as storm runoff from the Unnamed Tributary was typically less than unit storm 

runoff from Spring Branch and Ballard Fork. Although most of the water running off the 

Unnamed Tributary watershed comes in this delayed flow, the overall peak for most storms is the 

sharp, initial peak. 

Peak unit flow from a storm is expected to be greater from a smaller watershed, if all 

land-use and other characteristics are identical. In this study, peak unit flow from the Spring 

Branch watershed usually exceeded peak unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed, and 

was usually about the same as peak unit flow from the overall Ballard Fork watershed. Rainfall-

runoff relations on altered landscapes are site-specific and mining and reclamation practices that 

affect storm response may vary among mines. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF PEAK DISCHARGES AMONG 
SITES WITH AND WITHOUT VALLEY FILLS FOR THE JULY 8-9, 2001 
FLOOD IN THE HEADWATERS OF CLEAR FORK, COAL RIVER BASIN, 
MOUNTAINTOP COAL-MINING REGION, SOUTHERN WEST VIRGINIA 

Jeffrey B. Wiley 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), in cooperation with the Office of Surface 

Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, investigated the effects of valley fills on the peak 

discharges for the flood of July 8-9, 2001. Results of this investigation indicate the sites 

without valley fills had peak discharges with10- to 25-year recurrence intervals. The 

flood recurrence intervals for the three basins with valley fills were determined as though 

the peak discharges were those from rural streams without the influence of valley fills, 

and ranged from less than 2 year to greater than 100 years. 

Introduction 

Six small basins (drainage areas ranging from 0.189 to 1.17 mi2) within an area of 

about 7 mi2 in the headwaters of Clear Fork of the Coal River in the Appalachian 

Plateaus Physiographic Province of southern West Virginia were selected for 

investigation following the flood of July 8-9. The 7-mi2 area was assumed to be small 

enough that the rainfall intensities and totals would be approximately equal for the six 

basins. The six basins and site identifications are: Unnamed Tributary to Lick Run, 

USGS1; Unnamed Tributary to Clear Fork, USGS2; Unnamed Tributary to Buffalo Fork, 

MT65C; Buffalo Fork, MT66; Ewing Fork, USGS3 (near MT69); and, Reeds Branch, 

MT76. The “USGS” prefix indicates the site was selected by the USGS for this study, 

and the “MT” prefix indicates the site was already being used for preparation of the 

Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  There are three 

sites in basins without valley fills (USGS1, USGS2, and USGS3) and three sites in basins 

with valley fills (MT65C, MT66, and MT76). The three sites in basins with valley fills 

are located downstream from the ponds at the toe of the fills. 

Comparison of Peak Discharges Among Sites With and Without Valley Fills 1 
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In the early morning of July 8, 2001, a thunderstorm complex formed in central 

West Virginia from outflow winds of an earlier group of thunderstorms that had moved 

across northern West Virginia. The thunderstorm complex moved southeast from central 

West Virginia and into southeastern West Virginia by late morning on July 8, and by 

early afternoon 3- to 6-inches of rainfall had fallen in 5- to 6-hours. 

Flooding from the thunderstorm complex was primarily caused by intense rainfall 

on relatively dry ground. Rainfall totals for the storm were approximately equal to the 

monthly average of about five inches (written commun., National Weather Service, 

2001). The gaging station for Clear Fork at Whitesville (USGS station number 

03198350) has a drainage area of 62.8 mi2 and is located downstream from the study 

area. The indirectly measured peak discharge, caused by the July 8-9 storm, at this station 

had a frequency greater than 100 years. 

Indirect Measurements of Peak Discharge 

Indirect measurements of peak discharge for the six study sites ranged from 45 to 

228 ft3/s. (table 1). 

The study plan assumed the six study basins were within an area (7 mi2) small 

enough that rainfall intensities and totals would be approximately equal, but this 

assumption was determined invalid. The flood recurrence intervals for the three basins 

without valley fills should be approximately equal if the assumption was correct. Table 1 

shows that the flood recurrence intervals for the three basins without valley fills (USGS1, 

USGS2, and USGS3) are not equal. The flood frequencies were between 10 and 25 years 

with the greatest flood frequency at the most southern basin, USGS1. 

Comparison of Peak Discharges Among Sites With and Without Valley Fills 2 
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Table 1. Indirectly measured peak discharges and estimated recurrence intervals for the flood of 
July 8-9, 2001 at the six study sites, in the headwaters of Clear Fork, Coal River Basin, mountaintop coal-
mining region, southern West Virginia 

[USGS(n) identifies a site selected by the U.S. Geological for this study; MT(n) indicates that the 
site being used in this study was part of the Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental 
Impact Statement study, where (n) is a unique numeric or alphanumeric identification.] 

Indirectly 
measured Estimated 

peak flood 
Drainage discharge, in recurrence 

Site area, in cubic feet interval, 
Basin name identifier Latitude Longitude square miles per second in yearsa 

Basins without valley fills 
Unnamed Tributary to Lick Run USGS1 37°52’36” 81°18’31” 0.461 140 25 
Unnamed Tributary to Clear Fork USGS2 37°52’42” 81°19’50” .360 90 10 
Ewing Forkb USGS3 37°54’45” 81°19’34” 1.17 228 10 

Basins with valley fills 
Unnamed Tributary to Buffalo Fork MT65C 37°53’48” 81°19’38” .189c 113 >100d 

Buffalo Fork MT66 37°53’47” 81°19’09” .583 224 50-100d 

Reeds Branch MT76 37°54’28” 81°18’46” .462 45 <2d 

a Flood recurrence interval was determined using Wiley, and others (2000) and considering the sensitivity 
of calculated discharges to Manning’s roughness coefficients. 

b Site is near MT69, which was used to prepare the Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact

Statement (Wiley and others, 2001). 

Drainage area was revised from the 65 acres (0.102 square miles) used to prepare the Mountaintop

Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement and is the value published by Wiley and others

(2001). 


d Flood recurrence interval of indirectly measured peak discharge as though the peak discharge was that 
from a rural stream without the influence of valley fills. 

The flood recurrence intervals for the three basins with valley fills (determined as 

though the peak discharges were those from rural streams without the regulation of valley 

fills) were between less than 2 years and greater than 100 years (table 1). The smallest 

recurrence interval was at MT76, the site in the most northern basin with valley fills, no 

active surface mining, a reclaimed valley fill, and the largest valley fill in this study. The 

greatest recurrence interval was at MT65C, the site in a basin with active surface mining, 

one reclaimed and one unreclaimed valley fill. The site MT65C has the only unreclaimed 

valley fill in this study. 
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The indirect measurement for the site MT65C was made at the outflow of a pond 

downstream from two valley fills. The drainage area of MT65C, 0.189 mi2, is a revised 

value from the 65 acres (0.102 square miles) previously used to prepare the Mountaintop 

Mining/Valley Fill EIS and published by Wiley and others (2001). Including only one of 

the two valley fills in the previous measurement probably caused the incorrect 

determination of drainage area. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF PEAK DISCHARGES AMONG 
SITES WITH AND WITHOUT VALLEY FILLS FOR THE JULY 8-9, 2001 
FLOOD IN THE HEADWATERS OF CLEAR FORK, COAL RIVER BASIN, 
MOUNTAINTOP COAL-MINING REGION, SOUTHERN WEST VIRGINIA 

Jeffrey B. Wiley 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), in cooperation with the Office of Surface 

Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, investigated the effects of valley fills on the peak 

discharges for the flood of July 8-9, 2001. Results of this investigation indicate the sites 

without valley fills had peak discharges with10- to 25-year recurrence intervals. The 

flood recurrence intervals for the three basins with valley fills were determined as though 

the peak discharges were those from rural streams without the influence of valley fills, 

and ranged from less than 2 year to greater than 100 years. 

Introduction 

Six small basins (drainage areas ranging from 0.189 to 1.17 mi2) within an area of 

about 7 mi2 in the headwaters of Clear Fork of the Coal River in the Appalachian 

Plateaus Physiographic Province of southern West Virginia were selected for 

investigation following the flood of July 8-9. The 7-mi2 area was assumed to be small 

enough that the rainfall intensities and totals would be approximately equal for the six 

basins. The six basins and site identifications are: Unnamed Tributary to Lick Run, 

USGS1; Unnamed Tributary to Clear Fork, USGS2; Unnamed Tributary to Buffalo Fork, 

MT65C; Buffalo Fork, MT66; Ewing Fork, USGS3 (near MT69); and, Reeds Branch, 

MT76. The “USGS” prefix indicates the site was selected by the USGS for this study, 

and the “MT” prefix indicates the site was already being used for preparation of the 

Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). There are three 

sites in basins without valley fills (USGS1, USGS2, and USGS3) and three sites in basins 

with valley fills (MT65C, MT66, and MT76). The three sites in basins with valley fills 

are located downstream from the ponds at the toe of the fills. 

Comparison of Peak Discharges Among Sites With and Without Valley Fills 1 



In the early morning of July 8, 2001, a thunderstorm complex formed in central 

West Virginia from outflow winds of an earlier group of thunderstorms that had moved 

across northern West Virginia. The thunderstorm complex moved southeast from central 

West Virginia and into southeastern West Virginia by late morning on July 8, and by 

early afternoon 3- to 6- inches of rainfall had fallen in 5- to 6-hours. 

Flooding from the thunderstorm complex was primarily caused by intense rainfall 

on relatively dry ground. Rainfall totals for the storm were approximately equal to the 

monthly average of about five inches (written commun., National Weather Service, 

2001). The gaging station for Clear Fork at Whitesville (USGS station number 

03198350) has a drainage area of 62.8 mi2 and is located downstream from the study 

area. The indirectly measured peak discharge, caused by the July 8-9 storm, at this station 

had a frequency greater than 100 years. 

Indirect Measurements of Peak Discharge 

Indirect measurements of peak discharge for the six study sites ranged from 45 to 

228 ft3/s. (table 1). 

The study plan assumed the six study basins were within an area (7 mi2) small 

enough that rainfall intensities and totals would be approximately equal, but this 

assumption was determined invalid. The flood recurrence intervals for the three basins 

without valley fills should be approximately equal if the assumption was correct. Table 1 

shows that the flood recurrence intervals for the three basins without valley fills (USGS1, 

USGS2, and USGS3) are not equal. The flood frequencies were between 10 and 25 years 

with the greatest flood frequency at the most southern basin, USGS1. 

Comparison of Peak Discharges Among Sites With and Without Valley Fills 2 



Table 1. Indirectly measured peak discharges and estimated recurrence intervals for the flood of 
July 8-9, 2001 at the six study sites, in the headwaters  of Clear Fork, Coal River Basin, mountaintop coal-
mining region, southern West Virginia 

[USGS(n) identifies a site selected by the U.S. Geological for this study; MT(n) indicates that the 
site being used in this study was part of the Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental 
Impact Statement study, where (n) is a unique numeric or alphanumeric identification.] 

Indirectly 
measured Estimated 

peak flood 
Drainage discharge, in recurrence 

Site area, in cubic feet interval, 
Basin name identifier Latitude Longitude square miles per second in yearsa 

Basins without valley fills 
Unnamed Tributary to Lick Run USGS1 37�52’36” 81�18’31” 0.461 140 25 
Unnamed Tributary to Clear Fork USGS2 37�52’42” 81�19’50” .360 90 10 
Ewing Forkb USGS3 37�54’45” 81�19’34” 1.17 228 10 

Basins with valley fills 
Unnamed Tributary to Buffalo Fork MT65C 37�53’48” 81�19’38” .189c 113 >100d 

Buffalo Fork MT66 37�53’47” 81�19’09” .583 224 50-100d 

Reeds Branch MT76 37�54’28” 81�18’46” .462 45 <2d 

a Flood recurrence interval was determined using Wiley, and others (2000) and considering the sensitivity 
of calculated discharges to Manning’s roughness coefficients.

b	 Site is near MT69, which was used to prepare the Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact 
Statement (Wiley and others, 2001). 
Drainage area was revised from the 65 acres (0.102 square miles) used to prepare the Mountaintop 
Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement and is the value published by Wiley and others 
(2001). 

d	 Flood recurrence interval of indirectly measured peak discharge as though the peak discharge was that 
from a rural stream without the influence of valley fills. 

The flood recurrence intervals for the three basins with valley fills (determined as 

though the peak discharges were those from rural streams without the regulation of valley 

fills) were between less than 2 years and greater than 100 years (table 1). The smallest 

recurrence interval was at MT76, the site in the most northern basin with valley fills, no 

active surface mining, a reclaimed valley fill, and the largest valley fill in this study. The 

greatest recurrence interval was at MT65C, the site in a basin with active surface mining, 

one reclaimed and one unreclaimed valley fill. The site MT65C has the only unreclaimed 

valley fill in this study. 
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The indirect measurement for the site MT65C was made at the outflow of a pond 

downstream from two valley fills. The drainage area of MT65C, 0.189 mi2, is a revised 

value from the 65 acres (0.102 square miles) previously used to prepare the Mountaintop 

Mining/Valley Fill EIS and published by Wiley and others (2001). Including only one of 

the two valley fills in the previous measurement probably caused the incorrect 

determination of drainage area. 

Source: Wiley, J.B., and Brogan, F.D., 2003, Comparison of peak discharges among 
sites with and without valley fills for the July 8-9, 2001, flood in the headwaters 
of Clear Fork, Coal River Basin, mountaintop coal-mining region, southern West 
Virginia: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 03-133. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF STREAM CHARACTERISTICS IN 
SMALL GAGED, UNMINED AND VALLEY-FILLED WATERSHEDS, BALLARD 
FORK, WEST VIRGINIA, 1999-2001 

Terence Messinger and Katherine S. Paybins 

Introduction: The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began a study of the effects on stream flow 

of surface mines and valley fills in the Ballard Fork watershed, in the upper Mud River basin near 

Madison, W.Va., in November 1999. Three continuous flow-gaging stations were installed.  One 

gaging station was located on an Unnamed Tributary to Ballard Fork, directly downstream from a 

valley fill, and upstream from the sediment pond (fig. 1). The entire watershed of this stream 
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Figure 1. Streams, gages, valley fills, and areas permitted for mining in the Ballard Fork watershed. 
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(0.19 mi2) is within an area permitted for mining, and all but a few acres is mined. The second 

gaging station, near the mouth of Spring Branch, drains an unmined, forested watershed (0.53 

mi2). The third gaging station was located on the main stem of Ballard Fork, which drains an area 

(2.12 mi2) that includes both the Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch watersheds. The entire 

Ballard Fork watershed is either surface mined or forested. Forty percent of the Ballard Fork 

watershed is within areas that had been permitted for mining, although less (about 30 percent) of 

the watershed was actually mined. About 44 percent of the Unnamed Tributary and 12 percent of 

the Ballard Fork watersheds is covered by valley fills. 

Four rain gages were used during this study to collect precipitation data. Two rain gages 

were operated in mined areas on mountaintops, and the other two were in open areas on the valley 

floor. Precipitation amounts reported in this document are the average of amounts recorded at 

these four rain gages. 

Mines in the Ballard Fork watershed received a Phase 1 bond release in August 2000, 

although mine inspection forms filed since November 1997 estimated that grading and backfilling 

was complete on all but 10 acres. The mined areas had grasses and other herbaceous vegetation 

typical of a newly reclaimed surface mine. Forest in Spring Branch and the rest of Ballard Fork 

was second- or third-growth, and dominant canopy species included white and red oak, several 

hickory species, sycamore, and tulip poplar. 

Hydrologic conditions:  Because this study began in November 1999, long-term conditions were 

assessed by comparison with nearby sites with long periods of record. Hydrologic conditions 

observed during the study period at three nearby long-term sites, the USGS stream-gaging station 

East Fork Twelvepole Creek near Dunlow, W.Va., and two NOAA rain gages at Madison and 

Dunlow, W.Va., were drier than long-term averages. Total precipitation in 2000 at both Madison 

and Dunlow (46.2 and 47.4 inches, respectively) was close to long-term averages (47.8 and 45.7 

inches, respectively, 1971-2000), but was decreased substantially in 2001 (40.2 and 35.0 inches, 

respectively). Flow at East Fork Twelvepole Creek was well below the long-term average both 

years. The disparity between normal precipitation and low flow in 2000 was caused by the 

season when the precipitation was received. Precipitation at Madison was 4.71 inches below 

average from November 1999 through March 2000, the season of maximum recharge and runoff, 

and exceeded the long-term average during only three months, April (by 0.24 inches), June (by 

1.76 inches), and July (by 0.20 inches), in the period of maximum evapotranspiration. 

Comparison of stream characteristics in small gaged, 2 
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Total Flow: Total unit flow for the two-year study period on the Unnamed Tributary (11,700 

ft3/s/mi2) was almost twice that on Spring Branch (6,260 ft3/s/mi2), and about 1.75 times that on
D
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Ballard Fork (6,690 ft3/s/mi2). The highest monthly flow in the study period in Spring Branch 

and Ballard Fork was during May 2001, because of a series of thunderstorms that produced 6.22 

in. of rain in eight days, May 15-May 22. In contrast, the maximum monthly total flow on the 

Unnamed Tributary was in June 2001, although flows were similar from May through July 2001, 

the usual period of maximum evapotranspiration in forested watersheds. 

The daily hydrograph shows that summer and autumn flows were relatively higher in the 

Unnamed Tributary than Ballard Fork, and relatively higher in Ballard Fork than in Spring 

Branch (fig. 2). Spring Branch was dry during much of October and November 2000, and its 
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Figure 2. Hydrographs for three streams in the Ballard Fork watershed, W.Va., November 
15, 1999-November 14, 2001. 
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monthly mean flow for October 2001, was zero. Ballard Fork and the Unnamed Tributary had 

flow throughout the study period. Daily mean flow was significantly (P < 0.01) correlated among 

the three streams in the Ballard Fork watershed. This correlation was strongest between Spring 

Branch and Ballard Fork (R2 = 0.723), weakest between Spring Branch and the Unnamed 

Tributary (R2 = 0.370), and intermediate between Ballard Fork and the Unnamed Tributary (R2 = 

0.569). 

Flow duration:  Flow duration curves show the lowest unit flows from Spring Branch, the 

highest unit flows from the Unnamed Tributary, and intermediate unit flows from Ballard Fork 

(fig. 3). Unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed was the highest of the three streams at 
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Figure 3. Flow duration of three streams in the Ballard Fork watershed, W.Va.., 
November 15, 1999-November 14, 2001. 
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all flows analyzed, between 5 and 95 percent flow duration, but the relative difference was 

greatest for low flows. Low flows in the Unnamed Tributary were probably increased because of 
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decreased evapotranspiration on the mine as compared to the forest and delayed drainage of water 

stored in the valley fill. Unit flows from Ballard Fork and Spring Branch were about the same at 

higher flows, but unit flow from Ballard Fork was much higher than that from Spring Branch at 
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Evapotranspiration:  Reduced evapotranspiration in mined areas probably accounts for the 

marked difference in total and low unit flow between the Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch 

watersheds. Evapotranspiration, as a percentage of total rainfall, decreased from the first to the 

second, drier, year from the Unnamed Tributary watershed (from 61 percent to 45 percent) but 

changed relatively little from the Spring Branch (from 77 to 74 percent) and Ballard Fork (76 to 

78 percent) watersheds. Evapotranspiration from the East Fork of Twelvepole Creek watershed 

was much higher during the study period (76 percent the first year, and 78 percent the second 

year) than the 1965-2001 average (60 percent). Most of the mechanisms of evapotranspiration 

appear to be lower on reclaimed surface mines than in forests, because most of them are 

mechanisms that evolved in plants to use or conserve water. Plant biomass in the mined areas is 

much less than in forested areas. 

Unit flow per unit precipitation from Spring Branch only exceeded that from the Unnamed 

Tributary during spring months, February-April 2000 and February-March 2001, but even then, 

exceeded it by less than measurement error (fig. 4). Unit flow per unit precipitation from the 
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Figure 4. Unit monthly mean flow per total monthly precipitation for three sites in the Ballard

Fork watershed, W.Va., 1999-2001. Only whole months are shown. Error bars represent the sum of 

daily-mean streamflow variance determined from estimates of data quality made by Ward and others 

(2001, 2002). Spring Branch had an average flow of zero during October, 2001.
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Unnamed Tributary watershed was more or much more than that from the Spring Branch 

watershed during summer and fall months. 

Conclusions:  Unit daily mean flow was higher from the Unnamed Tributary, which drains a 

predominantly mined watershed, than from Spring Branch, which drains an unmined, forested 

watershed, at all flows between 5 and 95 percent duration. The relative difference was greatest at 

lower flows. Unit daily mean flows from Ballard Fork, which drains a watershed including both 

these other streams and is about 30 percent mined, were about the same as those from Spring 

Branch at higher flows (greater than about 15 percent duration), and were intermediate between 

the Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch at lower flows. Spring Branch dried up both years of 

the study, and its mean flow in October 2001 was zero; the Unnamed Tributary had flow 

throughout the study period. Some mechanism delays some of the flow from the mined area. 

Storage of water in or under the valley fill is the most likely mechanism. 

Total unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary was nearly twice that from Spring Branch 

during the two-year study period. Storage of water in the mined areas does not account for this 

difference, because all the flow in the Ballard Fork watershed originated as precipitation, and 

precipitation was the same on mined and unmined areas. Reduced evapotranspiration in the 

mined areas probably accounts for the difference in total flow. Evapotranspiration from mined 

areas was probably less than that from forested areas because most mechanisms of 

evapotranspiration, such as interception and transpiration, are functions of plants and plant 

biomass is much less in mined areas than in unmined areas. The difference in total flow and low 

flow between the mined and unmined areas will probably change as plant cover and biomass 

change on the reclaimed mines. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF STORM RESPONSE OF STREAMS IN 
SMALL, UNMINED AND VALLEY-FILLED WATERSHEDS, 1999-2001, BALLARD 
FORK, WEST VIRGINIA 

Terence Messinger 

Abstract: Peak unit flows following summer storms with rainfall exceeding about one inch per 
hour, approximately the one-year return period, were greater from a watershed comprised of a 
mountaintop-removal coal mine (Unnamed Tributary) than from an unmined watershed (Spring 
Branch) in the Ballard Fork watershed in West Virginia. Following all storms with rainfall 
intensity of about 0.25 in. per hour or more, the storm hydrograph from the Unnamed Tributary 
watershed showed a sharp initial rise, followed by a decrease in flow, then a delayed secondary 
peak of water that had apparently flowed through the valley fill. One storm that produced less 
than an inch of rain before the secondary peak from the previous storm had receded caused peak 
unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary to exceed peak unit flow from Spring Branch. Peak unit 
flow from the Unnamed Tributary was less than peak unit flow from Spring Branch following 
slow, soaking rains. No storms during this study produced 1-hour or 24-hour rainfall in excess of 
the 5-year return period, and flow during this study never exceeded the 1.5-year return period. 
Runoff patterns from the Unnamed Tributary watershed appear to be influenced by the 
compaction of soils on the mine, by the low maximum infiltration rate into the valley fill 
compared to the forested watershed, by storage of water in the valley fill, and by the absence 
from the mine of interception from trees and leaf litter. 

Introduction: The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began a study of the effects of on flow of 

surface mines using valley fills in the Ballard Fork watershed, in the upper Mud River basin near 

Madison, W.Va., in November 1999. Three continuous flow-gaging stations were installed.  One 

gage was located on an Unnamed Tributary to Ballard Fork, directly downstream from a valley 

fill, and upstream from the sediment pond. The entire watershed of this stream (0.19 mi2) is 

within an area permitted for mining, and all but a few acres is mined. The second gage, near the 

mouth of Spring Branch, drains an unmined, forested watershed (0.53 mi2). The third gage was 

located on the main stem of Ballard Fork, which drains an area (2.12 mi2) that includes both the 

Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch watersheds. The entire Ballard Fork watershed is either 

surface mined or forested, although the forested areas contain some pipelines and all-terrain 

vehicle trails that probably affect rainfall-runoff relations. Forty percent of the Ballard Fork 

watershed is within areas that had been permitted for mining, although less (about 30 percent) of 

the watershed was actually mined. About 44 percent of the Unnamed Tributary and 12 percent of 

the Ballard Fork watershed is covered by valley fills. 

Four rain gages were used during this study to collect precipitation data. Two rain gages 

were operated in mined areas on mountaintops, and the other two were in open areas on the valley 

floor. Precipitation amounts reported in this document are the average of amounts recorded at 

these four rain gages. 

Comparison of storm response of streams in small, unmined 1 
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Mines in the Ballard Fork watershed received a Phase 1 bond release in August 2000, 

although mine inspection forms filed since November 1997 estimated that grading and backfilling 

was complete on all but 10 acres. The mined areas was sparsely covered with grasses, other 

herbaceous vegetation, and small trees typical of a newly reclaimed surface mine. Forest in 

Spring Branch and the rest of Ballard Fork was second- or third-growth, and dominant canopy 

species included white and red oak, several hickory species, sycamore, and tulip poplar. 

Precipitation:  Greatest average 1-hour total precipitation recorded at the four rain gages (1.63 

in., standard deviation = 0.11 in.) during the study period was July 26 between 3:30 p.m. and 4:30 

p.m. The greatest 24-hour total precipitation (3.16 in., standard deviation = 0.24 in.) during the 

study was during the same storm, between 1:00 a.m. July 26 and 1:00 a.m. July 27. The return 

period for both the 1-hour and 24-hour rainfall from this storm was between two and five years. 

Average 1-hour precipitation exceeded 1.1 in. (about the 1-hour, 1-year rainfall) on June 6, 2001, 

and average precipitation plus one standard deviation exceeded 1.1 in. on June 21, 2000, and 

August 12, 2001.  Average 24-hour rainfall exceeded 2.0 in. (about the 24-hour, 1-year rainfall) 

during one other storm, on November 26, 1999, and average precipitation plus one standard 

deviation exceeded 2.0 in. during three other storms during the study period. 

Most of the intense rainfall in the Ballard Fork watershed during this study fell during 

summer thunderstorms. Of the 10 largest 1-hour average rainfalls, eight were during May through 

September, and six of these storms were during June and July. The largest 24-hour total rainfalls 

were generally recorded in the summer, as well; eight of the ten highest 24-hour rainfall totals 

were recorded during May, June, or July. In general, rainfall recorded by the Sally Fork 

Mountaintop rain gage, in the Unnamed Tributary watershed, was less than rainfall recorded at 

the other three rain gages; for the ten storms with the highest 1-hour rainfall, the Sally Fork 

Mountaintop rain gage reading was less than the average eight times. 

Peak flows:  Maximum instantaneous flow during the study period was 8.9 ft3/s for the 

Unnamed Tributary (July 26, 2001), 87 ft3/s for Ballard Fork (May 18, 2001), and 34 ft3/s for 

Spring Branch (February 19, 2000). Instantaneous flow recorded during the study period did not 

exceed the 1.5-year return period at any site. 

Peaks with unit flow greater than 20 ft3/s/mi2 were recorded five times at the Unnamed 

Tributary, eleven times at Spring Branch, and nine times at Ballard Fork. All three gages recorded 

flows in this range during four of the five storms, which raised unit flow in the Unnamed 

Tributary above 20 ft3/s/mi2, although the Spring Branch gage was not operating during the fifth 

storm, of May 18, 2001. 
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Comparison of storm response of streams in small, unmined  3 
and valley-filled watersheds, 1999-2001, Ballard Fork, West Virginia 

Storm response:  Response of the Unnamed Tributary to different types of storms was 

distinctly different from response of Spring Branch and Ballard Fork.  ing Branch and Ballard 

Fork generally rose when total moisture in their watersheds increased.  These streams generally 

peaked shortly after rainfall ended, and quickly receded.  

In contrast, the Unnamed Tributary’s storm hydrograph typically showed a double peak 

when rainfall intensity exceeded about 0.25 in./hour.  The hydrograph of November 26-27, 1999, 

shows this pattern clearly (fig. 1).  Total rainfall for this storm exceeded 3.0 in., and much of it 
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fell as a slow, soaking rain; the maximum one-hour rainfall recorded at any rain gage was 0.48 in.  

Antecedent conditions were dry; the rain of November 24 was the first since November 2.  

Although the rain fell in two major bursts, the storm hydrograph had the same shape typical of 

storms in which rain fell in only one major burst.  ut 0.73 in. of rain fell on November 25-26 

between 9:30 p.m. and 3:30 a.m.  When rain was received with an intensity of about 0.3 in. per 

hour at about midnight on November 26, the infiltration capacity of the watershed was apparently 

exceeded, causing a sharp peak in flow.  This peak quickly receded when rain intensity decreased, 

but the delayed flow of water that had apparently flowed through the valley fill continued to 

increase and peaked at 2:00 p.m. on November 26, eight hours after the last rain fell that 

exceeded 0.10 in./hour.   
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During most storms, peak unit flow from Spring Branch and Ballard Fork exceeded peak 

unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary, despite the effects of interception on runoff in the forested 

watersheds. However, in the two most intense storms during the study period, on June 6, 2001 

(maximum average one-hour rainfall = 1.24 in.) and July 26, 2001 (maximum average one-hour 

rainfall = 1.63 in.), maximum runoff from the Unnamed Tributary exceeded maximum runoff in 

the forested watersheds. Both of these storms took place in midsummer, when rainfall 

interception by trees is at its maximum. In the third most intense storm during the study period, 

June 21, 2000, the gage at the Unnamed Tributary malfunctioned, so relative unit flows from this 

storm are unknown. 

In the storm of July 26, 2001, intense rain apparently exceeded infiltration capacity of the 

Unnamed Tributary watershed and led to sharp peak in flow that exceeded unit flow at the other 

two gages (fig. 2).  Antecedent conditions to the July 26 storm were moderate; the Ballard Fork 

watershed received nearly 0.50 in. of rain the afternoon of July 22. The initial substantial rain 

(maximum rainfall intensity = 0.25 in./hour) beginning about 7:00 a.m. on July 26 did not cause a 

runoff response from any stream. 
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Figure 2. Storm hydrograph for July 26-28, 2001, for three stream gages, and rainfall, 
as a 1-hour running average for four rain gages, in the Ballard Fork watershed. 
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The most intense rainfall recorded during this study was received between 3:50 p.m. and 4:30 

p.m. on July 26, more than 1.3 in. The Unnamed Tributary rose sharply in response to this rain, 

and peaked at 4:40 p.m., while rain was still falling but after intensity had decreased. Maximum 

unit flow for the Unnamed Tributary was 46.9 ft3/s/mi2. Although the two other watersheds 

responded to this burst of rain, their peaks were later in the evening, at about 6:00 p.m., at the end 

of a final spate of rain of 0.63 in./hour. The Unnamed Tributary responded less strongly to the 

final rain than it had to the earlier, more intense rain, with a maximum unit flow on the second 

peak of 21.8 ft3/s/mi2. The initial peak on the Unnamed Tributary receded as quickly as Spring 

Branch and more quickly than Ballard Fork, but about 8:30 p.m., a secondary peak began on the 

Unnamed Tributary, apparently of water that had flowed through the valley fill. This attenuated 

secondary peak reached a maximum unit flow of 19.1 ft3/s/mi2 at 6:20 a.m. July 27, several hours 

after Spring Branch and Ballard Fork had largely receded. 

Peak unit flow from the valley fill exceeded peak unit flow from the other watersheds on 

July 29, when rainfall of unexceptional intensity (maximum one-hour rainfall = 0.82 in.) was 

received before a secondary peak on the Unnamed Tributary had receded. Rain on July 28 

caused small initial rises on all three streams. When a hard rain fell on the afternoon of July 29, 

the peaks on Spring Branch and Ballard Fork had receded, but the Unnamed Tributary was still 

rising from delayed flow from July 28. 

Discussion:  Runoff patterns from the Unnamed Tributary watershed appear to be influenced 

by compaction of soils on the mine, by the low maximum infiltration rate into the mine and valley 

fill compared to the forested watershed, by storage of water in the valley fill, and by the absence 

of interception from trees and leaf litter on the mine. Soils on mined areas are typically heavily 

compacted to prevent erosion, which decreases infiltration capacity.  Hortonian (excess overland) 

flow appears to be important in the Unnamed Tributary watershed following intense storms, and 

to cause the initial peak on the rising arm of storm hydrographs; Hortonian flow is rare in the 

eastern U.S. except from urban or other highly disturbed watersheds. The initial sharp peak, the 

part of the hydrograph that is apparently Hortonian flow, appears following storms with intensity 

greater than about 0.25 in./hour. 

Typical canopy interception rates in eastern hardwood forests are about ten per cent of 

gross rainfall, and dry leaf litter may intercept several tenths of an inch of water that falls through 

the canopy. Water that would have been retained by these processes in the Spring Branch 

watershed was available to run off the Unnamed Tributary watershed.  Because of these factors, 

unit flow from the mined watershed exceeded unit flow from the unmined watershed during 

storms when rainfall exceeded about 1 in./hour, suggesting that mountaintop removal mining is 
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likely to increase flooding from intense summer thunderstorms. Once during this study, peak unit 

flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed exceeded runoff from the Spring Branch watershed 

because a hard rain was received before the delayed secondary peak on the Unnamed Tributary 

had receded. This suggests that mountaintop removal mining is especially likely to increase 

flooding during summer storm systems that last several days. 

A large proportion of storm water received in the Unnamed Tributary watershed runs off 

during a period 8 to 48 hours after rain stops, compared to 0 to 4 hours in the Spring Branch 

watershed.  Comparison of total volume running off from three selected storms showed that (1) 

total unit flow during all three storms was greatest from the Unnamed Tributary, (2) for the 

Unnamed Tributary, flow during recessions exceeded storm runoff during all three storms, 

although for Spring Branch, storm runoff exceeded flow during recessions in two storms, and (3) 

total unit flow as storm runoff from the Unnamed Tributary was typically less than unit storm 

runoff from Spring Branch and Ballard Fork. Although most of the water running off the 

Unnamed Tributary watershed comes in this delayed flow, the overall peak for most storms is the 

sharp, initial peak. 

Peak unit flow from a storm is expected to be greater from a smaller watershed, if all 

land-use and other characteristics are identical. In this study, peak unit flow from the Spring 

Branch watershed usually exceeded peak unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed, and 

was usually about the same as peak unit flow from the overall Ballard Fork watershed. Rainfall-

runoff relations on altered landscapes are site-specific and mining and reclamation practices that 

affect storm response may vary among mines. 

Source: Messinger, Terence, 2003, Comparison of storm response of streams in small, unmined 
and mountaintop removal mined watersheds, 1999-2001, Ballard Fork, West Virginia: 
U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 02-4303. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF STORM RESPONSE OF STREAMS IN 
SMALL, UNMINED AND VALLEY-FILLED WATERSHEDS, 1999-2001, BALLARD 
FORK, WEST VIRGINIA 

Terence Messinger 

Abstract: Peak unit flows following summer storms with rainfall exceeding about one inch per 
hour, approximately the one-year return period, were greater from a watershed comprised of a 
mountaintop-removal coal mine (Unnamed Tributary) than from an unmined watershed (Spring 
Branch) in the Ballard Fork watershed in West Virginia. Following all storms with rainfall 
intensity of about 0.25 in. per hour or more, the storm hydrograph from the Unnamed Tributary 
watershed showed a sharp initial rise, followed by a decrease in flow, then a delayed secondary 
peak of water that had apparently flowed through the valley fill. One storm that produced less 
than an inch of rain before the secondary peak from the previous storm had receded caused peak 
unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary to exceed peak unit flow from Spring Branch. Peak unit 
flow from the Unnamed Tributary was less than peak unit flow from Spring Branch following 
slow, soaking rains. No storms during this study produced 1-hour or 24-hour rainfall in excess of 
the 5-year return period, and flow during this study never exceeded the 1.5-year return period. 
Runoff patterns from the Unnamed Tributary watershed appear to be influenced by the 
compaction of soils on the mine, by the low maximum infiltration rate into the valley fill 
compared to the forested watershed, by storage of water in the valley fill, and by the absence 
from the mine of interception from trees and leaf litter. 

Introduction:  The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began a study of the effects of on flow of 

surface mines using valley fills in the Ballard Fork watershed, in the upper Mud River basin near 

Madison, W.Va., in November 1999. Three continuous flow-gaging stations were installed. One 

gage was located on an Unnamed Tributary to Ballard Fork, directly downstream from a valley 

fill, and upstream from the sediment pond. The entire watershed of this stream (0.19 mi2) is 

within an area permitted for mining, and all but a few acres is mined. The second gage, near the 

mouth of Spring Branch, drains an unmined, forested watershed (0.53 mi2). The third gage was 

located on the main stem of Ballard Fork, which drains an area (2.12 mi2) that includes both the 

Unnamed Tributary and Spring Branch watersheds. The entire Ballard Fork watershed is either 

surface mined or forested, although the forested areas contain some pipelines and all-terrain 

vehicle trails that probably affect rainfall-runoff relations. Forty percent of the Ballard Fork 

watershed is within areas that had been permitted for mining, although less (about 30 percent) of 

the watershed was actually mined. About 44 percent of the Unnamed Tributary and 12 percent of 

the Ballard Fork watershed is covered by valley fills. 

Four rain gages were used during this study to collect precipitation data. Two rain gages 

were operated in mined areas on mountaintops, and the other two were in open areas on the valley 

floor. Precipitation amounts reported in this document are the average of amounts recorded at 

these four rain gages. 
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Mines in the Ballard Fork watershed received a Phase 1 bond release in August 2000, 

although mine inspection forms filed since November 1997 estimated that grading and backfilling 

was complete on all but 10 acres. The mined areas was sparsely covered with grasses, other 

herbaceous vegetation, and small trees typical of a newly reclaimed surface mine. Forest in 

Spring Branch and the rest of Ballard Fork was second- or third-growth, and dominant canopy 

species included white and red oak, several hickory species, sycamore, and tulip poplar. 

Precipitation:  Greatest average 1-hour total precipitation recorded at the four rain gages (1.63 

in., standard deviation = 0.11 in.) during the study period was July 26 between 3:30 p.m. and 4:30 

p.m. The greatest 24-hour total precipitation (3.16 in., standard deviation = 0.24 in.) during the 

study was during the same storm, between 1:00 a.m. July 26 and 1:00 a.m. July 27. The return 

period for both the 1-hour and 24-hour rainfall from this storm was between two and five years. 

Average 1-hour precipitation exceeded 1.1 in. (about the 1-hour, 1-year rainfall) on June 6, 2001, 

and average precipitation plus one standard deviation exceeded 1.1 in. on June 21, 2000, and 

August 12, 2001. Average 24-hour rainfall exceeded 2.0 in. (about the 24-hour, 1-year rainfall) 

during one other storm, on November 26, 1999, and average precipitation plus one standard 

deviation exceeded 2.0 in. during three other storms during the study period. 

Most of the intense rainfall in the Ballard Fork watershed during this study fell during 

summer thunderstorms. Of the 10 largest 1-hour average rainfalls, eight were during May through 

September, and six of these storms were during June and July. The largest 24-hour total rainfalls 

were generally recorded in the summer, as well; eight of the ten highest 24-hour rainfall totals 

were recorded during May, June, or July. In general, rainfall recorded by the Sally Fork 

Mountaintop rain gage, in the Unnamed Tributary watershed, was less than rainfall recorded at 

the other three rain gages; for the ten storms with the highest 1-hour rainfall, the Sally Fork 

Mountaintop rain gage reading was less than the average eight times. 

Peak flows:  Maximum instantaneous flow during the study period was 8.9 ft3/s for the 

Unnamed Tributary (July 26, 2001), 87 ft3/s for Ballard Fork (May 18, 2001), and 34 ft3/s for 

Spring Branch (February 19, 2000). Instantaneous flow recorded during the study period did not 

exceed the 1.5-year return period at any site. 

Peaks with unit flow greater than 20 ft3/s/mi2 were recorded five times at the Unnamed 

Tributary, eleven times at Spring Branch, and nine times at Ballard Fork. All three gages recorded 

flows in this range during four of the five storms, which raised unit flow in the Unnamed 

Tributary above 20 ft3/s/mi2, although the Spring Branch gage was not operating during the fifth 

storm, of May 18, 2001. 
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Storm response:  Response of the Unnamed Tributary to different types of storms was 

distinctly different from response of Spring Branch and Ballard Fork. Spring Branch and Ballard 

Fork generally rose when total moisture in their watersheds increased. These streams generally 

peaked shortly after rainfall ended, and quickly receded. 

In contrast, the Unnamed Tributary’s storm hydrograph typically showed a double peak 

when rainfall intensity exceeded about 0.25 in./hour. The hydrograph of November 26-27, 1999, 

shows this pattern clearly (fig. 1). Total rainfall for this storm exceeded 3.0 in., and much of it 

fell as a slow, soaking rain; the maximum one-hour rainfall recorded at any rain gage was 0.48 in. 

Antecedent conditions were dry; the rain of November 24 was the first since November 2. 

Although the rain fell in two major bursts, the storm hydrograph had the same shape typical of 

storms in which rain fell in only one major burst. About 0.73 in. of rain fell on November 25-26 

between 9:30 p.m. and 3:30 a.m. When rain was received with an intensity of about 0.3 in. per 

hour at about midnight on November 26, the infiltration capacity of the watershed was apparently 

exceeded, causing a sharp peak in flow. This peak quickly receded when rain intensity decreased, 

but the delayed flow of water that had apparently flowed through the valley fill continued to 

increase and peaked at 2:00 p.m. on November 26, eight hours after the last rain fell that 

exceeded 0.10 in./hour. 
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During most storms, peak unit flow from Spring Branch and Ballard Fork exceeded peak 

unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary, despite the effects of interception on runoff in the forested 

watersheds. However, in the two most intense storms during the study period, on June 6, 2001 

(maximum average one-hour rainfall = 1.24 in.) and July 26, 2001 (maximum average one-hour 

rainfall = 1.63 in.), maximum runoff from the Unnamed Tributary exceeded maximum runoff in 

the forested watersheds. Both of these storms took place in midsummer, when rainfall 

interception by trees is at its maximum. In the third most intense storm during the study period, 

June 21, 2000, the gage at the Unnamed Tributary malfunctioned, so relative unit flows from this 

storm are unknown. 

In the storm of July 26, 2001, intense rain apparently exceeded infiltration capacity of the 

Unnamed Tributary watershed and led to sharp peak in flow that exceeded unit flow at the other 

two gages (fig. 2). Antecedent conditions to the July 26 storm were moderate; the Ballard Fork 

watershed received nearly 0.50 in. of rain the afternoon of July 22. The initial substantial rain 

(maximum rainfall intensity = 0.25 in./hour) beginning about 7:00 a.m. on July 26 did not cause a 

runoff response from any stream. 
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The most intense rainfall recorded during this study was received between 3:50 p.m. and 4:30 

p.m. on July 26, more than 1.3 in. The Unnamed Tributary rose sharply in response to this rain, 

and peaked at 4:40 p.m., while rain was still falling but after intensity had decreased. Maximum 

unit flow for the Unnamed Tributary was 46.9 ft3/s/mi2. Although the two other watersheds 

responded to this burst of rain, their peaks were later in the evening, at about 6:00 p.m., at the end 

of a final spate of rain of 0.63 in./hour. The Unnamed Tributary responded less strongly to the 

final rain than it had to the earlier, more intense rain, with a maximum unit flow on the second 

peak of 21.8 ft3/s/mi2. The initial peak on the Unnamed Tributary receded as quickly as Spring 

Branch and more quickly than Ballard Fork, but about 8:30 p.m., a secondary peak began on the 

Unnamed Tributary, apparently of water that had flowed through the valley fill. This attenuated 

secondary peak reached a maximum unit flow of 19.1 ft3/s/mi2 at 6:20 a.m. July 27, several hours 

after Spring Branch and Ballard Fork had largely receded. 

Peak unit flow from the valley fill exceeded peak unit flow from the other watersheds on 

July 29, when rainfall of unexceptional intensity (maximum one-hour rainfall = 0.82 in.) was 

received before a secondary peak on the Unnamed Tributary had receded. Rain on July 28 

caused small initial rises on all three streams. When a hard rain fell on the afternoon of July 29, 

the peaks on Spring Branch and Ballard Fork had receded, but the Unnamed Tributary was still 

rising from delayed flow from July 28. 

Discussion:  Runoff patterns from the Unnamed Tributary watershed appear to be influenced 

by compaction of soils on the mine, by the low maximum infiltration rate into the mine and valley 

fill compared to the forested watershed, by storage of water in the valley fill, and by the absence 

of interception from trees and leaf litter on the mine. Soils on mined areas are typically heavily 

compacted to prevent erosion, which decreases infiltration capacity. Hortonian (excess overland) 

flow appears to be important in the Unnamed Tributary watershed following intense storms, and 

to cause the initial peak on the rising arm of storm hydrographs; Hortonian flow is rare in the 

eastern U.S. except from urban or other highly disturbed watersheds. The initial sharp peak, the 

part of the hydrograph that is apparently Hortonian flow, appears following storms with intensity 

greater than about 0.25 in./hour. 

Typical canopy interception rates in eastern hardwood forests are about ten per cent of 

gross rainfall, and dry leaf litter may intercept several tenths of an inch of water that falls through 

the canopy. Water that would have been retained by these processes in the Spring Branch 

watershed was available  to run off the Unnamed Tributary watershed. Because of these factors, 

unit flow from the mined watershed exceeded unit flow from the unmined watershed during 

storms when rainfall exceeded about 1 in./hour, suggesting that mountaintop removal mining is 
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likely to increase flooding from intense summer thunderstorms. Once during this study, peak unit 

flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed exceeded runoff from the Spring Branch watershed 

because a hard rain was received before the delayed secondary peak on the Unnamed Tributary 

had receded. This suggests that mountaintop removal mining is especially likely to increase 

flooding during summer storm systems that last several days. 

A large proportion of storm water received in the Unnamed Tributary watershed runs off 

during a period 8 to 48 hours after rain stops, compared to 0 to 4 hours in the Spring Branch 

watershed. Comparison of total volume running off from three selected storms showed that (1) 

total unit flow during all three storms was greatest from the Unnamed Tributary, (2) for the 

Unnamed Tributary, flow during recessions exceeded storm runoff during all three storms, 

although for Spring Branch, storm runoff exceeded flow during recessions in two storms, and (3) 

total unit flow as storm runoff from the Unnamed Tributary was typically less than unit storm 

runoff from Spring Branch and Ballard Fork. Although most of the water running off the 

Unnamed Tributary watershed comes in this delayed flow, the overall peak for most storms is the 

sharp, initial peak. 

Peak unit flow from a storm is expected to be greater from a smaller watershed, if all 

land-use and other characteristics are identical. In this study, peak unit flow from the Spring 

Branch watershed usually exceeded peak unit flow from the Unnamed Tributary watershed, and 

was usually about the same as peak unit flow from the overall Ballard Fork watershed. Rainfall-

runoff relations on altered landscapes are site-specific and mining and reclamation practices that 

affect storm response may vary among mines. 

Source: Messinger, Terence, 2003, Comparison of storm response of streams in small, unmined 
and valley-filled watersheds, 1999-2001, Ballard Fork, West Virginia: U.S. Geological 
Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 02-4303. 
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining and post mining conditions.


The Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill, located on Connelly Branch near the

headwaters of the Mud River watershed in Lincoln County, West Virginia, was

selected as the study site. The determination of the effects of changes to

this drainage area represents a classic ungaged watershed study. The Connelly

Branch watershed is ungaged and no historic hydrologic information is

available.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Walt Leput, Mark

Zaitsoff, Ray Rush, Karen Taylor, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Paul Donahue), the

Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) (Harry Dotson) and the Waterways

Experiment Station (WES) (Bill Johnson), and Office of Surface Mining (OSM)

personnel (Don Stump, Dan Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to post mining conditions, the method of analysis needed to be

able to subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those

involved concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS

(River Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and

results needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes in flow

magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing and routing

input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the hydrology model

were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output from both models

were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to determine the changes in

water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill was the fourth

site studied. The other three were at the Samples Mine site in Boone County,

WV. The study was initiated 24 September 1998.




DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill is located approximately 25 miles

southwest of Charleston, WV, on the eastern side of Lincoln County on the

boundary with Boone County, WV. It is located near the headwaters of the Mud

River (tributary to the Guyandotte River) watershed. The valley fill drainage

area occupies the 2.5 square mile (0.7%) Connelly Branch of the 359 square

mile Mud River watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Hobet Mine is located on the eastern side of Lincoln County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.55 0.75 
15 MIN 1.11 1.60 
1 HR 2.04 3.00 
2 HR 2.39 3.40 
3 HR 2.63 3.66 
6 HR 2.99 4.30 
12 HR 3.50 5.00 
24 HR 3.95 5.40 

These values were used for the premining and post mining conditions.


Soil Types


The unpublished Lincoln County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil

types located in the study area.


The Connelly Branch watershed is contained within the Berks-Shelocta general

soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep, well

drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from siltstone, shale,

and sandstone; on mountainous uplands”. The soil survey provides information

on the detailed make up of the soil types, giving such information as

component soil types, impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining and postmining conditions; the areas of each

soil type within the runoff subareas were determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)

is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.
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Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage areas to

provide travel times for the channel flow component.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the mining company’s 1:500 scale maps that had a contour interval of 10’.

Cross section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes and

average travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the

Muskingum-Cunge and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the

flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.
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The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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PREMINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The premining drainage area was delineated on a USGS 1:24,000 scale

topographic map (Mud quadrangle) and on a 1:500 scale regraded drainage map

provided by the coal company. The premining drainage area encompasses 2.50

square miles.


The drainage area was divided into ten runoff subareas to define the premining

condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas and

hydrologic routing reaches. There were no significant differences in land use

or soil type to justify any further subdivision.


The following table shows the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

A-1 Most downstream area 43.39 0.07 2.7 
A-2 91.95 0.14 5.7 
A-3 220.94 0.35 13.8 
B-1 Downstream end of Grider Fork 71.39 0.11 4.5 
B-2 77.22 0.12 4.8 
B-3 38.18 0.06 2.4 
B-4 Upstream end of Grider Fork 212.43 0.33 13.3 
B-5 53.60 0.08 3.3 
C 325.01 0.51 20.3 
D Most upstream area 466.34 0.73 29.2 

Total 1600.45 2.50 100 

Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.


Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
MkC MkD MkE MkF ShB ShC ShD Ph Po DbD CoB 

Percent Distribution 

A-1 72.6 2.3 15.9 9.2 
A-2 5.4 70.5 22.7 1.4 
A-3 3.8 5.8 74.1 7.5 8.4 0.4 
B-1 7.2 3.7 68.4 4.9 15.8 
B-2 8.5 53.7 1.8 36.0 
B-3 25.9 74.1 
B-4 0.7 2.7 9.1 79.5 4.4 3.6 
B-5 3.8 6.1 9.7 79.1 1.3 
C 1.4 90.3 4.9 3.4 
D 0.3 0.4 81.7 4.7 0.7 9.3 1.0 1.9 

Total 0.5 2.7 6.3 74.3 1.0 1.5 9.1 2.8 1.1 0.5 0.2 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.
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This table shows that the Muskingum silt loam (MkF) mapping unit makes up the

majority (74%) of the drainage area.


The premining land use for the Connelly Branch watershed is wooded with a fair

hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous logging and surface

mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

A-1 69 0.9 
A-2 70 0.86 
A-3 71 0.82 
B-1 70 0.86 
B-2 68 0.94 
B-3 73 0.74 
B-4 72 0.78 
B-5 73 0.74 
C 72 0.78 
D 71 0.82 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

A-1 36 22 34 20 
A-2 33 20 32 19 
A-3 73 44 67 40 
B-1 25 15 24 14 
B-2 32 19 32 19 
B-3 37 22 34 21 
B-4 49 29 46 28 
B-5 32 19 31 19 
C 51 31 47 28 
D 53 32 53 32 

Base Flow


The premining base flow values were as follows:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

A-1 0.07 0.14 
A-2 0.14 0.29 
A-3 0.35 0.69 
B-1 0.11 0.22 
B-2 0.12 0.24 
B-3 0.06 0.12 
B-4 0.33 0.66 
B-5 0.08 0.17 
C 0.51 1.02 
D 0.73 1.46 

Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into ten runoff subareas to model the premining

condition. Seven reaches connected the runoff subareas and routed the flows

through the drainage area.


The Muskingum-Cunge method of hydrologic routing was used to route the runoff

flows through the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of

using physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to

the watershed conditions.
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POST MINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The post mining drainage area was delineated on a 1:500 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The post mining drainage area

encompasses 2.43 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into thirty six runoff subareas to define the

post mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas

created by sediment and diversion ditches in the regrading plan and the

hydrologic routing reaches connecting them. The regraded drainage map shows

that the post mining land use is reclaimed valley fill and backstack areas for

74% of the drainage area.


The regraded drainage plan used sediment and diversion ditches to create four

tributary areas. These four tributary areas were: 1) below the valley fill,

2) the valley fill area, 3) flows diverted around the left side of the valley

fill, and 4) flows diverted around the right side of the valley fill. The

following table shows the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

3-A 3.50 0.005 0.2 
3-B 18.97 0.030 1.2 
3-C 33.46 0.052 2.1 

L Face of lower fill 2.16 0.003 0.1 
9-A Most downstream area on top of 

lower fill 
1.84 0.003 0.1 

9-B 51.75 0.081 3.3 
9-C 20.47 0.032 1.3 
9-D 13.73 0.021 0.9 
10-A 36.29 0.057 2.3 
10-B Most upstream area on top of lower 

fill 
51.68 0.081 3.3 

U-L Left side of face of upper fill 4.22 0.007 0.3 
11-A Most downstream left area on top of 

upper fill 
27.61 0.043 1.8 

11-B 60.02 0.094 3.9 
11-C 18.29 0.029 1.2 
11-D 21.69 0.034 1.4 
11-E 11.75 0.018 0.8 
11-F 27.28 0.043 1.8 
11-G 49.14 0.077 3.2 
12 70.07 0.109 4.5 
13 56.90 0.089 3.7 

14-A 45.58 0.071 2.9 
14-B Most upstream center area on top of 

upper fill 
53.07 0.083 3.4 

32 61.69 0.096 4.0 
15 121.49 0.190 7.8 

37-A 10.60 0.017 0.7 
37-B 11.23 0.018 0.7 
36 25.70 0.040 1.6 

35-A 73.26 0.114 4.7 
35-B 28.49 0.045 1.8 
34-A 69.92 0.109 4.5 
34-B 43.69 0.068 2.8 
34-C 217.50 0.340 13.9 

5 84.64 0.132 5.4 
7 34.43 0.054 2.2 

U-R Right side of face of upper fill 4.14 0.006 0.3 
33 Most downstream right area on top 

of upper fill 
92.03 0.144 5.9 

Total 1558.28 2.435 100 

The valley fill extends downstream to cover most of the Connelly Branch

drainage area; only portions at the upstream end are relatively unchanged from

premining conditions. The regraded drainage map shows that the post mining

land use is valley fill and regraded backstacks for 74% of the drainage area.


This area represents a 3% decrease from pre to post mining conditions and

mainly reflects differences in the regraded topography on the east side of the

drainage area.
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Plate 3 shows the runoff subareas.

Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers

The regraded drainage map shows the area that was covered by the valley fill
and regraded backstacks. These areas were considered to be reclaimed surface
mine (RSM) areas.

The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within
the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:

Soil Type
MkC MkD MkE MkF ShC ShD Po DbD CoB RSM

Runoff
Subarea

Percent Distribution

3-A 100
3-B 100
3-C 100

L 100
9-A 100
9-B 100
9-C 100
9-D 100
10-A 100
10-B 12.1 19.5 0.7 67.7
U-L 100
11-A 100
11-B 100
11-C 100
11-D 17.6 11.8 70.6
11-E 100
11-F 3.6 96.4
11-G 16.7 3.5 3.7 76.1
12 12.1 9.9 78.0
13 19.3 80.7

14-A 100
14-B 100
32 100
15 100

37-A 67.5 17.5 15.0
37-B 100
36 100

35-A 20.1 58.9 21.0
35-B 10.1 88.7 1.2
34-A 7.9 51.5 1.0 39.6
34-B 28.7 71.3
34-C 0.8 2.7 7.4 80.5 4.1 4.5

5 100
7 100

U-R 100
33 100

Total 0.0 0.1 3.4 18.6 0.0 2.3 0.4 0.6 0.4 74.2

Plate 4 shows the soil type subareas.
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This table shows that reclaimed surface mine areas make up the majority (74%)

of the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

3-A 75 0.67 
3-B 75 0.67 
3-C 75 0.67 

L 75 0.67 
9-A 75 0.67 
9-B 75 0.67 
9-C 75 0.67 
9-D 75 0.67 
10-A 75 0.67 
10-B 74 0.70 
U-L 75 0.67 
11-A 75 0.67 
11-B 75 0.67 
11-C 75 0.67 
11-D 74 0.70 
11-E 75 0.67 
11-F 75 0.67 
11-G 75 0.67 
12 75 0.67 
13 75 0.67 

14-A 75 0.67 
14-B 75 0.67 
32 75 0.67 
15 75 0.67 

37-A 69 0.90 
37-B 73 0.74 
36 73 0.74 

35-A 70 0.86 
35-B 73 0.74 
34-A 68 0.94 
34-B 73 0.74 
34-C 72 0.78 

5 75 0.67 
7 75 0.67 

U-R 75 0.67 
33 75 0.67 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the post mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

3-A 14 8 12 7 
3-B 18 11 18 11 
3-C 38 23 37 22 

L 5 3 5 3 
9-A 13 8 13 8 
9-B 47 28 44 27 
9-C 41 24 40 24 
9-D 34 20 34 20 
10-A 17 10 15 9 
10-B 26 16 25 15 
U-L 6 4 6 4 
11-A 40 24 39 24 
11-B 44 26 42 25 
11-C 50 30 49 29 
11-D 42 26 37 22 
11-E 36 21 35 21 
11-F 39 23 39 23 
11-G 36 22 42 25 
12 47 28 44 26 
13 46 27 43 26 

14-A 45 27 43 26 
14-B 42 25 40 24 
32 37 22 36 22 
15 81 49 74 44 

37-A 16 10 16 10 
37-B 18 11 18 11 
36 26 16 25 15 

35-A 51 31 47 28 
35-B 43 26 42 25 
34-A 27 16 26 16 
34-B 33 20 32 19 
34-C 43 26 42 25 

5 48 29 44 26 
7 23 15 21 13 

U-R 6 4 6 4 
33 68 41 62 37 

Base Flow


The post mining base flow values were as follows:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

3-A 0.005 0.0 
3-B 0.030 0.1 
3-C 0.052 0.1 

L 0.003 0.0 
9-A 0.003 0.0 
9-B 0.081 0.2 
9-C 0.032 0.1 
9-D 0.021 0.0 
10-A 0.057 0.1 
10-B 0.081 0.2 
U-L 0.007 0.0 
11-A 0.043 0.1 
11-B 0.094 0.2 
11-C 0.029 0.0 
11-D 0.034 0.1 
11-E 0.018 0.0 
11-F 0.043 0.1 
11-G 0.077 0.2 
12 0.109 0.2 
13 0.089 0.2 

14-A 0.071 0.1 
14-B 0.083 0.2 
32 0.096 0.2 
15 0.190 0.4 

37-A 0.017 0.0 
37-B 0.018 0.0 
36 0.040 0.1 

35-A 0.114 0.2 
35-B 0.045 0.1 
34-A 0.109 0.2 
34-B 0.068 0.1 
34-C 0.340 0.7 

5 0.132 0.3 
7 0.054 0.1 

U-R 0.006 0.0 
33 0.144 0.3 

Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into two runoff subareas to model the premining

condition. One reach connected the runoff subareas and routed the flows

through the drainage area.


The Muskingum-Cunge method of hydrologic routing was used to route the runoff

flows through the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of

using physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to

the watershed conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

Westridge Valley Fill drainage area at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and the undisturbed Connelly Branch

channel downstream of the valley fill was modeled. The flows from the HEC-HMS

model were used to perform the backwater analysis.


The following table shows the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining Post Mining 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 838 804.8 1193 806.1 
100 1736 806.4 2459 808.5 

YR = Years

CFS = Cubic Feet per Second

FT NGVD = Feet above National Geodetic Vertical Datum


These results show a 42% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the valley fill area is reclaimed in the post mining

conditions. The stage increases by 1.3-2.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea.


7. The flat slopes created on the top surfaces of the valley fills and the

regraded back stacks help to reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff time

of concentration. The long flow paths created by sediment ditches help to

reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff travel times.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. This study shows a 42% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the valley fill area is reclaimed in the post mining

conditions. The stage increases by 1.3-2.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. The site should be analyzed with a mature growth of trees covering all or

part of the valley fill area to represent a future condition. Incremental

analysis of increasing tree cover should not be undertaken.


2. Valley fill operations should be sized and located to minimize their

impacts.


3. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining, post mining AOC+ (Approximate Original Contour

Plus) conditions.


This report covers the results from the AOC+ conditions only. The results of

the study for premining and post mining have been previously reported. They

will be included in this report by reference and by inclusion in the

“HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS” section.


The Samples Mine Valley Fills SH-1 and 2, located in the headwaters of the

Seng Creek watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, were selected as the

study site. The determination of the effects of changes to these drainage

areas represents a classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed

is ungaged and no historic hydrologic information is available.


After studying them separately, the adjacent valley fills were combined in

order to determine the cumulative effect of the mining operations on the Seng

Creek watershed. This involved combining the separate analysis of the two

valley fills with the inclusion of an unmined intervening area. This report

will detail the analysis of the unmined intervening area and the cumulative

effect on the Seng Creek watershed. The analysis of Valley Fill #1 and 2 are

presented in separate reports.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Walt Leput, Mark

Zaitsoff, Ray Rush, Dennis McCune, Karen Taylor, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Paul

Donahue), the Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) (Harry Dotson) and the

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) (Bill Johnson), and Office of Surface

Mining (OSM) personnel (Don Stump, Dan Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to AOC+ conditions, the method of analysis needed to be able to

subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those involved

concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS (River

Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and results

needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS (version 1.1) rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes

in flow magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS (version 2.2) hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing

and routing input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the

hydrology model were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output

from both models were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to

determine the changes in water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.
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This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #1 and 2 combined was

the third site studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #1

and 2 separately, and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County,

WV. Results from these other sites have been reported separately. The study

was initiated 24 September 1998.
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DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fills SH-1 and 2 are located approximately 25 miles

southeast of Charleston, WV, on the eastern side of Boone County on the

boundaries with Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV. They are located in the

headwaters of the Seng Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers)

watershed. The valley fill drainage areas and the unmined intervening area

occupy the most upstream 1.5 square miles (27%) of the 5.55 square mile Seng

Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining, post and AOC+ mining conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Kaymine-Cedarcreek-Dekalb (KmF), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining, postmining and AOC+ conditions; the areas of

each soil type within the runoff subareas were determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)

is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.
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Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage areas to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of Seng Creek was used for the open channel flow component for the subareas

below the valley fill operations.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the OSM 1:4,800 scale maps that had a contour interval of 20’. Cross

section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes and average

travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the Muskingum-Cunge

routing method in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the
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flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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AOC+ CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The AOC+ mining drainage area was delineated on a 1:4,800 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the Knoxville Field Office of OSM. The AOC+ mining

drainage area encompasses 1.48 square miles – 0.72 square miles for Valley

Fill 1, 0.50 square miles for Valley Fill 2 and 0.26 for the unmined

intervening area.


The unmined intervening area was divided into two runoff subareas to define

the post mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary

areas and hydrologic routing reaches. There were no significant differences

in land use or soil type to justify any further subdivision.


The following table shows the runoff subareas for the AOC+ mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

M Most downstream area 101.31 0.16 60.7 
N Right bank tributary 65.56 0.10 39.3 

Total 166.96 0.26 100 

Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.


Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows that the unmined intervening area was

relatively unchanged from preming conditions.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the AOC+ mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF GwE ImE 

Percent Distribution 

M 3.4 87.9 1.0 6.6 1.1 
N 4.8 84.1 4.5 6.6 

Total 4.0 86.4 0.6 4.0 2.4 2.6 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF) makes

up the majority (86%) of the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the intervening unmined area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the AOC+ mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

M 67 1.5 0.99 
N 67 0.7 0.99 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the AOC+ mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

M 37 22 36 21 
N 33 20 32 19 

Base Flow


The AOC+ mining base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

M 0.16 0.32 
N 0.10 0.21 

Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into two runoff subareas to model the AOC+

mining condition. One reach connected the runoff subareas and routed the

flows through the drainage area.


The Muskingum-Cunge method of hydrologic routing was used to route the runoff

flows through the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of

using physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to

the watershed conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

combined Valley Fill #1 and 2 drainage area and the unmined intervening area

at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and approximately 800’ of the undisturbed

Seng Creek channel downstream of the permit limit was modeled. The flows from

the HEC-HMS model were used to perform the backwater analysis.


The following table shows the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining Post Mining AOC+ 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 765 1330.6 826 1330.8 833 1330.8 
100 1711 1333.3 1793 1333.4 1874 1333.6 

YR = Years

CFS = Cubic Feet per Second

FT NGVD = Feet above National Geodetic Vertical Datum


These results show an 8-5% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the valley fill areas are reclaimed in the post mining

conditions. The stage increases by 0.2-0.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions. Alternatively, the AOC+ conditions would cause a 9-10% (10-100

YR) increase in discharge and a 0.2-0.3’ increase in stage from premining

conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea. Subdivision will

increase the complexity of the hydrologic and hydraulic models.


7. It is not possible to generalize the impacts of changes to the drainage

area on the discharge. Changes to the topography, soils, land use, vegetation

will cause corresponding changes to the discharge. Changes to the flow paths

will affect the discharge by changing the runoff time of concentration, flow

routing times and hydrograph combination.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. This study shows a 8-5% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the valley fill areas are reclaimed in the post mining

conditions. The stage increases by 0.2-0.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions. Alternatively, the AOC+ conditions would cause a 9-10% (10-100

YR) increase in discharge and a 0.2-0.3’ increase in stage from premining

conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. The site should be analyzed with a mature growth of trees covering all or

part of the valley fill areas to represent a future condition. Incremental

analysis of increasing tree cover should not be undertaken.


2. Valley fill operations should be sized and located to minimize their

impacts.


3. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining, post mining, AOC+ (Approximate Original Contour

Plus) and future forested conditions.


This report covers the results from the future forested conditions only. The

results of the study for premining, post mining and AOC+ have been previously

reported. They will be included in this report by reference and by inclusion

in the “HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS” section.


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-1 and 2, located in the headwaters of the Seng

Creek watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, was selected as the study

site. The determination of the effects of changes to this drainage area

represents a classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed is

ungaged and no historic hydrologic information is available.


After studying them separately, the adjacent valley fills were combined in

order to determine the cumulative effect of the mining operations on the Seng

Creek watershed. This involved combining the separate analysis of the two

valley fills with the inclusion of an unmined intervening area. This report

will detail the analysis of the unmined intervening area and the cumulative

effect on the Seng Creek watershed. The analysis of Valley Fill #1 and 2 are

presented in separate reports.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Walt Leput, Mark

Zaitsoff, Ray Rush, Dennis McCune, Karen Taylor, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Paul

Donahue), the Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) (Harry Dotson) and the

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) (Bill Johnson), and Office of Surface

Mining (OSM) personnel (Don Stump, Dan Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to future forested conditions, the method of analysis needed to

be able to subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those

involved concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS

(River Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and

results needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS (version 1.1) rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes

in flow magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS (version 2.2) hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing

and routing input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the

hydrology model were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output

from both models were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to

determine the changes in water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.




This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fills #1 and 2 combined was

the third site studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #1,

#2 and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County, WV. Results

from these other sites have been reported separately. The study was initiated

24 September 1998.
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DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fills SH-1 and 2 are located approximately 25 miles

southeast of Charleston, WV, on the eastern side of Boone County on the

boundaries with Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV. They are located in the

headwaters of the Seng Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers)

watershed. The valley fill drainage areas and the unmined intervening area

occupy the most upstream 1.5 square miles (27%) of the 5.55 square mile Seng

Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining, post mining, AOC+ and future

forested conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Itmann channery loam (ImE), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining, postmining, AOC+ and future forested

conditions; the areas of each soil type within the runoff subareas were

determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)

is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.
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Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage area to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of Seng Creek was used for the open channel flow component for the subareas

below the valley fill operation.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the mining company’s 1:6,000 scale maps that had a contour interval of

20’. Cross section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes

and average travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the

Muskingum-Cunge and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the

flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect
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the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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FUTURE FORESTED CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The future forested drainage area was delineated on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The future forested drainage area

encompasses 1.52 square miles – 0.74 square miles for Valley Fill 1, 0.51

square miles for Valley Fill 2 and 0.27 for the unmined intervening area.


The unmined intervening area was divided into two runoff subareas to define

the future forested condition. These subareas were selected to define

tributary areas and hydrologic routing reaches. There were no significant

differences in land use or soil type to justify any further subdivision.


The following table shows the runoff subareas for the future forested

condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

M Most downstream area 102.21 0.16 59.7 
N Right bank tributary 68.99 0.11 40.3 

Total 171.20 0.27 100 

The downstream end of the drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining

conditions; the unchanged land use, soil types and tributary justified further

subdivision. The regraded drainage map shows that the future forested land

use is wooded for 100% of the drainage area. The future forested conditions

represent a 20 year forestry plan which covers the reclaimed surface mine

areas with appropriate trees.


This area represents a 5% decrease from pre to future forested conditions and

mainly reflects differences in the regraded topography on the east side of the

unmined intervening area.


Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.


Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows that the unmined intervening area was

relatively unchanged from premining conditions.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF GwE ImE 

Percent Distribution 

M 3.1 89.4 0.6 6.1 0.8 
N 7.1 80.6 6.2 6.1 

Total 5.1 84.9 0.3 3.1 3.5 3.1 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF) makes

up the majority (85%) of the drainage area.
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The land use for the undisturbed portion of the intervening unmined area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

M 67 1.9 0.99 
N 67 1.1 0.99 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

M 35 21 34 20 
N 34 20 32 19 

Base Flow


The future forested mining condition base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

M 0.16 0.32 
N 0.11 0.22 

Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into two runoff subareas to model the future

forested condition. One reach connected the runoff subareas and routed the

flows through the drainage area.


The Muskingum-Cunge method of hydrologic routing was used to route the runoff

flows through the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of

using physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to

the watershed conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

combined Valley Fills #1 and 2 drainage area and the unmined intervening area

at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and approximately 800’ of the undisturbed

Seng Creek channel downstream of the permit limit was modeled. The flows from

the HEC-HMS model were used to perform the backwater analysis.


The following tables show the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining Post Mining AOC+ 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 765 1330.6 826 1330.8 833 1330.8 
100 1711 1333.3 1793 1333.4 1874 1333.6 

Frequency 
[YR] 

Future Forested 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 605 1330.0 
100 1331 1332.3 

YR = Years

CFS = Cubic Feet per Second

FT NGVD = Feet above National Geodetic Vertical Datum


These results show an 8-5% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the valley fill areas are reclaimed in the post mining

conditions. The stage increases by 0.2-0.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions. Alternatively, the AOC+ conditions would cause a 9-10% (10-100

YR) increase in discharge and a 0.2-0.3’ increase in stage from premining

conditions. The future forested conditions would cause a 21-22% (10-100 YR)

decrease in discharge and a 0.6’-1.0’ decrease in stage from the premining

conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea. Subdivision will

increase the complexity of the hydrologic and hydraulic models.


7. It is not possible to generalize the impacts of changes to the drainage

area on the discharge. Changes to the topography, soils, land use, vegetation

will cause corresponding changes to the discharge. Changes to the flow paths

will affect the discharge by changing the runoff time of concentration, flow

routing times and hydrograph combination.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. These results show an 8-5% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from

premining conditions after the valley fill areas are reclaimed in the post

mining conditions. The stage increases by 0.2-0.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions. Alternatively, the AOC+ conditions would cause a 9-10% (10-100

YR) increase in discharge and a 0.2-0.3’ increase in stage from premining

conditions. The future forested conditions would cause a 21-22% (10-100 YR)

decrease in discharge and a 0.6’-1.0’ decrease in stage from the premining

conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining and post mining conditions.


The Samples Mine Valley Fills SH-1 and 2, located in the headwaters of the

Seng Creek watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, were selected as the

study site. The determination of the effects of changes to these drainage

areas represents a classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed

is ungaged and no historic hydrologic information is available.


After studying them separately, the adjacent valley fills were combined in

order to determine the cumulative effect of the mining operations on the Seng

Creek watershed. This involved combining the separate analysis of the two

valley fills with the inclusion of an unmined intervening area. This report

will detail the analysis of the unmined intervening area and the cumulative

effect on the Seng Creek watershed. The analysis of Valley Fill #1 and 2 are

presented in separate reports.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Walt Leput, Mark

Zaitsoff, Ray Rush, Dennis McCune, Karen Taylor, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Paul

Donahue), the Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) (Harry Dotson) and the

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) (Bill Johnson), and Office of Surface

Mining (OSM) personnel (Don Stump, Dan Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to post mining conditions, the method of analysis needed to be

able to subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those

involved concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS

(River Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and

results needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes in flow

magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing and routing

input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the hydrology model

were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output from both models

were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to determine the changes in

water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #1 and 2 combined was

the third site studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #1




and 2 separately, and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County,

WV. The study was initiated 24 September 1998.
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DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fills SH-1 and 2 are located approximately 25 miles

southeast of Charleston, WV, on the eastern side of Boone County on the

boundaries with Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV. They are located in the

headwaters of the Seng Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers)

watershed. The valley fill drainage areas and the unmined intervening area

occupy the most upstream 1.5 square miles (27%) of the 5.55 square mile Seng

Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining and post mining conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Kaymine-Cedarcreek-Dekalb (KmF), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining and postmining conditions; the areas of each

soil type within the runoff subareas were determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)

is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.
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Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage areas to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of Seng Creek was used for the open channel flow component for the subareas

below the valley fill operations.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the mining company’s 1:6,000 scale maps that had a contour interval of

20’. Cross section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes

and average travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the

Muskingum-Cunge routing method in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the
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flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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PREMINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas`


The premining drainage area was delineated on USGS 1:24,000 scale topographic

maps (Dorothy and Eskdale quadrangles) and on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The premining drainage area

encompasses 1.52 square miles – 0.68 square miles for Valley Fill 1, 0.55

square miles for Valley Fill 2 and 0.28 for the unmined intervening area.


The unmined intervening area was divided into two runoff subareas to define

the premining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary

areas and hydrologic routing reaches. There were no significant differences

in land use or soil type to justify any further subdivision.


The following table shows the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

M Most downstream area 111.74 0.17 61.8 
N Right bank tributary 68.99 0.11 38.2 

Total 180.73 0.28 100 

Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.


Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF GwE ImE 

Percent Distribution 

M 7.1 86.1 0.5 5.6 0.7 
N 7.1 80.6 6.2 6.1 

Total 7.1 83.2 0.3 2.8 3.5 3.1 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF) makes

up the majority (83%) of the drainage area.


The premining land use for the Seng Creek watershed is wooded with a fair

hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous logging and surface

mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the premining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

M 67 1.9 0.99 
N 67 1.1 0.99 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

M 37 22 37 22 
N 34 20 33 20 

Base Flow


The premining base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

M 0.17 0.35 
N 0.11 0.22 

Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into two runoff subareas to model the premining

condition. One reach connected the runoff subareas and routed the flows

through the drainage area.


The Muskingum-Cunge method of hydrologic routing was used to route the runoff

flows through the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of

using physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to

the watershed conditions.
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POST MINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The post mining drainage area was delineated on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The post mining drainage area

encompasses 1.52 square miles – 0.74 square miles for Valley Fill 1, 0.51

square miles for Valley Fill 2 and 0.27 for the unmined intervening area.


The unmined intervening area was divided into two runoff subareas to define

the post mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary

areas and hydrologic routing reaches. There were no significant differences

in land use or soil type to justify any further subdivision.


The following table shows the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

M Most downstream area 102.21 0.16 59.7 
N Right bank tributary 68.99 0.11 40.3 

Total 171.20 0.27 100 

The downstream end of the drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining

conditions; the unchanged land use, soil types and tributary justified further

subdivision. The regraded drainage map shows that the post mining land use is

wooded for 100% of the drainage area.


This area represents a 5% decrease from pre to post mining conditions and

mainly reflects differences in the regraded topography on the east side of the

unmined intervening area.


Plate 3 shows the runoff subareas.


Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows that the unmined intervening area was

relatively unchanged from preming conditions.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF GwE ImE 

Percent Distribution 

M 3.1 89.4 0.6 6.1 0.8 
N 7.1 80.6 6.2 6.1 

Total 5.1 84.9 0.3 3.1 3.5 3.1 

Plate 4 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF) makes

up the majority (85%) of the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the intervening unmined area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

M 67 1.9 0.99 
N 67 1.1 0.99 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

M 37 22 36 22 
N 34 20 34 20 

Base Flow


The post mining base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

M 0.16 0.32 
N 0.11 0.22 
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Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into two runoff subareas to model the post

mining condition. One reach connected the runoff subareas and routed the

flows through the drainage area.


The Muskingum-Cunge method of hydrologic routing was used to route the runoff

flows through the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of

using physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to

the watershed conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

combined Valley Fill #1 and 2 drainage area and the unmined intervening area

at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and approximately 800’ of the undisturbed

Seng Creek channel downstream of the permit limit was modeled. The flows from

the HEC-HMS model were used to perform the backwater analysis.


The following table shows the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining Post Mining 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 765 1330.6 826 1330.8 
100 1711 1333.3 1793 1333.4 

YR = Years

CFS = Cubic Feet per Second

FT NGVD = Feet above National Geodetic Vertical Datum


These results show an 8-5% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the valley fill areas are reclaimed in the post mining

conditions. The stage increases by 0.2-0.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea.


7. The flat slopes created on the top surfaces of the valley fills and the

regraded back stacks help to reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff time

of concentration. The long flow paths created by sediment ditches help to

reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff travel times.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. This study shows a 8-5% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the valley fill areas are reclaimed in the post mining

conditions. The stage increases by 0.2-0.1’ for pre to post mining

conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. The site should be analyzed with a mature growth of trees covering all or

part of the valley fill areas to represent a future condition. Incremental

analysis of increasing tree cover should not be undertaken.


2. Valley fill operations should be sized and located to minimize their

impacts.


3. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining, during mining, post mining and AOC+ (Approximate

Original Contour Plus) conditions.


This report covers the results from the AOC+ conditions only. The results of

the study for premining, during mining and post mining have been previously

reported. They will be included in this report by reference and by inclusion

in the “HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS” section.


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-1, located in the headwaters of the Seng Creek

watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, was selected as the study site. The

determination of the effects of changes to this drainage area represents a

classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed is ungaged and no

historic hydrologic information is available.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Walt Leput, Mark

Zaitsoff, Ray Rush, Karen Taylor, Paul Donahue), the Hydrologic Engineering

Center (HEC) (Harry Dotson) and the Waterways Experiment Station (WES) (Bill

Johnson), and Office of Surface Mining (OSM) personnel (Don Stump, Dan

Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to AOC+ conditions, the method of analysis needed to be able to

subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those involved

concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS (River

Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and results

needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS (version 1.1) rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes

in flow magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS (version 2.2) hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing

and routing input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the

hydrology model were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output

from both models were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to

determine the changes in water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #1 was the first site

studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #2, #1 and 2

combined and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County, WV.

Results from these other sites have been reported separately. The study was

initiated 24 September 1998.




DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-1 is located in the headwaters of the Seng

Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers) watershed on the eastern

side of Boone County on the boundaries with Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV.

The valley fill drainage area occupies the most upstream 0.7 square miles

(13%) of the 5.55 square mile Seng Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining, during mining, post mining and AOC+

conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Itmann channery loam (ImE), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining, postmining and AOC+ conditions or the aerial

photographs for the during mining condition; the areas of each soil type

within the runoff subareas were determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)
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is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.


Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage area to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of Seng Creek was used for the open channel flow component for the subareas

below the valley fill operation.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the OSM 1:4,800 scale maps that had a contour interval of 20’. Cross

section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes and average

travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the Muskingum-Cunge

and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.
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The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the

flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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AOC+ CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The AOC+ mining condition drainage area was delineated on a 1:4,800 scale

regraded drainage map provided by the Knoxville Field Office of OSM. The AOC+

mining condition drainage area encompasses 0.72 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into twenty one runoff subareas to define the

AOC+ mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas

created by sediment and diversion ditches in the regrading plan and the

hydrologic routing reaches connecting them. The downstream end of the

drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining conditions; the unchanged

land use, soil types and tributary justified further subdivision. The

regraded drainage map shows that the AOC+ mining condition land use is

reclaimed valley fill and backstack areas for 74% of the drainage area.


The regraded drainage plan used sediment and diversion ditches to create four

tributary areas. These four tributary areas were: 1) below the valley fill,

2) the valley fill area, 3) flows diverted around the left side of the valley

fill, and 4) flows diverted around the right side of the valley fill. The

following table shows the runoff subareas for the AOC+ mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

1-B Most downstream area 28.61 0.04 6.2 
1-F Right bank tributary 53.48 0.08 11.6 

1-G-1 Subarea below valley fill 46.30 0.07 10.0 
1-H Subarea below valley fill 35.91 0.06 7.8 

1-I-1 Left face of valley fill 5.62 0.01 1.2 
1-I-2 Right face of valley fill 5.27 0.01 1.1 
1-J Left diversion area 7.26 0.01 1.6 
1-K Right diversion area 9.44 0.01 2.0 

1-N-1 Left top of valley fill 9.86 0.02 2.1 
1-N-2 Middle diversion area 19.63 0.03 4.3 
1—N-3 Upstream diversion area 11.81 0.02 2.6 

1-D-1 Downstream left diversion area 17.58 0.03 3.8 
1-D-2 Middle left diversion area 5.89 0.01 1.3 
1-E Upstream left diversion area 46.31 0.07 10.0 

1-G-2 Downstream right diversion area 14.94 0.02 3.2 
1-L Middle right diversion area 46.80 0.07 10.2 

1-M-1 Right top of valley fill 11.33 0.02 2.5 
1-M-2 Middle right diversion area 18.46 0.03 2.3 
1-M-3 Middle right diversion area 21.92 0.03 4.8 
1-M-4 Middle right diversion area 15.37 0.02 3.3 
1-M-5 Upstream right diversion area 29.14 0.05 6.3 

Total 460.93 0.72 100 

This area represents a 5% increase from pre to AOC+ mining conditions.


Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.
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Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows the area that was covered by the valley fill

and regraded backstacks. These areas were considered to be reclaimed surface

mine (RSM) areas.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the AOC+ mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF ImE LdE KrF RSM 

Percent Distribution 

1-B 81.0 19.0 
1-F 3.3 85.8 10.9 

1-G-1 12.9 82.3 4.8 
1-H 91.6 8.4 

1-I-1 100 
1-I-2 100 
1-J 100 
1-K 100 

1-N-1 100 
1-N-2 20.9 7.0 9.5 62.6 
1-N-3 31.5 17.2 51.3 

1-D-1 100 
1-D-2 100 
1-E 3.3 96.7 

1-G-2 2.6 97.4 
1-L 2.1 97.9 

1-M-1 100 
1-M-2 100 
1-M-3 100 
1-M-4 100 
1-M-5 16.8 1.3 27.5 54.4 

Total 4.2 16.7 0.5 2.7 1.5 74.4 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that reclaimed surface mine areas make up the majority (74%)

of the land use in the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the AOC+ mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

1-B 68 2.9 0.94 
1-F 67 0.5 0.99 

1-G-1 67 2.7 0.99 
1-H 67 1.3 0.99 

1-I-1 75 0.67 
1-I-2 75 0.67 
1-J 75 0.67 
1-K 75 0.67 

1-N-1 75 0.67 
1-N-2 73 3.1 0.74 
1-N-3 73 4.7 0.74 

1-D-1 75 0.67 
1-D-2 75 0.67 
1-E 75 0.5 0.67 

1-G-2 75 0.67 
1-L 75 0.67 

1-M-1 75 0.67 
1-M-2 75 0.67 
1-M-3 75 0.67 
1-M-4 75 0.67 
1-M-5 72 2.5 0.78 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The regraded drainage map was used to define the distance for sheet flow. The

runoff was considered to have concentrated once it encountered a road or bench

and continued to flow downslope to a sediment ditch. The sediment ditches

were considered the open channel portion of the flow components.


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the AOC+ mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration 

Lag 
Time of 

Concentration 
Lag 

[MIN] 

1-B 19 11 18 11 
1-F 35 21 33 20 

1-G-1 16 10 16 9 
1-H 11 7 9 5 

1-I-1 7 4 7 4 
1-I-2 7 4 7 4 
1-J 24 15 22 13 
1-K 27 16 24 14 

1-N-1 23 14 22 13 
1-N-2 19 11 17 10 
1-N-3 13 8 13 8 

1-D-1 27 16 25 15 
1-D-2 12 7 11 7 
1-E 24 14 22 13 

1-G-2 11 7 11 7 
1-L 26 16 23 14 

1-M-1 29 17 26 16 
1-M-2 14 8 13 8 
1-M-3 34 20 33 20 
1-M-4 34 20 32 19 
1-M-5 27 16 27 16 

Base Flow


The AOC+ mining condition base flow values were as follows:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

1-B 0.04 0.09 
1-F 0.08 0.17 

1-G-1 0.07 0.14 
1-H 0.06 0.11 

1-I-1 0.01 0.02 
1-I-2 0.01 0.02 
1-J 0.01 0.02 
1-K 0.01 0.03 

1-N-1 0.02 0.03 
1-N-2 0.03 0.06 
1-N-3 0.02 0.04 

1-D-1 0.03 0.05 
1-D-2 0.01 0.02 
1-E 0.07 0.14 

1-G-2 0.02 0.05 
1-L 0.07 0.15 

1-M-1 0.02 0.04 
1-M-2 0.03 0.06 
1-M-3 0.03 0.07 
1-M-4 0.02 0.05 
1-M-5 0.05 0.09 

Routing Reaches


The valley fill drainage area was divided into twenty one runoff subareas to

model the AOC+ mining condition. Nineteen reaches connected the runoff

subareas and routed the flows through the drainage area.


Two methods of hydrologic routing were used to route the runoff flows through

the drainage area. The Lag method was used for channels with slopes greater

than 10% (flumes, natural drains and channels down the sides of the valley

fill); the amount of lag was taken as the average travel time through the

reach from the HEC-RAS model. Since these channels have little if any storage

they were modeled to translate the flow hydrograph with no attenuation. The

Muskingum-Cunge method was used to route the runoff flows through the flatter

sloped (0.5%) sediment and diversion ditches and the undisturbed portion of

the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of using

physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to the

watershed conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

Valley Fill #1 drainage area at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and approximately 800’ of the undisturbed

Seng Creek channel downstream of the permit limit was modeled. The flows from

the HEC-HMS model were used to perform the backwater analysis.


The following table shows the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining During Mining Post Mining AOC+ 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 330 1464.1 525 1465.8 376 1464.3 432 1464.5 
100 742 1465.5 931 1466.8 832 1465.8 932 1466.1 

These results show a 25-59% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions as the area is disturbed during mining operations; this decreases

to about 13% after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. The

stage increases by 1.3-1.7’ from pre to during mining operations; this

decreases to about a 0.2-0.3’ increase for pre to post mining conditions.

Alternatively, the AOC+ conditions would cause a 31-26% (10-100 YR) increase

in discharge and a 0.4-0.6’ increase in stage from premining conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea. Subdivision will

increase the complexity of the hydrologic and hydraulic models.


7. It is not possible to generalize the impacts of changes to the drainage

area on the discharge. Changes to the topography, soils, land use, vegetation

will cause corresponding changes to the discharge. Changes to the flow paths

will affect the discharge by changing the runoff time of concentration, flow

routing times and hydrograph combination.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. This study shows that an ongoing valley fill operation will increase the

discharge from 25-59% (10-100 YR) from premining conditions; this decreases to

about 13% after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. The

stage increases by 1.3-1.7’ from pre to during mining operations; this

decreases to about a 0.2-0.3’ increase for pre to post mining conditions.

Alternatively, the AOC+ conditions would cause a 31-26% (10-100 YR) increase

in discharge and a 0.4-0.6’ increase in stage from premining conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. The site should be analyzed with a mature growth of trees covering all or

part of the drainage area to represent a future condition. Incremental

analysis of increasing tree cover should not be undertaken.


2. Valley fill operations should be sized and located to minimize their

impacts.


3. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining, during mining, post mining, AOC+ (Approximate

Original Contour Plus) and future forested conditions.


This report covers the results from the future forested conditions only. The

results of the study for premining, during mining, post mining and AOC+ have

been previously reported. They will be included in this report by reference

and by inclusion in the “HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS” section.


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-1, located in the headwaters of the Seng Creek

watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, was selected as the study site. The

determination of the effects of changes to this drainage area represents a

classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed is ungaged and no

historic hydrologic information is available.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Walt Leput, Mark

Zaitsoff, Ray Rush, Karen Taylor, Paul Donahue), the Hydrologic Engineering

Center (HEC) (Harry Dotson) and the Waterways Experiment Station (WES) (Bill

Johnson), and Office of Surface Mining (OSM) personnel (Don Stump, Dan

Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to future forested conditions, the method of analysis needed to

be able to subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those

involved concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS

(River Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and

results needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS (version 1.1) rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes

in flow magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS (version 2.2) hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing

and routing input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the

hydrology model were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output

from both models were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to

determine the changes in water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #1 was the first site

studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #2, #1 and 2

combined and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County, WV.

Results from these other sites have been reported separately. The study was

initiated 24 September 1998.




DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-1 is located in the headwaters of the Seng

Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers) watershed on the eastern

side of Boone County on the boundaries with Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV.

The valley fill drainage area occupies the most upstream 0.7 square miles

(13%) of the 5.55 square mile Seng Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining, during mining, post mining, AOC+ and

future forested conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Itmann channery loam (ImE), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining, postmining, AOC+, and future forested

conditions or the aerial photographs for the during mining condition; the

areas of each soil type within the runoff subareas were determined by

planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.
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The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)

is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.


Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage area to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of Seng Creek was used for the open channel flow component for the subareas

below the valley fill operation.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.
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Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the mining company’s 1:6,000 scale maps that had a contour interval of

20’. Cross section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes

and average travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the

Muskingum-Cunge and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the

flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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FUTURE FORESTED CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The future forested drainage area was delineated on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The future forested drainage area

encompasses 0.74 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into fifteen runoff subareas to define the

future forested condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary

areas created by sediment and diversion ditches in the regrading plan and the

hydrologic routing reaches connecting them. The downstream end of the

drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining conditions; the unchanged

land use, soil types and tributary justified further subdivision. The

regraded drainage map shows that the future land use is forested valley fill

and backstack areas for 72% of the drainage area.


The regraded drainage plan used sediment and diversion ditches to create four

tributary areas. These four tributary areas were: 1) below the valley fill,

2) the valley fill area, 3) flows diverted around the left side of the valley

fill, and 4) flows diverted around the right side of the valley fill. The

following table shows the runoff subareas for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

1-A Most downstream area 29.78 0.05 6.3 
1-B Right bank tributary 53.48 0.08 11.2 
1-C Subarea below valley fill 36.06 0.06 7.6 

1-2-A Right abutment of lower valley fill 7.21 0.01 1.5 
1-2-B Left abutment of lower valley fill 6.34 0.02 1.3 
1-2-C Face of lower valley fill 12.00 0.02 2.5 
1-2-D Top of lower valley fill 37.23 0.06 7.9 
1-2-E Face of upper valley fill 9.55 0.01 2.0 

1-1 Downstream left diversion area 18.37 0.03 3.9 
1-8 Middle left diversion area 32.37 0.05 6.8 

1-7-AB Upstream left diversion area 61.39 0.10 12.9 

1-4-AB Downstream right diversion area 25.36 0.04 5.4 
1-4-CD Middle right diversion area 16.89 0.03 3.5 
1-6-AD Middle right diversion area 57.05 0.09 12.0 
1-6-EH Upstream right diversion area 71.49 0.10 15.2 

Total 474.57 0.74 100 

This area represents an 8% increase from pre to future forested conditions and

mainly reflects differences in the regraded topography on the southwest side

of the drainage area.


Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.
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Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows the area that was covered by the valley fill

and regraded backstacks. These areas were considered to be future forested

(FF) areas. The future forested conditions represent a 20 year forestry plan

which covers the reclaimed surface mine areas with appropriate trees.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF ImE KrF FF 

Percent Distribution 

1-A 77.8 22.5 
1-B 1.9 88.9 9.2 
1-C 13.0 82.0 5.0 

1-2-A 100 
1-2-B 66.4 33.6 
1-2-C 100 
1-2-D 100 
1-2-E 100 

1-1 100 
1-8 100 

1-7-AB 100 

1-4-AB 100 
1-4-CD 100 
1-6-AD 100 
1-6-EH 100 

Total 1.2 23.5 1.0 2.2 72.1 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that future forested areas make up the majority (72%) of the

land use in the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the future forested condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

1-A 67 3.3 0.99 
1-B 67 0.3 0.99 
1-C 67 2.7 0.99 

1-2-A 64 1.13 
1-2-B 66 5.1 1.03 
1-2-C 71 0.82 
1-2-D 71 0.82 
1-2-E 71 0.82 

1-1 71 0.82 
1-8 71 0.82 

1-7AB 71 0.82 

1-4-AB 71 0.82 
1-4-CD 71 0.82 
1-6-AD 71 0.82 
1-6-EH 71 0.82 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The regraded drainage map was used to define the distance for sheet flow. The

runoff was considered to have concentrated once it encountered a road or bench

and continued to flow downslope to a sediment ditch. The sediment ditches

were considered the open channel portion of the flow components.


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration 

Lag 
Time of 

Concentration 
Lag 

[MIN] 

1-A 18 11 18 11 
1-B 35 21 33 20 
1-C 25 15 25 15 

1-2-A 15 9 15 9 
1-2-B 14 8 14 8 
1-2-C 14 8 12 7 
1-2-D 41 25 39 23 
1-2-E 24 14 22 13 

1-1 38 23 35 21 
1-8 33 20 30 18 

1-7-AB 84 50 77 46 

1-4-AB 17 10 15 9 
1-4-CD 27 16 26 16 
1-6-AD 69 41 66 40 
1-6-EH 67 40 58 35 
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Base Flow


The future forested condition base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

1-A 0.05 0.09 
1-B 0.08 0.17 
1-C 0.06 0.11 

1-2-A 0.01 0.02 
1-2-B 0.01 0.02 
1-2-C 0.02 0.04 
1-2-D 0.06 0.12 
1-2-E 0.01 0.03 

1-1 0.03 0.06 
1-8 0.05 0.10 

1-7-AB 0.10 0.19 

1-4-AB 0.04 0.08 
1-4-CD 0.03 0.05 
1-6-AD 0.09 0.18 
1-6-EH 0.10 0.22 

Routing Reaches


The valley fill drainage area was divided into fifteen runoff subareas to

model the future forested condition. Fifteen reaches connected the runoff

subareas and routed the flows through the drainage area.


Two methods of hydrologic routing were used to route the runoff flows through

the drainage area. The Lag method was used for channels with slopes greater

than 10% (flumes, natural drains and channels down the sides of the valley

fill); the amount of lag was taken as the average travel time through the

reach from the HEC-RAS model. Since these channels have little if any storage

they were modeled to translate the flow hydrograph with no attenuation. The

Muskingum-Cunge method was used to route the runoff flows through the flatter

sloped (2%) sediment and diversion ditches and the undisturbed portion of the

drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of using physically

based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to the watershed

conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

Valley Fill #1 drainage area at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and approximately 800’ of the undisturbed

Seng Creek channel downstream of the permit limit was modeled. The flows from

the HEC-HMS model were used to perform the backwater analysis.


The following tables show the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining During Mining Post Mining 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 330 1464.1 525 1465.8 376 1464.3 
100 742 1465.5 931 1466.8 832 1465.8 

Frequency 
[YR] 

AOC+ Future Forested 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 432 1464.5 246 1463.6 
100 932 1466.1 580 1465.0 

These results show a 25-59% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions as the area is disturbed during mining operations; this decreases

to about 13% after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. The

stage increases by 1.3-1.7’ from pre to during mining operations; this

decreases to about a 0.2-0.3’ increase for pre to post mining conditions. The

AOC+ conditions would cause a 31-26% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge and a

0.4-0.6’ increase in stage from premining conditions. The future forested

conditions would cause a 25-22% (10-100 YR) decrease in discharge and a 0.5’

decrease in stage from the premining conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea. Subdivision will

increase the complexity of the hydrologic and hydraulic models.


7. It is not possible to generalize the impacts of changes to the drainage

area on the discharge. Changes to the topography, soils, land use, vegetation

will cause corresponding changes to the discharge. Changes to the flow paths

will affect the discharge by changing the runoff time of concentration, flow

routing times and hydrograph combination.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. This study shows that an ongoing valley fill operation will increase the

discharge from 25-59% (10-100 YR) from premining conditions; this decreases to

about 13% after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. The

stage increases by 1.3-1.7’ from pre to during mining operations; this

decreases to about a 0.2-0.3’ increase for pre to post mining conditions. The

AOC+ conditions would cause a 31-26% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge and a

0.4-0.6’ increase in stage from premining conditions. The future forested

conditions would cause a 25-22% (10-100 YR) decrease in discharge and a 0.5’

decrease in stage from the premining conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining, during mining and post mining conditions.


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-1, located in the headwaters of the Seng Creek

watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, was selected as the study site. The

determination of the effects of changes to this drainage area represents a

classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed is ungaged and no

historic hydrologic information is available.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Walt Leput, Mark

Zaitsoff, Ray Rush, Karen Taylor, Paul Donahue), the Hydrologic Engineering

Center (HEC) (Harry Dotson) and the Waterways Experiment Station (WES) (Bill

Johnson), and Office of Surface Mining (OSM) personnel (Don Stump, Dan

Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to post mining conditions, the method of analysis needed to be

able to subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those

involved concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS

(River Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and

results needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes in flow

magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing and routing

input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the hydrology model

were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output from both models

were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to determine the changes in

water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #1 was the first site

studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #2, #1 and 2

combined and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County, WV. The

study was initiated 24 September 1998.




DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-1 is located in the headwaters of the Seng

Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers) watershed on the eastern

side of Boone County on the boundaries with Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV.

The valley fill drainage area occupies the most upstream 0.7 square miles

(13%) of the 5.55 square mile Seng Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining, during mining and post mining

conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Itmann channery loam (ImE), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining and postmining conditions or the aerial

photographs for the during mining condition; the areas of each soil type

within the runoff subareas were determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)
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is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.


Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage area to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of Seng Creek was used for the open channel flow component for the subareas

below the valley fill operation.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the mining company’s 1:6,000 scale maps that had a contour interval of

20’. Cross section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes

and average travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the

Muskingum-Cunge and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.
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The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the

flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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PREMINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas`


The premining drainage area was delineated on USGS 1:24,000 scale topographic

maps (Dorothy and Eskdale quadrangles) and on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The premining drainage area

encompasses 0.68 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into six runoff subareas to define the premining

condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas and

hydrologic routing reaches. There were no significant differences in land use

or soil type to justify any further subdivision.


The following table shows the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

A Most downstream area 37.28 0.06 8.5 
B Right bank tributary 52.94 0.08 12.0 
C Subarea below proposed valley fill 46.23 0.07 10.5 
D Main channel 155.62 0.24 32.5 
E Right tributary 71.88 0.11 16.3 
F Left tributary 77.13 0.12 17.5 

Total 441.08 0.68 100 

Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.


Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF ImE KrF LdE 

Percent Distribution 

A 8.7 73.6 16.5 1.2 
B 2.1 87.2 10.7 
C 18.1 77.9 4.0 
D 18.5 66.3 2.6 12.6 
E 29.9 46.1 24.0 
F 30.1 50.3 19.6 

Total 17.9 66.8 1.8 3.9 9.6 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF) makes

up the majority (67%) of the drainage area.


The premining land use for the Seng Creek watershed is wooded with a fair

hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous logging and surface

mining activity.
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The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

A 68 3.8 0.94 
B 67 0.3 0.99 
C 68 3.3 0.94 
D 68 3.2 0.94 
E 68 4.5 0.94 
F 68 4.5 0.94 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

A 20 12 20 12 
B 32 19 30 18 
C 19 12 19 11 
D 36 21 34 20 
E 39 23 37 22 
F 39 23 37 22 

Base Flow


The premining base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

A 0.06 0.12 
B 0.08 0.17 
C 0.07 0.14 
D 0.24 0.49 
E 0.11 0.22 
F 0.12 0.24 

Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into six runoff subareas to model the premining

condition. Four reaches connected the runoff subareas and route the flows

through the drainage area.


The Muskingum-Cunge method of hydrologic routing was used to route the runoff

flows through the drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of

using physically based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to

the watershed conditions.
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DURING MINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The during mining drainage area was delineated on 1:200 and 1:600 scale aerial

photographs and 1:6,000 scale regraded drainage map provided by the coal

company. The during mining drainage area encompasses 0.64 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into ten runoff subareas to define the during

mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas

created by the ongoing valley fill operation and the hydrologic routing

reaches connecting them. The downstream end is relatively unchanged from

premining conditions; the unchanged land use, soil types and tributary

justified further subdivision.


The ongoing valley fill operation has created a very compartmented drainage

area with a confused runoff system. There are no established drainage

channels within the valley fill area. The aerial photographs and field

reconnaissance were used to divide the drainage area into four tributary areas

with ten runoff subareas. Two of the subareas on the valley fill contained

significant depressions, were judged to not contribute to surface runoff flows

leaving the valley fill area, and were treated as sinks. The four tributary

areas were: 1) below the valley fill, 2) the valley fill area, 3) the right

noncontributing area, and 4) the left noncontributing area. The following

table shows the runoff subareas for the during mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

A Most downstream area 37.11 0.06 9.0 
B Right bank tributary 18.37 0.03 4.5 
C Subarea below valley fill 33.78 0.05 8.2 

D-1-A Face of valley fill 13.63 0.02 3.3 
D-1-B Right down valley area 24.58 0.04 6.0 
D-1-C Right up valley area 69.26 0.11 16.8 
D-1-D Left down valley area 85.45 0.13 20.7 
D-1-E Left up valley area 58.30 0.09 14.2 

D-2 Right noncontributing area 61.12 0.10 14.9 

D-3 Left noncontributing area 9.86 0.02 2.4 

Total 411.46 0.64 100 

This area represents a 7% decrease from premining to during mining conditions

and mainly reflects differences in the disturbed topography on the eastern

side of the drainage area.


Plate 3 shows the runoff subareas.
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Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The aerial photographs show the area that is being covered by the ongoing

valley fill operation. This area was considered to be disturbed surface mine

area with raw (RS) and graded (GS) spoils.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the during mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KrF LdE MnF RS GS 

Percent Distribution 

A 62.6 17.4 0.7 16.2 3.1 
B 100 
C 84.7 11.5 2.7 1.1 

D-1-A 100 
D-1-B 19.5 80.5 
D-1-C 50.5 49.5 
D-1-D 0.8 6.0 38.1 55.1 
D-1-E 3.4 7.0 3.6 24.1 61.9 

D-2 1.8 2.5 68.1 27.6 

D-3 20.8 20.8 58.4 

Total 1.4 17.1 2.5 3.2 0.5 37.5 37.8 

Plate 4 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that the disturbed surface mine areas in the ongoing valley

fill operation makes up the majority (75%) of the land use in the drainage

area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the during mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

A 71 2.6 0.82 
B 66 1.03 
C 67 1.0 0.99 

D-1-A 88 0.27 
D-1-B 85 0.35 
D-1-C 86 0.33 
D-1-D 84 0.2 0.38 
D-1-E 83 0.2 0.41 

D-2 86 0.3 0.33 

D-3 81 3.1 0.47 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The aerial photographs were used to define the distance for sheet flow. The

runoff was considered to have concentrated once it encountered the ongoing

valley fill operation. No open channels were formed in the ongoing valley

fill operation and there were no open channel portions of the time of

concentration computed.


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the during mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration 

Lag 
Time of 

Concentration 
Lag 

[MIN] 

A 21 13 19 12 
B 21 13 19 12 
C 29 17 26 15 

D-1-A 1 1 1 1 
D-1-B 9 5 9 5 
D-1-C 15 9 15 9 
D-1-D 15 9 15 9 
D-1-E 34 21 34 21 

D-2 30 18 30 18 

D-3 19 11 19 11 

Base Flow


The during mining base flow values were as follows:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

A 0.06 0.12 
B 0.03 0.06 
C 0.05 0.11 

D-1-A 0.02 0.04 
D-1-B 0.04 0.08 
D-1-C 0.11 0.22 
D-1-D 0.13 0.27 
D-1-E 0.09 0.18 

D-2 0.10 0.19 

D-3 0.02 0.03 

Routing Reaches


The valley fill drainage area was divided into ten runoff subareas to model

the during mining condition. Eight reaches connected the runoff subareas and

routed the flows through the drainage area.


Two methods of hydrologic routing were used to route the runoff flows through

the drainage area. The Lag method was used for the subareas within the

ongoing valley fill operation; the amount of lag was computed from the shallow

concentrated flow component of the travel time computations. Since these

channels have little if any storage they were modeled to translate the flow

hydrograph with no attenuation. The Muskingum-Cunge method was used to route

the runoff flows through the undisturbed portion of the drainage area. This

method has the advantage over others of using physically based parameters that

can be modified to represent changes to the watershed conditions.


The flow hydrographs were also routed through the two sediment ponds located

downstream of the ongoing valley fill operation. These ponds do not have low

flow outlets and all flow passes over their spillways. Therefore, their pools

are at the spillway elevation and little or no storage is available. The

storage, elevation and outflow relationships were determined and input to the

HEC-HMS hydrology models; the results confirmed that the sediment ponds do not

cause any attenuation of the flow hydrographs.
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POST MINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The post mining drainage area was delineated on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The post mining drainage area

encompasses 0.74 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into fifteen runoff subareas to define the post

mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas

created by sediment and diversion ditches in the regrading plan and the

hydrologic routing reaches connecting them. The downstream end of the

drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining conditions; the unchanged

land use, soil types and tributary justified further subdivision. The

regraded drainage map shows that the post mining land use is reclaimed valley

fill and backstack areas for 72% of the drainage area.


The regraded drainage plan used sediment and diversion ditches to create four

tributary areas. These four tributary areas were: 1) below the valley fill,

2) the valley fill area, 3) flows diverted around the left side of the valley

fill, and 4) flows diverted around the right side of the valley fill. The

following table shows the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

1-A Most downstream area 29.78 0.05 6.3 
1-B Right bank tributary 53.48 0.08 11.2 
1-C Subarea below valley fill 36.06 0.06 7.6 

1-2-A Right abutment of lower valley fill 7.21 0.01 1.5 
1-2-B Left abutment of lower valley fill 6.34 0.02 1.3 
1-2-C Face of lower valley fill 12.00 0.02 2.5 
1-2-D Top of lower valley fill 37.23 0.06 7.9 
1-2-E Face of upper valley fill 9.55 0.01 2.0 

1-1 Downstream left diversion area 18.37 0.03 3.9 
1-8 Middle left diversion area 32.37 0.05 6.8 

1-7-AB Upstream left diversion area 61.39 0.10 12.9 

1-4-AB Downstream right diversion area 25.36 0.04 5.4 
1-4-CD Middle right diversion area 16.89 0.03 3.5 
1-6-AD Middle right diversion area 57.05 0.09 12.0 
1-6-EH Upstream right diversion area 71.49 0.10 15.2 

Total 474.57 0.74 100 

This area represents an 8% increase from pre to post mining conditions and

mainly reflects differences in the regraded topography on the southwest side

of the drainage area.


Plate 5 shows the runoff subareas.
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Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows the area that was covered by the valley fill

and regraded backstacks. These areas were considered to be reclaimed surface

mine (RSM) areas.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF ImE KrF RSM 

Percent Distribution 

1-A 77.8 22.5 
1-B 1.9 88.9 9.2 
1-C 13.0 82.0 5.0 

1-2-A 100 
1-2-B 66.4 33.6 
1-2-C 100 
1-2-D 100 
1-2-E 100 

1-1 100 
1-8 100 

1-7-AB 100 

1-4-AB 100 
1-4-CD 100 
1-6-AD 100 
1-6-EH 100 

Total 1.2 23.5 1.0 2.2 72.1 

Plate 6 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that reclaimed surface mine areas make up the majority (72%)

of the land use in the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the post mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

1-A 67 3.3 0.99 
1-B 67 0.2 0.99 
1-C 67 2.8 0.99 

1-2-A 64 5.1 1.13 
1-2-B 65 1.03 
1-2-C 75 0.67 
1-2-D 75 0.67 
1-2-E 75 0.67 

1-1 75 0.67 
1-8 75 0.67 

1-7AB 75 0.67 

1-4-AB 75 0.67 
1-4-CD 75 0.67 
1-6-AD 75 0.67 
1-6-EH 75 0.67 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The regraded drainage map was used to define the distance for sheet flow. The

rnoff was considered to have concentrated once it encountered a road or bench

and continued to flow downslope to a sediment ditch. The sediment ditches

were considered the open channel portion of the flow components.


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the post mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration 

Lag 
Time of 

Concentration 
Lag 

[MIN] 

1-A 18 11 18 11 
1-B 36 21 33 20 
1-C 25 15 25 15 

1-2-A 15 9 15 9 
1-2-B 14 8 14 8 
1-2-C 11 6 9 6 
1-2-D 22 13 20 12 
1-2-E 20 12 16 9 

1-1 25 15 23 14 
1-8 19 11 17 10 

1-7-AB 52 31 43 26 

1-4-AB 10 6 8 5 
1-4-CD 14 9 13 8 
1-6-AD 34 20 32 19 
1-6-EH 50 30 43 26 

Base Flow


The post mining base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

1-A 0.05 0.09 
1-B 0.08 0.17 
1-C 0.06 0.11 

1-2-A 0.01 0.02 
1-2-B 0.01 0.02 
1-2-C 0.02 0.04 
1-2-D 0.06 0.12 
1-2-E 0.01 0.03 

1-1 0.03 0.06 
1-8 0.05 0.10 

1-7-AB 0.10 0.19 

1-4-AB 0.04 0.08 
1-4-CD 0.03 0.05 
1-6-AD 0.09 0.18 
1-6-EH 0.10 0.22 

Routing Reaches


The valley fill drainage area was divided into fifteen runoff subareas to

model the post mining condition. Fifteen reaches connected the runoff

subareas and routed the flows through the drainage area.
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Two methods of hydrologic routing were used to route the runoff flows through

the drainage area. The Lag method was used for channels with slopes greater

than 10% (flumes, natural drains and channel down the face of the lower valley

fill); the amount of lag was taken as the average travel time through the

reach from the HEC-RAS model. Since these channels have little if any storage

they were modeled to translate the flow hydrograph with no attenuation. The

Muskingum-Cunge method was used to route the runoff flows through the flatter

sloped (2%) sediment and diversion ditches and the undisturbed portion of the

drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of using physically

based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to the watershed

conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

Valley Fill #1 drainage area at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and approximately 800’ of the undisturbed

Seng Creek channel downstream of the permit limit was modeled. The flows from

the HEC-HMS model were used to perform the backwater analysis.


The following table shows the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining During Mining Post Mining 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 330 1464.1 525 1465.8 376 1464.3 
100 742 1465.5 931 1466.8 832 1465.8 

These results show a 25-59% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions as the area is disturbed during mining operations; this decreases

to about 13% after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. The

stage increases by 1.3-1.7’ from pre to during mining operations; this

decreases to about a 0.2-0.3’ increase for pre to post mining conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc. The during mining condition produces

a very confused runoff system which changes almost daily and must be verified

on the ground.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea.


7. The flat slopes created on the top surfaces of the valley fills and the

regraded back stacks help to reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff time

of concentration. The long flow paths created by sediment ditches help to

reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff travel times.


8. The ongoing valley fill operation creates a very compartmented drainage

area with a confused runoff system that changes almost daily. Any ‘snapshot’

of the ongoing operation may not be representative of the current or worst

case condition.


9. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


10. This study shows that an ongoing valley fill operation will increase the

discharge from 25-59% (10-100 YR) from premining conditions; this decreases to

about 13% after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. The

stage increases by 1.3-1.7’ from pre to during mining operations; this

decreases to about a 0.2-0.3’ increase for pre to post mining conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. The site should be analyzed with a mature growth of trees covering all or

part of the drainage area to represent a future condition. Incremental

analysis of increasing tree cover should not be undertaken.


2. Valley fill operations should be sized and located to minimize their

impacts.


3. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining, post mining and AOC+ (Approximate Original Contour

Plus) conditions.


This report covers the results from the AOC+ conditions only. The results of

the study for premining and post mining have been previously reported. They

will be included in this report by reference and by inclusion in the

“HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS” section.


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-2, located in the headwaters of the Seng Creek

watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, was selected as the study site. The

determination of the effects of changes to this drainage area represents a

classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed is ungaged and no

historic hydrologic information is available.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Mark Zaitsoff,

Dennis McCune, Elizabeth Rodriguez) and Office of Surface Mining (OSM)

personnel (Dan Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to AOC+ conditions, the method of analysis needed to be able to

subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those involved

concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS (River

Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and results

needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS (version 1.1) rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes

in flow magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS (version2.2) hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing

and routing input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the

hydrology model were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output

from both models were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to

determine the changes in water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #2 was the second site

studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #1, #1 and 2

combined and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County, WV.

Results from these other sites have been reported separately. The study was

initiated 24 September 1998.




DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-2 is located approximately 25 miles southeast

of Charleston, WV, on the eastern side of Boone County on the boundaries with

Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV. It is located in the headwaters of the Seng

Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers) watershed. The valley

fill drainage area occupies a 0.6 square mile (10%) unnamed tributary near the

upstream end of the 5.55 square mile Seng Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining, post and AOC+ mining conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Kaymine-Cedarcreek-Dekalb (KmF), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining, postmining and AOC+ conditions; the areas of

each soil type within the runoff subareas were determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)

is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.
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Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage area to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of the unnamed tributary was used for the open channel flow component for the

subareas below the valley fill operation.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the OSM 1:4,800 scale maps that had a contour interval of 20’. Cross

section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes and average

travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the Muskingum-Cunge

and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the
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flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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AOC+ CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The AOC+ mining condition drainage area was delineated on a 1:4,800 scale

regraded drainage map provided by the Knoxville Field Office of OSM. The AOC+

mining condition drainage area encompasses 0.50 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into sixteen runoff subareas to define the AOC+

mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas

created by sediment and diversion ditches in the regrading plan and the

hydrologic routing reaches connecting them. The downstream end of the

drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining conditions; the unchanged

land use, soil types and tributary justified further subdivision. The

regraded drainage map shows that the AOC+ mining land use is reclaimed valley

fill and backstack areas for 56% of the drainage area.


The regraded drainage plan used sediment and diversion ditches to create four

tributary areas. These four tributary areas were: 1) below the valley fill,

2) the valley fill area, 3) flows diverted around the left side of the valley

fill, and 4) flows diverted around the right side of the valley fill. The

following table shows the runoff subareas for the AOC+ mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

2-A Most downstream area 50.32 0.08 15.8 
2-C Subarea below valley fill 24.26 0.04 7.6 
2-D Right bank tributary 8.96 0.01 2.8 
2-E Subarea below valley fill 11.02 0.02 3.5 

2-F Face of valley fill 17.25 0.03 5.4 

2-B Downstream left diversion area 27.15 0.04 8.5 
2-G Middle left diversion area 19.21 0.03 6.0 
2-H Upstream left diversion area 12.01 0.02 3.8 

2-I-1 Left top of valley fill 7.17 0.01 2.2 
2-I-2 Left backstack area 50.53 0.08 15.8 

2-L Downstream right diversion area 14.84 0.02 4.6 
2-K-1 Downstream right diversion area 20.36 0.03 6.4 
2-K-2 Middle right diversion area 18.98 0.03 5.9 
2—J-1 Upstream right diversion area 8.85 0.01 2.8 
2-J-2 Right top of valley fill 4.61 0.01 1.4 
2-J-3 Right backstack area 23.86 0.04 7.5 

Total 319.38 0.50 100 

This area represents a 9% decrease from pre to AOC+ mining conditions.


Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.
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Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers

The regraded drainage map shows the area that was covered by the valley fill

and regraded backstacks. These areas were considered to be reclaimed surface

mine (RSM) areas.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the AOC+ mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF LdE RSM 

Percent Distribution 

2-A 0.7 87.0 11.1 1.2 
2-C 87.8 12.2 
2-D 100 
2-E 100 

2-F 100 

2-B 62.9 37.1 
2-G 4.5 14.8 80.7 
2-H 16.3 7.0 76.7 

2-I-1 100 
2-I-2 23.6 1.3 26.5 48.6 

2-L 97.0 3.0 
2-K-1 100 
2-K-2 100 
2-J-1 100 
-J-2 100 
2-J-3 9.0 7.8 83.2 

Total 2.1 34.8 0.4 1.6 5.5 55.6 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that reclaimed surface mine areas make up the majority (56%)

of the land use in the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the AOC+ mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

2-A 67 1.8 0.99 
2-C 67 1.8 0.99 
2-D 66 1.03 
2-E 66 1.03 

2-F 75 0.67 

2-B 66 1.03 
2-G 73 0.74 
2-H 73 0.74 

2-I-1 75 0.67 
2-I-2 72 3.5 0.78 

2-L 66 0.4 1.03 
2-K-1 75 0.67 
2-K-2 75 0.67 
2-J-1 75 0.67 
2-J-2 75 0.67 
2-J-3 74 1.3 0.70 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The regraded drainage map was used to define the distance for sheet flow. The

runoff was considered to have concentrated once it encountered a road or bench

and continued to flow downslope to a sediment ditch. The sediment ditches

were considered the open channel portion of the flow components.


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the AOC+ mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration 

Lag 
Time of 

Concentration 
Lag 

[MIN] 

2-A 19 11 18 11 
2-C 17 10 17 10 
2-D 8 5 7 4 
2-E 10 6 10 6 

2-F 12 7 11 6 

2-B 20 12 19 11 
2-G 15 9 13 8 
2-H 12 7 11 7 

2-I-1 41 25 38 23 
2-I-2 36 21 33 20 

2-L 8 5 7 4 
2-K-1 29 17 27 16 
2-K-2 17 10 15 9 
2-J-1 13 8 13 8 
2-J-2 29 17 28 17 
2-J-3 24 14 22 13 

Base Flow


The AOC+ mining condition base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

2-A 0.08 0.16 
2-C 0.04 0.08 
2-D 0.01 0.03 
2-E 0.02 0.03 

2-F 0.03 0.05 

2-B 0.04 0.08 
2-G 0.03 0.06 
2-H 0.02 0.04 

2-I-1 0.01 0.02 
2-I-2 0.08 0.16 

2-L 0.02 0.05 
2-K-1 0.03 0.06 
2-K-2 0.03 0.06 
2-J-1 0.01 0.03 
2-J-2 0.01 0.01 
2-J-3 0.04 0.07 
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Routing Reaches


The valley fill drainage area was divided into sixteen runoff subareas to

model the AOC+ mining condition. Twelve reaches connected the runoff subareas

and routed the flows through the drainage area.


Two methods of hydrologic routing were used to route the runoff flows through

the drainage area. The Lag method was used for channels with slopes greater

than 10% (flumes and natural drains); the amount of lag was taken as the

average travel time through the reach from the HEC-RAS model. Since these

channels have little if any storage they were modeled to translate the flow

hydrograph with no attenuation. The Muskingum-Cunge method was used to route

the runoff flows through the flatter sloped (0.5%) sediment and diversion

ditches. This method has the advantage over others of using physically based

parameters that can be modified to represent changes to the watershed

conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

Valley Fill #2 drainage area at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and the undisturbed unnamed tributary

channel was modeled. The flows from the HEC-HMS model were used to perform

the backwater analysis.


The following table shows the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining Post Mining AOC+ 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 293 1333.1 302 1333.1 295 1333.1 
100 664 1334.5 671 1334.5 658 1334.5 

YR = Years

CFS = Cubic Feet per Second

FT NGVD = Feet above National Geodetic Vertical Datum


These results show a 3-1% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. There

are no stage increases from pre to post mining conditions. Alternatively, the

AOC+ conditions would cause a 1% (10 YR) increase and 1% (100 YR) decrease in

discharge with no change in stage from premining condition.


The following cross section shows comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea. Subdivision will

increase the complexity of the hydrologic and hydraulic models.


7. It is not possible to generalize the impacts of changes to the drainage

area on the discharge. Changes to the topography, soils, land use, vegetation

will cause corresponding changes to the discharge. Changes to the flow paths

will affect the discharge by changing the runoff time of concentration, flow

routing times and hydrograph combination.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. This study shows a 3-1% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. There

are no stage increases from pre to post mining conditions. Alternatively, the

AOC+ conditions would cause a 1% (10 YR) increase and 1% (100 YR) decrease in

discharge with no change in stage from premining condition.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. The site should be analyzed with a mature growth of trees covering all or

part of the drainage area to represent a future condition. Incremental

analysis of increasing tree cover should not be undertaken.


2. Valley fill operations should be sized and located to minimize their

impacts.


3. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining, post mining, AOC+ (Approximate Original Contour

Plus) and future forested conditions.


This report covers the results from the future forested conditions only. The

results of the study for premining, post mining and AOC+ have been previously

reported. They will be included in this report by reference and by inclusion

in the “HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS” section.


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-2, located in the headwaters of the Seng Creek

watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, was selected as the study site. The

determination of the effects of changes to this drainage area represents a

classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed is ungaged and no

historic hydrologic information is available.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Mark Zaitsoff,

Dennis McCune, Elizabeth Rodriguez) and Office of Surface Mining (OSM)

personnel (Dan Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to future forested conditions, the method of analysis needed to

be able to subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those

involved concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS

(River Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and

results needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS (version 1.1) rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes

in flow magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS (version 2.2) hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing

and routing input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the

hydrology model were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output

from both models were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to

determine the changes in water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #2 was the second site

studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #1, #1 and 2

combined and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County, WV.

Results from these other sites have been reported separately. The study was

initiated 24 September 1998.
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DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-2 is located approximately 25 miles southeast

of Charleston, WV, on the eastern side of Boone County on the boundaries with

Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV. It is located in the headwaters of the Seng

Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers) watershed. The valley

fill drainage area occupies a 0.6 square mile (10%) unnamed tributary near the

upstream end of the 5.55 square mile Seng Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining, post mining, AOC+ and future

forested conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Itmann channery loam (ImE), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining, postmining, AOC+, and future forested

conditions; the areas of each soil type within the runoff subareas were

determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)
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is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.


Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage area to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of Seng Creek was used for the open channel flow component for the subareas

below the valley fill operation.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.
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Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the mining company’s 1:6,000 scale maps that had a contour interval of

20’. Cross section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes

and average travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the

Muskingum-Cunge and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the

flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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FUTURE FORESTED CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The future forested drainage area was delineated on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The future forested drainage area

encompasses 0.51 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into sixteen runoff subareas to define the

future forested condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary

areas created by sediment and diversion ditches in the regrading plan and the

hydrologic routing reaches connecting them. The downstream end of the

drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining conditions; the unchanged

land use, soil types and tributary justified further subdivision. The

regarded drainage map shows that the future land use is forested valley fill

and backstack areas for 56% of the drainage area.


The regraded drainage plan used sediment and diversion ditches to create four

tributary areas. These four tributary areas were: 1) below the valley fill,

2) the valley fill area, 3) flows diverted around the left side of the valley

fill, and 4) flows diverted around the right side of the valley fill. The

following table shows the runoff subareas for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

2-Z Most downstream area 53.76 0.08 16.5 
2-Y Left bank tributary 19.39 0.03 5.9 
2-X Subarea below valley fill 31.81 0.05 9.7 
2-W Right bank tributary 16.06 0.03 4.9 
2-V Subarea below valley fill 1.73 0.003 0.5 

2-6-A Left abutment of valley fill 5.38 0.01 1.6 
2-6-B Face of lower valley fill 19.71 0.03 6.1 
2-6-C Right abutment of valley fill 5.06 0.01 1.5 

2-7A Downstream left diversion area 7.42 0.01 2.3 
2-7 Middle left diversion area 23.55 0.04 7.2 

2-2-A Left top of valley fill 19.01 0.03 5.8 
2-2-B Left backstack area 53.18 0.08 16.3 

2-4 Downstream right diversion area 14.21 0.02 4.3 
2-3 Middle right diversion area 25.66 0.04 7.9 

2-1-A Right top of valley fill 10.30 0.02 3.1 
2-1-B Right backstack area 20.99 0.03 6.4 

Total 327.22 0.51 100 

This area represents a 7% decrease from pre to future forested conditions and

mainly reflects differences in the regraded topography on the northeast side

of the drainage area.


Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.
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Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows the area that was covered by the valley fill

and regraded backstacks. These areas were considered to be future forested

(FF) areas. The future forested conditions represent a 20 year forestry plan

which covers the reclaimed surface mine areas with appropriate trees.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the future forested condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF LdE FF 

Percent Distribution 

2-Z 0.8 87.1 9.8 2.3 
2-Y 75.6 24.4 
2-X 91.1 8.9 
2-W 99.2 0.8 
2-V 100 

2-6-A 100 
1-2-B 100 
2-6-C 100 

2-7A 100 
2-7 100 

2-2-A 100 
2-2-B 100 

2-4 100 
2-3 100 

2-1-A 100 
2-1-B 100 

Total 0.1 40.8 0 1.2 1.7 56.2 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that future forested areas make up the majority (56%) of the

land use in the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the future forested condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

2-Z 67 1.6 0.99 
2-Y 66 0 1.03 
2-X 67 1.3 0.99 
2-W 66 0.1 1.03 
2-V 66 0 1.03 

2-6-A 64 0 1.13 
2-6-B 71 0 0.82 
2-6-C 64 0 1.13 

2-7A 67 0 0.99 
2-7 71 0 0.82 

2-2-A 71 0 0.82 
2-2-B 71 0 0.82 

2-4 71 0 0.82 
2-3 71 0 0.82 

2-1-A 71 0 0.82 
2-1-B 71 0 0.82 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The regraded drainage map was used to define the distance for sheet flow. The

runoff was considered to have concentrated once it encountered a road or bench

and continued to flow downslope to a sediment ditch. The sediment ditches

were considered the open channel portion of the flow components.


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the future forested condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration 

Lag 
Time of 

Concentration 
Lag 

[MIN] 

2-Z 18 11 18 11 
2-Y 15 9 15 9 
2-X 18 11 17 10 
2-W 20 12 20 12 
2-V 14 8 14 8 

2-6-A 18 11 18 11 
2-6-B 21 13 17 10 
2-6-C 20 12 20 12 

2-7A 17 10 16 10 
2-7 44 26 41 25 

2-2-A 63 38 59 35 
2-2-B 47 28 42 25 

2-4 44 27 40 24 
2-3 25 15 24 14 

2-1-A 57 34 55 33 
2-1-B 41 24 38 23 

Base Flow


The future forested mining condition base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

2-Z 0.08 0.17 
2-Y 0.03 0.06 
2-X 0.05 0.10 
2-W 0.03 0.05 
2-V 0.003 0.01 

2-6-A 0.01 0.02 
2-6-B 0.03 0.06 
2-6-C 0.01 0.02 

2-7A 0.01 0.02 
2-7 0.04 0.07 

2-2-A 0.03 0.06 
2-2-B 0.08 0.17 

2-4 0.02 0.04 
2-3 0.04 0.08 

2-1-A 0.02 0.03 
2-1-B 0.03 0.07 

Routing Reaches


The valley fill drainage area was divided into sixteen runoff subareas to

model the future forested condition. Twelve reaches connected the runoff

subareas and routed the flows through the drainage area.
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Two methods of hydrologic routing were used to route the runoff flows through

the drainage area. The Lag method was used for channels with slopes greater

than 10% (flumes, natural drains and channels down the sides of the valley

fill); the amount of lag was taken as the average travel time through the

reach from the HEC-RAS model. Since these channels have little if any storage

they were modeled to translate the flow hydrograph with no attenuation. The

Muskingum-Cunge method was used to route the runoff flows through the flatter

sloped (2%) sediment and diversion ditches and the undisturbed portion of the

drainage area. This method has the advantage over others of using physically

based parameters that can be modified to represent changes to the watershed

conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

Valley Fill #2 drainage area at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and the undisturbed unnamed tributary

channel was modeled. The flows from the HEC-HMS model were used to perform

the backwater analysis.


The following tables show the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining Post Mining AOC+ 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 293 1333.1 302 1333.1 295 1333.1 
100 664 1334.5 671 1334.5 658 1334.5 

Frequency 
[YR] 

Future Forested 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 209 1332.7 
100 502 1334.0 

YR = Years

CFS = Cubic Feet per Second

FT NGVD = Feet above National Geodetic Vertical Datum


These results show a 3-1% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. There

are no stage increases from pre to post mining conditions. Alternatively, the

AOC+ conditions would cause a 1% (10 YR) increase and 1% (100 YR) decrease in

discharge with no change in stage from premining condition. The future

forested conditions would cause a 29-24% (10-100 YR) decrease in discharge and

a 0.4’-0.5’ decrease in stage from the premining conditions.


The following cross sections show comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea. Subdivision will

increase the complexity of the hydrologic and hydraulic models.


7. It is not possible to generalize the impacts of changes to the drainage

area on the discharge. Changes to the topography, soils, land use, vegetation

will cause corresponding changes to the discharge. Changes to the flow paths

will affect the discharge by changing the runoff time of concentration, flow

routing times and hydrograph combination.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. These results show a 3-1% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. There

are no stage increases from pre to post mining conditions. Alternatively, the

AOC+ conditions would cause a 1% (10 YR) increase and 1% (100 YR) decrease in

discharge with no change in stage from premining condition. The future

forested conditions would cause a 29-24% (10-100 YR) decrease in discharge and

a 0.4’-0.5’ decrease in stage from the premining conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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GENERAL


The intent of this study was to determine the effect on storm runoff by

changes to topography, soils, land use, vegetation, etc, caused by mountain

top removal / valley fill surface coal mining operations. The changes to the

10 and 100 year flows and water surface elevations were determined and

compared for the premining and post mining conditions.


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-2, located in the headwaters of the Seng Creek

watershed in Boone County, West Virginia, was selected as the study site. The

determination of the effects of changes to this drainage area represents a

classic ungaged watershed study. The Seng Creek watershed is ungaged and no

historic hydrologic information is available.


Corps of Engineers personnel from the Pittsburgh District (Mark Zaitsoff,

Dennis McCune, Elizabeth Rodriguez) and Office of Surface Mining (OSM)

personnel (Dan Rahnema) visited the site.


Discussions were held to determine the methods of analysis that could be used

to achieve the required results. Since great changes occur to the drainage

area from pre to post mining conditions, the method of analysis needed to be

able to subdivide it and model the changed areas as appropriate. Those

involved concurred that the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Modeling System) and HEC-RAS

(River Analysis System) models would provide the methods of analysis and

results needed for the study.


A HEC-HMS rainfall runoff model was used to evaluate the changes in flow

magnitude. The runoff curve number (CN) method developed by the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) (now National Resource Conservation Service, NRCS)

was used to determine the rainfall losses and the transformation from rainfall

excess to runoff. This method has the advantage over regional parameter

methods of rainfall-runoff determination of being based on observable physical

properties of the watershed and of being able to model great changes in the

runoff characteristics of the watershed.


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to provide peak flow timing and routing

input to the HEC-HMS hydrologic model. Flows generated by the hydrology model

were input to the hydraulic model until the input and output from both models

were consistent. The HEC-RAS model was then used to determine the changes in

water surface elevation.


Topographic maps, aerial photographs and survey cross sections were used to

formulate these hydrologic and hydraulic models.


This study was conducted under interagency agreement number 143868-IA98-1244,

entitled “Model Analysis of Potential Downstream Flooding as a Result of

Valley Fills and Large-Scale Surface Coal Mining Operations in Appalachia”,

between the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement and the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. The Samples Mine Valley Fill #2 was the second site

studied. The other three were the Samples Mine Valley Fill #1, #1 and 2

combined and the Hobet Mine Westridge Valley Fill in Lincoln County, WV. The

study was initiated 24 September 1998.




DESCRIPTION OF HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODELS


Drainage Area


The Samples Mine Valley Fill SH-2 is located approximately 25 miles southeast

of Charleston, WV, on the eastern side of Boone County on the boundaries with

Kanawha and Raleigh Counties, WV. It is located in the headwaters of the Seng

Creek (tributary to the Big Coal and Kanawha Rivers) watershed. The valley

fill drainage area occupies a 0.6 square mile (10%) unnamed tributary near the

upstream end of the 5.55 square mile Seng Creek watershed.


Study Area 

Precipitation


Precipitation depths were determined using the National Weather Service

publications HYDRO35 and Technical Paper 40 (TP40). HYDRO 35 provides maps of

rainfall depths for 5, 15 and 60 minute durations, and 2 and 100 year

frequencies. Equations are provided to calculate the precipitation depths for

other frequencies. TP40 provides maps of precipitation depths for 2, 3, 6, 12

and 24 hour durations, and 1 to 100 year frequencies.


The Samples Mine is located on the eastern side of Boone County, WV, and that

location was used to determine the precipitation depths. The following table

shows the precipitation depths determined from HYDRO 35 and TP40 for the study

area:
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Duration 
Frequency [YR] 
10 100 
Depth [IN] 

5 MIN 0.54 0.74 
15 MIN 1.09 1.57 
1 HR 1.86 2.70 
2 HR 2.38 3.44 
3 HR 2.68 3.76 
6 HR 3.05 4.44 
12 HR 3.53 5.06 
24 HR 3.98 5.65 

These values were used for the premining and post mining conditions.


Soil Types


The Boone County, WV, soil survey was used to determine the soil types located

in the study area.


The Seng Creek watershed is contained within the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte

general soil unit. The soils within this unit are described as “very steep,

well drained soils that formed mainly in material weathered from sandstone; on

mountainous uplands”. The various soil types within this unit are the

Cedarcreek-Rock outcrop (CgF), Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF),

Kaymine-Cedarcreek-Dekalb (KmF), Kaymine-Rock outcrop complex (KrF), and Lily-

Dekalb complex (LdE). The soil survey provides information on the detailed

make up of the soil types, giving such information as component soil types,

impervious area, etc.


The soil type subareas were traced onto the USGS topographic or regraded

drainage maps for the premining and postmining conditions; the areas of each

soil type within the runoff subareas were determined by planimetering.


SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The SCS runoff curve number (CN) method was used to convert precipitation

depth into runoff excess. The curve number method is based on observable

physical properties (soil and cover) of the runoff subareas.


A hydrologic soil group (HSG) characterizes the soil properties. The soil

survey provides information on the detailed make up of the various soil types,

making it possible to classify their component soils into HSG A (low runoff

potential and high infiltration rates) through HSG D (high runoff potential

and very low infiltration rates).


The cover takes into account the land use, vegetation type, surface treatment,

etc.


The curve number is determined by the combination of the component soil types

and cover. Curve numbers were selected from the tables published and provided

by the SCS. It is possible to calculate areal weighted curve numbers for the

overall soil types and each runoff subarea.


The curve number is also used to calculate the initial abstraction (all losses

before runoff begins) for each runoff subarea. This initial abstraction (Ia)

is defined as 20% of the maximum available retention capacity of the soil

after the runoff begins.
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Time of Concentration and Lag


The time of concentration (Tc) of each runoff subarea is the amount of time

that it takes for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most distant point

to the outlet. It is the sum of the travel times (Tt) through the components

of the runoff system.


The SCS method provides procedures for computing three travel time components

for the time of concentration calculations: 1) sheet flow, 2) shallow

concentrated flow, and 3) open channel flow.


Sheet flow is the runoff that occurs over the surface of the ground prior to

becoming concentrated into small gullies. It is limited, by definition in the

SCS method, to a maximum of 300 feet from the most upstream drainage divide.

Shallow concentrated flow occurs from the end of sheet flow until the runoff

enters a channel, by definition a stream shown on a USGS map. Appropriate

changes in slopes were incorporated into the calculations of sheet and shallow

concentrated flows. HEC-HMS computed values for the 10 and 100 year flows

were input to the HEC-RAS hydraulic model of the valley fill drainage area to

provide travel times for the channel flow component. The undisturbed portion

of the unnamed tributary was used for the open channel flow component for the

subareas below the valley fill operation.


The sum of the three travel time components is the time of concentration for a

runoff subarea.


Several flow routes were considered when calculating the time of concentration

for each runoff subarea. The different routes were selected to maximize the

effect of each of the three components on the time of concentration. They

maximized the flow distances for each component; the flow route giving the

greatest time of concentration was selected.


The lag (L) is defined as the time from the center of mass of the excess

rainfall to the peak of the calculated hydrograph. The lag is defined and

calculated by the SCS method as 60% of the time of concentration.


Base Flow


A base flow of 2 CFS/SM was adopted for each runoff subbasin. Since the base

flow contribution to the volume and peak discharge is minor, the recession

constant and threshold were estimated in the HEC-HMS model to be 1 (no

recession) and 0 CFS, respectively. This gives a constant base flow value of

2 CFS/SM during the entire flow hydrograph.


Routing Reaches


A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was used to determine the required inputs for the

hydrologic routing. This model was formulated using survey cross sections and

topographic map information. Channel reach lengths and slopes were estimated

from the mining company’s 1:6,000 scale maps that had a contour interval of

20’. Cross section geometry, channel roughness, reach lengths, energy slopes

and average travel times from the HEC-RAS model were used as input to the

Muskingum-Cunge and Lag routing methods in the HEC-HMS models.


The HEC-HMS hydrology models route upstream flows through intervening runoff

subareas, then combine routed flows and local runoff at the downstream end of

the routing reaches. This hydrologic routing provides the translation of the
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flow hydrograph along the channels and the timing and attenuation that reflect

the storage characteristics of the channel and overbank sections of the

routing reaches.


The HEC-RAS model was formulated to add in the local runoff in five increments

through each routing reach, increasing the channel flow progressing

downstream. The HEC-HMS model results show that there was little change in

the routed flow through the routing reaches, so this assumption of local flow

increasing along a routing reach was not affected by routing considerations.
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PREMINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas`


The premining drainage area was delineated on USGS 1:24,000 scale topographic

maps (Dorothy and Eskdale quadrangles) and on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The premining drainage area

encompasses 0.55 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into five runoff subareas to define the

premining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas

and hydrologic routing reaches. There were no significant differences in land

use or soil type to justify any further subdivision.


The following table shows the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

Z Most downstream area 61.44 0.10 17.5 
Y Left bank tributary 33.79 0.05 9.6 
X Subarea below proposed valley fill 48.32 0.08 13.8 
W Right bank tributary 54.78 0.09 15.6 
V Proprosed valley fill area 152.64 0.24 43.5 

Total 350.97 0.55 100 

Plate 1 shows the runoff subareas.


Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF LdE 

Percent Distribution 

Z 7.9 80.8 8.2 3.1 
Y 63.8 36.2 
X 90.2 6.5 3.3 
W 47.6 43.7 0.4 8.3 
V 26.6 60.4 0.3 12.7 

Total 16.4 67.8 0.1 3.0 12.7 

Plate 2 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that the Dekalb-Pineville-Guyandotte association (DPF) makes

up the majority (68%) of the drainage area.


The premining land use for the Seng Creek watershed is wooded with a fair

hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous logging and surface

mining activity.
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The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

Z 67 2.4 0.99 
Y 66 0.0 1.03 
X 67 1.0 0.99 
W 69 7.2 0.90 
V 68 4.0 0.94 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the premining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

Time of 
Concentration Lag 

[MIN] 

Z 31 19 30 18 
Y 17 10 17 10 
X 20 12 19 12 
W 30 18 30 18 
V 35 21 32 19 

Base Flow


The premining base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

Z 0.10 0.19 
Y 0.05 0.11 
X 0.08 0.15 
W 0.09 0.17 
V 0.24 0.48 

Routing Reaches


The drainage area was divided into five runoff subareas to model the premining

condition. Three reaches connected the runoff subareas and route the flows

through the drainage area.


The Lag method was used since the channel slopes were greater than 10%; the

amount of lag was taken as the average travel time through the reach from the

HEC-RAS model. Since these channels have little if any storage they were

modeled to translate the flow hydrograph with no attenuation.
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POST MINING CONDITIONS


Drainage Areas


The post mining drainage area was delineated on a 1:6,000 scale regraded

drainage map provided by the coal company. The post mining drainage area

encompasses 0.51 square miles.


The drainage area was divided into sixteen runoff subareas to define the post

mining condition. These subareas were selected to define tributary areas

created by sediment and diversion ditches in the regrading plan and the

hydrologic routing reaches connecting them. The downstream end of the

drainage area is relatively unchanged from premining conditions; the unchanged

land use, soil types and tributary justified further subdivision. The

regraded drainage map shows that the post mining land use is reclaimed valley

fill and backstack areas for 56% of the drainage area.


The regraded drainage plan used sediment and diversion ditches to create four

tributary areas. These four tributary areas were: 1) below the valley fill,

2) the valley fill area, 3) flows diverted around the left side of the valley

fill, and 4) flows diverted around the right side of the valley fill. The

following table shows the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Description 
Area 

[ACRES] [MI2] [%] 

2-Z Most downstream area 53.76 0.08 16.5 
2-Y Left bank tributary 19.39 0.03 5.9 
2-X Subarea below valley fill 31.81 0.05 9.7 
2-W Right bank tributary 16.06 0.03 4.9 
2-V Subarea below valley fill 1.73 0.003 0.5 

2-6-A Left abutment of valley fill 5.38 0.01 1.6 
2-6-B Face of lower valley fill 19.71 0.03 6.1 
2-6-C Right abutment of valley fill 5.06 0.01 1.5 

2-7A Downstream left diversion area 7.42 0.01 2.3 
2-7 Middle left diversion area 23.55 0.04 7.2 

2-2-A Left top of valley fill 19.01 0.03 5.8 
2-2-B Left backstack area 53.18 0.08 16.3 

2-4 Downstream right diversion area 14.21 0.02 4.3 
2-3 Middle right diversion area 25.66 0.04 7.9 

2-1-A Right top of valley fill 10.30 0.02 3.1 
2-1-B Right backstack area 20.99 0.03 6.4 

Total 327.22 0.51 100 

This area represents a 7% decrease from pre to post mining conditions and

mainly reflects differences in the regraded topography on the northeast side

of the drainage area.


Plate 3 shows the runoff subareas.
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Soil Types and SCS Runoff Curve Numbers


The regraded drainage map shows the area that was covered by the valley fill

and regraded backstacks. These areas were considered to be reclaimed surface

mine (RSM) areas.


The following table shows the soil types and their percent distribution within

the runoff subareas for the post mining condition:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Soil Type 
CgF DPF KmF KrF LdE RSM 

Percent Distribution 

2-Z 0.8 87.1 9.8 2.3 
2-Y 75.6 24.4 
2-X 91.1 8.9 
2-W 99.2 0.8 
2-V 100 

2-6-A 100 
1-2-B 100 
2-6-C 100 

2-7A 100 
2-7 100 

2-2-A 100 
2-2-B 100 

2-4 100 
2-3 100 

2-1-A 100 
2-1-B 100 

Total 0.1 40.8 0 1.2 1.7 56.2 

Plate 4 shows the soil type subareas.


This table shows that reclaimed surface mine areas make up the majority (56%)

of the land use in the drainage area.


The land use for the undisturbed portion of the valley fill drainage area is

wooded with a fair hydrologic condition due to its disturbance by previous

logging and surface mining activity.


The following table shows the results of the weighted curve number

calculations for the post mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Weighted 
CN 

% 
Impervious 

Ia 
[IN] 

2-Z 67 1.6 0.99 
2-Y 66 0 1.03 
2-X 67 1.3 0.99 
2-W 66 0.1 1.03 
2-V 66 0 1.03 

2-6-A 64 0 1.13 
2-6-B 75 0 0.67 
2-6-C 64 0 1.13 

2-7A 67 0 0.99 
2-7 75 0 0.67 

2-2-A 75 0 0.67 
2-2-B 75 0 0.67 

2-4 75 0 0.67 
2-3 75 0 0.67 

2-1-A 75 0 0.67 
2-1-B 75 0 0.67 

Time of Concentration and Lag


The regraded drainage map was used to define the distance for sheet flow. The

runoff was considered to have concentrated once it encountered a road or bench

and continued to flow downslope to a sediment ditch. The sediment ditches

were considered the open channel portion of the flow components.


The following table shows the results of the time of concentration and lag

calculations for the post mining condition:
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Runoff 
Subarea 

Frequency [YR] 
10 100 

Time of 
Concentration 

Lag 
Time of 

Concentration 
Lag 

[MIN] 

2-Z 18 11 18 11 
2-Y 15 9 15 9 
2-X 18 11 17 10 
2-W 20 12 20 12 
2-V 14 8 14 8 

2-6-A 8 5 8 5 
2-6-B 14 8 13 8 
2-6-C 9 5 9 5 

2-7A 7 4 7 4 
2-7 23 14 21 12 

2-2-A 33 20 30 18 
2-2-B 42 25 38 23 

2-4 30 18 27 16 
2-3 12 7 11 7 

2-1-A 27 16 26 15 
2-1-B 26 15 23 14 

Base Flow


The post mining base flow values were as follows:


Runoff 
Subarea 

Area 
[MI2] 

Base Flow 
[CFS] 

2-Z 0.08 0.17 
2-Y 0.03 0.06 
2-X 0.05 0.10 
2-W 0.03 0.05 
2-V 0.003 0.01 

2-6-A 0.01 0.02 
2-6-B 0.03 0.06 
2-6-C 0.01 0.02 

2-7A 0.01 0.02 
2-7 0.04 0.07 

2-2-A 0.03 0.06 
2-2-B 0.08 0.17 

2-4 0.02 0.04 
2-3 0.04 0.08 

2-1-A 0.02 0.03 
2-1-B 0.03 0.07 
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Routing Reaches


The valley fill drainage area was divided into sixteen runoff subareas to

model the post mining condition. Twelve reaches connected the runoff subareas

and routed the flows through the drainage area.


Two methods of hydrologic routing were used to route the runoff flows through

the drainage area. The Lag method was used for channels with slopes greater

than 10% (flumes and natural drains); the amount of lag was taken as the

average travel time through the reach from the HEC-RAS model. Since these

channels have little if any storage they were modeled to translate the flow

hydrograph with no attenuation. The Muskingum-Cunge method was used to route

the runoff flows through the flatter sloped (2%) sediment and diversion

ditches. This method has the advantage over others of using physically based

parameters that can be modified to represent changes to the watershed

conditions.
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HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC MODEL RESULTS


The HEC-HMS hydrology models were formulated to calculate the outflow from the

Valley Fill #2 drainage area at the downstream permit limit.


The HEC-RAS hydraulic model was formulated to calculate the corresponding

stages. Survey sections were taken and the undisturbed unnamed tributary

channel was modeled. The flows from the HEC-HMS model were used to perform

the backwater analysis.


The following table shows the 10 and 100 year flows and water surface

elevations:


Frequency 
[YR] 

Pre Mining Post Mining 
Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

Flow 
[CFS] 

Elevation 
[FT NGVD] 

10 293 1333.1 302 1333.1 
100 664 1334.5 671 1334.5 

YR = Years

CFS = Cubic Feet per Second

FT NGVD = Feet above National Geodetic Vertical Datum


These results show a 3-1% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. There

are no stage increases from pre to post mining conditions.


The following cross section shows comparisons of the water surfaces for each

condition.


COMPARISON OF STAGES FOR 10 AND 100 YEAR FLOWS
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CONCLUSIONS


1. The SCS, HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS methods are appropriate for computing flows

and stages from a valley fill operation.


2. The information typically contained in a permit application is suitable

for hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Some interpretation of the

information, aerial photos and maps is required.


3. Required additional information about soil types is available from soil

surveys.


4. Field views are required to determine the type and extent of cover for

HEC-HMS, to verify drainage routes, etc. The during mining condition produces

a very confused runoff system which changes almost daily and must be verified

on the ground.


5. Field surveys are required to determine channel size and compute stages in

HEC-RAS.


6. Subdivision of the valley fill area by soil type, slopes, etc, is required

to model the runoff characteristics of each subarea.


7. The flat slopes created on the top surfaces of the valley fills and the

regraded back stacks help to reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff time

of concentration. The long flow paths created by sediment ditches help to

reduce peak flows by increasing the runoff travel times.


8. Differences in stages are very site specific and may depend on conditions

in receiving streams. Stage differences cannot be translated up or down

stream away from the computed location and results should not be generalized.

Unchanged watershed and channel downstream of a valley fill operation may tend

to return stages to the premining condition.


9. This study shows a 3-1% (10-100 YR) increase in discharge from premining

conditions after the area is reclaimed in the post mining conditions. There

are no stage increases from pre to post mining conditions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS


1. The site should be analyzed with a mature growth of trees covering all or

part of the drainage area to represent a future condition. Incremental

analysis of increasing tree cover should not be undertaken.


2. Valley fill operations should be sized and located to minimize their

impacts.


3. Recording streamflow and rainfall gages should be installed and maintained

in a valley fill area from before mining begins until after the area is

reclaimed. Data logger type streamflow gages should be installed at good

hydraulic control points and be set to record at five minute intervals.

Tipping bucket type rainfall gages should be located to capture representative

rainfall amounts. A formal maintenance and data retrieval/reduction plan

should be established. Analysis of actual rainfall/runoff relations should be

conducted.
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FATT Responsive Summary 
The following is the Flood Analysis Technical Team’s (FATT) response to comments 

received by citizens, members of the mining and timbering industries and members of the Flood 
Investigation Advisory Committee (FIAC). 

A. Comments of the Flood Investigation Advisory Committee 

The committee was in general support of the conclusions contained in the FATT report. 
Mining industry representatives on the committee offered several dissenting opinions on the 
mining recommendations, which are more specifically addressed in FATT’s responses to the 
comments submitted by the West Virginia Coal Association (WVCA). These comments 
generally involved what was perceived as an overly broad approach, lack of flexibility and the 
lack of support in the study for the recommendation. FATT disagrees with these comments and 
cites the depth of research and analysis contained in the study. The majority of the committee 
members present at the meeting were supportive of the mining recommendations. 

Forest industry representatives generally opposed limiting logging activities and FATT’s 
response has been addressed herein. Strong sentiment was voiced by most committee members 
that most of the forestry impacts noted in this report resulted from poor harvesting practices 
which highlights the need for additional WVDOF enforcement resources. The committee 
unanimously supported dedication of additional resources for WVDOF. The technical team 
concurs with this position. 

FIAC suggested and the technical team concurs that the following issues be noted as 
areas of additional concern: 

• The effects of sedimentation and scouring (dynamic effects) from previous flooding. 
•	 The DOF is participating in a 20-state study with the USFS and hopefully this study can 

include additional research on logging impacts. 
• The viability of dredging and damming for improvements in flooding impacts. 
• Methods to reduce the margin of error in similar studies. 
• Determining the accuracy of rainfall data. 
• The beneficial impacts of AOC variances. 

The technical team believes that additional efforts by other groups are underway to address the 
foregoing concerns. 

The committee suggested that the report acknowledge the importance of the timbering 
and mining industry to the state and those employed by both industries. FATT concurs with this 
sentiment and further emphasizes that the recommendations in this report reduce the potential 
flood damage threat posed by these industries without drastically interfering with their ability to 
successfully operate. 



Numerous comments from individuals representing environmental and industry factions 
were received after the end of comment period for the FATT study. The issues presented were 
evaluated and have been addressed by this responsive summary. 

FIAC Comments and FATT Responses 

1.	 FIAC members suggest that a new paragraph be inserted after the introductory 
paragraph of the FATT conclusion introduction (page 70) which would include the 
statement that the scope of the flood analysis includes only southern West Virginia. 

Response:  One goal of the Governor’s Executive Order (16-01) and the technical team’s 
mission was to determine “the impact on the flooding from current or past methods of coal 
mining and timbering practices in the affected counties and watersheds.” This assignment was 
achieved with the choice of watersheds and focused on the storm events of July 8, 2001, which 
occurred primarily in southern West Virginia. The report also emphasizes that the modeling 
technique and the findings can be generally extrapolated throughout West Virginia. 

2. 	 FIAC members suggest that the report underscore the important role played by the 
mining and timbering industries in West Virginia’s economy. 

Response:  The members of the technical team recognize the important contribution of 
the mining and timbering industries to West Virginia’s economy. 

3. 	 A FIAC member expressed the need for the following concept to be explicitly stated, “If 
logging increases, then runoff increases.” 

Response:  The evaluation of the hydrologic impacts of logging and/or other 
disturbances within a watershed cannot be accurately projected in a linear relationship. The 
determination of industry or urbanization impacts within a watershed can be quite complex. This 
is due to the differences in modeling parameters such as soil classification, soil physical 
characteristics, topography, watershed area, watershed orientation, watershed geology and many 
other site-specific attributes. However, generally speaking, if the acreage of similar land 
disturbances, such as logging, increases in a watershed, the runoff would be expected to increase. 

4.	 FIAC desires that the FATT study have specific paragraphs rewritten in order to clarify 
FATT’s conclusions to the general public. 

Response:  FATT has prepared and written the FATT study at a reading and 
comprehensive level that should be understandable by the general public. Clarity of unusual 
terms and acronyms were defined wherever needed. However, FATT recognizes that unless the 
reader has read the entire FATT study, then there will be statements and findings of the study 
that appear difficult to understand or out of context. This is true of any document or manuscript. 
Therefore, FATT determined that it is important that all readers read and review the study in the 
format presented, otherwise ideas can be taken out of context and the implied meaning from 
specific language can be misunderstood or misinterpreted by the reader. 
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B.  Responses to Forestry Comments 

1.	 The studied watersheds have no rain or stream gaging information. Therefore, the study 
results are inherently inaccurate and the impacts of logging cannot be determined. 

Response:  This assertion is unfounded. FATT agrees and has stated that there is no 
stream gaging within the proximate vicinity of the study watersheds. There were gages located 
far downstream from the studied watersheds, but such data was not applicable. Therefore, 
Doppler radar imagery, certified by NOAA, was deemed the most accurate information and was 
used to assimilate the July 8, 2001, event storm. These rainfall amounts were modeled using the 
HEC1 program, which is an accepted modeling method to determine watershed runoff responses. 
The calculated runoff values were verified by using the HEC-RAS model to predict the 
calculated maximum water elevations. These values were then compared to the corresponding 
July 8, 2001, surveyed highwater marks in the study watersheds. These differences in water 
elevation of calculated versus actual values constitute the method used to establish model 
accuracy for the FATT study. 

2.	  No research shows that logging contributes to overland flow in undisturbed portions of a 
forest. Therefore, the increases identified in the study are not due to logging. 

Response:  The technical team’s review of relevant literature revealed that significant 
overland flow does not occur in the undisturbed forest floor. As stated by Dr. Rhett Jackson in 
his July 12, 2002, response to the technical team, “Most rainfall reaching the forest floor 
infiltrates, and overland flow occurs only during very intense rainfall events.” Overland flow 
from undisturbed forest floors as discussed is considered flow across the cutting area of tree 
removal and does not include flow from forest roads, landings, etc. 

However, Dr. Jackson further stated in his response that, “In small basins, road runoff can 
substantially increase peak flows and volumes. If roads are cut into hillside subsoils, road cuts 
can serve to collect shallow groundwater flow from the hillside above.” A study on the Fernow 
Experimental Forest using West Virginia Best Management Practices (BMPs) found that both 
growing-season peak flows and total growing-season storm flows increased significantly after 
logging (Kochenderfer, et al., 1997). This study also found that, five years after cutting, 23.5% 
of the road areas remained as exposed bare ground. 

This phenomenon is shown in pictures #1 and #2, taken of recent West Virginia timber 
operations during the study. The road cuts usually expose bedrock and are between four and 
eight feet in height. Flow from the undisturbed forest floor, and from ephemeral and intermittent 
stream channels reach these road surfaces and become overland flow. Picture #3 underscores the 
technical team’s observations that although West Virginia BMPs state that skid and truck roads 
should remove outer berms and outslope to direct runoff to the undisturbed forest floor, this is 
not a common practice. Roads reviewed during the study had outer berms generally intact and 
ranging from six inches to 2 feet high. This practice resulted in increased flows from the 
watersheds studied and the movement of debris to and from stream channels as observed in the 
flood impacted areas after the July 8, 2001, event. 
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Picture 1 – Abandoned skid road excavation bisecting both the forest floor and bedrock. 

Picture 2 – Abandoned skid road excavation bisecting the forest floor. 
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Picture 3 – Evidence of flow channelization from forest floor along an abandoned skid road. 

When roads/landings do not disperse water to the undisturbed forest floor and are located 
within the stream management zones, then increases in overland flow can be expected. 
“Preplanning and having the entire road system laid out carefully on the ground prior to 
harvesting operations, although not a standard guideline, was probably the single most important 
procedure for reducing impacts to soil and water resources” (Kochenderfer, et al., 1997). These 
findings underscore the recommendations made in the FATT study concerning site inspections 
by the WVDOF. The Kochenderfer study states that the relatively small, although significant, 
increases in growing-season storm flows were attributed to: 1) a road system that was well laid 
out; 2) the use of water control structures that effectively dispersed road water; 3) placement of 
roads, landings and machinery at least 30 meters from streams, except at crossing sites; and 4) 
minimal soil disturbance and compaction on the logged areas, thereby minimizing overland flow. 
FATT recommendations 1e, 1f, 1g, and 1h address these issues by increasing site inspections 
both prior to commencement of operations, during operations, and at the end of operations. 

As can be seen in pictures #4 and #5, overland flows on the skid roads completely 
washed to bedrock, eroded through a waterbar and became overland flow into a nearby stream 
channel. Although these skid roads were several years old, little evidence of leaves, natural 
woody debris or any other material remains on the roads, indicating movement by overland flow 
in what has become a channel. This occurrence was exacerbated by failure to remove the outside 
road berm and failure to outslope the road. FATT recommendations 1b and 1c prohibiting slash 
disposal on roads and requiring outsloping (berm removal) were drafted to address these 
conditions. 
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Picture 4 – Flow channelization and erosion through a waterbar on a skid road. 

Picture 5 – Abandoned skid road with outer berm in place showing erosion to bedrock. 
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Pictures #6, #7 and #8 show an abandoned landing located next to a perennial stream in 
violation of the BMP 100-foot stream management zone, although there was clearly sufficient 
space to place it elsewhere. FATT recommendation 1c addresses this issue with the proposed 
slash disposal plan. All recommendations address areas of poor harvesting practices as discussed 
by the FIAC. 

Picture 6 – Abandoned log landing site with remaining slash. 
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Picture 7 – Same landing site showing more areas of slash disposal near perennial stream. 

Picture 8 – Same landing site with slash adjacent to perennial stream. 
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Pictures #9, #10, and #11 show an existing logging operation with a skid road within the 
stream management zone. The treetops and slash have been placed in the stream and road 
material from a water bar has also been placed in the stream. Picture #12 shows a timber haul 
road which had no pipes installed at any stream crossing although they were clearly available on 
the site. 

Picture 9 – Active skid road within stream management zone. 
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Picture 10 – Same skid road with treetops lying within stream area. 

Picture 11 – Treetops and road material deposited within an intermittent stream. 
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Picture 12 – Uninstalled stream crossing pipes on an active timber haulroad. 

3.	 Studies show no difference in runoff between large timber operations versus small jobs or 
based upon percentage of tree removal. 

Response:  A 1993 study on the Fernow Experimental Forest showed that harvesting 
timber increased water yield by an amount roughly proportional to the amount of timber 
harvested (Hornbeck, et al., 1993). A year 2000 study by Princeton University found significant 
increases in water yield for four treated watersheds when compared to a control watershed. 
Although not all years had significantly higher yields, the effects of different timbering 
treatments took between four and seventeen years to recover (N. Bates, Princeton University, 
2000). This same study examined hydrographs of individual storm events and found that 
clearcut watersheds may take at least 20 years to recover from storm response when compared to 
a control watershed. 

Forestry recommendations 1.a and 1.d of the report were developed with this type of 
information in mind. Many comments from members of the timbering industry focused on this 
recommendation out of concern that acreage limits would be imposed on all logging operations. 
This concern is unfounded. Professional foresters should examine the watershed where their 
operations occur and recognize that existing disturbances (past logging, fire damage and other 
land disturbance) can contribute to increased water runoff. They should take these influences 
into account in development of their operations and should adjust their methods of harvesting by 
acreage, basal area removed, silvicultural methods or any combination thereof to minimize 
runoff velocities and channelization of flows. For example, adjusting an operation to reduce the 
number of roads would, in effect, limit the acreage disturbed. 
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4.	 Peak flows from the FATT study are insignificant and the technical team failed to 
compare its conclusions to experimental results referenced in scientific literature. 

Response:  The FATT study found increases in peak flows ranging from 0 to 5.9 percent. 
Various studies involving timber harvesting have found peak flow rates of up to 20 percent 
(Thomas and Megahen 1998, Lewis, et al., 2001), while others ranged from one to seven percent 
(Beschta, et al., 2000). The technical team’s findings compare favorably with results from these 
previous studies. 

FATT disagrees that the quantified peak flow increases are insignificant. The two 
studied watersheds having logging and mining disturbances, i.e., Seng and Scrabble Creeks, are 
characterized as steep sloped, high gradient watersheds with minimal cross-sectional stream 
areas. Such watersheds exhibit a high propensity for out-of-bank flows and resulting impacts 
from nominal precipitation events. Notably, these are similar characteristics of other small 
watersheds in southern West Virginia. This study identified that significant land disturbances 
created from logging or mining operations can exacerbate peak runoff quantities. Any increase 
in runoff quantity creates concern, particularly for residents living near such streams. For this 
reason, any increase in peak runoff (> 0%) attributable to logging and/or mining was deemed to 
be potentially “significant.” 

C. Responses to Mining Comments 

The WVCA provided comments regarding the flood analysis and the proposed rule 
changes necessary to implement the recommendations. It should be noted that the proposed 
rules that the WVCA commented upon have now been revised to clarify various issues. These 
changes are reflected in the errata sheet on page 24. 

1.	 FATT’s position that any contribution to flooding is significant is misleading, is not 
supported by the report, and is indefensible when other activities being conducted within 
the watersheds are considered. 

Response: All land disturbances within the study watersheds were considered in the 
hydrologic modeling. Any measured peak increases must be considered potentially significant 
due to the restrictive topographical conditions in the watersheds. 

2.	 The FATT Report and its recommendations ignore the single instance where the technical 
analysis demonstrated that current interpretation and application of guidelines relating 
to post-mining land configuration restore a watershed’s propensity to flood. 

Response: FATT did not ignore this instance. In fact, the quantified results of the report 
highlight this fact. Restoring a surface mined area to approximate original contour (AOC) does 
not necessarily restore the watershed’s propensity to flood. Likewise, flattening a mountain and 
reclaiming the land in a configuration less than AOC doesn’t always decrease the watershed’s 
propensity to flood, either. There is more to runoff control than just altering the topography. 
Consequently, current permitting standards require a surface water runoff analysis (SWROA) to 
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limit runoff peaks to pre-mining values or less. This is accomplished by constructing attenuation 
structures to slow the release of precipitation runoff from the permit. 

3.	 In the context of a 100-year storm event, such as the one experienced on July 8, 2001, the 
runoff increases attributed to mining as indicated by the Report are insignificant. Any 
runoff contribution below 20 percent is acceptable. 

Response:  This statement is not correct for the studied watersheds. The areas did not 
experience a 100-year precipitation event. In reality, the peak discharge was calculated to be less 
than a 25 year/24 hour event. Industry runoff contribution may be “diluted” by larger storm 
events, i.e., a 100-year storm, but the storm of July 8, 2001, was not of that magnitude. From the 
model results, the technical team considers the measured effects of mining and logging as valid, 
quantifiable flow volumes with discernable impacts. 

4.	 DEP’s position of significant impact is not applicable to every contribution of runoff. 
The State of Washington for example, has established a minimum threshold standard that 
requires an increase of runoff by 20 percent before any measures are required to address 
increased flooding potential. 

Response: The technical team did not study the topography of the State of Washington 
or its statutory/regulatory structure pertaining to flood control. Also, the team did not study the 
regulatory schemes or topographic characteristics of any other states. Given West Virginia’s 
steep slope topography with narrow inhabited hollows and the technical team’s observed effects 
in the studied watersheds, imposing a twenty percent standard before finding potential 
significance would be ill-advised. 

5.	 FATT was charged by Executive Order 16-01 to investigate alternative mining or forestry 
practices if such current practices are found to have had a deleterious impact on peak 
flows in affected watersheds, but instead ignored this charge. 

Response: FATT did not ignore this charge. Alternative mining and forestry practices 
are discussed at length in the FATT report on pages 71-73. Many of the stated recommendations 
represent alternative mining and forestry practices as a result of this study. 

6.	 The WVCA charges that several of the changes made from the draft to the final version 
are quite interesting and warrant reference 

Response: There should be no surprise that the final version of the report varies from an 
earlier draft. The narrative was edited until it accurately reflected the analysis and 
recommendations of the team. 

7.	 The technical team should have made more of the reference to the beneficial effect that a 
variance to AOC can provide relating to runoff attenuation. 

Response: This point needs little clarification. Coal must be mined in a lawful manner. 
The federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) established that 
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AOC shall be the rule, with an AOC variance being the exception. West Virginia, under 
SMCRA’s primacy provision, cannot violate this requirement. Consequently, it was not the 
technical team’s intention or charge to exclude one mining method over another, e.g., AOC 
versus AOC variance. Regardless of the chosen mining method, a storm water runoff analysis is 
required to assure that runoff from mining operations will produce no net increase in runoff 
when compared to the pre-mining watershed condition. The permit applicant chooses their 
mining method, not WVDEP. 

8.	 The WVCA was critical of the technical team’s concluding statement that, “…mining and 
timbering impacts did influence the study watersheds by increasing surface water runoff 
and the resulting stream flows at various evaluation points.” 

Response: The technical team made this statement to highlight the fact that runoff 
impact assessment was discernable only at the studied evaluation points within the study 
watersheds. This statement was never intended to mislead, but was presented to clarify the 
conclusion from a hydrologic standpoint. Flows at every point along the streams were not 
quantified. From a hydrologic viewpoint, this statement was to preface the conclusion within the 
context of the modeling procedure. 

D. Comments on Proposed Mining Rule Changes 

(Note: Underscore denotes proposed changes in regulations. The attached errata sheet presents 
the most recent revisions to the proposed changes and additions.) 

1.	 The coal industry opposes Recommendation 2.c., which states, “Revise regulations to 
require the condition of the total watershed be reviewed prior to any approved placement 
of excess spoil material. Conditions that should be considered include the proximity of 
residents, structures, etc., to excess spoil structure.” They also oppose the associated 
rule change. The re-drafted rule states: 

3.7.d. A survey of the watershed identifying all man-made structures and residents in 
proximity to the disposal area to determine potential storm runoff impacts. At least thirty 
(30) days prior to any beginning of placement of material, the accuracy of the survey 
shall be field verified. Any changes shall be documented and brought to the attention of 
the Secretary. 

The coal industry contends that this recommendation and rule change is too broad. They 
question the meaning of “watershed” in this context. 

Response: The technical team intended that the downstream consequences be 
determined for areas immediately downstream of any excess spoil disposal area. Currently this 
type of survey is part of the SWROA. This survey is useful to both the permittee and the agency 
for siting purposes relative to excess spoil disposal sites. 

The intent of this rule change was to assign greater significance to a disposal area if 
residents and man-made structures are downstream and in near proximity to the disposal site. In 
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this context, “watershed” would primarily indicate the immediate watershed where the fill is 
located. However, under certain circumstances, the Agency may require a larger survey area to 
account for downstream residents. Each excess disposal facility design has to be site-specific, 
but should utilize a siting evaluation, in addition to a SWROA, to minimize all potential runoff 
impacts. 

2.	 The coal industry opposes Recommendation 2.d., which states, “Revise regulations to 
require that valley fill designs minimize erosion within the watershed during 
precipitation. The permittee shall consider the total disturbance of the disposal area.” 
The associated rule change is: 

5.4.b.4. Have the capacity to store 0.125 Acre/ft. of sediment for each acre of disturbed 
area in the structures watershed; provided, that consideration may be given for reduced 
storage volume where the preplan and site conditions reflect controlled placement, 
concurrent reclamation practices, or use of sediment control structures; provided further, 
that reduced storage volume will be approved only where the operator demonstrates that 
the effluent limitations of subdivision 14.5.b of this rule will be met. The disturbed area 
for which the structure is to be designed will include all land affected by previous surface 
mining operations that are not presently stabilized and all land that will be disturbed 
throughout the life of the permit. All sediment control for valley fills, including durable 
rock fills, shall be designed for the entire disturbed acreage associated with the 
watershed of the fill and shall take into account the length of time the area is to be 
disturbed. 

The coal industry contends that such a restriction would increase stream disturbance, 
contradict the Clean Water Act, and establish a broad, “cookbook” approach to design 
standards. 

Response: The technical team disagrees with this extreme view of possible 
consequences. This rule change will enhance the effectiveness of sediment control, which will 
likely decrease stream degradation. Further, this requirement compliments the SWROA 
requirements and the necessary designs to assure no increase in peak flows. In no way does the 
proposed rule prohibit on-bench drainage. It only serves to assure effective sediment control for 
fills, assuming worst-case design standards. The current practice of this agency is to not allow 
reduced factors for sediment control for fills. This change is to clearly state that full-factor 
ponds are required for fills and the engineering must accommodate for long-term exposure. The 
SWROA requirements, when combined with this rule, will result in more effective sediment 
control for excess spoil disposal facilities while insuring sufficient runoff attenuation. 

3. 	 The coal industry presents opposition to the following recommendation and rule change: 
Recommendation 1.a.- Revise regulations to enhance Hydrologic Reclamation Plans for 
all existing, pending and future permits to prohibit any increase in surface water 
discharge over pre-mining conditions. Recommendation 1.b.- Revise regulations so that 
the post-mining drainage design of all existing and future mining permits corresponds 
with the permitted post-mining land configuration. The rule as changed would read as 
follows: 
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5.4.b.11. Control discharge by use of energy dissipaters, riprap channels or other 
devices to reduce erosion, to prevent deepening or enlargement of stream channels and 
to minimize disturbance of the hydrologic balance. Discharge structures shall be 
designed using standard engineering procedures. The location of discharge points and 
the volume to be released shall not cause a net increase in runoff in a watershed when 
compared to pre-mining conditions and shall be compatible with the post-mining 
configuration and adequately address watershed transfer. 

Response: DEP’s goal is to codify the SWROA requirements. This rule change is 
necessary to assure that mining operations will not exacerbate peak runoff volumes. The intent 
of this rule change is to apply SWROA to all permits, i.e., existing, pending and future. FATT 
anticipates that pending and future permits will not be difficult to address. However, the team 
recognizes that existing permits are more varied in nature. In actuality, existing permits can be 
categorized as not-started, inactive-disturbed, inactive-undisturbed, on-going operations and 
reclaimed. The technical team recognizes that historically permits that have been reclaimed to 
Phase I bond release standards and have also been revegetated have not experienced significant 
runoff problems. Therefore, the technical team will exclude reclaimed and revegetated permits 
from this requirement. For all other types of existing permits, a SWROA analysis will be 
required to demonstrate compliance with this proposed rule change. Accordingly, WVDEP is 
willing to exempt from the SWROA requirements those permits, or portions thereof, having 
achieved Phase I bond release standards and have been revegetated. 

4.	 The coal industry opposes the following recommendation, claiming that the existing 
associated rule (§8.2.e.) is adequate. 

Recommendation 2.f. states, “Revise regulations to prohibit placement of windrowed 
material in areas that encroach into natural drainageways.” 

Response:  This comment is unfounded. Based upon numerous field observations by 
WVDEP inspectors and citizens, hydraulic transport of woody debris is a common occurrence 
that can cause debris blockages and resulting backwater flows. This recommendation and 
associated rule change will assure that windrowed materials are not placed within the immediate 
vicinity of a watercourse where they can be mobilized during heavy precipitation events. 

5. The coal industry opposes the following recommendation and associated rule: 

Recommendation 2.e. Revise regulations to prohibit “wing dumping” of spoil in excess 
spoil disposal structures. 

14.14.a.8. All material placement into valley fills including durable rock fills must occur 
over the developing face or mechanically placed in lifts down the centerline of the valley. 
Under no circumstances shall material be placed in fills from the sides of the valley. 

Response:  Based upon field observations and experience, wing dumping and/or cast 
blasting into the hollow downstream of the advancing fill toe creates a condition where the fill is 
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highly vulnerable to erosion. Also, such areas can increase surface runoff from precipitation 
events. The elimination of this mining practice, in addition to bottom-up fill construction, will 
ensure that excessive erosion and runoff will be minimized from excess spoil disposal activities. 
It should be noted that WVDEP has never acknowledged any necessity for wing dumping, 
although the Agency has allowed its use. Even with the limits imposed by the wing dumping 
policy (November 13, 1992), increased sediment loads upon the sediment control structures have 
occurred. This proposal does not impact side-hill fill construction. 

6.	 The coal industry objects to the recommendation and associated rule change limiting 
durable rock fill construction to bottom up techniques. The recommendation and rule are 
as follows: 

Recommendation 2.b. Revise regulations to require durable rock fills be limited to 
“bottom up or incremental lift construction” methods for enhanced runoff and sediment 
control. 

14.14.g.9 The durable rock fill shall be constructed in lifts from the toe upwards. The 
design plans and specifications shall specify the thickness of the lifts. The permittee shall 
provide certification from a registered professional engineer that such thickness will 
insure stability and meet all safety and environmental protection standards. 

Response:  Based upon field observations and experience, the technical team drafted this 
limitation upon construction techniques for excess spoil disposal facilities. The following photos 
show a recent occurrence of excessive erosion from an end-dumped durable rock fill at Lyburn 
in Logan County. Clearly, a heavy storm event caused a marked increase of erosion of a durable 
rock fill and ultimately overwhelmed the sediment control structure. Refer to Pictures #13 and 
#14. 
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Picture 13 – Lyburn durable rock fill showing face erosion. 

Picture 14 – Hydraulic transport of the face material within toe area. 
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The requirement to construct valley fills from the bottom up will complement the 
prohibition of wing dumping. In some areas, minimal fill volumes and/or watershed confines 
could present challenges for siting fills. Because of space limitations and equipment grade 
requirements, a road constructed by “dumping” to the toe area might not be possible along the 
centerline of the hollow. However, alternate design methods for toe access roads could be 
implemented. In limited situations, a fill might have to be located in a different watershed more 
conducive to bottom up construction. 

7.	 The coal industry opposes Recommendations 1.a., 1.c., 2.g., and 2.i.,which include 
requirements to install, operate and maintain rain gages at all mine sites. Other 
recommendations include SWROA implementation and limits on areas to be 
cleared/grubbed within excess spoil disposal areas. 

Response:  WVDEP proposes to codify the SWROA Guidelines in an effort to enhance 
the hydrologic reclamation plan. 

Rain gauges are currently required by NPDES within three miles of the site. However, 
such placement may not be near the watershed associated with the closest fill site. This data is 
important to determine SWROA functionality and should be part of the permit and agency 
records. Moreover, it is important during a heavy precipitation event to recognize the possibility 
of impacts and the need to initiate drainage system reconnaissance to repair damage and further 
address offsite impacts. 

A contention by the industry is that limiting clearing/grubbing conflicts with bottom up 
fill construction. For bottom up construction, the entire fill area will require clearing of all 
significant vegetation. However, the critical foundation area beneath the fill is required to be 
grubbed, which means cleared of vegetation, including root balls. Historically, these types of 
disturbances have produced fewer sedimentation/erosion problems than end-dumped fill 
construction techniques. By requiring bottom up construction or incremental lift construction 
and full-factor sediment control designed for the entire fill, the overall sediment contribution 
downstream of the activity will be minimized when compared to current practices. 

8.	 The coal industry opposes the regulatory revision requiring that each application for a 
permit contain a sediment retention plan to emphasize runoff control and minimize 
downstream sediment deposition during precipitation events, claiming that such change 
is duplicative and that the study results do not support the regulatory change. The 
industry also questions the selection of .30 inches per hour as “heavy precipitation 
event” as referenced in the proposed rule change. The proposed rule states: 

5.6.c. Each application for a permit shall contain a sediment retention plan to minimize 
downstream sediment deposition within the watershed resulting from heavy precipitation 
events (over 0.30 inch per hour). Sediment retentions plans may include decant ponds, 
secondary control structures, increased frequency for cleaning out sediment control 
structures, or other methods approved by the Secretary. 
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Response: The technical team proposes to codify the SWROA guidelines in an effort to 
enhance the hydrologic reclamation plan. The results of the report clearly support this 
recommendation. The flood analysis and attendant conclusions were based upon both 
quantitative and observed conclusions. The modeling results support the finding that mining 
disturbances in the studied watersheds increased peak runoff volumes. From on-ground 
observations of the study watersheds, it was evident that sediment was conveyed beyond the 
sediment structures. Moreover, based upon observations of excess spoil areas beyond the 
studied watersheds, it is evident that the .125 sediment volume standard alone may be 
insufficient to prevent off-site damage if adequate runoff controls are not implemented. Pictures 
#15 and #16 are examples of what the Agency is attempting to prevent with these 
recommendations and rule changes. 

Picture 15 – Face erosion that flowed through the sediment pond and down Lyburn Hollow. 
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Picture 16 – Lyburn Hollow community immediately downstream of the eroded end-dumped valley fill. 

The intent of the recommendation and rule is for the sediment plan to complement the 
SWROA. The designs are interrelated, so both the overall performance and function are integral 
to accomplish effective water quality/quantity control. It should be noted that WVDEP adopted 
the 0.30 inch per hour precipitation threshold value because this standard is used by the National 
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to classify rainfall intensity. The 0.30 inch per 
hour precipitation rate, or greater, is defined as a heavy rainfall event by NOAA. 

9.	 The coal industry opposes the following recommendation and rule because they are 
perceived to be too inclusive. The industry also objects to retroactive application of new 
mining and reclamation standards. The recommendation and rule change are as follows: 

Recommendation 1.a. Revise regulations to enhance Hydrologic Reclamation Plans for 
all existing, pending and future permits to prohibit any increase in surface water 
discharge over pre-mining conditions. 

5.6.d. After the first day of January two thousand three all active mining operations must 
be consistent with the requirements of this subdivision. The permittee must demonstrate 
in writing that the operation is in compliance or a revision shall be prepared and 
submitted to the Secretary for approval within 180 days. Full compliance with the permit 
revision shall be accomplished within 180 days from the date of the Secretary approval. 
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Response:  The technical team’s intent is to obtain an evaluation of all hydrologic 
reclamation plans to assure that no increase in surface water discharge will result when compared 
to pre-mining conditions. As previously stated, a SWROA will not be required for existing 
operations that have obtained at least a Phase I bond release and are vegetated. In addition, the 
Agency will consider excluding portions of existing permits from the SWROA requirement that 
are vegetated and qualify for Phase I release. 

10.	 The coal industry questions Recommendation 2.h. and states that OSM will likely oppose 
the technical team’s attempt to maximize reforestation opportunities. 

Response: This statement is unfounded. The proposed change to maximize reforestation 
opportunities does not violate the federal Office of Surface Mining’s “no less effective” primacy 
clause. By this recommendation and associated rule change, the Agency does not intend to reject 
previously approved post-mining landuses, but recommends that areas not directly associated 
with a chosen landuse be reforested. The coal industry has indicated it is uncertain whether 
trees are superior to grasses in minimizing erosion and sediment problems and claims that bonds 
releases will likely be delayed while trying to meet tree survival standards. The intent is for trees 
to complement chosen post-mining landuses, not replace them. 
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ERRATA SHEET – PROPOSED RULE CHANGES 

The following changes reflect comments that were received from both the public and FIAC. 
Most of the changes are made to provide clarity to the proposed rule and do not represent 
substantive changes. 

Page 1, Item 3.7.d. 

This item should state, “…storm runoff impacts and siting considerations .” ADDED FOR 
CLARITY 

Page 1, Item 5.4.b.4. 

This item should state, “…for the entire disturbed fill acreage contained within the 
watershed…” ADDED FOR CLARITY 

Page 1, Item 5.4.b.11. 

This item should state, “… the post-mining configuration and prevent watershed transfer.” 
ADDED FOR CLARITY 

Page 2, Item 14.14.a.8. 

This item should state, “…durable rock fill must occur in conjunction with the developing…” 
and also “…from the sides of the valley ahead of the actively developing face.” ADDED FOR 
CLARITY 

Page 2, Item 14.14.g.9. 

This item should state, “The durable rock fill shall be designed and constructed from the 
bottom upwards with the face benches and drainage constructed progressively from the toe 
upwards or in lifts from the toe upwards. The design plans and specifications shall specify the 
thickness of the lifts. Provided, however, the lifts cannot exceed 100 feet in thickness.  The 
permittee shall provide certification from a registered professional engineer that such design will 
insure stability, proper drainage and meet all safety and environmental protection standards.” 
ADDED FOR CLARITY 

Page 4, Item 5.6.d. 

This item should state, “After the first day of October two thousand two…” and should add 
“…date of the Secretary approval. Active mining operations for the purpose of this 
subsection excludes permits that have obtained at least a Phase I release and are 
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vegetated. Provided, however, permits or portions of permits that meet at least Phase I 
standards and are vegetated will be considered on a case by case basis.” ADDED TO 
IDENTIFY THE AFFECTED PERMITS 
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ERRATA SHEET - FATT ANALYSIS 

Page 73, Item B.1.b. 

This item should state, “Revise BMPs to prohibit the use of lopped slash as a supplement for 
seeding on skid roads…” 

Page 73, Item B.1.h. 

This item should include landowners and state, “…increased technical assistance to timber 
operators and landowners…” 

Page 73, Item C. 

The FIAC recommends that the following two items be included: 

• Sedimentation issues and their associated downstream effects. 
•	 Scouring effects and the dynamics associated with repeated flooding making an area 

more flood prone. Possible remedial actions of dredging , floodwalls, stream bank 
restoration, etc., may lessen these dynamic effects. 
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WVDEP Proposed Rule Changes 

Recommendation 2.c. Revise regulations to require the condition of the 
total watershed be reviewed prior to any approved placement of excess 
spoil material. Conditions that should be considered include the proximity 
of residents, structures, etc., to excess spoil structure. 

3.7.d. A survey of the watershed identifying all man made structures and residents in 
proximity to the disposal area to determine potential storm runoff impacts and siting 
considerations. At least thirty (30) days prior to any beginning of placement of material, 
the accuracy of the survey shall be field verified. Any changes shall be documented and 
brought to the attention of the Secretary. 

Recommendation 2.d. Revise regulations to require that valley fill 
designs minimize erosion within the watershed during precipitation. The 
permittee shall consider the total disturbance of the disposal area. 

5.4.b.4. Have the capacity to store 0.125 Acre/ft. of sediment for each acre of disturbed 
area in the structures watershed; provided, that consideration may be given for reduced 
storage volume where the preplan and site conditions reflect controlled placement, 
concurrent reclamation practices, or use of sediment control structures; provided further, 
that reduced storage volume will be approved only where the operator demonstrates that 
the effluent limitations of subdivision 14.5.b of this rule will be met. The disturbed area 
for which the structure is to be designed will include all land affected by previous surface 
mining operations that are not presently stabilized and all land that will be disturbed 
throughout the life of the permit. All sediment control for valley fills, including durable 
rock fills, shall be designed for the entire disturbed fill acreage contained within the 
watershed of the fill and shall take into account the length of time the area is to be 
disturbed. 

Recommendation 1.a. Revise regulations to enhance Hydrologic 
Reclamation Plans for all existing, pending and future permits to prohibit 
any increase in surface water discharge over pre-mining conditions. 

Recommendation 1.b. Revise regulations so that the post-mining 
drainage design of all existing and future mining permits corresponds with 
the permitted post-mining land configuration. 

5.4.b.11. Control discharge by use of energy dissipaters, riprap channels or other devices 
to reduce erosion, to prevent deepening or enlargement of stream channels and to 
minimize disturbance of the hydrologic balance. Discharge structures shall be designed 
using standard engineering procedures. The location of discharge points and the volume 
to be released shall not cause a net increase in runoff in a watershed when compared to 
pre-mining conditions and shall be compatible with the post-mining configuration and 
prevent watershed transfer. 
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Recommendation 2.f. Revise regulations to prohibit placement of 
windrowed material in areas that encroach into natural drainageways. 

8.2.e. In order to promote the enhancement of food, shelter and habitat for wildlife, the 
practice of creating a timber windrow is encouraged. All unmarketable timber may be 
used to create a windrow within the permitted area as approved by the Secretary in the 
mining and reclamation plan. The windrow shall be designed and approved as part of a 
wildlife planting plan and authorized where the postmining land use includes wildlife 
habitat. In planning and constructing the windrow, care shall be taken not to impound 
water or and shall not be placed in such manner or location to block natural drainways. 
The windrow shall be placed in a uniform and workmanlike parallel line and located so 
as to improve habitat, food and shelter for wildlife. Areas in and around the windrow 
shall be seeded after construction with approved, native plant species to provide for 
erosion control and wildlife enhancement. Construction of the wildlife timber windrow 
shall take place within the permit area and should be placed immediately below or 
adjacent to the sediment control system, maintaining a sufficient distance to prevent 
mixing of spoil material with the selectively placed timber. The placement of spoil 
material, debris, abandoned equipment, root balls and other undesirable material in the 
windrow are prohibited. 

Recommendation 2.e. Revise regulations to prohibit “wing dumping” of 
spoil in excess spoil disposal structures 

14.14.a.8. All material placement into valley fills including durable rock fills 
must occur in conjunction with the developing face or be mechanically placed in lifts 
down the centerline of the valley. Under no circumstances shall material be placed in 
fills from the sides of the valley ahead of the actively developing face. 

Recommendation 2.b. Revise regulations to require durable rock fills be 
limited to “bottom up or incremental lift construction” methods for 
enhanced runoff and sediment control. 

14.14.g.9 The durable rock fill shall be designed and constructed from the 
bottom upwards with the face benches and drainage  constructed progressively from the 
toe upwards or in lifts from the toe upwards. The design plans and specifications shall 
specify the thickness of the lifts. Provided, however, the lifts cannot exceed 100 feet in 
thickness. The permittee shall provide certification from a registered professional 
engineer that such design will insure stability, proper drainage and meet all safety and 
environmental protection standards. 
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Recommendation 1.a. Revise regulations to enhance Hydrologic 
Reclamation Plans for all existing, pending and future permits to prohibit 
any increase in surface water discharge over pre-mining conditions. 

Recommendation 2.g. Revise regulations to limit areas allowed for 
clearing/grubbing of operations in excess spoil disposal areas. 

5.6 Storm Water Runoff 

5.6.a. Each application for a permit shall contain a storm water runoff analysis which 
includes the following: 

5.6.a.1. An analysis showing the changes in storm runoff caused by the proposed 
operation(s) using standard engineering and hydrologic practices and assumptions. 

5.6.a.2. The analysis will evaluate pre-mining, worst case during mining, and 
post-mining (Phase III standards) conditions. The storm used for the analysis will be the 
largest required design storm for any sediment control or other water retention structure 
proposed in the application. The analysis must take into account all allowable 
operational clearing and grubbing activities. The evaluation points will be selected on a 
case-by case basis depending on site specific conditions including, but not limited to, 
type of operation and proximity of man-made structures. 

5.6.a.3 The worst case during mining and post- mining evaluations must show no 
net increase in runoff compared to the pre-mining evaluation. 

Recommendation 2.i. Revise regulations to require rain gages be 
located on all mine sites and that monitoring and reporting schedules be 
developed. 

5.6.b. Each application for a permit shall contain a runoff-monitoring plan which shall 
include, but is not limited to, the installation and maintenance of rain gages. The plan 
shall be specific to local conditions. All operations must record daily precipitation and 
report monitoring results on a monthly basis and any event of one (1) inch or greater 
must be reported to the Secretary within twenty-four (24) hours and shall include the 
results of a permit wide drainage system survey. 

Recommendation 2.a. Revise regulations to require that each 
application for a permit contain a sediment retention plan to emphasize 
runoff control and minimize downstream sediment deposition during 
precipitation events. 

5.6.c. Each application for a permit shall contain a sediment retention plan to minimize 
downstream sediment deposition within the watershed resulting from heavy precipitation 
events (over 0.30 inch per hour). Sediment retentions plans may include decant ponds, 
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secondary control structures, increased frequency for cleaning out sediment control 
structures, or other methods approved by the Secretary. 

Recommendation 1.a. Revise regulations to enhance Hydrologic 
Reclamation Plans for all existing, pending and future permits to prohibit 
any increase in surface water discharge over pre-mining conditions. 

5.6.d. After the first day of October two thousand two all active mining operations must 
comply with the requirements of this subdivision. The permittee must demonstrate in 
writing that the operation is in compliance or a revision shall be prepared and submitted 
to the Secretary for approval within 180 days. Full compliance with the permit revision 
shall be accomplished within 180 days from the date of the Secretary approval. Active 
mining operations for the purpose of this subsection excludes permits that have obtained 
at least a Phase I release and are vegetated. Provided, however, permits or portions of 
permits that meet at least Phase I standards and are vegetated will be considered on a case 
by case basis. 

Recommendation 2.h. Revise regulations to maximize reforestation 
opportunities for all types of post mining land uses. 

9.1.a. Each surface mine operator shall establish on all regraded areas and all other 
disturbed areas a diverse, effective and permanent vegetative cover of the same seasonal 
variety native to the area of disturbed land, or introduced species that are compatible with 
the approved postmining land use. Reforestation opportunities must be maximized for all 
areas not directly associated with the primary approved post mining land use. All 
revegetation plans must include a map identifying areas to be reforested, planting 
schedule and stocking rates. 

Recommendation 1.c. Revise regulations to enhance 
contemporaneous reclamation requirements to further reduce surface 
water runoff. 

14.15.a.2. All permit applications shall incorporate into the required mining and 
reclamation plan a detailed site specific description of the timing, sequence, and areal 
extent of each progressive phase of the mining and reclamation operation which reflects 
how the mining operations and the reclamation operations will be coordinated so as to 
minimize the amount of disturbed, unreclaimed area, minimize surface water runoff, 
comply with the storm water runoff plan and to quickly establish and maintain a specified 
ratio of disturbed versus reclaimed area throughout the life of the operation. 

14.15.c. Reclaimed Area. For purposes of this subsection, reclaimed acreage shall be 
that portion of the permit area which has at a minimum been fully regraded and stabilized 
in accordance with the reclamation plan, and meets Phase I standards and seeding has 
occurred. The following shall not be included in the calculation of disturbed area 
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14.15.g. Variance – Permit Applications. The Secretary may grant approval of a 
mining and reclamation plan for a permit which seeks a variance to one or more of the 
standards set forth in this subsection, if on the basis of site specific conditions and sound 
scientific and/or engineering data, the applicant can demonstrate that compliance with 
one or more of these standards is not technologically or economically feasible and 
demonstrate that the variance being sought will comply with section 5.6 of this rule. The 
Secretary shall make written findings in accordance with the applicable provisions of 
section 3.32 of this rule when granting or denying a request for variance under this 
section. 
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Instructions for obtaining part 3 
To obtain part three of this study go to: 

http://www.dep.state.wv.us/part%20III.pdf 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 
The Flood Analysis Technical Team (FATT) in conjunction with the Flood Investigative 
Advisory Committee, both enacted by Governor’s Executive Order No. 16-01, performed 
an investigation evaluating the hydrological aspects of the May and July, 2001, floods in 
southern West Virginia. The investigation focused on possible flooding impacts from 
logging and mining activities. 

Model Development 
The study concentrated on peak discharge runoff using comparative analyses. The results 
reached in this report provide an indication of the impacts of mining and logging 
practices and the consequent behavior of the watershed throughout the July 8, 2001, 
storm event. 

Watershed Selection 
Selection requirements for the study watersheds were based upon acreage, occurrence of 

flooding impacts, and industry intervention, i.e., logging and mining disturbances. 

Choosing watersheds of limited size reduced the complexity of the study, and more 

importantly, the time to completion. Study sites were required to have experienced 

flooding impacts from the July 8, 2001, event. Finally, to satisfy the executive order, 

logging and mining influences had to be present and quantifiable. From this selection 

process, Seng Creek in Boone County, Scrabble Creek in Fayette County, and Sycamore 

Creek in Raleigh County were chosen. Seng Creek and Scrabble Creek were analyzed 

using runoff comparison methods. Sycamore Creek, which had no significant logging 

and mining disturbances, served only as a perspective watershed. 


Project Conclusion

Based upon the modeling results, mining and logging did influence the degree of 

runoff in the study watersheds. Seng Creek had mining impacts (measured in runoff 

volume – ft3/sec.) ranging from -0.2% to 3.0% and logging impacts ranging from 3.9% to 

5.9% at the various evaluation points. Scrabble Creek had mining impacts ranging from

9.3% to 21.1%, while logging impacts ranged from 0% to 4% at its evaluation points. 

With negligible logging and mining disturbances, Sycamore Creek experienced “out-of-

bank” flows with extensive surface water impacts. 


Recommendations to Reduce Flooding Impacts from Mining and Logging 
Recommendations are proposed to minimize and limit runoff peaks from future logging 
and mining operations. These recommendations focus primarily on improvements 
relative to the following watershed characteristics: 

• Terrain characteristics and slope of natural undisturbed ground 
• Type of mining activity, e.g., Approximate Original Contour vs. Variance 
• Extent of mining 
• Degree of reclamation 
• Extent and type of logging activity 
• Degree of post-timbering regrowth 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

On July 8, 2001, the southern portion of West Virginia experienced major 
precipitation events with rainfall totals that ranged up to 6.77 inches south of 
Beckley in Raleigh County. The result was disastrous flooding throughout the 
southern coalfields that devastated many communities causing widespread 
property damage. Many hundreds of homes were damaged or destroyed, as 
were many businesses. Counties particularly hard hit were Boone, 
Doddridge, Raleigh, Fayette, McDowell, Mercer, Summers and Wyoming. 
Most of these counties are in the heart of West Virginia’s southern coalfields 
and have extensive underground and surface mining activities. Timbering is 
also prevalent in this region of the State. This region also experienced other 
substantial, yet more localized, flooding events in May, 2001, and on July 25, 
2001. In the aftermath of these events there were many concerns raised by 
the public and other entities as to the extent that mining and timbering 
activities may have exacerbated flood damage. Consequently, Governor Bob 
Wise issued Executive Order No. 16-01 creating a Flood Investigation 
Advisory Committee and a Flood Analysis Technical Team to focus 
specifically on the impacts of the mining and timbering industry on the July 
8th flooding. 

II. OBJECTIVES AND COMMITTEE MISSIONS 

The overall objective of the Governor’s executive order and this undertaking 
is to investigate the scientific and hydrologic cause of the flooding events 
which occurred in May and July, 2001, and to further assess the impact on 
flooding from current and past methods of coal mining and timbering in the 
affected counties and watersheds. 

The Flood Analysis Technical Team (FATT) is comprised of professionals 
within the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Division of Mining 
and Reclamation (DMR) and operates under the general guidance of the 
Director of DMR. Members of the technical team include: Jim Pierce, Mike 
Reese, John Vernon, John Ailes, and Ed Griffith. The Technical Team was 
given the mission to prepare a report for the Secretary of DEP addressing 
the cause of the floods of May and July 2001, and specifically tasked with the 
following duties: 

• Provide technical assistance and research support to the Secretary 
• 	 Investigate alternative mining or forestry practices if such current 

practices are found to have had a deleterious impact on peak water 
flows in affected watersheds 

• 	 Propose recommendations to the Secretary of the Department of 
Environmental Protection 



The Flood Investigation Advisory Committee was created through the 
executive order and consists of not less than sixteen members, twelve of 
which were appointed from the public. The Secretary of the DEP and the 
Administrator of the Division of Forestry or their designees serve in an ex
officio capacity. The Advisory Committee was assigned the following duties: 

• 	 Assist and support the investigation of the scientific and hydrologic 
cause for the flooding of May and July 2001 

• 	 Assist in the determination of the effect and, if any be found, the 
impact on the flooding from current or past methods of coal mining 
and timbering practices in the affected counties and watersheds 

• Provide assistance to the Flood Analysis Technical Team 
• 	 Retain or hire such hydrological, forestry, mining, or meteorological 

experts, as it deems necessary to assist it in reviewing any draft 
technical assessment prepared by the Flood Analysis Technical 
Team 

• 	 All such other general powers deemed necessary and proper to 
assist it in carrying out its particular duties under Executive Order 
No. 16-01 

III. WATERSHED ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

A. Introduction 

Immediately after the July 8, 2001, floods, DEP initiated reconnaissance 
investigations of all mining and mining related sites located in the southern 
counties of West Virginia that had been impacted by the July 8, 2001, 
flood event. In addition to documenting the flood damage and high-water 
marks, DEP contacted the following agencies and obtained pertinent 
information concerning the July 8, 2001, storm event: 

• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
• National Weather Service (NWS) 
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineer – Huntington District (COE) 
• Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) 
• United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
• 	 United States Department of Agricultural (USDA) Natural 

Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) 

DEP contacted the NWS and was informed that there were three separate 
storm events that entered the southern counties of West Virginia and 
caused the flooding of July 8, 2001.  The unofficial, non-certified, 
precipitation measurements that had been gathered by NWS for the July 
8, 2001, storms are shown in Table 1. 
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NWS noted that prior to the flood event of the July 8, 2001, rivers and 
small streams were at normal to slightly below normal flows. Antecedent 
soil conditions in the region were normal to dry. This information was 
verified by DEP communications with the COE, USGS, and NRCS West 
Virginia offices. 

The NWS county flash flood guidance values for Boone, Fayette, 
Kanawha, McDowell, Raleigh, and Wyoming, from the morning of July 8, 
2001, ranged from 1.8 to 2.9 inches of rain. These guidance values are 
the precipitation amounts that would cause flooding problems in three 
hours. Some rainfall amounts generated by the storm events exceeded, 
or were just under the rainfall total. 

The COE, Huntington District, provided to the DEP a precipitation 
comparison chart of storm events for the Huntington district that included 
the counties of southern West Virginia. This precipitation data was from 
NWS cooperative observers and NWS stations, COE project gages, and 
satellite gages. The COE noted that some of the precipitation data was 
not verified and the flooding had impacted some gages and these values 
could not be verified. (Table 2). 

The West Virginia Geological Survey and the USGS provided to the DEP 
provisional recurrence intervals of locations flooded by the July 8, 2001, 
storm event. (Table 3). They also informed DEP of their efforts to 
determine the peak discharges of the streams on July 8, 2001, where the 
flooding had compromised or destroyed their stream gaging stations. 

Probably the most misunderstood term with regard to flooding or storm 
events is recurrence interval. The recurrence interval of a flood or storm is 
defined as the average number of years between a flood or storm event of 
a given magnitude and any equal or larger flood or storm event. For 
example, over a time period of a thousand years, the ten-year flood or 
storm event would be the flood or storm event which was equaled to or 
exceeded one hundred times, or an average interval of ten years. Some 
people erroneously believe that if a one hundred-year flood or storm event 
occurs this year, it will be a hundred years before another flood or storm 
event as large or larger occurs. Unfortunately this is not true. If a one 
hundred-year flood or storm event occurs this year, a larger flood or storm 
event may occur next year and a still larger flood or storm event the next. 
The point to remember is that the recurrence interval for flood or storm 
event is based on a statistical average of events that have occurred, not 
on advance knowledge of what will occur. 

B. Determination of Watershed Study Areas 
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The first task assigned to FATT was to determine which watersheds to 
analyze. FATT determined that three watersheds that had been impacted 
by flooding should be studied. Of these three watersheds, two had to be 
representative of flood-impacted watersheds that contained surface coal 
mining and logging operations. The third watershed would be a 
watershed with no mining or logging operations within the last 10 – 20 
years. 

FATT determined from the beginning that the hydrologic modeling of the 
watersheds would be of same or similar types in order to obtain accuracy 
in the model similitude. This was to be achieved by comparing the 
watershed characteristics and only model the watersheds that were the 
same or similar in characteristics. The characteristics used to determine 
which watersheds to model were: 

• Area or size (less than 5,000 acres) 
• Topography (elevation and slope) 
• Climate 
• Meteorological event 
• Vegetation type and density 
• Soil type, soil depth, moisture content 
• Watershed morphology and geomorphology 
• Land use (urbanization, mining, logging, forest, etc.) 
• Stream flood plain and floodway dimensions 
• Stream profile 
• Geology 
• Stream roughness and characteristics 
• Watershed elevation range 
• Stream drainage networks or patterns 
• Base flow characteristics 
• Lithology of strata within the watershed 
• Watershed aspect 
• Watershed orientation 
• Watershed shape 
• Streams associated with heavy sediment transport 
• Streams associated with frequent debris blockage 
• Streams affected by back pooling of other streams 
• 	 Watersheds that had major forest fires within them in the last 

ten years 

FATT reviewed relevant data available for watersheds impacted by the 
flooding on July 8, 2001, in the southern counties of West Virginia. After 
the data review and field and aerial inspections by DEP, a general list of 
watersheds that could be evaluated within the scope of the study was 
developed. Based on this information, FATT decided to isolate the 
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watershed modeling to the single storm event that developed and 
progressed through Boone, Clay, Kanawha, western Fayette, and western 
Raleigh Counties. This limited the hydrograph modeling to a single NRCS 
Type II storm front that could readily be delineated, measured, and 
accurately mapped by certified doppler radar images from the NOAA 
National Weather Service station at Charleston, WV. The certified doppler 
radar images had been “ground-proofed” and validated by the NWS, COE, 
USGS, and other authorized cooperative observation weather stations 
before NOAA would publish the certified precipitation measurements. 

The other critical characteristics relative to runoff modeling were that the 
watersheds had to have current regulated mining and reclamation and 
logging operations within the watersheds. Included with this was the 
topography (elevation changes and slope), stream drainage network or 
pattern, geology and lithology of watersheds, watershed size, lack of 
frequent debris blockages and back pooling from other streams, soil types, 
soil depth, soil moisture content, and other parameters. FATT determined 
that the ability to achieve hydrologic model similitude would be achieved 
by modeling Seng Creek in Boone County, Scrabble Creek in Fayette 
County, and have a “control” watershed in Sycamore Creek in Raleigh 
County. 
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One significant parameter noted in the hydrologic modeling of Seng Creek 
and Scrabble Creek was the different post-mining land configurations. 
Seng Creek’s surface mine was a typical mountain top removal with an 
approximate original contour (AOC) variance and large excess disposal 
structures in the hollows. Scrabble Creek’s mining operation was a 
mountain top removal operation with the topography restored to AOC with 
large excess disposal structures in the hollows. 

C. Watershed Hydrologic Model Parameter Development 

To develop the hydrologic model for each watershed, FATT interviewed 
residents at approximate 500’ intervals along the stream from the mouth of 
Seng and Scrabble Creeks to the surface mine sediment control structure 
discharge outlets. These individuals denoted the highwater marks of the 
flood on July 8, 2001, at those locations. E. L. Robinson, Inc., surveyed 
stream channel cross-sections every 500’ on the main stream reaches of 
Seng and Scrabble Creek up to and including the cross-sections of the 
primary mine sediment control structure outlet within the stream reach. All 
documented highwater marks of the July 8, 2001, flood were located and 
included in the survey. All permanent bridges and culverts in the 
watersheds that were not destroyed by the flooding were located and 
dimensions and elevations were obtained at the inlet, outlet, and a point 
approximately 200 feet upstream and downstream of the structures. E. L. 
Robinson, Inc., surveyed control sections at specified locations along 
Sycamore Creek. 

In correspondence with the USDA NRCS West Virginia State 
Conservationist, Hydrologist and Soil Scientist, it was determined that 
prior to and including the day of the storm event (July 8, 2001) an 
antecedent moisture condition of II should apply and that the storm 
distribution event as determined by the NRCS Technical Reports was a 
normal Type II storm distribution. The NRCS established runoff curve 
numbers for surface mine areas in March of 1990 and these values are 
available to the public in the NRCS Engineering Field Manual. The soil 
scientist and hydrologist for the West Virginia NRCS recommended to 
FATT that the official published county soil survey and runoff curve 
numbers be used in the development of any hydrologic analysis of surface 
runoff in watersheds located in southern West Virginia. These published 
NRCS soil types and groups, values, runoff curve numbers, land 
classifications, and land use descriptions were used by FATT in its 
evaluation of the studied watersheds. 

The land cover description, land cover type and hydrologic condition, 
hydrologic soil group, and the runoff curve numbers that were provided to 
DEP are included in Table 5. 
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D. Hydrologic Modeling Methods Evaluation 

FATT, with consultation of Federal and State agencies, determined that 
two fundamentally different approaches have been developed and utilized 
to describe, analyze, and provide the basis of watershed hydrologic 
analyses. These are the unit hydrograph method and the variable source 
area concept. 

1. Unit Hydrograph Method 

The classic approach to evaluating runoff in the short term is the 
engineering oriented unit hydrograph based on the relationship 
between precipitation intensity and infiltration during a storm. The unit 
hydrograph, focuses on the observation that the unit hydrograph is 
produced by surface runoff or overland flow that occurs because 
precipitation intensity exceeds infiltration capacity. Introduced first, the 
unit hydrograph and its attendant methods for hydrograph separation 
(into storm flow and base flow, primarily) currently dominate the 
engineering approach to watershed hydrology analyses. Based on 
several important assumptions, the unit hydrograph and its associated 
analytical methods have considerable utility in providing a means for 
precisely and in reliable replicated fashion analyzing assumptions 
themselves. It provides insight into the nature of the runoff process, as 
well as a means of evaluating and predicting stream behavior within 
the watershed with historic storm events and synthetic storm events. 

2. Variable Source Area Method 

Here is where the distinction between storage and process begins to 
break down; this concept embraces both elements. Runoff is the result 
of interaction of a rainfall (or snowmelt) event and numerous different 
types of storage over the entire watershed. This gives rise to the 
variable source area concept, which recognizes the three-dimensional, 
dynamic nature of the runoff process, along with the knowledge that 
that process is in no way a simple one. The concept was initially 
named and presented by Hewlett and Hibbert who, after pointing out 
that “hydrograph separation is one of the most desperate analysis 
techniques in use in hydrology”, noted that: 

Stream flow is generated chiefly by processes operating 
beyond perennial stream channels, [that] the yielding 
proportion of the watershed shrinks and expands 
depending on the rainfall amount and antecedent 
wetness of the soil, [and] the concept that stream flow 
from a small watershed is due to shrinking and 
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expanding source area – the variable source area 
concept – grew out of studies of the drainage of sloping 
soil models at the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory. 

Prior to that, Betson had reported that “runoff originates from a small 
but relatively consistent, part of the watershed,” but that, in apparent 
contradiction thereof, there seemed to be variable portions of the 
watershed that contributed runoff at different times during storms. In a 
subsequent study, Betson and Marius (1969) had reported that the 
area contributing runoff was definitely not constant and the “variation in 
the depth of the topsoil caused a heterogeneous runoff pattern”. 

Variable source area is, in many ways, more difficult to comprehend 
than is the unit hydrograph method. It demands a conceptualization of 
the entire watershed. Ultimately, therefore, it demands synoptic, 
critical analysis of all the relevant factors affecting runoff from the 
drainage basin. Of special importance is consideration of the 
watershed’s response to water input under a given set of antecedent 
moisture conditions. Essentially, all of the factors that affect the 
movement and storage of water must be within the conceptual 
boundaries for analysis of the watershed by the hydrologist. They are 
the underpinning of an ecological approach to the hydrologic analysis 
of the watershed. 

E. FATT’s Watershed Model Development Concepts and 
Concerns 

1. Unit Hydrograph Method Development and Use by FATT 

Introduced by Sherman (1932), the unit graph or unit hydrograph 
represents on paper the combined surface and subsurface runoff 
(“storm flow”) from each separable segment of a watershed. It is a 
specialized case of the storm hydrograph, the pulse response of 
the watershed to the water input. This information was ascertained 
by field observations of hundreds of watersheds within the United 
States that resulted in the empirical equations that were used to 
develop the principles for the unit hydrograph and its associated 
equations relative to soil types and hydrologic soil conditions, land 
use, and land cover. This methodology led in the direct 
development by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) of equations 
to determine curve numbers for defined soil types, soil hydrologic 
groups, land uses, and cover types within specific topography 
ranges. Wisler and Brater continued this work and provided a 
succinct statement of the principles of unit hydrograph theory: 
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• 	 A unit hydrograph is a hydrograph of surface runoff resulting 
from a relatively short intense rain, called a unit storm 

• 	 A unit storm is defined as a rain of such duration that the 
period of surface runoff is not appreciable less for any rain of 
shorter duration. Its duration is equal to or less than the 
period of rise of a unit hydrograph, that is, the time of the 
beginning of surface runoff to the peak. For all unit storms, 
regardless of their intensity, the period of surface runoff is 
approximately the same. 

• 	 A distribution graph is a graph having the same time scale 
as a unit hydrograph and ordinates, which are the percent of 
the total surface runoff that occurred during successive, 
arbitrarily close, uniform time increments. Alternative and 
interchangeable units for the ordinates are cubic feet per 
second per square mile per inch of surface runoff. The most 
important concept involved in the unit hydrograph theory is 
that all unit storms, regardless of their magnitudes, produce 
nearly identical distribution graphs. 

The basic assumptions underlying the unit hydrograph theory are: 

• 	 The contribution of each watershed segment does not 
interfere with the runoff from other segments 

• 	 That the runoff contributions from all the units are additive 
(Singh 1976). The unit hydrograph is a valuable analytical 
and educational tool. Its analytical value is particularly 
useful in determining storm-designed facilities such as 
culverts, reservoirs, and flood control works and analysis of 
small to medium watershed surface runoff response time 
(Dunne and Leopold 1978). 

Linsley, Kohler, and Paulhus (1949) point out that consideration of the 
unit hydrograph “leads naturally to the hypotheses that identical storms 
with the same antecedent moisture conditions produce identical 
hydrographs.” Proportionality exists between various measurable 
parameters of the hydrograph (e.g., height, length and rainfall duration) 
and, since the recession or falling limb is asymptotic to zero, and its 
rate of fall and duration are functions of its initial value (related or equal 
to the peak flow), the integration of the area under the hydrograph, 
which is volume of flow (cubic feet per second times time in seconds) 
will also be proportional to the storm’s parameters. 

Current watershed studies have shown that the ratio of storm 
hydrograph height to length is a constant, that peak flow is a function 
of rainfall excess, that the recession or falling limb has a characteristic 
and constant shape, and that the unit hydrograph may be used for 
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separating storm flow from base flow in order to achieve the foregoing 
measurements. In the event of accretion to groundwater during the 
storm, previous knowledge concerning the isolated runoff causing 
event’s unit hydrograph may be useful in separating storm flow and 
base flow during these more complex periods as well. However, many 
times, it is necessary on ungaged watersheds for the hydrologist to 
calculate and determine the base flow using watershed modeling 
software. This watershed modeling methodology is comparative to the 
procedure that FATT used to analyze the ungaged study watersheds. 

The unit hydrograph method works best for a relatively compact 
watershed with no major channel or groundwater storage, and hence 
may be used for watersheds under about 2000 square miles of area. It 
is best if the rainfall duration modeled for the watershed is 
approximately one-fourth the watershed basin lag  (the time between 
the centroid of precipitation and the occurrence of the peak discharge) 
(Linsley, Kohler, and Paulhus 1949). On occasion, application of the 
unit hydrograph theory has been extended to larger and more complex 
watersheds and even to groundwater hydrographs. However, FATT 
chose watersheds that were less than 2000 square miles and did not 
have complex inter-basin water exchanges or complex groundwater 
situations contained within the watershed boundaries. 

Smoothed, the plot of discharge (or head) over time is an 
oversimplified representation of a single storm event in a stream’s 
history. In fact, a stream gage provides data to plot such a curve. 
Such plots of discharge versus time demonstrate the following: 

• 	 The curve assumes a characteristic shape for a given 
watershed, (i.e., delta shaped, linear, etc.) 

• 	 Further understanding of the runoff processes on that 
watershed becomes possible 

• 	 Runoff response is affected when land use, cover type, 
topography, stream alterations, or other runoff-affecting 
factors are altered 

The hydrograph is a complex integration of runoff from each sub-basin 
or portion of the watershed that contributes to the peak flow, as well as 
an integrator of all the factors that affect it (American Society of Civil 
Engineers 1949). Violation of the assumptions underlying the 
hydrograph method provide the range of limitations of its use, the most 
common violations are: 

• 	 The storm does not uniformly, instantaneously, and 
completely cover a sub-basin and/or watershed analyzed 
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• 	 The storm moves in an orientation to the watershed that will 
result in a considerable impact of the shape of the resultant 
storm hydrograph (i.e., moving at an angle greater to angle 
of 45 degrees to the main stream reaches of the sub-basins 
and/or watersheds, or up or down the main axis of the sub-
basins and/or watersheds) 

• 	 The most commonly occurring natural violation is that the 
outflow from one watershed unit does not interfere with the 
outflow from another watershed unit nor does the pooling 
effect of one watershed unit impact another watershed unit 

The measurements associated with the sub-basin and watershed 
hydrographs are empirical or incomplete approximations of the true 
and full relationships between many influencing parameters. However, 
there remains some very useful application of unit hydrograph theory in 
the hydrologic modeling of sub-basins and small to medium 
watersheds. 

The DEP FATT used the unit hydrograph method in the hydrologic 
analysis and modeling of sub-basins and watersheds in order to 
predict peak flows of the historic storm event of July 8, 2001, and 
synthetic storm events based on a 25-year/24 hour and a 100-year/24 
hour storm. FATT then compared the watershed hydrological 
modeling results with actual field surveyed high water marks of the 
July 8, 2001, flood in the watersheds studied. 

F. Watershed Characteristics Used by FATT in Modeling of 
Watersheds 

On an impervious watershed surface with constant slope, area, soil 
type and roughness (minute depression storage as well as resistances 
to surficial laminar flow), the peak flow will be a function of precipitation 
intensity and can be calculated. As with the situation with the unit 
hydrograph, one must make assumptions concerning the areal extent 
of the storm and the time-distribution of the precipitation. Normally, the 
hydrologist makes the assumption that the watershed is instantly, 
uniformly and completely covered by precipitation (rainfall) that has a 
constant rate from start to finish for the storm event. This modeling 
assumption makes the hydrologic model solution easier, and any 
deviation from such assumed uniformity complicates the solution. 

Time of concentration is defined as the time necessary for a 
precipitation event to cause runoff in a given watershed. This is the 
period that is necessary for saturation of the surface in the sub-basin 
or watershed to occur. 
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Additional complicating hydrologic modeling factors include: 

• Presence of groundwater storage 
• Varying subsurface runoff 
• Length of time between storms 
• Nonuniformity of watershed 
• Temperature 
• Aspect 
• Slope 
• Type of vegetation 
• Season 
• Stream alteration 
• High turbidity or excess sediment transport 
• Channel scouring and associated sediment transport 
• Stream alteration do to land mass slips into the stream 
• 	 Debris or damming of restrictions of flow with the stream 

reaches 
• Climatic seasons 

These factors influence evapotranspiration, stream reach discharge 
rates, peak discharges and the hydrologic season and the response of 
surface runoff to existing hydrologic conditions and their variables. 
The potential for variability in sub-basins and watersheds during storm 
events requires: 

• The acceptance of unmeasureable influences 
• The need for estimation by more than one technique, and/or 
• 	 The identification and elimination of the influence of minor or 

insignificant variables relative to the modeling of the sub-
basins and/or watershed 

Of primary importance is the presence or absence of groundwater 
storage and its possible contribution to peak discharge of surface 
runoff during storm events. This effect is important for hydrologic 
modeling of small to medium size watersheds, such as the watersheds 
chosen by FATT. For this reason, much of the early peak flow 
determination work as performed by other researchers was done with 
“small” sub-basins or watersheds; those that have, by definition 
(Chow, 1964), a drainage area of less than 100 square miles. 

1. Base Flow Recession in Watershed Model 

If, during the runoff event, there is an accretion to groundwater, or 
there are more than one-storm pulses, then a complex hydrograph 
will result. However, FATT was able to select watersheds in which 
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there was a single thunderstorm event that could be tracked over 
the watersheds, which resulted in the flooding, and the accretion 
was approximately equal to zero. Base flow recession analyses 
was carried out on clearly separate storms, therefore a more 
complete ability in the hydrologic analysis resulted in the protection 
of the base flow recession and storm flow. This resulted in FATT 
being able to clearly delineate the effects of base flow from the 
runoff resulting from the storm event. 

2. Stream Behavior 

The parameters associated with a high intensity storm event or a 
flash flooding event have been modeled by researchers, but have 
yet to be refined and determined to be reliable. It is possible that 
select sections of a sub-basin or small watershed can be modeled 
that have limited impact from stream alteration, channeling, 
scouring, high turbidity, excessive sediment transport, debris 
blockage, damming of the stream reaches and other unknown 
parameters. FATT recognized and addressed these limitations of 
modeling of the sub-basins and watersheds chosen for the case 
studies in the early development of historic data for said sub-basins 
and watersheds. Subsequently, FATT determined and used only 
those stream reaches that had minimum impact by these and other 
factors that would influence the historic watermarks associated with 
the flood event that occurred during the flood events of July 8, 
2001, to calibrate and validate the hydrologic models. 

3. Watershed Morphology 

In southern West Virginia the watershed hydrology, in addition to 
natural geomorphology, is altered by man-made structures in the 
watersheds analyzed by FATT. Man-made structures that 
influenced the morphology of the watershed included: 

• 	 Filling in of the natural flood plains and stream channels with 
material 

• Alterations of stream channel cross-sections 
• 	 Removal of dense, deep-rooted vegetation from natural 

stream banks, making them easily erodible and subject to 
stream alteration and channel scouring 

• Removal of streambed gravel to use in construction 
• 	 Construction of structures in the normal floodplains of the 

stream that were displaced by the flood waters and in many 
cases resulted in debris blockage and resulting in flooding of 
the streams 
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• 	 Undersized culverts and bridges whose cross-sectional area 
did not allow for the adequate passing of the flood event 
stream discharge and thus caused flooding at that point and 
upstream of that point until said structures failed or were 
overtopped by the flood waters 

• 	 Trash, debris, and unwanted items (i.e., car parts, 
appliances, etc.), that were in the normal floodplain and 
when flooding occurred they were lifted up by the flood 
waters and were moved a point where they caused debris 
blockage and/or damming until the flood waters forced the 
blockage to break or the flood waters went over and/or 
around said blockage 

4. Sedimentation 

In geomorphology, there are many theories, classification, and 
details of the aggradation and erosion processes that sculpt the 
sub-basin and watershed landscape. Major, broad-scale geologic 
processes are those by which the land surface is lifted and 
prepared for the processes that wear it down. Locally, aggradation 
occurs when the stream velocity is diminished such that the water 
can no longer carry large sized particles. This process is called 
sedimentation. The process where sediment is suspended in water 
is commonly referred to as sediment transport and is associated 
with many variables such as lithology, water temperature, stream 
velocity and other unknown factors. Due to these unknown 
variables, FATT chose not to include the analyses of sediment 
transport associated with the July 8, 2001, flood event. 

5. Model Watershed Area or Size 

Past research has made numerous attempts to define a “small 
watershed”, either by actual size (e.g., 100 square miles) or 
function (e.g., response to precipitation inputs), or types of storage 
(e.g., no groundwater storage). Some runoff calculation formulas 
specify a watershed size limit. 

The Runoff Committee of the American Geophysical Union stated 
that: 

From the hydrologic point of view, a distance 
characteristic of the small watershed is that the effect of 
overland flow rather than the effect of channel flow is a 
dominating factor affecting peak runoff. Consequently, a 
small watershed is very sensitive to high-intensity 
rainfalls of short duration, and to land use. On larger 
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watersheds, the effect of channel flow or the basin 
storage effect becomes very pronounced so that such 
sensitivities are greatly suppressed. Therefore, a small 
watershed may be defined as one that is so small that its 
sensitivities to high intensity rainfalls of short duration 
and to land use are not suppressed by the channel 
storage characteristics. 

Chow’s (1964) definition is based upon a combination of the 
function and response concepts, specifically, the interaction of 
rainfall intensity and channel storage.  This definition is fine in 
principle because it is a “floating” one rather than being specifically 
tied to some arbitrary, finite area. However, the definition is 
untenable in that it uses overland flow, which is runoff over the 
surface of the soil before becoming channelized. Generally 
overland flow is not a natural feature of non-urban hydrology. 

Recognizing that there are broad groupings of factors that affect 
runoff and storage extending from the large-scale atmospheric and 
climatic factors, through weather, hydrographic, geomorphic/basin, 
soils-vegetation/land use, and channel/groundwater storage 
factors, FATT chose to define a small watershed as follows: 

A small watershed is one where channel and 
groundwater storage is not sufficient to attenuate or 
contribute to a flood peak primarily influenced by weather 
and land use. 

6. Watershed Delineation 

Watersheds are often not immediately discernible from a map or on 
the ground. The first step in watershed analysis is to identify the 
watershed outlet (lowest point or base level) on a map or computer 
model. Once the watershed has been identified, a number of 
parameters can be calculated that aid in describing and quantifying 
the characteristics of the watershed. The determination of several 
watershed parameters provides information that is useful in making 
decisions about how to manage the watershed in addition to simply 
describing it. 

As implied in the definition of “watershed”, the area of the drainage 
basin level can be identified on a topographic map. Most common 
of these maps are the quadrangle sheets and digital elevation 
models (DEMs) issued by the U.S. Geological Survey. These 
maps typically cover 7½, 15, or 30 minutes of arc (scale units 1 = 
24,000, 62,500, and 125,000, respectively), and show streams, 
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wetlands, forest vegetation, and several cultural features in addition 
to the contours. Other sources of maps for modeling are those 
generated by aerial photogrammetry, remote sensing imagery, and 
Light Detection And Ranging techniques, known as LiDAR. 
Cultural features, include useful surveying details, such as latitude 
and longitude, map names, and, where appropriate, boundaries 
that are marked on the ground, benchmark elevations, and 
elevations of peaks and water bodies, mine boundaries, logging 
boundaries, urbanization extent, etc., can be established by remote 
sensing imagery, airborne scanning laser altimetry (LiDAR), aerial 
photography, etc. 

Unfortunately, the topographic boundary (divide) of the watershed 
as determined may not be the true hydrologic boundary. The 
watershed may be larger than indicated by the topographic divide 
because waters are diverted into it by a phreatic divide outside the 
watershed topographic boundary drawn on the map. The absence 
of non-conforming topographic and phreatic divides were field 
verified by FATT. Their determination resulted in FATT utilizing the 
topographic divides as the boundary for the watersheds studied. 

FATT used various sources for watershed boundary delineation. 
LiDAR and USGS DEM sources with field verifications enabled 
proper watershed boundary delineation. 

G. Watershed Modeling Parameters Evaluated and Utilized by 
FATT 

Upon establishing the watershed boundary, several watershed parameters 
were determined by FATT. Those included watershed size with the 
associated feature aspects of elevation (maximum, minimum and mean 
values). Other watershed parameters considered were distribution of 
elevation, aspect, orientation, perimeter length, shape, and drainage 
network patterns. The following physical parameters were used in 
evaluating hydrologic characteristics. 

1. Area or Size of Watersheds 

Watershed area and size is important in order to estimate water resource 
parameters such as total annual yield and flood potential, and to evaluate 
land use measures that control water quality, quantity, or regime. Most 
importantly, size is an essential consideration in the initial evaluation of a 
watershed’s hydrologic behavior. The hydrologic modeling analyses of 
the watershed by FATT were performed on watersheds of similar size. 
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The area of a watershed may be determined by any of several methods. 
FATT used a computerized area measurement system. While it is 
recognized that a good portion of the watershed is, in all likelihood, on a 
slope, the area that is reported is the horizontal projection of the 
watershed boundary. 

FATT recognized the importance in differences in land use, land cover, 
topography, watershed area, and groundwater storage reservoirs. These 
parameters were tested for their sensitivities in the FATT models. 

In terms of runoff per unit area, the peak flow is lower and later on larger 
watersheds. Small watersheds are said to have “flashy” hydrologic 
behavior, that is, they exhibit higher high flows and lower low flows. 
Calculation of the ratio of maximum to minimum flows reveals higher ratios 
on small watersheds, an interesting but unstandardized measure of 
“flashiness.” 

2. Elevation and Slope of Watersheds 

Elevations of specific points on a watershed may be read directly from a 
topographic map and interpolated/extrapolated for other points, or 
calculated by the modeling software. Slope is simply the gradient, or 
vertical difference between two points whose elevations are known divided 
by the horizontal distance between them. Elevation is important because 
precipitation generally increases with increasing elevation due to an 
orographic effect and slope is important because it is a prime factor in 
infiltration capacity. Combined with elevation, slope can be an important 
factor in orographic effects, and combined with aspect, slope is also 
important in insolation considerations that play a role in 
evapotranspiration. Generally, as slope increases, so does precipitation 
flow velocities. 

3. Aspect and Orientation of Watersheds 

Aspect is the direction of exposure of a particular portion of a slope, 
expressed in azimuth (0-369°, compass bearings (e.g., N 47°E) or the 
principal compass point (N, NE, E, SE, etc.). Orientation is the general 
direction of the main stem of the stream on the watershed. A watershed 
with an east-west orientation is likely to have slopes that are 
predominantly north and south in aspect. 

Aspect is an especially important feature of the watershed in view of 
insolation. A 45-degree south-facing watershed at 45°N presents a 
surface that is parallel with a horizontal surface at the equator and 
perpendicular to incoming radiation. In most situations, the rays of the sun 
have a greater length of travel through the atmosphere which attenuates 
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their intensity. For example, at the summer solstice, with the sun at its 
maximum northerly declination of 23½°, the 45° south-facing slope at 
45°N latitude and the horizontal surface at the equator receive nearly the 
identical amount of radiation. At certain times, the south-facing slope is 
certain to be a great deal dryer, have greater evapotranspiration, and 
therefore support more xerophytic vegetation than other nearby slopes. 
Conversely, north-facing aspects will tend to be cooler, have vegetation 
typical of more northern locations, yield greater annual runoff, and exhibit 
more flashy runoff behavior. 

The overall effect of aspect is that highly insolated (exposed to sunrays) 
facets are likely to have lower average annual runoff than other portions of 
the watershed. Soils, if well developed, may increase water holding 
capacity, resulting in more sustained low flows, and have ample storage 
for attenuating flood peaks. Runoff will therefore tend to be less flashy as 
well. The reverse is likely to be true for aspects with lower isolation. 

4. Watershed Shape 

The shape of the watershed can have a profound effect on the hydrograph 
and stream behavior, particularly from small watersheds, and especially in 
relation to the direction of the storm movement. Watershed shape has a 
distinct influence upon the time of concentration. Consequently, time of 
concentration can be used to aid in studying the effects of watershed 
shape on the hydrograph and on stream behavior. 

The combination of watershed shape and direction of storm movement is 
important. For example, if the rainstorm moves down the watershed over 
a 1-hour time period, the peak will be very high because the upper 
reaches of the watershed will be contributing runoff to the peak at the 
same time as the storm is over the outlet of the watershed. Conversely, if 
the storm moves up the watershed, the peak will be greatly attenuated. 

Watershed shape has no obvious effect on average annual water yield. 
The primary effect of watershed shape appears to be its influence on the 
peak flow during a rainstorm on a small watershed. If storage on the 
watershed is limited, and there is considerable influence of shape on the 
magnitude of the peak, then the minimum flow might be affected as well. 
Such an effect is most likely in the extreme case, for example, where the 
watershed is long and narrow and exhibits little or no groundwater 
storage. 

In extensive studies on models, watershed shape did not have as great an 
effect on peak flows as other characteristics such as slope or soil depth, 
and it may be dominated by direction of storm movement, antecedent 
moisture conditions, precipitation inputs, or other factors (Black 1972). 
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Time of concentration (in this case, time from start of precipitation until the 
peak flow occurs) was not affected by direction of storm movement, but 
the lag time (time from start of precipitation until stream starts to rise), and 
storm peak magnitude was affected dramatically. 

Consideration of watershed shape is likely to be important when 
considering the effect on peak flows and regime from a portion of a 
watershed dependent upon its location in the larger watershed of which it 
is a part. Thus, for example, increased runoff from a small, logged 
watershed may have a different effect on the peak from a larger 
downstream watershed (within which the logged area is nested) 
dependent upon where the logged area is within the larger watershed. 

5. Drainage Network of Watersheds 

The drainage network of a watershed is the system that collects the water 
from the entire area and delivers it to the outlet. It includes the subsurface 
and surface drainage. In most cases, the entire drainage network is not 
revealed to the hydrologist, while the surficial stream drainage pattern is. 
The pattern of streams is only the surface manifestation of that larger 
system, and may carry a widely varying percentage of the total runoff. 
Most of the research into drainage networks has actually been directed at 
this surface portion; it is readily discernible on the map, can be measured 
and characterized, and can be described both numerically and verbally. 

Initial evaluation of drainage networks was on the basis of stream order 
designated by 1, 2, 3, etc.  A stream of order 1 has no tributaries; a stream 
of order 2 has tributaries of order 1, and so on. In the European system, a 
Class I stream is the main stem of the drainage, discharging directly to the 
ocean or a large water body. Class II streams are major tributaries to 
Class I, and Class II are minor tributaries discharging into Class II 
streams. Wisler and Brater (1959) point out that the original method of 
designation of using “I” for the smallest tributary, and working downstream 
assigning the next higher number when two tributaries of the like number 
join. The method is not conducive to comparative uses, or to calculations 
as shown. A major difficulty with stream order is that streams of different 
class may have different flow magnitudes because they have different 
tributary systems. Conversely, streams of the same class can drain 
watersheds that are considerably different in size dependent upon which 
magnitude of stream is designated “Class 1,” thus making it difficult to 
compare or generally inventory the classes. Horton’s system of stream 
order designation commenced at the tributary level (Class I) and the 
number increased as more and more tributaries were involved, thus, the 
higher the number assigned to the main stem, the larger the watershed 
and the greater the number and extend of its tributaries (Linsley, Kohler, 
and Paulhus 1949). Strahler (1957) modified the system to apply to 
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segments of streams between confluences. A great deal of research has 
been done on stream development theory, network evolution, bifurcation 
ratios, and relationships between drainage network and geology. While 
stream order has been shown to be related to other basin characteristics, 
no expression of stream order has been consistently or usefully related to 
runoff behavior. 

Verbal description of the surface drainage pattern has not been 
formalized, but geomorphology tests typically refer to drainage patters in 
terms that are derived from describing leaf venation, fruit- or tree-forms, or 
other well-recognized formations. Thus the names: dendritic, palmate, 
pinnate, wye, trellis, radial, and annular are among those most often used. 
According to laboratory studies on watershed models, drainage pattern 
appears more important than drainage density in influencing peak flows 
and lag times (Black 1972). 

Streams are classified in geologic texts as being influent, effluent, or 
intermittent. The influent stream provides water to the groundwater 
storage. The effluent stream conveys water from groundwater storage 
year round: this is the so-called permanent, or perennial stream. 
Ephemeral streams flow immediately following runoff-causing events, 
especially in arid climates; the bed may dry up rapidly, even following 
torrential runoff (Strahler and Strahler 1973). Intermittent streams, which 
also may flow immediately following a runoff-causing event, provide water 
to perched water table or to deep seepage. Standing on the bank of a 
stream that is flowing one moment and disappears into its bed the next, it 
is impossible to determine whether the stream is intermittent or ephemeral 
by its appearance. A watershed may exhibit any of these classes in 
different reaches of the stream. 

Watershed characteristics have an effect on runoff behavior from small 
watersheds. An understanding of the impact of those characteristics on 
stream behavior is essential to successful hydrologic analyses and 
modeling of watersheds. These aspects were evaluated when choosing 
our study watersheds. 

6. Watershed Geology 

The most important geologic property in considering a watershed’s 
hydrology is its soil. The type of soil determines its infiltration rate and its 
porosity; that is, how quickly the soil can absorb water and how much 
water the soil can hold per foot of depth, respectively. Sand, gravel, loam, 
and peat soils have high infiltration rate and high porosity, while rocky or 
clay soils have low ones. Those soils with high infiltration capacity and 
high porosity will contribute less to flooding, since they absorb and retain 
more rainfall than other soils. It should be noted here that since the 
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infiltration rate is usually a fraction of an inch per hour at most, neither 
infiltration nor porosity are significant factors except when discussing 
rainfalls of low intensity and long duration which are those that cause 
worse flooding on large watersheds. 

Also important for soils of any given type is the depth of soil. The depth of 
soil determines the total capacity of storage available. This simply means 
that, for a given type of soil, a watershed where the soil is deep can hold 
much more moisture than one where the soil is shallow. The total 
moisture-holding capacity of a soil is important because when this storage 
volume has been filled with water, no further moisture falling on or running 
over the surface will be absorbed. This indicates that the potential 
decrease in floodwater volume is roughly proportional to the depth of the 
soil for a given soil type. 

7. Watershed Lithology 

Associated with a watershed’s geology is the lithology of the strata in the 
watershed and its ability to resist erosion and thus decrease 
sedimentation. Sedimentation denotes the processes of erosion, 
transportation, and deposition. Erosion consists of detaching soil or rock 
particles and moving them to a channel in which they may be transported. 
Erosion may be caused by the impact of raindrops or by a combination of 
drag and lift forces on soil particles resulting from the fluids motion. 

The regulated surface mining and logging operations likely minimized 
some sedimentation impacts in the watersheds by virtue of compliance 
with the rules and regulations enforced by that specific regulatory agency. 
The sediment and drainage control structures for mining and logging were 
not modeled with any attenuation in the structures. Readily available 
information relative to the storm volume attenuation in the structures was 
unavailable. Consequently, broad assumptions would have been 
necessary to model the effect of available storage volume upon the July 8, 
2001, storm runoff. Therefore, FATT assumed that all sediment control 
structures were full of water and no attenuation occurred within the 
structures. 

8. Watershed Sediment Transport 

The topic of the influence of sediment transport was discussed in depth 
with the NRCS, COE and OSM. FATT and these agencies agreed that 
the sediment loading should be considered if the strata lithologic data, 
sediment load, and other sediment transport parameters are available. 
However, no reliable data of this nature was available for any of the 
watersheds studied. In addition, the NRCS, COE and OSM stated that 
time and budget constraints normally prevent detailed sediment transport 
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studies to be included in their hydrologic analyses of flood events. As a 
result, FATT decided to restrict its watershed hydrologic analyses to only 
the relationship of non-sediment laden water and its impact on the flood 
events of July 8, 2001. 

H. Modeling Software Utilized by FATT 

Once the watersheds were chosen by FATT for hydrologic analyses 
modeling, the FATT personnel investigated the most accurate and 
representative hydrologic modeling techniques and tools currently available. 
After consultation with Federal and State agencies, FATT determined that 
watershed hydrologic analysis is typically done using lumped parameter 
models such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (CEO) HEC-programs, 
Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) TR-20, and other models. 
FATT chose to use the HEC-1 model within BOSS International’s suite of 
watershed modeling programs to model the hydrology of the watersheds. 

BOSS Watershed Modeling System (WMS) is a comprehensive software 
environment for hydrologic analysis and modeling. The Engineering 
Computer Graphics Laboratory of Brigham Young University, in cooperation 
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station, 
developed it. The BOSS WMS software was used by FATT to model and 
develop the hydrologic models in the study watersheds. The computer 
results were used to determine the potential impact that mining and logging 
operations may have had on the flooding on July 8, 2001, in the studied 
watersheds. 

Throughout this study, FATT periodically consulted BOSS International. 
BOSS provided a computer technical representative to discuss the limitations 
of the WMS program and the feasibility of our modeling approach. All 
recommendations offered by BOSS were evaluated by FATT. Boss 
International’s involvement was solely at the discretion of FATT, but was 
thought necessary to assure a defensible modeling approach. 

The WMS program is a broad-based hydrologic modeling system. Of the 
many available aspects of the program, FATT chose the most applicable 
features, based upon our available data. The following items highlight some 
of the program’s features and source/input data requirements evaluated by 
FATT. 

1. Watershed Software Modeling Capabilities and Limitations 

The distinguishing difference between WMS and other applications 
designed for setting up hydrologic models is its unique ability to take 
advantage of digital terrain data for hydrologic model development. WMS 
uses three primary data sources for model development: 
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• Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Data 
• Digital Elevation Models (DEM’s) 
• Triangulated Irregular Networks (TIN’s) 

GIS data includes points, lines, and polygons to represent basins, 
streams, and key points such as outlets or culverts. In WMS, GIS data 
are called Feature Objects.  Feature objects data can be used by itself to 
create a watershed models for hydrologic analysis or as a companion in 
the development of watershed models with DEMs. 

With WMS, properly structured hydrologic models can be created 
automatically from points, lines, and polygons. This data was developed 
and stored in a GIS by DEP’s Technical Applications and Geographic 
Information Systems (TAGIS) unit by importing from ArcInfo and ArcView, 
or DXF files. In WMS, lines used to define a stream network have 
direction. For each line (arc), there is a beginning and an ending node 
and “flow” along the line is defined in this direction. 

In WMS there are three primary feature object types: 

• 	 Point data representing the watershed outlet and any sub-basin outlet 
or confluence points 

• Arc (i.e., lines) data representing a stream network 
• 	 Polygons representing watershed boundaries, land use areas, and soil 

type areas 

2. FATT Watershed Modeling Procedures 

The FATT used BOSS International’s WMS for defining models of the 
watersheds and developing hydrologic data, using digital elevation models 
(DEMs). A DEM is simply a two-dimensional array of elevation points with 
a constant x and y spacing. While a DEM results in data redundancy for 
surface definition, their simple data structure and widespread availability 
have made them a popular source for digital terrain modeling and 
watershed characterization. The DEMs used for modeling the three 
watersheds were based on USGS 30-meter (Seng Creek) and 10-meter 
(Scrabble Creek) models, and 3-meter airborne scanning laser altimetry 
(Light Detection And Ranging or LiDAR). LiDAR is increasingly gaining 
favor for accurate dense topographic mapping as it can penetrate the 
vegetation canopy and give actual ground elevations (Flood and Gutelius 
1997). Topographic information developed with LiDAR can be generated 
over large areas at a horizontal resolution of 1 – 3 meter and a vertical 
accuracy of + 15 cm. To increase the accuracy and speed of the 
development of the horizontal and vertical control for the watersheds 
being studied by FATT, DEP’s Technical Applications and Geographic 
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Information Systems (TAGIS) unit met with FATT and strongly suggested 
that airborne scanning laser altimetry, more specifically, LiDAR, should be 
used to save both time and money in gaining the information needed to 
accurately model these watersheds. TAGIS arranged for several 
demonstrations of LiDAR’s accuracy and project capabilities, and FATT 
members unanimously agreed that LiDAR was the only methodology that 
could be used for these specific watersheds for hydrologically modeling. 
TAGIS’s personnel continued their strong support of the FATT project 
throughout its life and helped FATT by utilizing the state-of the art 
technology for the most accurate modeling methods currently available to 
the public. Without the assistance and direction of TAGIS‘s personnel, the 
progress and accuracy of these watershed analyses could not have been 
achieved to the degree of accuracy obtained and within the time frame 
mandated. 

The primary data sets, which were obtained to perform watershed 
delineation with DEMs, were elevations, and flow directions. WMS can 
read digital elevation in standard USGS grids, Environmental Systems 
Research Institute (ESRI) ArcInfo grids, A(merican) S(tandard) C(ode for) 
I(nformation) I(nterchange) or ASCII grids, and Geographic Resources 
Analysis Support System (GRASS) grid formats. Flow direction data for 
DEM points were computed using the version of TOPAZ especially 
created for distribution with WMS. This version of TOPAZ, created for use 
with WMS, only requires an elevation grid as input and produces a flow 
direction grid as output. The TOpographic PArameteriZation program 
(TOPAZ) was developed by the USDA-ARS, Nation Agricultural Water 
Quality Laboratory. A modified version of the program is distributed with 
WMS for the purpose of computing flow directions for use in basin 
delineation with DEMs directions. TOPAZ is capable of DEM elevation 
processing, including raster smoothing, flow accumulation computations, 
basin and stream delineation and ordering, and development of other 
watershed parameters. TOPAZ uses a form of the eight-point pour model 
to determine the direction of flow. This model specifies that the flow will 
be directed toward the neighboring (in a structured grid there are eight 
neighbors for each point) DEM point with the lowest elevation. The 
algorithms typically include functionality for eliminating pits and resolving 
ambiguities with the lowest elevation is shared by more than one 
neighboring point. 

With the flow directions assigned for each DEM point, the flow 
accumulation at each DEM point can be computed. The flow 
accumulation for a given DEM point is defined as the number of DEM 
points whose flow paths eventually pass through that point. With the aid 
of the flow accumulations, the location of the watershed outlet was 
determined and an outlet feature point created there. A minimum 
threshold is then defined and all of the DEM points “upstream” from the 
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defined outlet(s) are connected together to form a stream network of 
feature arcs lines. 

The watershed was subdivided into sub-basins, and then nodes along the 
stream feature arcs were converted to “outlet” nodes. As these nodes are 
converted, the hydrologic modeling tree is automatically updated. Using 
the outlets on the stream network and the flow directions, the contributing 
DEM points for each outlet are assigned the proper basin ID. 

As with the stream vectors, the boundaries between DEM points with 
different basin IDs were converted to feature polygons. Once the 
boundaries of the sub-basins were determined, geometric properties 
important to hydrologic modeling were computed from the DEM data. 

WMS utilized DEMs to define watershed models. Developing watersheds 
from DEMs involves the use of both feature objects and DEMs. An 
elevation source is required for creating a model with WMS. The 
watershed outlets and streams were defined manually in order to confirm 
key drainage features, such as streams, to the watershed geometry. By 
default there may only be a single outlet point for the watershed defined, 
or perhaps only a portion of the stream network. WMS was used to add 
additional outlet points (representing sub-basin, culverts, etc.) and stream 
branches. 

The watershed network and basin boundaries defined by FATT included 
several important watershed geometric parameters that were computed by 
WMS. These parameters (i.e., drainage area, slope, length, etc.) 
automatically tie into the HEC-1 hydrologic model by WMS. Along with 
the watershed definition on the DEM, an accompanying topologic model is 
created. FATT interacted with the model of the watershed to complete 
input for and begin the development of hydrologic analyses. 

All gridded elevation data imported into WMS was in the ESRI ASCII grid 
format. Grid files were used as DEMs in WMS. Flow directions and flow 
accumulation grids were compiled by TOPAZ to define an elevation 
source within the watershed limits. After importing the computed flow 
direction and flow accumulation grids, all of the remaining watershed 
parameters were developed by WMS. The USGS and LiDAR elevation 
DEM or DEMs were used as the background elevation map when creating 
the watershed models. 

Shape files created by DEP and the DEP TAGIS unit provided the method 
for FATT to import GIS data into WMS and create a watershed model 
directly. 

In order to import shape files into WMS, the following conditions were met: 
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• 	 A point coverage containing watershed and sub-basin outlet, with the 
appropriate type (outlet point) attribute defined must exist 

• 	 An arc (or line), coverage containing streams in the watershed with the 
appropriate type (i.e., stream) attribute defined must exist 

• A polygon coverage containing watershed boundaries must exist 
• There cannot be any overlapping arcs 
• 	 Stream arcs must be created from a downstream to upstream direction 

for all arcs 

3. Feature Objects Used in the Watershed Modeling by FATT 

Feature objects in WMS have been patterned after Geographic 
Information systems (GIS) objects and include points, nodes, arcs, and 
polygons. Feature objects can be grouped together into coverages, 
each coverage defining a particular set of information. The use of 
feature objects is determined by the coverage, or attribute set, to which 
they belong, but were separated into three categories: 

i. 	 Basin polygons and stream networks of pre-delineated 
watersheds as a shape file where the basin delineation and 
attribution has already taken place 

ii. 	 A conceptual model or layout of features in the watershed, such 
as its rough boundaries and streams 

iii.	 Soil types, land use, or other data that can be used to define 
important hydrologic modeling parameters such as curve 
number (CN) 

4. 	Development and Utilization of Hydrologic Modeling Techniques for 
Watersheds Used by FATT 

With GIS and other digital data, delineated stream networks and basin 
boundaries for a given watershed exist. FATT used WMS to build 
hydrologic models from three different features of the WMS map 
module: polygons representing basin boundaries, arcs representing 
stream networks, and nodes representing watershed and sub-basin 
outlet points. 

Data imported from a shape file was used to set up the hydrologic 
model in HEC-1. Attributes from the shape files were input and other 
hydrologic data developed with GIS was used to define input 
parameters of the given hydrologic model. A geo-referenced TIFF 
image map was used to establish the boundaries of the watershed at 
the proper scale so that lengths and areas determined from the feature 
objects were correct. The feature objects included the mine 
boundaries, timbering property, urbanized areas, etc. 
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A DEM was used as a background elevation map for interpolating 
elevation values to newly created vertices of the model. 

5. NRCS Curve Numbers and Other FATT Model Analyses Input Parameters 

Beside the creation of stream networks, and sub-basin boundaries, 
feature objects were used in WMS by FATT to define polygonal zones 
representing soil types, land use, etc. These polygons were then 
overlaid with the basin boundaries to determine composite curve 
numbers, pre-dominate soil type, and other parameters required by the 
supported hydrologic models. This information for soil types, land use, 
etc., was obtained from the NRCS publications and verified by 
correspondence with the NRCS soil scientists for each county that the 
watersheds were located. The NRCS land uses and their associated 
curve numbers were field verified by the DEP and the DOF personnel 
in each watershed subbasin by on-the-ground observation, aerial 
observation and mapping, and remote imagery techniques. The field 
information was categorized for each subbasin within each watershed. 
Then, the field verified land use categories and soil types areas were 
compared with the published NRSC (SCS) data. Utilizing published 
NRCS land use definitions, cover and treatment descriptions, and soil 
type data that matched the FATT field verified field data, allowed the 
curve numbers to be assigned for each specific area. FATT then used 
WMS and calculated a composite weighted runoff curve number for 
each site-specific subbasin within the watershed. The composite curve 
number that was calculated was then used in WMS in the development 
of the hydrological modeling of the watersheds. 

6. Model Coverages 

Feature objects can be grouped together into coverages. Each 
coverage represents a particular set of data. For example, one 
coverage, can be used to define line use, and another coverage can 
be used to define soil type. A common use for coverages is defining 
NRCS soil type and land use for NRCS (SCS) Curve Number (CN) 
computation from polygons. Separate coverages must be used for the 
land use and soil type polygons, since polygons may not overlap within 
a given coverage. (Table 5) 

A common method for the determination of losses due to interception 
and infiltration makes use of the SCS curve number. Curve numbers 
were computed by FATT from a NRCS hydrologic soil group in 
combination with a specified NRCS land use. A hydrologic soil group 
was assigned to selected polygon(s) belonging to a soil type coverage. 
The soil group was specified as either A, B, C, or D. Once hydrologic 
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soil groups and land use definitions were assigned, composite curve 
numbers for each sub-basin were computed for the watershed. 

Because of availability of elevation data in gridded format, gridded 
elevation data was used as a background elevation map when creating 
DEMs. The United States Geological Survey (USGS) 30 meter and 10 
meter DEMs, and 3-meter grids processed from LiDAR data were 
imported from TAGIS and used as background elevation maps. DEMs 
were contoured and used as a guide for the placement of boundary, 
stream, and ridgelines. DEMs or grids were created from the feature 
polygons and arcs with elevation extracted from the background DEM. 

7. Drainage Analysis Performed by FATT in Modeling Watersheds 

A DEM was used to provide background elevation sources for the 
creation of feature objects and to perform drainage analyses using 
information derived from the elevation points. Data, such as flow 
directions, flow accumulations, and basin ID’s were computed and 
stored as “attributes” of the DEM at the given location. Connected 
DEM points that comprised a stream branch were converted to arcs. 
Groups of DEM points that make a sub-basin within the watershed 
were converted to polygons for further hydrologic model definition. 
Beside the elevation DEM, flow directions for each elevation point in 
the DEMs were required in order to perform drainage analysis. 
Elevation and flow direction are the essential data from which all of the 
other drainage computations were made. Flow directions were 
computed with TOPAZ 

A flow direction grid consists of a flow direction value for each DEM 
point. The flow direction identifies which neighboring point has the 
lowest elevation. A flow accumulation grid consists of an integer value 
for each DEM point that represents the number of “upstream” DEM 
points whose flow path passes through it. High accumulation values 
indicate points in the stream, whereas low values represent areas of 
overland flow. Flow directions and accumulations were determined by 
use of TOPAZ. Resulting grid files were imported into WMS. 

If all DEM points had one and only one lower neighbor, the process of 
determining flow directions would be simple and the requirement to 
use other programs would not exist. However, there are many 
problems dealing with depressions and flat areas that make the 
algorithm for determining flow directions complex. Computations of 
flow accumulations were fairly straightforward once the flow directions 
were determined within the watershed. At this point, computations of 
flow directions cannot be done directly by WMS. A version of the 
TOPAZ program, modified specifically to work with WMS, creates as 
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output the flow direction and flow accumulation grids. These grids 
were then imported as DEM attributes and used for basin delineation. 
FATT used TOPAZ for computing flow direction and flow accumulation 
grids. Once flow directions had been imported into WMS, flow 
accumulations were computed. Flow accumulations were computed 
by counting, for each DEM point, the number of DEM points whose 
flow paths pass through the DEM point. Streams were identified by 
large accumulation values since the flow paths of many points pass 
through the stream points. 

The elevation and flow direction values for each DEM point are the 
primary data required for performing basin delineation and watershed 
characterization with DEMs. Once these data are imported and flow 
accumulations computed, stream networks and basin boundaries are 
defined with the aid of feature objects. Arcs representing streams and 
feature points or nodes representing basin outlets must be present in 
order to define basins. Once basins were defined, watershed and sub-
basin boundaries were converted to feature polygons. All of the ties to 
the hydrologic models are made available through these feature 
objects with geometric values such as area, slopes, lengths, etc. being 
populated from the DEM data. 

An arc vertex is created for each DEM point that has a flow 
accumulation value greater than the threshold entered. Consecutive 
stream DEM points are then joined together as arcs with nodes 
created at junction points where the stream splits. By default, stream 
arcs are created for all DEM points that have a flow accumulation 
larger than the threshold. Outlet feature points/nodes are created at 
DEM points, which pass the accumulation threshold and do not have a 
neighboring point with a higher accumulation. The stream is “traced” 
upstream by noting the neighboring DEM point with the next highest 
accumulation. This process was repeated until no neighboring point 
had an accumulation larger than the threshold. Outlet points were 
created at specified DEM points. The outlet point or node has a high 
enough flow accumulation to pass the threshold. 

Each time a feature outlet point is created a sub-basin for each 
upstream feature arc is created for the hydrologic modeling tree. This 
means that the stream arcs themselves are associated with a basin. 
The DEM points intersected by the stream arcs are assigned the basin 
ID already given to the arcs. The procedure continue by tracing the 
flow paths of the remaining DEM points until a point which had already 
been assigned a basin ID was intersected. The result was that each 
DEM point was assigned the ID of the sub-basin it belongs to within 
the watershed. 
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Once the desired sub-basin delineation from the DEM points had been 
defined, the basin boundaries were converted to feature polygons. 
This was done by tracing the boundaries between sub-basins to 
generate arcs. After all of the boundaries had been defined the arcs 
were converted to polygons and the polygons assigned the appropriate 
basin ID. After defining basin boundaries, attributes such as basin 
areas and slopes and stream lengths and slopes were computed. 
These are all geometric parameters used in defining basins and 
routing networks in HEC-1 made within WMS. If the basins are 
changed in any way, the drainage data must be recomputed. When 
computing basin data the model units and the parameter units must be 
specified. 

The primary objective of WMS is to delineate stream networks and 
drainage basin boundaries using a DEM terrain model. Since the 
terrain model is an accurate geometric description of the watershed, 
parameters such as areas, slopes, and flow distances can 
automatically be computed. This terrain model then serves as a map 
to guide entry of all data necessary to run HEC-1. 

The first process in performing drainage analysis is to edit the model 
where necessary. Flat triangles, flat channel edges, and flat ridge 
edges must all be eliminated before trying to delineate stream 
networks and basin boundaries.  Filtering and removal of flat objects 
was used. Manual insertion of break lines, the addition of new points, 
and edge swapping aid in removing anomalies that are introduced into 
the model. With the model properly edited, stream networks and 
drainage basins defined in preparation for defining a complete 
hydrologic analysis are processed. 

8. Lag Time and Time of Concentration Used by FATT in Watershed 
Modeling 

Lag time (TLAG) and time of concentration (Tc) are variables FATT used 
when computing surface runoff using unit hydrograph methods 
available in HEC-1. These variables indicate the response time at the 
outlet of watershed for rainfall event, and are primarily a function of the 
geometry of the watershed. Many different equations have been 
developed for different watersheds, and most of these equations are a 
function of the geometric parameters computed by WMS. WMS has 
implemented many of these equations and allows you to choose from 
the ones listed to automatically compute lag times / time of 
concentrations in HEC-1. By default no equations are defined, but 
once an equation is specified, the lag time and time of concentration 
will be computed automatically each time that basin data are 
computed, or when the curve number changes. 
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Because the equations were developed for specific watersheds (i.e., 
size, land cover, etc.) FATT considered the assumptions made about a 
given equation, and match identifies one that used watershed 
conditions similar to the ones, studied. The following was the WMS 
equation used by FATT to develop the hydrologic models for the 
watersheds. FATT chose to use the SCS equations. SCS found that 
from many field investigations and cases, the lag time of a specific 
watershed or basin could be related to the concentration time of flow 
by the following equation: 

TLAG = 0.6*Tc 

This relationship is always used by WMS to determine lag time when a 
method of computing time of concentration is chosen, or to compute 
time of concentration when a method for lag time is chosen. 

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS, 1975) suggested that 

Tc = 1.67 TLAG 

Where TLAG is defined with the peak discharge of direct runoff. When 
the other definition of TLAG based on centroids is used, then 

TC = 1.42 TLAG 

These equations are only valid when the time of concentration is 
reached. 

The NRCS (SCS) (1972) developed an equation using the curve 
number method to estimate watershed lag time, TLAG , (from the center 
of mass of the effective rainfall to the time of the peak runoff) that can 
be expressed as 

TLAG = (L0.8 (SP + 1)0.7 ) / (1900 * S0.7 ) 

Where TLAG is in hours, L is the hydraulic length of the watershed in 
feet, s is the average watershed landslope in percent, and SP is the 
potential watershed storage in inches = 1000 / (CN –10), 
CN=hydrologic soil – vegetative cover complex number. 

In modeling watersheds, WMS creates HEC-1 files compatible with 
any version of HEC-1. FATT computed the peak discharges and 
hydrographs with the HEC-1 module within WMS. Once an HEC-1 
simulation had been run, FATT reviewed the resulting hydrographs. 
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After viewing the hydrographs, FATT repeated the previous steps in 
order to calibrate the watershed model and to look at different 
scenarios 

In WMS an outlet point is used to represent locations where 
hydrographs are both combined and then routed. Precipitation, base 
flow, loss rates, and unit hydrograph methods for each hydrograph 
were specified before a complete HEC-1 file was created. Data for 
one or more basins was entered by selecting the basins, if no basins 
are selected, the information entered is applied to all basins. 

9. Precipitation Patterns Within Watersheds Modeled by FATT 

Precipitation patterns for the July 8, 2001, storm event, a 25-year/24-
hour storm event, and a 100-year/24-hour storm event were assigned 
to basins. If multiple basins were selected then the defined 
parameters applied to all selected basins. If no basins are selected, 
the parameters were applied to all basins. FATT assumed uniform 
distribution of the precipitation for the time interval modeled. 

10. Model Hydrology Loss Methods Considered by FATT 

One of several different loss methods can be chosen when generating 
synthetic hydrographs. A loss method is assigned to a basin by first 
selecting the basin and then choosing the Loss Method. 

FATT used the NRCS (SCS) (LS) Loss Method 

The SCS curve number method uses the following parameters: 

• Initial rainfall abstraction in inches for snow-free ground 
• 	 SCS curve number for rainfall/losses on snow-free ground. Note: 

Composite Curve Numbers were computed automatically when this 
method for computing losses was chosen. 

• Percentage of drainage basin that is impervious 

11. Unit Hydrograph Method Used by FATT in Watershed Modeling 

One of several different unit hydrograph methods can be chosen when 
generating synthetic hydrographs. A method is assigned to a basin by 
first selecting the basin and then choosing the Unit Hydrograph Method 
in WMS. FATT used the SCS Dimensionless Unit Hydrograph 
Method. Parameters for generating a unit hydrograph using the SCS 
dimensionless method include: 

• TLAG = SCS lag time in hours 
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12. Stream or Drainage Routing Data Used by FATT 

Outlet points are used to define locations where hydrographs are 
combined and then routed downstream. The appropriate combined 
hydrograh stations are generated automatically when writing a HEC-1 
file. Routing data was entered in order to simulate the movement of a 
flood wave through the river reaches. The effects of storage and flow 
resistance are accounted for in the shape and timing of the flood wave. 
In addition to these changes, volume may be lost due to channel 
infiltration. Routing methods available in HEC-1 are based on the 
continuity equation and the relationship between flow and storage or 
state. 

13. Basin Outlet Names Used by FATT 

Outlets are used for both types (combining and routing) of hydrograph 
stations in the HEC-1. 

14. No Routing at Basin Outlet Nodes Determinations by FATT 

By default there is no routing at an outlet point. This allows for 
hydrographs to be combined without considering routing effects. 

15. Muskingum Routing Equation Method Used in the Watershed Modeling 
by FATT 

FATT chose the Muskingum routing method to be used in the HEC-1 
module of WMS. The Muskingum method is dependent primarily upon 
an input-weighting factor. The Muskingum method is one of the most 
popular methods of channel-flow routing. The parameters along with a 
short description of their meaning are as follows: 

• 	 The number of integer steps (equal to the number of subreaches 
for the stream or drainage area) for the Muskingum routing 

• 	 Muskingum’s k coefficient is the average reach travel time. Its 
dimension is in time. 

• 	 Muskingum’s x coefficient is a dimensionless coefficient used to 
weigh the relative effects of inflow and outflow on reach storage. x 
is known as a weighing factor. Theoretically, x can vary from 0 to 1 
(Singh, 1992). 

16. Storage Considerations Used by FATT 
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Storage-discharge routing can be used to define either channel or 
reservoir routing. The following parameters must be defined 
regardless of the storage routing option specified. 

• Number of steps to be used in the storage routing 
• Storage in acre-feet 
• Discharge in ft3/sec (cfs) 
• Elevation in feet 
• 	 Storage, discharge, or elevation corresponding to the desired 

starting condition at the beginning of the first time period 

17. Channel Routing Used by FATT 

Channel routing used by FATT was with normal depths and methods. 
By using normal depth method, the following parameters must be 
defined: 

• 	 Manning’s coefficient (n) - Manning roughness coefficients for the 
channel, and left and right overbanks 

• Length - The length of the river reach 
• Slope - The slope of the river reach 
• 	 Max Elevation - The maximum elevation for which storage and 

outflow values are to be computed 

In addition to these parameters an eight-point cross-section was 
defined. The first two points define the left overbank, the third point 
defines the left bank, the fourth and fifth points define the channel 
itself, the sixth point defines the right bank, and the last two points 
define the right overbank. 

18. 	 Gages (PG) used by FATT HEC-1 Analysis Within the BOSS WMS 
Software 

Gages can be used to establish the position and rainfall accumulation 
for rainfall gages. For all watersheds analyzed a uniform precipitation 
event over the watershed was assumed. 

I. FATT’s Utilization of HEC-1 Analyses with WMS Modeling 

Before running an HEC-1 simulation, FATT ran the WMS model checker, 
which helped identify serious and potential problems that were corrected 
before a successful run of HEC-1 was made. Model Check in WMS reported 
any possible errors/inconsistencies in the model so that corrections were 
made prior to executing. Two types of information are provided as a result of 
this command. The first type is simply informational and provides things such 
as the starting time, time step, and total time of the simulation. The second 
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types of information messages are errors and were corrected before an 
accurate HEC-1 analysis was performed. 

1. Computing NRCS (SCS) Curve Numbers and Runoff Coefficients 

NRCS curve numbers are typically determined by using an NRCS table 
relating land use to hydrologic soil type. The hydrologic soil type can be 
either A, B, C, or D, as defined by the NRCS country reports. Where the 
soils infiltration capacity decreases from A to D. The curve numbers for 
each soil group for a given land use are by the NRCS publications. (Table 
1). A composite curve number for a basin can be computed by taking an 
area-weighted average of the different curve numbers for the different 
regions (soil type and land use) within a basin. The same thing can be 
done to compute a composite runoff coefficient, only in this case a table 
relating soil ID to runoff coefficient is used rather than a table for curve 
numbers. 

WMS defined a hydrologic soil coverage or grid, and land use coverage or 
grid that defined boundaries for the different soil types and land uses. 
These data were then mapped to drainage coverage polygons or TIN 
triangles and used in the computation of a composite curve number. The 
following data was used for computing composite CNs: 

• 	 Basin boundaries were defined with feature objects (remember that 
boundaries defined from a DEM are converted to feature objects) 

• 	 Land use IDs were supplied from land use coverage in the map 
module or as DEM (a grid) attribute 

• Soil type IDs were supplied from soil type coverage in the map 
module or as DEM (a grid) attributes 

Combinations of the different data required for computations were used 
(i.e., drainage coverage, land use grid, soil type coverage, etc.). 

2. BOSS’S WMS Modeling Computation Method 

The computation method determines composite CN numbers or 
composite runoff coefficients. This affects the type of mapping table and 
also where results are stored. When computing CN’s the values are 
automatically stored with HEC-1. 

3. NRCS Soil Types as Published and used by FATT 

The soil type option within BOSS’s WMS determines whether NRCS 
published soil type coverage or a soil type grid will be used. The soil data 
obtained from published NRCS (SCS) soil type reports for counties of 
West Virginia has a slightly different meaning depending on the use of CN 
numbers. For CN numbers the critical attribute is the hydrologic soil type 
(0-soil A, 1-soil B, 2-soil C, 3-soil D). 
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4. NRCS Published Land use Types or Classifications used by FATT 

The NRCS land uses as published determine the land use coverage that 
was assigned by FATT to specific areas within subbasins of each 
watershed studied. The critical attribute for land use is an ID that can be 
related to a table of curve numbers, one value for each of the hydrologic 
soil groups. 

5. Channels and Channel Flows as Modeled by FATT 

FATT analyzed the conveyance and other properties of channels using 
Manning’s equation. Channel calculation allowed for the definition of 
rectangular, trapezoidal, triangular, and circular cross-sectional channels. 
Once channel input geometry is specified, either depth or flow can be 
computed after supplying a value for the other. When a hydrograph had 
been computed using HEC-1, the peak flow for the hydrograph was used 
as the default flow value. 
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All calculations (except Froude Number) used Manning’s Equation: 

Q = 1.49 AR
2/3 

S
1/2 

Where: n 

Q = Flow in cfs 

n = Manning’s roughness 

A = Cross-section area of stream flow 

R = Hydraulic radius for stream 

S = Slope of stream reach 


The Froude number is computed from: 

F = V_ 
g*y 

Where: 

F - Froude Number (if F<1 then the flow is subcritical, and if F > 
1, then flow is supercritical) 

V - Velocity 
g – acceleration due to gravity 
y – equivalent depth of flow for a rectangular channel. 

The equivalent depth of flow for a rectangular channel is computed by 
dividing the cross-sectional area of flow by the top width of the water 
surface. 

6. Precipitation Events Modeled within the Watersheds by FATT 

Two different options for defining precipitation are available from the WMS 
interface. The first is uniform rainfall over the entire watershed and the 
second allows gage data at specified locations to be defined. Since the 
watersheds are ungaged watersheds, FATT chose to use a uniform 
rainfall distribution over the watersheds as derived from NOAA’s National 
Weather Service doplar radar precipitation hourly data. 

7. Uniform Rainfall concept used by FATT 

The Uniform Rainfall option requires that a single rainfall intensity curve 
for the entire watershed to be defined. Rainfall intensity values were 
defined for the given intervals as derived from the National Weather 
Services radar ranges for the entire storm event on July 8, 2001. For 
other storm comparisons, FATT chose to use the 25-year/24 hour and 
100-year/24 hour storm events evenly distributed over the watershed. 
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IV. 	 WATERSHED MODEL CALIBRATION by BOSS RiverCAD 
SOFTWARE 

One of the most important steps in any hydrologic modeling problem is 
calibration. During the calibration phase, an attempt is made to model a set 
of conditions that have been known to exist at a watershed and for which 
measured data (surface depth) was available. The geometry, resolution, and 
input parameters of the model are adjusted until the output computed by the 
model is reasonably close to the measured data. FATT used actual field 
surveyed highwater elevations created by the July 8, 2001, flood event to 
calibrate the HEC-1 model for each watershed. 

A. Calibration of Watershed Models with RiverCAD by FATT 

To calibrate the results of the hydrologic modeling of all watersheds, FATT 
used BOSS International RiverCAD software. BOSS RiverCAD (RCAD) 
incorporates all of the advanced technology available. There is no other river 
modeling software package with this much capability. Boss RiverCAD is a 
completely self-contained packaged, providing complete support for both the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers HEC-2 and HEC-RAS numerical flow analysis 
models. Boss RiverCAD computes water surface profiles for modeling 
bridges, culverts, spillways, levees, bridge scour, floodway delineations, 
floodplain reclamations, stream diversions, channel improvements and split 
flows. FATT utilized the HEC-RAS modeling software to model the 
watersheds due to the mixed flow variables in the watershed. The benefit of 
using HEC-RAS over HEC-2 is that it can accommodate mixed flow 
conditions, i.e., subcritical and supercritical, while HEC-2 cannot. 

A BOSS RCAD HEC-RAS model was developed by defining cross-section 
locations and the corresponding ground geometry using digital contour maps, 
digital terrain models, XYZ field coordinate data, USGS DEM (Digital 
Elevation Map) data, on-screen digitizing, manual data entry, and the XYZ 
coordinate data obtain from LiDAR. 

RiverCAD uses Manning’s formula to compute the conveyance of each 
roughness subarea for the current cross-section. It then sums together all 
roughness subarea conveyances to determine the total conveyance for the 
cross-section. 

In computing the normal or critical flow depth for a specified discharge, an 
iterative process is used to compute the flow depth to the specified accuracy. 

In computing the average flow velocity, RiverCAD assumes a uniform velocity 
distribution across the entire cross-section. This value is determined by 
dividing the discharge by the total flow area. The velocity of each roughness 
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subarea is also determined. However, only the maximum velocity is reported 
to the user. 

The program will automatically determine an energy gradient value to use 
when the program uses the minimum elevation at the current and adjacent 
upstream cross-sections and the channel flow length to compute an 
approximate energy gradient. The computed energy gradient is then checked 
to determine whether it is a reasonable value. 

When computing normal depth or normal discharge, the reported critical slope 
is the channel bed slope that would cause critical depth to occur for the 
specified (or computed) discharge value. 

RiverCAD considers the entire cross-section geometry as available for flow in 
its computations. RiverCAD cannot address ineffective flow areas, channel 
improvements, floodplain encroachments, split flow reaches, or overbank 
areas in which divided flow has been restricted. 

If either the starting or ending cross-section stations is below the computed 
(or specified) water surface elevation, the program automatically extends 
wetted vertical walls to contain the computed flow. However, no attempt was 
made to adjust the wetted perimeter to account for the addition of these 
vertical walls. 

A known water surface elevation corresponds to a known water surface 
elevation (i.e., high water mark) at the cross-section. This value is used to 
back-calculate a standard and a length-weighted Manning’s roughness 
coefficient using the average friction slope equation. This entry must be 
specified in Manning’s roughness coefficients are to be computed at every 
cross-section. 

Note that an iterative method in determining roughness coefficients may be 
required due to the uncertainty sometimes associated with high water marks. 
The back-calculated roughness coefficients can be used with another friction 
loss equation to compute new water surface elevations. The validity of the 
computed roughness values can then be verified by comparing the computed 
water surface elevations with the originally specified high water marks. FATT 
utilized this technique to calibrate the hydrologic analyses of all watersheds. 

B. HEC-RAS Methodology as Used in the Watershed Modeling by 
FATT 

BOSS RiverCAD (referred to hereafter as BOSS RCAD) is based upon a 
highly optimized version of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic 
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Engineering Center (HEC) water surface profile computation model 
HEC-RAS. 

C. Hydrological Assumptions and Conditions Assumed by FATT in 
Watershed Modeling in RiverCAD Software 

The current version of HEC-RAS only supports one-dimensional, steady flow, 
water surface profile calculations. This section specifically documents the 
hydrologic capabilities of the steady flow portion of the HEC-RAS. HEC-RAS 
is designed to perform one-dimensional hydraulic calculations for natural and 
constructed channels. The following is a description of the major capabilities 
of HEC-RAS as used or considered by FATT in the watershed analyses: 

1. Steady Flow Water Surface Profiles 

This component of HEC-RAS is intended for calculating water surface 
profiles for steady gradually varied flow. The steady flow component is 
capable of modeling subcritical, supercritical, and mixed flow regime water 
surface profiles. 

The basic computational procedure is based on the solution of the one-
dimensional energy equation. Energy losses are evaluated by friction (i.e., 
Manning's equation) and contraction/expansion (i.e., coefficient multiplied 
by the change in velocity head). The momentum equation is utilized in 
situations where the water surface profile is rapidly varied. These 
situations include mixed flow regime calculations (i.e., hydraulic jumps), 
hydraulics of bridges, and evaluating profiles at river confluences (i.e., 
stream junctions). 

The effects of various obstructions such as bridges, culverts, weirs, and 
structures in the flood plain may be considered in the computations. 
However, whenever FATT did not have sufficient accurate data 
concerning the stream flow through the structure, then FATT did not 
model the structure as being in place during the flood. The steady flow 
system is designed for application in flood plain management and flood 
insurance studies to evaluate floodplain encroachments. Also, additional 
special features include multiple profile computations, multiple bridge 
and/or culvert opening analysis, and modeling of levees. 

This component of HEC-RAS is capable of simulating one-dimensional 
unsteady flow through a full network of open channels. This unsteady flow 
component was developed primarily for subcritical flow regime 
calculations. 
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Note that this component of the HEC-RAS modeling system is currently 
being developed by the Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering 
Center and is not yet available. 

2. Sediment Transport and Movable Boundary Computations 

This component of HEC-RAS is intended for the simulation of one-
dimensional sediment transport/movable boundary calculations resulting 
from scour and deposition over moderate time periods (i.e., typically 
years, although applications to single flood events are possible). 

Note that this component of the HEC-RAS modeling system is currently 
being developed by the Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering 
Center and is not yet available. 

3. Steady Flow Water Surface Profiles 

Calculations for steady gradually varied flow in natural or constructed 
channels. Subcritical, supercritical, and mixed flow regime water surface 
profiles can be calculated. 

4. Cross-Section Subdivision for Conveyance Calculations 

The determination of total conveyance and the velocity coefficient for a 
cross-section requires that flow be subdivided into units for which the 
velocity is uniformly distributed. The approach used in HEC-RAS is to 
subdivide flow in the overbank areas using the input cross-section value 
break points (locations where values change) as the basis for subdivision. 
Conveyance is calculated within each subdivision. 

The program sums up all the incremental conveyances in the overbanks 
to obtain a conveyance for the left overbank and the right overbank. The 
main channel conveyance is normally computed as a single conveyance 
element. The total conveyance for the cross-section is obtained by 
summing the three subdivision conveyances (left, channel, and right). 
Field surveyed cross sections were acquired by FATT in order to more 
accurately represent the stream channel reaches and characteristics. 

5. 	Basic Data Requirements Used by FATT to Model the Watersheds with 
RiverCAD 

The following sections describe the basic data requirements for 
performing the one-dimensional flow calculations within HEC-RAS. The 
basic data are defined and discussions of applicable ranges for 
parameters are provided. 
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The main objective of the HEC-RAS program is quite simple---compute 
water surface elevations at all locations of interest for given flow values. 
The data needed to perform these computations are divided into the 
following categories: 

• Geometric data 
• Steady flow data 
• Unsteady flow data (unknown - not readily attainable) 
• Sediment data (unknown - not readily attainable) 

Geometric data are required for any of the analyses performed within 
HEC-RAS. The other data types are only required if you are going to do 
that specific type of analysis (i.e., steady flow data are required to perform 
a steady flow water surface profile computation). The current version of 
HEC-RAS is limited to steady flow computations, therefore, geometric 
data and steady flow data are the only available data categories. 

The basic geometric data consist of cross-section data, reach lengths, and 
energy loss coefficients (i.e., friction losses, contraction and expansion 
losses). Hydraulic structure data (i.e., bridges, culverts, etc.), that are also 
considered geometric data, will be described in later sections. 

Boundary geometry for the analysis of flow in natural streams is specified 
in terms of ground surface profiles (cross-sections) and the measured 
distances between them (reach lengths). Cross-sections are located at 
intervals along a stream to characterize the flow carrying capability of the 
stream and its adjacent floodplain. They should extend across the entire 
floodplain and should be perpendicular to the anticipated flow lines 
(approximately perpendicular to the ground contour lines). Occasionally it 
is necessary to lay out cross-sections in a curved or dog-legged alignment 
to meet this requirement. Every effort should be made to obtain cross-
sections that accurately represent the stream and floodplain geometry. 
However, ineffective flow areas of the floodplain, such as stream inlets, 
small ponds or indents in the valley floor, should generally not be included 
in the cross-section geometry. 

Cross-sections are required at representative locations throughout a 
stream reach and at locations where changes occur in discharge, slope, 
shape, or roughness, at locations where levees begin or end and at 
bridges or control structures such as weirs. Where abrupt changes occur, 
several cross-sections should be used to describe the change regardless 
of the distance. Cross-section spacing is also a function of stream size, 
slope, and the uniformity of cross-section shape. In general, large uniform 
rivers of flat slope normally require the fewest number of cross-sections 
per mile. The purpose of the study also affects spacing of cross-sections. 
For instance, navigation studies on large relatively flat streams may 
require closely spaced (e.g., 500 feet) cross-sections to analyze the effect 
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of local conditions on low flow depths, whereas cross-sections for 
sedimentation studies, to determine deposition in reservoirs, may be 
spaced at intervals on the order of miles. 

The choice of friction loss equation may also influence the spacing of 
cross-sections. For instance, cross-section spacing may be maximized 
when calculating an M1 profile (backwater profile) with the average friction 
slope equation or when the harmonic mean friction slope equation is used 
to compute M2 profiles (draw down profile). The HEC-RAS provides the 
option to let the program select the averaging equation. 

A stream station label identifies each cross-section in a HEC-RAS data 
set. The cross-section is described by entering the station and elevation 
(X-Y data) from left to right, with respect to looking in the downstream 
direction. The stream station identifier may correspond to stationing along 
the channel, mile points, or any fictitious numbering system. The 
numbering system must be consistent, in that the program assumes that 
higher numbers are upstream and lower numbers are downstream within 
a reach. 

Each data point in the cross-section is given a station number 
corresponding to the horizontal distance from a starting point on the left. 
Up to 500 data points may be used to describe each cross-section. Cross-
section data are traditionally defined looking in the downstream direction. 
The program considers the left side of the stream to have the lowest 
station numbers and the right side to have the highest. Cross-section data 
are allowed to have negative stationing values. Stationing must be entered 
from left to right in increasing order. However, more than one point can 
have the same stationing value. The left and right stations separating the 
main channel from the overbank areas must be specified. End points of a 
cross-section that are too low (below the computed water surface 
elevation) will automatically be extended vertically and a note indicating 
that the cross-section had to be extended will show up in the output for 
that cross- section. The program adds additional wetted perimeter for any 
water that comes into contact with the extended walls. 

Other data that are required for each cross-section consist of downstream 
reach lengths, roughness coefficients, and contraction and expansion 
coefficients. This data will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 

6. Stream Reach Lengths 

The distance between successive cross-sections is referred to as the flow 
length or reach length. There are two methods of defining flow length 
between cross-sections. The first method is to simply allow the program to 
use the difference in cross-section grid identifiers. The program will then 
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use this difference distance for the left overbank, right overbank, and main 
channel flow lengths. 

A second method requires that individual flow lengths between successive 
cross-sections for the left overbank, right overbank, and main channel be 
specified. This method permits the user to use cross-section grid 
identifiers that do not necessarily reflect actual flow distances. 

Channel flow lengths are typically measured along the channel centerline 
(sometimes called the thalweg). Overbank flow lengths should be 
measured along the anticipated path of the center of mass of the overbank 
flow. Often the channel and overbank flow lengths will be equal. There 
are, however, conditions in which they will differ, such as at river bends, or 
where the channel meanders considerably and the overbanks are straight. 
Where the channel and overbank flow lengths are different, the program 
based upon the discharges in the main channel and left and right 
overbanks determines a discharge weighted flow length. This discharge 
weighted flow length is then multiplied by the average conveyance in the 
energy loss computations for the reach being analyzed. 

In a meandering stream, the channel's effect on flow direction and its 
contribution to total conveyance may lessen as flow depth increases. 
Once the channel is submerged and water is flowing in the floodplain, the 
majority of flow may travel along a shorter path. The amount of flow that 
becomes overbank flow depends upon many factors, including the 
channel size relative to the overbank area as well as the channel 
roughness relative to the overbank roughness. 

7. Energy Loss Coefficients Used in the Modeling 

Four types of loss coefficients are utilized by the program to evaluate 
energy (head) losses: 

• Manning's roughness coefficients for friction loss 
• 	 Contraction and expansion coefficients to evaluate flow transition 

losses 
• 	 Bridge loss coefficients to evaluate losses related to weir shape, 

pier configuration, and pressure flow conditions 
• 	 Culvert entrance loss coefficients to evaluate losses due to flow 

entering a culvert 

8. Manning’s Roughness Coefficients 

When three Manning roughness values, n, are sufficient to describe the 
channel and overbank roughness, the Manning roughness data entries 
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were used. These values were changed at any other cross-section, when 
required, to reflect changes in roughness. 

Often, three Manning roughness coefficients are insufficient to adequately 
describe the lateral roughness variation in a cross-section. The horizontal 
roughness data entries in can be used to describe roughness encountered 
by flow through defined cross-section subareas. These roughness 
coefficients remain in effect until changed at a subsequent cross-section. 
They should be redefined for each cross-section that has different ground 
geometry stationing specified. 

Selection of an appropriate value for Manning's n is very significant to the 
accuracy of the computed water surface profiles. The value of Manning's n 
is highly variable and depends on a number of factors including: 

• Surface roughness 
• Vegetation 
• Channel irregularities 
• Channel alignment 
• Scour and deposition 
• Obstructions 
• Size and shape of the channel 
• Stage and discharge 
• Seasonal change 
• Temperature 
• Suspended material and stream bed load 

In general, Manning's n values should be calibrated whenever observed 
water surface profile information (gaged data, as well as high water 
marks) is available. When gaged data are not available, such as were all 
three studied watersheds, then values of n computed for similar stream 
conditions or values obtained from experimental data should be used as 
guides in selecting n values. Each stream cross section that was 
surveyed was documented with a digital photograph. These stream cross 
section photographs were compared by FATT with known Manning values 
for similar photographed streams by the USGS, and other agencies. 

There are several references FATT modelers accessed that show 
Manning's n values for typical channels. An extensive compilation of n 
values for streams and floodplains can be found in Chow's book, Open 
Channel Hydraulics (Chow, 1959) or Singh’s book, Elementary Hydrology 
(Singh; 1992). 

Although there are many factors that affect the selection of the n value for 
the channel, some of the most important factors are the type and size of 
materials that compose the bed and banks of a channel, and the shape of 
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the channel. Cowan (1956) developed a procedure for estimating the 
effects of these factors to determine the value of Manning's n of a channel. 

A detailed description of Barnes' method can be found in Guide for 
Selecting Manning's Roughness Coefficients for Natural Channels and 
Flood Plains (FHWA, 1984). This report was developed by the U.S. 
Geological Survey (Arcement, 1989) for the Federal Highway 
Administration. The report also presents a method similar to Barnes' for 
developing Manning's n values for flood plains, as well as some additional 
methods for densely vegetated flood plains. 

Limerinos (1970) related n values to hydraulic radius and bed particle size 
based on samples from 11 stream channels having bed materials ranging 
from small gravel to medium size boulders. 

Limerinos selected reaches that had a minimum amount of roughness, 
other than that caused by the bed material. The Limerinos equation 
provides a good estimate of the base n value. The base n value should 
then be increased to account for other factors, as shown above in 
Cowan's method. 
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V. AGENCY ROLE AND OBSERVATIONS 

Information gained from first-hand observation and professional assessments 
of the impacts on and behavioral factors of watersheds during the July 8, 
2001, event provided important input that enhanced the technically gathered 
data. Additionally, it is necessary to understand the fundamental regulatory 
framework that governs the activities of the coal and timber industry and the 
agencies that administer these laws. The combination of these factors 
provides a framework from which to draw conclusions about the event and 
recommendations to mitigate damage from future flooding. 

A. Mine Drainage System Regulation Overview 

The State of West Virginia has regulated the West Virginia coal industry 
since the 1930’s. In 1977, the Federal Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act, as amended (SMCRA), was passed by Congress and 
made law. This led all states, including West Virginia, to increase the 
regulation and enforcement of surface mining laws, as necessary, to be at 
least equal to the SMCRA laws and regulations. The West Virginia 
Legislature noted that the diverse terrain, climate, biological, chemical, 
and other physical conditions required laws and regulations that were 
specific to this State. Accordingly, the West Virginia Legislature 
developed and put into effect the West Virginia Surface Coal Mining and 
Reclamation Act (Act). 

Surface coal mining, including the surface effects of underground mines, 
has many dynamic aspects that have the potential for causing adverse 
impact on the safety and well being of the public and the environment. 
The West Virginia DEP through its Division of Mining and Reclamation 
(DMR) is responsible for the administering the mandates of the Act, and 
the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder (Regulations). 

One aspect of surface coal mining that may result in significant damage to 
the safety and well being of the public, and the environment is the 
unregulated discharge of water. The unregulated discharge of water can 
cause or contribute to the following: 

• Channel scouring 
• Stream alteration 
• Erosion of soil 
• Mass transfer of suspended solids 
• 	 Alteration of the chemical and physical characteristics of the 

receiving stream 
• Flooding 
• 	 Change of water quantity and quality in watersheds impacted by 

mining 
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• Adverse impact to environmentally sensitive areas 
• 	 Adverse impact to private and public property, and the health and 

safety of the public 

All applicants for mining permits are required to manage water discharge 
from the permit area through drainage control structures or systems. All 
systems or structures used in association with the mining operation shall 
be designed, constructed, located, maintained, and used in accordance 
with the Act and the Regulations, and in such manner as to minimize 
adverse hydrologic impacts in the permit and adjacent areas, to prevent 
material damage outside the permit area, and to ensure safety to the 
public. All water discharged from the permitted area is to comply with 
State and Federal water quality standards and meet effluent limitations as 
specified in a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permit. 

The primary sediment and water control structures or systems currently 
used by the regulated surface coal mining industry in West Virginia are: 

• Constructed impoundment structures (permanent & temporary) 
• Sediment ditches (permanent & temporary) 
• In-pit storage 
• Diversion ditches, (permanent & temporary) 

(Note - Temporary impoundment structures or water control 
structures are structures/systems that are replaced by permanent 
structures and/or systems, or structures or systems that will be 
removed when the disturbed permitted area is reclaimed and the 
reclamation bond has been released by the DMR). 

Current regulated surface coal mine water control and sediment control 
structures, or systems used in association with the regulated surface mine 
shall: 

• 	 Be constructed in accordance with the plans, design criteria, and 
specifications set forth in the approved and issued DMR permit 

• Be located as near as possible to the disturbed mining area 
• Comply with applicable State and Federal water quality standards 
• 	 Meet effluent limitations as set forth in an NPDES permit for all 

discharges 
• 	 Be designed to have a settling basin capacity designed to store 

0.125 acre/ft. of sediment for each acre of disturbed area in the 
controlled watershed 

• Be equipped with a non-clogging dewatering device 
• Be designed, constructed and maintained to prevent short-circuiting 
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• 	 Be cleaned out when the sediment accumulation reaches sixty 
percent (60%) 

• 	 All embankment type structures be designed to safely pass a 
twenty-five (25) year, twenty-four (24) hour precipitation event peak 
discharge. The combination of both the principal spillway and/or 
emergency spillway shall be designed to pass this same peak 
discharge event. 

• 	 Provide adequate freeboard to resist overtopping by waves or 
sudden increases in volume and adequate slope protection against 
surface erosion and sudden draw down 

• 	 Provide that an impoundment meeting the size or other criteria of 
30 CFR 7.216(a) or W. Va. Code § 22-14 et seq., or located where 
failure would be expected to cause loss of life or serious property 
damage shall have a minimum safety factor of 1.5 for a normal 
pool, and a seismic factor of at least 1.2. Impoundments not 
meeting the size or other criteria of the aforementioned laws and 
regulations, except for a regulated coalmine waste impounding 
structure, and located where failure would not be expected to cause 
loss of life or serious property damage shall have a minimum static 
safety factor of 1.3 for a normal pool. 

• 	 Control water discharges by the use of energy dissipaters, riprap 
channels or other devices 

• 	 All embankment type water control or sediment control structures 
shall be designed, constructed and maintained according to the 
applicable State and Federal safety standards for such structure 

Diversion and sediment ditches shall have the capacity to pass safely the 
peak discharge from a twenty-five (25) year, twenty-four (24) hour 
precipitation event. However, permanent diversion ditches associated 
with valley fill, side hill fills, and durable rock fills used in the disposal of 
excess spoil shall be designed and constructed to safely pass the peak 
runoff from a one hundred (100) year, twenty-four (24) hour precipitation 
event. 

Another notable fact derived from the study was that the July 8, 2001, 
storm event approached, but did not exceed the 25 year / 24 hour design 
standard for sediment pond discharges commonly used in the mining 
industry. FATT observed that the emergency spillways of all the surface 
coal mine related sediment structures in both Seng and Scrabble Creeks 
accommodated the July 8, 2001, flows without overtopping. From this 
fact, FATT concluded that the 25 year/24 hour design standard was not 
exceeded. The primary purpose of sediment control structures is to treat 
sediment discharges from permitted areas. The design intent does not 
encompass flood control. 
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DMR reviews the Surface Mine Application (SMA) and determines if the 
SMA is accurate and complete and whether it complies with the Act and 
Regulations. The agency will also determine if the applicant has 
demonstrated in the SMA that reclamation as required by the Act and 
Regulations can be accomplished. The applicant will demonstrate this in 
the probable hydrologic consequences (PHC) analysis, the hydrologic 
reclamation plan, the drainage section, and other sections of the permit 
application. 

The PHC is the applicant’s statement describing the probable hydrologic 
consequences of the proposed mining operation with respect to the 
hydrologic balance, on both the permit area and the adjacent area. The 
PHC is based on baseline information developed from sampling and 
analysis of surface and groundwater at monitoring sites established both 
on the permit area and adjacent areas. The PHC will include findings on: 

• Whether adverse impacts may occur in the hydrologic balance 
• 	 Whether acid-forming or toxic-forming materials are present that 

could result in the contamination of surface or groundwater, and 
whether the proposed operation may proximately result in the 
contamination, diminution or interruption of an underground or 
surface water source of water within the proposed permit or 
adjacent areas which is used for domestic, agricultural, industrial, 
or other legitimate purpose, and what impact the operation will have 
on: 

• Sediment yield from the disturbed area 
• 	 Acidity, suspended and total solids, and other important water 

quality parameters 
• Flooding or stream flow alterations 
• Groundwater and surface water availability 
• Other characteristics as required by the Director of DMR 

The applicant for a permit shall submit with the application, all available 
data and analysis described in the Act and Regulations for use in 
preparing the cumulative hydrologic impact assessment (CHIA). The 
DMR shall perform a separate CHIA for the cumulative impact area for 
each application. This CHIA shall be sufficient to determine whether the 
proposed operation has been designed to prevent material damage to the 
hydrologic balance outside the permit area. 

DMR then completes the facts and findings which shall include a CHIA of 
the hydrologic regime associated with the proposed coal mining permit. 
The Agency also determines if the applicant has demonstrated that 
reclamation as required by the Act and Regulations can be accomplished. 
Based upon those facts and findings concerning the proposed mining 
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operations, the permitting staff will recommend to the Director of the DMR 
that the application be approved or denied. After consideration of the 
facts and findings, public input, and recommendation of the DMR 
professional staff, the Director will make a determination to approve or 
deny the permit. 

The permit contains all designs, construction details and specifications for 
the release or discharge of any water from the mine site. Using this data 
and making field measurements of water quality and discharge 
characteristics, the DMR inspector can monitor the permitted coal mine 
operation water discharges to ensure that they are in compliance with 
applicable laws, rules, and regulations. 

B. Overview And On-Site Summary Of Inspection And 
Enforcement Program 

DMR employs approximately 80 inspectors, inspector specialists and 
inspector supervisors that are responsible for enforcing the West Virginia 
Mining and Reclamation laws and rules at coal mining and non-coal 
mining operations throughout the State. During calendar year 2001, they 
conducted nearly 20,000 inspections on coal mine facilities and 
approximately 1,000 inspections on non-coal mining facilities. 

DMR inspection staff necessarily become intimately familiar with not only 
the permitted areas they regularly inspect, but also with the watersheds 
and terrain in the vicinity of these permitted operations. In times of natural 
disaster such as the flood of July 8, 2001, they are called upon to 
immediately respond to their areas of responsibility. They evaluate the 
situation relative to the permitted facilities, render assistance as necessary 
and initiate remedial and enforcement actions as the conditions warrant. 
DMR’s activities during and immediately after the July 8, 2001, flood 
resulted in 24 notices of violation issued for conditions the agency found 
were caused by or contributed to by mining operations. Firsthand 
observation from inspection personnel is an important element in 
analyzing the contribution of mining practices to flood damage. 

The FATT conducted interviews of inspection personnel assigned to 
operations in the impacted regions. Questions asked during these 
interviews focused on observations made by these individuals both on and 
off permitted operations, as well as general observations involving the 
remainder of the watershed. They were asked to describe impacts from 
other non-mining related operations or facilities in the vicinity as well. 
They were also asked to provide recommendations relative to the conduct 
of existing and future mining operations that may minimize or prevent 
future problems related to precipitation events. 
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This information is noteworthy in that it reflects the observation and 
comments from trained personnel intimately familiar with the operations 
and watersheds in their assigned territories. Information was collected 
from nine individuals, including supervisory personnel. These individuals 
include those employees that had operational responsibilities in the most 
impacted regions of the State. 

A general summation of information obtained during this process indicated 
that: 

• 	 Most damage that occurred regarding permitted mining facilities 
was confined within the permit boundaries and consisted of erosion 
on the faces of valley fills/unvegetated regraded areas and 
sediment clogging and filling sediment control structures 

• 	 Damage or problems observed off of the permitted area consisted 
of sediment deposition resulting from breached sediment ditches 
and sediment being pushed through ponds that were already full 
from the precipitation event 

• 	 Damage related to non-mining related facilities centered on debris 
clogging road culverts and bridge underpasses, material washing 
from logging operations and skid roads acting as a focal point for 
runoff 

• 	 Additional questions involved stream obstructions and the 
constituent make-up of flooding debris. Much of the material 
observed backed up against culverts and low bridges and consisted 
of assorted trash and debris, including woody material. 

The remaining questions addressed recommendations that could 
minimize damage in future heavy precipitation events. These 
recommendations are contained in Section IX-A. 

C. Overview of Division of Forestry Regulatory Program 

West Virginia has been active in developing and applying practices 
designed to protect water quality on forestlands. A booklet titled “West 
Virginia Forest Practice Standards” was published in 1972 prior to 
implementation of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Guidelines to 
protect soil and water resources during harvesting operations were 
provided in this booklet. Since then, the West Virginia DOF has been 
publishing a manual titled “Best Management Practices For Controlling 
Soil Erosion and Sedimentation From Logging Operations in West 
Virginia” (see Appendices of Part III). Forest management practices 
designed to minimize or prevent non-point source water pollution are 
called Best Management Practices (BMP). Many of the practices outlined 
in the manual were developed by researchers working at the Fernow 
Experimental Forest located near Parsons, West Virginia. Best 
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Management Practices include topics related to streamside management 
zones, logging debris, road/log landing construction and maintenance, 
seeding, and pipe installation. The BMP are reviewed every three years 
by a committee convened by the DOF Director under West Virginia Code 
Section 19-1B-7(h). The Director of the DOF may then adjust BMP based 
upon suggestions of the committee. 

In 1992, West Virginia moved from a voluntary program to a regulatory 
program with passage of the 1992 Logging Sediment Control Act (LSCA). 
The DOF was designated by the Legislature as the agency responsible for 
carrying out the mandates and provisions of the Logging Sediment 
Control Act. 

The West Virginia Code Section 19-1B-4 requires that anyone, with 
certain exceptions, conducting a logging operation, buying timber or 
buying logs for resale is required to be licensed by the Division of 
Forestry. Acceptance of the license implies that the operator will protect 
environmental quality through the judicious use of silvicultural BMP. 

According to West Virginia Code Section 19-1B-7(g), all timbering 
operations shall be guided by the silvicultural BMP in selecting practices 
appropriate and adequate for reducing sediment movement. Failure to 
use a particular best management practice which causes or contributes, 
or has the potential to cause or contribute, to soil erosion or water 
pollution constitutes a violation. West Virginia Code Section 19-1B-5(b) 
and (c) empowers the Division of Forestry to issue compliance orders to 
correct problems and, when necessary, to suspend a logging operation 
until specified corrections are made to bring the operator or operation into 
compliance with the law. Instances that may result in suspension include 
when human life is endangered, uncorrectable soil erosion or water 
pollution, an operation is not licensed, or when a certified logger is not 
supervising the operation. Licenses may be suspended if the person is 
found to be in violation twice in any two-year period, and they may be 
revoked if the logger is found in violation for a third time in any two-year 
period. 

VI. Summary of Citizens Concerns and Observations 

During November 2001, a series of public meetings were conducted in five 
counties with representation from both the Advisory Committee and FATT. 

A. Public Meeting 1 – No vember 5, 2001, Whitesville Junior High 
School, Boone /Raleigh counties, WV. 
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The November 5, 2001, Boone/Raleigh combined public meeting was the 
first of a four-county tour. The meeting was held in Whitesville at the 
Whitesville Junior High School. 

Those in attendance were asked to share with members of FATT and the 
members of the Advisory Committee what they saw and what they 
experienced during the flooding of July 8, 2001. 

There were approximately eighty citizens at the Boone/Raleigh meeting 
and many shared their accounting of that July day. Many of the speakers 
spoke of a tidal wave-type wall of water with debris carried on top. Various 
residents spoke of living in their respective communities for twenty to 
thirty-plus years and never experiencing anything close to this magnitude 
of flooding. Additionally, numerous residents mentioned a diesel or 
gasoline odor and others just a strong stench to the waters. There was 
mention of the water being yellow then turning gray. 

One resident of Whitesville commented, “there’s enough coal in my yard to 
heat the hollow for four years. I mean coal, lumps of coal, sludge and stuff 
in my yard.” The same resident spoke of logging trucks running in and out 
of the hollow, all day and all night, without resting at all. This went on for 
three years. She states: “To me, that’s what’s happened. They have 
logged and logged, and it’s not just them.” Many commenters spoke of 
seeing logs and boulders the size of cars washing off the hillsides. 

Several residents from Round Bottom, in Sylvester, spoke about the 
“bridge” jamming up with rock and debris. The debris backed up from the 
dam causing an overflow onto residents’ property. The water could not get 
through and under the bridge nor through the dam but overflowed onto the 
banks of the river and onto residents’ property. 

One resident of White Oak in the Clear Fork area spoke about logging and 
mining activity in June, 1997. He stated that there was an increase in 
water runoff after logging activity began on the right-hand fork of Clear 
Fork and mining activity began in the left-hand fork of Clear Fork. He also 
said that two of his neighbors had lost their lives. The resident said that of 
the three floods that took place in 2001, July 8th was the worst, with water 
coming out of the hollow just “black as black gets, and it was swift. It was 
capping up, real rough water.” The creek had been cleaned out three 
times this summer (2001), each time “they went in the creek and started 
digging them a little deeper.” “Then after July the 8th they took our creek 
bed down six foot, and everybody in the left-hand fork immediately we lost 
all of our water. We’re still using water out of tanks filled by the fire 
department.” 
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B. Public Meeting 2 – November 8, 2001, Falls View Grade 
School, Fayette County, WV. 

The second public meeting was held November 8, 2001, in Fayette 
County at the Falls View Grade School with approximately eighty citizens 
in attendance. 

Much like the residents of Boone and Raleigh counties, the committee 
heard more personal experiences from the Fayette county residents 
regarding the July 8, 2001, flooding. The majority of residents spoke of 
seeing a yellow thick mud. The yellowing is believed to be, by some 
residents, a result of mining. Many addressed logging activity and 
associated red water since logging began in their communities. 

One speaker commented that oil and gas and utility companies were also 
responsible for the flooding as they have cut roads up and down the 
hillsides and across the roads. 

Another speaker stated that the railroad was also responsible for the 
flooding. “Well, a lot of that problem was caused by the railroad not 
having adequate drains and the water came under the railroad, through 
the banks and washed out on the other side and washed into people’s 
property, and if it had the right drains in there, a lot of that water wouldn’t 
have done that.” “There was drains that had been clogged up since I was 
a kid, and they finally come in there and halfway cleaned them out, the 
railroad did, after this flood.” 

One resident of the Charlton Heights area complained that the 
Department of Highways has inadequate drainage lines in that area. He 
said that he has been dealing off and on with the DOH since about 1986. 

C. Public Meeting 3 – November 19, 2001, Mt. View High School, 
McDowell County, WV. 

The third of four meetings was held November 19, 2001, in McDowell 
County at Mt. View High School with approximately 45 people in 
attendance. 

Residents reported much the same damages and experiences as did 
other residents in the previous county meetings. Reports of the diesel 
smell and rainbow film in and on the waters, oil spots that had washed off 
the hill, tidal waves, black mud after the water subsided, heavy coal dust, 
trees washing down and clogging up drains and bridges and several 
references to a slate dump in Carswell Hollow and inadequate drain pipes 
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from the mine site nearby. There were many references to the flooding of 
1986 but, according to the residents, this flood was much worse. 

One resident of Welch commented that Welch got the rains and flooding 
later, mid to late afternoon, and that it took longer to rise, but within two to 
three hours, it was gone. “I had fifty-eight inches of water in my 
basement. Our flooding was caused by debris that floated down the river 
and lodged itself against the bridge that goes over to the city park, and 
that had that not occurred, most of our homes on Lake Drive would never 
have even been affected.” “My observation was that most of that debris 
was natural debris. I didn’t see any cars floating down there. It was tree 
limbs, you know, tree trunks and that sort of thing that lodged in the bridge 
and the water backed up from that.” 

D. Public Meeting 4 – November 26, 2001, Wyoming East High 
School, Wyoming County, WV. 

The fourth and final meeting of the five county tours was held 
November 26, 2001, in Wyoming County at Wyoming East High School 
with approximately eighty people in attendance. 

A resident of Mullens stated, “I’m a lifelong resident of Mullens. I’ve lived 
there for sixty years. I’ve been through floods there. I’ve got brothers and 
sisters there. We’ve never been flooded like we have this time. I’ve 
never seen water come so quick, come so high. I do know that all the 
mountains around Mullens have been logged out and I went back in those 
mountains and it looked like a bomb went off back in there.” 

Another resident said that, “there were no warnings of an anticipated 
flood. We had four very hard rains in a six hour period but no harder than 
we had many times in the past.” “I heard something and looked, and it 
looked like a tidal wave coming. That thing was thirty feet high and 
looked like a surfer could be underneath it, an ocean wave.” 

This resident spoke of a chemical smell in the air and a sheen that could 
be seen on the water. The resident commented that she smelled this 
same chemical odor when they de-gassed the holes on her property and 
that it burned her throat and caused her difficulty with breathing. 

The resident also stated that a “mine blowout right below the Hilton Strip 
caused a big tidal wave which never touched the ground until it hit the 
creek in Indian Creek. There it met one just like it coming down Indian 
Creek and it was just unreal, and it will happen again.” 
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One individual stated that he has surveyed almost all of the watersheds 
affected. “We’re surveying these watersheds where there are 
disturbances such as mountaintop removal, valley fills, steep slope 
logging, old gob piles, old strip mines and possibly mine blow-outs maybe 
filled by water being gathered up by old strip mines. The old strip mines, 
particularly in this county, are everywhere.” 

“Where you are closer to these disturbances the flooding is much, much, 
more severe, and that I think is just about unquestioned. I was at the 4-H 
camp on Glen Fork below some of the worst steep slope logging I can 
imagine. There is no question as to how and why logs ended up in the 
swimming pool of the 4-H camp, and ironically the cabin furthest up the 
hill, it was pointed out to me, had the worst damage because it was below 
logging and it came down a little hollow and bashed up the cabin.” 

“On the other side of Clear Fork, the entire watershed of Sycamore has 
been totally clear-cut. Above Mullens, there is tremendous timbering in 
the Rhodell area, and that caused water to roar down the Guyandotte 
River.” 

“I’d also like to comment about the watersheds that have been chosen for 
this study. There is more in common between the Scrabble Creek 
watershed and the Seng Creek watershed than there is the control. Seng 
Creek and Scrabble Creek are both long, rather somewhat short, narrow 
watersheds with steep headwater. Anyhow, those two watersheds are 
very similar.” The control watershed at Sycamore at Colcord is a large 
watershed and is shaped like a funnel. It does have steep headwaters, 
but it is a very large basin of water that converges to a very small point 
which is where the community unfortunately was located. I don’t know 
where, it’s so hard to find undeteriorated watersheds in southern West 
Virginia, I don’t really know where you look for a control, but you’re 
comparing two apples to one orange.” 

Many of the residents at this county meeting spoke directly to 
timbering/logging issues associated with the flooding. 

Residents at all the public meetings spoke of the devastation and loss of 
lives had this flooding occurred during the nighttime hours versus the 
daytime hours. Neighbors were able to warn and help each other and, in 
most cases, could see the flooding coming. 
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VII. FLOOD ANALYSIS TECHNICAL TEAM RESULTS 

The results contained in this report can be applied throughout southern West 
Virginia’s steep slope topography. While this report concentrated mainly on 
runoff analyses during the storm event, other issues of concern such as 
stream hydraulic jumps or energy transitions, stream constrictions, random 
stream blockages, stream bed loading and transport, sediment deposition, 
and sediment transport were considered based mainly on observation and/or 
comments. These issues are reflected in the recommendations to further 
protect these watersheds and others in the future. 

The results reached in this report are based on proven scientific, engineering, 
and hydrological modeling techniques. 

Through modeling calibration and validation of the physical and hydrologic 
characteristics in each studied watershed (i.e., Seng Creek, Scrabble Creek, 
and Sycamore Creek) FATT’s watershed methodologies have proven to be 
accurate in establishing hydrologic modeling similitude. The accuracy 
standards are accepted in both scientific and engineering disciplines for 
model validation. Application of these validation techniques indicates that the 
characteristics of the watershed, as modeled, are sufficiently accurate to 
produce meaningful results. 

Using this methodology, FATT determined the degree of impact from mining 
and logging activities under different scenarios for each watershed. FATT 
decided that only two watersheds would be analyzed to assess impacts 
associated with mining and logging, as present on July 8, 2001. For this 
modeling, Seng Creek and Scrabble Creek were chosen. 

FATT determined that no current mining and/or logging industry activities had 
occurred in Sycamore Creek. Moreover, significant, observable, and 
measurable flooding had occurred in this watershed. Therefore, Sycamore 
Creek was chosen to be the control watershed. This watershed would be 
representative of a limited industry impacted area, and would serve as a 
comparative watershed for perspective purposes only. 

Five scenarios were developed for the analyzed watersheds (Seng and 
Scrabble Creeks). These scenarios would include modeling specific types of 
mining and logging activities, as they existed in the watersheds on July 8, 
2001. Due to the lack of relevant data, such as stream gage information, 
precipitation measurements and current industry data, certain conditions 
relative to the watersheds and the industry activities were assumed in the 
FATT models. These include: 
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• 	 Existing urbanized areas would remain constant in cover type and 
area throughout each scenario for each watershed model. 

• 	 No industry impoundment and/or drainage structure were allowed 
to attenuate water flows. All water would flow through as though 
the structures were at their maximum storage volume. 

• 	 No forest areas were assumed to be “burned” or associated with 
any major forest fires within the last 10 years. 

• 	 No other industries (oil, gas, highway, power line, utility lines, etc.) 
activities were addressed as having any impact of the physical 
and/or hydrologic characteristic of each watershed. 

• 	 Bridges, low water crossings, stream crossing culverts that were 
known to allow the flood waters to pass through were included in 
the FATT hydrologic model. For those structures where it was not 
known how long, how much, or if all stream flow was blocked, it 
was assumed that the structure did not cause a constriction that 
would create a pooling effect and was not included in the model for 
the specific watershed. 

• 	 Back pooling from major tributaries that the modeled watersheds 
flowed into were not considered unless validated stream gages 
located on the main stream at the confluence were available. It was 
determined that no valid gaging stations were available at the 
confluence of any of the modeled watersheds and the next tier 
tributary into which it discharged. Therefore, the backwater effect of 
the next tier tributary was not considered as being of significance 
unless the model watershed validation nodes were influenced by 
this backwater or pooling. FATT determined that none of the 
validation nodes were impacted or influenced by such conditions. 

• 	 Based upon information obtained from the NWS and the NRCS, 
antecedent soil moisture condition II was used for all watersheds 
analyzed. 

• 	 Based on information obtained from NOAA’s NWS and NRCS, 
storm distribution Type II was used for all precipitation models. 

The scope of this analysis is the determination of runoff volume differences of 
the mining and logging impacts versus those of a non-disturbed watershed 
condition. Although this study modeled stream flow differences to determine 
whether impacts occurred, the evaluation of water surface elevations relative 
to such impacts was not studied. To do so, would require extensive data 
collection and further study, including an investigation of every reach of 
stream in the impacted watersheds, the damaged residences and every 
natural and manmade stream constriction that could influence water level. 

FATT established modeling scenarios for Seng Creek and Scrabble Creek to 
determine the potential impact of mining and logging industries that occurred 
on July 8, 2001. The scenarios are: 
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SENG CREEK WATERSHED MODELING SCENARIOS 

• 	 Scenario 1: All mining and all logging activities as existed on July 8, 
2001, were modeled in the watershed. NRSC (SCS) soil groups 
and types, CNs, land types, land descriptions were identified and 
validated by FATT. This data is inserted into the base hydrologic 
modeling methodology to model the watershed. LiDAR 3 meter x 3-
meter horizontal grid data was used to create the ground 
topography for this model. FATT surveyed stream cross-sections 
at approximately every 500 feet are used to increase the accuracy 
of the stream cross-sections and stream profiles within the 
watershed. 

• 	 Scenario 2: All mining activities but no logging activities were 
modeled in the watershed. NRSC (SCS) soil groups and types, 
CNs, land types, land descriptions were identified by FATT. This 
data was inserted into the base hydrologic model. LiDAR - 3 meter 
x 3-meter horizontal grid data was used to create the ground 
topography for this model. FATT surveyed stream cross-sections 
at approximately every 500 feet were used to increase the accuracy 
of the stream cross-sections and stream profiles within the 
watershed. 

• 	 Scenario 3: All mining with all areas assumed to be reclaimed and 
bond released, the vegetation has matured for 40 years and is 
equal to that of the surrounding area. NRSC (SCS) soil groups and 
types, CNs, land types, land descriptions were identified by FATT. 
This data is inserted into the base hydrologic model. LiDAR 
3 meter x 3-meter horizontal grid data was used to create the 
ground topography for this model. FATT surveyed stream cross-
sections at approximately every 500 feet were used to increase the 
accuracy of the stream cross-sections and stream profiles within 
the watershed. 

• 	 Scenario 4: No mining and no logging were shown modeled in the 
watershed. All forest areas were assumed to be mature. However, 
the mine topography as created by the mining activities as of 2001, 
and mapped by the LiDAR data was maintained in this model. 
NRSC (SCS) soil groups and types, CNs, land types, land 
descriptions were identified by FATT. This data is inserted into the 
base hydrologic model. LiDAR 3-meter x 3-meter grid data was 
used to create the ground topography for this model. FATT 
surveyed stream cross-sections at approximately every 500 feet 
were used to increase the accuracy of the stream cross-sections 
and stream profiles within the watershed. 
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• 	 Scenario 5: No mining and no logging activities were shown in the 
watershed. All forest areas were assumed to be mature. NRSC 
(SCS) soil groups and types, CNs, land types, land descriptions 
were identified by FATT. This data is inserted into the base create 
the ground topography for this model. FATT surveyed stream 
cross-sections at approximately every 500 feet were used to 
increase the accuracy of the stream cross-sections and stream 
profiles within the watershed. 

SCRABBLE CREEK WATERSHED MODELING SCENARIOS 

• 	 Scenario 1: All mining and logging activities as existed on July 8, 
2001, were modeled in the watershed. NRSC (SCS) soil groups 
and types, CNs, land types, land descriptions were identified and 
validated by FATT. This data is inserted into the base hydrologic 
modeling methodology to model the watershed. LiDAR 3 meter 
x 3-meter horizontal grid data was used to create the ground 
topography for this model. FATT surveyed stream cross-sections 
at approximately every 500 feet were used to increase the accuracy 
of the stream cross-sections and stream profiles within the 
watershed. 

• 	 Scenario 2: All mining but no logging activities as existed on July 8, 
2001, were modeled in the watershed. NRSC (SCS) soil groups 
and types, CNs, land types, land descriptions were identified by 
FATT, This data is inserted into the base hydrologic model LiDAR 3 
meter x 3 meter horizontal grid data was used to create the ground 
topography for this model. FATT surveyed stream cross-sections 
at approximately every 500 feet were used to increase the accuracy 
of the stream cross-sections and stream profiles within the 
watershed. 

• 	 Scenario 3: All mining with all areas assumed to be reclaimed and 
bond released, the vegetation has matured for 40 years and is 
equal to that of the surrounding area.  No logging activities were 
shown in the watershed. NRSC (SCS) soil groups and types, CNs, 
land types, land descriptions were identified by FATT. This data is 
inserted into the base hydrologic model. LiDAR 3 meter x 3-meter 
horizontal grid data was used to create the ground topography for 
this model. FATT surveyed stream cross-sections at approximately 
every 500 feet were used to increase the accuracy of the stream 
cross-sections and stream profiles within the watershed. 

• 	 Scenario 4: No mining and no logging were shown modeled in the 
watershed. All forest areas were assumed to be mature. However, 
the mine topography as created by the mining activities as of 2001, 
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and mapped by the LiDAR data was maintained in this model. 
NRSC (SCS) soil groups and types, CNs, land types, land 
descriptions were identified by FATT.  This data is inserted into the 
base hydrologic model. LiDAR 3 meter x 3-meter grid data was 
used to create the ground topography for this model. FATT 
surveyed stream cross-sections at approximately every 500 feet 
were used to increase the accuracy of the stream cross-sections 
and stream profiles within the watershed. 

• 	 Scenario 5: No mining and no logging activities were shown in the 
watershed. All forest areas were assumed to be mature. NRSC 
(SCS) soil groups and types, CNs, land types, land descriptions 
were identified by FATT. This data is inserted into the base 
hydrologic model. USGS 10 x 10-meter grid data was used to 
create the ground topography for this model. FATT surveyed 
stream cross-sections at approximately every 500 feet were used to 
increase the accuracy of the stream cross-sections and stream 
profiles within the watershed. 

SYCAMORE CREEK WATERSHED MODELING SCENARIO (CONTROL
WATERSHED) 

Scenario 1: No mining and no logging were shown modeled in the watershed. 
All forest areas were assumed to be mature. NRSC (SCS) soil groups and 
types, CNs, land types, land descriptions were identified by FATT. This data 
was inserted into the base hydrologic model. LiDAR 3 meter x 3-meter grid 
data was used to create the ground topography for this model. FATT 
surveyed stream cross-sections at specific locations in the stream necessary 
to calibrate and validate the model. 

Because Sycamore Creek was designated the control watershed with no 
logging or mining influences, FATT modeled only one scenario, based upon 
the July 8, 2001, storm event. The model results concerning watershed 
performance was certified and then validated by FATT as being accurate and 
precise in its representation of the hydrologic and physical characteristics of 
the watershed during the storm event on July 8, 2001. 

Certain physical conditions associated with mining and logging influences on 
runoff were input into the modeling analysis to ensure accurate depiction of 
these activities. Some of these conditions were: 

• Type of terrain and slope of natural undisturbed ground 
• 	 Type of mining activity - Approximate Original Contour (AOC) versus 

Regrade Variance 
• Extent of mining 
• Degree of reclamation 
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• Type of logging activity – Select-cut or clear-cut methods 
• Extent of logging activity 
• Extent of post-timbering regrowth 
• Location of industry activity within the watershed 

Upon assembly of all pertinent research, data, and factors of influence 
concerning the subject watersheds, the modeling analysis was completed. 
After calibration and validation of model accuracy, the following results were 
obtained. For a more detailed comparison of watershed effects, refer to Parts 
II and III of this report. 

The scenario comparisons yielded the following results. The results 
represent the percentage increases or decreases in flow volumes (ft3/sec) at 
various locations within each study watershed. 

Seng Creek 

SENG CREEK WATERSHED - (July 8, 2001 event) 
PEAK DISCHARGE STREAM FLOW VALUES AND PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES IN 
WATERSHEDS COMPARED WITH UNDISTURBED WATERSHED 
NODE 
LOCATION 

Scenarios 1:2 
Total Logging
Influence 

Scenarios 2:4 
Total Mining
Influence 

Scenarios 4:1 
Total Logging
& Total Mining
Influence 

Scenarios 4:3 
Mining with 
Reclaimed 
Topography
Influence & No 
Logging 

Node 1C at 
mouth of 
watershed 

144 cfs 5.9% -6 cfs -0.2% 138cfs 5.6% -78 cfs -3.3% 

Node 2C 126 cfs 5.8% -19 cfs -0.9% 107 cfs 4.9% -93 cfs -4.4% 
Node 3C 112 cfs 5.9% 55 cfs 3.0% 167 cfs 9.1% -18 cfs -1.0% 
Node 4C 76 cfs 5.6% -10 cfs -0.7% 66 cfs 4.8% -81 cfs -6.3% 
Node 5C near 
toe of Valley
fill 

27 cfs 3.9% -19 cfs -2.8% 8 cfs 1.1% -87 cfs -14.1% 

In the Seng Creek watershed at the 1C node (near mouth of the receiving 
stream), FATT determined that logging had a 5.9% flow increase and mining 
had a 0.2% flow decrease. 

Logging in Seng Creek occurred fairly recently (within 1 – 5 years) and had 
minimal regrowth opportunity. Mining operations were ongoing and the actual 
regrade designs allowed a regrade variance from AOC. Specifically, the 
mined areas were regraded to a configuration having flatter slopes than the 
original pre-mining topography. This alteration of the topography by the 
surface mine to lesser slopes had a beneficial effect and produced less of an 
overall impact or influence outcome relating to surface runoff volumes and 
stream peak discharges. 
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Scrabble Creek 

SCRABBLE CREEK WATERSHED - (July 8, 2001 event) 
PEAK DISCHARGE STREAM FLOW VALUES AND PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES IN 
WATERSHEDS COMPARED WITH UNDISTURBED WATERSHED 
NODE 
LOCATION 

Scenarios 1:2 
Total Logging
Influence 

Scenarios 2:4 
Total Mining
Influence 

Scenarios 4:1 
Total Logging
& Total Mining
Influence 

Scenarios 4:3 
Mining with 
Reclaimed 
Topography Influence 
& No Logging 

Node 1C at 
bottom of 
Scrabble 
Creek 

75 cfs 3.8% 168 cfs 9.3% 243 cfs 13.5% -139 cfs -8.4% 

Node 2C 65 cfs 3.7% 205 cfs 13.4% 270 cfs 17.6% -107 cfs -7.5% 
Node 3C 10 cfs 1.1% 110 cfs 13.4% 120 cfs 14.7% -51 cfs -6.6% 
Node 4C 
Downstream 
of Valley Fill 

0 cfs 0% 30 cfs 17.3% 30 cfs 17.3% -2 cfs -1.2% 

Node 5C 
Downstream 
of Valley Fill 

0 cfs 0% 59 cfs 21.1% 59 cfs 21.1% -1 cfs -0.4% 

Node 6C 
Downstream 
of Valley Fill 

0 cfs 0% 22 cfs 19.6% 22 cfs 19.6% 1 cfs 0.9% 

Node 7C 23 cfs 4.0% 68 cfs 13.5% 91 cfs 18.1% -33 cfs -7.0% 

In the Scrabble Creek watershed at the 1C node (near mouth of the receiving 
stream), FATT determined that logging had a 3.8% flow increase and mining 
had a 9.3% flow increase. 

In this study watershed, both current and recent logging occurred, but 
affected a lesser fraction of the watershed area than in Seng Creek. Much of 
the mining area was in some form of reclamation, but the average regrade 
slopes closely approximated those of the pre-mining topography when 
compared to Seng Creek. The mine reclaimed steeper slopes created faster 
surface runoff and retarded less flows than that of the surface mine in Seng 
Creek that had less reclaimed topographic slopes. 
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Sycamore Creek 

Sycamore Creek was observed to have extensive surface water runoff 
impacts with negligible logging and mining disturbances. No current logging 
or mining operations were identified in this watershed. Surface mining had 
been conducted many years ago (estimated 20 or more years) along a small 
contour operation near the head of the watershed. Over the years, natural 
revegetation of this mining disturbance had occurred. For modeling 
purposes, this watershed was assumed to be undisturbed. 

The assimilated design storm in Sycamore Creek, representing the July 8, 
2001, event consisted of 2.6 inches of rainfall over an approximate 5-hour 
period. This amount of rain was less than the 3.9 inches and 4.1 inches 
observed in Seng and Scrabble Creeks, respectively. Nevertheless, the 
impacts to the Sycamore Creek watershed by the “out-of-bank” flows were 
severe, especially when considering the damages caused to the community 
of Colcord, located near the mouth of Sycamore Creek. Because of these 
runoff impacts in the watershed, Sycamore Creek was chosen by FATT to 
provide a perspective analysis focusing upon the July 8, 2001, precipitation 
event and its associated surface water runoff effects in the watershed. 
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VIII. FLOOD ANALYSIS TECHNICAL TEAM CONCLUSIONS 

The Flood Analysis Technical Team in conjunction with the Flood 
Investigative Advisory Committee both enacted by Governor’s Executive 
Order No. 16-10 undertook an extensive investigation into the scientific and 
hydrologic cause of the July 8, 2001 floods. The investigation focused on any 
impacts that current and past practices of the timbering and mining may have 
had or contributed to the aforementioned flooding events. The investigation 
made extensive use of information obtained from numerous Federal 
agencies, other West Virginia State agencies, and West Virginia University. 
Additional information was gained through agency consultations, individual 
interviews and public meetings. 

The study concentrated on runoff analysis. The results reached in this report 
provide an indication of the impacts of mining and forestry practices and the 
consequent behavior of the watersheds throughout the July 8th storm event. 
This report may form the basis for more analyses in the future. Although time 
did not allow for additional watersheds to be studied, the results contained in 
this report are applicable to most steep slope topographic regions associated 
with most of southern West Virginia. While this study was based upon runoff 
analysis comparative methods, other issues of concern such as sediment 
deposition were considered based mainly on observation and/or comments. 
References to these types of issues are presented in the recommendations to 
provide further downstream protection. 

In general, the percentage contributions of mining and timbering were 
relatively small when compared to the total stream flow volumes and the 
associated cross-sectional areas at the mouths of the selected watersheds, 
i.e., Seng Creek and Scrabble Creek. However, at evaluation points further 
upstream and closer to the industry disturbances, the calculated runoff 
volumes often increased and the associated effects became more 
pronounced. These effects intensified primarily because the topography is 
more restrictive and provides less cross-sectional area to accommodate flows 
and the closer proximity to industrial activities provides less runoff 
attenuation. 

In the modeled watersheds, flows were “out-of-bank” for all scenarios, 
including the undisturbed scenario assuming no industry influences. Even 
without the exacerbating effects from the industry operations, significant “out-
of-bank” flows would have resulted. 

Any increase in runoff contributions must be considered potentially significant. 
However, it would be presumptuous of FATT to draw conclusions regarding 
significance without further long-term investigation and analyses, including 
(as previously mentioned) an investigation of every reach of stream in the 
impacted watersheds, the damaged residences and every natural and 
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manmade stream constriction in those watersheds that could influence water 
level. What can be concluded, however, is that mining and timbering impacts 
did influence the study watersheds by increasing surface water runoff and the 
resulting stream flows at various evaluation points. 

IX. FLOOD ANALYSIS TECHNICAL TEAM RECOMMENDATIONS 

These recommendations are meant to foster enhanced runoff control for 
logging and mining operations. Most of the recommendations contained 
herein will have to be implemented through rulemaking or, in the case of 
forestry, formal changes to the Best Management Practices, while others 
pertaining to forestry can be implemented through policy or programmatic 
development, as indicated. 

As noted below, a number of these recommendations are the result of the 
technical analysis conducted for the development of this report. Others came 
as a result of field observations made by agency professionals and 
information developed from the public meetings that were conducted as part 
of this effort. 

A. FATT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MINING AND RECLAMATION 
OPERATIONS 

1. Recommendations Resulting from the Technical Analysis 

a. 	Revise regulations to enhance Hydrologic Reclamation Plans 
for all existing, pending and future permits to prohibit any 
increase in surface water discharge over pre-mining conditions. 

b. 	Revise regulations so that the post-mining drainage design of all 
existing and future mining permits corresponds with the 
permitted post-mining land configuration. 

c. 	Revise regulations to enhance contemporaneous reclamation 
requirements to further reduce surface water runoff. 

2. Recommendations Resulting Primarily from Observations 

a. 	Revise regulations to require that each application for a permit 
contain a sediment retention plan to emphasize runoff control 
and minimize downstream sediment deposition during 
precipitation events. 

b. 	Revise regulations to require durable rock fills be limited to 
“bottom up or incremental lift construction” methods for 
enhanced runoff and sediment control. 
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c. 	Revise regulations to require the condition of the total 
watershed be reviewed prior to any approved placement of 
excess spoil material. Conditions that should be considered 
include the proximity of residents, structures, etc., to excess 
spoil disposal structures. 

d. 	Revise regulations to require that valley fill designs minimize 
erosion within the watershed during precipitation. The permittee 
shall consider the total disturbance of the disposal area. 

e. 	Revise regulations to prohibit “wing dumping” of spoil in excess 
spoil disposal structures. 

f. 	 Revise regulations to prohibit placement of windrowed material 
in areas that encroach upon natural drainageways. 

g. 	Revise regulations to limit areas allowed for clearing/grubbing of 
operations in excess spoil disposal areas. 

h. 	Revise regulations to maximize reforestation opportunities for all 
types of post mining land uses. 

i. 	 Revise regulations to require rain gages be located on all mine 
sites and that monitoring and reporting schedules be developed. 

B. FATT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FORESTRY OPERATIONS 

Agency observations and comments by the public indicated substantial 
movement of logging debris and sediment from logging operations into 
streams during the flood event. Transport of this material was caused in part 
by concentration of flow by logging and skid roads. In addition, disposal of 
slash near streambeds also contributed material that may have increased 
flood damage. Erosion of material from roadways was evident from aerial 
overflights after the July 8 storm. 

FATT recommends that the forestry oversight committee, established under 
the Logging Sediment Control Act, W.Va. Code 19-1B-7, include the 
foregoing recommendations as revisions to the West Virginia Best 
Management Practices to enhance sediment and runoff control. We further 
recommend increased staffing to aid in: forest fire prevention and 
suppression, forest hydrology, and field inspection and verification of the use 
of existing and proposed BMPs. While research shows the value of using 
BMPs, close field verification and vigorous enforcement are necessary to 
provide the benefits associated with proper timbering methods. 

1. Recommendations 

a. 	Revise BMPs to limit logging activities within the total area of a 
watershed based upon acreage, basal area removed, 
silvicultural methods or any combination so as to minimize 
runoff velocities and channelization of flows due to total 
watershed disturbance. 
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b. 	Revise BMPs to prohibit the use of lopped slash as a substitute 
for seeding on skid roads, require out-sloping and seeding of all 
roads prior to a post-operational site inspection or within sixty 
days of the end-date in the timber harvesting notification. 

c. 	Revise BMPs to require a slash disposal plan be included in all 
timber harvesting notifications to provide for the removal of 
slash from roadways and landing areas. The BMPs should be 
revised to prohibit placement of large woody vegetation in 
intermittent and perennial stream channels. 

d. 	Revise BMPs to require that the past history of uncontrolled 
burning in the watershed be taken into account in designing 
timbering operation plans to reduce runoff from these areas. 
The committee should investigate increased staffing for forest 
fire prevention and suppression with the long-term goal of 
eliminating forest fires as a contributor to increased runoff. 

e. 	The Division of Forestry should conduct pre-operational site 
inspections to review proposed timbering operation plans, 
sediment control practices, and BMPs to be used by operators. 

f. 	 The Division of Forestry should implement a routine inspection 
regime to monitor and enforce BMPs and timbering notification 
requirements during active operations. 

g. 	The Division of Forestry should conduct a post-operational site 
inspection at the end-date of the timbering operation to insure 
that all BMPs and sediment control practices have been met 
prior to removal of equipment from the site. 

h. 	The Division of Forestry should provide increased technical 
assistance to timber operators in training and field verification, 
specifically with regard to road construction, stream-crossing 
construction, log landing location, and sediment control 
measures. 

C. ADDITIONAL AREAS OF CONCERN EXPRESSED BY THE 
GENERAL PUBLIC AND RECOGNIZED BY FATT 

FATT recognizes the following areas as appropriate for study to prevent or 
minimize storm-related flood damage. While assessments of these issues 
were beyond the scope of the instant analysis, FATT understands that most, 
if not all, of these matters are being addressed by the statewide flood 
protection task force. 

1. Undersized road culverts in streams. 
2. 	 Inadequate flow areas under bridges and failure to maintain the bridge 

stream flow area. 
3. Stream encroachment from land development. 
4. Littering and placement of debris into streams and their flood plains. 
5. Oil, gas, and other large scale earth disturbance projects. 
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D. FATT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 

1. 	Follow-up studies on any implemented recommendations resulting 
from this report to analyze effectiveness. 

2. 	Additional studies to determine effectiveness of current logging BMPs 
and possible enhancements. 
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Table 1


Nation Weather Service precipitation measurements on July 8, 2001 
Location Amount of Precipitation 
NWS Charleston station 1.87” of precipitation 
Clay 2.33” of precipitation 
Madison 0.65” of precipitation 
Tornado 0.80” of precipitation 
South of Beckley 6.77” of precipitation 
Beckley 4.56” of precipitation 
Dry creek 3.91 of precipitation 
Babcock 3.26” of precipitation 
Hawks Nest 5.12” of precipitation 
Oak Hill 4.78”of precipitation 
Page 5.00” of precipitation 

National Weather Service Rainfall Data 

LOCATION COUNTY NAME 
NORMAL JULY 
RAINFALL 

RAINFALL ON 
JULY 8TH 

Mullens, WV 
Oceana, WV 
Pineville, WV 
Kopperston, WV 
Wolf Pen, WV 
Clear Fork, WV 

Wyoming 4.80 inches 

5.32 inches 
5.19 inches 
4.79 inches 
3.49 inches 
2.56 inches 
1.53 inches 

Hawks Nest SP, WV 
Page, WV 
Oak Hill, WV 
Gauley Mountain, WV 
Mann Lookout Tower 

Fayette 4.80 inches 

5.02 inches 
5.00 inches 
4.78 inches 
3.78 inches 
2.38 inches 

Beckley VA, WV 
Crab Orchard, WV 
Dry Creek, WV 
Grandview, WV 
Beckley AP, WV 

Raleigh 5.50 inches 

4.56 inches 
4.05 inches 
3.91 inches 
3.42 inches 
2.64 inches 

London Lock, WV 
Marmet Lock, WV 
Latuna, WV 
Charleston AP, WV 
Charleston RLX, WV 

Kanawha 4.80 inches 

4.02 inches 
2.49 inches 
2.15 inches 
2.05 inches 
1.87 inches 

Elkhorn, WV 
War, WV 
Welch, WV 

McDowell 4.60 inches 
4.05 inches 
3.07 inches 
1.20 inches 

Elk Run, WV 
Williams Hill, WV 
Madison, WV 

Boone 4.60 inches 
1.88 inches 
1.79 inches 
0.65 inches 
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Table 2

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS RAINFALL COMPARISON 2001 


Gage 
July 8th Storm 
(4 hour event) 

July 27th 

(24 hour event) 
Beckley, WV 4.56 inches 5.31 inches 
Pineville, WV 4.75 inches 1.30 inches 
Oceana, WV 5.19 inches 1.15 inches 
Mullens, WV 5.37 inches 2.36 inches 
Oak Hill, WV 4.78 inches 2.81 inches 
Hawks Nest, WV 5.72 inches 2.38 inches 
Wolf Pen, WV 2.56 inches 1.51 inches 
Kopperston, WV 3.49 inches 1.74 inches 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – Huntington District 

Gage 

Precipitation Comparison - 2001 
May
16-18** 

July 8* July 26 July 29 July 30 Total all 
Storms 

LOCATION 
Bartlick, VA NA 0.41” 2.45” 0.25” 1.53” 4.64” 
Beckley, WV NA 4.56” 5.31” 1.28” 0.96” 12.11” 
Beech Fork Lake, WV 3.10” 0.14” 1.43” 0.81” 0.84” 6.32” 
Bluestone Lake, WV 3.55” 1.55” 3.48” 1.52” 1.29” 11.39” 
Clintwood, VA NA NA 2.86” NA NA 2.86” 
Craigsville, WV NA 1.49” 3.74” 3.20” 2.03” 10.46” 
Dewey Lake, WV 1.44” 0.58” 2.82” 2.12” 0.95” 7.91” 
East Lynn Lake, WV 4.05” 0.32” 2.15” 0.94” 1.39” 8.85” 
Frametown, WV NA 2.38” 0.42” 0.63” 1.04” 4.47” 
Georges Fork, VA NA 0.65” 3.00” 0.41” 0.54” 4.60” 
Grayson Lake 2.05” 0.40” 0.39” 1.19” 1.49” 5.52” 
Hawks Nest, WV NA 5.72” 2.38” 2.00” NA 10.10” 
Haysi, VA NA 0.42” 3.13” 0.27” 1.67” 5.49” 
John Flannagan Lake 2.23” 0.44” 4.00” 0.30” 1.90” 8.87” 
Kopperston, WV NA 3.49” 1.74” 0.88” 0.92” 7.03” 
Madison, WV NA NA 3.80” NA NA 3.80” 
Mt. Lookout, WV NA 1.82” 3.22” 2.07” 2.34” 9.45” 
Mt. Nebo, WV NA NA 2.75” 2.08” NA 4.83” 
Mullens, WV NA 5.37” NA 0.92” 1.51” 7.80” 
Oak Hill, WV NA 4.78” 2.81” 1.10” NA 8.69” 
Oceana, WV NA 5.19” NA 1.27” NA 6.46” 
Pikeville, KY NA NA 2.26” 0.47” 0.81” 3.54” 
Pineville, WV NA 4.75” 1.30” 0.63” NA 6.68” 
Queen Shoals, WV NA 2.47” 0.69” 1.04” 0.70” 4.90” 
R. D. Bailey Lake, WV 2.18” 0.62” 1.77” 0.74” 1.47” 6.78” 
Richlands, VA NA NA 3.25” NA NA 3.25” 
Summersville Lake, WV 3.30” 1.09” 4.18” 2.83” 2.96” 14.36” 
Sutton Lake, WV 2.26” 0.44” 1.06” 0.77” 2.01” 6.54” 
Wayne, WV NA NA 2.22” 0.88” 1.66” 4.76” 

*July 8, 2001– an estimated 4-hour storm event 
** May storms - all observed values from COE projects. 
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Table 3 
USGS Provisional recurrence interval of July 2001 flood in West Virginia from
High Water Marks compared to Flood Insurance Study 

Location Elevation Recurrence 
Interval 

Tug Fork at mile 153.1 (Downtown Anawalt) 1686.9 50 

Tug Fork at mile 151.8 (West side of Anawalt) 1653.7 >500 

Tug Fork at mile 150.2 1603.6 100 

Tug Fork at mile 145.2 1471.7 100 

Tug Fork at mile 141.4 (Downtown Gary) 1404.9 10 

Tug Fork at mile 136.3 (East side of Welch) 1317.4 10-50 

Elkhorn Creek at mile 13.7 (East of Keystone) 1664.4 10 

Elkhorn Creek at mile 8.25 (East of Kimball) 1491.0 10 

Elkhorn Creek at mile 7.0 1465.6 10-50 

Elkhorn Creek at mile 0.5 1307.5 50 

Browns Creek at mile (North side of Welch) 1448.0 

Guyandotte River at mile 167.2 1567.2 >500 

Guyandotte River at mile 159.7 (Mullens) 1427.8 >500 

Slab Creek at mile 0.3 (Mullens) 1423.3 100 

Guyandotte River at mile 157.5 1408.3 >500 

Guyandotte River at mile 149.1 1338.9 100-500 

Guyandotte River at mile 147.6 1330.1 100 

Guyandotte River at mile 143.8 (approximate) >100 

Pineville Upstream of Park Street 1288.3 

Pineville Downstream of Park Street 1286.3 

Guyandotte River at mile 142.6 (In loop of river) 1272.0 >500 

Guyandotte River at mile 138.5 1224.2 500 

Guyandotte River at mile 131.7 1171.25 >500 

Clear Fork at Oceana (2.8 miles above State Route 10) 1257.6 50 

Clear Fort at mile 12.3 1238.1 100 

Paint Creek 14,200 ft. above confluence of town of Pax 1629.8 100 
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Table 4 
Provisional discharge of the July 2001 flood in West Virginia and estimated recurrence interval from USGS gaging stations
[Drainage area in square miles, peak stage in feet, peak discharge in cubic feet per second, and recurrence interval years.] 

USGS station number and name County 
Drainage
Area Peak Stage 

Peak 
Discharge 

Recurrence 
interval 

03177100 Payne Branch near Oakvale Mercer 8.64 2.86 
03178000 Bluestone River near Spanishburg Mercer 199.00 18.30 6,000 2 
03178500 Camp Creek near Camp Creek Mercer 32.00 7.15 4,800 25-50 
03179000 Bluestone River near Pipestem Summers 395.00 11.44 9,110 2-5 
03185000 Piney Creek at Raleigh Raleigh 52.20 9.40 
03190100 Anglins Creek near Nallen Nicholas 23.50 No HWM <2 
03190500 Meadow Creek near Summersville Nicholas 4.22 No HWM <2 
03191400 Laurel Creek near Summersville Nicholas 4.28 No HWM <2 
03198350 Clear Fork at Whitesville Raleigh 62.80 28.47 
09199300 Rock Creek near Danville Boone 12.20 6.45 380 <2 
03200500 Coal River at Tornado Kanawha 862.00 18.83 15,400 <2 
03202245 March Fork at Maben Wyoming 4.85 15.38 Indirect Q 
03202400 Guyandotte River at Baileysville Wyoming 306.00 31.25 Indirect Q 
03202480 Briar Creek at Fanrock Wyoming 7.34 No HWM <2 
03202490 Indian Creek at Fanrock Wyoming 40.70 17.11 4,940 50 
03202750 Clear Fork at Clear Fork Wyoming 126.00 15.60 Indirect Q 
03212750 Tug Fork at Welch McDowell 174.00 19.77 Indirect Q 
03212980 Dry Fork at Beartown McDowell 209.00 10.13 7,180 5-10 
03213000 Tug Fork at Litwar McDowell 505.00 13.17 19,000 5 
03213620 Tug Fork at Vulcan Mingo 778.00 17.00 19,500 
03213700 Tug Fork at Williamson Pike (Ohio) 936.00 20.01 13,000 <2 
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Table 5


NRCS Runoff Curve Numbers (ref. TR-55 Appendix) for Cultivated Agricultural Lands¹ 
Curve numbers for 

Cover type Treatment2 
Hydrologic 
Condition3 A B C D 

Fallow Bare soil - 77 86 91 94 
Crop residue cover (CR) Poor 76 85 90 93 

Good 74 83 88 90 
Row crops Straight row Poor 72 81 88 91 

Good 67 78 85 89 
Straight row + CR Poor 71 80 87 90 

Good 64 75 82 85 
Contoured (C) Poor 70 79 84 88 

Good 65 75 82 86 
Contoured + (CR) Poor 69 78 83 87 

Good 64 74 81 85 
Contoured & terraced (C&T) Poor 68 74 80 82 

Good 62 71 78 81 
Contoured & terraced + CR Poor 65 73 79 81 

Good 61 70 77 80 
Small grain Straight row Poor 65 76 84 88 

Good 63 75 83 87 
Straight row + CR Poor 64 75 83 88 

Good 60 72 80 84 
Contoured Poor 63 74 82 85 

Good 61 73 81 84 
Contoured + CR Poor 62 73 81 84 

Good 60 72 80 83 
Contoured & terraced Poor 61 72 79 82 

Good 59 70 78 81 
Contoured & terraced + CR Poor 60 71 78 81 

Good 58 69 77 80 
Close-
seeded Straight row Poor 66 77 85 89 

or broadcast Good 58 72 81 85 
legumes or Contoured Poor 64 75 83 85 
rotation Good 55 69 78 83 
meadow Contoured & terraced Poor 63 73 80 83 

1
Average runoff condition. 

Good 51 67 76 80 

2
Crop residue cover (CR) applies only if residue is on at least 5% of surface throughout the year.

3
Hydrologic condition is based on combination of factors that affect infiltration and runoff, including: 

(a) density and canopy of vegetative areas 
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(b) amount of year-round cover 

(c) amount of grass or close-seeded legumes in rotation 

(d) percent of residue cover on the land surface (good > 20%), and 

(e) degree of surface roughness. 


Poor: Factors impair infiltration and ten to increase runoff. 

Good: Factors encourage average and better than average infiltration and tend to decrease runoff. 


Table 5, con’t – NRCS Runoff Curve Numbers for other Agricultural Land¹ 

Cover Description 
Curve numbers for 
hydrologic soil group 

Cover type 
Hydrologic 
Condition3 A B C D 

Pasture, grassland, or range – continuous 
forage for grazing.

2 
Poor 68 79 86 89 
Fair 49 69 79 84 
Good 39 61 74 80 

Meadow – continuous grass, protected from 
grazing and generally mowed for hay. - 30 58 71 78 

Brush – brush-weed-grass mixture with brush 
the major element

3 

Poor 48 67 77 83 
Fair 35 

30
4 

56 70 77 
Good 48 65 73 

Woods-grass combination (orchard or tree 
farm).

5 
Poor 57 73 82 88 
Fair 43 65 76 82 
Good 32 58 72 79 

Woods
6 

Poor 45 66 77 83 
Fair 36 

30
4 

60 73 79 
Good 55 70 77 

Farmsteads – building, lanes, driveways and 
surrounding lots. - 59 74 82 86 

1
Average runoff conditions.

2
Poor: < 50% ground cover or heavily grazed with no mulch. 
Fair: 50% to 75% ground cover and not heavily grazed. 
Good: > 75% ground cover and lightly or only occasionally grazed.

3
Poor: < 50% ground cover. 
Fair: 50% to 75% ground cover. 
Good: > 75% ground cover.

4
Actual curve number is less than 30; use CN = 30 for runoff computations.

5
CNs shown were computed for areas with 50% woods and 50% grass (pasture) cover. 
Other combinations of conditions may be computed from the CNs for woods and pasture.

6
Poor: Forest, litter, small trees, and brush have been destroyed by heavy grazing or regular burning. 
Fair: Woods are grazed but not burned, and some forest litter covers the soil. 
Good: Woods are protected from grazing, and litter and brush adequately cover the soil. 
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Table 5, con’t. - NRCS Runoff Curve Numbers for Arid and Semi-Arid 
Rangeland¹ 

Cover Description 
Curve numbers for 
hydrologic soil group 

Cover type 
Hydrologic 
Condition2 A B C D 

Herbaceous – mixture of grass, weeds, and 
low growing brush, with brush the minor 
element. 

Poor 80 87 93 
Fair 71 81 89 
Good 62 74 85 

Oak–aspen – mountain brush mixture or oak 
brush, Aspen, mountain mahogany, bitter 
brush, maple, and other brush. 

Poor 66 74 79 
Fair 48 57 63 
Good 30 41 48 

Pinyon-juniper –pinyon juniper, or both; grass 
understory. 

Poor 75 85 89 
Fair 58 72 80 
Good 41 61 71 

Sagebrush with grass understory. 
Poor 67 80 85 
Fair 51 63 70 
Good 35 47 55 

Desert shrub – major plants include saltbrush, 
greasewood, creosotebruse, blackbrush, 
bursage, palo verde, mesquite, and cactus. 

Poor 63 77 85 88 
Fair 55 72 81 86 
Good 49 88 79 84 

1
Average runoff conditions. For rangelands in humid regions, use table 2-3b.

2
Poor: < 30% ground cover (litter, grass, and brush overstory). 
Fair: 30% to 70% ground cover. 
Good: > 70% ground cover.

3
Curve numbers for group A have been developed only for desert shrub. 
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Table 5, con’t. – NRCS Runoff Curve Numbers for other Urban Areas¹ 

Cover Description 
Curve numbers for 
Hydrologic soil group 

Cover type and hydrologic condition 
Average 
percent
Impervious 
area 2 

A B C D 

Fully developed urban areas (vegetation 
established) 
Open space (lawns, parks, golf courses, etc.)

3 ; 
Poor condition (grass cover < 50%) 
Fair condition (grass cover 50% to 75%) 
Good condition (grass cover > 75%) 

68 79 86 89 
49 69 79 84 
39 61 74 80 

Impervious areas: 
Paved parking lots, roofs, driveways, etc. 
(excluding right of way). 95 98 98 98 

Streets and roads; 
Paved; curbs and storm sewers (excluding-

right-of-Way) 
Paved; open ditches (including right-of-way) 
Gravel (including right-of-way) 
Dirt (including right-of-way) 

98 98 98 98 
83 89 92 93 
76 85 89 91 
72 82 87 89 

Western desert urban areas: 
Natural desert landscaping (pervious areas 
only)

4 

Artificial desert landscaping (impervious weed 
barrier, dessert shrub with 1 – 2 inch sand or 
gravel mulch and basin borders.) 

63 77 85 88 

96 96 96 96 

Urban districts: 
Commercial and business 
Industrial 

85 89 92 94 95 
72 81 88 91 93 

Residential districts by average lot size: 
1/8 acre or less (town houses) 
¼ acre 
1/3 acre 
½ acre 
1 acre 
2 acres 

65 77 85 90 92 
38 61 75 83 87 
30 57 72 81 86 
25 54 70 80 85 
20 51 68 79 84 
12 46 65 77 82 

Developing urban areas 
Newly graded areas (pervious areas only, no 
Vegetation)

5 77 86 91 94 
Idle lands 
(CNs are determined using cover similar to those in table 2-2a) 
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1
Average runoff condition

2
The average percent impervious area shown was used to develop the composite CNs. Other 
assumptions are as follows: impervious areas are directly connected to the drainage system, 
impervious areas have a CN of 98, and pervious areas are considered equivalent to open space in 
good hydrologic condition.

3
CNs shown are equivalent to those of pasture. Composite CNs may be computed for other 
combinations of open space cover type.

4
Composite CNs for natural desert landscaping should be computed based on the impervious area 
(CN = 98) and the previous area CN. The pervious area CNs are assumed equivalent to desert 
shrub in poor hydrologic condition.

5
Composite CNs to use for the design of temporary measures during grading and construction should 
be computed using the degree of development (impervious area percentage) and the CNs for the 
newly graded pervious area. 

Table 5, con’t. – NRCS Runoff Curve Numbers for Porous Pavement & Surface Mined 
Areas¹ 

Cover Description 
Curve numbers for 
hydrologic soil group 

Cover type and hydrologic condition 

Gravel 
Subbase 
Thickness A B C D 

Porous pavement 
Properly maintained 10 inches 57 66 69 75 
Properly maintained 12 inches 56 64 68 74 
Properly maintained 14 inches 55 63 67 72 
Properly maintained 16 inches 54 62 65 70 
Properly maintained 18 inches 53 61 64 69 
Properly maintained 20 inches 52 60 63 68 
Properly maintained 24 inches 52 58 61 66 
Properly maintained 30 inches 49 55 57 61 
Properly maintained 36 inches 47 52 55 58 
Not properly maintained 10-36 inches 98 98 98 98 

Disturbed surface mined areas 
Raw spoils (gob piles) 88 88 88 88 
Graded spoils 84 84 84 84 
Top-dressed spoils 82 82 82 82 
Vegetated spoils 75 75 75 75 

1
Average runoff conditions, Ia = 0.2S. 
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Peer Review Addendum 
As provided by the executive order, the Flood Advisory Committee recommended 
that this study be evaluated by impartial experts. Consequently, the committee 
chose Dr. Rhett Jackson and Dr. Wayne Swank to perform independent peer 
reviews of the FATT study. Their comments/recommendations and corresponding 
FATT responses are as follows: 

Comments from Dr. Rhett Jackson 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Jim Pierce, John Ailes, and the West Virginia Flood Analysis Technical Team (FATT) 

From: 	 Rhett Jackson, P.E., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Hydrology, Warnell School of 
Forest Resources, University of Georgia 

Date: May 29, 2002 

RE: Review of Draft Flood Analysis Technical Team Report 

Introduction: 

This memorandum provides a summary of my comments, observations, and 
suggestions regarding the draft flood analysis technical team report. Due to 
perceptions that mining and timber management activities may have contributed to 
the magnitude of the summer 2001 floods experienced in southern West Virginia, 
the Governor of West Virginia commissioned the Flood Analysis Technical Team 
(FATT) to assess the floods and the contribution of mining and timber management 
to these floods. The FATT has produced a draft report and has contracted for 
external review of the report before it is released to the public. This memorandum 
documents the findings of the review I have performed. The draft report is a 
substantial and important contribution to the understanding of the summer 2001 
floods, and my comments are meant to help improve the document as a resource for 
the public and for State agencies. 

Recommendations for Direct Analysis of Flood Related Data: 

It is my opinion that the report in its current form relies too much on the 
hydrologic/hydraulic modeling to characterize the floods and their causes. Although 
the observational data is probably insufficient to support rigorous statistical analysis 
of the floods and their causes, the observational data can be better used to 
understand and explain the floods of summer 2001. It is my experience that the 
public and agency personnel will be more receptive to conclusions or inferences 
drawn from raw data than to conclusions drawn from modeling. It is best when data 
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analysis and modeling are complementary. I have a number of suggestions for 
direct analysis of flood related data. 

Land use in the study area, and the relationship of land use to flood 
magnitude, need to be explored in maps and tables. I suggest creating a map, or 
possibly a series of maps, illustrating the hydrography and land use in the study area 
as well as the spatial distribution of available data. An ideal map would show: 

• stream network, 
• 	 land use roughly categorized as forest, recent harvest, active mine, closed 

mine, agricultural, and residential/commercial, 
• locations of flood damage, 
• rain gages and precipitation amounts on the day in question, 
• USGS flow gages and recurrence interval of flow on the day in question, and 
• locations and recurrence intervals of flows estimated from high water marks. 

I suggest supporting this map with a land use table for each basin where flow has 
been measured or estimated. The table should include the following information: 

• location, 
• basin area, 
• percent of basin in forest cover, 
• percent of basin recently logged, 
• percent of basin mined, 
• percent of basin developed, 
• precipitation depth during the storm, and 
• recurrence interval of resulting flow. 

From the map and the table, readers can infer whether mining and timber 
mangement appear to be correlated to flood magnitude, or whether flood magnitude 
seems to be independent of these land uses. The map and the table would also 
allow technical reviewers to understand what data are available and what data 
analysis is possible. For instance, one question that occurred to me while reviewing 
the report was why there were so few large flows reported at the existing USGS 
gages? Where are these gages located with respect to the high precipitation 
amounts experienced in the summer of 2001? 

If there are enough locations in the study area where flood flows were 
measured or estimated from water levels, I suggest running a multiple regression of 
flow recurrence (or the ratio of the peak flow to the basin’s mean annual flow) 
against basin area, precipitation depth, percent of basin recently logged, and percent 
of basin mined. The regression would discover whether there are significant 
relationships between the logged and mined areas and the magnitude of the 
resulting floods. If there are insufficient data for a multiple regression, I suggest 
grouping basins by basin size, and conducting a graphical analysis of mining and 
timber harvest. Specifically, create graphs of relative flood magnitude versus 
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percent of area mined, percent of area recently harvested, and the summation of the 
area mined and recently harvested. The problems with such an analysis are that 
each basin received a different amount of precipitation, the amount of precipitation 
received often must be estimated based on spatial extrapolation, and the antecedent 
moisture conditions for each basin were different. That is why a regression analysis 
would be better. If there is a strong relationship to precipitation depth, it might be 
possible to conduct a simple graphical analysis of the residuals from the precipitation 
relationship versus mined and logged areas. 

Another possible avenue for addressing the effects of logging and mining is 
analysis of long-term peak flow time series from the USGS gages. If there are 
gages on streams with little or no influence of mining and logging, these stations can 
serve as controls. Then, the ratios of peak flows in logged and mined basins to the 
peak flows in the control basins can be analyzed over time, and the pattern can be 
compared to the time series of logging and mining activities. There are established 
procedures for this type of analysis. 

A literature review on the hydrologic effects of timber management and 
mining would also help support this analysis. There is a lot of scientific literature on 
the effects of timber harvest and management on stream flows. I would be happy to 
provide a short review of the literature on timber harvest and hydrology, and I could 
also provide a bibliography of such literature. I am not familiar with hydrologic 
literature concerning coal mining, but if any such studies exist, they should be 
described in the report as well. 

I also suggest analyzing the types of damages that occurred during the flood. 
How were people killed? Were flooded structures within the mapped 100-year 
floodplain? Were they new structures built in areas where flooding was previously 
experienced? The types and mechanisms of flood impacts might guide policy 
changes to help minimize the damages incurred in future floods. 

Comments on the flood modeling: 

There is nothing inherently wrong with the analysis that was conducted, but 
the presentation suggests that the modeling effort was something more than it was. 
In essence, the SCS Curve number model has been run under various logging and 
mining scenarios to estimate the relative impact of these activities on the floods 
experienced in the summer of 2001 based on the principles of the SCS model. This 
exercise allows the comparison of predicted storm runoff for a hypothetical fully 
forested condition and the actual land use composition of 2001, as well as other 
scenarios that allow the predicted effects of logging and mining to be separated. If 
the proportion of land in these activities is relatively small, or if the post-mining 
topography temporarily captures stormflow, then the SCS method will not predict a 
major change in downstream flows. If the proportion of land in these activities is 
large, the SCS method will predict major changes in downstream flows. This is 
basically a way of filtering a land use analysis through a hydrologic model. The 
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argument would be much stronger, however, if a graphical and tabular land use 
analysis accompanied the effort (see comments above). 

Throughout the report there are comments that the BOSS modeling system 
provides accurate and precise results. Actually, the SCS method that is the basis for 
HEC-1 and BOSS modeling is inherently inaccurate. There is a very good reason 
that the textbooks and guidance documents for the SCS method do not show the 
original scatter plots from which the curve numbers were derived - such plots would 
erode the user’s confidence in the results of the model. While the curve number for 
a mature forest on a certain type of soil may be 70, the actual runoff behavior of 
such a land/cover combination is actually quite variable due to differences in soil 
depth, bedrock conditions, topography, landscape position, and landscape history. 
For these reasons, uncalibrated hydrologic models, including the SCS model and 
others, are notoriously inaccurate. They may do a good job of predicting average 
relative differences between land uses, but describing them as accurate is not a fair 
statement, and if they are not accurate, their precision is basically meaningless. 
The models should simply be described as representing standard practice in the 
engineering and hydrologic communities, and that experience has shown these 
models represent the relative effects of land use change reasonably accurately. 

There are other reasons that the BOSS modeling system cannot be described 
as accurate without more verification data.  The input data itself is not highly 
accurate. The soil maps have precise lines showing where one soil ends and 
another begins, but these maps are developed from spot checks and aerial 
photographs, and while they are generally accurate, the errors in these maps may 
exceed the scale of the effect being modeled. Furthermore, the SCS method is not 
well suited for describing the hydrologic behavior of the highly modified landscape of 
a mine or a closed mine. Finally, the precipitation data put into these models is not 
very accurate. The high spatial variability of convective rainfall makes it very difficult 
to accurately assess how much rainfall fell on a basin during a single storm. 

These qualifications about the accuracy of the model do not mean that the 
modeling effort is not worthwhile, but they should affect how the modeling is 
presented and how it is supported by other direct analysis of available data (see 
comments above). 

Another caveat about the modeling is that the calibration that was conducted 
was not a true calibration as hydrologists use the term. The available data are not 
extensive enough to support a true calibration. A calibration data set must include a 
large number of different types of storms so that model parameters can be 
developed to provide robust simulation over a broad range of hydrologic and flow 
conditions. Matching a single peak from a single storm does not constitute a 
calibration. 

Comments on the Organization and Content of the Report: 
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I am not sure what audience is being targeted with this report, but I think the 
report needs to be reorganized and shortened in order to reach a larger and more 
relevant audience. Much of the information on the details of the SCS, HEC1, and 
BOSS modeling belong in an appendix. This information is not informative to 
engineers and hydrologists familiar with the workings of these models, and it is not 
interesting to non-engineering audiences. The details need to be included in an 
appendix, so the analysis could be reproduced by others, but the details do not 
belong in the report. 

I suggest restating the objectives (Section II) as follows: 

1. Conduct a general hydrologic and hydraulic analysis of the floods of May and 
July 2001. 

2. Determine the extent to which timber management and mining contributed to the 
magnitudes of these floods. 

3. If the effects of timber management and mining on these floods is found to be 
unacceptable, explore how such effects could be reduced or managed in the future. 

4. Make hydrologic policy recommendations to the Secretary of the DEP. 

These objectives are more specific and better guide the analysis. 

I would give section III a title such as, Public and Agency Perceptions of
the 2001 Floods, and I would move much of the current section V into the new 
section III. This section would describe how the public viewed the floods and how 
the agencies have responded to the floods. This would help motivate the analysis. 

I would create a new section IV, Current Hydrologic and Water Quality
Regulation of Mining and Timbering. This section would describe current 
mitigations required or suggested of these activities. I would pull the appropriate 
material from the current section V into this section. 

I would create a new section V, Hydrologic and Hydraulic Review of the 
2001 Floods. In this section I would present the map discussed in my comments, 
the land use assessments, and any direct data analysis of flood flows or 
precipitation. 

Section VI would be Analysis of Flood Scenarios Using Hydrologic and
Hydraulic Modeling. This section would describe what models were use, why 
these models were run, and what the models indicated. This section would have a 
brief summary of how the models were set up.  The vast majority of the supporting 
information in the current section III would be moved into an Appendix. 
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The PDF file for the supporting information needs to be split into two smaller 
files for easier access. Once I acquired the file, I had no trouble using it, but 
accessing a file of this size via email or via the web is problematic. Since many 
computers have 128 Megs of RAM or less, and since the operating software and 
Adobe must use a part of the RAM, a 98 Meg file is too large to be accessible to 
many potential users. 

I hope these comments are helpful and useful to the FATT. Please contact 
me if you have questions, comments, or concerns regarding this review. 

Rhett Jackson, Assistant Professor of Hydrology 

Warnell School of Forest Resources 

University of Georgia 

Athens, GA 60602-2152 

(706) 542-1772 

(707) 542-8356 FAX 

rjackson@smokey.forestry.uga.edu 
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FATT’s Responses to Dr. Jackson’s Comments 

Dr. Jackson stated, “It is my opinion that the report in its current form relies
too much on the hydrologic/hydraulic modeling to characterize the floods and
their causes.” 

FATT from the onset recognized the weaknesses associated with hydrologic 
modeling of natural, open systems (watersheds) and worked diligently to identify any 
and all key parameters that could not be accurately modeled for the storm event. 
These unknown parameters were documented and are available if additional in-
depth flood routing analyses are required for these watersheds. 

The FATT model input parameters were developed by FATT by field collecting data, 
recording site specific soil, land uses, cover types, geology, geomorphology, 
vegetation type and density, reviewing various types of remote images, personal 
interviews with flood victims, and many other pertinent data for each watershed 
evaluated in the FATT study. This information was complemented with many hours 
of telephone and personal conversations with hydrologists, hydrologic engineers, 
civil engineers, mining engineers, soil scientists, research scientists, and other 
professionals concerning the methodology of modeling and the importance of 
gathering actual field observation data and interviews of the flood victims. This 
wealth of information specific to the watersheds assisted FATT in the choice of the 
modeling technique and the importance of specific parameters critical to the 
development of an acceptable method to model the July 8, 2001 flood event and 
quantify its associated effects. 

Because of these conversations, review of different modeling techniques, and 
personal accounts of the flood event by victims of the flood, FATT’s hydrology model 
for each watershed relied on accurate site-specific empirical data to enter in the 
watershed models. Later, the results were calibrated and validated for each 
watershed model. 

Jackson suggests that land use in the study area and the relationship of land
use to flood magnitude needs to be explored in maps and tables. He further 
suggests creating a map, or possibly a series of maps, illustrating the
hydrography and land use in the study area… 

The information Dr. Jackson is seeking is available in the contents of the detailed 
FATT modeling input, output parameters, and is associated with maps and other 
illustrations within the detailed FATT study. This information was specifically 
developed by FATT based upon a sub-basin spatial distribution of all certified data 
collected for analyses of the watershed and the events of July 8, 2001. This 
information is found within and throughout the many sections of the FATT report. 
Additional maps have been included in the narrative report showing the land use 
patterns used by FATT in the analysis. 
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Dr. Jackson states, “I suggest creating a map, or possibly a series of maps,
illustrating the hydrography and land use in the study area as well as the 
spatial distribution of available data. An ideal map would show: 

Stream network, land use roughly categorized as forest, recent harvest, active 
mine, closed mine, agricultural, and residential/commercial, locations of flood
damage, rain gages and precipitation amounts on the day in question, USGS
flow gages and recurrence interval of flow on the day in question, and
locations and recurrence intervals of flows estimated from high water marks. 

The FATT watershed report and study addresses all available information for the 
determination of the input parameters for each watershed modeled. FATT 
recognized from the beginning that these were ungaged watersheds with no site-
specific meteorological stations, stream gaging stations, etc., in existence within the 
near proximity to the study watersheds. The concept of modeling the watersheds 
with a modeling technique based upon spatial variable distribution of its input 
parameters was not possible due to the lack of information. 

Jackson suggests supporting this map with a land use table for each basin 

where flow has been measured or estimated. He also suggests that the table

include the following information: 


location, 

basin area, 

percent of basin in forest cover,

percent of basin recently logged,

percent of basin mined,

percent of basin developed,

precipitation depth during the storm, and

recurrence interval of resulting flow. 


The information requested by Dr. Jackson is included within the FATT watershed 
detailed study. The necessary information to develop any tables necessary for 
presentation can be achieved with minimal efforts by the members of FATT, or other 
parties, if so desired. 

Dr. Jackson states, “…I suggest running a multiple regression of flow
recurrence.…That is why a regression analysis would be better.” 

FATT does not totally agree with Dr. Jackson’s suggestion of utilization of regression 
analyses for these ungaged, rural watersheds to be “better”. Several studies were 
conducted by qualified professionals of similar ungaged, rural watersheds in West 
Virginia utilizing several different regression techniques for the determinations for 
peak discharges for the small watersheds. In almost every watershed evaluated with 
or by the regression analyses the accuracy associated with the results were less 
than acceptable. In one specific report, the range of "acceptable values" generated 
by regression modeling resulted in values that the authors stated were at least plus 
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or minus 150% of actual data when compared to actual measured field data. This 
high degree of inaccuracy is totally unacceptable to FATT for their modeling results, 
and as such, FATT could not support the utilization of algorithms, processes of 
parameters, and modeling techniques which did not yield an acceptable degree of 
accuracy for the watersheds studied. FATT’s input parameters, modeling 
algorithms, modeling processes, and model results were continually certified, 
calibrated against actual documented and observed data, and the modeling results 
were verified or validated by different techniques to maintain modeling accuracy. 

Jackson suggests analyzing the types of damages that occurred during the
flood. 

FATT fully appreciates the concern of Dr. Jackson as to the magnitude of the flood 
events. However, this type of data collection was not necessary to certify and 
calibrate the data and results of the FATT watershed models. 

Jackson states, “…the SCS method that is the basis for HEC-1 and BOSS 
modeling is inherently inaccurate”. 

To a limited degree we [FATT] agree with Dr. Jackson’s comments concerning the 
SCS modeling technique. The SCS technique when used by individuals not familiar 
with its limitations or with its principles, can create results that are inaccurate and 
misrepresentative of the watersheds modeled. However, SCS modeling methods, 
as well as many other modeling techniques, when used by qualified professionals 
knowledgeable of the particular models algorithms and limitations, strengths and 
weaknesses, can provide very good results of watershed hydrology. Any modeling 
technique is only as accurate as the input parameters, the model algorithms 
applications to the characteristics of the watershed, and the validation methodology 
of any results calculated by said modeling technique. 
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Comments from Dr. Wayne Swank 

Review of Draft, Flood Advisory Technical Taskforce (FATT) 

Detailed Report (May 17, 2002) 

Submitted By: 


Dr. Wayne T. Swank 


Scientist Emeritus, Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory 


Adjunct Professor, University of Georgia 


Adjunct Professor, Clemson University 


Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to provide a summary review of the draft report 

prepared by FATT as requested by staff of the Department of Environmental 

Protection, Division of Mining and Reclamation. The draft report addresses the 

scientific and hydrological causes of flooding events in southern West Virginia in 

May and July 2001 with a specific focus on assessing the impact of coal mining and 

timbering practices on flooding in the region. I was requested to focus my review on 

the hydrologic modeling approach and techniques used in the assessment. 

Background material was derived from 1) a site visit on May 22-23 to Seng Creek 

and Scabble Creek, two of these watersheds used in the study, to obtain on-the-

ground familiarity with the topography, soils, vegetation, land use practices, and 

streams; 2) discussions with Jim Pierce, John Vernon (visit hosts), and Mike Reese 

of DEP and 3) a complete copy of the draft report comprised of three large volumes 
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containing narrative, data output, photographs, and copies of some source materials 

used in the assessment. Clearly, I was not able to digest and comprehend in detail 

all of this information within the time frame available for the review. 

Hydrologic Modeling Approach & Techniques 

A variety of rainfall-runoff models have been developed over the past several 

decades and a brief description of approaches is appropriate. In general, hydrologic 

models can be classified as physics-based, conceptual and metric (Beck 1991). 

Physics-based models utilize mathematical representation of real processes to 

mimic hydrological behavior of a watershed. The Institute of Hydrology Distributed 

Model (IHDM) (Beven et al. 1987) is a recent example of this class of model, which 

is characterized by requiring massive amounts of site-specific data. Conceptual 

models describe the component hydrological processes perceived to be of 

importance as simplified conceptualizations. System stores are linked and are 

recharged and depleted by appropriate hydrological processes. The Stanford 

Watershed Model (Crawford and Linsley 1966) is an early example of this approach 

and subsequently, numerous versions of conceptual models have been developed. 

IHACRES (Jakeman and Hornberger 1993) is an example of a later lumped 

conceptual model. Parametric uncertainty and over parameterization are risks 

associated with conceptual of models. 

Metric models are constructed with little consideration of hydrological processes and 

characterize system response by extracting information from existing data. The unit 

hydrograph theory (Sherman 1932) is the basis of metric rainfall-runoff models and 
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assumes linearity between rainfall excess and streamflow. A major strength of 


methods using the unit hydrograph is their minimal data requirements. 


The FATT team selected the unit hydrograph method and NRCS runoff curves 


numbers (CN) as defined by soil hydrologic groups, land uses, and cover types to 


predict peak flow rates for the ungaged study watershed. Given the time and 


resource constraints, this approach is probably the best available and most tractable 


method for you to use for the task. Alternative approaches are too data intensive or 


require extant discharge data which are not available for the study region. 


There are important limitations associated with the application of the NRCS CN 


method as given in Technical Release 55. One critical consideration is that NRCS 


runoff procedures apply only to direct surface runoff and not conditions of large 


sources of subsurface flow. Surface or overland flow seldom occurs on undisturbed 


forested watersheds since infiltration capacity exceeds precipitation intensity. Thus, 


in forests, subsurface flow is linked to the variable source area to generate channel 


flow as you note on p.8 of the draft report. Apparently some consideration is given to 


this condition by assigning lower CN’s to forest areas and the user has the option to 


adjust table CN’s based on stream gage records (TR-55). The use of CN’s for 


mining conditions is perhaps more straightforward since surface runoff from 


diversion ditches & ponds is a dominant process. 


A critical question arises: is CN 70 an appropriate index for predicting peak 


discharge for “pristine” forests? Probably the best approach in addressing this 


question is to apply the NRCS procedure to experimental forested watersheds with 


long-term discharge records and compare predicted values with observed values. I 
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am not aware of any citeable reference where this is documented. However, Hewlett 

et al. (1977) developed simple nonlinear equations (R-Index Method) for predicting 

stormflow and peakflow for small-forested basins based on data from 11 watersheds 

from New Hampshire to South Carolina. Tested against the SCS runoff curve 

method used at that time (SCS-TP-149) on four independent basins, the R-index 

method was judged considerably more accurate. The runoff curve method gave 

quite wild predictions and largely over predicted stormflow volumes and peakflow 

discharge. 

A very rough measure of overall basic model performance is a comparison of 

simulated peakflows with long-term baseline data for gaged forested watersheds. 

For the pristine scenario (no logging, no mining, i.e., undisturbed forest) simulated 

unit area peakflows at the outlets of Seng, Scabble, and Sycamore Creeks were 

455, 429, and 237 ft3/sec/mi2 (CSM) respectively. The nearest long-term record of 

discharge for forested watersheds is the Fernow Experimental Forest in north central 

West Virginia. The four largest storms during 50 years of research ranged between 

4.4 and 5.8 inches of precipitation and average peak discharge from three control 

(undisturbed) forested watersheds for these storms was 136 CSM with a range of 

115-170 CSM (personal communication, James Kochenderfer). Thus, peak 

discharges simulated for the FATT watersheds are 2-3 fold greater than documented 

at Fernow. Discharge has been measured from 17-forested watersheds for 68 years 

at the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory in the Nantahala mountains of western North 

Carolina, including seven control watersheds. The maximum peak discharges 

recorded for the largest storms (15-20 inches in 7 days) averaged 132 CSM for five 
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of the control watersheds (3125-4056 ft. max. elevation), 450 CSM for two of the 

control watersheds (4770-5250 ft. max. elevation) and 189 CSM for the two fourth-

order streams (average area of 2.9 mi.2) which drain a mix of disturbed and 

undisturbed forest land (Swank et al. 1988). Peak discharge rates for two of the 

FATT watersheds are very similar to values for the two high elevation Coweeta 

watersheds with steep slopes (70% average) and thin soils. However, storm events 

were more than 3-fold greater for Coweeta than for the study area. 

Of course, in the above comparisons, there are many differences between sites in 

watershed attributes which control peak discharge. From a perspective of the large 

body of knowledge about peak discharges for forested watersheds in the central and 

southern Appalachians, those simulated for the FATT study sites are among the 

maximum recorded. If you have any field estimates of peak discharge for the study 

watersheds (you mentioned a culvert site), it is important to show a comparison with 

simulated values. Although the study site streams show evidence of high hydrologic 

response, it is my feeling that CN 70 is somewhat high for the forested condition. 

With regard to techniques and modeling software used in the hydrologic analyses, 

FATT employed current, state-of-the-art methods used by other hydrologic modeling 

groups. This appears to provide an excellent data base of watershed attributes and 

techniques used in the modeling effort. 

Streamflow Responses to Disturbance 

Decades of research on experimental forested watersheds provide a large body of 

knowledge on the effects of management on the quantity, timing and quality of 

streamflow. In particular, a wealth of information is available for the Appalachian 
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mountain range (see Appendix I for a brief historical background of forest 

hydrology). Based on these carefully conducted long-term panel watershed 

experiments, several common threads of information relevant to interpretations of 

the FATT simulation results may be helpful. Some summary references are Hewlett 

and Helvey (1970); Hewlett (1982); Kochenderfer et al. (1997); Hornbeck (1973); 

Swank et al. (1988); Lull and Reinhart (1972); Swank et al. (2001). 

 	On a given watershed, at least 25% of the forest stand basal area must be cut 

to measure significant changes in annual water yield and even larger harvests 

are required to measure changes in parameters of the storm hydrograph. 

 	Hydrologic recovery from forest cutting occurs quickly (4-5 years) due to rapid 

regrowth of natural regeneration. 

 	Overland flow seldom occurs in undisturbed forests. Roads, landings or other 

compacted features are the primary source of surface runoff associated with 

logging activities. As road density increases, the potential for altering storm 

hydrograph parameters increases. 

 	The beneficial effects of forest cover on reducing peak discharge and 

stormflow volume have been documented over a range of storm events. 

During major flood-producing storm events the effects of a forest cover on 

peak discharge are minimal. 

Summary & Recommendations 

I feel your modeling approach is appropriate in view of the time/resource constraints 

and mixed land-use associated with the task. These models provide a first 

approximation for the effects of land use on peak flows for the July 2001 storm. My 
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primary concern is with the CN’s used for the undisturbed and logged forest 

scenarios. I recommend collaboration with Fernow scientists to validate the use of 

these procedures in predicting peak discharge from forests. You already have 

excellent techniques available and much of the required data input is available on 

the Fernow. Of course, this cannot be done prior to the report deadline but I feel 

your modeling effort is a work in progress. I highly recommend additional follow-up 

analyses/studies and can suggest some additional approaches that would support 

this effort. I feel the FATT group should be commended for your efforts on a complex 

issue. 

Appendix I 

Historical Background 

The roots of forest hydrologic investigations are embedded in basic questions of the 

relationship between forests and runoff (Swank & Johnson 1994). Forest hydrologic 

research extends over more than a century with the establishment of two 

experimental watersheds in Czechoslovakia in 1867 with the purpose to examine the 

role forests play in surface runoff. Research on the effects of deforestation on flood 

flows in Switzerland began in 1902 using paired experimental watersheds. In the 

United States, concern about soil erosion, flood control, sustained flow of streams, 

and future timber supplies led to establishment of national forests from the public 

domain lands in the West. The role of forests in regulating the flow of navigable 

streams was the basis for enactment of the Weeks Act of 1911, which allowed the 

Federal government to purchase private lands for national forests in the East. 

Concurrent with these enactments there was considerable debate, but no scientific 
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evidence, concerning the influence of forests upon streamflow regulation and 

flooding. Thus, the first paired forested watershed experiment in the U.S. was 

initiated in Colorado in 1909. 

Subsequently, the need for scientific studies of factors controlling floods and erosion 

was accelerated by the disastrous 1927 flood in the Mississippi River Basin. This led 

to the formal establishment of watershed research by the USDA Forest Service. 

Three forest hydrology laboratories were established in the east within the 

Appalachian Highlands Physographic Division: Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory 

(1934) in the Nantahala Mountains of western North Carolina; Fernow Experimental 

Forest (1948) in the Allegheny Plateau of north central West Virginia, and Hubbard 

Brook Experimental Forest (1955) in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. The 

research approach at these laboratories has encompassed the hydrologic cycle with 

studies of basic hydrologic processes on individual experimental basins to determine 

the principals underlying the relation of forests and their management, to the supply 

and distribution of water. A large body of knowledge and understanding now exists 

on the basic hydrologic functions of forested watersheds and responses to 

management. 
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FATT’s Responses to Dr. Swank’s Comments 

Dr. Swank commented that the unit hydrograph theory, of which HEC-1 is an 
example and used by FATT, is probably the best available and most tractable 
method to use. However, he questions whether a runoff curve number (RCN)
of 70 is appropriate for “pristine” forest areas. 

FATT considered the actual forest conditions in the studied watersheds. In reality, 
much of the forested areas have been previously harvested. In southern West 
Virginia, an NRCS runoff curve number of 70-77 best reflects the conditions 
associated with the determination of surface runoff. Such range of curve numbers 
represents standard engineering practice in this locality. 

We feel that a RCN of 70 is appropriate for the “pristine” undisturbed forest areas 
that we studied. This is primarily due to minimal forest litter, shallow depth of soil, 
bedrock exposure, forest floor characteristics, and other land alterations caused by 
previous logging activities or coal prospecting. 

Also, it should be noted that the runoff curve numbers used in the FATT watershed 
models were determined by field investigation of the previous logged and 
undisturbed forest areas. Before making a final RCN choice, FATT used research 
and communication with professional foresters to determine appropriate site-specific 
runoff curve numbers for the study areas. Information relating to the runoff curve 
number determinations and the delineations of the timbering and undisturbed forest 
areas was provided by the personnel of the West Virginia Division of Forestry. FATT 
members certified these runoff curve numbers in conjunction with the efforts and 
with agreement by the professional foresters within the West Virginia Division of 
Forestry. 

Dr. Swank commented that from a perspective of the large body of knowledge
about peak discharges for forested watersheds in the central and southern 
Appalachians, those simulated for the FATT study sites are among the
maximum recorded. He further recommended the use of any field estimates of 
peak discharge for the study watersheds to compare with simulated values. 

For the July 8th event, the peak discharges per area (CSM) are on the high range of 
what Dr. Swank has experienced in other areas. However, the peak discharges in 
the subject watersheds represent the actual peak discharges at the watershed 
evaluation node as determined by indirect measurements from certified field 
surveyed high water marks produced by the actual flood event. Our data sets are not 
uncalibrated, unvalidated watershed model simulations, but are certified, calibrated, 
validated results at specific nodes throughout the study watersheds. The FATT 
model results agree with numerous field certified and verified observed high water 
points and flood water boundaries within each specific watershed as documented for 
the July 8, 2001, flood event in the specific geographic regions of West Virginia. 
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It should be noted that the NOAA National Weather Service has identified various 
meteorological regions throughout West Virginia. Also, the United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) in performing their water research projects have divided West 
Virginia into two climatic regions. Therefore, the meteorological events and climatic 
characteristics in the regions studied by FATT are characteristically different than 
those associated with the forest research centers referenced by Dr. Swank (Fernow 
in West Virginia and Coweeta in North Carolina). As a result, any research 
comparisons between those of the Forest Service Research centers and those 
studied by FATT could only be generalized due to these and other differences. The 
correct modeling solution would be to include the personnel of the Forest Research 
Center in a long-term evaluation of the specific watersheds evaluated by FATT. 
Subsequently, a true comparison of the Forest Research methodology could be 
applied to the specific watersheds evaluated by FATT. The Forest Research Center 
personnel then could accurately evaluate the modeling results of FATT for the 
specific watersheds studied in southern West Virginia for the flood events on July 8, 
2001. 

Swank references, “The FATT team selected the unit hydrograph method and
NRCS runoff curves numbers (CN)…to predict peak flow rates for the ungaged
study watershed(s).” 

FATT chose to use BOSS international’s software to model the watersheds to 
determine the impact of mining and timbering on the July 8, 2001, flood event. 
BOSS International’s software provides many variations of modeling techniques to 
use. The software chosen by FATT was BOSS’s Watershed Modeling Software 
(WMS) and RiverCAD. The reasoning that FATT members used for these choices 
were that the available data required for modeling was limited, the watersheds were 
ungaged, and the model results would have to be very accurate relative to the FATT 
evaluation. BOSS’s software modules that were used by FATT to model the 
watersheds were those developed with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) 
Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) HEC-1 and HEC-RAS hydrology and 
hydraulic modeling software. These HEC programs are accepted internationally, and 
have been proven to yield accurate results such as was required by FATT for their 
watershed modeling. 

FATT and other qualified professionals made extensive field investigations and 
research of the specific watershed characteristics and meteorological events of July 
8th. Only certified data that FATT or recognized qualified professionals contributed 
were used to input in the BOSS WMS (hydrology modeling software) for the 
watersheds. This information was certified by FATT and the associated qualified 
professionals for these specific watersheds prior to any of the modeling computer 
hydrology runs. Upon completion of the hydrology runs, FATT ran the hydrologic 
results through the BOSS RiverCAD software utilizing the COE HEC-RAS software 
and all certified observable field surveyed highwater marks of the July 8th flood event 
to calibrate the hydrologic modeling results.  This reiteration of the watershed’s 
hydrologic model results continued until the hydrology results for the watershed 
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agreed with the historic field surveyed highwater marks throughout the watersheds. 
This hydrology model calibration technique utilizing the more advanced hydraulic 
engineering algorithms and accurate field data is an acceptable technique whenever 
there are sufficient observed and field surveyed elevations and boundary limits of 
the actual event to calibrate the hydrologic model. 

There were many dynamic parameters associated with the flood event of July 8, 
2001, that made the hydrology and hydraulic modeling of the watersheds complex 
and could possible bias or cause inaccuracy in the results. Therefore, FATT insured 
that all field surveyed calibration points and boundary limits of the flood event were 
not unduly influenced by any of these parameters or any model input parameters 
that could not be certified. After the certified data was input into the computer 
program and the watersheds modeled, each watershed model was accurately 
calibrated with numerous field-surveyed points and elevations of the certified 
highwater marks utilizing certified parameter input into the hydraulic program. When 
these models were completed, FATT verified the results with all known certified 
observations. By this process, FATT validated the hydrology modeling of the July 8th 

flood event in the study watersheds. 

Dr. Swank states, “The runoff curve method gave quite wild predictions and
largely over predicted stormflow volumes and peakflow discharge.” 

FATT agrees with Dr. Swank’s introduction of the possibility of “wild predictions and 
largely over predicted stormflow volumes and peak flow discharges.” It was for this 
specific reason that FATT took great care in the certification of all parameters used 
to determine the curve numbers, and chose modeling techniques to reduce the 
influence of the possibility of erroneous curve numbers. FATT realized that many 
research studies incorrectly used the curve numbers and caused erroneous results 
in their studies. FATT chose to use the curve number method because there are 
many other studies that have successful results in modeling the hydrologic events. 
FATT achieved its accuracy in its watershed models by its modeling methodology, 
parameter certification, model calibration, and model validation. FATT chose a 
modeling methodology that subdivided the watershed into many sub-basins that 
would not allow the influence of a singular curve number for an entire watershed to 
be introduced in the watershed model program. The use of the FATT certified data 
in the models, such as: soil types and characteristics, antecedent soil moisture, 
stream roughness and characteristics, stream flow conditions, subsurface flows, 
base flows, vegetation types and maturity, geologic character, geomorphology, 
stream and flow networks, precipitation variability, extent of urbanization, extent and 
type of industry disturbance, and many other measured and quantified observed 
data for the watershed model, allowed FATT to accurately model the specific 
watersheds utilizing the NRCS curve number method with the COE software within 
the BOSS modeling programs. In addition, FATT utilized certified data in their 
calibration process and FATT was therefore able to not only calibrate the watershed 
hydrology models within acceptable limits of modeling accuracy, but were also able 
to validate the subsequent hydrologic results for the watershed study. 
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SYNOPSIS OF FINDINGS

During the outreach and scoping process for the programmatic environmental impact statement
(EIS) on mountaintop mining and valley fills, comments received suggest that valley fills might
pose a threat to downstream areas due to mass instability.  The perception that looming fill
failure potential, with consequences similar to a dam or an impoundment failure, had not been
addressed by a comprehensive regional assessment of valley fills--although several past
oversight analyses of excess spoil disposal practices have occurred in each state.  The sense
within the regulated community prior to this study was that occurrences of valley fill instability
(i.e., landslides or land slips on fills) were isolated and infrequent; and, that properly constructed
valley fills are well-engineered and stable structures.  The EIS Steering Committee chartered a
study of fill stability to provide regional empirical information addressing this issue.  

A review and analysis of the data indicates that significant slope movements on valley fills are
neither commonplace nor widespread.  As of the completion of this study in November, 2000,
only 20 occurrences of valley fill instability are recorded out of more than 4,000 fills constructed
in the past 23 years.  While these instances of fill instability might have been “major” as regards
the cost of re-engineering and corrective action to mitigate the mass movement, the
consequences were not loss of life or significant private property damage.  Another important
finding of the study was that all of the fill movement occurred during the mining and reclamation
phase of the permits; thus correctable prior to bond release.  Conversely, no records of instability
were discovered on valley fills after final bond release.  The twenty slope movements reported
appear to result from improper construction or design practices or inadequately-investigated
foundation conditions.

The regulations under the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act require geotechnical
investigation of fill sites, foundation preparation, controlled placement of material, as well as
surface and subsurface drainage control.  Slope movements and other events symptomatic of
potential fill instability were identified in the study, but all of them reflect site-specific problems
that can be corrected, or could have been avoided, under the current regulatory framework.  This
investigation has found no systemic failings in the regulations ensuring valley fill stability.

While the study found only a very small percentage of excess spoil fills that experienced
instability over the past 23 years, there are areas of fill design, construction, and documentation
that could be improved to better ensure long-term stability.  Some of the following
recommendations have already been implemented by state regulatory authorities: (1) more
discriminating methods for determining rock durability; (2) consideration of alternative fill
construction techniques to assure optimal foundation and drainage control; (3) better guidance on
requirements for foundation investigations and stability analyses; (4) better documentation and
record keeping for critical construction phase certifications; (5) prohibition of, or limitations to,
“wing dumping” for excessive distances beyond the fill face; (6) additional assurances for fill
foundations on steep slopes; (7) consideration of limits on fill construction temporary cessation
periods before requiring face completion; (8) additional studies of completed fills; and, (9)
diligence in assuring a prohibition of impoundment construction on fills.
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I. Introduction

A typical mountaintop mining/valley fill operation in the Appalachian coalfields removes
overburden and interburden material to facilitate the extraction of coal seams.  Inadequate
storage within the mine site requires placement of excess spoil into adjacent valleys. The valley
fills that result vary greatly in size. Fills evaluated in this study range in volume from 0.2 to more
than 200 million cubic yards (mcy); and in length from 300 to nearly 10,000 feet.  Concerns have
been expressed that instability of a fill could endanger life, property, and the environment
downstream.

The purpose of this investigation under the Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), and as an OSM oversight special study, is to assess the effectiveness of
current regulatory and policy-driven safeguards against future fill instability that may negatively
affect public safety.  The scope of the study includes the identification and analysis of past and
existing cases of valley fill instability in steep-slope Appalachia.  It also includes the collection
and analysis of indicator data relating to fill designs, present-day construction practices, and the
existing conditions of as-built embankments.  This study also evaluates the current State and
Federal regulations, policies, and practices; government documents that identify and discuss
issues related to fill stability; and pertinent geotechnical literature.  The procedures undertaken
by the United States Office of Surface Mining (OSM) include: (1) discussions with State/Federal
inspection and enforcement (I & E) and permit-review personnel and Federal geotechnical
experts; (2) review of permits, inspection reports, and other relevant documentation; and (3)
aerial and ground-level site inspections.  This report presents conclusions concerning the
adequacy of the current safeguards and recommends improvements, where appropriate.

II. Background

A. Nature and consequences of valley fill instability

Data analysis pertaining to occurrences of fill instability are presented in section IV, E, 3.  For
the purposes of this study, fill instability is defined as any evidence that: (1) part of the fill’s
mass has separated from the rest of the fill; (2) the separation occurs along a continuous slip
surface, or continuous sequence of slip surfaces, intersecting the fill’s surface; and (3) some
vertical displacement has occurred.  Cases of instability, or “slope movement,” identified with
these criteria are further distinguished between “major” and “minor” occurrences.  Major slope
movements are those judged to occur over a large fraction of the fill face (e.g. over at least a few
outslope benches) and/or require a major remediation effort (redistribution of the spoil from one
part of the fill to another, construction of rock-toe buttresses, extensive reworking or augmenting
of the drainage systems etc.).  Minor slope movements are those that occur over a small area on
the fill (e.g. not more than one bench on the fill face) and only necessitating minor reworking of
the fill material (i.e. without significantly changing the original fill configuration).
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The word, “instability,” is a general term used in science and engineering when a material or
structure fails to remain intact or “hold up” under stress.  For valley fills, commonly-used terms
descriptive of slope movement include landslide and land slip.  These are distinguished
according to distance and rapidity of material transport.  The more dangerous of these is the
landslide, which involves sudden, rapid, and relatively distant movement of material.  A land slip
has many features that are similar to a landslide, but is characterized by a gradual movement
over a shorter distance.  Although this kind of slope movement is at first less of a safety hazard
compared to a landslide, it can turn into a slide if left unremediated.  Both landslides and slips
can be considered major slope movements if they are large enough and costly to remediate. 
Relatively small events, i.e. minor occurrences of instability, are simple to repair.  However, if
left unattended to, they can grow into major events.

Although most valley fills occur in relatively remote areas, some of them are above or adjacent
to buildings (primarily residential) and public roads.  Structures at these locations risk severe
damage, if not total destruction, if the fill is not stable.  People in or on these structures during a
landslide may experience injury.

It is important to note that the danger posed by a potential fill instability is limited in areal
extent.  Those people or structures on or very close to the site of a slope movement can be
affected.  However, catastrophic impacts over a great distance down-valley, such as occurred
during the Buffalo Creek coal waste dam failure (Logan County, West Virginia, 1972) or the
2000 Martin County, Kentucky, coal waste impoundment breakthrough into an underground
mine working, should not occur.  An unstable valley fill would not be expected to impact distant
areas because:

• Fill designs build in a substantial, long-term factor of safety against instability
and have specific drainage control measures.

• No large quantity of water should be present in properly designed valley fills to
“lubricate” the fill material into a flowing mass that could transport for any great
distance.  The regulations prohibit ponds on fills or fills impounding water behind
them.  Even improperly-designed fills should have minimal impounding potential.

• Dam failures may release large volumes of water with little or no warning.  Slope
movements on fills can also be sudden, but are often characterized by the
presence of warning signs of instability (cracks, increased seepage, etc.) and a
slow creep.

Although this study is primarily concerned with possible injuries and property damages directly
resulting from fill instability, it is noteworthy that there are other potential environmental
consequences as well.  Exposure of rock fragments and soil along the scarps and ground cracks
of a landslide or slip may increase erosion and stream sedimentation.  Accelerated erosion can
lead to the partial or total filling of sedimentation ponds and/or stream channels beyond the fill
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Figure 1:  Typical Conventional-Lift Valley Fill (after Loy, Leroy D., Jr. et. al., 1978)

toe, thus reducing the water-retention capacity of the ponds or streams, and possibly
accentuating floods during unusually high precipitation events.

B. Methods of valley fill construction

The predominant valley fill construction technique is the durable rock fill method.  Because of
this, the proper design of stable excess spoil fill structures is dependent upon accurate
characterization of rock strength and durability [30 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
§816.73].  Excess spoil consists of overburden or interburden (soil and rock excavated during the
mining operation) not needed to reclaim the disturbed area to the approximate original contour of
the land.  The excess spoil material forming the rock fill is generally made up of angular blast
rock.  Before the enactment of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977
(SMCRA), excess spoil disposal structures were generally constructed with minimal engineering
guidance.  Often these structures were placed at locations selected merely for the convenience of
the mining operation.  Since the passage of SMCRA, regulations require increased engineering
efforts directed toward design and construction of excess spoil disposal areas to improve safety.

In general, methods of excess spoil placement in valleys that are recognized by the State and
Federal regulations include:  (a) the ‘conventional’ lift-type construction method (Figures 1 and
2); (b) the head-of-hollow fill method (Figures 3 and 4); and, (c) the durable rock (gravity
segregated) fill method (Figure 5).  Each type is described below.

In the lift method, excess spoil is usually deposited in uniform and compacted horizontal lifts or
layers (four feet or
less in thickness). 
Prior to placement of
the spoil, the
foundation (i.e.
valley floor and
sides where the spoil
will be placed) must
be prepared and rock
underdrains installed
to accommodate
groundwater seepage
and surface-water
infiltration.  OSM
regulations at 30
CFR §816.71(f)(3),
require that the rock
underdrain be
durable (rock that
will not slake in
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Figure 3:   Typical Chimney-Drain Valley Fill (after Loy, Leroy D., Jr. et. al.,
1978)

Figure 2:   Sections of Conventional-Lift Valley Fill (after Loy, Leroy D., Jr. et. al., 1978)

water nor degrade to soil material); non-acid or toxic forming; and free of coal, clay or other
non-durable material. 

The Federal
regulations [30 CFR
§816.72(b)(1)] also
provide for another
method for excess
spoil disposal, which
involves the placement
of spoil in lifts at the
valley head, i.e. at
elevations
approximating the
adjacent ridge lines of
the watershed.  This
"head-of-hollow fill"
method originated in
West Virginia in the
early 1970's, and
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Figure 4: Sections of Chimney-Drain Lift Valley Fill   (after Loy, Leroy D., Jr. et. al.., 1978)

Figure 5:   Diagram of Durable-Rock Fill 

combines the lift-placement technique described above and a rock chimney drain in the center,
or core, of the fill.  The "rock core chimney drain" results from mechanical segregation of larger,
durable rock during spreading of spoil material and lift compaction.  All surface and subsurface
drainage is to be controlled by this rock core to  minimize the phreatic surface or water level
within the fill mass.  This type of fill must crest as close as possible to the ridge line to minimize
the surface drainage entering the rock core.  The chimney drain can also be used in lift fills lower
in the watershed, provided the fill volume does not exceed 250,000 cubic yards (cy) and
upstream drainage is
diverted around the fill. 

The durable rock fill
method (30 CFR
§816.73) consists of
end-dumping spoil into
valleys in a single lift or
multiple lifts.  The fill
construction begins at
an elevation where the
crown or top of the
completed fill will
occur.   Dump trucks
haul spoil to the center
of the hollow and dump



1The 80 percent durable rock standard was first proposed to OSM by Dirk Casagrande in
October, 1978, in comments on proposed rule making following the passage of SMCRA
(Casagrande, 1978).
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the material downslope.  This continues to take place, allowing a platform of spoil to lengthen
down the hollow, and ends when the toe or bottom of the fill approaches its as-designed final
location.  This study has found the lifts of existing fills to range between 30 to over 400 feet in
thickness.  At the completion of spoil placement, the face of the fill is graded from its dumped
angle of repose (the natural slope of spoil material under its own weight) into a less steep,
terraced configuration.  The durable rock fill method can only be used if durable rock
overburden is present and will comprise at least 80 % (by volume) of the fill1.  A designed rock
drain is not required for this type of fill, since the gravity segregation during dumping forms a
highly permeable zone of large-sized durable rock in the lower one-third of the fill.

Among these different methods of valley-fill construction, end-dumping to build a durable rock
fill has been, by far, the most commonly applied since 1980.   It is less expensive than lift
construction; and, with the sampling and testing practices commonly in use, most permits
demonstrate excess spoil volumes of at least 80 % durable rock.

C. Valley fill construction and inspection issues

The literature reveals that numerous technical and regulatory issues have arisen concerning the
stability of valley fills since before the enactment of SMCRA.  These include the following:

• Testing rock durability.  There is no consensus among geotechnical experts working for
the industry, environmental groups, and government as to what constitutes rock
durability testing protocol (i.e. to determine whether or not a material is durable enough
to be used in an underdrain, chimney drain, or durable rock fill) that represents the
conditions rocks are subject to by excavation and placement during mining, and as long-
term residence within a fill.  The rigor of various testing techniques proposed varies
widely.

• Sampling to determine volume of available durable rock.   Accepted standards do not
exist for the frequency of rock sampling prior to mining and a methodology for ensuring
that 80 % (by volume) durable rock is being placed during durable rock fill construction.

• Plugging of durable rock fill underdrains during regrading.  Following the end-dumping
of spoil, the mine operator is required to regrade the face of a durable rock fill from the
angle of repose to a more stable, 2:1 slope.  This regrading is commonly accomplished by
grading spoil from upper sections of the fill outslope towards the toe, thus extending the
toe downstream.  This reworked spoil is finer-grained than the gravity-segregated
underdrain material.  The placement of the fines downstream of the terminus of the
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Figure 6:   Durable Rock Fill with perimeter
drains.

Figure 7:   Durable Rock Fill with center surface drain.

blanket underdrain can retard free drainage from within the fill, and consequently
increase pore pressures in the spoil, reducing fill stability.

• Surface drainage control on durable rock fills.  Durable rock fills in most states are
constructed with perimeter or groin drains to control drainage from sources on and above
the fill (Figure 6).  However, the current approved West Virginia regulations allow for

the use of drainage structures located on the top and face of the fill surfaces [38 Code of
State Regulations (CSR) § 2-14.14(e)(6)] (Figure 7).  These center drains result in
increased contact between running water and the fill.  Whether or not this significantly
influences the stability of valley fills remains in question.  Some geotechnical experts
recommend allowing all drainage to run through the fill mass (Terra Engineers, Inc.,
1993).

• Wing dumping.  A common problem in mountaintop mining concerns the dumping of
spoil across the valley from the mining bench at points down-valley of the toe of a
developing fill.  Ideally, all spoil is first transported up the valley and then dumped from
the top of the fill in the down-valley direction.  In this way, the end-dumped face of an
advancing fill progresses uniformly down the valley and parallel to the fill face.  This
preferred procedure maximizes gravity segregation of competent (unweathered) rock for
underdrain development; and minimizes spoil exposure, and consequent breakdown and
stream sedimentation.  Presently, wing dumping is expressly limited in West Virginia
[(State Directive Series 14 (effective October 1992)].  Kentucky has also adopted
procedures for restricting wing dumping.  OSM will evaluate the Kentucky procedures
after two years of implementation.
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• Effect of spoil settlement on pore-water pressures and stability.   Government and
academic studies have documented the expected occurrence of surface settlement on
constructed excess spoil fills (Wunsch et. al., 1996) and have evaluated effect of
settlement on pore-water pressures and fill stability, using a matric-stress critical state
model (Rohlf et. al., 2000).  Settlement of spoil fills results from spoil fragments or
particles gradually coming closer together (consolidating) under the influence of gravity
(i.e. the weight of the spoil).  Pore water in the fill is located within spaces between the
spoil particles.  Below the phreatic surface or ground-water table, the weight of the pore
water produces forces that press against the spoil particles.  The work suggests that a fill
can become either more or less stable with spoil consolidation, depending on a variety of
factors related to the depth of the ground-water table in the fill and characteristics of the
fill mass itself.  Presently, there is very little, if any, empirical data about the internal
conditions of completed fills. 

• Differences between as-built and as-designed fill configurations and their effects on
stability.  Regulatory staff say it is a common occurrence that as-built fills often have
very different configurations than those approved in the original permit.  As-built fills are
often much smaller than as-designed.  Building a fill that is smaller or larger than planned
can impact long-term stability.  Smaller fills could end up higher in the watershed where
the natural ground could be much steeper.  Consequently, fill stability is more difficult to
maintain.  Larger fills can extend the toe area into zones of thicker, less stable,
foundations soils (that may not have been investigated in the permit application).

• Timeliness in fill completion.  Sometimes durable rock fills are abandoned for long
periods of time following partial construction.  Long exposure of spoil to the elements
without the benefit of revegetation could accelerate rapid spoil degradation and erosion. 
This can lead to rapid in-filling of sedimentation ponds (which the permittee is required
to repair) and significant stream sedimentation; and can also result in instability in the
completed fill from internal weak zones parallel to the face of the completed fill.

• Effectiveness of I & E protocol to ensure sound fill-construction practices.  Specific
concerns related to this issue have included the frequency of inspections at fill-
construction sites, adequate pre-mining site inspections, and protocols for verifying the
stability of completed fills.

In addition to evaluating other concerns pertinent to the question of valley-fill stability, this
study addresses the issues above with one exception: There are insufficient subsurface data to
support consideration of spoil settlement and its effect on fill stability.  However, properly-
installed underdrains and surface diversions should limit pore-water pressures to a low level
within the fill–and, thus, not impact stability adversely.
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III. Investigative Approach

SMCRA led to regulations containing permitting, design, and construction requirements
intended to implement state-of-the-art engineering standards for excess spoil disposal.  The
regulations and engineering standards were tailored to ensure excess spoil disposal practices
were  meeting the SMCRA goals of long-term stability and, hence, public safety and
environmental protection.

A retrospective study definitively evaluating the mass stability of large earth and rock structures
requires extensive knowledge of the in-situ engineering properties of the fill and foundation
materials, as well as the phreatic surfaces within the fills.  The limited funds and time available
for this study made it impractical to accurately establish the geotechnical condition of the
thousands of fills on the Appalachian mine sites.  This investigation utilizes information and data
from permit files, interviews, and field observations, which serve as indicators of regulatory
program effectiveness in assuring long-term stability of fills.  The adopted approach focuses on 
problematic fills.  The team is using these sites, along with fills randomly selected, in the
evaluation of valley fill performance.

Scope of Investigation

The tasks undertaken to determine the effectiveness of regulatory programs with respect to fill
stability include:

• Assemble all available literature on excess spoil disposal practice evaluations and
compare the conclusions and recommendations with known current practices.

• Examine the feasibility of documenting that 80% durable rock (by unit volume) is
attained during construction and in final fill configurations.

• Evaluate the effectiveness of current sampling and testing protocols for
establishing representative rock durability of excess spoil.

• Establish the effectiveness of current methods utilized in I & E of excess spoil
disposal.

• Determine the population of documented fill instability since the permanent
regulatory program, and the causative factor(s).

• Review strength parameters, phreatic surfaces, and analysis methods used in
stability analyses in the approved permit.

• Evaluate state surface mining information systems (SMIS) data and compile
violation data relative to excess spoil disposal.
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• Review documentation, certification of critical construction phases, and quarterly
certification.

• Establish if foundation conditions for fill placement are as defined in the
approved permit.

• Aerial reconnaissance of a sampling of completed and fills under construction in
WV, KY, and VA to visually assess stability, drainage control, and related
features.

• On-the-ground visits to selected sites identified in 10, above to further assess
stability, drainage control, and related features. 

• Compare as-built fill configurations with as-designed.

• Assess if proper surface and subsurface drainage controls are installed.

A full description of each of these tasks is provided in the workplan as Appendix A.  The
workplan also identifies the principal participants in the study (hereafter identified as “the team”)
and principal State and Federal contacts.  Task 1 entailed a document and literature search. Tasks
2 through 5 are interviews with Federal geotechnical experts and state regulatory agency
inspection staff.  Tasks 6 through 13 entail permit and field reviews of selected fill samples.  The
approximate location of the fill samples are shown in Figure 8.  Data and photographs for each
fill are presented in Appendix B.  The selection and utilization of samples in each state are
summarized in the table below:

State Total #
of fills

Durable
rock
fills

Reclaimed
fills

Aerial
inspection

Ground
inspection

Spoil
Volume
(mcy)

Construct-
ion dates
(yr)

WV 49 34 35 49 19 0.2-201.1 78-98

KY 48 46 6 0 48 0.2-90.9 87-00

VA 25 24 10 25 13 0.3-16.8 90-99

TN 6 4 0 0 1 0.2-7.5 86-98

Total 128 108 51 74 81 0.2-201.1 78-00

West Virginia:  The West Virginia sample list was derived from a list of problem fills identified
by the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP) in a 1994 inventory
study of inspectable fills (i.e., fills in active permits).  This list was augmented by OSM
personnel from the Charleston Field Office from personal experience with valley fill
investigations.  The study database includes 49 West Virginia fills.  All of the fills were observed
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Figure 8:   Locations of valley fill samples.

from the helicopter.  From the document review and helicopter surveillance, 19 sites were
selected for ground-level inspection.  These sites include two adjacent unstable fills initially not
included in the sample list, one of which was detected from the helicopter.

Among the West Virginia samples, fill construction began between June 1978 and September
1998.  Thirty five of these had been reclaimed as of 1999.  The recorded size of the fills range
from 0.20 to 201.10 mcy.  Fill lengths range from 490 to 9,900 ft.  Thirty four were proposed as
durable rock fills in the permit, the rest conventional-lift, chimney-drain, or (in the case of two

fills) unknown types of construction. Twenty one of the sampled durable rock fills use center
surface drains, which are unique to the state (the durable rock fills in the other states use
perimeter surface drains).

Kentucky: The elements of the study in Kentucky were completed as part of a durable rock fill
oversight study by the Kentucky Department of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
(KYDSMRE) and OSM.  Since the state agency conducts routine overflight and video-
documenting of permits, aerial reconnaissance under this study was unnecessary.  Also, the
oversight workplan requirements of the durable rock-fill study included ground-level visits of all
sites.
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For the most part, the samples were randomly selected--with a few known problem fills added. 
The study database includes 48 Kentucky valley fills.  Construction start dates range from March
1987 to September 2000.  The recorded fill sizes range from 0.20 to 90.90 mcy; and fill lengths
vary from 300 to 8,800 ft.  All but two samples are durable rock fills.  The two exceptions were
conventional-lift fills.  All include perimeter surface drains.  At the time of the site visits, only
six of the sample fills had been reclaimed.   For this broader study, the list was supplemented 
with four more completed fills for ground-level inspections and permit reviews.  OSM had
identified stability problems on these additional fills during oversight of the Kentucky program
between 1986 and 1990.  The final bonds on the permits of all four of the fills had been released
before the inception of this study.

Virginia:  The team developed a 25-fill sample list from the Virginia Department of Mine Land
Reclamation (VADMLR) fill-inventory database.  Thirteen fills were visited at ground level. 
Construction start date ranges from August 1990, to December 1999.  The fill volumes range
from 0.30 to 16.80 mcy; and the lengths vary from 390 to 4,300 ft.  All but one are durable rock
fills, the exception being of the conventional-lift type.  All of the fills include perimeter surface
drains.  Ten were reclaimed at the time of the helicopter survey.

Tennessee:  The Tennessee sample list includes six fills that are still under an active permit.  The
construction start dates range from January 1986 to June 1998.  Recorded volumes range from
0.20 to 7.50 mcy.  Fill lengths varied from 350 to 3,300 ft.  The team conducted a ground-level
visit of the largest fill.  Four of the samples are durable rock fills and two are conventional-lift
fills.  All of them include perimeter surface drains.

IV. Findings

A. Durable rock fills

1. Background

The successful long-term performance of excess spoil structures is directly related to the strength
and durability of the rock in the fill mass and rock drains.  Rock materials removed from their in-
situ condition during the surface mining of coal exhibit changes in physical integrity.  Such
changes are caused by physical and chemical mechanisms induced by variations in moisture and
stress regimes.  The rock in fills has been subjected to blasting, handling, compaction, and
weathering–and continues to be subjected to overburden pressure and weathering after fill
emplacement.  Generally speaking, a sedimentary rock that can withstand these processes
without rapidly breaking down into smaller-sized, soil-like, weaker material can be classified as
a durable rock.

Durable rock is defined in Federal regulations at 30 CFR §816.73(b) as rock which does not
slake in water and will not degrade to soil material.  The regulatory intent is to selectively obtain
rock that can withstand surface mining conditions, and natural forces affecting the fill mass after
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conclusion, with the notable exception of rock samples obtained from West Virginia, in which
the SDI test was more discriminatory than the OSM classification (Rohlf, 2001).
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final placement, without significant degradation.  The intent is that, over the long term, the
durable rock fill behaves as a mass of broken rock and not as soil.  A rock mass is inherently
more stable than soil with similar volume, geometry, and foundation conditions because rock has
much greater load-carrying capacity.  Rock has more resistance to both consolidation and
displacement along planes of weakness.  Durable rock fill or underdrain material has this greater
strength because of strong friction between the particles (quantified as the angle of internal
friction) and greater resistance to forces promoting shear (shear stress).  A rock mass is also free-
draining because of its high permeability.  Weak, nondurable rock will degrade into finer soil-
like particles as a result of the weight of the material above it (overburden pressure) and moisture
absorption.  The drainage system provided by the void space between the rocks may become
clogged.  The clogging may cause excess pore water pressures to develop that will cause a
decrease in the shear resistance or shear strength of the fill material.  A decrease in shear
strength can cause instability in the excess spoil structure.  Another concern is that the uneven
settlement of the fill (differential settlement) resulting from the breakdown and excessive
consolidation of non-durable rock can disrupt surface drainage structures, including diversion
channels on terraces.  Failure of drainage diversions leads to increased water infiltration and
promotes fill mass instability.  Therefore, the correct assessment of the strength and durability of
the rock is a critical design factor.

The Kentucky, Virginia, and West Virginia definitions of durable rock are similar to the Federal
definition.  The Kentucky and West Virginia definitions are, in fact, more specific.  The
Kentucky regulations require a Slake Durability Index (SDI) of at least 90 %, or similar result
using another test that’s equivalent to the SDI to the KYDSMRE’s satisfaction [405 Kentucky
Administrative Regulations 16:130 § 4 (1)(a)2].  The West Virginia regulations reject soil-like
material in the durable rock definition: rock capable of degrading to a material, of which at least
50 % is finer than 0.074 millimeter, has plasticity, and is classified as ML, CL, OL, MH, CH, or
OH (under ASTM D-2487), is considered to be soil [38 CSR § 2-14.14(g)(1)(B)].

In all states, the industry and state agencies have relied upon the SDI as the primary method to
evaluate rock durability.  However, early OSM special studies and inspection reports indicated
that weak, non-durable rock was being used in durable rock applications.  Consequently, the
agency undertook a major study that developed an alternative testing protocol and classification
system (called the “strength-durability classification”) and examined the results of applying it
and the SDI test to116 overburden samples collected from 61 mine sites in the same four states
covered by this study (Welsh et. al. 1992).  The study concluded that the strength-durability
classification was significantly more effective than the SDI in discriminating weak, non-durable
rock2.  OSM emphasized that the recommended protocol was not only effective, but also simple
and inexpensive.
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The proposed strength-durability classification utilizes a phased approach.  The initial phase
consists of soaking rock samples in water for 24 hours to identify very low-durability rock by its
short-term slaking behavior.  Samples passing this phase are then subjected to a second phase of
free-swell and point-load tests.  In the free-swell test, a rock sample is immersed in water and the
degree of its expansion or swelling is measured over a 12-hour period.  Rocks tend to weaken
with swelling.  Thus, rocks that tend to swell less have a greater chance of being classified as
durable.  The point-load test is a relatively inexpensive procedure for measuring a rock’s shear
resistence.  The sample is placed between two metal cones.  The cones are then pressed into the
specimen with increasing force until the sample fails.  The point-load strength and swell-test data
are plotted on a graph, and the points are compared to “zones” on the same graph representing
the acceptable value ranges for durable rock classification.

Since this OSM study was published, the strength-durability system has received both support
and criticism.  There seems to be a broad consensus among the state and Federal regulatory
agencies that the SDI does not adequately discriminate non-durable rock for surface coal mining
and excess spoil fill construction.  Some comments against the strength-durability classification
protocol have asserted that its requirements for durability are far too stringent (Casagrande,
1991).  For example, the ASTM procedure for the 24-hour soak test includes oven drying the
samples before and after soaking; but temperatures as high as 105 degrees Centigrade do not
occur in a valley fill.  Also, critics contend that the free swell test is unnecessary.  The tendency
of rocks that do not readily slake to swell in an unconfined state does not indicate a significant
loss of strength; and the swelling should be resisted to some degree by the confined conditions
(from contact with other rock particles) within the spoil fill.  Finally, the minimum point-load
strengths required for rock to be classified as durable are claimed to be unreasonably high,
considering the range of fill thicknesses and, therefore, the limited compressive force a rock
endures.  A counter argument supportive of the strength-durability is that the purpose of oven
drying is not to replicate the temperature regime in a fill.  Its intent is to simulate drying.  Rocks
do, in fact, experience significant drying and air slaking from excavation to placement during the
mining process (Farrar, 1999).    Further, the stress concentrations from point-to-point contacts
between the rock particles in the finished fill can result in forces much stronger than those
associated with simple vertical compression (Farrar, 1999).  It is noted herein that a  rock
durability test must conservatively account for a valley fill’s long-term stability.  The stability of
valley fills are not monitored or maintained by the mining industry or government following
final bond release.  Steps in a testing procedure that may subject a sample to extreme
environments over a very short time period may help to account for the effect of milder
environments over an indefinite period of time.  They may also account for short-term events not
easily captured in the lab, such as the effect of blasting and severe impact and abrasion among
boulder-size particles during the spoil-handling process.

A review of technical literature shows progress in rock durability research.  However, many of
the classification systems discussed relate to rocks unlike those encountered in coal mining, e.g.
rocks of the igneous and metamorphic variety which are heavily influenced by chemical
weathering of constituent minerals.  Hudec (1997) points out that shales have the most rapid
weathering rates of all rock types, but also that their weathering is almost entirely physical in
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nature.  Weathering of shales occurs through water-pressure build up in small pores during
wetting and drying, or through ice expansion and contraction during the freeze-thaw process. 
Dick and Shakoor (1997) compared various geologic characteristics of mudrocks (claystones,
shales, and mudstones) to their durability as measured by the SDI.  They proposed that some of
these geologic properties (e.g. percent water adsorption for shales and micro-fracture density for
mudstones) may be useful durability indicators.  The team did not find any other work that
provides a relevant alternative to either the SDI or OSM classification.

2. Interviews

The team interviewed a number of WVDEP staff members from the Nitro, Logan, Oak Hill and
Phillippi regional offices.  In general, the durability observations of inspectors and their
supervisors partly depend on which part of the state they are working in.  Inspectors working in
the southern part of the state are relatively confident that the fills have about 80% durable rock
thanks in part to the presence of massive sandstones in the overburden and interburden. This
confidence does not seem to be mirrored among those working further north.  This may be a
reflection of a lesser occurrence of sandstone in the geologic section in that part of the state.  A
related contrast in topography was observed from the helicopter between these two regions: The
landscape to the south is more rugged with weathering-and-erosion-resistant sandstones capping
the ridges.  The mountains of the north are lower and more rounded, suggesting the predominant
influence of weaker rock types.  Still, all of the inspectors seem to feel that the durable rock fills
in their areas are stable based on their record to date (i.e. the lack of slope-movement events). 
One comment advocated a standard for particle-size distribution in durable rock fills under
construction in order to ensure the formation of an adequate underdrain.  There is a broad
consensus among the WVDEP inspectors that the SDI is not an adequate test for durability.  This
latter opinion seems to be shared by the inspection staff of the KYDSMRE based on draft
findings of their joint oversight study with OSM.

Discussions with VADMLR staff indicate that durable rock fills in the state are stable due to the
availability of  hard sandstone in the overburden and interburden and the absence of any record
or recollection of fill instability.  The agency has not made a call on the reliability of SDI as a
test for rock durability for excess spoil construction.  Use of the test among permit applicants is
accepted because of its broad use as a standard for a wide variety of engineering applications.

The team contacted with members of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Corps of Engineers,
Federal Highway Administration, Mine Safety and Health Administration, Bureau of Land
Management, and Department of Energy.  The first four agencies deal with structures in which
the durability of construction material is important.  However, large earthen structures
constructed or inspected by these organizations tend to be composed of selected off-site
materials and to be constructed by other than the end-dumping method.  An interviewee with the
Bureau of Reclamation familiar with the SDI would like to see the current ASTM protocol
supplemented with some sort of measure of specimen break-down following the regular testing
procedure and suggested that this may make the technique more applicable to the durable rock
fills.
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Figure 9:   Durable Rock Fill under construction.

Figure 11:   Degraded shale boulder in a completed valley fill.

Figure 10:   Shale breakdown in fill under construction.

Figure 12:   Non-durable sandstone in a
durable rock fill under construction.

3. Data analysis

The issues described above relating to rock durability testing and placement of 80 percent
durable rock in a durable rock fill have largely resulted from subjective observations by state and
federal inspectors, engineers, and geologists of fills under construction. The investigators of this
study recorded their own observations using the sample valley fills.  During initial site visits, the
percent durable rock estimates of several fills were compared to assure consistency.  The
remaining valley fills in the sample were then individually evaluated.  The use of this visual
technique for purposes of this study should not be construed as an endorsement by OSM for use
in regulatory programs.

Using on-site visual observations and photographs of the fill samples, the team made subjective
judgements on whether sampled durable rock fills were being constructed with at least 80
percent durable rock (Figures 9-12); and whether a discernable underdrain was being formed via
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Figure 13:   Note gravity segregated underdrain.
Figure 14:   Lack of gravity segregation in a
durable rock fill under construction.

gravity segregation (Figures 13-14).  The photographs
used were primarily those taken from the helicopter,
but also included some color certification
photographs.  Possible responses to the two questions
(when visual data was available) included yes, no, or
no response (i.e. when there was too much
uncertainty).  The criteria employed for the first
question included the perceived particle-size
distribution on the advancing face of the fill, the
amount of sandstone versus shale in the dumped spoil,

and (for ground-level site visits) the degree of particle breakdown occurring in the exposed
portion of the spoil.  Subjective judgements were made for 44 durable rock fills.  Of these, 28
appeared to have less than 80 percent durable rock and 5 were considered to lack discernable
gravity-fed underdrains.  The percent durable rock estimates for those under 80 percent range
from 20 to 70 percent.

West Virginia’s definition of soil for durable rock classification purposes highlights how rock-
overburden and interburden lithology can influence the effectiveness of a durable rock fill’s
underdrain system.  Even if gravel-to-boulder size particles break down into their unit grain
sizes, the resulting material would possibly still be permeable enough to act as an effective
underdrain.  Some of the sandstones in the region may fit this condition.  Shale fragments, on the
other hand, result in relatively impermeable material when decomposed.  In general, sandstones
also have the added advantage of being harder and more resistant to impact, abrasion, and
weathering; and thus more likely to preserve large and porous particle-size distributions in the
fill underdrain.  To document the variation in lithology among the sample mine sites, the team
measured the % sandstone from drill logs in the permit files down to the lowest coal seam
mined.  In all, 117 recordings were made.  It is important to note that the data do not accurately
represent site-specific volumes of sandstone available for excess spoil fill construction.   For
instance, the volume of a 10-foot thick sandstone bed forming a ridge crest may be markedly less
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than that of 10 feet of sandstone immediately overlying the mined coal seam. This is a result of
the geometric effects of topography.  Nevertheless, the data should be a fair indicator of general
variability with respect to the rock type’s occurrence.  The measured column-weighted amount
of sandstone ranged from 6 to 97 percent.  The percentages most commonly fall in the 50 to 70
percent interval and are relatively high in West Virginia and Kentucky.  Based on this
information, it may be both technically and economically feasible to incorporate volume-
weighted rock/lithology distribution as a partial indicator for the designation of durable rock
fills3.  Justification for this approach, especially for sites where available sandstone may be weak
and/or non-durable, may require research that identifies the permeability ranges of regional
sandstone-derived soils and compares them to the subsurface drainage discharges of typical
valley fills.

An apparent contradiction within the durable rock classification issue occurs where the same
layers of rock (rock strata) in a permit area are designated as both durable and suitable for topsoil
substitution.  A rock is designated as suitable for topsoil substitution (in the absence of sufficient
quantities of natural topsoil) if it can sustain revegetation on spoil fills.  To support freshly
planted vegetation on a reclaimed surface, the rock must rapidly decompose into soil-like
material.  This requirement appears to directly contradict what is expected of durable rock (i.e.
that it will not slake into a soil-like material).  The occurrences of this phenomenon among the
fill samples of the study was not systematically recorded and, thus could not be queried from the
database; but the permit review has identified several samples that fit this category.   This
apparent dichotomy of properties is partly explainable by the nature of the lab tests performed:
tests for topsoil substitution directly measure the organic chemistry of the samples, whereas
those for rock durability test the specimen’s mechanical behavior.  However, the problem may
also be symptomatic of the inadequacy of the SDI test for durability.  It is noted that the spoil at
the surface of a valley fill is used as a soil-substitute as a matter of course, due primarily to the
lack of in-situ natural soil available.  Even in a durable rock fill, however, this may be acceptable
if the end-dumping has effectively segregated the durable material towards the bottom of the fill.

Another observation made (but not recorded from the permit review) concerns the representative
sampling of the overburden and interburden for the purpose of determining % durable rock by
volume.  The frequency of sampling relative to the thickness of the rock section above the lowest
mined coalbed (or sampling density) varies significantly.  Whether or not a realistic rock
durability testing protocol is used, the results are not meaningful if the tests are applied to only a
few specimens.  For this reason, it is recommended that regulatory authorities develop standards
or guidelines pertaining to the density of sampling for rock durability testing.
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4. Discussion
 
The subjectivity some of the work described herein and the general lack of consensus on what
test(s) are appropriate for determining rock durability in valley fills, underscores the absence of
empirical data on  subsurface conditions in valley fills.  Resolution of this issue may not be
possible without critical information about (1) what is the typical geochemical environment or
the range of environments inside a fill mass and (2) how do different materials (affected by
mining) hold up under these conditions over time.  In addition to or in lieu of an agreed-upon
testing protocol for durability, the team recommends consideration of in-situ sandstone % as a
contributing (but not stand-alone) parameter for the designation of durable rock fills.  It is noted
that any requirements based on this parameter would be relatively easy to enforce.  Further, the
team suggests that estimating or even quantifying particle-size distributions at different
elevations on an advancing fill face may be an effective, quantitative way to evaluate gravity-fed
underdrain formation.  The application of scaled, electronic photography in conjunction with a
computer-enhanced counting-and-measuring procedure might turn out to be a useful quality-
control tool.  For purposes of enforcement, where the effectiveness of blanket-drain formation is
suspect, a representative number of measurements by the regulatory authority would be
necessary.

As an alternative approach to resolving these difficult issues concerning durable rock fills, a
standard construction method could be adopted that combines end-dumping following placement
of carefully constructed underdrains.  This would limit the need for strength and/or durability
testing (with the possible exception of the underdrain material) and for developing a
representative test-sample collection procedure.  The underdrains would be constructed to
effectively capture all sources of seepage and to extend an adequate distance beyond the final toe
position of the fill.  Stability analyses would assume soil-like properties (with minimum or no
compaction) in the spoil above the underdrain.  Compacted lift requirements would only apply to
sites where the mine operator or regulatory authority judged the spoil properties to be such that
long-term stability would not be obtainable otherwise.  The study team believes that this may be
the most cost-effective approach available.

B. Effectiveness of I & E programs

The WVDEP inspection report form includes two questions per excess spoil fill construction. 
These are paraphrased as follows: (1) Is the fill being constructed in accordance with the
specifications of the permit; and (2) have all the appropriate construction certifications been
provided?  The KYDSMRE inspection form includes “disposal of excess spoil” as part of a
compliance/non-compliance check list.  The VADMLR form is electronic and includes two
spaces for identifying compliance and violations of unspecified performance standards.  The
Federal form includes a compliance/non-compliance check list under “excess spoil disposal” for
“placement,” “drainage control,” “surface stabilization,” and “inspections and certifications.” 
All of these forms are general and must assume that the inspectors using them are fully
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knowledgeable of the regulatory standards and permit specifications applicable to the
construction of an excess spoil fill.

Some insight into the state staffs’ experience with the I & E programs were obtained from the
interviews with WVDEP inspection personnel and a review of the joint KYDSMRE-OSM
durable rock-fill study.  WVDEP interviewees did not have any significant issues with their I &
E program vis a vis assurance of fill stability, or with fill stability in general.  Specific comments
include the following:

• The program has significantly improved over last six or seven years, thanks to increased
resources and more and better-trained people;

• Three inspections of a permit (one full, two partial) are required per quarter.  One
inspection per week often occurs.  One interviewee indicated that this may be enough, i.e.
if anything is wrong, it will be wrong during an inspection.  Another cautioned, however,
that some mines are in operation for 24 hours (i.e. thousands of cy’s can be placed
between inspections–even at this inspection frequency);

• Sampling for durability testing and other parameters should be more thorough.  One
sample per stratigraphic unit (such as a 50 ft. thick sandstone bed) is not sufficient.

• People conducting the lab testing, collecting samples for the lab testing, or directing the
handling of spoil in the mining operations should be better trained.

The joint KYDSMRE-OSM study has produced draft recommendations reflective of the State
staff’s perspective on its I & E program.  Some of the recommendations are related to: increasing
the frequency of inspections during critical construction phases; requiring more detailed
information in the critical-phase certifications; requiring a more thorough analysis of coal seams
and coal mines in permit-application foundation investigations; and requiring new spoil-balance
calculations when a permittee changes the method of mine operation or does not generate the
amount of excess spoil originally estimated.

C. Valley fill design

1. Foundation investigations

Review of the foundation investigations in the permit applications of the fill samples resulted in
three categories: (1) reports that reference test pit(s) and/or test hole(s); (2) reports limited to
narrative; and (3) no reports of foundation investigation found in the permit file.  The permit data
analysis indicates that there were 25 out of 129 fills for which the team was unable to find even a
narrative of foundation conditions.  Fill foundation reports for 55 of the fill samples appeared to
be limited to narratives that generally (1) state that a foundation investigation was performed, (2)
identify the underlying bedrock, (3) report the soil depth to be shallow, and (4) claim that springs
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Figure 15:   Seepage at toe of valley fill. Figure 16:   Landslide into side of valley fill.

or seeps or signs of instability were not found.  Test pits and/or test holes drilled in the
foundation areas were found in the permits for 48 fills.  Again, where test pits or holes were
included in the permits, soil depths were generally reported as shallow.

The study also included a limited in-field and photograph assessment on the fill foundation
conditions based on: (1)  the occurrence of springs or seeps on the fill; (2) fill instability
attributable to uncontrolled subsurface drainage or thick soil foundations; and (3) mass
movements in the hollow surrounding the valley fill.  Clear cases of seeps or springs were
identified on 11 fills.  Some of these seeps occurred near the fill toe (Figure 15).  These may be
reflective a generally high phreatic surface in the fill, if not a natural ground-water discharge
point from underlying bedrock near the toe.  Other seepages occurred higher in the fill outslope;
and can result from local ground-water discharges from the underlying strata and/or highly-
permeable zones in the fill material.  Some additional fills with possible seeps or springs, as
observed the helicopter photographs, were noted but not digitized.  Seventeen of 20 cases of fill
instability in the database are connected to inadequate underdrains or thick foundation soils. 
Signs of instability in natural slopes adjacent to the fill were noted for nine of the samples
(Figure 16).

An important foundation issue identified during this investigation pertains to the presence of
abandoned underground or auger mines in the location of the valley fill, where the rock strata dip
or are inclined towards the fill.  Abandoned deep mines may result in ground-water discharge
exceeding the capacity of the fill’s drainage system--if they are not thoroughly investigated and
accounted for in the fill design.  Alternative solutions to presence of abandoned mine effluent
include: (1) over design of the subsurface drainage system (to account for worst-case flow
discharges); (2) sealing the mine effluent areas; and (3) relocating the proposed fill to another
hollow.
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Figure 17:   Example of a slope-stability-analysis profile.

2. Design parameters

Background: The unit weight (or density), angle of internal friction, and cohesion of a material
comprising a valley fill are the engineering properties that affect the fill’s stability.  In the slope
stability analysis of a proposed fill, the engineering factors of the material are assigned values
assumed to be representative of the spoil properties.  The analysis is applied to the steepest
profile (side-view projection) of the fill.   The procedure then calculates the safety factor (SF) for
several two-dimensional curves which represent possible three-dimensional slip surfaces in the
fill.  In one type of analysis commonly used in permit applications, each curve is an arc of a
circle defined by a center and radius.  A grid pattern of circle centers and a range of radii
delineate the potential slip surfaces in the fill (Figure 17).  The curve with the lowest calculated
SF is the end result of the analysis.  An SF above 1.0 is the margin between instability and
stability.  That is, the higher the SF is above 1.0, the more stable the fill structure.



4The discussion in this section relating to SF analysis is focused on the static case. 
However, since the factors in the static and dynamic analyses are almost identical, pertinent
observations and conclusions in this report should be equally applicable to the dynamic case. 
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The SF is a ratio between forces that resist slope movement (resisting forces) and those that can
contribute to slope movement (driving forces).  The regulations require the ratio of resisting to
driving forces to be at least 1.5 for designed valley fills under static conditions (i.e., conditions
which do not include the effects of vibrations from earthquakes, etc.).  The total weight of the
spoil (i.e. the spoil volume multiplied by the material’s unit weight) above a potential slip
surface contributes to both the resisting and driving forces.  How much it contributes to each of
them depends on the steepness of the underlying foundation slope.  The material’s friction angle
and cohesion affect the resisting forces only.  The higher the friction angle and cohesion, the
stronger the resisting force and more stable the fill.  On the other hand, the presence of pore
water in the fill normally reduces the effect of the resisting forces.  The higher the pore-pressure
ratio, or the higher the phreatic surface in the valley fill profile, the lower the resisting forces and
less stable the fill.

The regulations also require an SF of 1.1 for designed durable rock fills under dynamic
conditions (conditions which include the influence of earthquakes and other sources of
vibration).  In general the dynamic SF is calculated the same way as the static SF, except that the
driving forces are augmented with a horizontal load equal to a proportion, or fraction, of the total
weight of the fill.  The proportion is determined by a seismic coefficient which, in turn, is related
to the seismic zone occupied by the site in question (Algermissen, 1969).  The general area of
interest in this study occurs within zone 1, characterized by Modified Mercalli earthquake
intensities of V and VI and “minor damage.”4

The team obtained typical engineering values for mine spoil and similar materials from the
following sources: (1) text book engineering tables; (2) direct-shear and triaxial tests on several
samples of surface-mine spoil (Superfesky et. al., 1978); (3) bench-scale tests for shear strength
on durable and non-durable surface-mine spoil (Hribrar et. al., 1986); and (4) testing of samples
obtained from 12 non-durable rock mine spoil embankments in Ohio (Shakoor et. al., 1989). 
The references indicate a unit-weight range of 100 to 125 pounds per cubic foot (pcf).  Friction
angle varies from 25 to 40 degrees for spoil (or like material); but, with respect to durable rock
fills, has a narrower range of 30 to 40 degrees.  Cohesion ranges from 0 to 400 pounds per square
foot (psf) for spoil, but is assumed  0 psf for embankments similar to durable rock fills.

Permit data collection: Data recorded from stability analyses in the permit applications and some
final as-built engineering certifications include: the analysis software employed; SF; the
engineering properties of the spoil and foundation material (unit weight, angle of internal
friction, and cohesion); and the phreatic surface.  As for the phreatic surface, the team has
distinguished the data into three categories: (1) pore pressure ratio given; (2) no pore pressure
ratio given, but phreatic surface shown on the cross-section of the proposed fill; and (3) no
phreatic-surface data provided.    For all of the above parameters, the team recorded data for: the
original permit applications; the latest permit-application revision that was approved prior to the
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Figure 18:   Frequency distribution of unit weight values.
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Figure 19:   Frequency distribution of friction angle values.

completion of the fill; and the fill’s as-built condition. The purpose of this data collection was to:
(1) observe the ranges of engineering values used in the stability analyses; and (2) compare these
ranges to the accepted value ranges for spoil and similar materials to discern whether the
numbers used in the fill stability analyses are consistently reasonable.

Permit data analysis: The primary slope-stability software employed by permit applicants is the
Rotational Equilibrium Analysis of Multi-Layered Embankments (REAME).    SB-Slope and
STABLE have been used infrequently.  A few of the original designs include hand calculations. 
All of these methods assume cylindrical, rotational landslides or land slips; and have been
developed for slopes composed of unconsolidated material.  In some cases, the Sliding Wedge
Analysis of Side-Hill Embankments (SWASE) was also been used in conjunction with REAME.  
SWASE had been developed for blocky or wedge-type slope movements, such as in densely
jointed, in-place, massive units of rock.  Predominantly, if not in all cases, the application of
SWASE results in higher minimum SF’s than those of the rotational-movement analyses.  No
valley fill stability analyses were found in six  original permit applications.  All of the existing
analyses resulted in minimum SF’s of at least 1.5.

The spoil-related
engineering data
analyzed were collected
from 119 stability
analyses in original
permit applications, 48
analyses in permit
modifications, and 21
post-construction
analyses in final
certifications.  The ranges
of engineering values
approximate those in the
literature; and are
roughly consistent among
the original permits,
permit modifications, and
final certifications.  Unit
weight or density values
for spoil vary from 95 to
165 pcf and concentrate
between 120 and 130 pcf
(Figure 18).  Friction
angles range from 21 to
50 degrees and are
focused between 20 and
40 degrees (Figure 19). 
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Figure 20:   Frequency distribution of cohesion values.

However, there appears to be a bimodal distribution of these values.  This is clear when one
examines the Kentucky data for original permits and permit modifications.  Friction angles
cluster at 24 degrees, and between 30 and 35 degrees.  The West Virginia data mostly falls
within 33 to 39 degrees.  Virginia and Tennessee have friction angles equal to or greater than 30
degrees.  For spoil cohesion, Kentucy, Virginia, and Tennessee values  are concentrated between
160 and 200 psf (Figure 20).  Most of the West Virginia fills have zero cohesion, with a few
occurrences of 100 psf.  

Many stability analyses
also include
engineering values for
the fill foundation. 
These values were not
systematically recorded
in the initial period of
the investigation.  The
database includes 51,
13, and 9 sets of
foundation values from
original permits, permit
modifications, and
final certifications,
respectively.  Unit
weight ranges between 90 and 130 pcf.  Friction angle values vary from 22 to 45 degrees; 43 out
of 51 original-permit values equal or exceed 30 degrees.  Cohesion ranges from 0 to 2500 psf,
but concentrates between 0 and 200 psf.  Most of these numbers seem to reflect rock-like
properties.  This should be justified where soil cover is thin and discontinuous following
foundation preparation. 

The data analysis found 67 out of 121 stability analyses in the study database that use pore-water
pressure ratios of 0.05.  Nine analyses employ a ratio of 0.10.  Twenty-six did not appear to
present this ratio but did include a shallow phreatic surface in cross-section.  Finally, there were
24 analyses in which the team did not find any phreatic-surface information.

During the permit reviews, the team did not systematically determine whether or not permit
applications included specific justification for the engineering values.   It was noted, however,
that such justification was frequently provided.  Commonly, these values were derived from the
weighted average of typical shear-strength properties of the rock overburden and interburden.  It
is assumed that pore pressures and/or phreatic surfaces are sometimes applied to proposed valley
fills to perform a conservative (i.e. cautious) analysis.  A truly effective underdrain system
should prevent any subsurface-water build up in the fill.

Parameter sensitivity analysis: In the interest of minimizing the impacts of valley fills on
streams, the EIS is considering limiting the length of valley fills to above the reach of
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intermittent and perennial streams.  This could increase the foundation slope of  fills at the toe
(where most of the resisting forces to movement occur) and thus might impact their stability.  To
assess the significance of this quantitatively, the team selected a valley fill design profile and
determined the maximum foundation slope at which a stability analysis resulted in a SF of 1.5. 
One of the West Virginia fills, specifically durable rock fill # 2 of permit # S-5027-89, was
selected for the analysis.  The slope was gradually increased by moving the fill toe to various
elevations up-valley from its original location (where the slope is 7 percent).  At each elevation,
the profile of the fill face was adjusted to maintain 50-ft. vertical distances and 2:1 slopes
between terraces.  Fill volume decreased each time the toe moved up the valley slope.  That
is,spoil material was never added to the top of the top of the fill to maintain the original volume.
The material input parameters of the stability analysis in the permit application were held
constant:

Property Spoil Foundation

Unit weight (pcf) 129 125

Cohesion (psf) 40 200

Friction angle (degree) 38 30

Pore pressure 0 0.05

Using the SB-Slope computer program as the analysis method, the toe-foundation slope at which
the SF dips below 1.5 occurs between 25 and 27 percent  (14 and 15 degrees).

The team also assessed the sensitivity of SF to changes in spoil engineering properties, based on
the ranges of values in the database.  The same fill profile was employed.  An estimated mean
value and two representative end values for each engineering property were selected, with the
exception of pore pressure, which was held to 0.05.  The same foundation values as above were
assumed for this analysis.  The following spoil values were selected:

Property Value 1 Value 2 Value 3

Unit weight (pcf) 95 115 135

Cohesion (psf) 0 100 200

Friction angle (degree) 20 35 50

The fill’s toe foundation slope, and the location and depth of the circles defining potential
minimum SF’s, were also varied by modifying the grid of circle centers and range of circle radii.
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Figure 21:   Notched box and whisker plot showing
safety factor vs density.

Figure 22:   Notched box and whisker plot showing
safety factor vs cohesion.

Figure 23:   Notched box and whisker plot showing
safety factor vs friction angle.

Five scenarios were developed as follows:

Case Toe foundation slope percent  (degree) Minimum SF circle

1 7   (4) Through the toe

2 25 (14) Through the toe

3 25 (14) Shallow circle above the toe

4 25 (14) Deep circle above the toe

5 25 (14) Above the toe and through the
foundation

Using the total of 27 combinations of spoil engineering values, stability analyses were run for the
5 scenarios (totaling 135 runs).  Box-and-whisker plots were generated to show the variation of
SF against the three engineering values.  Example plots for a critical toe circle and 25 percent or
14 degree toe slope are presented in Figures 21-23.  All of the plots (and an explanation of what
they show) are provided in Appendix C.

The following observations were made from
the parameter analysis and other results of this
study:

• Although the average toe foundation
slope among the valley fill samples is
10 percent , 5 of them have foundation
slopes at the toe of the fill that are
greater than 25 percent. Four of these
have experienced instability (see
Section IV, E, 3 for discussion of
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slope imovements), which corroborates the result of the toe-slope analysis discussed
above.  The result of the analysis would not, of course, be precisely replicated by a
similar analysis of all other fill designs.  However, the team believes that it is reasonably
representative.  It is important to note that the analysis may have resulted in an SF below
1.5 sooner (starting with a foundation slope less than 25 percent) if the spoil volume in
the fill remained constant as the toe was moved upslope.  A constant volume would have
forced the placement of more spoil in the uppermost parts of the existing fills, i.e. those
parts where the driving forces of instability are strongest and the resisting forces are
weakest.  

• The box-and-whisker plots of SF vs. the input engineering parameters show a similar
pattern across most scenarios.  SF is least sensitive to unit weight.  The relationship is
either nonexistent or statistically insignificant, and inconsistent.

• There is a relationship between SF and cohesion and SF that is consistently direct across
the minimum-safety-factor cases.  However this relation is also very weak to statistically
insignificant.

• The influence of friction angle on SF markedly contrasts with that of the two other
engineering parameters.  The correlations for most scenarios are direct, statistically
significant, and dramatic.  The exception occurs in the shallow circle scenario where the
sensitivity of SF to the three parameters are similarly low.  This result underscores the
importance of using the correct friction angle in a stability analysis.  This concern
especially applies to durable rock fills that may not, in fact, comprise 80 percent durable
rock.   Under such circumstances, rock-related friction angles are not justified.

• The results of this study’s sensitivity analysis are similar to a sensitivity analysis for Ohio
mine-spoil embankments conducted by Shakoor et. al. (1989).  Their analysis included
variations of the same input parameters (with similar value ranges); and also phreatic
surface (0 to 40 ft. in elevation relative to the toe of the fill) and slope angle (from 20 to
34 degrees).  Within these value ranges, the significance of the input parameters relative
to SF, in descending order, are slope angle, angle of internal friction, phreatic surface,
cohesion, and unit weight.  Our own analysis assumed a constant slope angle between
terraces of approximately 27 degrees, since this is the standard requirement of valley
fills.  The significance of the phreatic-surface effect on stability, as demonstrated in the
earlier analysis, emphasizes the importance of accurate accounting of the ground-water
conditions, as well as the amount of durable rock, in the design of a durable rock fill.

• The lowest SF’s computed by this study’s stability analyses occur at the fill toe.  All of
the SF’s fall below 1.00 for the 20-degree internal friction angle (a soil-like property). 
Almost all are below 1.5 where the friction angle is 35 degrees (comparable to a strong
shale or weak sandstone).  Again, the dimensions and density of the circle-center grid,
and the range and incremental lengths of the radii were adjusted to compute the minimum
SF’s at the toe and other locations on the fill.  This study did not include an in-depth
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study of grids and radii used among the sample permit applications; and, therefore, the
team cannot state whether the stability analyses are usually adequate in assessing the
proper circle radii and grid to compute the SF.  Regulatory authorities should consider
specifying the parameters required to set up stability analyses to assure the minimum SF
is assessed under the proper circumstances.

Slurry impoundments on or below valley fills: During the course of this investigation, it has
come to our attention that several permit applications are proposing the construction of large
slurry impoundments on existing valley fills.  It is inappropriate to place an impounding
structure on top of a valley fill.  The design standards for valley fills were developed to assure
that permit applications and construction practices minimize the infiltration of water into the fill.

The Federal regulations prohibit the placement of permanent impoundment structures on all
excess spoil fills [30 CFR §816.71(e)(4)].  This provision was intended to preclude mine
planning that would allow impoundments to be designed or constructed on valley fills as part of
mining or reclamation operations.  However, the same logic applies to old fill sites which are
contemplated to be “retro-fitted” with an impoundment.  Even placing a dam downstream of a
valley fill could cause the pool to envelop the fill toe and impede the free-flow of internal
drainage.  In the case an impounding structure built on the crest of a valley fill, internal drainage
structures for the fill may not be adequate to handle the additional seepage that would result. 
The presence of such impoundments would add load to the fill and increase the effectiveness of
driving forces; the possible influx of additional subsurface water into the fill material could
decrease the effectiveness of resisting forces.  While there may be engineering designs and
analyses that could show it is possible to build an impoundment on a old valley fill, elaborate
drainage controls and rigorous geotechnical evaluations would be required to demonstrate
feasibility and safety.  State regulatory authorities should exercise great caution in considering
this type of permit and, as a general rule, disfavor such proposals. Future OSM oversight should
focus on whether and how states considered these types of proposals.

An additional note of caution relates to the construction of valley fills above reclaimed coal-
waste impoundments.  The consolidated slurry typically comprising reclaimed impoundments: is
fine grained; may still contain a significant amount of pore water; and, consequently, may have
very low engineering strength.  Unless measures are taken to prevent pore-water pressure build-
up in the slurry and otherwise strengthen the waste material, the finished valley fill will rest on
an unstable foundation.  The effectiveness of impoundment-stabilization measures will depend
on a thorough fill-foundation investigation.  The study team recommends that the placement of
fills above reclaimed impoundments be avoided as a matter of policy. 

D. Valley fill construction

1. Critical-phase certifications

Based on the data collected on the construction certifications, the team distinguished three
categories: (1) critical-phase certification provided; (2) no critical-phase certification, but
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Figure 24: Frequency percent of completed valley fill samples with critical phase certifications.

equivalent quarterly certification provided; and (3) no certification.  These categories were
applied to the critical phases of foundation preparation, placement of underdrains, construction
of surface drains, grading and revegetation, and final certification.  Photographic documentation
was categorized into: (1) color photographs provided; (2) copies of photographs provided; and
(3) no photographs provided.

Numerous fills have quarterly certifications without title- or narrative-reference to a specific
critical phase.  The team found many of these quarterly certifications to be applicable to one
phase or another based on the text of the report and/or accompanying photographs.  These were
counted as critical-phase certifications.  Still, only eighteen of the fills had certifications that
covered all of the critical phases.  Incomplete sets of certifications were found in the permits of
113 fill samples.  Figure 24 shows the results of this analysis, specifically for completed fills.

A similar pattern was found with respect to photographs.  No fills have a set of original color
prints or copies of photographs that cover all critical construction phases.  Original prints and
copies of photographs for some, but not all, of the critical phases were found in the permits of 42
and 35 fill samples, respectively.

The team recognizes that the above results with respect to certifications are related, in large part,
to where the files were reviewed.  It is understood, for instance, that the most current and
complete documents are usually in the possession of the field inspectors and not preserved in
files available for public review.  Where copies of photographs were available, it is assumed that
color prints do exist elsewhere, or at least did exist at one time.  In this case, the team
recommends better public-record keeping.  The regulatory authorities should take steps to assure
that permit files available for public review are as complete as practicable.  Where inspectors are
routinely the source of the most recent certifications and it is difficult to maintain the latest
copies in central files, the permit file should contain a notation explaining that missing data
might be held by the field inspector or district office and can be requested for review, as
necessary.  If, upon request, the data is found to not exist, the state can take necessary
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enforcement actions for failure to provide required information.  Finally, it is recommended that
construction certifications specifically reference the critical phases they are supposed to
represent.

2. As-built versus as-designed volume/configuration/position

Many permit revisions and as-built certifications include changes in the fill’s dimensions. 
Revisions that increased and decreased fill size were both noted.  Size reduction may result in a
stability concern if it significantly increases the toe-foundation and/or average foundation slope
of the valley fill.  Theoretically, this can occur in durable rock fills which are constructed by
progressive end dumping of spoil in the down-slope direction.  A reduction of available excess
spoil during the mining operation may prematurely halt fill construction.  This could cause the
fill to toe out at a higher elevation and in a steeper part of the  hollow than originally planned. 
Since most of the resistence to fill instability occurs in the toe area, a marked reduction in fill
stability may result.  In addition to potentially steepening the toe foundation, a change in fill
length may result in an increase in soil thickness beneath the toe from what had been assumed in
the fill design.  This also may weaken the foundation conditions of the fill due to the low shear
strength of soil (relative to the rock beneath it).  The problem applies to increases as well as
decreases in fill-size.

There seems to be agreement among State personnel that valley fills commonly decrease in size
between the design and as-built condition.  However, interviewees did not think that the size
reductions posed a serious threat to fill stability.  For instance, an inspector observed that the fills
he worked with were large enough that, when they became smaller than planned, the foundation
slope at the toe did not significantly change.  Others inspectors pointed out that if the toe
foundation slope did significantly change from the latest approved design in the permit, the
operator may be required to push the spoil down-valley to a more gentle natural slope. 
Alternatively, the inspector may require a new stability analysis in the final certification, if not a
complete permit revision.  It is noteworthy that the West Virginia regulations stipulate a
maximum toe-foundation slope of 20 % (approximately 11 degrees) for durable rock fills.

The study attempted to collect data on fill size changes through the permit-review process.  Fill
dimensions in length, area, and/or volume were recorded if available from original permit
applications, permit modifications, and as-constructed certifications.  Records were also made of
fill-crown and toe-elevation changes.  Unless final, as-built certifications were available, the
study was unable to systematically assess the occurrence of size changes of finished fills in
comparison with the latest documentation in the permit files.  Limited field time precluded land-
surveys or the application of the global positioning system.  There were a few exceptions where
a size change was significant enough to be visually apparent.  In addition to querying this study’s
database, the team hoped to utilize the results of the EIS valley fill inventory to compare as-built
and as-proposed footprints.  Fill boundaries from aerial orthographic photography of finished
fills and permitted as-designed fills had been digitized into a Geographic Information System
database for Kentucky and West Virginia.  While the valley fill inventory does not allow
accurate comparison of the change in individual fill size, it did show considerable decrease in the
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total number of fills built from those planned.  For instance, in Kentucky, the original inventory
of planned fills exceeded 4,000; however, the as-built data showed less than 2,000 on-the-ground
fills.

Analysis of the study database identified 53 out of the 129 fill samples with at least one size
change in the permit files.  In terms of volume or length, permit modifications for 20 fills
proposed enlargements and 24 proposed size reductions.  A few fills have contradictory data
between the volume and length changes.  These may result from recording errors or represent
changes in fill geometry, e.g. from flat to concave outslopes.  This data is not included in the
numbers above.  The number of fills with recorded changes in toe elevation and foundation slope
are 12 and 17, respectively.  There are seven fills with documented increases in toe slope; the
magnitude of the changes range from 4 to 27 percentage points.

In addition to identifying fills that have experienced size reductions, the database was developed
to evaluate why the reduction occurred.  Permit file and field reviews, and interviews with State
and OSM inspectors, identified seven categories: (1) change in market conditions during the
mining operation; (2) change in coal quality during mining; (3) pinch out of a coal seam; (4)
interception with abandoned underground or auger mines; (5) inaccurate spoil volume
calculations in the permit; (6) permit revocation; and (7) reason unknown.  There is insufficient
data to emphasize the influence of one or more of these factors on the size reductions.

A potential improvement in the mine operator’s valley fill planning and construction process that 
may help to avoid undersized fills is more extensive exploration drilling of the coalbeds.  Given
an unavoidable margin of error of market forecasts, it may be recognized that some amount of
size change is inevitable.  From a regulatory perspective, methods of controlling this problem
include policies that require the planned toe location to remain fixed, or more comprehensive
foundation investigations and stability analyses that cover a realistic range of conditions that
may represent different fill face locations up or down the hollow.  In any case, effects on fill
stability from changes in the proposed toe position should be fully evaluated in a permit
modification prior to fill completion.

3. The construction process

A number of issues concerning durable rock-fill construction have been noted during the field
review.  These include (1) wing dumping, (2) fill outslope configuration, (3) inadequate gravity-
placed underdrain formation, and (4) lack of timeliness in fill reclamation.

Wing dumping: The practice of wing dumping can lead to both stream pollution and eventual
stability problems.  In terms of stability, this technique potentially impairs formation of the rock
underdrain system. Effective gravity segregation of the larger rocks is not as effective compared
to end-dumping of the spoil by trucks from the head of hollow.This is further exacerbated by the
fact that the material pushed downslope originates from the highly-weathered outcrop regions
and is more soil-like in its characteristics. This material is generally not representative of the
type of spoil material (1) required by the State and Federal programs for durable rock fills and
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Figure 25:   Variation of spoil materials in a wing-
dumped fill.

Figure 26:   Contrast of segregated sandstone and
poorly segregated shale in a wing-dumped fill.

Figure 27:   Comparison of concave (left) and flat (right)
valley fill outslopes.

(2) portrayed in the stability analyses in the approved permit.   There are some examples among
fills under construction in which materials with varying properties are being placed on the
different outslopes (Figures 25-26).  Some spoil material may have been degraded to fine-
grained soil-like properties at or near outcrops prior to its removal in the mining process (Figures
12 and 14).

Outslope configuration: Unanticipated reductions in excess spoil may result in a concave
outslope on the completed fill (Figure 27).  This can happen in durable rock fills, where “wing
dumping” of spoil occurs on the hollow side slopes ahead of the advancing toe.  With less-than-
anticipated excess spoil, the face may be regraded to a concave configuration.  This can lead to
over-steepened slopes against the valley sides.  A concave face can also result in longer and less-
inclined terrace drainage channels.  Increased water transport distances and diminished channel
gradients can cause ponding on the
terraces.  Ponding, in turn, may promote
water infiltration into the fill material,
fluvial erosion, and consequent fill
instability.  It is also noted, however, that
an argument in favor of the concave
outslope with respect to a fill’s mass
stability has been made.  It purports that
stabilizing compression arches form on
the concave face because the direction of
driving forces influencing different parts
of the face “collide.”   The database
includes 27 cases of concavity from
final-permit documentation and the
team’s field observations.  Sixty eight of
the fill outslopes are recorded as flat and
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Figure 28:    Limited gravity segregation on a
long outslope of a developing durable rock fill.

Figure 29:   Spoil degradation and erosion on an
unreclaimed durable rock fill.

four convex.  The database is insufficient to enable the team to discern any connections between
fill-face configuration and fill stability in this study.

Gravity segregation: Inadequate gravity segregation during the end-dumping process is not
unique to wing dumping.  Among other factors, its effectiveness depends on the length (or
height) and steepness of the outslope.  A slope can be too short because the gravity transport
distance does not allow sorting of larger from smaller particles in the spoil.  This can occur in
shallow fills in the headwaters of the hollow, or even in larger fills that are constructed in several
end-dumped lifts.  On the other hand, longer slopes may have enough fine-grained particles to
affect the friction angle and cohesion of the spoil.  In this situation the slopes may be too gentle
and the material may cushion  impact and thus
reduce the momentum of the rolling rock,
preventing the larger particles from rolling all the
way to the base of the fill (Figure 28).  Another
factor is the shape of the larger spoil particles. 
Large rock fragments from thinly-bedded strata will
be platy, and less disposed to roll all the way to the
advancing toe than more spherical particles.  
Factors such as slope inclination and length, and
particle shape, become less significant as % durable
rock increases.  For example, where excess spoil is
comprised of 80 to 90 % hard sandstone, the
formation of an effective underdrain via gravity
segregation should depend little on the length of the
outslope.

Timely reclamation: This study also found eight
cases of unreclaimed durable rock fills where end-
dumping or regrading-and-seeding work had not
occurred for a year or more (Figure 29).  Severe
erosion has resulted.  The prolonged exposure of some of the material to the surface elements has
also accelerated the weathering process and
diminished the potential effectiveness of
subsurface drainage control.

Additional concerns about valley fill construction
that were discussed by OSM and State personnel
during the course of this study include: (1)
plugging of durable rock fill underdrains during
final regrading of the fill face; and (2) inadequate
quality control.  OSM could not evaluate either of
those problems in the field, since each of the
sample fills were visited only one or two times. 
However, the problem of underdrain plugging
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during regrading has been expressed since well before this study.  The proposed solution, which
we support,  is to require the mine operator to extend the underdrain system some distance
down-valley of the final toe position prior to the regrading.

The assurance of proper valley fill construction requires adequate quality control, especially
during the critical phases of foundation preparation and placement or formation of underdrain
systems. The regulatory authorities should review their inspection policies and, wherever
possible, increase the inspection frequency during the critical phases of foundation preparation
and placement or formation of underdrain systems.

E. Valley fill performance (completed fills)

1. Previous work

Other studies related to the stability of existing valley fills include: (1) the 1994 WVDEP valley
fill survey, used by this study for the selection of West Virginia fill samples; (2) the study of the
interrelationship between fill settlement and pore-water pressures (Rohlf et. al., 2000); (3) an
ongoing investigation of a durable rock fill near Prestonsburg, Kentucky (Bentler et. al., 2000);
and (4) various State and Federal agency reports of fill instability.  Other work that is less
directly related to valley fill stability includes work on the stability and hydrology of mine-spoil
backfills (Shakoor et. al., 1989; Hawkins et. al. 1992; and Hawkins, 1998).  In general these
studies emphasize the significance of subsurface drainage.  For instance, Bentler et. al. are
concerned with the effects of underground mine drainage entering a Kentucky fill experiencing
local stability problems.  They demonstrate that, under current estimated phreatic-surface
conditions and assuming durable rock engineering properties of the fill material, a stability
analysis results in a SF well less than 1.5.  They further show that a  potential increase in the
water level controlled by the elevation of the underground mine could result in instability. 
Hawkins’ findings on ground-water activity in mine backfills includes an apparent inverse
correlation between a fill’s age and the permeability of its  material, i.e. the older the fill, the less
permeable it tended to be.  This may reflect the influence of particle breakdown into finer-
grained, less porous material.  Decreases in permeability may result in increases in pore pressure
and, ultimately,  fill instability.  He also evaluated the potential role of the amount of sandstone
in the contributing overburden and fill permeability.  A general correlation was not found, with
the exception of older fills (greater than 100 months old) for which there occurred a direct
correlation.

The factor of fill age was also assessed by Shakoor et. al. with respect to backfill spoil
engineering properties.  A breakdown of spoil into finer-grained sediment theoretically results in
lower friction angles and higher cohesion.  A significant relationship in this regard was not found
from their data, however.
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Figure 30:   Tension crack. Figure 31:   Depression

Figure 33:   Erosion above seep area on
right side of the fill toe.

Figure 32:   Seeps, ponding and erosion on fill face.

2. Helicopter-survey and ground-level observations

The purpose of field-inspecting constructed fills was to observe their general condition and note
any symptoms of instability or events that could result in instability.  The team’s database
includes information on the occurrence and position of mass-movement events, tension and shear

cracks, depressions, erosion areas, hummocky or bulging
ground, seeps or springs, and notable changes in
vegetation and/or soil color (Figures 30-33).  The
analysis found a total of 42 fills exhibiting one or more
of these symptoms.  Most of them were recorded during
ground-level inspections which permitted closer scrutiny of the fills than the helicopter
surveillance.  Twenty fills in this category have also been identified as experiencing, or having
experienced, instability (see next subsection).   Problems less severe than fill instability were
regarded as fully repairable within the remaining time period of the permits.  However, some of
them could clearly result in instability if not properly remediated.
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Figure 34:   Land-slip on valley fill. Figure 35:   Land-slip escarpment.

Figure 36:   Land-slip bulge near base of fill.
Figure 37:   Signs of fill instability. Note arcuate crack
and seepage pattern near toe, left of center drain.

3. Identification and analysis of fill instability

OSM recognized that, in advance of identifying and characterizing instability on valley fills, a
working definition was necessary.  For the purposes of this study, fill instability is defined as any
evidence that: (1) part of the fill’s mass has separated from the rest of the fill; (2) the separation
occurs along a continuous slip surface, or continuous sequence of slip surfaces, intersecting the
fill’s surface; and (3) some vertical displacement has occurred.  The cases of instability
identified with these criteria have been further distinguished between “major” and “minor”
occurrences.  Major slope movements are those judged to occur over a large fraction of the fill

face (e.g. over at least a few outslope benches) and/or require a major remediation effort
(redistribution of the spoil from one part of the fill to another, construction of rock-toe
buttresses, extensive reworking or augmenting of the drainage systems etc.) (Figures 34-37). 
Minor movements are those covering a small area on the fill (e.g. not more than one bench on
the fill face) and only necessitating minor reworking of the fill material (i.e. without significantly
changing the fill’s original configuration).

Using this definition, the team identified 22 cases of fill instability.  Twenty of these were
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reviewed in the permit files and inspected in the field; and thus are among the 128 fill samples in
the database.  Two cases of instability were not reviewed or inspected, but were noted from an
OSM list of valley fill problems that had transpired between 1986 and 1990 in Kentucky (House,
1990).   Four other cases on the list are part of the database.  All six of these fills were stabilized
and reclaimed; and the permit bonds were released.  

Nine of the 22 slope movements are in West Virginia and 13 in Kentucky.  The study did not
find or learn of any occurrences of fill instability occurring post final-bond release.  However,
one major occurrence in West Virginia is located on a bond-forfeiture site and remains
unrepaired at the time of the study.   Fill instability had begun during the permit period and
continued after the permit revocation.  The WVDEP is presently looking at alternative methods
for reclaiming the fill.  As previously stated, this inventory included ground-level inspections
and permit reviews of four out of six bond-released Kentucky fills that had experienced slope
movement while the permits were still active.  One of the fills could not be observed when field
visited because it had been buried or removed by subsequent mining activity.  The other three
were found to be stable.

Of the 22 cases of fill instability, all but two were judged to be major events.  The assignment of
this classification to the six bond-released Kentucky fills is relatively uncertain, due to the
presently stable condition of the inspected fills and lack of detailed documentation.  The
handwritten notes of an OSM civil engineer identify the events as “mass failure,” or “toe
failure.”  A recent personal conversation with the engineer indicated that the events were
relatively large slides.  

One of the minor slope movements in the database involves a set of tension cracks that appear
connected to bulges and seeps on the next bench down.  The other entailed the failure of a barrier
near the top of a fill which led to severe erosion of the embankment.  The small number of
recorded minor events, relative to the number of major events, may not accurately reflect real
field conditions for two reasons.  First, the major slope movements were not discovered
randomly, but resulted from our concerted effort to identify problem valley fills in fulfilment of
one of the tasks in this investigation.  There is high probability that most, if not all, major
occurrences of valley fill instability are covered in this investigation.  Second, minor slope
movements, as defined herein, are small and their remediation is relatively simple, involving
surficial reworking of the spoil.  Normally, minor cases of instability can be corrected by the
mine operator quickly, and without the need for documentation beyond normal enforcement
procedures.  Minor occurrences of slope movement on valley fills may be more numerous than
major events, and therefore under-represented in the study since they are less well known. 

The analysis indicates that all but one of the unstable fills in the database are small, ranging from
0.10 to 7.70 mcy, the exception being 53.0 mcy (one of the minor cases).  However, neither the
length nor volume frequency distributions of the unstable fills differ from those of general
sample (Figures 38 and 39).  Whereas the average foundation slope at the toe among all the fills
in database is about 10 percent, that of the 20 unstable fills is approximately 16 percent.  Twelve
of the 20 unstable fills have toe slopes above the database average, and 6 have slopes greater
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Figure 38:   Frequency distribution of valley fill lengths.
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Figure 39:   Frequency distribution of valley fill volumes.
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Figure 40:    Frequency distribution of toe foundation.

than 20 percent 
(Figure 40).  The
database also
characterizes the
slope movements in
terms of: position of
movement on the fill;
dimensions of the
moving material,
scarp(s), and cracks;
rate and extent of
movement.  Two of
the fills were reported
to have slope
movements on at least
three positions on the
outslope.  Four
recorded lengths
range from 35 to 900
ft.  Four width
recordings vary from
20 to 400 ft.  Scarp
heights are 8, 30 and
60 ft.

The predominant
causes of the slope
movements were also
assessed.  Potential
factors were identified
from a review of the
field notes and other
information sources. 
Where the available
data allowed, one or
more factors were
then selected as
probable causes of 
fill instability. 
Probable causes were
entered in the
database for 17 fills
that experienced
instability (i.e., data
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Figure 41:   Old valley fill in stable
condition.

were insufficient to determine causes for 3 fills).  The causes are listed in descending order of
selection frequency as follows: inadequate subsurface drains; non-durable rock; underground
mine drainage; inadequate surface drains; steep foundation slope; and (interchangeably) thick
soil foundation and construction in a landslide-prone area.  It is important to note that, for any
valley fill, these factors can be interrelated.  For example, an underdrain system of a durable rock
fill may be inadequate due to an insufficient amount of durable rock spoil and/or unaccounted-
for underground mine drainage.  A thick soil foundation can result from accumulations of
colluvial sediment in landslide-prone topography.

V. Conclusions and Recommendations

A review and analysis of the data indicates that valley fill instability is neither commonplace nor
widespread.  Only 22 known cases of instability occurred (all during the mining and reclamation
phase) out of more than 4,000 fills constructed in the past eighteen years.  All reported slope
movements appear to have resulted from improper construction or design practices or
inadequately investigated foundation conditions.

The regulations under SMCRA require geotechnical
investigation of fill sites, foundation preparation,
controlled placement of material, as well as surface and
subsurface drainage control.  Slope movements and
events symptomatic of potential fill instability were
identified in the study, but all of them reflect site-specific
problems that can be corrected, or could have
been avoided, under the current regulatory framework. 
This investigation has found no systemic failings in the
regulations pertaining to ensuring valley fill stability.
The results of the study indicate that most reclaimed fills
are evolving into stable landforms (Figure 41).  Almost
all slope movements documented herein have taken place
during the permit period, either during or shortly
following the completion of spoil emplacement.  The permit of one unstable fill has been
revoked.  The team is unaware of any occurrences of instability in reclaimed valley fills post
final-bond release.

While this study found only a very small percentage of excess spoil fills that experienced
instability over the past 23 years, there are areas of fill design and construction that could be
improved.  Implementing the following areas for suggested improvement would provide even
greater assurance of minimized environmental and public safety concerns related to fill stability5:
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1. Fill Construction Methods:  OSM should consider establishing a different fill
construction method that would replace the durable rock and lift-type fill techniques. 
The proposed new fill regulation would allow end-dumping of spoil, but only after the
construction of an effective, conventional sandstone or limestone underdrain.  The
underdrain would extend downstream beyond the ultimate toe of the final regraded front
face.  End dumping would occur on top of the constructed underdrain, but would stop at a
point where regrading the front face would not cover up the end of the drain.  For
stability analyses, the applicant would assume more conservative, soil-like shear strength
and cohesion properties and configure the front face to an appropriately stable slope.  To
account for spoil with unusually weak engineering properties at some mine sites, the
regulatory authority would still have the discretion of requiring compacted-lift
construction above the underdrain.  This hybrid fill construction technique would involve
higher costs for underdrain installation, but those costs would be offset by the elimination
of durability testing and the need to selectively handle spoil. 

2. Durable Rock Standards:  If the first recommendation above is not adopted (i.e. if the
regulations will continue to recognize the durable rock fill as an option for excess-spoil
disposal), a more discriminating rock durability test or testing protocol should be
developed.  OSM and the states should consider the strength-durability classification
system proposed in OSM research and other sound, scientific alternatives.  Criteria using
a volume-weighted percent sandstone might be appropriate for assessing the presence of
80 percent durable rock above each coal horizon.  To support this approach, regulatory
authorities may need to establish: (1) the general durability of sandstones compared to
shales in steep-sloped Appalachia; and (2) the permeability of slaked sandstones in
comparison with typical subsurface drainage discharges in the fills.  Guidelines for
sample frequency should be recommended by OSM or developed by the state regulatory
authorities to ensure representative geospatial distribution and establish the proper ranges
of rock properties for fill design. Coupled with better testing, techniques for selective
handling of mine spoil must used to assure no less than 80% of the durable portion of
overburden is placed into end-dumped fills.  Additional research could assist to set
testing and placement standards for durable rock fills.  The research should involve data
collection at constructed fills and should establish typical material properties reflecting a
range of subsurface conditions.  This information would allow proper fill stability
modeling based on anticipated rock behavior over time.

3. Slope Stability Analyses: The regulatory authorities should consider specifying grid,
circle-radius, and/or other applicable parameters required to set up stability analyses to
assure minimum SF is assessed under the proper circumstances.

4. Foundation Investigations: Regulatory authorities should specify the detail necessary to
satisfy existing foundation investigation requirements for the proposed valley fill
footprint.  Foundation investigations, in addition to establishing the thickness and
properties of residual, or colluvial soil deposits, should also determine the presence of
underground workings, auger holes, or natural groundwater discharge points.  Designs
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and stability analyses should consider the maximum anticipated flows from these sources
for underdrain sizing and setting pore water pressure ratios or phreatic levels.  The ability
of an underground mine to carry the added weight of a valley fill and the effect of
collapse on stability should be analyzed.   

5. Critical Phase Inspections and Certifications:   Because the Federal provisions and
state counterpart rules require greater levels of documentation by the permitee during
critical phases of construction, state regulatory authorities should consider increased
inspection frequency during these times–particularly during foundation preparation and
underdrain installation.  OSM inspector training could be enhanced in these areas.  State
programs should also require that each valley fill critical phase certification be clearly
designated as to the type of critical phase being submitted.  Public review files should
contain up-to-date certifications or state that the most recent submissions can be
requested from regional offices/inspectors for review.  The absence of critical phase
certifications in any state file locations is cause for enforcement action.

6. Wing Dumping: Regulatory programs should prohibit or limit wing dumping to a short
distance beyond the advancing durable rock fill face.

7. Fill Outslope Completion/Temporary Cessation:  Regulatory authorities should
expand temporary cessation requirements to valley fill construction where durable rock
fill faces have not been completed.  Timely regrading of dumped-rock fills to a 2:1 slope
should be required for sites anticipating temporary cessation for more than a few months. 
In addition, sites not in temporary cessation, where durable rock fill placement is
completed, should initiate regrading immediately to achieve the long-term stable final fill
slope.

8. Long-term Stability Studies:  Additional study of long-term stability at completed fill
sites should be periodically performed by OSM in cooperation with the states.  Such
studies should utilize aerial surveillance followed by ground-level inspection, where
warranted.  Consideration should be given to use of high resolution orthophotography,
satellite multi-spectral imagery, or other remote sensing technology to establish where
field visits should occur.

9. Impoundments on Fills: Regulatory authorities should discourage the construction of
impoundments on completed valley fill structures and ensure impoundments are not
placed on proposed valley fills.
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Acronym List

ASTM American Standard Testing Methods

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CSR Code of State Regulations

cy Cubic Yards

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

I & E Inspection and Enforcement

KYDSMRE Kentucky Department for Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement

mcy Million Cubic Yards

OSM Office of Surface Mining

pcf Per Cubic Foot

psf Per Square Foot

REAME Rotational Equilibrium Analysis of Multi-Layered Embankments

SDI Slake Durability Index

SMCRA Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977

SRA State Regulatory Authority

SWASE Sliding Wedge Analysis of Side-Hill Embankments

VADMLR Virginia Department of Mine Land Reclamation

WVDEP West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection
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Mountaintop Mining/Valley Fill Environmental Impact Statement
Technical Study

WORK PLAN APPROACH FOR FILL STABILITY

I.         Problem Statement

A typical mountain-top mining/valley fill (MTM/VF) operation in the Appalachian coalfields
removes overburden and interburden material to facilitate the extraction of low-sulfur coal
seams--requiring placement of excess spoil into adjacent valleys. These valley fills are some of
the largest earth and rock fill embankments being built in the world today.  Concerns have been
expressed that mass movement or failure of a fill could endanger life, property, and the
environment downstream.

This study plan will record instances of past fill failure as well as collecting indicator data
regarding outward signs of fill instability.  Geotechnical engineering assessments will be made
on fill designs, construction practices, and as-built embankments.

II.       Goals and Questions to be Addressed by This Work Plan

The steering committee for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has adopted goals and
questions to be addressed from several different perspectives: environmental, regulatory, and
public service.  This work plan, in conjunction with the other work plans and technical symposia
that will be conducted during the preparation of the EIS, will attempt to address the following
goals as adopted by the committee: 

o Are fills adequately stable under the current regulatory scheme?  If not, why and
what alternatives are available?

III.      EIS Team Members and Experts Consulted

Point of Contact:  Peter Michael, OSM Appalachian Regional Coordinating Center, Pittsburgh,
PA, (412) 937-2867, pmichael@osmre.gov

OSM Lexington, KY Field Office:  Joe Blackburn
OSM Columbus, OH Field Office:  Stephen Koratich
OSM Knoxville, TN Field Office :  Jim Elder

Experts Consulted: KYDSMRE: Mark Thompson; WVDEP: Lew Halstead;
VADMLR: Bill Bledsoe; COE: Mike Gheen, Bob Yost, Mike Spoor; Bureau of Reclamation:
Jeff Farrar, Dave Gillette;  OSM: Mike Superfesky, Dave Lane, Mike Robinson
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IV.      Study Approach

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 established general engineering
requirements for valley fills to assure mass stability of valley fills.  OSM regulations provide
even more specific requirements that, if properly followed during design and construction,
establish a high probability against failure.

The EIS will evaluate State and Federal regulations, policies, and practices; geotechnical
literature; and the conditions of existing valley fills to assess the effectiveness of current
safeguards against future fill failures that may negatively affect public safety.  The OSM study
team (team) will conduct: (1) discussions with State/Federal inspection-and-enforcement and
permit-review personnel and Federal geotechnical experts; (2) review of permits, inspection
reports, and other relevant documentation; (3) aerial and ground-level site inspections; and (4)
test drilling.  The team will reach conclusions per the adequacy of the safeguards and will
recommend improvements, where appropriate.

It is impractical for this evaluation (i.e., cost-prohibitive and an inadequate period of time) to
definitively establish the geotechnical condition of thousands of fills throughout Appalachian
mine sites.  In fact, the various state regulatory programs routinely evaluate the company
submission of this type of information in permits, evaluate the adherence to approved plans in
monthly inspections, and assess the fills for signs of incipient or actual failure prior to making
bond release decisions after construction.  Company engineers and consultants perform extensive
tests, stake their professional reputation and licenses on fill designs, document/certify critical
construction phases, and certify quarterly.  Therefore, this evaluation limits its focus to various
indicators of regulatory program effectiveness in assuring long-term stability of fills

To perform a retrospective study definitively evaluating the mass stability of large earth and rock
structures would require detailed knowledge of representative shear strength parameters of the
fill and foundation material, as well as ground-water activity within the fill.  With reliable excess
spoil geotechnical strength parameters and internal pore water pressure information (along with
the dimensions of the fill, foundation, and bedrock) a stability analysis could provide accurate
engineering estimates for the factor of safety of the fill.

The following descriptions of the approach for each task assume the completion of the inventory
of fill types, sizes, and location proposed under a separate study under the EIS; or, the existence
of other inventories.  Based on these inventories, the team will select candidate fills for the
study.

Task 1:  Assemble all available literature on excess spoil disposal practice evaluations and
compare the conclusions and recommendations with known current practices.

• Assemble and review documents and literature pertaining to the construction of
excess spoil fills.  This includes National Academy of Science reports, contract
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research studies, oversight special studies, reports of investigation on specific fill
problems, professional articles, regulation preambles, public hearing transcripts,
court decisions, letters, memoranda, etc.

• Assess current Federal and State regulations as well as historic and current
regulatory program policies and inspection practices.

• From the above reviews, develop an accounting of program-related problems and
issues affecting fill construction and a historical perspective of the technical
issues at hand.

• Compare issues and recommendations delineated in the reports to current day
issues and practices for relevance.  Use this information to guide data collection
efforts for some of the other tasks outlined below.

Task 2:  Examine the feasibility of documenting that 80% durable rock (by unit volume) is
attained during construction and in final fill configurations.

The concept of 80% durable rock by unit volume is a valid one, theoretically--with
respect to attaining long-term excess spoil fill stability.  However, there is no known
feasible representative sampling technique to evaluate a fill during or following
construction to assess if the material placed meets the regulatory standard.

The team will consult with geotechnical experts throughout the Federal government for
advice relating to:

• The “enforceability” of the current regulatory standard and the availability of
alternative measurable standard(s).

• Possible use of a more rigorous durability classification system on overburden
cores used in permit design.

• Greater controls on spoil selected for fill placement (e.g., selective handling
controls to assure higher volumes of durable rock).

• Available techniques for in-pit sampling and testing of overburden to show that
permit conditions are or are not field validated.

Task 3:  Evaluate the effectiveness of current sampling and testing protocols for establishing
representative rock durability of excess spoil.

OSM completed a comprehensive research study in 1990 that concluded the slake
durability test is not particularly effective at discriminating rock durability.  The study
recommended a different testing protocol and rock durability classification system that
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more closely evaluates rock durability under the excess spoil disposal conditions of
slaking in water and under compression in a fill.  Under this task the team will continue
to evaluate the rock-durability question through the following activities:

• Document the rock durability observations of SRA permitting and inspection staff
through (1) phone or in-person interviews with I&E and permitting supervisors
and (2) discussions with available State inspectors, permit reviewers, and
technical staff in the course of performing tasks 5-13.

• Document the rock durability information supplied within the approved permit
and comparing it to field observations under task 11.

• Recommend whether or not the rock-durability classification system proposed in
the OSM study should be put forward for rule making.

Task 4:  Establish the effectiveness of current methods utilized in inspection and enforcement of
excess spoil disposal.

• Determine if a fairly standard protocol for fill inspection is in effect in each state.

• Identify any issues or practices encountered about excess spoil disposal that
concern the State staff.

Task 5:  Determine the population of documented fill failures since the permanent regulatory
program, and the causative factor(s).

• Assess any documented failures from reports gathered in Task 1 and failures
known by the SRA to quantify the failure rate of permanent program fills.

• Compile a list of failure causes to see if any commonality exists.  Use this
information to guide survey and data collection efforts for other tasks.

Task 6: Review strength parameters, phreatic surfaces, and failure analysis methods used in
stability analyses in the approved permit.

• Based upon existing SRA fill inventory data or results from Evaluation Topic 1,
compile a sample of permits with excess spoil fills of varying type (post-SMCRA
durable-rock and post-SMCRA non-durable-rock), size (small, <3 MCY;
medium, 4 to 20 MCY, large, >20 MCY),  and stage of construction (fills still
under construction and fills completed).  Apply the sample to this and tasks 7-14.

• Review the permit applications of sample fills to identify and record values for
shear strength, phreatic surface, and failure method used to assess fill stability.
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• Compile the data into a database and compare them with accepted ranges for
shear strength; expected phreatic surface; and, appropriate failure type. 

Task 7:  Evaluate state surface mining information systems (SMIS), environmental resource
information networks (ERIN) or other similar databases and compile violation data relative to
excess spoil disposal.

• Using the sample of permits selected for task 6, document the types of violations
written on excess spoil disposal sites and develop a database.

• Evaluate the potential impact of the violations on fill stability.

Task 8: Review documentation and certification of critical construction phases and quarterly
certification.

• Using the sample of permits selected for task 6, review photos and certifications
of critical fill construction phases.

• Assess on-site conditions and fill construction methods pertinent to stability
concerns and record observations for comparison in the field.

Task 9:  Establish if foundation conditions for fill placement are as defined in the approved
permit.

• Using same sample as in task 6, review permits to compare fill foundation
preparation and underdrain placement documentation (color photos and RPE
certifications submitted by the company as required by regulatory programs) with
documentation of foundation test holes.

• Assess whether or not foundation conditions comport with fill design.

Task 10:  Aerial reconnaissance of a sampling of completed and fills under construction in WV,
KY, and VA to visually assess stability, drainage control, and related features.

• Using the samples selected for task 6, perform aerial surveys of the fills.

• Develop an inspection checklist to document the condition of each fill, including
signs of instability (e.g. seepage, drainage control failure, ground cracks).

• Make video recordings of observations for further analysis at the office.

• Use the results of the aerial inspections to select sites for Task 11.
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Task 11:  On-the-ground visits to selected sites identified in 10, above to further assess stability,
drainage control, and related features.

• Conduct on-the-ground inspections of fills selected from Task 10 to confirm
conditions observed in the air and obtain more detailed information on the
condition of slopes, seepage, drainage control systems, etc.

Task 12: Compare as-built  fill configurations with as-designed.

Regulatory staff say it is a common occurrence that as-built fills are often very different
configurations than proposed and approved in the original permit.  Situations have been
described when fills are much smaller than planned, or the fill site is not used at all. 
Whether a fill is constructed smaller or larger than planned can have definite impacts on
the stability analyses and long term stability.  Smaller fills tend to be higher in the
watershed–sometimes where the natural ground is much steeper and instability could be
more problematic due to less friction counteracting sliding/driving forces.  Using the
sample from task 6, the team will:

• Review the permits--and evaluate the fills during the aerial reconnaissance and
on-the-ground inspections--to compare fill designs with as-built configurations.

• Estimate the potential effect of as-built variance from design on fill stability.

• Evaluate overburden characterization and coal exploration thoroughness in the
permit to see if the reason(s) for variance can be determined.

• Document permit revisions, including stability analyses, for changes in design.

• Make recommendations for improving the rate of as built = as designed, if
appropriate.

Task 13:  Assess if proper surface and subsurface drainage controls are installed.

• Using the same sample of permits as task 6, inspect the fills during the aerial
overflight and on-the-ground site visit for the presence of seepage contrary to the
expected subdrain performance (as shown in the stability analysis assumptions).

• Document the designed surface drainage control system in the permit applications
and compare with aerial/field observations of the as-built system.

• Note significant differences between the as-built and as-designed systems, if any,
and document evident flaws.
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Final Report: The team will write a chapter to be incorporated into the EIS report.  This chapter
will provide an analysis of: technical and programmatic issues related to excess-spoil-fill
stability; the results of the permit and inspection documentation review; and field inspections
and testing.  The chapter will also draw conclusions, where possible, on the long-term stability of
the fills.
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APPENDIX B

Explanation of Valley Fill Data Sheets

Two pages of data (“data sheets”) are provided for each valley fill sample used in this
investigation.  The data is topically organized into boxes.  Data collected from the permit files is
included on the first page.  Data obtained from the field is identified by an asterisk in the left
margin of the data sheet; and begins at the bottom of the first page and continues on the second
page.

Permit-application data is presented in the top 12 boxes; and is identified as to whether they
were collected from the original application (“original design”), the latest valley fill modification
to the application (“revision”), or the final certification on a completed fill (“as constructed”).

The question as to whether critical-phase certifications were found on file is broached in two
ways.  First, the “yes” column is marked when a certification was found that clearly indicated
that it was connected to a critical construction phase.  Second, an “applicable” quarterly
certification is recognized if it contains information or photographs showing a critical phase in
the construction, even if it is not specifically connected to a critical-phase certification.  This
type of certification is identified by the year and quarter. For example, 92/2 represents the
second quarter (January through March) of 1992.  In the data analysis, credit for having a
critical-phase certification was given if the “yes” column was marked and/or the year and quarter
of an applicable quarterly certification was indicated.

A substantial part of the field data pertains to the identification and location of potential
symptoms of instability on fills such as ground cracks, erosion scars and seeps.  The location of
these features, when identified, is presented in terms of bench level and “quarter.”  For
perspective, the total number of benches on the fill outslope is given at the bottom of the first
field-data box.  Bench designations are numbered upwards from the toe to the crown.  B 3, for
instance, represents the third bench up from the toe of the fill.  B 6-crown represents an area
between the sixth bench and the crown of the fill.  The quarters are identified from left to right
when one faces the fill outslope from a position down-valley of the toe.  Q 1 indicates left-most
1/4th of the fill face.  Q 2-3 represents an area crossing the boundary between the second and
third quarter, i.e. centerline, of the outslope.

Explanation of Page Numbering

The pages in Appendix B are organized alphabetically by State and numbered Sequentially.  The
States represented and their respective abbreviations are: Kentucky (KY), Tennessee (TN),
Virginia (VA), and West Virginia (WV).  Pages are numbered using the State’s abbreviation, a
hyphen, and the sequential number.  The pages for Kentucky are numbered KY-1, KY-2, KY-3,
through KY-198.  Pages for the other States are numbered as follows: Tennessee, TN-1 through
TN-34; Virginia, VA-1 through VA-110; and West Virginia, WV-1 through WV-294.
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KENTUCKY 

Company 
Addiiigton Enterprises 

Mine Permit Fill 
Prater # I  813-0238 HF #8 

Addiiigton Eiiteiprises 

Addington Enlerprises 

I( Addington, Iiic. 1 TJK#l \813-0180 1 HFY? I1 

Pratcr #I  813-0238 HF # I 0  

Prater # l  813-0238 HF#12 

Addmgton, Iiic 

Big Creek Mming, Inc 

(1 Big Creek Mining, Iiic 1 Hunt’s Branch Strip 1 X98-0490 I HF#5B I1 

UI< #I  813-0180 HF 117 

Hunt’s Branch Strip 898-0490 HF K5.4 

Big Creek Mmig ,  Inc 

Big Creek Mining, Inc 

Big Creek Mining, lnc 

Big Creek Mmmg, Inc. I Hunt’s Branch S t~ ip  I 898-0490 I HF#11 II 

Hunt’s Branch Strip 898-0490 Hh #h 

Hunt’s Branch SIrip 898-0490 HF #9 

Hunt’s Branch SWip S98-0490 HF #I0 

Big Creek Mining, Inc. 

11 Cheyenne Resources 1 Suiface Mine Job k3 1 860-0377 I HF114 I1 

1 
Hunt’s Branch Strip 898-0490 HF #16 1 

CZAR Coal carp. I Panther Fork Mine I 880-0122 I HF 112 II 

Coal Mac Mining, Inc. 

Coal Mac Mining, Iiic. 

No Mine Identifier 498-0204 HP #I  

No Mine Identifier 498-0204 HF #2 1 
EDCO Encrgy Coip. 

Elkhorn Coal Corp 

11 ~ ~ i o i i i  Coal ~ o i p  I Homer Short Surface Mine I 880-0130 1 HF#5 I1 

EDCO Mme 836-0100 HF # l  

Homer Short Surface Mnie 880-0130 HF #1 

Elkhorn Coal Corp Homer Short Surface Mine 880-0130 HF #2 

Elkhorn Coal Cnrp. Homer Short Suiface Mine 880-0130 HF ’13 

I Elkhorn Coai Corp I Home1 Shoit Suitace Miiic I XX0-0130 I H F M  

Elkhom Coal Carp 

Elkhoni Coal Coip 

Elldiorn Coal Corp 

Homer Short Surface Mine 880-0130 HF #5 

Homer Short Surface Mine 880-0130 ISF #7 

IIomer Short Surface Mine 880-0130 HF #8 



KENTUCKY 

Company 
Elkhorn Coal COT 

Mine Permit Fill 
Homer Shoit Surface Mine 880-0130 I-IF #9 

II TI & D Coal ~ o . ,  Inc I Isom Branch I 898-0440 I HF#1 II 

Lodestar Energy, Inc. 

Martin County Coal Coig. 

Martin County Coal COT. 

II 
~~~ 11 Lodestar Energy, Inc. I No Mine Identifier I 836-0261 I HF#3A 

No Mine Identiher 836.0261 HF K6C 

No Mine Identifier 880-0103 HF #33 

No Mine Identifier 880-0103 IIF #34 

11 Lodestar Energy, Inc. I No Minc Identifier I 836-0261 I HFK4 II 

Miller Biothers Coal 

Miller Brothers Coal 

Wolf Creek # l  813-0207 TIF #13 

Wolf Creek #1 813-0207 HF #14 

Mountain Clay, Tnc. 

11 Miller Brothers Coal I Wolf Creek #I I 813-0207 I H F # l j  II 

#32 518-0157 HF #3 

1) Millcr Brothers Coal I Wolf Creek #I  1 813-0207 1 H F # l 6  It 

New Ridge Milling Road Fork ofBie Creek 898-041 5 HF #K 

II 
~~ 

11 Milier Brothels Coal I WoliCieeicft1 I 813-0207 1 IIF #17 

I 
11 Miller Brothers Coal I WolICreek #1 1813-0207 I HF#18 I! 

Pine Branch Coal Sales 

Richardson Fuels, Inc. 

Haddock Fork Mine 897-0271 HF #DD 

Mine #2 836-0212 HF #1 

(( Pine Braiich Coal Sales ( Haddock Fork Mine 1 897-0271 I HF#lO II 

Sunny Edge  Mining Co. 

11 Pine Branch Coal Sale? I Hdddock Fork Mme I 897-0271 I HF#13 II 

Jones Fork 898-0507 

11 Starfii-c Coals, ~ n c .  I Skyline I 060-0080 I H F # ~  II 
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Kentucky 
Addington Enterprises 

Prater #1 

Permit: 813-0238 

Fill: HF #8 
Fill: HF #10 
Fill: HF #12 
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Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
CO"figUrati0" 

ElWatiOILS 

Sluprs 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

control 

Stability 

Safhvarr Used 
Analysis 

1.5 1 
1.2 

As constructed R 4 S i O "  Original design 

Durable Rock 

Length (it) 3210 
Area (acres) 29.4 
Volulile (mcy) 1.5 

crnwn (A) 1180 
Toe (It) 1080 

Toe Foundation ("4 2.0 
Fill Face (dcg.) 27.0 

PeIiI"cte1 

Underdrain 

REAMF, 

Engineering 
PlOpWtieS 

(spoil) 

Unit Weight (pci) 125 

Cohesion (psfJ 160 
Ftictioii Angle 24 

Canntructiun 
Dacumentatiun 

and Certifications 

E"gi"Wi"g 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phrrntic Surface 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

unit Weigh! (P5f )  

Coi,erion (PSO 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

P-.OS 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qu~rtrrlg Photography 
CeltifiCltiO" certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ 1 NO PI 9712 "3°C 

Underdrains Yes [ ] No [XI 9712 None 
Surface Drains Yes [ ] No [XI 99/01 NOW 

Grading and Revcgctation Yes [ ] NO [XI 99/01 N0"C 

Find Certification Yes [ 1 No [XI 99:O NOiX 

If a DRF did the photographs show the rock blanket or core undcrdrvin by gravity segregation? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
Foundadon data: Trrf 

Dip of strata d a t i v e  to 611: 

Were NOVs winen  on the illiy Yes [X! No I 

Surface brainnagc conlrol working properly? Yes [XI NO I 1 
Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [XI NO [ ] 

Yes [ 1 No [XI If active fill. was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

I f n  durable rock till is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Ycs [ 1 NO [XI 

60 
Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ 1 

If oo to above. estimate percentage: 

l i the  fill is  completed. compare the Size with Ule sire in thc latest pre-completion revision? Svlne 
If lhc fill is iigniiicantiy m a l l e ~  what is Ihe rca~on a ~ ~ o r d i n g  lo the documentation or inspector? 

1.31 surface configaration: concsvr 
Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Ycs [ I No [XI 

Ycs [ I NU [XI Were lherc ground cracks abacrved on the fill face or benches? 
Number of belichen on 611: 
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Locnti"" of 
Crack* 

Location of 
Depie~sions * 

LDEatiOn o f  
Elusion Areas* 

 ti^^ of 
Ground Bulges* 

LDcafiO" of 
SpringrlSeeps * 

Location O f  

Changes' 

Movement 
Charnctrristics * 

Cammentn 

L D C A " "  Length (ff)  Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were thcre depressions on lhe fill benches'! Yes [ 1 No I i (Potential Water Depfh) 
I 
2 

4 
5 

Were there are= of cmioii on the till benches? Ycs [ 1 No [ I (Maximum Cully Depfh) 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulgcs or Iiumrnocb ternam? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc there ~pr i ng i  or seeps observed in dirpnsal areas? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vcgctatian or spoil color obscrvcd on fill? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes 1 No [XI 
f so, enter lhhe sourcc of information on lhhe failurc: 

Stage of constnicfion during failurc: 
Maas 1 Miss 2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

Length (11) 

Width (fl) 
Scarp lieight (it) 

Depth !O S1ipP'L.e (i?) 

Tran~ponDi~lancc (ft) 
Rate of Movement 

Extcnt of Fililiirc Movement 

Caiisc of Movemen1 Main 1 

Mass 2 
Muss 3 

'n Marsh 30, 1949 w u  ~lmplof ing  final grading 

lln~roinplinnse(~610j6)uar irru~dforbuc~cd tmbera l toeui i i l l  ( h e w e d  by OSM m March 1998) Fill wnlianiflucledanawingilll dustoshanpcafoperalinn and uslngn 
Sghwall miner Diifurbod a large _a of dminagc duo 10 CHANGE OF OPERATlOh r0 A HIGHWALL hlN3F. 
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COmPanY: Addington Enterprises Fill: Ill:# 10 Date ofpcrmit  fiie review: 04/16/99 

Permit: 813-0238 Mine: Prater #I Date f i l l  Contruction started: 09/02/97 
State: K Y  War this Iill visited at ground icrcl? Yes [Xi No [ ] Finished: 04/05/99 

Lat i tude:  37-31-26 llad thc t i l l  been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 63 
County Rreathiu Date of visit: 06/08/99 Number offill size revisions: 

Yes[  I No[X] nngitude: 83-00-56 time afthc air survey? 
mte  orsurvey: 1213 1/99 

As constructed Re,,iSiO" Orieinil drsien 

~ y p e  or pi11 

size of ~ i i i  

Surface 
cnnfiguration 

Elevations 

slopes 

surfncc ~~~i~~~~ 
C0"tr"l 

Subsurface 
Draiuage 

C.XItr01 

Stnbility 

Software Used 
Analysis 

safe* ~~~t~~ 

E"gi"CCrimg 

(Spoil) 
Propertiel 

E"gine.linr 
PrOpWtie. 

(Foundation) 

Phrcntic Surface 

Diirable Rock 

Length (ft) 650 
Area (acres) 4.6 
Valmne (mcy) 0.2 

Crow'" (ft) 1180 

Toe Foundation ?%) 2.0 

 TO^ (rt) 1040 

Fill Face (dag.) 

Perimeter 

Underdrain 

REAMF 

Static 1.5 
SEiS,lliC i .2 

Unit Weight (pct) 125 

Cohesion @st) 160 
Friction Angle 24 

Lkif weight !PCf: 
. 

Friction Ansk (dcg.) 
Cohesion (p~f) 

P-.05 

Aerial Survey 
m d  Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phnrc Appl.Quartarly Photography 
CertifCatiO" certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [XI No I ] 97/02 None 

Underdrains Yes [XI No [ ] 97/07 N""e 
SurfaceDrains Yes [ ] No [XI 99/01 N0"C 

Grading and Revegetation Yes L 1 No !XI 09/01 NO,>* 

Find Ceniticatiou Yes [XI No [ j YY/1 None 

I f u  DRF, did Ulc pliotogiaphs rhou the rock blunkef or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes ! I No [ 1 
Foundation data: TPX! 

D ~ P  or sudta rciati,,e to fill: 
Were NOVs 011 Ule fill? Yes [ 1 No !XI 

Surface drainage connol working properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Subsurface drainage coiitlol working properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No  [ 1 
3 lf spoil dxspoaai site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (month$' 

If a durable rock fill is under mnstnxt im,  
Approximatel? 80% durable rock by volumc? Yes ! 1 No [ 1 

Diiceiilable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
If no to above, estimate prrcentsge: 

lfthe fill is completed, compare thc size with the size in tho latest pre-completion revision? 
If the till is significanflg smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspcctor? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is the fill Situntcd in landslide top~gaphy?  Yes ! I No [XI 

No [XI Were therc pound cracks obiervcd on the till face or benchcs? 
Numlx  Of benchcr on 511: 

Yes ! ] 
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Lomi"" or 
Crachs * 

LucrGon or 
Depressions * 

1.0cation or 
Frusion Arcas * 

LOEstiUn "f 
Ground Bulges* 

Lncation "f 
springsiseeps * 

Location 01 
Change* 

Movement 
CharncteriSticS * 

LOLItil," Lcnglh (ft) Width (lt) Depth (in) 

I 

2 
3 

Wcrc t l m c  depressions on thc ill1 benches? Ycs I 1 No I 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there arras of eminn on the fill bcncher'! Yes I 1 No 1 (Maximum Gully Drpfh) 

I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there biilges or hummocky tentin? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcre there springs or seccps observed in dispoial arcas'? Yes I I No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were changcs in r e g e t d o n  or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

D i d a i d l l i i r ~ ~ ~ ~ i i r o n t h e f i l l ?  Yes[ No[x] 
fso, enter rhc SnUrCe of infomati"" "" the failure: 

Stage of consmction during failure: 
Mars  1 Mans 3 Mass 3 

Bench # 

Lcngth (A) 
Width (A) 

Scarp Height (ft) 

Tran~pon Distaace (ft) 
Dep:r to c:(p n a e  (*) 

Rate of Movement 
Extent of Failure Muvcrneiit 

Cause af Movement Mass I 
lMrss 2 
Mass 3 

'#-Fill #I in permit: 811-0218 

nil1 scnificaoon .4pd 05,1990 Quuterly ceill only No phoros 
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Type of Fill 

Siae uf Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

ElDWfi""S 

Slopes 

Surface Dminape 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

C o n t r u l  

Stability 

Safwarr Used 

Safety Factor 

,\"+i. 

Enxineering 
Pl"pWtieS 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
Plopeniea 

(Foundation) 

Phreahc Surface 

Diiiable Rock - 
Length (A) 1400 is00 
Area (acreg s.4 11.2 
Vollllne (mcy) 0.6 I .o 

Flat Flat 

CrOwii (it) 12nn 1200 
Toe (fl) I n j S  I050 

Toe Foundation (99) I .o 1.0 
Fill Face (dcg.) 

PWil"etW Penmeter 

Underdrain Underdrain 

WAML: REAME 

static 1.4 1.5 
SCiSllliC 1.1 I .2 

Unit Weight ( p 9  I25 125 

Cohesion bsfJ 200 zoo 
Ukit Weight (PSQ 

Cohesion (pso 

Friction Angle 30 30 

Friction Angle (dcg.) 

P-.05 P-.05 

construct ion 
Documentation 

and cert i f icat ions 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

hppl. Phase Appl.QunrIeerly Photography 
CeltifiCatiO" CWlifiC~tiO" TYPC 

FoundalionPreparufionn Ycs [ 1 No [XI 9714 None 
Underdrains Yes [ 1 No [XI 9811 N O E  

Surface Drains Yes I 1 No [XI 9814 NOW 

Grading andlicvegefation Ycs [ j No [XI 9814 None 
Final Cedtication Yes [ 1 No [XI 9911 None 

I fa  DRF, did the photopaphr sliow the rock blanket or core underdrain by pavity segregation? Yes [ I NO [ 1 
Foundation data: Text 

Dip of strata relativc to fill: 

WereNDVswiit tenonlhrfi l l?  Yes! 1 Na[Xj 

Surface drainage conlrol xorking properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Subsurface drainage conhul workingproperly? Yes [XI NO I 1 

Yes [ 1 No [XI 
3 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal dctcrmined to be o>>-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposai operation idle (monlhs)? 

f a  durable rock fill is  under construction, 
Approximately 80% durablc rock by volume? Ycs [ 1 NO [ ] 

Discemable blanket or core drzun fonuing? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Ifno l o  above, ertimvte pelrentagc: 

lfthe fill i s  completcd, compare the Sire with the s i x  in the larrst prc-completion reuision? 
If the fill is  significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the dociumntutinn or inspeclor? 

L;uger 
Don't know 

Fill sirrfacc configurnrion: Flat 
Yes [ No 1x1 
Ycs [ I NO [XI 

Is the fill situated in landslide ropogruphy? 
Were there ground cracks observed on thc fill face or benches? 

Number of benches on till: 

ICY - 1 1 



813-0238 
HF # 12 

Location of 
Cracks 

Location of 
Depressions 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

location of 
Ground Bulges 

tocation of 
Springs/Seeps 

Location of 
Changes 

Movement 

Characteristics 

Comments 

Location l.ength (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ I No[ I (Pote11tial Water Depth) 

2 

3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the till benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ ] No[ I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes l I No[ I 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes ( ] No[ I 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes ( ] No[Xj 

[f so, enter the source of infonnation on the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 

:\1ass 1 Mass2 Mass3 

Bench# 

Length (fi) 

Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (ft) 

Depth 1:o Slip Plane '"' ~Hj 

Transpott Distance (ft) 

Rate of Movement 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of Movement Mass I 

Mass2 

Mass3 

'vision reduced size of the fill to allow use of an existing road 

On ~arch 3G, \'l'l'l Ell wa:; U».llpleteJ iffit\ Tina\ grading was occuring 
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K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  E n t e r p r i s e s  

P r a t e r  # 1  

Permit: 813-0238                      Fill: HF# 8 

Permit: 813-0238                    Fill: HF# 8 

KY-13  



K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  E n t e r p r i s e s  

P r a t e r  # 1  

Permit: 813-0238                      Fill: HF# 8 
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K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  E n t e r p r i s e s  

P r a t e r  # 1  

Permit: 813-0238                      Fill: HF# 10 

Permit: 813-0238                    Fill: HF# 10 
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K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  E n t e r p r i s e s  

P r a t e r  # 1  

Permit: 813-0238                      Fill: HF# 10 

Permit: 813-0238                    Fill: HF# 10 
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K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  E n t e r p r i s e s  

P r a t e r  # 1  

Permit: 813-0238                      Fill: HF# 12 

Permit: 813-0238                    Fill: HF# 12 

KY-17  



K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  E n t e r p r i s e s  

P r a t e r  # 1  

Permit: 813-0238                      Fill: HF# 12 
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Kentucky 
Addington, Inc. 

UK #I 

Permit: 813-0180 

Fill: HF #3 
Fill: HF #7 

ICY - 1 9 
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COmPanY:Addington, Inc. Fill: HF 3 DBIC of permit f i le  review: 05/18/99 
Mine: lJK#l Date 1711 confmction started: 01/15/95 Permit: 813-0180 

Was this fill viiilcd at q m m d  level? Yes [Xi No [ 1 Finished: 04/20/98 

%Sandstone in overburden: 57 

Statc: KY 

County: Breathin Dalc orvisit :  06109199 Number al'iill size revisions: 

l lad  the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? Yes[  1 NojX] 

Ihte of smvey: 12/31/99 

Latitude: 37-25-16 
Iangitude: 83-11-45 

Typc of Fill 

sire "f Fill 

Surface 
Canflgurltio" 

ElWati0"S 

Slopes 

Surfacr Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 

Software Csed 
I 

Durable Rock Durablc Ruck Durable Rock 

1900 Lmgth (ft) 1900 1900 
15.0 Arca(acres) 15.0 15.0 
2.0 Volume (mcy) 2.0 2.0 

Flat Flat Flat 

1240 crown (ft) 1240 1240 
1030 Toe(*) 1030 I030 

13.0 Toe Foundation ("h) 13.0 13.0 
27.0 Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

Pcrimefei Perimeter Pcrirneter 

Safety Pactor 

Drainage 
Control 

Strbiiily 
Annlrsis 

1.9 static 
1.5 Scirmic 

Cnav. Segresgatcd Crav. Scgegated cm". SebneEdted 

RFAME Rl%ME REAMF 

i .9 
I .5 i .5  I .2 I 

I 
125 Unit Wcight(pcfJ 125 125 
30 Friction An& 30 30 

200 Cohesion (pa0 200 7"" 

E"gi"Ceri"g 
Propertics 

(Spoil) 

Pr0p.rti.S 
(Foundation) 

Friction Angie (deg.) 
Cohesion (mt) 

I 
. .  I 

P-.I P-.I P-05 I Phrcntic Surface 

Conntruttion 
Documentation 

and Ccrtiflcntions 

Aerial Sunw 
and Grnund 
Level Review* 

9ppl. Phase A~pl.Quartrriy Photography 
Certification Certificrtiun l y p e  

Foundation Reparation Yes [ j No IS] NOW 

Undcrdrainr Yes [ 1 NO [XI N0"C 

SoifuceRuins Yes [ 1 No [XI 9713 B&W 
GradingaiidRevegetation Yes [ ] No [XI 98/1 B&W 

Final Ccrtificution Yes [ I No [XI 9812 B&W 

I fa  DRF, did thc photographs s h ~ u  the rock blanket or C O ~ C  underdrain by grmity iegregation? Yca [ ] No 1 ] 
>:n;;r.da!inr. data: TCLt I Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were N O 3  unnrn on the fi!!? Yzi [ ! Ne [Y] 

Surface drzilnagc control worhng properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Subsurfam drainagc control working properly? Yes [XI No [ j 

ifactive till, WE actirc spoil disposal defeniiined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactirc, haw long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construc!ion 
Appioxlmvtely 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Discemsblc blaoket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
l f n o  to above, estimate peiccntagc: 

ifthc fill is completed, compare the size with the size iii the latest pre-completion revision? samc 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Ycs [ No [XI 
Ycs [ 1 No [Xi 

If the fill is significantly smaller. what is thc ~ C B S O U  according to tile documeniatiou or inspector? 

Is thc fill sinlafed in landslide topography? 
Were there ground cracks observed on the Fill face or benches? 

Numherolhenchei 011 1111: 
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Location 
Cracks * 

Location o f  
Depressions * 

 ti^^ 
Erosion Areis  * 

are  ti^^ or 
Ground Bulges * 

iocntion Of 
Changes * 

Movemrnt 
Characteristics * 

Comments 

L"Uti0" Length (ft) 1Vidth (ft) Depth (in) 

3 

Wcrc thcm depressioris on the fill benches? Yes [ ] NO [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Weie there areas of ervSidn on thc fill bcncher? Yes [ ] No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Ycs I I No I I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there spmgs or seeps obscwed in disposal arcas? Yes [ 1 No 1 I 

2 
3 

5 

Were changes i~ vcgctation or spoil color ohsewed on fill? Yes [ I Nu [ 1 
I 
2 

3 
4 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
t so. enter thc source of informatian on the railure: 

Stagc of constlucfioii during failure: 
M a s  I Mass 2 Mans 3 

Bench P 
kn@i1 (rt) 

Width (ft) 

S c q  Height (fi) 
Depth to Slip Plane (fi) 
Trmsport Distancc (ft) 

?ate o f  ?<Werner: 

Extent dFailure Movcmcnt 

Cause ofMovement Mass 1 
\lass 2 
\lass 3 

"81 cerriiicriion ''as built' dated W 2 i W  only miner deiiaiionl from origmal & s i p  
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Type of Yill 

Sire of fill 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Lcngh (A) 1100 I150 
Arc8 (acres) 26 6 6 1  
Volllme imcv1 6 1  0.7 

Static 
SCiSrniC 

Surface 
Conliguratio" 

Elevvatidnr 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurfare 
Drainage 

C0"tWl 

Stability 

1.6 
1.2 

, ,, 

Flat Flat 

Crown (it) I240 1190 
Toe (it) 985 1000 

Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27 0 

Petimetcr Pelimeter 

Toe Foundation 1%) 16.0 16.0 

Grvv. Segregated Grav. Scgrcgated 

R E M  REhm 

1.2 I 
Enginrering 

?roperties 
(Spoil) 

Engineorinn 

(Foundation) 
Properfies 

Phrrat ic  Surface 

lJnit Weight @GO 125 125 
Friction Anglc 24 24 
Cohesion (pa0 160 160 

Unit ~Weifht (pet) 125 125 

Cohesion (psO 200 200 

p.05 P-.I 

Friction Angle (deg.) 30 30 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Photography 
' h e  

Foundation Reparation Yes [ 1 No [XI 9413 
Underdrains Yes I 1 No 1x1 9413 

SarfaceDrvins Yes [ 1 No [XI 9113 

Grading and Revegetation Yes 1 1 No [XI 9711 

Final Cerlificmion Yes 1x1 NO 1 1 9713 

If B D W ,  did the photosaphs show the rock blanket or core imdcrdrain by gravity segregation? Ycr [ 1 No 1 1 
TCXi rorrr.d-.:L 1 .~ 

"UYY Ydld. 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 
we:e NOVS .,,d::sr. oz th; fiir! Yes [ 1 N C  [XI 

Surface drainagc control working properly? Yes [XI No 1 1 
Subsurface dramage control working properly? Yes [ ] No [XI 

Yes [XI No [ I If active fill, was a c h e  spoil disposal defeniiined to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site iiiaclive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Appronimatciy 80% durable rock hy volume? Ycr 1 1 NO [XI 

50 
Discemable blanket or corc draili fomliog? Yes [XI No 1 1 

lfno to above, estimate percentngc: 

Ifthe 611 is complctcd, compxe the size virh the size in ?he latest pre-completmn re\liion? Larger 
iffhe till is ~ i ~ i f i c a n t l y  ~mvller, what is the rea~on aocording to the doctimentatton or inspector? Auger Mino 

Fill surface configuration Flat 
Is lhe fill sitiiatcd in landrlide topography? Yos 1 I No 1x1 

Wcre there ground cracks observed ou the fill face or benches? Ycs 1 I No 1 1 
Number ofbenches on f i l l  
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L"cati0" Length (ft) Width (it) Depth (in) 

1 TOE OF FILL 40 20 

2 

3 

Were therc dcprcrsionn on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ I (Potential Wnter Depth) 

1 

Location of , 
Cracks 

Locnti"" O f  
DcprCSSi""S 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

Location of , 
Ground Bulges 

Locnhon of 
springsiseeps 

i"C4ti"iun oc 
Changer 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

comments 

811-0180 
H F F i  

5 

Were tliere areas of erosion on thc till benches'? Yes [ I No I (\laximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky tenin?  Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 

Wcre there springs or seeps obnervcd in disposd arcas'? Yes 1 I No 1 
1 

2 

4 
5 

Were changes i~ vcgctvtioii or spoil color observed on fill? Yes I 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [XI No 1 
-so, enter thc I O U ~ C C  of information on the failure: 

Stagc of canrtnictian dunng failure: 
Mass 1 Mnrs 2 Mass 3 

Bench P To 

width (A) 20 
LC"gtl1 (ft) 40 

SCOT Height (fl) 

Tianapart Distance (A) 
Deplh 10 Slip Plant (A) 

?.& ^fMo?emeni Siuw 

F.nlent of FdiLurc Movcnient Bnlge 

Cause of Movement Mass 1 Inadequate UnderDrGni 
Mass 2 
niass 3 
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K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  I n c .  

U K # 1  

Permit: 813-0180                      Fill: HF# 3 

Permit: 813-0180                    Fill: HF# 7 
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K e n t u c k y  
A d d i n g t o n  I n c .  

U K # 1  

Permit: 813-0180                      Fill: HF# 7 

Permit: 813-0180                    Fill: HF# 7 
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Kentucky 
Big Creek Mining, Inc. 
Hunt’s Branch Strip 

Permit: 898-0490 

Fill: HF #SA 
Fill: HF #SB (No Photo) 
Fill: HF #6 
Fill: HF #9 
Fiil: XF #I0 
Fill: HF #11 
Fill: HF #16 

KY-27 
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Company: Big Creek Mining, Inc. Fill: HF #SA Date of permit file review: 04116199 

07101197 

I I 

Permit: 898-0490 

State: KY 

County: Pike 

Latitude: 37-26-50 

mgitude: 82-13-35 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 

Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 

Control 

Sub~urface 

Drainage 

Control 

Stability 

Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 

Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engh1eering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 

Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 

and Ground 
Level Re"\'iew * 

I 

Mine: llunt's Branch Strip 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Date of visit: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As con~tructed 

Yes [X] No [ ] 

07108199 

Yes [ ] No [X] 

12131/99 

Revision 

Date fill contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 

Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 

Crown (fi) 

Toe (fi) 

Toe Foundation(%) 

Fill Face (deg.) 

200 

1.1 
0.0 

Flat 

1190 

1090 

2.1 

27.0 

Perimeter 

1150 

7.6 

0.5 

Flat 

1190 

1090 

2.1 

27.0 

Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated Grav. Segregated 

REA ME REAM£ 

Static 1.4 L5 
Seismic 1.1 Ll 

Unit Weight (pcf) 125 125 
Friction Angle 34 30 
Cohesion (psf) 160 160 

Unit Weight (pet) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psi) 

P-.1 P-.1 

Appl. Phase Appi.Qnarterly Photography 
Certification Certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ J No[X] 02/97 Color 

Underdrains Yes f ] No[X] 03/97 Color 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] No[X] 03/97 None 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No[ I 
Final Certification Yes [ ] No[ I 

If a DRl, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ ] No[ ] 

foundation data: Text 

Dip of strata relative to till: 

Were NOV's w-ritten on the fill? Yes [ ] No[XJ 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] No[ 
Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] No[ 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? Yes [X] No[ 
If spoil disposal sile inactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No[X] 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 60 

Discemable blanket or core drain fonning? Yes [X] No[ I 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topo~'Taphy? Yes [ ] No [ 

Were there ground cracks observed on the !ill face or benches? Yes f ] No [ 

Number of benches on fill: 

KY-29 
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Location of 
Crarks 

Locatinn O f  

Dcprrnrions ' 

Location "f 
Erosion Areas' 

Location of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location O f  

SpringdSeops ' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

Comments 

Luvrtiun Length (ft) \Vidth (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

3 

Wcic thcic dcpicisionr on the fill benclies? Yes [ ] No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 
1 
2 
1 
4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on thc fill bcnchei'? Yes [ I No [ ] (\laximum Gully Depth) 
1 

' 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges 07 hummocky l cnuh? Ye3 I I NO I I 
I 
2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal x e d ?  Yes [ 1 No ] 

I 
2 

1 
4 

5 

Were changcr in vcgetafion or spoil colo i  observed on fill? Ycr [ ] No j j 

2 

1 
4 

5 

6 

Did atallure occur on the fill? Ycs [ j No 1x1 
so. enter thc S O ~ W C ~  of infomation on the failure: 

Stvgc afcon~frucfion duting failure: 
Mnss 1 M a s s  2 Mass 3 

Bench ii 
Length (A) 
Width (A) 

ScarpHeight (It) 

Depth to Siip Pime (fit) 
'rrranspoit ~ i ~ f ' ~ ~ ~  (A) 

Xz!n CfM~<emm' 
Extent ofFailuie Movement 

Cause ofMovenient Mass 1 

M n n r  2 
M I S S  3 

joiP.eviiIon*l (8 i l1198spl i tPi l l f intoI I l l i i iAandi iB 

I ii i A  is R nidehill fill 

!hwll miner in pcmi i  
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Company: Big Creek Mining, lnc. Fill: IIF # 58 Date of permit file revier :  1213 1199 

I\line: Hunl's Branch Strip Date till mntruction started: 12/22/97 

Date ofvisit :  12/31/99 Nuinher o f  t i l l  size revisions: 1 
%Sandstone in overburden: 59 

Permit :  898-0490 

State: KY Was lhis fill visited at ground levcl? Yes 1x1 No [ ] Finished: 1 1  
County: Pike 

Had tlir fill heen reclaimed a1 the 
timc of the air survey? Yes[ ] Na[X] 

Latitude: 31-26-50 
Longitude: 82-33-35 

T y p  o f  Fill Durable Rock Durable Rock 

S h e  ofrill I 
S"rfX.0 

configurrtiun 

ElcVationS 

Slope9 

Length (ftj 
Area (acre?) . .  
vn1wne (rncr) 0.3 0.5 

Flat Flal 

crown (A) 1220 1270 
Toe (fl) 1140 1140 

Toe Foundation C%j 2 0  2.0 
Fill Face ( d w l  27.0 21 n 

900 
3 2  

contru1 

l i S O  7 6  I 

Pe"1"etcr Penlneter 

Drainage 
Cuntro1 

Stability 
Annlysir 

Software Lsed 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
PrOpertiCS 

(spoil) 

Eqirnrering 
P l O p e l t i E S  

(Foundation) 

Phrcatic Surface 

Grvv. segregated Giav. Segregated 

REAhE REAM, 

Static I .?  I .? 
Seismic 1 .1  1 .I 

Unit Weight (pi) 12s 12s 
Friction Angle 34 24 
Cohcriou ( p s i )  160 160 

iTnil Weigh1 iP"q 12s 
Friction Angle (dcg.) 34 
Cohesion ips0 I l l  

P - ~ l  P- 1 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Rcvicw' 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
CWtifiC?.tiO" certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ 1 No Vl 9713 Color 
Undcrdrainr Yes [ I No [XI 9713 Color 

Surface Rains Yes [ ] No [XI 9913 NOW 

Grading undRevegetaion Yes [ ] No [XI 9913 NO"$ 

FinalCertiiication Y e s [  1 No[  ] 

If a DRF, did the pllotogmphs show the rock blanket or corc underdrarn by grawty segregation? Ycr [XI No [ j 

Text lo :::: 

Dip of i t iataielal ive lo  fill: 

Wsrs NOVs e m o  en th? fi!!? Yes [ 1 Ne [XI 

Suriace drainagc ~onfrol uorking properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Subsurface drainage confml working properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 

Ycs [XI NO f 1 If active iill, was actirc spoil disposal determined to he on-going? 
lfrpoil diwposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Appro-atcly 80's durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [XI 
60 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 
If no to above. estimate percentage: 

l r ihe  fill is completed, compare the size with thc size ill the latest pre-completion revision? 
l f lhe fill is siplificaiitlg inidlei, whal is the rcnmn according to the documentation or inspcpcctor'? 

large* 
Don't knuw 

Fill SllifVCS configuration: Flat 
Is the fill sifuated in landslide topography? Yci [ ] No [XI 

No [XI Were tlieie ground cracks obscnred 011 the fill face o i  benches? 
Number orbenches on fill: 

Yes [ I 
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I . lK4tiO" Lmrth iftl Width iftl Deofh (in) 

~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ n  or 
DcpiesiiOnS * 

Locatinn or 
Erosion Areas 

Lacation of 
Ground Bulgcn * 

~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ n  or 
springsiseeps * 

i Lacatinn of 
cinclis  * I 2  

Wcrc there depreinions on the till benches? Y e  [ 1 No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there areas of crosion 011 the fill benches? Yes [ 1 NO [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummucky tcnuin? Yes [ 1 No 1 I 
I 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there spilngs or seeps obrcrvcd in disposal areas'? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Werc changcr in vegetation 01 spoil color ohsened on fill? Ycr [ I No I 1 
Lacrtion 0: 

Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

cumments 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a faxlure occur on the fill? Ycs [ I No 1x1 
f so, enkr thc source of infomation on lhhe failare: 

Stage of ~ ~ n s l r ~ l ~ l i ~ n  during failure. 
Miss 1 Mas9 2 Mass 3 

Ranch# 
Length (A) 

Width (A) 
Scarp Height (fl) 

Dcpril to 5iip Pivlle (A) 
Tran~port Distance (A) 

R2!e afMo"em;s: 
Entcnt of Failure Moveinenf 

cause of MoYemenl Mars 1 

Mass 2 
hlars 3 

apcRevisioni(i rpiitFit l#S inOFilliiSAandCIB 

Sghwall mincron peimit 

I /  w a  15% complefedonllZYiU9 
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Type of  Fill 

Size o f  Fill 

S U r f X C  

Configuration 

ElWrti0"S 

Slupes 

surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
A n a l y ~ i ~  

Software Used 

Safety Fnttor 

Enginerring 
Properties 

(spoil) 

inginrering . .  
Fnction Angle (deg.) 

Cohcsion ioin 

A s  constructed Revision Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Lenglh (ft) 800 800 
Area (acres) 6.0 4.0 
V0lumr (mcy) 0.3 0.0 

Flat Flat 

crown (A) I 260 1250 
Toe (A) 1110 I120 

Toe Foundation (%) 3.4 3.4 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

Pcnmctcr Perimeter 

e a r .  Segregated Grav. Scwcgated 

REAME REAML 

static 1.5 1.5 
Seismic I .2 1.2 

Unil Weigh1 (pco 125 125 

Cohesion (psi) I60 160 
Friction Angle 24 24 

, Unit Weieht (PCD I 

I 
Phrratic Surface I 

" ,  I 
P- 1 P- 1 I 

COnStruction 

and Certifications 
nocumentation 

Aerial survey 

Level Review* 
and Ground 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qunrtcrly 
CcrdAcatim Certilicntian 

Foimdntian hepaa t ion  Yes 1 1 No [XI 9712 None 
Underdrains Yes [ ] No 1x1 9712 None 

s u r r a c e ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  yes 1 j N~ pq 9713 Cdnr 

Grading and Kcvcgetafioa Yes I ] No [XI 9811 None 
Final Certification Yes [ ] No [ ] 

I fa  DkW did the photographs show thc rock blanket or core u n d e l a i n  by grarity seycgatian? Yes [ No [XI 
icx t  I r"....A I 

1 \.".."a,;Oa data: 
Dip Of seat8 rclvtive to fill: 

. .  . .  
Subsurface drainage coiitiol working properly? Yes [XI NO 1 1 

Ifactivc fill, was active spoil disposal determined to bc ""-going? Yes 1x1 NO [ ] 
I 1  II spoil disposal site inactive, Lon, long was disporal uperation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock r i l l  is under construction, 
Approximately 80% duiahle rock by v o l i u c ?  Yes [ 1 NO [XI 

SO 
Discernable blanket or core drain forming? Ycs [ 1 No [XI 

TI no to above, rsfiinatc pcrccnluge: 

lf the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-complction icvision'! L8Iger 
If the fill is SigniiicanUy small~r, what i s  the ieamn according to thc documentation or inspector? 

Fill sutiace configuration: Flal 
Is the fill situated in landslide topowphy? Yen 1 1 No 1x1 

Yes 1 1 NO 1x1 Weic thcrc ground cracks observed on the fill race or bcnchcs? 
Number of bcnchci 011 fill: 
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Location Lrneth lit1 Width (ft) Dmth  (in) 

Location of  
cracks* 

Location of 
Denressions * 

Location of 
Emsion .Areas* 

Lacntiion o f  
Ground Bulgrr * 

Location O f  

Sl"ings/Seep9 * 

\lO"emC"l 
Characteristics * 

1 

2 

Were there depressions on the fill benches'? Yes [ I No [ 1 (Potential Water Denth) 

3 

4 
5 

Wcrcthcre w a s  oferosion on the fill bcnchci? Yes [ 1 No I I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcic t h e  bulges or liiimmocki tenain? Yen [ I NO I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there sprbgr or seeps observed in disposal arcas? Yes [ j No [ I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were ~ L a n g e ~  in vegetation or spoil color obrewed on fill? Yes [ I No 1 J 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the t i l l?  Yes [ J No 1x1 
f so, enter the source of information on tire failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 
Mass 1 Mans 2 Mass 3 

Bench 4 

Lcngth (ft) 

Width (A) 
Scwp Height (tl) 

Depin LO S i p  Planc (A) 

Transport Distance (A) 
.Ute ofMCI.S-e.! 

Exteni of Failure Muvcment 

Causc of Movemiit Mars I 
Mnss 2 
Mass 3 

:,29,"0 fill Was 90 *% c0mp1ete 
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Type o f  Fill 

Size of  Fill 

S"lEaCe 
configuration 

Elevsf ion~  

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
COntrUI 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

con t ro l  

Sfnbiliw 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safely Factor 

E"gi"Wri"g 
PrOpCrtiCS 

(spoil) 

Znginrering 
Pruprrt irs  

(Foundation) 

Phrfafic Surface 

Co"Sflllcti0" 
Documentation 

and Ccrlificntinns 

As conntructcd RWiSiO" Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Lengtii (h) 750 750 
Area (acres) 10.0 4.6 
V0lumc (mcy) 0.6 0.2 

Flat n a t  

craw,, (it) I540 IS50 
.roe (R) 1240 1280 

Toe Foundation (%,) 22.0 22.0 
Fill Face (deg) 27.0 27.0 

Penmctci PcriUlefCr 

Cnw Sesregated Crav. Sesrqated 

REAME REAME 

SfdC 1.4 1.5 
Seismic I I  1.1 

Unit Weigh1 (pcf) 125 125 
Friction Angle 34 34 
Cohesion (p ig  I l l  111 
.. . unit Wcight (pfl 
Fktion Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (p$ 

P- I P- 1 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Levcl Rcvicw' 

Appl. Phase AppLQusrtcrly 
Certification Certilicntion 

Photography 
'Type 

Foulidation Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 9712 N0"e 
Underdrdmr Ycr [XI No [ I 9x12 color 

Surface Drvins Yes I NO Ixl None 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No [ ] 

F m l  Cerlification Ycs [ ] No [ 

Ifu DRF, did the photosraphs show tlic rock b i d e t  or core underdrain by sravity segrcgotiun? Ycs [XI No I J 

Foondalion d a ~ :  Te+t 
Dip of strata d a t i v e  to fill: 

were Nevs ,ATitter. On fill? [ 1 N< [XI 

Surfacc drainage ~ o n f m l  working properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Subsurface drwmggs c~iifrol working properly? Ycr [XI No [ ] 

liactitivc fill. WBE active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [XI No [ 1 
It spoil disposal rite inactive, lhnw long was disposal operation idlc (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by \ o h m ?  Ycs [ ] No [XI 

50 
Disccmable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 

If 110 to above. estimate pcrccmage: 

If the ti l l  is completed, comppilrc the size with die size in the latest pre-complction revision? 
If the fill is simiilcanlly rmallcr. what is the reason according 10 the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
1s the fill sifuafed in lmdslide lopo-phy? Yes [ ] No [XI 

No [XI Were them ground cracks observed on the fill face OF benches? 
Number of bcnchci on till: 

Ycs [ ] 
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LOCOli"" Lrwth  iftJ Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1.ocation of 
Cracks * 

Location of 
uepressionr * 

Lacation of 
Erosion Arcas ' 

LOEltiU" "f 
Ground Buigrs' 

1.0catiun of  
springsisrrps 

ZOEBiiO. 0: 

Changes' 

HOYement 
Characteristics 

Comments 

1 

2 

3 

Were there depressmns on tlie fill benclics~ Ycr 1 1 No [ 1 (Pofmtinl Water Depth) 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there areas of erosidcl on the lill benches? Yes I 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Uepth) 

I 

2 

3 
4 

Wcrc there bulges or l ~ u m m o c b  terrain? Yes I 1 No 1 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were tlicrc springs or seepi observed 111 disnosal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed oil fill'! Yes [ ] No [ 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

U d  B failure occur on the fili' Yei [ 1 NO [XI 
If so, enter the wurce of infomatian on the failure: 

Stage of consmiction during failore: 
Mans I Mass 2 >lass 3 

Bench # 

Length (fi) 
Width (It) 

Deptn to siip Piane (It) 
Transport Distance (R) 

scarp IlCight (A) 

?a!C of Moicm;::t 
Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of Morcmcnf MBSS I 
Mass 2 
MBSS 3 

Injmmviiion X I  increase (ill m e  slightly. Reuism~ 1 2  insrcnicd fill Q ~ Z C  

.CVIS ID~  (9lliO197) rcquiied r ~ m o v a l  ofoverburden to bodrock 

," ,I28100 Fill F b s  i?% mmolcfc 
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CuWanY: Big Creek Mining. Inc. till: HF # 10 I h t e  ofpermit file review: 04116199 
Permit: 898-0490 Mine: Hunt's Branch Strip Date f i l l  contrwtion started: om7100 

state: KY Was this fill visitcd at ground level? Yes [XI No [ 1 Finished: I /  
County: Pike Date orvisit: 07/08/99 Number of fill size revisions: 

llad the lill been reclaimed at the 
time of  the air survey? Yes[ ] No[Xl  

Date o f  survey: 1213 I199 

%Sandstone in overburden: 59 Latitude: 37-27-14 
Longitudc: 82-13-25 

I 
As constructed RWiSi.3" Oridnal desian 

Configuration 

EleYatiOnE 

Slopes 

surface Drainre. 

2800 Sizc of  Fill 
Area (acres) 34.7 
V"ilil"C (mcy) I .9 

S " r f X C  

Crowu (it) 1510 
Toe (i?) 1260 

Toe Foundation (%) 5.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Sizc of  Fill I 

Control 
Subsurface 

Drainage 
C""t7"l 

34 7 
2800 I 

Pcrimeter 

GTav. Segregated 

. .  
V"ilil"C (mcy) I .9 

Surface I I 

Stability 
Ann 1 v n i n REAME 

E"gi"Wi"p 
PlOpCrfiPS 

(Spoil) 

Unit Weight (pco 125 
Friction Angle 24 
Cohesion (prf) 160 

Sofhrare Used 
I 

1.3 I Si&C 

Seismic 
safety Factor 

Pruperties 
(Foundation) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohcsion bsti 111 34 I 
I I 

P-.05 I Phreafic Sulfdce 

Construction 
DOCUmP"faIi0" 

and Certiflcntinns 

Aerial S u n q  
and Ground 
Level R e ~ i e ~ *  

Appl. Phase AppLQuarferly Photography 
Celfificatio" CWti6CltiO" 'rype 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 9712 None 
Underdrains Ycs [ ] N o  [XI 9712 None 

Surfacc Drains Yes [ 1 NO m] 9711 COlOi 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
FinalCertitication Y m [  ] N o [  ] 

I 

If B DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by FIaYity segregation? Ycr [ 1 No 1 I 
Fouadatior data: Text 

Dip of strata relativc to fill: 

wm ~ o v r  wrincn on the till? Y ~ S  [ ! NO [x] 
Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 

Subriirfacc drainage control aorking properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 
tractive fill. was active spoil disposal delemined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

I 
If spoil disposal ritc inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (month$? 

If a durable rock 611 is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [XI 

60 
Discemablc blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 

If 110 to abore, eslimate priccnlage: 

If the fill i s  completed, cnnparc thc s i x  with the size i n  the latest pre-completion revision? Same 
Ifthe fill IS significantly smalbr, what is the reaion according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is thc till s i tuted iii landslide l o p o p p h y ?  Ycs [ ] No [XI 

No [XI Were thrii ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? 
Number of benchcr 011 till: 

Ycs [ ] 
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Locatiun of 
Cracks' 

I.0cntion of 
Depressions * 

1.ucrtion of 
Erusi"" Areas* 

Lncatio" o f  
Ground Bulges* 

Location of 
Springsiserps * 

Lncetiol rf 
Changes' 

L"C2ti"" Length (rt) Width (ft) Dcpfh (in) 

I 
2 

3 

Werc thcrc dcpresrions on the t i l l  benches? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 (Potential Wntor Depth) 
I 

2 
i 
4 

5 

Were there areas oicrariou on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Cull?. Depth) 
i 

2 
i 
4 

5 

Were fiiere hvlges or hummocky tcnuin'! Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcrc there springs or S ~ ~ P E  obscrvcd in disposal areas? Yes i 1 No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

n-loYeme"t 
Characteristics * 

Commrntn 

Were changes xn vcgctation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 1 NO i 1 

l 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on fnc fili? Yes i j No 1x1 
f  so^ enter the SOUICC ufmformafion on the failure: 

Slage oiconstiucfioii during failure: 

Mars 1 *lass 2 Mass 3 

Bcnch ii 
Length (A) 
Width (it) 

Scarp Height (it) 
Dcpin io siip iivne (W, 
'liaasport Distance (it) 

RLI- Of MOlemCnt 
Extent of Failure Movement 

C a w  oiMoremeni Mass 1 

Mans 2 
hIasr 3 
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.rypc F ~ I I  

Sire of Fill 

Dumblc Rack Durable Rock 

1100 
10.0 

S W h W  
C0"figWati"" 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surfxr Drainage 
Control 

S"bWrfXe 
Dlni"t3ge 

C0"tlOl 

Stabilit). 
Analysis 

Software Used 

l I n o  10.8 I 
V0lUl"C (mcy) 0.5 0.6 

Flat I'laf 
- 

cioi\ll (ft) 15x0 1580 

T'oe Foundation (,%) 3.7 3.7 

1340 1340 ?oc (I?) 

Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

Peiime!er Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated rm". Segregated 

KLAME REAM? 

E"gi"eWi"p, 
Fropelties 

(Spoil) 

Lnyirrel-ring 
Propertic3 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Safety Factor 

IInit Weight (pco 125 125 
Friction Angle 24 24 
Colierion ips0 160 160 

V"it '$eight (pi, I25 125 
Friction Angle (deg.) 34 14 
COhCSiO" (pro I l l  I l l  

P-.os p-.05 

Sf& 
Seismic 

1.5 
1.2 1.2 I 

Cnnstruction 
Documentation 

and Ccrtificstion~ 

Aerial sulvry 
and Ground 
Lcvcl Review* 

FoimdatianPrepnr.ltiion Yes I 1 No [XI 98/2 NOtX 

Underdrains Ycs[Xl N o [  1 9813 Color 
Sur faeDmins  Yes 1 1 NO [ ] 

Grading and Kcvegetation Yes I ] No [ ] 

Find Certification Ycs [ 1 No  [ 1 

l f a  DKI.'. did the photopaphi show thc rock blvnkef or core underdrain by graviw segregation? Ycr [XI No 1 I 
-.~. L r \ l  r",."da,f'"" 1 * . ""l. L i Y l l  "*,a: 

Dip of strata relative to Fill: 

". . , . .  
Subsurface drainage Control working prope'ly? Yes [XI No [ I 

IFactlvc till, war active spoil disposal dctcnnined to be on-going? Ycs [ ] NO [XI 
15 If spoil disposal site iiiacfive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f if durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [XI No [ I 

Dimmable  blanket orcorc drain forming? Yes [XI No [ 1 
l f n o  to above, estimate percentage: 

l f t h e  fill is completed, COIII~UC the size with the sim in the latcst pre-completion revision? 

l f t h e  fill is sigriificantly smaller, what is the reaton according to thc documentation or inspector? 
Fill iurfacc configuration: Flat 

Is the fill situated in landslide fopngaphy? Yes [ ] No [XI 
No [XI Were thcrc grotmid cracks observed on the fill face or benches? 

Number ofbenches on fill: 
Ycs [ ] 
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Location Lmeth lfll Width lftl Ilrnth l i d  

Locntioll of 
Dopressions * 

Lucntion of 
Erosion Arenr* 

LOWtiO" Of 

Ground Rders* 

I.OCIti0" "f 
SpringSlSeepS * 

L.S.ii0. O f  

Changes* 

Movement 
Charicteristics ' 

2 

3 

Wcrc there depressions on the fill bcncher? Yes 1 No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 
3 

5 

Were therc arcas of erosion on the till benchca? Yes [ 1 No 1 I (Maximum Gully Dcpfh) 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

Were lherc bulgcs or htimmocky tenain? Ycs [ 1 No [ I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Wkre there sptings or sccps observed iii disposal areas? Ycr [ I No [ I 
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Type of Fill 

Volumc (mcy) 0.3 

surfacr I I 

DuiableRock 

Conflpratinn I I 
cram (A) I530 
T'oe tft) 1250 

ElW.tiO"S 

EnEinerring 
Properties 

(spoil) 

Enginfaring 
Plopcrtirr 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Toe Foundation (Yo) 15.0 Sluper 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

FelimetW 
Surface Drainage 

Control 
S"bS"rfXe 

Grav. Semceuted 

IJnit Weight (pen 125 
Friction Angle 24 

IJnit Wcight (pcfj 125 
I'ficcfion Angle (deg.) 34 
Cohcsion (pso 1 1 1  

Cohesion (pig 160 

P45 

1.1 I Static 
Seismic 

Safety Factor 

constrvetiun 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

.Aerial survey 
and Ground 
I.evel Review * 

Foundationhepmtion Yes [ I No [XI 9812 None 
Underdrains Yes [XI No [ 1 9813 Color 

Surface Drains Yes [XI No [ ] NOW 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [XI No [ ] None 
Find Certification Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Ifa DRE did the plmtopphs show rhc rack blanket or core underdrain by gravity SeLTcgution'? Yes [ No I I 

I .,... . Ir*l C".,"A",<"" AalX 
1 ill..""..".. I . 

Dip of strata rclative to fill: 
Wcrc NOV'E wittw oc the fi!!? Yes [ ] No [X] 

Sarfucc drainage control working properly? Yes [XI No [ I 
Subsurface drainage control woikingpropsrly? Yes [XI No 1 1 

Ifactivc fill. WOE active spoil disposal delemined to be m-going? Yei 1x1 NO [ 1 
If spoil disposal site iiiacfive. how long was disposal opciation idlc (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [XI NO [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Ycs [XI No 1 I 
If no to abme, estimatc percentage: 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-camplction revision? 
If the fill is significantly s m d l c ~ ~  what is the reason according to the documcntafion or inspector? 

Fill surface coniiguration: Flat 
In the fill simaled in landslide topomaphy? Yes 1 ] NO [XI 

No [XI Were thcrc p o w d  cracks obsened on the fill race or bcnchcr? 
Number of bcnches on fill: 

Yes [ 
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1.ucrtiun Lencth (ft) Width Ift) Dmth (in) 

LDEstid" "f 
Cracks * 

I."cati<ln "f 
Depressions * 

Lacation Of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location Of 

springr/srrpn * 

Lorntiar. 0: 

Changer * 

Movement 
Charncteristicr * 

Comments 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there areas uf rrosion on the 611 benches? Ycs [ I No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or hurniiiocky tcnain'' Yes 1 I No [ ] 

2 
3 

5 

Were &ere spmgs or seeps obsewed in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 N o  [ ] 

2 

4 

5 

Were changci in rcgefvtion or spoil color observed On fill? Yes I 1 NO I I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Didafailoreoccuron thefill? Yes 1 J No [XI 
f so. cntcr thc source ofinfamation on the failure: 

Stage of ~onsfn~fion dufing ?ailuie: 
n n s n  1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

Length (A) 
Width (A) 

Scarp Height (A) 

Tleplb to S i p  Piane (it) 
Transport Dismcc (ft) 
?.as u?Me<emnE! 

hxtent of Failurc Movement 

cause of Movement Mass I 
*lass 2 
Mass 3 

II added m Rsvisian #Z 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 5A 

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 5A 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 5A 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                      Fill: HF# 6 

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 6 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                      Fill: HF# 6 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                      Fill: HF# 9 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                      Fill: HF# 10 

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 10 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                      Fill: HF# 11 

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 11 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                      Fill: HF# 11 

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 11 
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K e n t u c k y  
B i g  C r e e k  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

H u n t ’ s  B r a n c h  S t r i p  

Permit: 898-0490                      Fill: HF# 16 

Permit: 898-0490                    Fill: HF# 16 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
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Kentucky 
Cheyenne Resources 
Surface Mine Job #3 

Permit: 860-0377 

Fill: HF #03 
Fill: HF #4 
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BJ,ANK PAGE 
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Type o f  Fill 

Size "f Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
C0"tlDl 

Subsurfxr 
Dd"age  

Clmtrul 

Stability 
\WAlySiS 

Software used 

Safety Factor 

As constructed RWiEiO" Original design 

DurrblcRock Durable Rock 

Lenyh (H) lS00 1600 
Arca (acres) 53.0 82.0 
Volimle (mcy) 53.0 10.4 

Conrex C0"VCX 

Crow,, (fl) 1810 1760 
Toe (R) 1380 1350 

Toe Foundation ("9) 21 0 21.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

PWilWtCV Pcnlncter 

Grav. Scpcgafed cirav. Segregated 

EAME REAME 

Static 1.4 I .6 
Seismic 1.1 1 ~ 2  

EnFineering 
Pruperfies 

(spoil) 

COnStruction 
Docurnentation 

and Certifications 

Unil Weight (pco 12s 125 
Friction Angle 24 24 
Cohesion ips0 160 160 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

Engiieeiisi: 
Proper t i e  

(FO""d8tiO") 

Phrortic Surface 

Anpl. Phase Appl.Qusrterly 
certification Certification 

iZ8 
Friction Angle (deg.) 38 
Cohcsion (ps0 0 

P-.05 r- .I  

TJ& \,,.:."' ,._a clF"l wLL, 

Photography 
TI"e 
I ,~ 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 94/01 None 
Underdrains Ycs [ J No [Xj 98/2 Color 

SorfhccDrainr Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Final Certification Ycs[ ] No [ j 

If a DRF, did the photographs show lhc rock blwikef or core undenlrain by graviw segregation? Yes 1 ] No [ ] 
Fo""d?tii'n ilet?: ?ex! 

Dip of strala relative to fill: 

Were NOPE written on the fill? Yci [X! NO ! 1 

Surface drainage controi working properly? Yes ! 1 NO [XI 
Subnuface drainage control working properly'? Yes 1 I No [XI 

lfactivc fill, was active spoil disposal dctcnnined to be orl-gomg? Yes [XI No [ ] 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durablc rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durablc rack by volume? Yes I 1 No [XI 

60 
Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 

lrno to above. estimate percentage: 

If tile fill is completed, compvre the size with the size in the l a lc~ t  prc-completion revision? 
If the fill is simificantly smaller, what is the reason according 10 thc documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is the fill situated in ivndslide topography? Yes [XI No [ 1 

No [ ] Were thcic p o m d  cracks observed on the till face or benches? 
Numbeiofbenchei on fill: 

Yes [XI 
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Location of 
Cracks * 

Locstinn o f  
Depresbion~ * 

Location of 
Erosion Areas* 

1 

2 

3 

Were (here dcprcssianr 011 the fill benches? Yci [ I No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were Ulere areas of erosion on thc fill benches? Yes [ I No [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

Location of 
Ground Bulges* 

Location of 
Sprin~aISeeps * 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcre there biilger or hummocky fcnain'? Yes I 1 Nu [ 1 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were them springs or seeps observed in disposal meas? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Locacan Gf 
Changes * 

hloiernent 
Chrracreristics ' 
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T~~~ Or F ~ I I  

sire of Fill 

Durable Rock Diirahlc Rock 

I340 
33.8 

CO"fig",afiO" 

tlWati0"S 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
CDntrDl 

Subsurface 
DlaiWlge 

C0ntrul 

Stabair?. 

SofIwrre Used 
Analysis 

Safety Factor 

En e i n e e r i n g 
Pruprrtier 

(spoil) 

Enginee?ing 
Pl"peltieS 

(Foundation) 

Phroatic Surface 

Volume (slcy) I .9 5.2 

Surface I _. ~~ Plat Flat 

Crown (R) 1840 1885 
 TO^ (n) 1520 1522 

Toe Foirndatiaii (!A) 7.5 7 .5  
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

PeIimCtCr Pe"mele* 

Grar. Segregated Grav. Segregated 

REAME KAME 

static 1.5 LA 
SCiiiniC I .2 1.1 

Unit wcighl (pCt) 125 125 
FIiction Angle 24 24 
Cohesion (pso 160 if in 

illlit weig"t (pcq 

co1,esinn (pi0 
Friction Angle (deg.) 

p-.os P- " 5  

constmction 
D"C"me"tlti0" 

and Crltificationn 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

~ 

Photography 
TYPC 

I~%ondution Preparalion Yes [ 1 No [XI 94/01 NOllC 

Undcrdralns Yes [ ] No [XI 94/01 None 
Surface Drains Yes [ ] No [XI 96/02 None 

Grading a id  Revegetation Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Final Certification Yes [ ] No [ 1 

I fu  DRF, did the photopaphs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segegation? Yes 1 j NO [ ] 
< . - , ~ ~  '.",5b 

I 
I:̂ .."&*:̂ " 2"~". 
I Y Y I I Y Y L I " . .  yLLL. 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

I. . , . .  
SuhsiviaLc drainage control working properly? Yes [XI NO [ 1 

Yen [XI NO [ ] If active fi l l ,  was active spoil diipoivl detennined to be on-going'? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (mombs)' 

1 durable rock fill i s  underconntruction, 
Appronimatcly 80'% durable rock by uulamc? Yci [ 1 No [XI 

60 
Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 

If no to above, estimate pcrcentage: 

Ifthe fill is completed. compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision'! 
If the 611 is simificanrly smaller, what i s  the n a s m  according to the documentation or inipcctor'! 

1'111 surface confi,rmration: Flat 
Is thc fill srhivted in lvndslide topopphy? Yes [Xi NO [ 1 

Yes 1 j NO [XI Were there gmynd cracks obsclved on the fill face or benclics? 
Niiinhcr o f  benches ou fill: 
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L"Uti"" Lenefh (ftl Width (ftl DrDth linl 

Locrtio" o f  
Depressions * 

Wric thcic depreriinni or1 the fill benches? Ycr [ 1 No 1 J (Patential Water Depth) 

1 
2 

3 

1 4  

Location "f 
springs/seeps * 

LaCalian of  
Erasion Areas 

5 

Wcre there springs or seeps obscivcd in disposal areas? Yes i 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

LOCJtilJ" "f 
Ground Ru1e.a' 
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K e n t u c k y  
C h e y e n n e  R e s o u r c e s  
S u r f a c e  M i n e  J o b  # 3  

Permit: 860-0377                      Fill: HF# 03 

Permit: 860-0377                    Fill: HF# 03 
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K e n t u c k y  
C h e y e n n e  R e s o u r c e s  
S u r f a c e  M i n e  J o b  # 3  

Permit: 860-0377                      Fill: HF# 03 

Permit: 860-0377                    Fill: HF# 03 
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K e n t u c k y  
C h e y e n n e  R e s o u r c e s  
S u r f a c e  M i n e  J o b  # 3  

Permit: 860-0377                      Fill: HF# 03 

Permit: 860-0377                    Fill: HF# 4 
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Kentucky 
Coal Mac Mining, Inc. 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: 498-0204 

Fill: HF #1 
Fill: HF #2 

KY-63 
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Company: Coal Mac Mining, Inc. Fill: HF# J 

Mine: N/A 
Date of permit 111e review: 06/14/00 

I I 

12131/87 

I 

92 

Permit: 498-0204 

State: KY 

County: Pike 

Latitude: 37~37-12 

ongitude: 82-20-18 

Type of I<ill 

Size of Fill 

Surlace 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 

Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software L'sed 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surlace 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

I 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Date of visit 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Yes [X] No [ ] 

06115100 

Yes [X] No [ ] 

12131199 

Revision 

Date till contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

Conventional Conventional Durable Rock 

1400 Length (ft) 1400 

18.3 Area (acres) 18.3 

0.4 Volume (mcy) 0.4 

Flat Flat 

1500 Crown (ft) 1500 

1000 Toe (ft) 1000 

4.2 Toe Foundation(%) 4.2 

27.0 Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Perimeter Perimeter 

Underdrain Underdrain 

REA1:1E REAME 

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Smface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

1.6 Static 

1.3 Seismic 

125 Unit Weight (pet) 

30 Friction Angle 
200 Cohesion (psf) 

Unii Weight (pel) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

P-.05 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ J No[X] 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [X] No[ J 

Yes [X] No[ ] 

Appi.Quarterly 
Certification 

4/87 

4/87 

1.6 

l.3 

125 
30 

200 

P-.05 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core undcrdrain by gravity segregation? 

Foundation data: 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's 'Nfittc:n on the fill? 

Surl"ace drainage control working properly? 

Subsurface drainage control working properly? 

If active fill. was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by ,.·olume? 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Discern able blanket or core drain fanning? 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill smface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? 

Number of benches on fill: 
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1250 

15.6 
0.4 

Flat 

1600 

1050 

4.2 

27.0 

Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated 

Photography 
Type 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Yes [ J No[ I 
Text 

Toward Fill 

Yes [X] No[ ] 

Yes [X] No[ ] 

Yes [X] No[ ] 

Yes [ I No[ 1 

Yes [ ] No[ I 

Yes [ ] No[ j 

Same 

Flat 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

REAME 

1.7 
1.3 

125 

30 
200 

P-.05 



Location "f 
crack5 * 

Lacation "f 
Ground Bulges* 

Lacation "f 
springs/secpn * 

I.acrtion "f 
Changes * 

hlorenlrnt 
Characteristics * 

comments 

498-0204 
H F * ,  

LOCati<M Longlh (it) Width (fl) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

3 

(Potential Water DeptD) Wcrc there depressions on thc fill benches? Yes [ ] No 1 j 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there areas of crosion on the 611 benchcs? Yes [ 1 Nu [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there birlecs or hiiiiiinockg terrain? Yes 1 ] NO [ ] 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were thcre Springs or seeps observed iii dispo~ai arcar? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Were changes in vcgctation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did a failure UCCLI~ on the till? Ycs [x] No i j 

f so, enter the source of illformation on the failure: DEP Tmpector 
Activc -Post Construction, lnactive -Post Constr Stage of constnictioii duting failure: 

Mass 1 M a s s  2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

LC"@ (A) 
Width (fl) 

Scarp Height (fl) 
"...,. .. o,:.">.-_ ,*> 
" = p i 2  111 Oil,, r,u,r ,", 
Transpon Distance (fl) 
Ratc of Movement Rcpid 

Exmt of Failure Movement 

Cau% of Movement hlsrS 1 Underground Mine Eminage 

Mars 2 
Mass 3 

lasnue fill failure in uppdicrrase Caurarion due fu  undsrsround mine drainage info ths fill 
wired an eneinccrlng plan to be submmcd and ie in Reriiion iij 

DSMRE a w e d  non-compliance #051293 an April IP. 1991 Remedial meiiurei 
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Type of Fill 

Sire of Fill 

Canven1iona1 C0ll"e"ti""d Durable Rack 

2100 
17.4 

Surfncc 
Codigurntian 

Elevntions 

Sluprs 

1300 
12.3 

1.4 Volume (mcy) I .4 I .4 

1.w Flat Flat 

1400 c;Ioun (rt) 1400 1400 
900 I 000 900 T'oe(f1) 

4.6 7'oe Foundation 1%) 4.6 4.6 

Drainage 
Control 

Stability 
A d y S i S  

sostware Used 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
PWpertbS 

(SPUil) 

"nEbZot%p 
PlOpCrtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrertic Surface 

Grav. Segregated Underdrab IJnderdrain 

REAME REAME REAME 

1.5 Static 1 .j 1.6 
1.1 scismic I .1 I .3 

125 Unit Wcight (pcf) 125 125 
30 F n c t i o n h g l c  30 30 

200 Cohesion (psf) 200 200 

ilrvi Weight (pcfj 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psi) 

P-.os P-.05 P-.O5 

conrtructiun 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Foiindation Preparation Ycs [ 1 NO [XI None 
Underdrinr Yes[ 1 No[X] None 

Surface Drains Yes [ 1 No [XI None 
Grading hnd Revegetation Ycr [XI No [ 1 3/87 N0"C 

Final Cerlification Yes [XI No [ 1 3187 None 

~ 

I fa  DRF, did lhe photographs show the rock blanket or C O ~ C  underdrain by marilv scwcration'? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
."".."....I.. I.~".."il*i"" A>*>. ll.". .ell 

TowardFill 
W r r ~  NOV's rrrineii nn !he till? Yes 1x1 No [ 1 

Surrace dramage c m m l  working properly? Yes [XI No I 1 
Sabsuf*cc drainage control working piopcrly? Yes [XI No [ 1 

If active t i l l ,  UBP active spoil disposal determined to bc on-going'? Yes I 1 No [ 1 

T ... 
Dip 0s iflala reiative to fill: 

If spoil disposal Site inactive, how long was disposal opcration idle (months)? 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 
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LOEt l t i l "  of 
Depression? 

Location of 
Erosion Arcas 

LDCAti"" of 
Ground Bulge: 

I.0Clti"" of 
Springrlsreps 

Llcetio.? of 
Changes 

hlovemmt 
Chsrscteridcs 

I 

2 

3 

(Potential Water Depfb) Were lherc dcpresrions on the fill benchci'? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 NO ] (Miximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Weretherebulges oihummoc!qte!wn? Ye3 [ 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were thric springs or seeps obscwcd in disposal areas? Ycs [ ] NO [ ] 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Wcrc clmger in vegetation or spoil color obicrvcd on fill? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

2 

3 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the tiliy Yes 1x1 No [ 1 
[so, cntcr the source of infomation on the lailurc: DEP inspector 

Active - Port Consfmcfion, Inactive - Post Conifr Stage or construction during Faiiurc: 
M a s s  1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench ii 

L e n a  (fl) 

Width (A) 
scarp Iieighf (A) 

i)cprh 10 slip Pime (Aj 
IruisporI Distance (A) 

Ql..... R?!5 dMn"eme!?f _l/".. 
Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of Movement Mans 1 hadcquvte UndeiDiains 
Mans 2 
Mass 3 

IMRE irruod NIC 013389 on April 8. 1087 and lDC0 OSO:?; M ~ i i v e  failure apparmfly due to underdrain problems Appmxirnafcly 8 5 acre, off site damaged by didc 

ncndmenr 8 I (submined 5 l O l l S l )  included remedial measures b ,r th i  fill fa i l u i o  
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K e n t u c k y  
C o a l  M a c  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r  

Permit: 498-0204                    Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 498-0204                    Fill: HF# 1 
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K e n t u c k y  
C o a l  M a c  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r  

Permit: 498-0204                    Fill: HF# 2 

Permit: 498-0204                    Fill: HF# 2 
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Kentucky 
CZAR Coal Corp. 

Panther Fork Mine 

Permit: 880-0122 

Fill: HF #2 

KY-71 
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'Type af Fill 

Size of Fill 

S"rfX< 
Configuration 

Elevrtians 

super  

Surface Drninrge 
Contm1 

S"bS"rfaCe 
Drainage 

Control 

Stabilih. 
Analysis 

SofMnre Csad 

Durable Rock 

L.engfh (fi) n o 0  
Area (acres) 22 8 
Yolume (mcy) 3.4 

crown (rt) 1237 
T'oe (fl) 865 

Toe Foundation (%) 7.0 
Fill Face (dcg.) 

penmeter 

Gmv. Segregated 

REAME 

CO"StlYEti0" 
Documentation 

and  Cenificrtions 

S n f e t y  Fncfor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(spoil) 

z..: l.E..EE'iiig 

Propertics 
(Foundation) 

Phrrat ic  Surface 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review 

static 1.4 
Seismic 1.1 

Unit Weight (pcfJ 125 
Fnction Angle 30 
Cohcsion (p$ 200 

"llli delght  ipcq .. . .. 
Fiiclion Angle (dig.) 
Cohesion (psq 

p-.o5 

CertitiCatiO" certification Type 

Foundalion Prcpmation Yes 1 J NO [XI 1190 None 

SurtaceDiains Yes[ I No[X] lr93 None 
Cmding and Revegctation Ycs [ 1 No [XI 1/93 NOW 

Underdrains Yes [ 1 Nu [XI 3!91 B&W 

Final Certification Yes 1 I No [XI 
I 

If a DRF, did lhr photographs show tile rock blankel oi core undcrdrvin by gravity segregation? Yes [XI No [ 1 
__...._.I.._.. lin,."Artinn A"*>. l".l. ."^1 

Tnr, 

Dip of strata relative 10 fill: 

Were NO? wntleri on thr fill? Yes [X! No [ I 

Surface drainage ~onlrol working properly? Yes 1 I No [XI 
Subsurface diainagc conmi  working properly? Yes I 1 No [XI 

If active fill. was active spoil rlispoivl determined to be on-gomg? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactive. how long was disposal opevation idle (monlhs)? 

If a durable rock fill is undcr ~ o n s t r ~ c t i o n ,  

Appronimatcly 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ I No [ 1 
l f n o  to above, estimate percentage: 

If thc fill is completed, compare lhe size with thc s i x  iii the latest prc-completion reuiiion? SaTW 
If thc fill is significantly smaller, what is thc mson  according to the dncirmeiitation or inspector? 

1.31 surface canfig"urafi"n: Fiat 
IE the fill situated in lvlldnlide topography? Yes I ] No [ 1 

No [ 1 Were there g o d  cracks obscwcd on the fill face or benches? 
Numberofbenches on fill: 

Yes [XI 
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Lotation Ienrth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Lotatiun of ~ 

Cracks 

Lucrtion of 
Depressions * 

Location of 
Erusian Areas * 

Location "f * 
Ground Bulges 

MOvrmrnt 
Characteristics 

Comments 

880-0122 
H F # 2  

I 
2 

3 

Were there depresions 011 lhc fill benches'? Yes 1 Nu [ I (Potential Wafer Depth) 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were therc areas of erosion on the nil bcnchcs? Yes [XI NO [ ] (&larimurn Gully Depth) 

' 
3 
4 
5 

Were thcrc bulges or hummocky tenain? Yes [ NO [ 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or sceps obseived in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were changcs in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [XI No [ 1 

. 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Didafdilurcoccuranti~etili? Yes [xj No [ ] 

Fso. m!er the source of information an the failure: DEP Tnipector 
Stage of construction during failure: 

Mass 1 Mass 2 M a s  3 
Bench N I 
Length (A! 
Width (A) 

Scwp Height (R) 
Depli, ill NiipPia"e (W, 
Tianspon Distancc (A) 
Rite of Move!"<"! SIOW 

Extent of Failure Movemcnt Bulge 

Cvtlse of Movement zlsss 1 hiladequate UnderDiains. Underground Mine Drainage 
Mass 2 
&Inns 3 

ide caused by undcrgound minins draining info fill Drainage ianirated lili due to inudequntounderdrain Heavy Pe saiang drainngc 81 roeof fill F n t m  811 shows movement 
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K e n t u c k y  
C Z A R  C o a l  C o r p .  

P a n t h e r  F o r k  M i n e  

Permit: 880-0122                      Fill: HF# 2 

Permit: 880-0122                    Fill: HF# 2 
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K e n t u c k y  
C Z A R  C o a l  C o r p .  

P a n t h e r  F o r k  M i n e  

Permit: 880-0122                      Fill: HF# 2 

Permit: 880-0122                    Fill: HF# 2 
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Kentucky 
EDCO Energy Corp. 

EDCO Mine 

Permit: 836-0100 

Fill: HF #1 (NO Photo) 
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Company: EI)cO h i g y  carp. Fill: HF 1 Dalc ol'pcimil file rcview: 05/03/00 
Permit: 836-0100 bl inr :  EDCO Mine Dale fill coiilruclioii started: / I  

State: KY Was this fill visited at gnmnd level? Yes [XI No [ ] Finished: / /  
Count): Floyd Date ofvisit :  06/22/00 Number offill size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-33-55 Had the f i l l  been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in ovcrburden: 81 
Longitude: 82-47-10 time o f t h c  air survey? Yes[X1 N o [  1 

Date ofsun'ey: 1213 1/99 

As constructed RWiSiO" Oricinnl desim 

Slope. 

Surface Drninngc 
Control 

Subsutfaace 
Drainage 

rontro1 

Stability 
hnalysis 

Sortware used 

sarrry ~~~t~~ 

Enginrering 
rluprrties 

(Spuil) 

Engineering 
PlOpWfieE 

(Foundation) 

Phrentic Surface 

c"nfig"rafi0" I I 
Crown (ft) 1380 El~vntione 
Toe (ti) 800 

Toe Foundation (%) 12.u 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Pcrilneter 

U n d e r c b ~  

REAW, 

Static 
SCiSlUiC 

Unit Weight (pcf) 
Ftiction Angle 
Cohesion (prt) 

Unit Wcight (pct) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cahcsion (psf) 

constructiun 
Documentation 

and certificatiuns 

Acrid survey 
and Ground 
Level Review ' 

.\ppl. Phase AppLQuxrterIy Photography 
celtiiication CortifiCati.3" TYPC 

Foundation Reparalion Ycs [ 1 No [XI NOW 

Undcrdraiiii Yes j 1 No [XI None 
Surface Drains Yes [ ] No Fl NOW 

rhding and Reregetation Yes [ ] No [XI NOtX 

5r.d Crriificution Yes 1 j No [Xi Nonc I 
If a DRF, did the photographs s h o i  the ruck blaokct or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes I I No I 1 

Foundation data: lent ~ 

Di* of strata rclativc to fill: 

Wcrc NGVs wnlten OD thc fill? Ycs iXj No [ ] 

Surface diainage control woriang properly? Yes [ 1 No [ j 
Subsurface drainage contra1 working properly? Yes [ j No 1 1 

lfactirc fill, was active spoil disposal determined 10 be on-going? Yes 1 I No [ ] 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock Cdl is under mnstmction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes 1 NO I 1 

Disccmablc b l a h 1  or c m  drain fonning? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
lf no to abore, estimate percentage: 

lf lhe fill is complcrcd, compare the size with the size in the lalest pre-completion revision? Same 
lithe fill is significuntly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill iniface configuration 

Is the fill sifuvfed io landslide topography? Yen [ 1 No 1 
Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches'? Yes 1 1 No 1 1 

Number of benches on All: 
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Lucrti0n "f 
Erosion Areas 

LOEstiOn O f  

Cinund Bulges 

Location O f  

springn/secpn 

Location O f  

Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Comments 

1,"LltiO" I.enxth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depresions on the fill benches? Yes I I No [ 1 (Potential Wnfcr Depth) 

I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there areas of eroiion on the fill benclies'! Yes [ I NU [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrcthcrc bulges or hummocky t emin?  Yes [ 1 No 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed iii disposal =ear? Yes 1 1 No I I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 I No [ 1 
1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [XI No [ 1 
so. enter thc m i m e  of inionnatiou on the failure: DEP lnipcctor 

Active - Post Conifmcfion, hmfive .Post Consfr Stage of consrmaion during failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 >%IS3 3 

Bench ii 
1cn&tll (fl) 
Width (A) 

Scm Height (ft) 

Dcpth to Slip Planc (A) 

Transport Distvllcc (A) 

Rate oiMovernenr 
Extent of FiUlure Movement 

Cause of Movcmcnt \Inss 1 Durability oillock, n i c k  Soil Foundation 

z 
Mass 3 

iM inapec,ion ("ngmal) 7186 following flll fa,l"ra 

iM insprction Obi22iOO rhowed that fill was rlable Final Bond release - 12/09/97 
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Kentucky 
Elkhorn Coal Corp. 

Homer Short Surface Mine 

Permit: 880-0130 

Fill: HF #1 (No Photo) 
Fill: HF #2 
Fill: HF #3 
Fill: HF #4 
Fiii: HF #5 
Fill: HF #6 (No Photo) 
Fill: HF #7 (No Photo) 
Fill: HF #8 (No Photo) 
Fill: HF #9 
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Company:Elkhorn cod COW. Fill: H F  # 1 Date ofpermit  tilc review: 04112100 
Permit: 880-0130 Mine: Homer Short Surface Mine Date fill conttuclion starlcd: 031ti5198 

County: Manin Date ofvisit: 07128199 Number of fill size rwisions: 
State: KY Was lhir  lill visited at ground level? Yes [XI No [ ] Finished: I 1  

Latitude: 37-46-57 Had the till been reclaimed at the %Sandstone iii overburdcn: 92 
nngitude: 82-37-05 lime o l t h e  air survey? Yes[ I No[X] 

Date olsmvey: I213 1/99 

As constructed RWiSiO" Orieinal desie" 

rypa Of F ~ I I  Durahle Rock 

. ,  
Vohllne (mcy) 1 .O 

surface I I 

Slopes 

Surfncc Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stabilit) 
Anilysis 

Softwrre Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Pr"pUtieS 

(SPUil) 

Engineering 
PrOpDrtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Sullacr 

COnfig"rsfi0" I I 
Crown (ft) 1000 
Toe (ft) 750 

Elevalionn 

Toe Foundation ("3) 10.0 
Fill Face (deg ) 27.0 

Perimeter 

Underdrain 

REAMF 

Static I .5 
Sciamic I .2 

Unit Weight (pct) 125 
Fticlion Angle 24 
Cohesion (psi) I60 

Unit Weight (pco 
Friiictionhgle (deg.) 

Cohcsiou ( p f )  

P-.O5 

Canstruction 
Documentation 

m d  Certificatians 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Hevim * 

hppl. Phase AppLQunrterly Phofogmphg 
Certification Certification TYPC 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 9811 U&W 
Undcrdrainr Yes [ ] No [XI 9811 U&W 

SurfaceDiviiin Yes [ 1 No [XI 0011 None 
Chdamng and Revegetalion Yes [ 1 No [XI 0011 NOlX 

I ::ir.a:Cmifiuutiun YCE [ j NO i j 

I f a  DRF. did the photoKaphs allow the ruck blvakct or corc uiiderdraiii by gruvih. segregufion? Yes [ I No [ 1 
Foundation data: lent ~ 

Dip of strata rcialivc to fill: 

'VereieNGVs wnitten 0" the liii? Yea [ j Nu 7x1 
surrace <irainagc conmi  working properly? yes [XI NO [ 1 

Subsurface drainage contra1 working properly? Yes [XI NO [ I 
Yes [XI No [ ] If active fill, was active spoil disposal detennined to be o w p i n g ?  

If spoil disposvl s i t  inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (month$)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durablc rock by voliimc? Yes [XI NO [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ I 
if 110 to above, estimate percentage: 

I f U x  fill is complctcd, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion rerision? 
lfthc fill is significantly smaller, what ir the reason accordmg to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill sufacc configuration: Flat 
Is rhc fill sinivted in landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

Yes [ 1 No [XI Were lhere p u n d  cracks obrcncd on thc fill face or benches? 
Nuiiber of benches on fill: 
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Lucatian of 
Clacks 

Location "f 
Depressinns * 

Locntion of 
Erosion Aicni'  

LOCAti"" "f 
Ground Bulges* 

Lucatiun "f 
SpringdSrrps * 

Commmts 

Localion Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes 1 1 NO 1 I (Polcnfinl Waler Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcrc thcrc arcas of erosion on thc fill benches'? Yes I I No I I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges ui hummucky tcnGn? Ycs [ I No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were lhcir "rings or srcpi ohscnrcd in disposal areas? Ycs 1 No I I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes I 1 No I 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on lhe fill? Yes I I NO I I 
f so, enter the source of infomalion on the f d u r c .  

Stage ofconslruclion dunng failire: 
Mass 1 Maas 2 Maas 3 

Bench 

Lcnyh (R) 
Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (R) 
Depth to Slip Plane (A) 

Transport Distance (A) 

Rate of Movement 

Extent of Failure Movcmcnt 

Cause oiMovemen1 Mans 1 

\1nsn 2 
Mass 3 

n 04/2110~,.Fill iil Ulh3 99% Complele 

uanerly ~ e r U  but no ~ n f i c l i l  phax LEI<$ Only orisma1 ccn (3105198) had photon 

miimcted underdiain~ 16' x 8' 
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Company: Elkhorn coal carp. pill: HF #I 2 Date o fpenn i t  file review: 04112100 
Permit: 880-0130 M i n e :  Homcr Shalt Surfacc M i n e  Date fill contruction started: 0113 1198 

State: KY W a j  this fiil visi ted at g round  Icvcl? Yes [XI No [ I Finished: I /  

L a t i t u d e :  3747-03 Had the lill becn reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden:  92 
County: Martin Date of visit: 07128199 Numher of fill s i x  revisions: 

YcsI I No [XI Longitude:  82-37-29 time of the air survcy'? 
Date of survey: 12131199 

As constructed Revision Orieinal desien 

Type of Fill 

silo "f Fill 

Surface 
C""fig"rati0" 

Durable Rock 

Length (it) 830 
Area (acves) 4.0 
Volume ("CY) 0.5 

C r u m  (ft) 
Tuc (a) Elcvationn 

Slopes 

Surface Dri inagr  
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

C0"tYOl 

Stability 
.AWAlVSiS 

990 830 I 
l o c  1,'oundatiou (%j 6.0 
Fill l'acc (dce.) 27.0 

Petimeter 

Underdrain 

REAME 

sortware Used 

Safety Factor 

E"ginWi"g 
PlOpertieS 

(spoil) 

Static 1.6 
SCiS"liC 1.2 

Unit Weight (pco 125 
Friction Angle 24 
Cohesion (pst) 160 

Engineering 
PrapCrtiCS 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

constructiun 
Documentation 

and CertifiCltiom 

llnit Weight (pco 
Ftiction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (pso 

P-.Oj 

Acrid suwcy 
and Ground 
I.erel Review* 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
Ccrtificltian Certification T W  

Foundation Plepestinn Yes [ 1 NO I x ]  9811 B&W 
Underdrains Yes [ ] Nu [XI 9811 NO"C 

SwfaceDraini Yes [ 1 No [XI 0011 NOtX 

Grading iuidRevegefafion Yes 1 NO [XI 0011 None 
?.., ,. '̂: . rerLni~iiuorr Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

l f a  DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [XI No [ ] 

Foilndatiun data: lexf ~ 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

wcrc N O V S  u1inL-n 011 the Eli? Yes i j No 3; 

Surface drainage coiitiol working properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [XI No [ j 

Ycs [XI No [ I If active till. was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, hoM long WRE disposal upcraiiun idlc (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under cunstruction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [XI No 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 
If no to above, estimate percentagc: 

If the till Is completed. compare the SiLe with the size in the latcrtprc-cornpiction rcvision? 
If the t i l l  is  significantly smaller, what is the reason according to thc documentation or inspcctor? 

~ i i i  surrace cmfimration: Flat 
I s  the till situated in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [XI 

No [XI Were there ground cracks observed on the t i l l  face or benches? 
Numberorbenches on till: 

Yes [ ] 
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Location Length (ft) Width (fl) Delith (in) 

Location o f  
Cracks 

Location of 
Depressions 

Location of 
Erosion Arean' 

Lucatiun "f 
Ground Bulges' 

Lucation of 
Spring,/Serpa 

Location o f  
Changes ' 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

CDmmcntr 

2 

3 

Wcrc thcic dcprcisiani on thc fill bcnciici'! Ycr [ I No [ I (Potential Water Depth) 
i 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there areas orerosion on the nil bcnches? Yes I I No I I (Maximum Gull) Depth) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terms9 Yes [ 1 NO [ I 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were Ihere springs or seeps observed 3" disposal areas? Yes I 1 NO I 1 
1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcie changcs in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 I No 1 I 
I 
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Company: Elkhorn coal CUP. Fill: HF 3 Dale ofperinit f i le review: 04112100 
l'crmit: 880-0130 Minc: Homer Short Surface Mine Dale fill  contrwtion stancd: 0113 1198 

State: KY Was lhis liil visitcd at ground level? Yes [XI No I 1 Finisiicd: I 1  
Count?.: Martin Datc ofvisit: 07128199 Number of f i l l  s i x  revisions: 1 

Latitude: 37-47-08 Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburdcn: 92 
lime ofthe airsurvey? Yes [  ] No[X] Longitude: 82-37-30 

Date ofsurvcy: 1213 1199 

AS constructed Revision Oiizinsl desien 

T~~~ o r ~ i ~ ~  Durable Rock Durable Kock 

, ,  

volamc (mcy) I .n 0.8 

Flat Flat 

Crow" (ft) 881 870 
Toe (ft) 770 770 

surface 
CDnfiguration 

Elrvationn 

Slopes 

Surfncc Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Soflware used 

Safety Factor 

Enginr.ring 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
PlOpO-tieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrratic Surface 

Pr"peltieS 

Toe Foundation (oh) 2.0 2.0 
Fill Face (deg ) 27.0 27.0 

perimeter P c r i m c t c r 

Underdrais Undcrdrain 

E M  REAM3 

Static 1.5 
Seismic 1.2 

Unit Weigh1 (pcf) I25 125 
F"cfion Angle 21 24 
Cohesion ( p i n  160 160 

Unit Wcight @cfJ 

Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohcsion ( p s f )  

~ - . 0 5  

Cunstructiun 
Docum.ntation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and  Ground 
L e d  Keviru * 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
CWtifiGItiO" Certificntion Type 

Foundation Rtepmtion Ycs [ 1 No [XI 9811 Calm 

Uiiderdrainr Yes 1 J No 1x1 9811 NOlE 

Sudace mains Yes [ 1 NO [XI onii None 
Grading and Revegetation Ycs [ 1 No [XI noi i  None 

i d  Ccri;fiiatiun Yes 1 j No 1 j 

I r a  DRF. did the photo&mplis show the rock blankct or core underdrain by gruviw ~egregafion? Yes 1x1 NO [ ] 
Foundation data: lext 

Dip of strata rclativc 10 fill: 

‘were N O P S  wnitrn 0" thc S i l l  Y c s  [ ] N o  jX] 

Suface dreinage control working properly? Yes [XI No I 
Subsurfvcc drainagc controi working properly'? Yes [XI NO [ I 

Yes [XI No [ ] If activc fill, was active spoil disposal defennined to be os-going? 
lfspoil disposal site inactive, lhou long was disposal operation idle (monrhs)? 

IadurrblerockRII inundcrconrtruction, 
Approximutcly 80% durable rock by volume'? Yen [XI NO [ ] 

Discemable blankct or c o x  d r h  forming'? Yes [XI No 1 
If no to ubore, estimate percentage 

Ifthc fill is camplcted, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-complelion miision? 

Fill surface canfig1,rufian: 

Larger 
If thc fill is significantly msller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Is the fill iihiated in landslide topography? Yes I No [XI 
NO [XI Were t l m c  wound cracks obscrvcd on the fill face or beoches? 

Number of benches on till: 
Yen [ ] 
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880-0130 
HF #3 

Location of 
Cracks 

Location of 
Depressions 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

Location of 
Ground Bulges 

Location of 
Springs/Seeps 

Location of 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Comments 

Location Length (ft) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ I No[ I 

2 

3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes [ J No[ I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ ] No[ I 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ I No[ ] 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ 1 No [ J 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
f so, enter the source of information on the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 

.\lass 1 

Bench# 

Length (ft) 

Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (ft) 

Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 

Transport Distance (ft) 

Rate of Movement 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of Movement Mass 1 

Mass2 

Mass3 

n 1/20/99 Fill# 3 v.as 98% completed 

onstructcd undcrdrain 10' x 4' 

KY-88 
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Company: E i k h n  C O : ~  c ~ r p .  Fill: HF # 4 Oate ofpermit file review: 04112l00 
Permit: 880-0130 Mine: Homer  Short Surface Mine Date f i l l  contruction started: 01/02/00 

State: KY Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes [x] No [ ] Finiihcd: 02/28/99 
County: Martin Date o f v i s i t  07/28/99 Nurnher of f i l l  size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-47-14 Had the f i l l  been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overhurdm: 92 
mgitude: 82-37-25 

t ime of the air survey? Y e s [  ] No[X] 

Datc oCsurucy: 1213 1/99 

As ronstructed Ilevisian orieinr1 design 

Type of Fill Durable Rock 

SireofFill 1 
Surface 

Canflguratian 

Elevrtions 

Slopes 

Surhnce Drainage 
Control 

Lcnyh (ft) 
Area (acres) 
Volume (mcy) 0.9 

croan (ft) ion0 
Toe (ft) 850 

Toe Foundation (96) 4.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

perimeter 

11 6 I 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Wrratic Surface 

Unit Weight (pcf) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (pso 

KO5 

Undcrdrain I 

Software Used 

Static I .5 
SCiS1"iC 1.2 

Safety Factor 

CDnStmEtio" 
Documentation 

and Celtification~ 

.4crial Survey 
and Ground 
I.evel R e ~ i e w *  

Appl. Phase AppLQmarIerIy Photography 
CWtifiCatiO" C W t i f i C A i O "  Type 

Foundation Prepvlvfioii Yes [XI No [ 1 9911 Color 
Underdrams Yes [XI No [ 1 9911 Color 

S i i r f a c c h n s  Ycs [ 1 No [XI nnii None 
Grading aiidRevegetvtion Yes [ 1 No [XI oni i  NOllC 

Final Ceitil~catian Y e s  [ ] No [ ] 

If8 DEW, did the photopphs show thc rack blvnkct or C O ~ C  undcrdrain by p a v i h  sqxgotian? 

Dip "f seats re1atirc to f i l l  

Yes [XI No [ I 
Foundation data: lexl - 

Were N G V S  M T i t m  011 i l l C  61:" Y C S  i i ?<O :xi 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [XI NO [ 1 
SiibsurfaLe h i r a g e  ~onlrol  rofking properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 

If active fill. was active spoil disposal dctcmiined to bc on-going? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If spoil dirpoia: site i~mt ive ,  how long was disposal opervtiou idle (months)? 

f a  durahle rock fill i s  under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [XI No [ 1 

Discemable blanket orcore drain fonning7 Yes [Xi No I 1 
If no to abovc, estimate pcrccntage: 

Ifthe fill is completed, cornpure the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? Sane 

Fill sirface configuration: Flat 
I s  the fill situatcd in lmdslide topography? Ycs [ I Nu [XI 

No [XI 

If the fill is  significantly smaller. what IS the r e a m  according to the documentation 01 inspector? 

Wcrc thcre pound cracks observed on the 611 face or benches? 
Number of bcnchcr on fill: 

Yes 1 1 
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Locntiun o f  
ueprrssions 

Lucatiun "f 
Erosion Arras' 

L"Esli0" Of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location Of 
springriseepr * 

Location of 
Chnngrr * 

Comments 

880-0130 
H F I l  

I.ocati"n Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were lhcre depressions on the fill bcnchcs? Y c i  [ I No I 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
1 

2 
3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the till benches? Yes I 1 No I 1 (hlnrimum Gdlg Dcpth) 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were filere bulges or IhummncL~ terrain? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps nhierved in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Wrrc changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fili' Yes [ I No 1 I 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure uccw on the filly Yes [ I No I I 
f so, cntcr the SOUrCC of infonnnfion On Uie failure: 

Stage of consmctim during failure- 

Mass 1 Mars 2 Mars 3 

Bench Y 

Length (ft) 
Width (fl) 

S c q  Hci& (ft) 
Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 
Transport Distance (ft) 

Rarc oiMovcrnent 
Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause ofMovemenf Mass I 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

nO412JIUO Fill M was 99Yo cornpisti 

i i l ia l  cen (WI77199) had _lor photos. Uo other critical phase cehr or photos 

onsmisfcd underdrain 10' x 4' 
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Type o f  Fill 

S h e  of  Fill 

S"rf%Xe 
Configuration 

F.lWatiO"s 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
CIJntrul 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Sofhvare Used 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
PrOpWtiCS 

(Spoil) 

EnEineering 
Prupertie. 

(Foundation) 

Phrestic Surface 

Construction 
DOC"tIX"t.%tiO" 

and Ccrtifcations 

As conitructcd R4Si""  Original design 

Durable Rock 

Length (R) 575 
Area (acres) 2.0 
vo1vrne ( m y )  0.2 

Cruwn (ft) 1000 
Tuc (fi) 870 

' I O C  I%undutio" ("A) 12.0 
131 Facc (dcg.) 27.0 

perimeter 

U"de*Ihi" 

RFAMT 

static I .6 
SeiimiC 1.2 

Unit Weight (pcf) 
Friction Angle 
Cohesion (pst) 

IJnit Weight (pcfl 
Fnctiun h g k  (dcg.) 
Cohesion (pt) 

P-.05 

Aerial survey 

Lewl RC"iCW* 

and Ground 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
Ccrtifirltian certificrtiun TYPC 

Foundation Preparation Yes [Xi No [ ] 99li COlOi 
Underdrains Ycr [XI No [ ] 9911 color 

SurfuceDrvini Yes 1 I No [XI 00l l  NOlle 
Grading and Revegetation Yes 1 i No [XI 00ll None 

Final CeZific&tion Yci [ ] No [ j 

I fa  DRF, did the photographs sllow the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity scpcgation? Yes [XI No [ 1 
i.%uiidarion d m  IT*, 

- 

Dip of stiata relative to fill: 

Were N G V S  w i t c o  011 i l lC fill? Yes i i N O  ixj 

Suiface drainage controi working properly? Ycs [XI No 1 
Subsuriace drainage conlmi working properly? Ycs 1x1 No [ 1 

If active fill, was active spoil di ipord dctcnnincd to bc 0"-going? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactivc, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

if a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volumc? Ycs [ 1 No [XI 
50 

Dimmable blanket or core drain Coming? Ycs [XI No [ 1 
I fno  to above. csfimatc percentage: 

If the ti11 is completed, compare thc size with thc iizc in the latest prr-completion revirion? Same 

Fill surface configuration: Fiat 
Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

No [XI 

If the f i l l  is ~i@ficantly ~milllcr. what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Were there g o u n d  cracks obsmed on the fill face 01 bcnches? 
Numbcrof benches on fill: 

Yes [ 1 
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I l0~.+iO" of 
C r n C h *  

Location of 
Drprrasians * 

Location of 
Erusiun Arerr * 

Location Of 

Ground Bulges' 

Location Of 

springs/seepr * 

Locnhnn O f  
Changer 

LVcatiO" Length (11) Width (ft) Ikpth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there dcprcssions on !lie fill benches? Yes I 1 No 1 I (Potentid Watcr Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there a rea  of erosion on the fill bcnchcr? Yci [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes I ] No [ ] 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there spmgs 01 seeps observed in dispuial arras? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc chvngcs in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 

Movement 
Charnctcrislics 

Comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the t i l l?  Yes [ I NO [ I 
so, cnter the m r c e  of infonimnn on the failure: 

Stage of ~ ~ i i s f m ~ f i o n  dwing failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

I m g t h  
Width (fl) 

S c w p  Height (ft) 
Depth to Slip Plane (R) 

Trmnspon Distance (fl) 
Rate of Movecnelli 

Extat o r ~ a i i ~ r e  ~ ~ m e n t  

Cause ofMovement M I S S  1 
Mans 2 
Mass 3 

i o v z 4 ~ n o  ~ i i i  i( s 9 ~ %  ~ n l p l O ~  

iglnal <en (04127199) had color photos No ofher critical phase ccni or photos 

instmiled undeidrain 10 x < 
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COmPaWElkhorn Coal Corp. Fill: H F # 6  Date ofpermil  file review: 12131lY9 
Permit: 880-0130 Mine: 'Homer Short Surface Mine Ih te  f i l l  contruclioii started: I /  

State: KY Was this till visited at ground level? Yes [XI No [ 1 h i s h e d :  1 1  
County: Martin Date ofvisit: 0712x19~ Number of fill size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-47-16 Had the fill heen reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 92 
Yes[  ] No[X] Longitude: 82-37-17 time of the air survey? 

Date of riwry:  1213 1/99 
As constructed RWiliO" Original derim 

Slopes 

Surface Diainngc 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

surhrrre Used 

Typcof Fill I Durable Rock I 

Toe Foundation ("A) 12.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 

Pcrimctcr 

Underdrain 

REAME 

~~ 

I I 
Length (R) 475 
Area (acres) 0.8 

Size of  Fill 

t"gi"Wi"g 

(SP"i1) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phrcntic Surface 

Propertie. 

Volume (,"cy) n o  
Surface 

COnfigurnfian 

unit Weight (pcf) 125 
Friction h g k  24 
Cohcsiun @ s f )  160 

Unit Weight (pcf) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (pst) 

p-.n5 

Safety Factor 
I .2 I 

Construction 
Dacumentrtion 

and Certifications 

Aerial Sulvey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qunrtcrly Photography 
CertiliCRtiO" Certification T Y P ~  

Foundation Preparation Yes I No [XI None 
Underdrains Yes[ ] No[X1 N0nc 

SurfaceDralns Yes[ 1 NoIX] Y None 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ I N o  [XI Y NOW 

Final Cirification Yes i No [ ] 

l f a  DW. did the photographs show the rock blmket 01 core underdrain by graviw segregation'? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
Fovnddtio" data: lehf 

- 

Dip of rhafa relative to fill: 

Yerc NOV'I nriikn "I, lIlC fill? Yes [ j N u  jj;] 

Siirfvcc diainagc contal working properly? Ycs [XI No [ 1 
Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [Xj N o  [ ] 

Yes [ 1 NO [XI If active fill. was active spoil disposal derennined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal site inactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

lfr durable ruck Cdl is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume'? Yes [XI NO [ 1 

Disccmable blankct or C O ~ C  drain forming? Yci [XI No [ 1 
If no to above. estimate percentage: 

Ifthe fill is completed, compare the size with the size in lhhe latest pre-cornpledon revision? 
If the fill is sipilicantly ~maller, what is lhe reason according to the dociimentalion or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is h e  fill siiuated in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [XI 

No 1x1 Weie there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches'? 
Number of benches on fill: 

Yes [ 1 
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Lacatinn O f  
Craclct * 

1,"Elti"" of 
Drpresriuns' 

Location of 
Erosion Areas' 

Location O f  

Ground Bulges. 

LDCBfi"" O f  
SpringriSef,,~ * 

Locntion of 
Changes * 

I.OCA+i"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were therc depressions 011 thc fill benches'! Yes I 1 NO [ I (Potential Water Depth) 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there areas OrerOSion on thc fill bciichcr? Yci  [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Uepth) 

I 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky kmain? Ycs I 1 No 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there sp'ingi or seeps ohserved in diipoial areas? Ycr [ 1 No [ 1 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Wzre changes in vcgctation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ 1 No f I 

I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occ~ir on the fill? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
f so, c n t a  thc soiucc of information on the failure: 

Stage of conrtmction during failure: 
Mars 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench 4 

1mglh (it) 
Width (A) 

Scwy Height (A) 

Depth to Slip  lane (n) 
Transpon Distance (A) 

irare ofiviovement 
Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of Movement Mass I 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

On 04/24,00 Pl l l  a w&! 00% sompiefc 

umsly cem only - begin with OU27I99 with flil bu% amplev 

Consiiuctcd iindfrdrain 10' x C 
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Fill: H F # 7  
Mine: Homri Shoe Surface Mine 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Cnnfigurntion 

Elevatianr 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
A"dySiS 

S o f h r r e  Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
P r " p e rt i . s 

(SPUil) 

Engineering 
PlopertiC? 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Date ofpermi t  f i le review: 04/12/00 

Date Ril  contruction started: 04/27/99 

As constructed Revision Original design 

Durable Rock 

Lennyh (A) 700 
Arca (tdCXS) 1 .8  
v"lumc (mcy) 0.2 

Crown (A) inno 
Toe (A) 800 

Toe Foundation ("A) 12.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

PCIimClCr 

IJnderdrain 

R E A M  

Static I .7 
Seismic I .3 

Unit Weigh1 (pc0 125 
Fticfion Angle 24 
Cohesion (psf) 160 

Unit Wcight (p i )  
Fiction Angle (deg.) 
Cohcriou ( p s i )  

P-.05 

Construction 
DocumPntatian 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
a d  Ground 
Level Review * 

~ p p i .  Phase Appl.Quarterly Photogrnphy 
certification Crrlificatian Type 

Foundalion Preparation Ycs [ 1 No [XI 99/01 None 
Underdrains Yes [ ] No [XI 99/02 None 

Surface Drains Yes [ 1 No 1x1 00ll None 

Cmdiading andRevegelalion Yes  [ 1 No [XI 0011 NO!>$ 
FlndCcrtification Yes[  j No[  ] 

K a  DRF, did the photogaphs show the ruck blanket or corc uidcrdraiu by graviw segregation? Yes [ 1 No I J 
Foundation data lent - 

Dip olsirata relative to fill: 
..I ~ - . , ~ ~ ~  n c l ' c h ~ , J ~ u l i i . c n " n i l l c i i 1 1 7  Yes[ j NO[Xj  

Suirace drainage conmi  working properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Subsinfacc drainvgc conk01 working prupcrly? Ycs [XI N o  [ 1 

Ifactivc fill, was activc spoil dirpord detennined fo be on-going? Yes [ 1 No I 1 
if spoil disposal rite inactive. how long was disposal operation idle (n~ontl~s)'? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately SO% durablc rock by volume? Ycs [XI No [ J 

Discernabie blankcl or core drain fanning? Yes [XI No [ 1 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Jf the fill is complctcd, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion mision? 
Ifthe fill is significantly ~maller ,  what i i  the reason according to the docurnentalion or inspeclor? 

Fiil illrfvce confi&uration: Flat 
Is thc fill rituafcd in Iuidslide fopoppphy? YCE [ I No [XI 

YCE [ 1 No [XI Were lherc pound cracks obscrvcd on thc fill fvcc or bcnchcs? 
Number of benches on fili: 
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880-0130 
HF #7 

Location of 
Cracks 

Location of 
Depressions 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

Location of 
Ground Bulges 

Location of 
Springs/Seeps 

Location of 
Changes 

MoYement 
Characteristics 

Comments 

Location Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ I No [ ] (Potential \\later Depth) 

I 

2 

3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes [ I No[ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ I No[ ] 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] No[ I 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ ] No[ I 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ I No[ ] 

If so, enter the source of information on the failure: 

Stage of constnJction during failure: 

Mass 1 Mass 2 \1ass 3 

Bench# 

Length (ft) 

Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (ft) 

Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 

Transport Distance (ft) 

Rate of Movement 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of Movement Mass 1 

Mass2 
Mass 3 

)n 4/27/99 fill had not been started 

1\'o critical phase ccrts or photos in Frankfort or Regional files 

oonstructed rock underdrain is 1 0' x 4' 
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Company: Elkhorn Coal Corp. 

Permit: 880-0130 

State: KY 

County: Martin 

Latitude: 37-47-28 

ongitude: 82-37-26 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surlace 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surlace Drainage 

Control 

Subsurlace 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

I 

I 

r 

_Fill: HF # 8 

:\'line: Horner Short Surface Mine 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Date of visit: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Yes [X) 

07/28199 

No [ ) 

Yes [ ) No [X) 

12131199 

Revision 

Date of permit file review: 

Date fill contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original de~ign 

04112100 

01102100 

I I 

92 

Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 1650 

Area (acres) 12.1 

Volume (mcy) 1.1 

Crown (ft) 1000 

Toe (ft) 825 

Toe fmmdation (%.) 3.0 

Fill Face (deg_) 

Perimeter 

Underdrain 

REAME 

Static 1.5 

Seismic 1.1 

Unit Weight (pcf) 125 

Friction Angle 24 
Cohesion (psi) 160 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

P-.05 

Appl. Phase Appi.Quarterly Photograph!' 
Certification Certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [X] No [ ] 9912 Color 

Underdrains Yes [X] No[ ] 99/2 Color 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] No [XI None 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No[X] None 

Final Certification Yes l j No[ I 

1 
Jf a DRF. did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? 

Foundation data: 

Yes [X] No L j 

Text 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's V>'fittell on the till? 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] No[ ] 

Subsurface draimige control working properly? Yes [X] No [ J 
If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No[Xj 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? ·' 
If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
level Review* 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [X] 

IfnC' to above, estimate percentage: 

Disccrnablc blanket or core drain forming? Yes [X} 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significm1tly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

FiJI surface configuration: 

Is the fill situ;lted in landslide topography? Yes [ 

Were there ground cracks obserVed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 

Number of benches on fill: 

KY-97 

No] 

No[ 

Flat 

No[X] 

NoLXJ 



LUEati"" "f 
Cracks * 

Location of  
Depressions * 

Lacrtiun o f  
Erosion Areas 

I 

2 

3 

Were fiiere depressions on the fill benches? Yes I 1 No I (Potential Wafer Depth) 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were thcrc arcas of erosion on flie fill benches? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1.0cation o f  
Ground Bulges' 

1.ocstiun "f 
SprinISlSeepS * 

Location of  
Changes 

Cammmts 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were mere bulges or hummocky tcnuin? Ycs I 1 No [ 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there ap%gs or scccps obscrved in disposal areas'? Yes 1 I No I 1 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changer in vegetation or spoil color observed on fiil? Yes [ 1 Nu [ 1 
i 

2 
3 

5 

6 

Did a iailvre occur on the fill? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
f so, enter the source of information on the f d u r c :  

Stage ~fconstr~lction during failurc: 
>*ass 1 Mars 2 Mass 3 

Bench 
Lerlgih (A) 

Width (A) 
Scarp Height (n) 

Depth to Slip Plane (A) 
'lranipoit Distance (A) 
xaic oirrio~ci,~cll t  

Entciit of Failure Movement 

Causlse ofMoremcni H n s n  i 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

'n 04/24/00 fill # 8 WIU 99% mmplofe Fill mailer than planned but nc revision wa) seen in the t i l ls1 

r i l i ~ a l  phaa with photos unly on 4/27/99. remainder BIE qumerly cem with no photon 

oniflucied underdrain 16' x 8. 
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C0mPanY:Elkhorn Coal Corp. Fill: HF 9 Ilate of permit file review: 04/12/00 
Permit :  880-0130 Minc: Homer Short Surface Mine Date fill contruction staned: 01/02/00 

County: Martin Date Of visit: 01/07/00 

State: RY Was this fill visited at ground level'? Yes [XI No [ 1 Finished: 02128199 
Number oflill s i x  revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 92 Latitude: 37-47-13 Had the till been reclaimed at the 
Yes[  ] No[X] Loneitude: 82-37-32 lime a f l h c  air survey? 

Type o f r i l l  

Date ofsurvey: 12/31/99 

AS constructed RWiSiO" Oririnnl denim 

Durable Rock 

configuration 

tlevvtians 

Slopes 

Surface Drsinngc 
Control 

Subsurface 
Dlai"ape 

Size of Fill 1 

Crown (ft) 1010 

Toe Foundation (%) 2.0 

875 Toe (ft) 

Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Prnlnctcr 

llnderdrain 

390 0.3 I 

Control 

Stability 
A n a l y ~ i ~  

Software Used 

Safety Fnclor 

F,.l%i"Wi"E 
Propelties 

(spoil) 

Enginrcring 
PlOpPrtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrratic Surface 

Volume (mcy) 0.0 

surface I I 

REAME 

Static 1.5 
Seismic 1 .1  

Unitweight (pcf) 125 
Friction Angle 24 
Cohesion (psl) 160 

U i t  Wciglit (pct) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cdciion (pst) 

P-.05 

CO"Stl"Cti"" 
Documentatiun 

and Cenificat1"na 

Acrid Sulvey 
and Ground 
I . e d  Review' 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qunrterly Photography 
certificrtiun CertifiCatiO" Type 

Fonndation Reparation Ycs [XI No [ 1 0011 C O h  

Undcrdraini Yes 1x1 No [ 1 0011 Color 

SurfvceDrains Yes [ 1 No m ]  None 
Grading and Revegeialion Yes 1 No [XI NOW 

Final Ccrtification Yes I I No 1 

If a DRF, did the photogaphs &ow tlx ruck b h k e t  or CUR underdrain by gravity segegation? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Fuundarion &,a: I CXL 

- 
Dip of sham rclativc to f i l l  

Xfex NOT& niiltii~ ofi the 511? Yes  i j No [XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [ I No [XI 
Subsurface drainage control working propeliy? Yes [XI No [ 1 

Ycs [XI No [ 1 If active fill, was active spoil disposal detenniiied lo be on-going? 
lfspoil disposal site inactive, how long i v a ~  disposal operalion idlc (months)? 

[ f a  durable rock fdl is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

SO 
Disccrnable blanket or core drain fanning? Yes [XI No [ 1 

If no to above. estimate percentage: 

Tithe fill is c"mplcrcd, compare the size With B E  size in the latest pre-completion rcvision? 
If the fill is sigificantiy s~naller, what is the reas011 according 10 the documentation or inspector? 

Fill stirface configuralion: COllWX 
Lr the fill sifuafed in lwdsllide topography? Yca [ 1 No [XI 

No [XI Wcre them ground cracks observed on tile fill face 07 benches? 
Number of benches un fill: 

Ycs [ 1 
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Locntion of 
Cracks * 

Lncatinn O f  
Depre~sions * 

Location or 
Erosion Areas* 

Lucrtion of 
Ground Bulges * 

Locatiao of 
SpringsiSeeps ' 

L"Uti0" Length (it) Width (it) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

3 

Were lhere depressions on flie fill bcnchcs? Yes [ I No j I (Palcnfinl Waler Depth) 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs [ 1 No I 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Wcrc thcrc bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were thcrc springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

iucation of 
Changes * 

]\lavrmmt 
Chrractrristics 

Comments 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes in \'egetntion or spoil color observed 011 fill? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

i 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occw on the fill? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
f so. enter the source uflnformation on the failure: 

Stage of constniction during failure: 
Man3 1 Mass 2 hlass 3 

Bench i: 
Length (A) 
Width (ill 

scarp 11cight (ft) 
Depth 10 Slip Plane (fl) 
Timiport Distance (fl) 

h t c  "Ii\ll""ime"t 
Extent of Failure Movement 

Causc of iviavcment Mass I 
M I S S  2 
hlais 3 

n 04/24/00 nil ii 9 was 99%, Complrte 

rificjll phase wiUi photos only on initial ~ e r t  (4127199) Rest are quarterly cem with no photar 

mrtnrcted underdrain IS 10' x 4' 
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K e n t u c k y  
E l k h o r n  C o a l  C o r p .  

H o m e r  S h o r t  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 880-0130                    Fill: HF# 2 
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K e n t u c k y  
E l k h o r n  C o a l  C o r p .  

H o m e r  S h o r t  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 880-0130                      Fill: HF# 3 

Permit: 880-0130                    Fill: HF# 3 
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K e n t u c k y  
E l k h o r n  C o a l  C o r p .  

H o m e r  S h o r t  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 880-0130                      Fill: HF# 3 

Permit: 880-0130                    Fill: HF# 3 
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K e n t u c k y  
E l k h o r n  C o a l  C o r p .  

H o m e r  S h o r t  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 880-0130                      Fill: HF# 4 and HF# 5 

Permit: 880-0130                    Fill: HF# 5 
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K e n t u c k y  
E l k h o r n  C o a l  C o r p .  

H o m e r  S h o r t  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 880-0130                    Fill: HF# 9 

Permit: 880-0130                    Fill: HF# 9 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
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Kentucky 
H & D Coal Co., Inc. 

Isom Branch 

Permit: 898-0440 

Fill: HF #1 

KY-107 
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Type of  Fill 

size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuratinn 

Elevntions 

slopes 

Surface Drainaer 

Durable Kock Durable Rock 

Length [it) 1600 i m  

Volume (mcy) 1.0 1.0 
r e a  [acres) 13.6 13.6 

Flat Flat 

crown (rt) 1840 isno 
 TO^ (n) 1250 1250 

Toe Foundation ph) 9.4 9.4 
Fill Face [dcg.) 25.2 25.2 

I .4 
1.1 

Drainape 
CDntrOl 

Stability 
Analysis 

snrware Used 

I .2 I 

Grav. Scpegvtcd e a v .  Segrcgntcd 

R E M  REAME 

Engineering 
PlOPWtirr 

(spoil) 

Enginrering 
PropCrtiCS 

(Faundntion) 

Phrrat ic  Surface 

COnSfruCti"" 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Unit Weight [pct) 125 125 
Friction h g l c  30 30 
Cohrsio" (pt) 200 200 

unit weight (pi) 
Friction Angle [deg.) 
Cohesion [psf) 

P-.I P- 05 

l e l i a l  survey 
and Ground 
I.evel Review * 

Appl. Phase ApplQuarterly Photography 
CertlfiCntiO" Certification TYPC 

Foundation Reparation Yes 1 ] NO [XI 4/95 R&W 
Underdrains Yes 1 ] No [XI None 

Surface Drains Yes 1 1 No [XI 3/98 BB-W 

Grading and Revegctation Yes 1 ] No [XI 3/98 E&W 
Final Cerlificatian Yes I 1 No [ ] 

I ra  DRE did thc photographs simw the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity sepcgation? Yes 1 1 NO [XI 
Fouzdutioz date: lCn, 

T.... 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

wcrc NOVS written il!? f!?i f;!!? Yes !XI N C  [ 1 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes 1 ] No [XI 
SuSmrfuce drainage control working properly? Yes 1 1 No 1x1 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be ""-going? Yes 1 1 NO 1 ] 
If spoil disposal site inacti\'e, how long was diaposal opcration idle (monUlr)' 

If I durable rock till is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Ycs I 1 No ! I 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

SU"C 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is the fill situated in iandslide topography? Yes I 1 Nn 1x1 

Yes (XI No 1 ] 

I fno  lo above, riiimatc pcrccntuge: 

Ifthc fill is completed. compare the size with the size in the latest prc-cmnplction revirion? 
Ifthe fill is ~ignificwifly maller, *hat i s  the reason according to thc documentation or inspector? 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill race or benches? 
Numb- of bcnchcs 011 611: 
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LOC*li"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Ikp th  (in) 

LOcsfi"" "f 
rraclis 

1,"catio" "f 
Erosion Areas 

LOEstil" If 
Ground Bulges 

Lncstin" of 
SprinprlSeeps 

LnCBfinn "T 
Chsngrn 

Comments 

2 

3 

Were there depressioili on Lhe fill benches? Yes I I No I 1 (Patentiel Water Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Werc thcrc arcas of Crosioii on the fill bencbes? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were therc birlgcs or hummocky tcnuin? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc thcrc ipnngs or sccps obrcrved in disposal vrcasY Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes 1x1 No I 1 
liso. enter the source of infomdtion on the failure: DEP hspcctor 

stage of conshuction during failure: 
M I S S  I M a s s  2 MIES 3 

Bench !I 1 

Lmgth (ft) 
Width lft) 

ScarpHeight (ft) 

Depth to S i p  Piane (ft) 
Transport Distance (ft) 

?.a!< -fMcveo!ea: S!W+ 

Entcnt of Fnilurc Movcmcnt BdgC 

Mass z 
Cause of Movemen; Mass 1 Inadequate Underhins  

]\lass 3 

'hp Ofpavement and small, underlying coal seams draining info (ill cus ing inrt&blliiy Rlankef drain was not formed which caused fill tc be rnmroted No ~pccinl design for psfmen 
nd coal seama dipping inla 011 
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K e n t u c k y  
H  &  D  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

I s o m  B r a n c h  

Permit: 898-0440                      Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 898-0440                    Fill: HF# 1 
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K e n t u c k y  
H  &  D  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

I s o m  B r a n c h  

Permit: 898-0440                      Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 898-0440                    Fill: HF# 1 
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Kentucky 
Lodestar Energy, Inc. 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: 836-0261 

Fill: HF #3A 
Fill: HF #4 
Fill: HF #6C 

KY-113 
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Company: Lodestar Energy, Inc. Fill: HF#3A 

1\line: N/A 

Date ofpcnnit lile review: 04/16/99 

03/29/93 

10/28/98 

Permit: 836-0261 

State: KY 

County: floyd 

Latitude: 37-41-34 

)Dgitudc: 82-45-10 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surlace 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surlace Drainage 

Control 

Subsurlace 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Llsed 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review"' 

r 

I 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Date of visit: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Yes [X] No [ ] 

Ol/07/00 

Yes[ ] No[X] 

12/3l/99 

Revision 

Date fill contruction started: 

finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

Durable Rock Conventional 

Length (fl) 

Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 

Cro\\-1l (ft) 

Toe (ft) 

Toe Foundation(%) 

fill Face (de g.) 

1019 

13.5 

1.5 

Flat 

1000 

740 

5.2 

27.0 

Perimeter 

650 

2.8 

0.4 

Flat 

920 
750 
--
5.2 

27.0 

Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated Grav. Segregated 

Foundation Preparation 

Unden.lrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pet) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pel) 

Friction Angle (dcg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Yes [ I No[X] 

Yes [ I No[X] 

Yes [ I No[X] 

Yes [ I No[Xl 

Yes [ I No[X] 

Appl.Quarterly 
Certification 

93/1 

93/1 

94/1 

98/3 

98/3 

REAME 

1.5 
1.2 

125 
37 

160 

P-.05 

Photography 
Type 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ J No [ ] 

Foundation data: Text 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's \\'ritten on the fill? Yes [ ] No [X] 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] No [ J 
Subswface drainage control working properly'! Yes [X] No [ ] 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal dctennined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [X] 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [X] 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 50 

Discemable blanket or core drain fonning? Y cs [ ] No [ ] 

Ifthe fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? Larger 

If the till is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [ 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 

Number of benches on till: 

KY-115 

Flat 

No[X] 

No[X] 

REAMF: 

1.8 

1.5 

125 

30 

200 

P-.1 

47 



LOCPti"" "f 
Cracks 

Lutrtion of 
nPprrssionr 

1,orrtion of 
Fruaiun Areas 

L"fSti0" o f  
Ground Bulges 

LDcsfiDn of 
SpringSiSeeps 

Loc*!icl Cf 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

LOCatiO" I.mglh (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

3 

Were there deprcssioris on the till benches? YFS I 1 No [ 1 (Pofmtinl Wafer Depth) 

I 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Wcrc there areas of erosion on the fill bcnchei'? Yen 1 I NO 1 1 (Miximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

W n ~ ; h c r e i n l i g e r n r h u m m o c l ~ ~ m ; u n ?  Yes[ I N o \  1 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in diipoial arcar? Yes [ J No [ 1 
1 
2 

3 
4 

Were chwiges in vegetation or spoil color observed on Rll? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did a f d u i e  occur on tile iili? Yes [ j No i j 
Fro, enter the iource of inrormatiun 011 the failure: 

Stage of consnuction duing  failure: 
M a s s  I \lass 2 *lass 3 

Bench il 
Le"& (n) 
Width If0 

Scwp Height (It) 
~~ ~.* .~ ^.. urpw L" owvaa,c (fij 
TransponDistancc (ft) 

Kate of Movement 
Extent of Failure Movemcnt 

C ~ I U ~  or Movemcit MBSS I 
Mass 2 
Miss 3 

:vnion 4 cnlarpd F111 #,A 

"81 CF* on ongmd fill 1zm94,  no piloror or Critical phme ceniricate3 
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Type of Fill 

Size of  Fill 

S"rf*Ee 
CO"lig"rati0" 

Durable Rock Cnnvenfiollai 

Length (it) 1805 925 
Area (acres) X.5 2.9 
Vnlulne (my) 2.0 0.5 

Flat Flat 

Elevations 

Slopes 

construction 

and certifications 
nocumentation 

cvow in) i m  ion0 
Toe (fl) 750 750 

Toe Foanrlation (%) 9.5 9.5 
FilIFacc (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

Acr id  Suwey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Surface Drainage 
CO"flOl 

Subsurface 
nrainrgr 

cont ro l  

Stability 
Anrlysis 

sortware Used 

Snfcty Factor 

E"gj"e.ring 
Pl"pr&S 

(spoil) 

Engiii;er;inp 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phrortic Surfacc 

Appl. Phase AppI.QuarterIy Photography 
CertidCatiO" certiflcatio" Type 

~~~ ~~~ 

Foundation Prepvreioii Yes 1 1 NO [XI 94/2 Color 
Underdrains Yes [ 1 No [XI 9413 color 

SdaceIXains Ycs [ 1 NoLX] 9611 None 

Grading andKcvcgciation Yes [ I Nn I 1 
Final Ceirification Yes [ No [ ] 

U a  DRF did the photographs i l iov  the rock blanket or core underdiain by gmauity segregation? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 
Follniiltinll d?! l  Text 

Dip of strata relative lo fi l l :  

Were NOVr wriffeii on the fill? Yes ! I No [X! 

SurCaace drainage control working properly? Ycs [XI No [ ] 
Subsurface drainage conml wwking properly? Yes [XI Na [ 1 

Yes [ ] No [XI If active fill, was aclive spoil disposal determincd to bc on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive. how long was disposal opcrution idle (months)? 

Pcrilneter 

Grav. Segregated 

R E M  REAMF. 

Static I .5 

Seismic 1.3 

unit Weight (pco 125 
rnction Anglc 24 
Cohcsion ( p s f )  160 

r,.:. I /.., weight ( p q  
Fticlion Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psF) 

D~ ? 

: fa  durable rock fill is under C O ~ S I ~ Y C I ~ U ~ ,  

Approximately 80%durabIeiock by volume? Ycr [ 1 No [XI 
40 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
If no to above, cstlmvtc pcrccnrage: 

Ifthe till is  completed, compare the si le  with the size in the latcst prc-completion revision? 
If the 611 is significantly Smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation 01 iinpecror'! 

Fill surface configuration: 
IE the fill situated in landslide lopopaphy? Yes [ 1 No 1 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 N o  [ 1 
Nunbcr of bcnchci on fill: 
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Location Length (ft) Width(ft) Uepfh (in) 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Comments 

1 

2 

3 

Were tliele depressions on the till benches? Yes [ ] No ] (Potential Wafer Depth) 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcic there areas of erosion on the fill bcnches? Yes 1 1 NO 1 1 ( \ la~imum Gully Uepth) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcre there bulges or hummocky tenrin? Ycs [ 1 No [ I 
1 
2 

4 

5 

Wcic thcrc springs or seeps "brewed in disposal arcas? Yes I I No I I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation 01 spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Did n fain occur on the f i l l7 Yes I j No i 1 
so, enlei lhe soum of infomatian on the failure: 

Stage of consrmctmn during failure: 
M I S S  I Mars 2 Mass 3 

Bench I1 

L e d ?  in) 
Width (f0 

Scarp Height (fl) 

Transp~rt Distvncc (ft) 

1 m p i n  1" siip Pime (W, 

R ~ r t P  of MC"C!"eP! 

Extent ofFailvre Movemcnl 

Causc of Maveillent Mais 1 

Mars 2 
Mass 3 

:vision $3 added 1,511,184 cu y d ~  M o v e  Iowcit 2 ma1 seams 
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Company: Lodestar Energy, Inc. Fill: IIF # 6C 

Mine: N/A 

Date of permit file review: 04/16/99 

12/31/99 

06/04/99 

Permit: 836-0261 

State: KY 

County: Floyd 

Latitude: 37-41-25 

ongitudc: 82-44-41 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Csed 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 

Properties 
(Fom~dation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

I 

I 
L. 

I 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Date of visit: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Yes [X] No l J 
07/29/99 

Yes[] No[X] 

12/31/99 

Revision 

Date fill contruetion started: 

Finished·. 

Number oft111 size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock Durable Rock 

1250 Length (ft) 1250 1537 

101.8 Area (acres) 101.8 

28.5 Volume (mcy) 28.5 3.4 

Flat Flat Flat 

1150 Cto\\'n (ft) 1150 1200 

755 Toe (ft) 755 760 

2.7 Toe Foundation(%) 2.7 2.7 

27.0 Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

Perimeter Perimeter Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated Grav. Segregated Grav. Segregated 

REAME REA ME 

1.8 Static 

L3 Seismic 

125 Unit Weight (pel) 

30 Friction Angle 

200 Cohesion (pst) 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

P-.1 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No[X] 

Underdrains Yes [ ] No[X] 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] No[X] 

l71'ading and Revegetation Yes [ I No[X] 

Final Ce1tification Yes [ I No [X] 

Appi.Qnarterly 
Certification 

95/2 

95/2 

99/2 

99/2 

99/2 

1.8 

1.3 

125 

30 

200 

P-.1 

Photography 
Type 

Color 

Color 

None 

None 

None 

If a DRr, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [X] No [ ] 

Foundation data: Text 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's written on the Jill? Yes [X] No [ 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] 

Subsurface drainage conttol working properly? Yes [ l 
If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [ J 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80%, durable rock by volume? Yes I ] 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Disccmable blanket or core drain fanning? Yes [ ] 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes IX] 

Were there ground cracks observed on the Jill face or benches? Yes I ] 

Number of benches on till· 

KY-119 

No[ 

No[X] 

No[ ] 

No[X] 

40 

No[X] 

Larger 

Flat 

No[ I 
No [X] 

REAME 

1.5 

1.2 

125 

24 

160 

P-.01 

2 
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Location of 
Cracks 

Lacation of 
Erosion Aicnn 

Lucation of 
Ground Uuleer 

Locatian of 
SpringdSeeps 

r.ucation of 
Changes' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

Comments 

838-0281 
HF.BC 

LOCati"" Length (It) Widlh (ft) Depth (in) 

2 
3 

Were there dcprcsroni on the fill benches? Yes I ] No 1 1 (Potential TVater Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

(Marimurn Gully Depth) Were there areas of erosion on thc fill bcnches'l Yes 1 1 No [ j 

I 

2 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky tcnain? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc there sp6nngn or seeps observed in disposd arcas? Yes 1x1 NO I 1 
I 
2 
3 BENCH 113 20 10 
4 

5 

Were changes in vcgctation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 ] No [ j 

! 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on tne 61i? Yes i j No i ] 
f so ,  enter the S U ~ ~ C C  of infomation on the failure: 

Stagc of c o n m ~ f i o n  d u 6 q  failure: 

Mass ! Mans 2 Mars 3 
Bench ii 

Lcngth (ftj 
Width (A) 

ScarpHeight (rt) 
~ ~ ~ . .  . ~ " I .  "rylll L" Jn*Tiaac (flj 
Transport Distance (A) 

RBe o f  Movement 

Exlent of Failure Muvcmenf 

Cause of Movement Mars I 
Mars 2 
Mass 3 

ngineenng a n d i s h  of hll rsyusstd by City of Prertoniburg due m high I b e l  seeps a d  consem for lane $em mb,lity of fill 

111 inonitarfd by U K survey m o n u m e m  
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K e n t u c k y  
L o d e s t a r  E n e r g y ,  I n c .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: 836-0261                    Fill: HF# 3A and HF# 4 
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K e n t u c k y  
L o d e s t a r  E n e r g y ,  I n c .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: 836-0261                    Fill: HF# 6C 

Permit: 836-0261                      Fill: HF# 6C 
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Kentucky 
Martin County Coal Corp. 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: 880-0103 

Fill: HF #33 
Fill: HF #34 

ICY-123 



BLANK PAGE 
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Company: Mat in  C O ~ Y  cod carp. Fill: HF # 33 Dale o f p e r m i t  tile review: 04/16/99 
Mine: NIA Date fill  coiitmction started: / I  

Was this till visited at ground level? Yes [ X I  No I ] Finished: / I  

Date ofvisit: 07/28/99 Number oCfill size revisions: I 
%Sandstone i i i  overburden: 97 

Permit: 880-0103 

State: KY 
County: Martin 

L a t i t u d e :  37-46-15 
Longitude: 82-29-51 

Had the till been reclaimed at the 
time oCthr air survey? Yes[ J N o [ X ]  

Date ofsurvcy: 1213 1/99 

As constructed RWiSiU" Orieinrl &aim 

Type of lill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
configurntion 

Elevations 

SIUDPS 

surface urainrgr 
contru1 

S"hS"IhW 
UrZi"age 

Control 

Stabilily 

Sofhvare Used 
Analysis 

safety Pnctor 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (it) 2000 1800 
Area (acres) 51.4 
Volume ( m y )  7.7 3.2 

Flat Flat 

cinwn (ft) 1000 1100 
Tne (ft) 760 760 

Toe Foundation (99) 3.0 4.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

PetimCtW Penmeter 

Grav. Scgiegafed Gmv. Segregated 

E r n  REAME 

static 1.6 1.7 
1.2 

Unit Wcight (pd) 125 125 

Cohesion (pa0 160 I60  
Ftiction Angle 24 24 

(spoil) 

Exgi...ii.g 
Pruprrties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

UlVi Weight (pet; 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psi) 

P-.O5 P-.O5 

construction 
DOC"me"fPfi0" 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Lcvcl Rwiew * 

Appl. Phase ApplQuarterly Photography 
certification CeltifiCati"" Type 

Fowdalion Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 02/99 Color 
Undcrdrainr Yes [ ] NO [XI 03/99 COlOi 

SiirfaceDlains Yes 1 No [XI 02/00 color 
Grading andRevegetation Ycs [ 1 No [ I 

FinaiCcrtitication Yes [ No [ ! 

I fa  DRF, did the photosaphi show the rock blanket or core underdrain by p a v i e  segregation? 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Yes [XI No [ ] 

Fc:nd.fim dr.fz: Ti i f  

Were NOVs wiiltni gn the li!lv YLS [ j No [X! 

Surface drainage conmi woikingproporly? Yes [XI NO [ 1 
Siibsuface drainage conhol working properly? Yes [X: No [ ] 

Yes [XI No [ ] If active till, was active spoil disposal dctcrmincd to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Appioximaleiy R0% diirablc rock by volume? Yes 1x1 No [ j 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI NO I 1 
lfno lo above. estimate percentage: 

l i t h e  till i s  completed. compare the size with the d i m  in the larest pre-complefioil revision? 
l i t h e  fill is signiticnntly smaller, what i s  the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surfacc configuration: Flat 
Is the fill sifuatcd in Iandslidc topography? Yes [ ] Nu [ j 

Yes [ 1 No [XI Were there ground cracks observed on thc fiil face or benches? 
Nambcr of benches on t i l l :  

KY-125 



Location Lenefh (ft) Width (ft) Uenfh (in) 

I."cntion of 
crack5 

Location of 
SD'i"gdheeps * 

r r D C l ? i O i  of 
Changes' 

nqovrment 
Characteristics * 

Cnmmenn 

1 

2 

Wcre there depressions on die fill benchcs? Yes 1 j NO [ I (Patentinl Water Dcplb) 

2 
3 

4 

Were there arcas of e m i o n  or the fill benches? Ycs  [ ] No [ I (nflrimum cully D ~ ~ U I )  

2 

Were there bulgci or l~ummocky temin? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there sptings or SCCPE observed in diiposai areas? Yes [ ] No [ 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were 'hunger in vegetation or spoil wlor obicwcd on fill? Yes [ I No [ ] 

1 

2 

4 

5 

6 

Did afailurc occur on the fill? Yes I No 1 
FSO, entcr thc source of information on the failure: 
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Type o f  Fill 

S h e  of  Pill 

S W f i l E E  

CO"fl~"rati0" 

Elmations 

slopes 

surface Drainage 
cuntro1 

Subnurhcr 
.. 

R F m  

Static I .4 
Seismic 1.1 

unit Weight (pi) 125 

Cohcriou (pd) 160 

TJi..i .aei"' , 
Fticlion Angle (dcg.) 
Cohesion (pi0 

I'riction Angle 34  

61~' \pCQ 

P-.05 

Durable Rock 

Length (it) 2500 
Area (acres) 20.5 
VOIume (my) 6.5 

crown (ft) 1600 
Toe (it) 720 

Toe I%undation ?%) 8 0  
Fill Facc (dcg.) 27.0 

Penmeter . 

e a r .  Scprepafed 

ConStruCtinn 
Dourmentation 

and Ccrtifltations 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review' 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qunrterly Photography 
CPrt i I iCZlt iO" C C I l i f l C A i O "  TYPC 

Foundabon Preparation Yes [ I No [XI 03199 color 
Underdrains Yes! ] NU[X] 04199 Color 

SurlaceDrains Ycs[ ] No[ ] 

Grading andRevegetation Yes 1 1 No [ 1 
i'inal Cenificarion Yes ! 1 No ! 1 

I fa  DRF, did thc photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [XI NO [ 1 
revn.lrion &t?: ._^. ~ r - r  

Dip of mala  relativc to fill: 

Were NOVa urittcn on the Fill? Ycs [ j No !XI 

Sirface drainage coiitrol aorking properly? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 
Submrfuce drainage con!ro! working praperly? Ycs !XI Nc [ ; 

Yes [XI No [ ] If active fill, was active spoil disposal detmnined 10 be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long W E  disposal opcmtion idlc (months)' 

f B Bumble rock flll is under COn.trUction. 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Ycs [XI No [ 1 

Disccmable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No ! 1 
If no to above, eSlimate pcrccntuge: 

If thc fill is completed, compare the sirc with the size in the latest pre-completion rcvision'? 
I f  the fill is Eignificvlitly ~rnaller, what is thc icasoii according lo lhhe documcntvtion or inspector? 

Fill surface contiguralion: 
Is die fill situated in landslide topog~8phy'! Yes [ 1 NO [XI 

Yes [ I No [XI Were lhere ground cracks observed on the fill face or benchci? 
Number ofbenchci on fill: 
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L0crtiun of  
Cracks 

Location of 
Depressions 

Lucrtion of 
Erosion Areas 

Loat ion  of 
Crowd Bulges' 

Mnvement 
Characteristics ' 

LOf#tiO" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

3 

Were there depression$ on thc fill bcnchcs? Yes I 1 NO I 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

Wcrc there arean of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs [ ] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcrc there bulges or huniiiiocky taram? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were therc spfinngs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

Were changes in ~egetdtion or spoil color abrcrved on fill'? Yes 1 ] NO [ ] 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did a failarc occur 011 the fill' Yen [ 1 No I 1 
fso. enter the source of inionnation on the failure: 

sage or ~ o n ~ t m i ~ ~  during mure: 
Mars 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench !! 
Length (2) 
Widlh (nJ 

Scarp llcighf (n) 
Depin to Sip Rane (it) 

Trunrpon Distance (fl) 

?.etr 3 f M O Y e n l S F . t  

Extent o f  Failure Movement 

Cause ofMovemcnt Mais : 
Mass 2 
Mans 3 

111 K34 added on 10127199 in Amendmenil4 (MPA-3) 

"i"g(il1 CD"StNEfiD" technique 

Quanelly <em 7112l99.10127/00 01118100, 0411WOO a l l  hare color photo, (Re8ional Omss only) K m s  a n  mnrkcd critical staso cmifica~ioni 
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K e n t u c k y  
M a r t i n  C o u n t y  C o a l  C o r p .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: 880-0103                      Fill: HF# 33 

Permit: 880-0103                    Fill: HF# 33 
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K e n t u c k y  
M a r t i n  C o u n t y  C o a l  C o r p .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: 880-0103                      Fill: HF# 33 

Permit: 880-0103                    Fill: HF# 33 
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K e n t u c k y  
M a r t i n  C o u n t y  C o a l  C o r p .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: 880-0103                      Fill: HF# 34 

Permit: 880-0103                    Fill: HF# 34 

KY-131  



 
 

B L A N K  P A G E  
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Kentucky 
Miller Brothers Coal 

Wolf Creek #1 

Permit: 813-0207 

Fill: HF #13 
Fill: HF #14 
Fill: HF #I5 
Fill: HF #16 
Fiii: H3 #i7  
Fill: HF #18 

ICY-133 



BLANK PAGE 
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C~~mPan?: Millcr Brothers Coal Fill: HF # 13 Date ofpennit file review: 04/16/99 
Permit: 813-0207 Minc:  WolfCreek # I  Date t i l l  contrwtinn started: 06/08/99 

State: KY Was this fill riiitrd at ground level'? Yes [XI No [ 1 Finished: 1 1  
Count?: Breatliitt Date ofvisit: 06108199 Number of fill size revisions: 

Latitudc: 37-35-31 Had tlic fill heen reclaimed at the %Sanditone in overburden: 52 Yes[  1 No[X] Longitude: 81-11-27 time oCthc air survey? 

Date of surucy: 12131199 

As constructed RWiSiO" nririnri deripn 

Type o f  Fill 

Siie of Fill 

SUrfXCD 

Configurntion 

Durable Rock 

Lciiyh (A) 1200 

Area (acres) 8.0 
7.9 Volilrne (mcy) 0.5 

crown (it) El~vrtians I 
Toe (ft) 

Sluprs 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Suhrurface 
Drainage 

control 

Sfability 
Analuds 

1140 910 I 
Toe Foundalion (99) 14.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Pcnmcter 

Grav. Segegated 

REAME 
, 

Sdfware Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Propertie! 

(spoil) 

static 1.4 
SCiSmiC 1.1 

unit wc~ghf @ct) 125 

Ftiction Anglc 24 
Cohesion Ips0 1 6 "  

zngincerinp 
PrOperticS 

(Foundation) 

Phreitic Surface 

construetion 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

... 

an i t  Weighr ip.4 125 
Friction Angle (deg.) 35 
Cohesion (p i0  0 

P- 05 

.Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No 1x1 N""e 
Undcrdrvinr Yes 1 I No 1x1 None 

Sulfvcetirains Yes1 No[X] 9913 NOW 

Grading and Revegetation Ycr [ 1 No [XI 9913 None 

Fiiial Certiiication Ye?! 1 NO! 1 I 
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I.ocdti<m "f 
Depressions' 

I.Oc;ltiO" "f * 
EIOSi"" m e a s  

Locntinn Of 

Ground Bulges* 

Location Of 

Springslsceps * 

iocaeon Of 
Changes* 

Movement 
Chnrncterislics * 

comments 

Lacation Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

Were there deplesions on the fill benchcs? Y c i  [ I No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

4 
5 

Werc thcrc  em of e m i o n  on the fill benches? Yes  [ ] No [ ] (Mnrimum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Werc thcrc bulges or hummocky terrain'! Yes I 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or sceps observed io disposal areas? Yes 1 1 No [ I 

2 

4 

5 

Were changer ill vegetation or spoil color obscrvcd on fill? Yes 1 1 NO j I 
I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did a M u r c  occiii on :he fill? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 
f so, cnter the source of information on the failure: 

stage of construction doring failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mans 3 

Bench 4 
ieiigdi (ti) 

Scarp llcight (ft) 
Width (rt) 

Uepth 10 51,p I'lane (it) 
Transport Distance (n) 
x*te ~f?Aovclncll: 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause oI'Movemint Mass I 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

n hIW99-  Fil l  B ~ E B  had been clearedlphhed No spoil placement had occurrcd 

of ie ldrwierofceh.  onlyFmnkfmfilen 
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Type of Fill 

Size of Pill 

surface 
Cantigurnfion I I 

crown (n) 1150 
roe mi 900 

ElWvnti0"S 

Diriablc Rock 

Length (A) inno 
Area (acres) 7.9 
Volllme (mcy) 0 6  

Slopes 

Surfacr Dininage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Strbilily 

sortware used 

Safety Factor 

.halysis 

Engineering 
Properties 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(F""Ild8ti"") 

Phrcatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

r n d  Certification. 

Toe Foundation (99) 16.0 
Fdl Face (dcg.) 27.0 

Peolneter 

Crav. S c p g a t e d  

K E M  

Static 1.4 
Seismic 1.1 

Unit Weigh? (pd) 125 
Fiction Angle 24 
Cohcsion ( p s i )  160 

Unii -Weight (pcf) I25 
Ftictim Angle (deg.) 35 
Colmion (pig 0 

P- n i  

Aerial Sulvry 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Ippl. Phase Appl.QuarterIy Photography 
CertificatiO" certification Type 

Foundation Picpwation Yes [ I NO [XI 9911 None 
Underdrains Yes [ ] No [X] 9911 None 

surrace D V ~ ~ S  Y ~ S  I NO 1x1 9912 NOW 

Grading and Kcvcgcfatiou Yes I I No [XI 9912 N0"C 
Final Certiiira!lo?~ Yer ! ] Nc [XI 99!? None 

If a DKF, did thc photographr sliow the rock blanket or core undcrdrain by gravity iegregatmn? Yes [ I No [ 1 
~~~. 

I 15x1 
,: ,..:.. 1 ' y"lly"Ll"ii y"t". 

Dip of strata ielatiw 10 fill: 

were NOVs P.-.!!Ĉ  08 !h; fi!!? Yc; [ ] No :XI 

Surface drainaee conrrol workine orouerlv? Yei  IXI  Nn I 1 ". . , . .  I 1  

Svbiuriace dninagc coiitrd uorkiiing pmperiy? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Yes [XI No [ ] If active fill. was actiie spoil dispoid detennined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal Si!e inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Appronimatcly 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ I No [XI 

60 
Discemable bldnket or C O ~ C  drain fonningY Yes [XI NO [ ] 

Sane 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
1s thc fill situatcd in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [XI 

No [XI 

lfno to above, estimate percentage: 

If the fill i i  completed, compare the size with thc sizc in the latest pre-cnmplelion revision? 
If the fill i s  significantly ~mallm, xhal is thc reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Were there pound crack, obsenzd on thc fill face or benches? 
Number ofbenches on fill: 

Yes [ ] 
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Locnfi#n "f 
crack! * 

I."<.rtiO" "f 
Drpressiuns * 

Lacatin" Of 

Ground Bulges* 

I 

2 

3 

Were there delireisions on thc fill bcnchcs? Yes 1 NO I I (Potential Wafer DepII?) 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Wcrc thcrc m a r  of einiion on lhe f i l l  benciies? Y c i  [ No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

L"csti0" Of 

springs/seeps * 

Movement 
CharscteriStiCS * 

comments 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were lhcre bulges or hummocky m a i n ?  Yes I 1 No 1 J 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were changer in vegetation or spoil color observed on ti l l?  Yes I 1 No [ 1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

Did il fdiloie occur on the fill? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
f so, enter the source of information on the failure: 

Stage o f ~ o n ~ n u ~ t i o n  during failure: 
Mass 1 Mans 2 Mass 3 

Bench k 

Length (fti 
Width (A) 

ScarpHeight (ft) 
Depth to slip Piane (ft) 
Transpm Diswncc (ft) 
?.a!= of Mnve:::;::: 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Caiise of Mui,cir.cni MISS : 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

, f i d d  cheiofccnn,  Fiankfoniilesonly 
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Company: Miller Brothers Coal Fill: 11F # 15 Date of permit lile review: 04/16/99 
Mine: WolfCrrckiiI Date till contruction started: I /  

Was this f i l l  visited at ground lwe i?  Y e s  [x] N o  [ 1 Finished: I0/2 1199 

Permit :  813-0207 

State: KY 

County: Brcathitt Date ofvisit: 06/08/09 Number o f t i l l  size revisions: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at tlir 
time of  the air survey'! Yes[  ] N o [ X ]  

%Sandstone in overburden: 52 Latitude: 37-35-44 

ongitudc: 83-11-05 
Datr  ofsuwey: 12/31/99 

As constructed Revision Original design 

'Two of Fill I niirihle Rnrk 

Size of Fill 

surface 

Configuration 

Lenglh (ft) 1210 
Area (acres) 11.5 
VOlllme (rncy) 1 .o 

Elevations I 
Sl0pw 

surface urninage 
Control 

Subsurface 

crown (ft) 
T"C (ftl , ,  

I~oc Foundation (%,) 10.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Penmeter 

lljO P i 0  I 

........ ". 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Ilsed 

Snfety Fnttor 

REAM3 

static I .4 

Seismic 1.1 

E"gi"eeri"g 
PrOpWtieS 

(spoil) 

ieginrcrinp 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Unit Weight (pct) 12s 
Friction Angle 24 
Cohesion (psi) 160 

iTni1 .%'tight (pcfj I25 
Pnction Angle (deg.) 15 
Cuhesion ( p f j  160 

P- n i  

C0"Stl"Eti"" 
Documentation 

and certiticrtions 

Aerial Suwcy 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

. 
I 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
CPltitiCatio" rertilicntion Type 

Foiindatiou Prepmatinn Yes [ ] No [XI None 
Underdrains Ycs [ ] No [XI  NOlE 

SurfaccDrains Yes[ I No[Xl 9912 NO"* 

Grading and Reregetation Yes [ ] No [XI 9912 None 
Fiid Cmilication Ycs 1x1 No! ! 99/3 Nose 

If8 DRF, did the photographs show tho rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity ~emcgution? Yes ! J NO 1 ] 
. ? ~ ~ ~ .  L C h L  r" .... A".:"- .a^.^. 

1 "yll"Lljl"ll 

Dip O f  Ehata rclvtive to fill: 

. .  
Subsurface drainage coiiiio! wmkng properly? Yes 1x1 No 1 i 

Ifactivc fill, was active spoil diiposal determined to bc on-going? Yes [XI No [ ] 
If spoil disposal rite inactive, how long was disposal upemtion idle (inoathn)? 

I a durnblc rock fill i s  under construction, 
Appioriinately 80% durable rock by volurnc? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 

50 
Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Ycs [XI No 1 I 

Ifno to above, estiimtc percentage: 

If the fill is completed. cumpnrc the size with the size in the latest pre-complctian revision? 
If the fill i s  significantly smallcr. what is the reason according lo  uls docinncnfvtion or iospector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
1s the fill sihiated in landslide topography? Yes I I NO 1x1 

Yes I I NO 1x1 Wcic thcrc ground crack observed on the fill face or bcncher? 
Number of bciicher on f i l l  
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Location of 
Crack? 

Location Of 

Depresbion~ 

Location O f  

Erosion Areas' 

Location of 
Ground Bulecr' 

Lacatinn o f  
springs/scrp. * 

LccrCii Of 
Chnngen 

\.1ovcmmt 
Characteristics * 

Cumments 

1.oGltiun Lrngfh (ft) Width (it) Depth (in) 

2 

3 

Wcre there depressions on the fill hcnchcs? Yes j I No [ 1 (Potedal  Water Depth) 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were thcrc arcas of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs [ 1 No 1 j (\Inximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were therc hulgcr 01 hummocky terrain? Yes [ j No [ j 
1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there sptings or sccps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ j No [ 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc changer in vegetation 07 spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ j No [ j 

I 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

Did a fsilirc occur on Ule till' Yes [ ] No [ j 
f so, cnrcr the source of information on thc failure: 

Stage of construction dunng failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench !! 
Lmgth (8: 

scarp Ileight (ft) 
aepri, 1" siip Pime (i,j 

Width (ft) 

Trmspon Distance (ft) 
Y d C  Of.M"Ve"L"f 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cziise OfMOYemezt Mass 1 

&lass 2 
Mass 3 
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Company: Millcr Brothers Coal Fill: l l F # 1 6  Date ofpermit tile rwisw: 04116199 
Permit  813-0207 Nine: WolfCreek # I  Date t i l l  contructioii started: 1213 1198 

State: KY Was this fill visited at ground level'? Ycr [XI N o  [ ] Finished: 09/30199 
County: Breathilt Date of visit: 06/08/99 N u m b e r  offill size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-36-02 Had the t i l l  been reclaimed at t h ~  %Sandstone in overburden: 52 
t i m e  ofthe a i r  survey? Yes[ ] No[X] 

Dalc of suwey: 1213 1/99 
Longitude: 83-10-58 

Typo or Pill Durable Rock 

Size of Fill 

SWfaCe 
Configuration 

FlPYatiUnS 

Slolles 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurfarc 
DGli"agC 

Control 

Stabilie 
.4nnlysis 

sarmre used 

safety ~ ~ ~ t ~ r  

E"gi"Wi"E 
PlOpeltieS 

(Spoil) 

zagk.ee~ag 
PrapPrtiPr 

(F0""datiOn) 

Phreatic Surface 

Length (it) 
Area (acres) 
VOlulne ( m y )  1.1 

crown (ft) 1150 
930 Toe (fl) 

Toe Foundation C%) 13.0 
Fill Facc (deg.) 27.0 

Pcrilneter 

e a \ .  Segregated 

REAME 

Static 1.5 
Seismic 1.1 

Uhit Weight (pct) 125 
rnctioll Angle 24 
Cohcsion (psf) 160 

unit W+i @'rj 123 
Ftiction Anglc (dcg.) 35 
Cohesion bsf) 0 

P-.05 

13.0 I 

C"nStr"E1inn 
D.lC"UW"tsti0" 

nnd Ccrtifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

Appl. Phase AppLQunrterly Photography 
Certificatinn Crrtiiication Type 

Foundaeon Picpwutian Yen [ 1 No v] 9813 NOW 

Underdrains Yes [ ] No [ x ]  Y8/3 N0"C 
Surface Drains Ycs I 1 No [XI 9Y12 None 

Grading andRevcgctatiun Yes 1 No [XI 9912 N"?X 

I'inal Certification Yes [ 1 No [ I 

I ia  DW, did the photographs sliow the rock blankct or C D ~ C  underdrain by gravity segregation? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
?r..r?dztis.! &!a: 

Dip of stam relative lo fill: 

Were NOV'r w i m n  on the fiW! Yes  [ 1 No [XI 

Surface drainagc conti01 working properly? Yes [XI No I I 
Subsurfam dramgc caned working progerly? Yes [XI No i 1 

Y c i  [XI No [ 1 If active fill, was actlvc spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal sitc inactive. lhow long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock till is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

60 
Diicernabic blanket or core drain fanning? Yes [XI No [ 1 

If In" lo above, esumate percentngc: 

Ifthe fill is completed. compare tile s i x  with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 
Ifthe fill i i  significantly smalla. what is the renroii according to the documentation or inspector'? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is thc fill iihivfed in landslide topography? Ycs [ I No [XI 

No [XI Were there s o u n d  cracks observed on the fi l l face or benches? 
Number of benches on fill: 

Ycs [ ] 
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Type of Fill 

Size  of Fill 

Surface 
ronfigvrrtion 

Elevalinns 

Slopcn 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
h a i n a g e  

Sofhvaro Used 
I 

Durable Rock 

Length (rt) 1320 

Vollrme (rncy) 1 .n 
Area (acres) 1 2 6  

Ciuvn (ft) 1150 
roc (it) 930 

'roc Fouidvtiou ('%) 13.0 
I.~ill Face (deg.) 27.0 

perimeter 

&a". Sencgatcd 

St& 
Seismic 

Safety Factor 

Enginerring 
PrOpPrtiCS 

(spoil) 

€r.gir.ecring 
properties 

(Foundrtiun) 

Phrentic Surface 

1.1 I 
Unit Weight (pc0 125 

Cohesion (PSI) 160 

Unit Weight (p&j 125 
Fncfian h g l l c  (dcg.) 35 
Cohesion @sf)  160 

P-.OS 

Friction Angle 24 

conetruction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Rwiew * 

Appl. Phase Appl.QuarterIy Photography 
certification certifieatiun Type 

Foundation Prepwatm Yes I 1 No [XI None 
Underdrains Ycr [ I No [XI  None 

SurfaceDrainr Yei I 1 No [XI 9913 NOW 

Grading and Revegetation Yes I ] No [XI 9913 None 
FinalCmiticatiun Y c s !  1 No! 1 

I 

If B DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or C O ~ C  undcidrain by grvvily segregation'? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 
?o::!:d:!ior. d%:: ' T a t  

Dip of strata relative lo fill: 
Were NOV'X w6t.ten an Ihp fill? YPI ! No [XI 

Suriace dtainage control working propcily? Ycr [XI No [ 
Subsurface h-i-agc conm! wor%.zb pmperly? Yes [XI NO : 1 

Yes [XI No : I If active fill, rai ac6rc spoil disposd derenniiied to be on-going? 
JK spoil disposal sitc inactive. how long was diiposvl operation idie (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Appro-vtcly 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ 1 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 70 

Ifthe fill i s  completed, comparc thc size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 
If the fill is significantl) smaller. what is  the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface coniigorution: Fiat 
1s the fill sifuvtcd ill landslide topography? Yes [ 1 NO 1x1 

NO [XI Were there nound cracks obrcrvcd on the fill face or benches? 
Number of benches on till: 

Yes [ 1 
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Location Of 
Clrrks* 

~ . ~ ~ r t i ~ ~  or 
Depr.ssiuna * 

1.ocat;on of 
Erosion Areas * 

Locntion Of 
Ground Bulge' 

Locstion of 
springn/scaps * 

L a c r 6 m  Of 
Changer 

Location Length (ft) Width (ft) I k p t h  (in) 

1 

3 

Were there depressions on Ille fill benches'! Yes I 1 No [ 1 (Pofcntinl Water Depth) 

I 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Were thcrc meas of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs 1 1 No 1 I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were tlicrc bulges or lmmznochy terrain? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there spines 01 seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes ~n vegetation or spoil color observed on till? Yes i 1 No [ 1 

navcment 
Characteristic3 

comments 

Did a fviluro OCCUIOD the till? Yes [ 1 Nu [ 1 
f so, emer the source oiinfonnation 011 the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 
Mars 1 Mans 2 

Bench # 

1.engih ct; 

Width (A) 
S c w p  Height (ft) 

Deprh 10 SiipPiane (it) 

Tran~poilDistance (ft) 
P A C  ofM3.;e:r.snt 

Extent of Failure Mwemmt 

Mass 3 
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~______ 

Company: ~ i i i e r  mrothcrs coal pill: HF ff 18 Oate ofpcrmit  file review: 04116199 
Permit :  813-0207 Minr:  WolfCreek # I  Date f i l l  contruction started: I /  

State: KY Was this fill visilcd at ground level'? Yes IXl No [ ] Finishcd: 09/30/99 

Latitude: 37-16-21 Had the fill bcen reclaimed at the %Sandstone in ovcihurden: 52 

Count).: Rreathitt Date ofvis i t :  06/08/99 Number of fill size icvisiuns: 

Yes[ ] No[X] .ongitade: 83 -1046  time ofthe air survey7 
Date of survey: 12/31/99 

~~~e Or ~iii 

sire or F ~ I I  

S"rfdW 

Configuration 

Durable Rock 

Length (h) 1200 
Area (acre$ 10.9 
Vulumc (mcy) 0.9 

920 I 
Slapen 

Surfnnce Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

cuntro1 

Stability 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

A"dYSiS 

Engineering 

(Spoil) 

E.gisr.;i.p 
properties 

PrOpDrtifS 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Toe Fomidation (%) 12.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Prtilllrtcr 

Crvv. Segregated 

REAM€ 

Static 1.4 
Seismic I 1  

Unit Weight (pco 125 
Fnction Angle 24 
Cohesion (pso 16U 

125 'Jr.." ,I, n'ught ~. (pcij 

Fricfiou Angle (deg.) 35 
Cohcsion (pst) I60 

P- 05 

constructinn 
Documentntinn 

and cerlificatians 

Aerial Survey 
2nd Ground 
Level Rcviov* 

Appl. Phrsr Appl.Quarterly Photography 
Certification Certificrtiun Type 

FoundalionPrcpuratioo~~~p~~~~i~,, Yes [ ] No [XI None 
Uiiderdrains Ycs[ ] NoIXI NOW 

SirrfaceDrains Yes [ ] No [XI 9913 None 
Grading and Revcgctafion Yes I 1 No [XI 9913 NO"* 

I:inalCertification Ycs [ I No 1 
~~ 

I f a  DRF, did Ule pliotogaphs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? 

Dip of rlrata reiatiw 1" fill: 

Yes I 1 No [ 1 
Feimdztic:: dzt:: ~ e A ~  T ... 

Wpre NOVs urri"s:! on the till? Yes [ j Nn !XI 

siii+ace drainage control working properly? Yes [XI NO I ] 
Sbr;liface diainvge con:iol ;sorkzg propdy? Yes [XI No ] 

Yes [XI No [ 1 If active 611, %,as acthe spoil disposal determined 10 be rm-going? 
If spoil disposal i t e  iaactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

if a durable rock 611 i s  under construction, 
Approxlmvtclg 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [XI 

30 
Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 

If I)" to above, estimate percentage: 

Ifthe fill is completed. cuiiipare the size wilh Ihe s i x  in the l a m 1  pre-cornplction revision? 
If thc fill is %ignificantly smallci whut is the reason according to the documenlation or inspector? 

fill surface configuration: Fla* 
Is the fill iihlated in  landslide topumaphy? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

Yes [ ] No [XI Were there ground cracks obreived on the t i l l  hacc or bcnchea? 
Number of bcnchcs 011 till: 
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Locatin" of 
Crnrlis * 

Location of 
Erosion Arras' 

Locatinn O f  
Ground Buleer* 

Locatinn Of 
SpringrlSfepn * 

Lrr.li%on If 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

LWafio" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were there depressions on thc fill bcnchei'! Yes I 1 NO I I (Potential Wntcr Depth) 
I 

3 

4 
5 

Wcrc there mess of erosion on Lhe fill benches? Yes [ ] No 1 ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Werc thcrc bulges or huminoclly terrain? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were olere springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] No [ j 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegeta:ion or spoil color observed on fi l l?  YCE I ] Nu [ ] 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

Did r failure occu on the fili? Yes [ ] Nu [ ] 
f so, enter the source orinfonnation 011 the failure: 

stage O r  C o m U C t i o n  during iuiiuie: 
Mass 1 .Mans 2 Mass 3 

Bench i! 
Length <c:1 
Width i H j  

S c q  Height (ft) - uepin i" siip Piane (fi j  

R l t Z  nfM0"rnelt 

Exten: of Failure Moveincnt 

Trmspon Dismcc (ftj  

Cz"use ofhlorclncm Mass 1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

o f a m m  811 wB1 urnpiece pmding final 55,t 

0 field check of rem. only Frankfan files 
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K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 13 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 13 
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K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 14 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 14 

KY-148  



K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 14 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 14 
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K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 15 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 15 

KY-150  



K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 15 

KY-151  



K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 16 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 16 

KY-152  



K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 16 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 16 

KY-153  



K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 17 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 17 

KY-154  



K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 18 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 18 

KY-155  



K e n t u c k y  
M i l l e r  B r o t h e r s  C o a l  

W o l f  C r e e k  # 1  

Permit: 813-0207                      Fill: HF# 18 

Permit: 813-0207                    Fill: HF# 18 

KY-156  



Kentucky 
Mountain Clay, Inc. 

#32 

Permit: 518-0157 

Fill: HF #3 

KY-157 
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Company: Mountain Clay, Inc. Fill: l lF  # 3 [)ate of permit iilc revicw: 05103100 
Permit: 518-0157 Mine: #32 Date till contruction startcd: 0610 118 I 

State: KY Was this fill visited at ground level? Y e s  [XI No [ 1 Finished: 0210 I 1x7 
County: Whitley Date ofvisit: 06108100 Number o f  fill size revisions: 

Latitude: 36-41-57 Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 20 
time o f the  air survey? Yes[X1 N o [  1 

Date ofsurvey: 0210 1188 
Longitude: 84-11-28 

AS cnnrfructed HWiSi.3" Orieina1 desien 

Type "f Fill Durable Rock 

, I  

VOlllrnC (mcy) 1.6 

Surface I I 
CO"fig"rlti0" 

Elevations 

S l " W  

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
DrXi"?.gC 

crow? (fl) 1818 
Toe (Tt) 1320 

Toe Foundation ?%) 3.0 
Fill Face (dcg.) 27.0 

Perimeter 

B a r .  Scereeated 
Control 

Stability 
Inalysis 

Software Used 

Safe* Factor 

Certification Celtificrtion Type 

Fonndalion Preparation Yes 1 I No  1 
Undcrdminr Yes[ I N u [  ] 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] Na [ ] 

Grading mdRevegetation Yes  [ I NO j I 
Find Ccriificnfion Yes i I No i I 

I I 

I f a  DRF, did the photographs rliow the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity srwcgution? Yes I 1 NO I I 
~~ ~ ~ l m i i z t i o c  dztn: Text 

I Dip of strata relalive to fill: 

Were NOVr widen on the t i l l?  Yes [XI No [ ! 

Surface drmiunage control working properly? Ycs [XI No [ I 
Subsarfefacc h i n a g e  coo1rol wo:king properly? Yzr [XI No [ 1 

If active lill, 2 8 6  active spoil disposal determined to be m-goingY Yes I No [ 1 
l i spo i l  disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (mon~hs)? 

.. 
I 

mAME 

Static 1.7 
Seismic 

unit weigh (PCt) 113 
Friction Angle 24 
Cohcsion (psf) 90 

mil weigbi (pic 

Cohesion (pso 
Fticlion Angle (dcg.) 

P 4 5  

CD"EtrnCti0" 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Suney 
and Ground 
LWEI Revie* * 

If a durable rock fill i s  under construction. 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ I No 1 1 

Discemablc blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ I NO [ I 
Ifno to above, estimate percentage: 

Ifthc fill is completed, compare lhe sizr with thc size in the latest pre-complction rerii iod! S8llW 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is thc fill rimafed iii landslide topography? Yes [ I No [XI 

Yen [ I No [XI 

l f thc fill is iignificvitly smaller, what is thc reason according to the documentatiou or inspector? 

Were them pound cracks obsewed on the 611 face or bciicher'l 
Number afbciicher on fill: 

KY-159 



1.ecrtion of 
vcprrsriuns 

1.ocrtiun "f 
Erosion Areas, 

L ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~  ,,r 
Ground Bulges' 

Loclfinn If 
Changes' 

Comment. 

LOCZlfi"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Ileiith (in) 

1 

3 

Weie Iheic deprcsriuns 011 thc fill benches'? Yes [ ] No j ] (Potcnlial Wafer Depth) 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill bcnchcs? Yes [ I No I 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcre tliere bulges or hummocky terrain? Ycs [ 1 No 1 

1 
4 

5 

Were lhcic springs or seepi observed in dispoial areas? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were changer in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes I ] No [ ] 

2 
3 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [XI No [ ] 
f so, enter the SOUTC~  of infunnariou on the failure: perni t  ~ i l e  

Inactive - Post Coilrtr Stage of ~on~mctiou during failure: 
Mass 1 Mnss 2 Mars 3 

Bench # 

:.e"b;h !P.> 

Width !ft) 
Scarp Height (fl) 

DCj't l  to Sl ip PiaoF (3 
Trmspon Distance (ft) 

Ql".., Kate of Movemen, I.".. 
Extent of Failure Movement 

cause ofhlnvcmnt M ~ E S  1 Inadequate lisderlhains 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

"81".1 OSM inlpEcfion in March 1987 

,I1 mnstr~cfiun began i s ]  JunclPdl Massive E l l  failure occurred in spring 1987 Aerial i ideo  (ii02018S) rhows fill su of 08106Il998 

"81 bond release 111,993 

KY-160 



K e n t u c k y  
M o u n t a i n  C l a y ,  I n c .  

# 3 2  

Permit: 518-0157                      Fill: HF# 3 

Permit: 518-0157                    Fill: HF# 3 

KY-161  
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Kentucky 
New Ridge Mining 

Road Fork of Big Creek 

Permit: 898-0415 

Fill: HF #K (No Photo) 

ICY-163 



BLANK PAGE 
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Company: New Ridge Mining 

Permit: g98-0415 

Fill: IIF#K 

Mine: Road Fork of Big Creek 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Date of permit 1ilc review: 

Date fill contruction started: 

05/03/00 

12/15/87 

05/21/97 State: KY 

County: Pike 

Latitude: 37·35·31 

ongitude: 82-21-58 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

SlollCS 

Surface Drainage 

Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 

Properties 
(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 

ami Ground 
Level Review* 

Date of visit: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Yes [X] 

06/22/00 

Yes [X] 

12/31/99 

Revision 

No[ ] 

No [ I 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

RO 

Conventional Durable Rock 

-

Length (fl) 

Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 

Crown (ft) 

Toe (ft) 

Toe Foundation(%) 

Fill Face (dcg.) 

2400 

46.8 

2.7 

--
Convex 

--
1675 

950 

11.0 

19.0 

Perimeter 

1425 

24.8 

2.7 

Convex 

1660 

1020 

11.0 

27.0 

Perimeter 

Under drain Grav. Segregated 

REAN!E REAME 

Static 15 1.4 
Seismic 1.1 1.1 

Unit Weight (pcf) 125 125 
hiction Angle 35 35 
Cohesion (psf) 100 tOO 

-----

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle (dcg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

AppL Phase 
Certification 

Yes [X] 

Yes [ 1 
Yes [ 

Yes l 
Yes [ 

No[ 
No [X] 

No[X] 

No[X] 

No[X] 

Phreatic Surface 

Appi.Quarterly 
Certification 

4/88 

Photography 
Type 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

p-.05 

I If a DRF, did the photographs show the roc~~,~:~::,.,: ;~,r~~ tu1derdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ J No L .. ~ I 

I 
D;p of,,,~,:;~~:::;,:·;.;, "~" I 

Were NOV's written on the till? Yes [X] No [ J 

Surface drainPge control working properly? Yes l j No[ 
Subsurface draim1ge control working properly? Yes [ ] No[ 

If active fill, was active spoil dispos;Il detennined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No[ 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was dispcsal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No[ 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Discernable blanket or core drain fanning? Yes [ ] No[ 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significrnllly smaller, what is the reason according to the docwnentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Js the fill sitmlted in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [ 

Were there ground cracks obsen'ed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ ] No [ 

Number of benches on fill: 

KY-165 



1.OEati"" "f 
Erosion Areas 

elm  ti^^ Or 
Ground Bulees' 

LoCali"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were there dcprcssioni 011 the t i l l  benches? Ycs [ ] No [ J (Potential Water Drpth) 

2 

3 

5 

Were theie areas orerosion on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 

4 

5 

Were there huiges or hummucky tcnain? Yes I I NO [ I 

Were thcrc springs or seeps observed in disposal nrear'? Yes [ I No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were ciiangm in vegetation or spoil c d o i  obselved on fill? Yes [ I No 1 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did n failure occur on tile fill? Yes [XI No I J 
f so, enter the Source of idonnation On the failure: DEP hrpecfor 

Active - Port Consrmction. hacfive - Post Congr Slage of consmctiuu during failure: 
Mans I Mass 2 Mass 3 

Rench ii 
Length (fl) 

Width (fl) 

ScarpHeight (ft) 
tuepth to S i p  iivlie (irj 
Transport Distance (it) 

1 

P n e  nCMwmCnt 

Extent of Feiliirc Movement 

cause of M0uerr.er.t *lass 1 

Mass 2 
\lass 3 

I/ Failure occurred 61 I 1/89 Pernit r t i i imn  03/09/90 contained remedial repain No cem aRer Lhii dare 

"mplete re/e.Ue 9IiSl97 

media l  measure, included rock foe buttreis (free diainingl H a l l o ~ l l  was itable nt lime ohspection on bl?ZOO 

KY-166 



Kentucky 
Pine Branch Coal Sales 

Haddock Fork Mine 

Permit: 897-0271 

Fill: HF #10 
Fill: HF #13 (No Photo) 
Fill: HF #DD 

KY-167 
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C0mpanY:Pine Branch Coal Sales  ill: H F # I O  Date of permit t i le review: 0211 0100 
Permit: 8~7.0271 Mine: Haddock Fork Mine Datc f i l l  cimtruction started: 09101193 

State: KY Was this t i l l  visilcd at ground level'? Yes [XI Nu [ ] Finished: 1 1  

County: Perry Uate orvisit: 10127198 Numbcr of till size revisions: 1 
Latitude: 37-23-04 Had the f i l l  bccn reclaimed at the %Sandstune in overburden: 52 

time of the air survey? Yes[ 1 No[X] 
Diite of survey: 12131199 

Longitude: 83-19-37 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Lwei Review * 

Type of  Fill 

Size Of Pill 

S"rftlCe 
C O " f i g " d 0 "  

ElWati0"S 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Cantlo1 

St*bili¶y 
A"dySiS 

Softanrc Used 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"Wi"Z 

(spoil) 

Engineering 

Pl"pelt1rs 

PrOpWt iCS 

(FO""Mi0") 

Phreslic Surface 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qusrterly 
certificrtiun Certification 

As constmcted Revision Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (A) 3550 2100 

Vulumc (mcy) 27.8 13.0 

Flat Flat 

Crown (tt) 1330 1270 

Arca (xm) 98.1 43.2 

r o e  (A) 975 99u 

Toe Foundation (") 5.0 5.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

Perimeter Peii,"efer 

Gruv. Scgregafed Grav. Segegatcd 

P.EAME RFAME 

Static I .6 
Seismic I .6 

IJnit Weiglit ( p f )  125 125 
Friction Angle 3s 38 
Cnliesion (pso 160 I60 

unit W%i@,t (pctj 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (pso 

N""e 

C0"SIr"Eti"" 
Dacumentation 

and Certifications 

KY-169 

Fovndvtion Preparation Yes 1 I No [XI 9313 None 
Iinderdrains Ycr [ No [x] 9313 N""e 

SwfaceDrvins Yes1 1 No[X] N 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ 1 No [XI N 

Final Cenification Ycs [ 1 NO [ 1 



Locntion Of 
Depressions ' 

Locntion of 
Erosion Arcan' 

1.ocatiun of 
Ground Bulges' 

1.CCAti.J. P f  

Chmges' 

Muvrment 
Characteristics ' 

1.oc-rtian Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

"1 

2 

3 

Wcrc there depressions on the fill bcnches" Yes [ I No [ ] (Potential Wafer Depth) 

3 
4 

5 

Were lheie arcas d e r o i i o n  on the !ill benclics? Yes 1 I No [ 1 (Mnximum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulgcs or hunrnocly terrain? Ycr [ j No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were t lwe  wings  or seccps observed iii disposal areas? Yes [ j NO [ 1 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color obscnred on fill? Yes [ J No [ 

I 
2 

4 

5 

6 

Did a fdiiurc O C C U ~  on tne mi? Yea [ J No [ j 
f so, entcr thc mnrce of informadon un the faihre: 

Stage of construction during failure: 
Mass 1 M B S S  2 nanr  3 

Bench il 

I . ~ Y ~  in) 
Width (A) 

Scarp Height (ftj 
Depih 10 s i p  xane (ftj 
Tranrpon Distancc (ftj 
?A!? nf Mnve-ent 

Extent of Failure Movemcnt 

Cause dMowment  Mass I 

Mass 2 
Mans 3 

mendment U3 (6/2l!96) -expanded fill side 

l l j o i l i ~  with hackfilllsaine elsv~tion, no special drainayr pmwrions 

Ounnerly cenr began 4/93 through 3i2000 No photon of fills and mi ~ntisill c ~ n i t r n ~ i i o n  phase ceniiicate, 

Fill is cornplrfid tv L2O'high and reeded 

KY-170 



c:omPanY: Pine Branch Coal Sales Fill: 11F # 13 Date ofprmmit tile review 02/10100 
Mine: lladdock Fork Mine Datc lill cuntruction started: 03/31/00 Permit: 897-0271 

Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes 1x1 No [ ] Finished: I /  

Date ofvisit: 10/27/98 Numbcrdf i l l  size revisions: 2 

state: ICY 

county: Perry 

Had the f i l l  been reclaimed at thc %Sandslone in overburden: 52 Latitude: 37-22-08 
Yes[ ] No[X] Inngitudc: 83-18-40 time of the air survey? 

Date ofsurvey: 12/31/99 

.As constructed Revision Oiieinrl desien 

'Type of Fill 

size d~iii 

surface 
C""lig"rati0" 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surfdce Drainagr 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysk 

Soitware used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
PlDpWtieS 

(spoil) 

Engiinceri"g 

Doruble Rock Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 2250 2650 
Area (acres) 33.0 33.0 
V"l"me (mcy) 6 8  10.8 

Flat Flat 

Cmw" (A) 1260 1300 
roe (A) 990 980 

Toc Foundation (99) 5.0 5.0 
Fill Focc (dcg.) 27.0 27.0 

Petimetrr Pcrirneter 

Grav. Segregated Cnv.  Segregated 

REAME REAME 

Static 1.6 I .6 
Seiimic I .2 

unit weight (pi) 125 125 
Friction Angle 24 24 
Cohcrion (pso 160 160 

iJnii weight (pco 
PrOp&iCS 

(Foundation) 
Fviction Angle (dcg.) 

Cohesion (pst) 
I 

P-.OS P-.os I Phrrstic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Acrid Survey 
and Ground 
1.eve1 Review* 

Appl. Phnrr AppLQuarterly Photography 
Certilicatinn certification Type 

Foundationhcparatiou Yes 1 No ixl 0OIl N0"C 
Uiiderdrainr Yes [ ] No [ ] 

SurfaceDrains Ycr [ ] No [ ] 

Grading andRevcgctation Yes 1 No [ ] 

Final Cerfificafion Yes [ ] No [ ] 
I 

Jfa DRF did the photographs show the rock blankct or cme underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes I I No I I ~~ ~~ 

T-", 
I"n, 

G".."A"ti"" Artr . ""..l"..l.. ll.". 

Dip of' strata relative to fill: 

Were NOVs xri!tc" on the fi!P Yes [ No [X; 

Surface drrainapc c m m l  working properly? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Subsurface dninage con:iol morking prcperly? Yes [ j No [ ] 

If active fili. was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Ycs [ 1 No [ ] 
If spoil disposnl site inactivc, how long was disposal opemtion idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under ~onstruction, 

Approximutcly XOYu durable rock by volume? Yes ! 1 No ! I 

Discemablc blanket or core drain fanning? Yes [ ] Nu [ ] 
If ,no to above. estimate percentage: 

If the fill is completed. compare the s i x  with the size in the latest pre-completion rcvisiun? 
Vthe fill is rignificantly smaller. what is the reasoil according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill sutiace configuration: 
Is thc fill sinlafed in landslide topography? Ycr [ ] No [ ] 

Were there pound cracks observed on the fill face 01 benches? 
Kumber of'benclies on fill: 

Ycs [ ] No [ 

KY-171 



LOcatiO" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

LOCRfiO" "f 
crack! 

Locati"" "f 
Erosion Areas 

Locnlion or 
Ground Bulges 

Location or 
SpringnlSeeps 

Locatioo O f  

Changa 

Mwcment 
Characteristics 

Cumments 

2 

3 

Were lherc dcpresriom on the fill benches? Yen [ I NO [ I (Potential Wnter Depth) 
1 

2 

3 
4 

Were there areas oferosion 011 the fill benches? Ycr [ ] No 1 1 (hlnximum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 

Werc there springs or seeps obssrvcd in disposal areas? Yes  [ 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 

3 
4 

Were clianges in vcgctation or spoil color observed on fili? Yes [ I No [ 1 

ICY-1 72 



Company: Pine Branch Coal Sales 

Permit: 897-0271 

Fill: HF # DD 

Mine: Haddock Fork Mine 

Date of permit file review: 

Date fill contruction started: 

02/10100 

10101195 

I I 

2 

52 

State: KY 

County: Perry 

Latitude: 37-22-22 

:mgitude: 83-18-45 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surlace Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentatiou 

and Certifications 

Aerial Sun·ey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Was this fill vis"1ted at ground level? No [ ] Finished: 

Date of visit 

Had the till been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

y" [X] 

10127198 Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Date of survey: 

Yes [ ] No [X] 

12131199 

As constructed 

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final C~rtification 

Length (ft) 

Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 

Crown (fl) 

Toe(fl) 

Toe Foundation(%) 

Fill Face (deg.) 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pet) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Col1esion (psf) 

App!. Phase 

Certification 

Yes [ J No[X1 

Yes [ 1 No[X1 

Yes [ 1 No[ J 
Yes [ ] No[ ] 

Yes [ I No[ I 

Revision 

Durable Rock 

8700 

262.4 

90.8 

Flat 

1350 

975 

5.0 

27.0 

Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated 

Appl.Quarterly 

Certification 

95/2 

95/4 

REAME 

2.6 

1.8 

125 

24 
160 

P-.05 

If a DRF. did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? 

Foundation data· 

Dip ofstrata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's written on the fill? 

Surface drainage control working properly? 

Subsurface drainage amtrol working properly'? 
If active fill, was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is Wlder construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? 

If no to abo"·e, estimate percentage: 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? 

Jf the fill is completed, compare the si7.e with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If tl1e fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? 

Were there ground cracks observed on the till face or benches? 

Number of benches on fill: 

KY-173 

Original design 

Durable Rock 

1500 

8.0 

2.9 

Fbt 

1240 

1000 

5.0 

27.0 

Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated 

Photography 
Type 

None 

None 

Yes [ I No[ ] 

Text 

Yes [ ! No [X] 

Yes [X] No[ ] 

Ycs[X] No[ I 
Yes [X] No[ I 

Yes [X] No[ ] 

Yes [X] No[ J 

Yes [ 1 No[X1 

Yes [ 1 No[X1 

REAME 

1.7 

1.2 

125 

24 
160 

P-.05 



LOGlti"" I.mrth (ft) Width (1,) Depth (in) 

Lorafion O f  

c r a c k  

LOcsti"" "f 
DCpleSSiUnS 

Location Of 

Ground Bulges 

Location Of 

springrisecps 

Locltiaa of 
Changes 

Movcmrnt 
Characteristics 

comments 

807-0271 
HF I )  DO 

2 

3 

Were thhcrc dcpieirions on the Fill henchcr? Yes I 1 No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there areas of crmion on the fill henches? Yes [ 1 N o  1 I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were thele bulges or hommocky t e r m ?  Yes [ 1 N o  [ I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or seeps vhscwed in disposal m a s ?  Ycs [ 1 No 1 1 
1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vcgctnfion or 'poi1 color obicwcd on fill? Yes I I No [ 1 

KY-174 



K e n t u c k y  
P i n e  B r a n c h  C o a l  S a l e s  

H a d d o c k  F o r k  M i n e  

Permit: 897-0271                      Fill: HF# 10 

Permit: 897-0271                    Fill: HF# 10 

KY-175  



K e n t u c k y  
P i n e  B r a n c h  C o a l  S a l e s  

H a d d o c k  F o r k  M i n e  

Permit: 897-0271                      Fill: HF# 10 

Permit: 897-0271                    Fill: HF# 10 

KY-176  



K e n t u c k y  
P i n e  B r a n c h  C o a l  S a l e s  

H a d d o c k  F o r k  M i n e  

Permit: 897-0271                    Fill: HF# DD 

Permit: 897-0271                      Fill: HF# DD 

KY-177  



K e n t u c k y  
P i n e  B r a n c h  C o a l  S a l e s  

H a d d o c k  F o r k  M i n e  

Permit: 897-0271                    Fill: HF# DD 

Permit: 897-0271                      Fill: HF# DD 

KY-178  



Kentucky 
Richardson Fuels, Inc. 

Mine #2 

Permit: 836-021 2 

Fill: HF #1 

KY-179 



BLANK PAGE 
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Company: Richardson 1:usls. Inc. Fill: IF# I Datc ofpermit f i le rwicw: 05/17/00 
Prrrnit: 836-0212 Mine: Minc # 2  Date fill contrwlioi i  started: 06/06/90 

State: KY Was this fill visited at ground levol? Yes [XI No [ 1 Finishcd: I 1  
Numberoflill sizc rcvisims: County: Floyd Date ofvisit: 04105199 

Latitude: 37-30-36 Had the fill  been reclaimcd at l h c  %Sandstone in iwrrburdsn: 32 
time ofthe air survey'? Yes[ ] NoLX] 

Date of suwey: 12/3 1199 
Longitude: 82-49-28 

As constructed Revision orieina1 desie" 

Type of Fill 

She  "f Pill 

Surface 
c""fig"rsti0" 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
CnntrOl 

S u b w f x e  
Drainage 

control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Usell 

Safely Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engin*eiing 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatir Surface 

Dwablc Rock 

L,ength (ft) I500 
Area (acres) 25.3 
Volume ( m y )  2.6 

Flat 

crown (A) 1300 
Toe (A) 750 

Toe l'oundatian (96) 30.0 
Fill facc (deg.) 

Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated 

EAME 

Static 1 .7  
SelSmK 1 .? 

unit Weight (pcf) 125 
friction Angle 34 
Cohesion (p$ 200 

unit  Weight (pcfj 
Friction Anglc (dcg.) 
Cohesion (psf) 

P-.O5 

Can.truction 
Documentation 

m d  Certiiication. 

Aerial Sulvry 
and Ground 
Love1 Review* 

Foundation Preparation 

Appl. Phase AppLQurrterly Photography 
Certilicntion CrrtificatiO" Type 

Color 

Color 
NOlE 

Yes!x! No! 1 90/2 
IJnderdrains Yes [XI N o !  1 9013 

SuifaceDmins Yes [XI No I I 9111 
GradingundKeveEetatioii Yes ! 1 NO iX1 91/1 

Final Certification Ycs [ 1 No j 1 
I 

I f a  DRl', did lhe photographs show the rock blankct or core underdrvir by gravity segregation? Yes 1x1 No [ 1 
~ P",,"A.ti"" ~~~~~~~~~ ~ &,a. ?ex! 

I Dip of Strata relative to fill 

Were NOVs witten on the fill? Yes !X! No ! ! 

Surface droin8ge coiihol workng properly? Yes I 1 No 1x1 
Subswfacc drzbsge cmfro! viorking properly? Yes I 1 No [XI 

Tractive fill, was activc spoil disposal delemined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
Iispoil disposal ritc inactive, haw long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction; 
Appronimatcly 80% durable rock by volume? Yes 1 j No [ 1 

Discemable blankct or C O ~ C  h i l l  forming? Yes I I No [ 1 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Ifflie fill i s  completed. compare lhr sizc rith the size in the latesi pre-completion revision? S2lllie 
Ifflie till is significantly smaller. what is thc reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration' I b t  
Is fhc fill sifuated in laidslide topography? Yes /XI No 1 

No [ I Were there mound cracks observed on the fill face or beaches? 
Number ofbenches on 611. 

Yes [XI 
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LOCafiO" L e w t h  (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Location O f  

Eronim Areas* 

Lacntion of  
Gruund Bulges' 

Location "1 
SpringslSeepr * 

L3E.t iOi i  nf 
Chnnges* 

M0YeIlW"t 

Characteristics * 

1 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on !hc fill bcncber'? Yes [XI No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc thcrc areas of erosion on the fill benchcs'? Ycs [XI No [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

4 

5 

Wcrc thcrc bulges or lmrnmocky tenain? Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were !here spnnngs or seeps obsewed in diapoiai arcas? Yes [ I No [ I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes iii vegetalion ur spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1x1 No [ I 

Did a failure O C C W O ~  tiie fill? Yes 1x1 No [ I 
Field M e a ~ ~ ~ r n l l c n ! ~  If so, elirer the source ofinformltioli 011 the failure: 
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K e n t u c k y  
R i c h a r d s o n  F u e l s ,  I n c .  

M i n e  # 2  

Permit: 836-0212                      Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 836-0212                    Fill: HF# 1 

KY-183  



K e n t u c k y  
R i c h a r d s o n  F u e l s ,  I n c .  

M i n e  # 2  

Permit: 836-0212                      Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 836-0212                    Fill: HF# 1 

KY-184  



Kentucky 
Starfire Coals, Inc. 

Skyline 

Permit: 060-0080 

Fill: HF #1 (No Photo) 

KY-185 
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Company: sti&~ C ~ S .  I ~ C .  Fill: 11F # I Date of permit file review: 05103100 
Prrmit: 060-0080 Mine: Skyline Date till contruction started. 1 1  

Statc: KY W x  this fill visited at ground level? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 Finished: 1 1  
1 

Latitude: 82-55-51 Had the fill been reclaimed a1 lhc %Swdstone in overburden: 56 

County: K n m  Number offill size revisions: 

YcsI I No[X] Longitude: 37-17-56 time o f t h e  air survey'? 
Date of  suwey: 1213 1199 

As constructed R W i S i O "  Original design 

T~~~ or F ~ I I  

Size of Fill 

Darablc Rock Conventionul 

Lenglli (it) I035 I035 
Area (acres) 39.0 39.0 

Surface 
CDnfigurlfio" 

Elevntioiis 

s1"pEs 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsusace 
Drainage 

COntrOl 

Stability 
.4nrlysis 

sortware used 

Siiety Factor 

Engineering 
Pr"pPrtieS 

( S p i l l  

Engineering 
PlOpWtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrcatic Surfncc 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly 
Certification Certificstiun 

Volume (rncy) 1 6  I .b 

Flu! Flat 

Cruxn (ft) 1280 1280 
'TUC (ft) 1110 i l l 0  

.roc I~oundation (yh) 23.0 23.0 
Fill Facc (dcg.) 27.0 27.0 

penmeter Perimeter 

Gray. Scgrcgvtcd Underdiais 

REAME 

Static 1.6 
Seismic I .3 

unit Weight (pd) I25 
Friction Angle 34 
Cohesion (p3fJ 0 

Unit Weight (pcq 
Friction Angle (dcg.) 
Cohesion (pst) 

P. " 5  

Photograph) 
T w e  

Construction 
uocumentntion 

and Certificatians 

Foundation Preparation Yes 1 I No [ 1 
Underdrains Ycs[ ] N o [  j 

SurfauceDrvlns Yen [ ] No 1 1 
&ding andRevegetation Yes 1 1 No I 1 

Aerial sumey 
and Gruund 
Level Review* 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or corr undcrdrain by grmity scgriegation? Ye3 [ 1 No I I 
iuurrdaiiurr daiil. Teni 

Dip of slrala relative lo fill: 
l>ro." XJ"'JS .+.A " ll. 

.l.L1 I, .,&a," ,.,,, eC!? Yes:Xj No:  ] 

Surface drainage convol working properly? Yes [ I No [ 1 
Subsurface drainage conhol worhng properiyl Yes [ j No 1 1 

li active fill. MBS M U V ~  spoil diiporai dcteniiiiied to be on-going'? Yes I I No I I 
IIspoil disposal site inactivc, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable ruck till is under construction, 

Approximately SO% durablc rock by \ulome? Yes [ I No [ 1 

Discernable blanket or core drain forming? Yes 1 No 1 
l f n o  to above, estimate percentage: 

lithe fill is completed, comparc thc sizc with thc size iii the latest pre-complefioii revision? 
If the till is si&mificantiy m n l b r ,  what is ?he reason according to the doctimecitation or inspector? 

Fill surfacc contigumtion: 
Is the till ritiiatcd i~ landilidc topapuphy? Yes I 1 No I I 

Were there pound cracks obscwcd on thc fili facc or benches'! 
Number ofbenches an fill: 

Yes [ ] No [ 

ICY-187 



LDCRfion Of 
C r a c k  * 

I.ucation of 
Deprrsrianr * 

I,0t*tiun of 
Erosion Areas * 

L O E ~ I ~ O "  or 
Ground Bulges * 

LOE.ti0" "f 
Springsiseeps * 

Location of 
Changes' 

LOcafiO" Length (ft) Width (ft) Dcplh (in) 

1 

2 

3 

Wcrc there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ I NO [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
2 
3 

9 

5 

Were Illere arras of rrosion on thc fill benches'? Yes 1 I NO [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were t i w e  bulges or hummocky tcnain'? Ycr [ 1 No j I 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or seeps ubscrvcd in disposal areas? Yes I I NO 1 
I 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were cllanger in vegetation or spoil color obi ined  on fill? Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

Comments 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on Ute fill? Ycs [x] No [ ] 
f so, enter the source of information on thc failisc: 

Stage ~ f ~ o i i ~ f r i i ~ t i o n  during f d i uc :  

Mass 1 Mans 2 Mass 3 

Bench f 
Lengti, (a) 
Width (ft) 

Scav Height (ft) 

Dcpth to Slip Plane (a) 
Irunsport Distance (ft) 

aats "iiriorclnciii Siow 
Extcnt of I'uilore Movement 

cause or"ioiement ~ * l ~ ~ ~  i ina&quate ilndcr~rains. hab i : i *  of xOck 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

ierlnpped by pcrmio d460-0080 and then U860~9005 with holloufiils greatly enlarged to ;OO 2 acre8 

em i i l lrwveioriginal iili-noficld inrpcctionpaieible 
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Kentucky 
Sunny Ridge Mining Co. 

Jones Fork 

Permit: 898-0507 

Fill: HF #7 
Fill: HF #9 

ICY-I83 
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C0mPnnY:SunnyRidge Mining Co. pill: HF # 7 Date ofpermit lilc rcvicw: O4116lYY 
Permit: 898-0507 Mine: Jones Fork Date t i l l  contruction started: 031171~7 

Statc: KY W:u this fill visited alground level? Yes [XI No [ 1 Finished: 1 1  
County: Pike m t e  ofvisit: 07/071~9 Number of till size revisions: 2 

78 Latitude: 37-25-05 Mad the fi l l  bccn recliiimrd at the %Sandstone in overburdcn: 
time ofihe air suivcy? Y e s [  ] NoLXI 

Date ofsurvey: 1213 1199 
Longitude: 82-10-38 

As constructed RWiEiCn Original dt3ign 

Durable Ruck Typc of Fill Durable Rock Durable Rock 

S"rf*CC 

Configuration 

Elevatiann 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Contml 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stabiliw 
Analysis 

sortware used 

~~ 

I I 

1200 Length (ft) 3150 3125 
6.9 Ares (acrcs) 18.1 31.6 

sine or ~ i 1 1  

0.3 Volumc (mcy) 4 2  5.1 

COtICaW Fla t  Flat 

1835 Crown (el) 1880 1880 
1440 1420 1643 loe(A) 

7 n t o e  ~ o ~ d u t o n  ("/q 7 .O 7 0  
27.0 Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27 0 

Pcnmctcr Perillleter Perimeter 

Gruu. S e p g a t e d  Grav. Segregated Grav. Segcgatted 

REAME REAMF REAME 

Engineering 
Pr"pertiDS 

(SPOfi) 

Engineering 
PrO,,WtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrentic Surface 

Safety Factor 

125 Unit Weight (pcf) I25 125 
35 Fncrion Angle 35 34 

200 Cohesion (pst) 200 200 

Unit Wciglit @fJ 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohcsion (psf) 

P-.OS r-.os P-.05 

2.0 StUic 

1.4 seismic 
I .b 
1.3 1.3 I 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certificntions 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review. 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
certification CWlifiCatiO" Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ I No [XI 9711 None 
Underdrains Yes [ 1 No [XI 9712 None 

S d a c c  Drains Yes [ 1 No I 1 9912 NOW 

Gradbg andRevegefation Yes I 1 No [ I 9912 None 
Final Certifica!iun Yes [ ! No [ 1 

l f a  DRF. did the photographs show thc rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity Ecgcgnfion'! Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
i e x i  r~ r"u0dAtii"rr dria. 

Dip of senfa relative to fill: 
',,c;"pJrw .... :.._.. .I. 

I Y .  1 .,..LLL..lill ,,,e fill? Yes [ ] No [XI 

Surface drainage control working propcrly? YCE [XI No [ 1 
Subsurface 6ainage conlmoi working properly? Ye3 [XI No I 1 

Yes [ ] No [XI If active fill, was active spoil ~sposn l  detcmincd to bc on-going'! 
If spoil disposal site illactive, how long was dispoid operation idle (months)? 

I f s  durable rock fill is undorconstructinn, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volurne? Yes [ J NO [ ] 

Discernable blanket or core drain fonning? Yes [ 1 NO I 
If nc to abovc, cstiinvie percentage: 

l f the  fill is completcd, compare the size with the size in the I m s t  pr~-compIefio~ revision? 
Ifllie fill is significantly nnaller, what is the reason according to t h  docoinei%utiaii or inspector? 

Slnaller 
Don't know 

F ~ I I  surrase configuration: C0"CWC 

I s  the fill situated in lmdrlidc topography'! Yes [ 1 No (XI 
No [XI Werc there ground cracks ohsewed on the fill facc or benches? 

Nunibcr ofbenches on fill: 
Yes [ 1 
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Location O f  

crack! 

Location o f  
Erosion Areas 

Location Of 
Ground Bulges 

LaEntion "f 
Spring si seeps 

iocat ian Of 
Changes 

Movement 
Chnmcterirtiu- 

commmts 

1.ucrtiun Length (it) Width (it) Depth (in) 

3 

Wcrc t h w  depressions on the fill benches? Y e s  1 I No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 
3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches'! Yes 1 I No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hammocky tcnain'! Ye3 I J No I I 
I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there springs or sceps obscn'cd in disposal areas? Yes [ I No 1 I 

2 
3 

5 

Wcrc changes in vegetation or spoil color obsened on fill? Ycs [ ] No [ 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
10, cntcr the S0"ICe of infnmati"" on lhe failure: 

Stage of consrmction duing failurc: 
Mass 1 ,Mass 2 M l S E  3 

Bench # 

Length fftl 
Width (A) 

Scarp Heighl (n) 
k p t h  to slip  PI^^^ (it) 
Trnnspolt Distance (ft) 
D̂ ._ " r  ". Moi-G,Cirt 

Entcnt of Failure Movement 

Cause of Movcmenl i i i s ~  i 

>lass 2 
Mass 3 

nmdment~ZaddsdFiilP7,Aincndm~n~P?(1/~~148)riducediillrire 

ina l  aihuilt was submiffed iu r c v ~ i i ~ n  10 wisinnl d c i i y l  

Qtr Ccnr- 1!L?l91, bl2Gl97, IG14!199 (PEmTKG E V B G  AND COWLETION OF F l N M  GMDWG) 
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Location of 
Crack3 

Lncafin" O f  , 
DCIXCSSi""S 

Location "f , 
Erosion Areas 

Locrtion of 
Ground Bulges' 

 ti^^ or 
SpringrlSeeps 

Location o i  
Changes 

Movement 
Chxracteristics 

Comments 

1.ocatiun i.mEth (rt) width (rt) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were thcrc depressions on the fill benches? Yes I ] No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
2 

4 

Were there areas of erosion 011 thc 511 benches? Yes 1 1 No I ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky tcrrain? Ycs [ I No 1 
I 
2 

4 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas'? Yes I 1 No 1 

2 
3 

Were changes in vcgctatioii or spoil color observed on fill? Ycs I 1 No [ J 
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K e n t u c k y  
S u n n y  R i d g e  M i n i n g  C o .  

J o n e s  F o r k  

Permit: 898-0507                      Fill: HF# 7 

Permit: 898-0507                    Fill: HF# 7 
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K e n t u c k y  
S u n n y  R i d g e  M i n i n g  C o .  

J o n e s  F o r k  

Permit: 898-0507                    Fill: HF# 7 

Permit: 898-0507                    Fill: HF# 9 
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K e n t u c k y  
S u n n y  R i d g e  M i n i n g  C o .  

J o n e s  F o r k  

Permit: 898-0507                      Fill: HF# 9 

Permit: 898-0507                    Fill: HF# 9 
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K e n t u c k y  
S u n n y  R i d g e  M i n i n g  C o .  

J o n e s  F o r k  

Permit: 898-0507                      Fill: HF# 9 

Permit: 898-0507                    Fill: HF# 9 

KY-198  



TENNESSEE 

TN- 1 
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TENNESSEE 

Company 
Cuinbcrlaiid Coal Co.; LLC 

Galliff Coal Co. 

Mine Permit Fill 
Turner MincIArea #I  2981 Excess Spoil Storage 

Wolfpen Hollow 2833 HF K1 

1) Valley View Coal, ~ i i c .  I Area #2 I 2431 1 Fill A II 

Valley View Coal, Inc. Area #3A 2475 Area #3A Hollowfill 

TN-3 
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Tennessee 
Cumberland Coal Co., LLC 

Turner MineIArea #1 

Permit: 2981 

Fill: Excess Spoil Storage 

TN-5 
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Type uf Fill 

Si2e of Fill 

Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 
Area (acres) 

Slapcn 

surfnce  raina age 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 

Software Lised 

Safety Factor 

EnginEEring 
PrOpWtiCS 

(Spoil) 

Ei.gii.**r;ag 

(Faundatiun) 

Phrenlic Surface 

A"81ySiS 

Properties 

I i200 
91.0 

Toe Foundation ("A) 11.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

penineter 

Gmv. Segccgdcd 

omcr 

static 1.6 
SCiSl"iC I .6 

unit weight 110 
Fnctiun h g l c  35 
Cohesion (pf) 100 

Lh i i  weight  (pcq 

Caheiion (PSI) 
Fnctinn Angle (deg.) 

None 

Appl. Phnse Appl.Quarterly Photography 

Volllrne ( m y )  5.2 

CO",'CX 
S"rfdCe 

c0nfigur;)tiun 
(n) 2 O S O  

TOC (n) 1x40 
Elevations 

Construction 
Documentation 

a d  Ccrtiflcntions 

Aerial Survey 
nnd Ground 
Lcvd Review* 

Foilndaltion Preparation Yes 1x1 NO [ I None 

SurfvceDraini Ye$ [XI No [ J Y NOW 

Undcrdrains Yes I I No [XI 

Grading andRevegetation Yes [ j No [ 1 
FinaiCcrtification Yes! I N o !  1 

If a DRF, did thc photographs show the rock blank1 or C O ~ C  uiiderdraiii by gravity segregation? Ycs [ 1 Nn [ 1 
?scr.d?.fior dzta: ~."~~. h,...." 

Dip afstratarelativrio fill: 

were NOYS wittcn g" the El!', vci [ I NO !X! 

Surrace draiiiagc control working properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Subscrrazc dninuge conti-! working propeilj? Yci [XI No i 1 

lfvcrive 011, was :&vc spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [XI NO ! I 
If spoil disposal bitr inactirc, how loog u,ar disposal operation idlc (mon1hs)Y 

f a  durable rock fill is under constwction, 

Approximately SO0% durvhle rock by roliimc? Ycs [XI No ! j 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ 1 
lfno to above, eilirnats pcmentage: 

If thr fill is completed, compare UK sizc with the size i t ,  the latest pre-complction revision? 
l f thc  fill is significantly smaller. what is the rcvion according to the documcntatiou or inspector'! 

Fill nuiface contiguiation: Flat 
Is the fill siruafed tn landslide ropogmphy? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 

Yes [ I No [XI Were there b m m d  cracks observed on the fill face or bcnches? 
Number ofbcnchcs on fill: 

TN- 7 



Locnfion "I 
Cracks 

LDcstiU" "f 
Dq,leSSionl' 

Location Of 
Ground Bulges' 

Lacatinn Of 
Springs/Srcps * 

Locetion I f  
Changer' 

?"1ovement 
Characteristics * 

Cammentr 

Locntion Length (it) Width (it) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

Were there depiessions on !hc fill bcnchcs! Yei  1 1 No kl (Potential Wnfer Depth) 

3 

4 
5 

Wcrc ihcrc wear of emsinn on !he fill bcnchcs? Ycr [ ] No [XI (Maximum Gully Uepth) 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Wcrc thcre bulges or hummocky ienain? Ycs [ ] No [XI 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were thcrc springs or seeps observed in disposal arcus? Yes [ ] No [x] 
i 
2 

4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color obreived on fill? Yes [ ] No k] 

TN-8 



T e n n e s s e e  
C u m b e r l a n d  C o a l  C o . ,  L L C  

T u r n e r  M i n e / A r e a  # 1  

Permit: 2981               Fill:  Excess Spoil Storage  

Permit: 2981                 Fill: Excess Spoil Storage  

TN-9  



T e n n e s s e e  
C u m b e r l a n d  C o a l  C o . ,  L L C  

T u r n e r  M i n e / A r e a  # 1  

Permit: 2981                Fill: Excess Spoil Storage  

Permit: 2981                 Fill: Excess Spoil Storage  

TN-10  



T e n n e s s e e  
C u m b e r l a n d  C o a l  C o . ,  L L C  

T u r n e r  M i n e / A r e a  # 1  

Permit: 2981                Fill: Excess Spoil Storage  

Permit: 2981                 Fill: Excess Spoil Storage  

TN-11  



T e n n e s s e e  
C u m b e r l a n d  C o a l  C o . ,  L L C  

T u r n e r  M i n e / A r e a  # 1  

Permit: 2981                Fill: Excess Spoil Storage  

Permit: 2981                 Fill: Excess Spoil Storage  

TN-12  



Tennessee 
Gatliff Coal Co. 
Wolfpen Hollow 

Permit: 2833 

Fill: HF #1 (NO Photo) 
Fill: HF #2 

TN-13 
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Type af Fill 

Size of Fill 

Co,i"entio"al 

25n I 

Slopen 

Surincc Drainage 
Contrul 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

C""tk7l 

Toe Foundation (!h) 
Fill Face (deg.) 

Peril"efW 

Underdrain 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

SWASE REAMT 

Enginrcring 
Propertien 

(spoil) 

Engineeriug 

(Foundation) 
Pl0perti.S 

Phrritic Surface 

static 
SCiSmiC 

Safely Factor 

Unit Wcight (pet) 
Friction Anglc 30 
Cohesion ( p s i )  

unit Weight (pci) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

N"IK 

1.3 I 

Construction 
Documcntltian 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Lwcl Review* 

Foundation Preparation Ycr [ ] No [ j 

Underdrains Yes 1 1 NO [ I 
SurfaaceDrains Yes I ] No [ ] 

Grading aidRevegetation YCE [ 1 No 1 I 
Final Certification Yes [ 1 No I I 

I 

I If a DRF, did the photopuphs show the rock blanket or core tinderdrain by gravirj segregation? Ycs  [ ] No 1 1 

Sahiiiiiacc drainage ~0 i i f i 01  working pmpcriy? Yes [ ] No i j 
If active fill, was aclive qd diipoid determined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No I 1 

If spoil disposal site inactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Ifadurabls r"tkfi1lirunderconntruction. 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volumc? Yes  [ 1 No ! 1 

Discemablc blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
If no to above, estimate pcrccntagc: 

lithe fill is completed, compare the size with thc sizc iii the latesi prc-coinpietion revision? 
Klhe fill is significantly smallcr. what is the rcason according to the documentation or inspcctoi? 

Fill surface configuration: 
1s thc fill sifuated in landslide topography? Ycs [ I NO I I 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Ycs [ ] NO 1 1 
Number dbenchcs 011 fill: 
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LWafiO" LenCfh (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

 cha ti^^ "r 
Cracks 

Lucrtion of 
Erusiun Arens 

1.ocatiun "f 
SprinpSiSeepE 

M0vrmmt 
Characteristics 

Comments 

2 

3 

Were filere depressiorm on lhc fill benclier'! Yci  [ I No [ I (Potential Wnter Depth) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcrc tilere weas oferosion on lhe fill benchea? Ycs  [ ] No [ j (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcrc there bulges orliummocky teirain? Yes 1 1 Nu I 1 

Werc thcrc spings or seeps ohsewed in disposal areas? Yes [ I No j I 

2 

4 

5 

Were  change^ in vegetation or spoil color observed on till? Yes [ I Nu [ 1 
: 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Uid n failure occur on the fill? Yes I 1 No [XI 
is", enter the  source of inionnation 011 the failure: 

Stage of cvnshlictiaii during failure: 
M a s  1 Mass 2 hlars 3 

Bench # 

Len*h (fl) 
Width (ftl 

Scwp Height (it) 
Depin 10 Sip  PPnnc (it) 
Transport Dirlvncc (ft) 
Fats ofMcve!nent 

Extent of Failure Movcincnt 

cn;:sc of hl.o;cmen: M I S S  1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

~ l l ~ w ~ l l  C I  ud( never conirmsted. 
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Type of Fill 

Size uf  Fill 

Convclltiollal Con\entiunal 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevatiann 

550 length (fti 820 
meu (acres) 
Volllme (mcy) 0.1 

Concave Flat 

1920 oown (n) 1960 
- 

1840 n e ( n )  1830 

23 0 T.oeFoundalion (%) 23 0 
- 

2 I .O Fill Face (deg.) 27 0 

Penmeter Penmeter 
- 

slopes 

Sultnre Drainngc 
contrn1 

Subsurface 

snietyrsctor 

Engineering 
P r uperties 

(SP"i1) 

zngineering 
Pl"peItiP9 

(Foundation) 

Phrortic Surface 

2.4 static 1.6 
Seismic 1.3 

128 Unit Wciglit (pcti 125 
33 Fnction hglle 30 

200 Cuhcsiun bsf) 200 

unit Weight (peg 

Colleiinll (pi0 
Aiction Angle (deg.) 

P-0 115 P-0.05 

Cunstructian 
Dueurnentitian 

and Crltifrrationr 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Keview' 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
cortif1cntion certification Type 

Foundation hcpiunfion Yes 1 1 NO 1x1 copics 
Underdrains Yes I 1 No [XI 

Surface mains  Ycs [ 1 No [XI 
Grading andRevcgctation Yes j I No [XI 

Find Cefiificafion Yes [XI No [ ] 9212 

If a DRI, did the photographs show the rock blanket 07 core undcrdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
?oucdation dat.tz: Ily.ll 

Y^I"_ 

Dip of stmtaielative 10 fill: 

were N O V S  W6!!5" 03 !!he fill? Yes !XI N9 ! j 

Suiface drainage conl~ol working propcriy? Yes [ I No I I 
Subsurface draiaagc control working pmpeilj? Yes [ 1 No [ I 

if active fill, was active spoil disposal dctcmined to be os-going? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
l ispoil disposal Silr inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under  construction, 
Approximately 80% durablc rock by volome? Yes 1 1 No [ ] 

Discernable blanket or core draiu fommg'? Yes j I NO I 1 
Smaller 

Ello to above. estimate percentage: 

l f the  fill is  completed. compare the size with thc size in the latest pre-completion ie>'ision? 

Fill surfacc configurufion: 
If the fill is  significantly smallci, what is thc reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Is the fill rituatcd in landslide topography? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
Were diere gmund cracks obscrvcd on the fill face or benches? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 

Number ofbenches on 611' 
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I.O<atiO" Length (f t )  Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Loratin" of 
cracks 

LOEatiOn o f  
Erosion Areas 

Location Of 
Ground Bulges 

LOcati"" Of 
SpringrlSfcps 

Locntiac Of 
Changes 

Movement 
Chnractcristics 

2 

3 

Wcre tbere depiessiobi on thc fill bcuches? Yes I 1 No [ I (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
2 
3 

4 

Were tlirrc arcas of e m s i ~ n  on the fill benchcs? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 

T 

WFLC 1 1 u c  b u l ~ c >  orhummocky Driain? Ycs I 1 No I I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there spnngs or secps obrened in disposal areas? Yes  [ I No [ 1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were changes i j i  vegeiation or spoil color observed on ti117 Yes I ] No [ 1 
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T e n n e s s e e  
G a t l i f f  C o a l  C o .  
W o l f p e n  H o l l o w 

Permit: 2833                 Fill: HF# 2 

Permit: 2833               Fill: HF# 2 
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T e n n e s s e e  
G a t l i f f  C o a l  C o .  
W o l f p e n  H o l l o w 

Permit: 2833                 Fill: HF# 2 

Permit: 2833               Fill: HF# 2 
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Tennessee 
Valley View Coal, Inc. 

Area #2 

Permit: 2431 

Fill: Fill A 
Fill: Fill B 
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Company: valley View Coal, Inc. Fill: FillA 

Mine: Area #2 

Date of permit file review: 04/08/99 

05/26/89 

10/12/90 

Permit: 2431 

State: TN 

County: Anderson 

Latitude: 36-15-16 

[}ngitude: 84-13-55 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software l;sed 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 

Properties 
(.Fowtdation} 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 

and Ground 
Level Re,·iew * 

I 

I 

I 

Was this t1ll visited at ground level? 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Yes [ ] No [Xj 

Yes [ 

I I 

Rc\'ision 

No [Xj 

Date fill contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number offill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

1500 Length (ft) 1500 

37.8 Area (acres) 37.8 

5.8 Volume (mcy) 5.8 

Concave Concave 

2900 Crovm (ft) 
2600 Toe (ft) 

Toe Foundation (%•) 

Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Perimeter Perimeter 

Grav. Segregated Grav. Segregated 

--

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

surface Drains 

Grading and Hevegetation 

Final Certification 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pd) 
Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Yes [ J No[ 

Yes [ J No[ 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ ] No l J 

Yes [ 1 No[ 

Appi.Quartcrly 
Certification 

y 

--

Photography 
Type 

Color 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ No [ ] 

Foundation data: Text Holes 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's written on the fill? 

Surface drainage control working properly? 

Subsurface drainage control working properly? 

lf active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going~ 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fjll is under construction, 

Yes [X] 

Yes [X] 

Yes [X] 
Yes [ } 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Y cs [ 

Jf no to abo·ve, estimate percentage: 

No[ 

No[ 
No[ 
No[ 

No[ 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No [ 

Ifthc fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector'! 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the till situated in landslide topography? Yes [ 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Y cs [ 

NuJilber of benches on fill: 
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Same 

Concave 

No[X1 

No[ J 

REAME 

1.5 

1.5 

120 

30 
200 

65 

I 

I 



Location of  
C r n c h  * 

Location O f  
610Si"" h m S *  

Locnlion or 
Ground Bulges* 

Lacntion of  
SpringsISccpn * 

iorntion Of 
Changes * 

Movement 
Charactcristicr * 

Comments 

L.OC*,i"" Loneth (ft) Width (ft) Urpfh (in) 

1 

3 

Wcrc t l ~ r ~ r  dcprcrsiarrr on the fill benches? Yes [ ] No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there areas olemion on the fill benclm? Yes I I No I 1 (Maximum Gully Uepth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummuckv terrain'! Yen [ I No [ I 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there spmgr or seeps obsen,cd in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 NO I 1 

2 

3 

5 

Wcrc chnagcs in vegetation or spml color observed on fill? Yes [ I No 1 I 
i 

2 
3 
4 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes  [ I No 1x1 
t so: cntcr the source of information on the failure: 

Stage of consfniction during failure: 
>Ins9 1 M a a s  2 Mans 3 

Bench d 
Length (fij 

width (fl) 
Scarp Height (ft) 

Dcpth to Slip Plane (it) 
lrvllspoif Distance (fl) 
D". .>.-e OfMoriiir'ili 

Entcnt of Failure Movement 

C v u e  oflrlowmcni Mars 1 

MISS 2 
Miss 3 

, N O \ r v u  issued il2lWforfailure to conrcructiill "A " in arcordnnseuiih icvirion#Oi The final graded coniigurat~unxu upproved inreririoniill on 10114190 

he quarterly i c N .  referenced jl sssp rhnt contributed to a small dough on o m  of thc terraces niter fill con~vUclion was complete. 
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Company: valley Vien coal. I ~ C .   ill: FillB Date of pcnnit file revieu: 04/08/99 
Permit: 2431 Mine: Area #2 Date !ill contruction started: 0l/lO/86 

State: ' IN Was this fill  visited a1 ground levci? Ycs I 1 No Ixl 1:inished: 09/21/89 

Latitude: 36-15-16 Had the lill bcen rcclaimrd at thc %Sandstone in overburden: 65 
County: Anderson Number o f f i l l  size revisions: 1 

time or the air survcy? Y e s [ W  N o [  ] Longitude: 84-13-55 

I Date of survey: / I  

As constructed Krvisiun Orieinal denim 

Slopes 

surfncf ~~~i~~~~ 
Cnntrol 

Subsurfxe 
Drainrge 

rontr01 

Stabiliw 
Analysis 

Sofhrarr Uself 

w e t y  Factor 

Engineering 
PrOpertieJ 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
PlOPWtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrcntic Surface 

TvneofFill I Durable Rock Durable Rock I 

I 
11.0 Toe Foundation (74) 1i.o 

Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Perimeter Pe"mC1er 

Grav. Scwegated Cmv. Sesegated 

R E M '  REAM€ 

I 5  Static 1.6 
1.4 Scismic I .5 

95 Unit Weigh1 (pcq 120 
35 Fticlion Angle 30 

o Cohesion (ps0 200 

an i t  Weight (pcf) 

Cohesion (pst) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Phreatic Swface 

~~ 

1400 Lenglh (fl) 1400 Sire "f Fill 
35.6 h e a  (acres) 24.6 
6.5 Vululne (mcy) 4 1  

C""CWC Concave Surface 
CO"fig"rati0" 

Elevntionr 2900 Crown (ft) 
2600 Toe(ftj 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifrcntions 

Aerial Survey 
and Gruund 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
certification C~rtifiCatiOll Type 

Foundation Preparation Ycs [XI No [ ] Copier 
Uiiderdraiiis Yen [XI No [ ] Copies 

SnifaceDvains Yes I No 1x1 Y Color 
Grading andllevegctation Ycs [XI No [ ] NOW 

bind Certification Yes [ No! 

l f a  DRF, did the pliotographs show thc rock blmkc? or core undeidraiu by graviry segregation? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 
Fc:%h%z 6.1- Te;! IIOIC; 

Dip of strala rrlativc to fill: 
Wer?NOV'?uiitten on the f i l l ?  YCE [ ! No [a! 

Swface drainage conrrol working properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Subsorfucc draiiugc ~ ~ ~ ~ o l w o r ~ u g p ; ~ p ~ d y ?  YCS [XI ?lo I 1 

If vctirc fill, was active spoil disposal dctennined to be owgoing? Yes [ 1 NO [ I 
lf spoil disposal rife inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If 1 durable rock fill is  under constmction, 
Appro-utcly 80% durablc rock by voliimc? Ycs 1 NO I I 

Discemable blmket or core dr&n fuming? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
lfno to above, estimate percentage: 

If thc fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? Same 
l f thc  fill is iigiiificmtly muller, what is the rea~on according l o  lhe documentation or inspector? 

fill surface confi@mtio": concave 
1s the fill iihiated in landslide topography'! Yes [ I No [XI 

Wcrc thcrc ground cracks observcd on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Number of benches on fill: 
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Location or 
Crack5 * 

Location If 
Dcpietions * 

Location 01 
Erosion Areas* 

Location or 
Ground Bulecs * 

Location of 
springsiseeps * 

Location 0: 

Changes * 

MaYement 
Characteristics * 

2 

3 

Wcic thcrc dcpresrioni on l l i e  fill benches? Yci [ I No 1 I (Putentirl Water Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

\\'ere there areas uicrarion on the fill benches? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were flieie bulges or hurnmocky terrviii? Yes I I No I 1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there rptings or seepa obscrved in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
l 
2 

4 
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T e n n e s s e e  
V a l l e y  V i e w  C o a l ,  I n c .  

A r e a  # 2  

Permit: 2431                Fill:  A 

Permit: 2431                 Fill:  A 
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T e n n e s s e e  
V a l l e y  V i e w  C o a l ,  I n c .  

A r e a  # 2  

Permit: 2431               Fill: B 

Permit: 2431               Fill: B 
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T e n n e s s e e  
V a l l e y  V i e w  C o a l ,  I n c .  

A r e a  # 2  

Permit: 2431               Fill: B 

Permit: 2431               Fill: B 
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Tennessee 
Valley View Coal, Inc. 

Area #3A 

Permit: 2476 

Fill: Area #3A Hollowfill (No Photo) 

TN-3 1 
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Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
r0nfrguntion 

ElCWfi0"S 

Slopen 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Cuntrul 

Strbilit). 

Software llaed 

Safetv Factor 

A"+iS 

Durahlc Kock 

L.ength (ft) 1250 
Area (acres) 51.0 
volume (w) 7.4 

COiiCvW 

crown (A) 2900 
Tuc (ft) 2560 

Toc I'oundution (%) 2.0 
I'ill f a c c  (deg.) 27 0 

Penmetel 

Grm Scnceutcd 

E"p"DDri"g 
Properties 

(spoil) 

E.Ei"e.iing 
PlOpelfieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrcatic Surface 

I I 
othcr 

Static 1.5 
SelSmic 1.5 

Unit Weight (pct) 95 
Friction Angle 35 
Cohesion (pso 0 

IJnit Weight ( p ~ f J  
Ffiction h g l c  (dcg.) 
Cohesion (pso 

ptrentic surfvco 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Cortificntions 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Reviov* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
Certification Certification Type 

~~~~~~ 

Foundatiou Preparation Yes I 1 No [ ] 
IJnderdrains Yca [ 1 No [ 1 

Surface Uraiiis Yes 1 I No I 1 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ 1 No I 1 

Final Ceniiication Ycs [ I ~-1 No [ 1 

If a DRF, did the plintogiaphs Show Ihe rock blanket or C O ~ C  underdrain by gravity segregation'! Yes [ I So [ 1 
. F",,"Asti"" . . . . Art3. .."I_ Nnnn 

Dip of strata relative to fill. 

WereNOV? \\mlten m the 6117 Ye$[ No [ 

Surface drainage conhol working properly? Yes [ 1 No L 1 
Subsurfvcc dxinegc contlol \ ~ . m k i q  prape:!yY Yes I ] No  [ 1 

If actiue 811, was amiw spoil disposal determined to be on-going! Yes 1 1 No [ 1 
Jrspoil disposal sitc inuctivc, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If B duralde rock fill is under construction, 
Appraximutcly 80% durable rack by volume? Yes 1 1 No I 1 

Discemable blankct or C D ~ C  drain forming? Yes [ 1 NO 1 
lfno 10 above, estimate percentage: 

If the fill is completed. compare thc S ~ L C  with the size i n  the Iatfesf pre-completion revision? 
If the fill is signilicanlly smnllcr, xhvl  is flie reas011 according to the documentation or inspector? 

1.31 mrface col,figur.lfion: 
Is the fill situated in hidslide topography? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Were there gmund cracks obiencd on the fill face or benches? Yes [ I So I 1 
Sumher ofbenches on fill' 
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LDCAti"" Lcngfh (ft) W'idfh (ft) Depth (in) 

Location "f 
C r a c b  * 

Lotation o f  
Deprrssiond * 

1.OCatien "f 
Erosion Areas 

LDcafiDn of 
Ground Bulges* 

locntioo O f  

Changes*  

MOvement 
Characteristics ' 

3 

Were thcrc dcprersions on the 611 benches? Ycs [ ] NO [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 
I 

2 

3 
4 

Were there areas of erosion on the t i l l  benches? Yes [ ] No [ J (Maximum Gully Dcpth)  

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or h u m m d y  terrain'! Yes I I No I I 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcrc there springs or seeps obscned in diEpoivl areas? Ycs I 1 No [ 1 

Were changes in rcgciation or spoil color obscrvcd on filly Yes 1 1 No [ 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a faiiure occw on tiic iriP Yes [ j No [x j 
FEO. enter the S O L ~ C C  o f  information on the M u r c :  

Stage of conifmctioo during f?iliiic: 
hlsSS I Mans 2 Mass 3 

Bench k 

Length (ft) 

Width (fl) 

Scarp licight (A) 
Drptir to siip ? h e  (itj 

Traiiipoo Distance (A) 
R l t C  "fM0"cme"t 

Entcnt of Failure Movement 

Cavse of Movement Mans 1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

l f l lo l lornl l  For Area #A ,"RI "sic, mnlllucted 
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VIRGINIA 

VA-I 
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VIRGINIA 

1601576 

1101537 

HF-D 

Fill # l B  Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke 

Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke 

Boldcamp Surface Mine 

Boldcamp Surface Mine 1101537 Fill #5 

Company Mine 
A & G Coal Corp. Coastal Coal Co. 

Permit Fill 

1101692 HF #2 
~~ 

A & G Coal Corn I Coastai Coal c o  

A & G Coal Corp. I Coastal Coal ~ o .  1101692 I HF#A 

Clinchfield Coal Co. I The Black Thunder Mme 1101218 I I-JF#3 

1101623 I Fill A Cumberland River Coal Co. 

Cuinherland River Coal Co. 

Trace Fork Strip Mine 

Trace Fork Strip Mine 1101623 I Fill €3 

Motivation Coal Co. I Pawpaw Gap Surfacc Mine I101369 I Fill #1 

1101369 I Fill i i 3  Motivation Coal Co. 

.Motivation Coal Co. 

Pawpaw Gap Surface Mine 

Pawpaw Gap Surface Mine 1101360 I Fill #4 

Motivation Coal Co. I Lovers Gap Surface Mine 

Red River Coal Co. 1 Buckhead 1100717 HF #1 

1100717 TTF lY3 Red River Coal Co. I Buckhead 

Red River Coal Co. I Buckhead 1100717 I HFKS 

Red River Coal Lo , Inc 

Red Rive1 Coal Co , Inc 

Flat Gap Mine 

Flat Gap Miiic 

1101272 HF k l  

1101272 HF #2 

Red River Coal Co., Inc. 1 Flat Gap Mine 1101272 1 1 ~ # 3  

Red f iver  Coal Co., Inc. 

Red k v e r  Coal Co., Inc. 

Flat Gap Mine 

NorthFox Gap Surfacc Mine 

1101272 HF #4 

1101401 Fill f G  

Red River Coal Co., h c .  I North Fox Gap Surface Mine 1101401 I Fill K7 

Red River Coal Co., Inc. 

Red f iver  Coal Co., liic. 

North Fox Gap Surface Mine 
I I Black Creek Surface Mine 

1101401 Fill Y8 

1601576 I HF-B 
I 

Red River Coal Co., iric. I Black Creek Surfacc Mine 

Rrd River Coal Co,, Inc 1 Black Creek Surface Mine 
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Virginia 
A & G Coal Corp. 
Coastal Coal Co. 

Permit: 1101692 

Fill: HF #I 
Fill: HF #2 
Fill: HF #A (No Photo) 
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Type af  Fill 

Sire of Fill 

Durable Rock 

Length (R) 1200 
Area (acres) 1.2 
Volllme (mcy) 1.1 

Canstruction 
uocumontation 

and certificntions 

Slopes 

Surface urninage 
control 

SvbsulEdce 
Ud"ag.e 

control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safely Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(SP"i1) 

Engineering 
PlDpWtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Rerim* 

ToeFoundation(%) 12.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 22.0 

Perimeter 

Consl. Underdrain 

R F M  

Static I .a 
Seismic 

Unit Weight (pcf) 125 
Friction Angle 30 
Cohcsion ( p f )  200 

'1.' ~ , , if 1 "Veig1ia (pcf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (p ro  

P-.05 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qualterly 
certificntion certification 

Foundation Picparatimi Yes [XI  NO I I Y 

Ilnderdraios Yes [XI No [ ] Y 
Surface Drains Ycr [XI No L 1 Y 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [XI NO 1 Y 

Final Certiticafion Yes [ I Nu [ 1 

Photography 
TYPC 

Color 
Color 

Color 

Color 

Va  DKI. did the photograph show the rock blanket or core mdmlrain hy wavily segrcgutionl Yen j I NO 1 
FecndatiL-" &t?: . ..~  if^ 

Dip of strata relative lo 811: 

Were NOVs written m the till? Yes [ ] No [XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Ycr 1 1 No [ 1 
SPbsortace drriimge conhol u o r h g  prapcdy? Yes [ 1 NO I 

lfaclive fill, was actire spoil disposal dctemined to be on-going? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 
Tfspoil disposal site inactivc, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill i s  under c m s f r w t i m  
.4ppronlmatcly 80% durablc rack by volome? Yes I I No 1 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 NO I 1 
l f ~  to above, estimate percentage: 

l f the  t i l l  is completed, compare lhe size with thc size in the latest pcC-COlnplctiOn revision? 
If the fill i s  significantly ~maller. what is thc reason according to the doctimentalion 07 inspector? 

rill surface configuration: 
Is rhc fill siiuotcd in landslide topography7 Yes [ 1 NO 1 1 

Were there pound cracks ohrcrvcd 011 the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 No I 1 
Number of benches on fill: 
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LOEation O f  

cracks'  

Lo<ation of 
Depressions * 

Lucrti"" of 
Erosion Arenn' 

Location of 
Ground Bulges* 

I."Fati"n of 
Springslserp. 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

Comments 

LOCatiO" Length (11) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

3 

Were thele depressions on the fill bcnchci? Yes j I No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcrc there areas of emsion on lhe fill benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Dcpth) 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Wcic there bulges or hummocky lerrain? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 

5 

Were therc rpnngi or seeps observed in disposal arcss? Ycs I No i I 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 j No I ] 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a iviiure occur on tne fiii? Yes [ I No 1x1 
Fso, enter the source of infomarion on the Failure: 

Slage of cunsrmction during failure: 
M a s  I Maas 2 Mass 3 

Bench * 
~ ~ ~ y h  (n) 
WidUi (A) 

Scwp Height (it) 
Depln to Sip Xane (Aj 
Transport Distancc (A) 
&!te nEMov.me"! 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Ca;:se ciMo.iement Mars 1 

Mars 2 
Maas 3 

:,mil review fill mmplcfion pending f i n d  voferarion on uppe?temaci H. photos rhor 80me exposure ofprnvcl insideofthe r ip i l  side drain Poiiibly erosion reirtrd, but not 
aulntcd 
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Type of Fill 

Sire of Fill 

Durable Rock 

surfncr 
Configuration 

ElWati0"S 

Drainage 
Contml 

Stability 
Analysis 

Safhvale Used 

Safety Factor 

E"Ki"Wi"g 

(Spuil) 

Engineering 
PmpeltieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrrrtic Surface 

Pr0pWtin 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
contrni 

SullrurfaFe 

ma", Segiegatcd 

REAMF 

Static 1.5 
Seismic 

Unit Weiglit (pct) 125 

Cohcsion (psf) 200 

Unit Weight (pcf) 
Friction Anglc (dcg.) 
CnIlerlOn (PSO 

Fnction Angle 30 

P-.05 

Lcngfh (R) 2500 

Valume ('"CY) 5.9 
Area (acres) 26.9 

l i l Z t  
I 

.... 
I 

crown in) 2420 2370 
TOC (rt) 1990 1990 

Toe Foundatiuii ('A) 12.0 
Fill Face (dcg.) 22.0 

P c m e t e r  

COnstmction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Appl. Phnsc Appl.Qunrtcrly P h o t q r a p h y  
C.rtifiGlti0" CerhfCatiO" Type 

Foundatinn Reparation Yes 1x1 No [ 1 Y coior 
Undcrdrains Yes [XI No [ ] Y color 

Surface Drains Yes [XI No [ j Y Color 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [XI NO I 1 Y Color 

~i"d ccrtificvtioil yes I N" [ 1 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by pavih, icgregutinn? Yes [XI No [ j 

F">,"il2finn I " ~ .  Tar. 

Dip of strata relativc to fill: 
Wcre NOVr wit ten on Ihr fill? Yes [ ! No !XI 

Suriacc drainage control rorking properly? Yes 1 No [ 1 
Subsnrfuce drainage control .wo:king pmper?.? Yes [ ! No i 1 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal detmnincd to be on-going? Yen I 1 N o  I 1 
If spoil disposal Site inactive. lhnw long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill i s  under constmction, 
Approximately 809.6 durnblc rack by volume? Yes I No [ ! 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming'? Yes [ I No [ I 
Trno to above, estimate percemge: 

ltthc fill is completed, compare rhc s i x  with the size in the latest prc-completion rerision? 
Ilthc fill is iigniiicunfly smaller. what is thc reason according to thc documentation or inspector? 

Fill svrfacc configuration: Flat 
Is thefill iituatedinlandrlide topography? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Were there pound cracks observed on thc fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 No I 1 
Number ofbenchet on fill: 7 
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LOcatiO" or 
Cracks * 

l,"cation o f  
Dq,rrsrions * 

1.ocrtion of 
Fmsi"" A r m *  

Location of 
Ground Bulges* 

Location "f 
Sprinpsiseeps * 

LOcatiDn of 
Changes' 

LOCafiO" Length (fl) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on fhc till benches? Ycr [XI No [ j (Putemid Water Depth) 
I R4-5, Ql 
2 

4 
5 

Wcrc thcrc m a n  of erosion on the fill henches? Yes [ ] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were Umc bulges or humnockytemm? Yes [ I No [ ] 

1 
2 

4 

5 

Were there springs 01 seeps abieived in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
I 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed 011 fill? Yes [ j NO 1x1 

Comments 

VA-I0 



'Type of Fill 

size or Pill 

SWfaCC ~~~~~~~ 

conliguration L I 
Cn,m (ft) 2471 

2000 roc (fti 
Elwrtirms 

Durable Rock 

Length (tt) 1900 
Area(acresj 
Volume (mq)  1.3 

. ,  
Tor Foundation phj 12.0 
f i l l  lbcc (dcg.) 22.0 

Sluprr 

Surface Drainage 
cantro1 

Subsurface 

PetimCtCr 

Gruv. SeErezated 
~~ 

I 
RE4ME 

Static 1.5 
S W I I l i C  

Unit Weight (pcl) 125 
Friction Angle 30 
Cohesion ( p 9  200 

Unil Weight @cfi 

Fnction h g l c  (deg.) 
Cohesion (psf) 

P-.os 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Keviewf 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
crldfication C&iliCAiO" Type 

~~ ~ 

Foundation Repamtion Yes 1 1 No [XI NOW 
Underdrains Ycr [ ] No [ ] 

Sirrfn~eDrzinr Yes1  1 No[ 1 
Grading and Revegetation Yes 1 1 No [ ] 

Final Certification Ycs [ I No [ I 

Vu DW. did file pholognphs show the rock blanket or core underdim by garily senegation? Ycr 1 1 No 1 J 
Fn."datim &!a: p:*; 

were N O V ' ~  urinell on ?he fiw Y P ~  [ ! NO 1x1 
Surfdcc drainage control rorking propeilj? Yes I 1 No I 1 

Subsurface drui::age c m : d  warking properly? Ycs [ 1 Na [ I 
If active fill. was active spoil disposal delemined l o  be on-going? Yes [ 1 NO I 1 

Dip of strata rclatirc to t i l l  

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idlc (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill i~ under construction. 
Approximately 80% durable rock by \'olumc? Ycs [ 1 No [ ! 

Diaccmvble blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If no 10 above, &male pcrccnluge: 

If the till is completed, compire the size with the size iii the latest pre-camplction rc\lsian'? 
lfthe fill is significantly siiiall~r. what is file reason according 10 thc docummation or inspector? 

Fill surface contiguialion: 
Ir the ti l l  iimaled in landslide lopography? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Werc t lmc  ground cracks obserred on the fill face or bcnchcs? Yes [ 1 No [ ! 
Number o f  benches on 611 
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Locntion o f  
Crack 

Location If 
Erosion Areas' 

Location of 
Ground Bulern ' 

Locntian "f 
springs/sccps * 

Locntion of 
Changes 

hlavcment 
Charactcrirticr: * 

I.ocation Length (ft) Widlh (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were tbere depressions on lhe fill benchcs' Yes j I NO [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

5 

Werc therc areas of erosion on the t i l l  benches? Yrs [ ] No [ 1 (hhrimum Gully Depth) 
1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were therc bulges or hummocky fenaxn7 Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
I 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there sptinngs or scepi observed iii disposal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ I 

2 

3 

Wcrc changes in  vegetation or spoil color observed oil till? Yes i 1 No [ ] 

I 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a iaiiurc occur mi the till? Yes 1 No [x j 
f so, mer the ofinromation oll the idore :  

Stage of construction d u r i ~ g  failure: 
h f i s  1 M a s s  2 MBSS 3 

Bench # 

Lenglh (it) 

Width (it1 
s c q  1ieight (it) 

%pi" lo siip Pime (it) 
Transport Dislance (A) 

3 A C  nf hlnve-eot 

Extent of Failure Mouement 

cause or Mo\emcnt M B S S  I 
MISS 2 
Mars 3 

# I /  a d d d  1/28/09, Amendmenid9107471 

811 caniirvruon her "Of r f a e d  
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V i r g i n i a  
A  &  G  C o a l  C o r p .  
C o a s t a l  C o a l  C o .  

Permit: 1101692                       Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 1101692                     Fill: HF# 1 
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V i r g i n i a  
A  &  G  C o a l  C o r p .  
C o a s t a l  C o a l  C o .  

Permit: 1101692                       Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 1101692                     Fill: HF# 2 
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V i r g i n i a  
A  &  G  C o a l  C o r p .  
C o a s t a l  C o a l  C o .  

Permit: 1101692                       Fill: HF# 2 

Permit: 1101692                     Fill: HF# 2 
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Virginia 
Clinchfield Coal Co. 

The Black Thunder Mine 

Permit: 1101218 

Fill: HF #3 
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Type of Fill 

Size o f  Fill 

S U r f X P  

Conliguratian 

EleWtiOnS 

Slopes 

surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

con t ro l  

Stability 
Analysis 

Sofmnre Used 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"..ri"g 
Properties 

(SP"il) 

"ngbiPii.p 
PlOpcrtieS 

(Fo'oundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

construction 
Documentrtion 

and Certifications 

A S  COnstrYEted Revision Original design 

Durablc Kack Durable Rock Conventional 

Length (n) 1445 I150 

Volume ( m y )  2.0 1.2 

Flat Flat Flat 

Area (acres) 

C rom (h) 1990 1940 
Toc (fl) 1800 1810 

Toc Foundation 1%) 5.0 10.0 
26.0 Fill Face (deg.) 24.0 23.0 

Perimeter Pcnmefer Pe"CtW 

Crai. Segregated @a\'. Scgeyatcd Const. Underdrain 

RFAMt: R I M  

Static 1.7 1.5 
Seismic 1.3 

Unit Weight (pcfj 130 125 
Friction Angle 38 40 
Coheiion (pst) 0 0 

Unit wwgllt (pcfj i I 5  11s 
Friction Angle (deg.) 34 34 
Cohesion (psfj 400 400 

P-0.05 P-0.05 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

hppl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
certificatiun CCrtifiEatiO" 

Foiindatioii Preparation Ycr [ x ]  No [ ] 9212 N O W  

Underdrains Yer[X] No[ ] 9512 C"lO* 

Surface Drains Yes [XI No [ ] 9813 None 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [XI No [ ] 0813 Color 

Final Certification Yes !xi No [ i YSIL Nnnz 

l f a  DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core undcrh in  by graviiy segregation? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Fo??zda!î . &tz: ..~,,"~ 

Right Flank High 

Were NOVs w"rlcn an thc fi!l? Yes [X! No ! ] 

Surface drainage conhol working properly'! Yes [XI No [ 1 
Ssbsurface dminagc c u n ~ o !  wor!ir.g properly? Yes 71 No [ ] 

Ifactive ti l l ,  was active spoil disposal determined lo be on-going? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

"̂ I*  ̂

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

If 3poil disposal Site inactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f s durable rock fill is under construction, 
Appronimatcly 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Discemable blankct or core drain fonning? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
lfno to abare, estimate percentage: 

lflhe fill is completed. coinpare the size with the sizc in the latest pre-completion revision? 
If the fill is si&~~ificunfly ~maller, what i s  the reason according to the documentation or inspcctoi? 

Unknovm 

I'ill swfvce configuratins: Flat 
Is the fill situated in landslide fnpograpliy? Ycs [XI Na ! ] 

No [XI Were there ground cratiks abicncd mi the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 
Number ofbenches on fill: 3 
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Location O f  

Crack 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

Location O f  

Ground Bulges' 

Locatin" Of 
springs/sreps * 

Marcment 
Characteristics * 

I.OCati0" Length (It) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

Were fliere depressions on f l ~  fill benches? Yes [ ] No [XI (Potential Water Depth) 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Weic thcrc meas of erosion on the fill bcnchcs? Yes [x] No [ ] (Mnrimum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

hght  Side Drain below B 3  

Were thcic bulges or hummocky terrain? YCE [XI No 1 
1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

I14 on facc bctwccu B2 & B3 

Were lhere spfings or seeps obierved m disposd arcus? Yes 1x1 NO I 1 
Flowing into rirht drain below 8 3  I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Wcrc changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Ycs [ ] No 1x1 
I 
2 

3 

5 

6 

Did afailure occur on the till? Ycs [ ] No 1x1 
f so, enter lhe source orinlomation OD the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 
Mass 1 nrasS z Mars 3 

Bench ii 
T._..LL /'*\ "'YE,Y \.., 
Width (fI) 

ScarpHeight (rt) 
Depth i" SiipTiarc (ftj 

Transpon Distance (A) 
Kate of Mov.-m~nt 

Extent of Failure Moremont 

c a u e  ofhlouemcm \lass 1 

\%ass 2 
*lass 3 

i v l ~ i o n  approvod 5/26/92 changed Fii #i 10 a durnbis rock fill Revision approved 6/29/94 addcd 8 5 acres of new mining arc% md modified HI b3 10 accummodnts the addir~onal 
,oil The foe xa~ inovcd approximately I00 frci doirnifream ~csulting in am =Ira 5 O ~ h o f  iiil An NOV was issued 91 I297 because flooding s w ~ i e l y  emded the penmiter dltihoi 
ndslide just abors the rieht side perimeter ditch appeared 10 be caussd by water emanafingfrom oryhan ipod Loin oilreis lcaning and wnfer flowing in right side ditch 
igeride~hill hllfotbeloRrideof11lil ibediirerenceinclevatian bsnrcenbrnchei117and!43 r ~ e s t i m a f o d i o b e 7 0 i e e i  

Tho= ubi 
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V i r g i n i a  
C l i n c h f i e l d  C o a l  C o .  

T h e  B l a c k  T h u n d e r  M i n e  

Permit: 1101218                       Fill: HF# 3 

Permit: 1101218                     Fill: HF# 3 
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V i r g i n i a  
C l i n c h f i e l d  C o a l  C o .  

T h e  B l a c k  T h u n d e r  M i n e  

Permit: 1101218                       Fill: HF# 3 

Permit: 1101218                     Fill: HF# 3 
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Virginia 
Cumberland River Coal Co. 

Trace Fork Strip Mine 

Permit: 11 01 623 

Fill: Fill A 
Fill: Fill B 

VA-23 
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Type of Pill 

Sire of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

ElWIltiO"3 

Slopes 

Surface Drninnge 
Control 

S"bS"&W 
Dl*i"sge 

C0"tt"l 

Stabiliw 
Analysis 

snitware Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

E"*WXi"Z 
PlDpWtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phhrertic Surlncc 

cunstructian 
DOulUle"tati0n 

and Certifications 

.4s consfructcd R W i S i O "  Original design 

Durable Ruck 

Length (A) 1240 
Area (acrcs) 
V"1lll"C (mcy) 3.4 

Crown (a) 3030 
Toe (f!) 2630 

Toe Foundation (%) 
Fill Face (deg ) 18.0 

Ferilnefer 

r 

e a r .  Segicgatcd 

REAME 

Static 1.8 
Seismic 

IJnit Weight (pd) 135 
Ftiction Angle 34 
Cohesiorl (psg 250 

UNt WCi@ (pet) 130 
Friction Angle (deg ) 32 
C d c i i o n  (psfJ 146 

Phieatic Sirface 

.Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qunrterly Photography 

CertifiCatiO" Certificatinn Type 

Foundationfieparation Ycs [XI No [ 1 Y None 
Underdrains Yes1 I No1 1 

SivfaccDriulis Yes[ 1 No[ j 

Grading and Revegetation Yes 1 ] No 1 ] 

Final Certification Yes 1 j No 1 1 

Vu DW. did the photogaphs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gmety  scgcgation? Yes I I No 1 1 
Fcsdatio. d*!2 pits 

Dip of rhvtv relative to fill: 
Wcrc NOV'? wiitteii on the 6llI Y e s  ! ! No [X! 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yci I 1 No I I 
Subsurface drainage contr;l working propcrlg? Yes I 1 NO I 1 

Yes [XI NO 1 ] If active till, was active spoil dxsposal determincd lo bc on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long w- disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durnhle rock fill is under construction. 
Approximately SQ% durable rock by volumc? Yes ! NO 1 I 

Dircemvble blanket or core drain foming? Yes [XI No I 1 
Ifno lo abovc, cstimate percentage: 

If the till is complctcd. compare the size with the size in the Mzst prc-completion reriiion'! 
lffhe till is sigmificantly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation 01 inipector? 

Fill surface confgisation: 
Is the fill situated in landslide topography'! Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Were there ground cracks obsnved on tbc till facc or benches'! Yes [ 1 NO I 1 
Nurnbciofbcnches on fill: 
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LOClti"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Dcpth (in) 

Location o f  
Cracks 

Location O f  
DfpreSSi0"S 

LDcnfi"" O f  

Erosion Areas 

Location of  
Ground Bulges' 

Location of 
Springs/Seepr a 

Location of 
Changes ' 

.Movement 
Chnractelisticn * 

Comments 

2 

3 

Were lhere drprrssims on tlir fill bcnches? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 (Potential M'rtrr Depth) 
I 

2 

4 

Were there wea~  of erosion on lhhe fill benches? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 (Mnrimum Gully Depth) 

I 

3 

5 

Wcre there bulges or Ihummocky terrain? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcre there springs 01 seepi ohrewed in disposal arcas? Ycs [ I No 1 J 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on f i l l? Yes I ] Nu [ ] 

Did B failure occur on the fill? Yes I ] No [XI 
I f  $0; enter the soiirc~ ofinfannation on the failure: 
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Company: Cumberland River Coal Co. Fill: Fill13 Date o f p e n n i t  t i l e  review: 04/17/00 1 Permit: 1101623 Mine: 'Trace Fork Slrip Mine D a t e  fill c o n t r w t i o n  started:  03/01/99 
State: VA Was this  fill visited at ground level? Ycr [ X i  No [ ] Finished:  I /  

County: Wise D a t e  ofvisit: 04/18/00 Number of fill size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-01-28 Had the  fill been reclaimed at thc  %Sandstone in uverburden 42 
Yes[  ] No[X] 

Longitude: 82-45-45 time aftbr air survey? 

Date of surrey: 02/23/00 

2510 3270 I 

Type uf Fill 

Size o f  Fill 

S"d2C-e 

C'l"fig"rZti0" 

Durahle Rock 

Length (R) 2120 
Area (acres) 
Volllllle (,"CY) 8.8 

CO"C8IVC 

~~ 

Control I 
Stability 

REAMF A"dYSiS 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Cuntr01 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Toe Foundation ("A) 18.0 
Fill Face (dcg.) 25.0 

Pcnmctcr 

Grav. SeFremted 

Canntruction 
Documcntation 

and Certifications 

Sofhvvre Used 

safety Factor 

tnginecrinp 
Propertier 

(Spoil) 

Engijneering 

(Foundation) 
PNpPrtieS 

Phrcslic Surf.dcr 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

static 1.5 
SeiSl"iC 1.1 

unit weight (PCt) 135 
I'riction Angle 34 
C"hCsi0n (p30 250 

IJnif Weight (nc9 i30 

Cohesion (psn 182 
Friction Angle (dcg.) 32 

Phreatic Surfam 

I 

If a durable rock fill is under Cmstructiun. 

Certificntion Certification Type 
~ ~~ 

FoundaGon Prcparafion Yei 1x1 No 1 1 9911 color 
Underdrains Yes ! 1 No [XI 9912 N0"C 

Chding andRevegclatiun Yes 1 1 No 1x1 9914 NOW 

Surface R a i n s  Ycs [ ] No [ 1 

1:iiial Certification Yes [ 1 N o  [ 1 

I ra  DRF. did the photographs show the rock bldnkct or core underdrain by ,ma$iiy segregation? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 
Foondzti"" d s z :  pits 

Dip OfSLrafa relotivc to fill: 
Were NOPs rr incu OD die till? Yes ! 1 No !X! 

Surface drainagc control working properly? Yes [ 1 No  [XI 
Subsurfecc drainage control working propedy? Ycs [ ! No [XI 

TracWuc fill, was active spoil disposal determined lo he on-ping? Yes [XI No I I 
If spoil disposal sitc inactive, how long was disposal operation idlc (monihs)? 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volumc? Ycr [ ! No !XI 
50 

Diicemablc blauket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
If no to aboie, estimate percentage: 

Ifthe till is coinplzted, comparc thc S ~ L C  with the size ill the latest pre-complction revision'? 
If thc fill is significantly ~ m d l e r ,  what is the reason according lo the documenlatiw or inspector? 

Fill surface cmfiguialion: 
Is the fill rifuafed iii landslide topobTaphy? Yes ! I Nn I 1 

Were there wound cracks observed on the 611 fare or bmchcs? Y c i  1 No I 1 
Number of bcnchcs on t i l l  
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Locatin" of 
Crack! 

Location "f 
Depressions 

Location O f  

Emsion hreas' 

Lacation Of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location "I 
Springsisrepr * 

I.oca!ion of 
Changes' 

Movemrnt 
Characteristics * 

CDmmrntS 

L.XZfi0" Length (11) Width (It) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

Were there depresbions 011 thc fill benches? Yes i 1 No [ 1 (Potmfial Water Depth) 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcre thcrc areas of erosion on the fill bcnches'l Yes [ 1 No [ j (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcn; rhcrc bulgei or hummocky terrain? Yes 1 J NO [ 1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there spfiiigs or seeps observed in <iinposal areas? Yes [XI No 1 
1 Near toc on right side 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc chunges ih vegetalion or spoil color obsewed on f i l l ?  Ycs i 1 No [ 1 

2 
3 
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V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

T r a c e  F o r k  S t r i p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101623                      Fill: Fill A 

Permit: 1101623                       Fill: Fill A 
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V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

T r a c e  F o r k  S t r i p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101623                       Fill: Fill  B 

Permit: 1101623                     Fill: Fill  B 
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V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

T r a c e  F o r k  S t r i p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101623                       Fill: Fill  B 

Permit: 1101623XX               Fill: Fill  B 
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V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

T r a c e  F o r k  S t r i p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101623                       Fill: Fill  B 

Permit: 1101623                     Fill: Fill  B 
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Virginia 
Motivation Coal Co. 

Pawpaw Gap Surface Mine 

Permit: 1101369 

Fill: Fill #1 
Fill: Fill #3 
Fill: Fill #4 
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Company: Motivation Coal Co. Fill: F i l l#  I Date ofpermit file review: 12/06/99 

Permit :  1101369 Minr :  piiwpaw Gap Surface Mine I h t e  t i l l  contrwtion started: I213il91 

State: VA Was this fill visited at gmond level? Yes [ ] No [XI Finished: I1123194 
County: Buchanon Number offill s i i e  revisions: I 

1.atitudc: 37-12-09 Had lhe f i l l  been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in mwhurden: 71 
Yes [XI No [ I 1.ongirude: 82-13-17 limc o f l h c  air survey? 

uate ofsurvey: 02123100 
As constructed RWiSi"" nliainai ,ieVim 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

ElWd0"S 

Slupra 

Surface Drainagr 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

CnntrOl 

Stability 
Analysis 

Safhvare Used 

Safcty Factor 

Enginrering 
Properties 

(spoil) 

inginccring 
PrOpCrtiCS 

(Foundation) 

Durable Rock miruble Rock 

Lcngth (A) 2080 

Volume (mcy) 4.1 

Fla t  Flat 

h c u  (acres) 

crown (ft) 2000 

Toe Foundation (%) 20.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 

Toe (ft) 1550 

PWimctcr 

Chv. Segregated 

REAME 

s1atic 1.6 
SCiimiC 

unit Wcight @cfJ 145 
Ftiction Angle 36 

ilnit Weight (pd) 

Cohesion (ps0 50 

455 

Friction Angle (deg ) 
Cohesion (oiFi 

I I 

P-o 05 I Phreatic Surface I 

CO"Stl"EtiO" 
Documentation 

and Cerfificitims 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Imel Review* 

Appl. Phase .4ppl.Quarferly Photography 
CWtifiCatiO" ccrtincation Type 

Foundation pieparation Ycs [ x ]  No [ ] 9312 Color 
Undcidmins Yes[X] No[ I 9114 Color 

Sulface Drains Yes [XI No [ ] 9212 Color 
Cnading andRetegetafion Ycr [XI No [ ] 9412 color 

Final Ccrtificvtion Ycc  [XI No [ ] 9413 C O h  

Dip of strata 1elative to fill: 

Wrre NQVs write!? c" the fi!!? Yes [X] NL. [ ] 

Surface h i n u g e  control working properly? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
Siibsaifuce diaiilage coilirol working properly? Ycs [ ] No [ i 

If active fill. was active spoil disposal detmnincd to be 0"-going'? Yes [ 1 NO I 1 
If spoil disposal site isactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f I durable rock fill is undrr construction, 
Appvoxirnately 80% durable rock by volsmc? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Ifno to ahovc, cstimatc percentage: 

Ifthc fill is completed, compare the size with the Siie in Uie lafcst prc-completion revirion? 
Ifthc fill is iignific~mtly smaller, u,ha is lhhe reason according to the documentation or isrpector? 

Fill surlacc cunfiguration: 
Is the fill situated in londslide topography'? Yes [ 1 No ! I 

Were there ground cracks ohserved on the fill fdcc or hcnchci'? Ycr [ 1 No ! I 
Numbcrofbcnches on fill: 
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1101369 
Fill# 1 

Location of 
Cracks 

Location of 
Depressions 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

Location of 
Ground Bulges 

Location of 
Springs/Seeps 

J,oclltiun of 

Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Comments 

Location Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ I No[ I (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes [X] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I Top of .Fill 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky ten·ain? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] No[ I 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ ] No[ I 

! 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ I No[X] 

Tf so, enter the source of infonnation on the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 

Mass 1 Mass2 Mass3 

Bench# 

Length (ft) 

Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (ft) 

Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 

I Transport Distance (ft) 

Rate of Movement 

Extent of Failure Movement 

I Cause of Movement ~tass 1 

Mass 2 

Mass3 

Revision approved 4129/93 addressed the placement of additional material in HF #I The fill toe was extended 200 feet to coincide with the originally approved plans. More material wa 
generated after the fill was mitially rcvegetated 

A portion of the fill overlie.~ an old deep mine 

An NOV dated 2/25/92 cited failure to construct diversions above and around fill 
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'Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

SUr fXP  

configuration 

Elevations 

SlUprS 

surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage .. 

Control I 
Stability 

R E M  A"l lyS iS  

Durable Rock 

1cngth (A) 880 
lVev (acres) 
Vollmle ( m y )  

C0"CvW C0"CWe 
. 

crown (fl) 1950 

Toe Foundation (%) 5.0 
26.0 Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 

perimeter 

Toe (A) 1700 

Grau. Scwceutcd 

Sofhvarr I,-sed 

Safety Factor 

Enpineering 
PIOpertieS 

(spoil) 

Engiiierriiig 
Propertics 

(Foundation) 

Phrertic Surface 

CO"St,"Cti." 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial s u m y  
and Ground 
Level Review ' 

Static I .5 
SCiSmic 

Unit Wcight (pcf) 12s 
Friction Anglc 30 
Cohesion (pa0 200 

illlit Weight (prij 127 
Friction Angle (deg.) 34 
Cohesion (psi) 942 

PO.0S 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 

CertiliCAiO" Ccrtifitntio" Type 

Foundation Prepa t ion  Yes 1 I No 1x1 

SurfaceDrains Yes [ I No [XI 
Cnading mdRevegetation Yes [ 1 No [XI 

Underdrains Yei[X] No1 1 9 3 2  Copier 

Final Ceitificatior, Y.5 1x1 NO [ 1 Y4/2 Color 

I 

If a DRF, did thc photographs show the rock blwikef or core underdrain by vmiry Segregation? Yes [XI No [ 1 
FO?m?!..'iL.n d.'2: . .._ nitl 

I Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV'i utitffen om the el!? Yes 1 1 No !X! 

Surface drainage control working pmpcdy? Yes [XI NO I 1 
Sohiorface diaisagc so~tiol xor!&g pmpc~l?? Y ~ F  [XI NO I 1 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal dctcrmiiied to be on-going? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inaclive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Appioximalely 80% durablc rock by vohune? Yes I I No [ I 

Discemable blankel or core drain faming? Yes [ 1 NO I 1 
lf no to above, estimate percentage: 

If thc fill is completed, compare the s i s  wilh lhhe size in!he latcrt pre-completion revision? 
Ifthc fill is significantly smaller. xhat  is the reuon according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Concave 
Is the fill sitvated in landslide topography? Yes 1 I No [XI 

Yes 1x1 NO I 1 
Number ofbenches on f i l l :  S 

Were there ground cracks observed on thc fill face or benches? 
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Locatinn "f 
Ground Bulges 

Location o f  
springn/sccp. 

Location Of 
Changes 

Movemmf 
Characteristics 

comments 

Locat;"" Length (rt) Width (it) Ikpth (in) 

I Croun Q 314 to Q I 

z ~ 2 0 a t ~ ~ i i 8  

Were fhric dcpicssianr on !he fill benches? Yen [XI No I 1 (Potcntinl Wafer Depth) 
I B4QI:XtoQ1/4 
2 U2 Q314toQI 
3 

4 

5 

Were there areas olerosion on thc fill bcnchcs? Ycs [XI No [ 1 (\lrximum Gully Depth) 

I Side Drains 
2 

5 

Were there bulges 01 hummocky terrain? Yea I 1 No 1x1 
I 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Were t i w e  springs or seeps observed in disposal uieaa? Y c i  [ 1 No [XI 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were changcs in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 No [XI 

Did a failure occur on the RII? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
S", c"tcr!hc SOUrCe of illformati"" "" the failure: 

Stage ofconstmcfion dunng failure: 
MBSS I M I S S  2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

i e n y h  (flj 
Widlh (A) 

Ueptn to shp mane (n] 
Transport Di~tance (A) 

?a!e 0fMor;rnin: 

Extent olFaiiure Movcmcnt 

S c w p  Height (A) 

couii of~~oi . imsnr Mala : 
M a s s  2 
*lass 3 

,vision approved 3/17/03 added Pill #3 ID ihc approved permit plans This small 511 was needed to mine an ilddiiianrl 101 acres 

pas well and ile associated bench are located adjacent (ridn hand iidc) 10 1 1 ~  flli face between benches 4 and 5 

setrest! aficvoral fill face had w r i e d  and brOkenoi i r iyhfa t thsh inrh  mtensction 
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Type of Fill 

Sire "f Pill 

Durable Rock 

slopes 

Surface Drainage 
C " " f d  

Subsurface 
Drrinrrr 

T'oe Foundation (99) 5.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 2d.c 

Pcnlnctcr 

Grav. Seereeafed 

Softwrrr Used I I 

C0ntrul 

Static 
SCiSmiC 

Safety Factor 

" -  I 

Engineering 

(spoil) 

E"gi"rrrirrg 
Propelties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Prop ortie. 

Construction 
Documentation 

rnd Certificntions 

Unit Weight (pci) 125 

Cohesion (pso ZOO 

115 unit Weigiii (pi) 
Friction Angle (deg ) 31 
Cohesion (psi) 922 

Friction Anglc 10 

p-o.os 

Aerial svnry  
m d  Ground 
Level Review* 

Faundalion Preparation Ycr [ 1 No [XI 

Underdrains Yes [XI No 1 I 9312 

SuriaceDrvins Yes I 1 No [XI 
Grading and Revegetation Ycs [ 1 N o  1x1 

Final Certification Yes [XI NO 1 1 9412 

Copies 

COlOi 

I 

I Ifa DRF, did the photographs show h e  rock blanket or cove underdrain by gravih, segregation? Yes [XI No [ I 

". . I . .  . .  
Scbxtr+ace dr~iiiagi C O ~ O I  working properly? 'fes [ 1 Nu [ ] 

If active fil!, was active spoil disposal dctcmincd to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
If spoil di~poial site inactive, how long war disposal operation idle (months)? 

If 1 durable rock fill is under constructinn. 
Appiorimately XO%darablcrock byvolunie? Yes I ] N o  [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core c h i n  forming'? Yes I 1 No 1 
If no to above, entimale percentage: 

Ifthe fill is completed, compare the siie wiul lhe size in thc latest pre-completion revision? 
If the fill i s  sibnificantiy siiiilller. ailat is the r e a m  accor<linling to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill iurfacc confgirafion: Concave 
IE the fill situatcd in landslide Topography? Yes [ ] No [ 1 

Were there ground cracks observed on the 511 face or benches? Yes 1 ] No [ ] 
Niirnberofbenches on f i l l :  
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I."crti"n of 
Depressions 

1.ocrtiun of 
Erosion Areas 

Locafi"" O f  

Ground Bulges' 

LoEstion O f  
springn/seeps 

LOCZ?fi"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

3 

Were thcie dcpressionn on the fill benches? Yes [XI NO 1 I (Potential Water Depth) 
I Multiplr locutions 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there areat d r r u s i o n  on the fill benches? Yes [XI No 1 I (Maximum Gully Uepth) 
I Multiple locations 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes I ] Nu [ ] 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were thcrc springs or seeps observed in dispo~al areas? Yes [ 1 N o  [ ] 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were cliaiiges in regrtatiou or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ ] NO [ 1 

2 
3 
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V i r g i n i a  
M o t i v a t i o n  C o a l  C o .  

P a w p a w  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101369                      Fill: Fill # 1 

Permit: 1101369                       Fill: Fill # 1 
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V i r g i n i a  
M o t i v a t i o n  C o a l  C o .  

P a w p a w  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101369                      Fill: Fill # 3 

Permit: 1101369                       Fill: Fill # 3 
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V i r g i n i a  
M o t i v a t i o n  C o a l  C o .  

P a w p a w  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101369                      Fill: Fill # 3 

Permit: 1101369                       Fill: Fill # 3 
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V i r g i n i a  
M o t i v a t i o n  C o a l  C o .  

P a w p a w  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101369                      Fill: Fill # 4 

Permit: 1101369                       Fill: Fill # 4 
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Virginia 
Motivation Coal Co. 

Lovers Gap Surface Mine 

Permit: 11 01 548 

Fill: Fill C 
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Company: Motivation Coal co. Fill: F i l lC  Datc ofpermit f i l e  review: 12115/99 
I'ermit: 1101548 blinc: Lovers Gap Surface Minc Date fill c o n b w t i m  started: 07/01/90 

Shte: VA Was illis fill visited at ground level? Yes I I N o  IXl Finished: 1 1  
County: Uuchaiion Numberofl7U sizc revisions: 

Latitude: 37-12-43 Had the  fill been reclaimed at the %Sandsiunc in iwvcrhurden: 78 
Y e s /  ] No[X] Longitude: 82-09-21 timc ofthe air survey? 

Date ocsurvey: 02123100 
AS Conrtrucbd RWibiO" orieina1 desien 

CertificatiO" certification 
~~~~ 

Foundation Preparation Yes I I No 1x1 
Underdrains Yes 1 I No [XI Color 

Surface Drains Yes I 1 No [XI 9811 None 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ I NO [XI 9913 None 

~i"d Ccrtiiicvtion Y ~ S  r I NO 1 
I 

If a DRF, did thc photographs show the rock blankel or core undcrdmin by gravity segregation? Yes I 1 No I 1 
!.'owditinn data: %ti 

Dip of strata rclatflve 10 lill: 

Were NOVr written on lhr fill? Ycs 1 1 No 1x1 
Surface drainage conliol working properly? Yes [ I No [ I 

SubsuiiBce drainage ~-0nho1 uorking properly? Yes 1 I No [ 1 
Yes [XI No [ 1 If active fill, was aclive spoil disposal dctermined to be os-going? 

lf 'poi1 disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Type o f  Fill 

silt ~ i i i  

S l " p  

Surface Drainage 
C0ntrul 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Srnbilily 
Analysis 

SofMare Urcd 

Safe* I'actor 

tnginrrring 
PrOpfrtieS 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phiesfic Surface 

CO"P*lllCfiD" 

Documentation 
and Ccrtilications 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

UurablcRack 

Lcllgfll (A) 450 
Area (acres) , ,  
Volume (,"cy) 0. I 

I Flat I 
CIOW (n) 2200 

Toe Founddlion (oh) 11.0 

 TO^ (rt) 2050 

Fill Face (deg.) 19.0 

Peti"e1er 

Grvv. Segregated 

REAME 

Static 1.6 
Seismic 

unit wcig11t (pco 135 
Friction Anglc 36 
Cohesion (psfJ inn 

Liliif Weight (pcf) I29 
Fnclion Angle (deg.) 31 
Coileiion ( P S f )  I 04 

phreatic surface 

fadurable r~ckfrllisundcrcnnstruction, 
Approximately 80% dorablc rock by volome? Yes I I Nu [ 1 

Discernable blakel  or core dmin forming? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
Ifno to above, eifiinate percentage: 

lrrhe fill is completed, compare lhe size with lhe sizc in the latest pre~completioil revision? 
l i t h e  fill is sigificuntly smullcr, what is thc rcason vccordiiig to the doctimenfation 01 inspector? 

Fill rorfacc caufignration 
Is lhe fill situnfcd i~ landslide topography? Yes I I No 1 

Were there ground cracks obsmmcd on the fill face or beaches? Yes I I Nu [ 1 
Number of benches on 611: 
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Location o f  
Cracks 

L"cati0" O f  
Erosion Areas 

Location "f 
Ground Bulecr 

Location O f  

springsiseepn 

Loca!ion of 
Chnngcs 

M0"CrnC"f 

Chnracterinticn 

Location Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

3 

Were there depreaiions on Ihc fill benches? Yes [ ] No 1 (Potential Wafcr Depth) 

i 
2 
3 

5 

(hfarimum Gully Depth) Werc there areas of erosion on the fill bcncher? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were lherc ipfings or seeps observed in disposd arcas? Yes [ I No [ ] 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcie Changes ill vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Ycs [ NO [ ] 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did r failure occur on !he mi? YCS [ ] NO 1x1 
i so, enter the souice ofinfumvtioii 011 the failure: 

Stage of consmmtion during failure 
Mans 1 Mass 2 >%ass 3 

Bench # 

Lcnph (A) 

Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (ft) 
Depih to Siip Pime (W) 
Transport Distmme (ti) 

YZt'e 9tMwe-en! 
Extent of Failuic Moveinelit 

cause 0fMorcme:it M I S S  1 

Mars 2 
Mass 3 

nderground "inin8 af flle H a m  coal seam oscurrcd boneah the f i l l  
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V i r g i n i a  
M o t i v a t i o n  C o a l  C o .  

L o v e r s  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101548                       Fill: Fill  C 

Permit: 1101548                     Fill: Fill  C 
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V i r g i n i a  
M o t i v a t i o n  C o a l  C o .  

L o v e r s  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101548                       Fill: Fill  C 

Permit: 1101548                     Fill: Fill  C 
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Virginia 
Red River Coal Co. 

Buckhead 

Permit: 1100717 

Fill: HF #1 
Fill: HF #3 
Fill: HF #5 
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Dale ofpcrmil file review: 12/01/99 Company: ~ e d  River coal CO. Fill: HF 1 
Permit: 1100717 Mine: Ruckhead Date f i l l  conuuclion starlcd: 0 l l l  0100 

Statc: VA Was this fill  visilcd at gmund level? Yes [ I No [XI Finirhcd: 10101185 
County: Wise Number of fill s i x  rcvisioiis: 

Latitude: 37-03-04 Had the iill bccn reclaimed at the %Sandstone in ovcrburdcn: 70 
time oCthe air survey? Yes[ ] Nc"X] Longitude: 82-38-36 

I)ate of survey: 02/23/00 

An Consl iwted KWiSiO" Orieinal desien 

Surface 
Co"flg"rnti0" 

ElW&%"S 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Typo of Fill I Durable Rock I 

Vulurnc (1"CY) 9.8 

COWWe 

crown (A) 2625 
r o e  (ft) 2300 

Toe Foundation (%,) 2.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Perimeter 

ma". Scwcgntcd 

I 

Length (ft) I500 
Arca (acrcr) 

Sire of Fill 

Engineering 
PrDpMtieS 

(spoil) 

E"gitlCeFir.g 
PropUtiES 

(Foundation) 

Phrratic Surface 

Unit Weigh1 (PcO 125 
Friction Angle 30 
Cohesion (pst) 200 

Unit Weight (pcf) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
COhCSiO" (psf) 

P-.05 

Control I I 
Stnbilit). 
Analysis R F M  

Sofhvarc Used I I 

C0"btr"Eti"" 

DOEYmrntati"" 
and Certifications 

Aerial Suney 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

hppl. Phase .Appl.Quartorly 
certification Certikatian 

Foundation Pimaration Yes [ 1 No [XI 1/86 
Undcidrains Yes [ 1 No [XI 

SurfvceDraini Yes [ ] No m] 
Crudins andRevegelation Yes ! 1 No [XI 

FinalCertiiication Yes[  ] No[ ] 

Photography 
Type 

B&W 

If a DRF, did lhe photographs show thc rack blanker or core underdrain by gruviv segregation? Yes 1 No [XI 
Fmmd?tinn &I?: IEX! unles 

Dip of strata rclativc to fill: 

Were NOPs written on the till? Yes !XI Na ! I 

Surface drarnagc ~mml working properly? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

lfactivc fill, was active spoil dirpnsd deternhed to be on-going? Yes 1 I No [XI 
Sobsurface drainage c~nfrol  wxkiog p~oper!y'? Yes [ ] 3!0 [ 

lfspuil disposal site inactive, hoa long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

ifr durable ruck Cdl is under construction, 
Approximately 80'% durable rock by volume? Yes [XI No [ 1 

Disccmablc blnnkct or core drain fonning? Ye3 [XI No [ 1 
If no to abore, estimate percentage: 

If the fill i s  complctcd. compae the size with tile size in the latest Pre-completion revision? Smaller 
If the fill is si&icantly sm~ller, what is the leason according to the tiowmentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration COtlCAVe 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? YCE 1 No [XI 
Yes [ 1 NO [XI 

Number orbenches on till: 4 
Wcrc thcrc p m n d  cracks observed on the fill face or beaches? 
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LOfafiO" Length (ft] Width (ft) Depth (in) 
I 

Location or 
Deprer~ionr * 

Locntioll of 
Erosion Areas 

I I.o<rtion of 
Cracks* 

3 

Were there depressions on lhe fill benclies? Y c i  [ ] No [ (Pofentisl Water Deoth) 
1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcrc thcre areas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes 1x1 No 1 ] (.\.lrximum Gully Depth) 
I Bf 

2 

4 
5 

Locrti"" "f 
sprin!&seeps * 

I.OElti0" "f 
Ground Bulges' 

5 

Were there spfings or seeps observed iii disposal areas? Yes 1 1 No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were tlicrc b d p  01 hummocb terrain'! Yes I 1 NO I 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 

LCCstiUn of 
Changes' 

Movement 
Chwxteristits a 

Comments 
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Campany: Red River coal CO.  Fill: HF # 3 I h tC  of permit file review: 12/01/99 

Statc: VA Was this  fill visited at ground level? Yes 1 ] No Ix1 Finishad:  1011 7191 

P e r m i t :  1100717  M i n e :  Huckhead Date fill c m t r u c t i o n  started: I /  

County: Wirc Number oftill size revicioiis: 

Latitude: 37-03-04 Had t h e  fill heen reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden:  70 
o n g i t u d e :  82-38-36 time ofthe air suney? Yes[X1 N o [  1 

Dale or survey: 02/23/00 

As constructed RWiSiO" Oririnal d a i e n  

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

S U r f X C  

CO"fg"rati0" 

Elerl t iuns 

Slopes 

Surfnco Urninage 
cont ro l  

S"b%"rfXC 

Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 2000 
Area (acres) 
Volume (,"CY) 2.2 

convex Flat 

crown (ft) 2725 
Toe (It) 2400 

Toe Foundalion (99) 18 0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Perimeter 

Drainage I Grvv. Segrcgated 
rnntrni 

Software llred 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
PrOpeltieS 

(Spoil) 

Eogineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surfaaco 

Static 1.6 
Seismic 

Unit Wcight (pco 125 
Friction Angle 30 
Cohesion (psf) 200 

unii  Weight (pcf) 
Fricfioii Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (p$ 

K O 5  

c""StrYCti0" 
Documentation 

m d  certification, 

Aerial Suwey 
and Ground 
Level ReYiew * 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly 
Cmifiication CertifiCntiO" 

Foundation Preparation Yes [XI No J 

IJnderdrains Ye, 1 1 No [XI 
Surface Drains Ycr 1 ] No [XI 

Grading and Revegetation Yes 1 1 No [XI 
Final Cenificalinn Yes 1 1 No 1x1 

Photography 
Type 

If a DRF, did thc photopuphi show thc rock blanket or core undcrdiain by gravity scgrcgtdtion? Ycs  1 1 No 1 1 
Fclmdztion &!a: ?EX! Hnles 

Dip of sfrata rclatirc to f i l l  
Were NOVs written on the fill? Yes 1 I No !XI 

Surface drainage consol workingproperlg? Yes i I No [XI 
Subsurfaic drainagc c3ntrd working properly? Yes : 1 N o  I 1 

If active fill. was vcrive spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Ycs [ 1 Nu [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If P durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximatdy 80% dumblc rock by volume? Yen [ 1 No I 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes I 1 No [ I 
If 110 to above, estimate percentagc: 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size i l l  the latest pre-completion revision? S,nvller 
Ifthe t i l l  i s  signilicantly Smaller, what is thereason according 10 lhe documentation orinspe~lor? 

1.w surfucc configoration: C"""cX 
Is the fill sifuatcd in Iudsl idc topapaphy? Yes 1 I No 1x1 

No [XI 
6 

Wcre thcrc ground cracks obrclvcd 011 the fill facc or bcnchcs? 
Number of benches on fill: 

Yes 1 1 
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Location "f 
c r a c k  

Location of 
Dfpre~sions ' 

Locatinn Of 
Erosion Areas' 

Locntian of 
Ground Bulern' 

Location of 
SpringslSeep. * 

Localion of 
Changes 

h1lo"eme"t 
Characteristics * 

Comments 

I."Catia" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

Wcre thcrc dcprcriions on the fill benches'! Yes I I NO I 1 (Potential Wnter Depth) 
1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill bcnchcan Yes 1x1 No i I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I u toc- 

2 6 2 ~ 3 .  
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky temin? Ycr 1 1 No [ 1 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal arcas? Yes [ 1 No I I 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changcs in vegetation or spoil coior observed on fill? Yes [ ] No [ j 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the r i i i T  .~.es j j N o  ixj 
f so. enter thc source of information on the Failure: 

Stage of constmcfion during failure: 
>lass I Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench )I 

Length (nJ 
Width (A1 

Scarp Height (A) 

~ q t l l  iu S i p  Piairs $j ~ 

Transport I>istancc (A) 

Rate ofMovement 
Extent of Failire Movemcnt 

Cause of Moremen! Mars 1 

Mans 2 
Mass 3 

83pgcLinn RqUrt  (I  01161W) shaxsd fill colnplefod whh 80 % vegelativc cover Planr show ~ o n i f r ~ ~ t i ~ n  in 50' l ifts €1 photo8 rhmv the fill i s  concave at the first bench. bur mnlm 
mvc The side drains aic p ~ a r l y  dwclopcd 10 n~ibmistenl Pernit plan view of the fill show,, 6 benches 
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CompanY: Red River Coal Co., Inc. Fill: llr # 5 Date of permit  tile review: 12101199 
Permit: 1100717 Mine:  Buckhead  DBLC lill contruction started: 1213 1/99 

Count).: Wise  Date ofvisit: 04/20/00 

State: VA W a s  th i s  t i l l  visited at ground  level'? Yes [XI No L 1 Finished:  / I  

Nurnbcr ol ' f i l l  size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-03-04 Had the f i l l  been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 70 
t i m e  of the air survey'! Yes[  ] No[X] 

Longitude: 82-38-36 
Date ofsurvey: 02/23/00 

As constructed RWiSi"" orieinn1 design 

Type of Fill 

Size af Fill 

S " h W  

Diirabic Rock 

L,ength (ft) 2400 
Area (acres) 
Volullle (mcy) 7.3 

contigumiun 
crown (ft) 2700 

2175 
Elevations 

1Toe (A) 

Toe Foundation (oh) 180 Slnpen 
Fili Face (dcr.) 27 0 

E"gi0Ccri"g 
PFOpEltiCS 

(Spoil) 

e"gi"eering 
Pr"pWtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phreafic Surface 

Surface Drainage 
cuntro1 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

unit Weight (pen 125 
rrictioll h g i c  30 
C"hcr0n (pfJ 200 

l lnif Weight (pco 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psg 

~ 4 5  

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Canrtruction 
Dacumcntntion 

nod Ccrtiticatinnr 

l rr i i l  Survey 
and Ground 
Lcvel Review* 

Ippl. Phnnc Appl.QuarIrrly Photography 
CertitiCstiO" certification Type 

Foiindvtionhepwvtion Yes [XI No I 1 
Underdrains Yes [ 1 No [XI 

surrace D~~~ yCs 1 1 NO [XI 

Grading und Revegetation Yes [ I NO [XI 
Find Certification Yes ! 1 No [XI 

If a DKI:, did thc p h o t o p p h s  show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gar i t> '  segregation? Yes [ No [XI 
Fnilnilltior dltl .  Text Clo!es 

Dip of strata relative to f i l l  

&'ere NOVs wd?cn on thc fill? Ycs ! 1 No !XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes ! I NO [XI 
Subsu.tace druimge control working prnpedy? Yes [XI NO ! 1 

Yes [ ] No [XI If active fill; was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive. how long was disposal Operation idle (munth)? 

Appioriinafely 80°% durable rock by volume? Yes I I NO [XI 

60 
Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yen 1x1 NO 1 I 

l fno to above, estimate percentage: 

l f the  fill is completed, coinpare the s i l e  with the size in the latest pre-cumpiction rcrision? 
l f the fill is significantly smaller. what is the redson according to thc dociimcntation or inspector? 

Fill sudace configuration: 
I s  the fill siruated in landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 

Yes [ I No 1x1 Were there ground cracks observed on the fill race or bwches? 
Number of benches on ti l l :  
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1.ucation of 
Cracks * 

Lacationof * 
DepMSi0"l 

Lacntirn of " 
Lrasion Arcan 

1.OClti"" of 
Ground Bulges* 

1.ocation of 
Sp'ingsiSrepa * 

LDcati"" Length (it) Width (ft) Dcplh (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Wcrc fhcrc dcpieisians on the lill henchei? Yci [ j No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 
1 

2 
3 
J 

5 

Were lhere areas of L - I O S I U ~  on the 611 benches? Yes [XI No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Deoth) 

I R toc-craw 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or h m m c b  terrain! Yes 1 No [ I 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there spiings or seeps obrcrved in disposal areas? Yea I ] No [ ] 

Locaiivn 0: 

Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

B u c k h e a d 

Permit: 1100717                       Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 1100717                     Fill: HF# 1 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

B u c k h e a d 

Permit: 1100717                       Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 1100717                     Fill: HF# 1 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

B u c k h e a d 

Permit: 1100717                       Fill: HF# 3 

Permit: 1100717                     Fill: HF# 3 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

B u c k h e a d 

Permit: 1100717                       Fill: HF# 5 

Permit: 1100717                     Fill: HF# 5 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

B u c k h e a d 

Permit: 1100717                       Fill: HF# 5 

Permit: 1100717                     Fill: HF# 5 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o .  

B u c k h e a d 

Permit: 1100717                       Fill: HF# 5 

Permit: 1100717                     Fill: HF# 5 
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Virginia 
Red River Coal Co., Inc. 

Flat Gap Mine 

Permit: 1101272 

Fill: HF #1 
Fill: HF #2 
Fill: HF #3 
Fill: HF #4 
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'rypp of IW 

Size of Fill 

S"rfX* 
CO"fig"raG0" 

Durablc Rock 

Lcngth (A) 290 

Volumc (mcy) 2.3 
h c u  (acres) 

COLICaVe 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Control 1 I 
Stability 
A"Z3lVSiS E r n  

Cro,",, (A) 2300 
Toe (A) 2020 

Toe Foundation ("A) 5.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Safhrsrc Llscd I 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Dlai"agC 

Static 
SCiS1"iC 

Penmeter 

Gruv. Segregated 

1.9 I 
Engineering 

PlopertieS 
(Spoil) 

E"gineEii"g 

(Foundation) 
Properties 

Phreatic Surface 

Unit Weight (pct) 130 
Friction Angle 40 
Cohesion (psq n 

Unit Weigh: @dj 

Cohesion ( p s i )  
Friction Angle (deg.) 

P-.05 

COnStructiUn 
DUEYmentati"" 

m d  certificrtions 

Aclial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

9ppl. Phase Appl.Quartrrly 
certification crrtificatiun 

Photography 
'Twe 

I..aundationPrcpvrvtion Ycs [ 1 No [XI 
Underdrains Yes [ 1 NO 1x1 

su r f aceb ins  yes r ] NO 1x1 
Grading and Kcvcgctation Ycs [ 1 No [XI 

Final Certification Yes [ 1 NO 1 1 

If a DRF, did the photographs show thc rock blnnkcl or COK iindcidrain by grwiry scgrcgution? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Fgli!!dz!;n" darn: Pit$ 

Dip of shata d a t i v e  to fill: 
Were N O P s  wiften on the fill' Yes ! 1 No 1x1 

Svrlace drainage ~ontrol workingproperly? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Subsurface &sinage c m m !  w d k g  properly? Yes ! ! No I 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal detcnnined to be 0"-going? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If %pail disposal site ixiacfive. lhw long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

, f a  durahlc rock fill i s  under construction, 
Approximutcly SO% durrblc rock by volume? Yes ! No 1 

Discemable blankel or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If no to above, estimate perccntagc: 

Ifthe fill is completed, c m p a r e  the size with the size ill the latest pre-complefioii revision'? 
If the fill is signific'mtly smaller, what IS the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

I'ill surfacc configuration: C O W 8 W  

la thc ill1 sifuatcd in landrlidc topopaphs? Ycs I No 1 
Were there ground cracks ubscnrcd on thc fill facc or bcnchci? Ycs [ I No [ 1 

6 Numbcr of benches on fili: 
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LnCatiUn of 
Cracks * 

Location or 
Depressions * 

r,ocrtion or 
Erosion Areas' 

I 
2 
3 

Were thcrc dcprcrsioni on the till benches? Yes [ ] No [ (Putentirl W'nter Depth) 
1 
2 

Location "f 
spring*iseepa 

LOCRfiO" of 
Changes* 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

Comment. 

5 

Were tliere areas of erosion on thc fill bcncher'i Yes 1 1 No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were therebulges or hummocky termin'? Yes I I NO I I 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcre there springs 01 seeps observed in disposal areas'! Yes 1 I No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes m vcgcfvtioii or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1x1 No I 1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did n failure OCCUT on the fill? YCE [ j No ix j 
f 30. enter lhe SUUICC of infomutian on the failure: 

Stage of ~onsmmioo during failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench# 
Lcngtb (A) 
Width (A) 

ScarpHeight (A) 

Transport Uirtvllce (ft) 

-~ llryilr i" Slip Piblrc @ j  

RRte of Movcmrnr 
Extent of Failure Movement 

cnasc ofMnn.ren?e!it Mass ! 
Mnss 2 
Mass 3 

ompletcd to third terrace with 7 5 %  vegstntivo cover H phaloi ?how ~ Y ~ C T O U I  vcgcfafian chmgen that may represent minor canrent~ationi of rnoisi~we from runnoR as opposed to 
epilgs One a8mnalg at m e  i b  irbulatcd Toe 13 up ~ p i i n i i  the pond 
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T Y P ~  or F ~ I I  

She  of Fill 

SWfXe 
C""fip"rati"" 

Elcvntiom 

S1oprn 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Sofhvare Used 

Safety Factor 1 

Durable Rock 

ieogth (ft) 420 

Area [acreq 
Volume ( m y )  8.9 

C0"CWe 

CIOW (n) 2270 
TOC (n) m n  

Toe Foirndatlon (99) 5.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27 0 

Pcnmcter 

e a r .  Segregated 

REAME 

I 
Engineering 

Properties 
(spoil) 

Er;pinrr:ing 

(Foundation) 
Properties 

Phreatic Surface 

Unit WciFht ( p 4  130 
Friction Angle 40 
Cohesion [psn 0 

uiiii weight (PCt) 

Coilelinn (*SO 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

P-.05 

CanEtruEtion 
Documentation 

rnd Certification. 

Aerial Survey 
mmi Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phnse Appl.QualterI! 
C&ifiU.tiO" Celtitiertion 

Photography 
Type 

Fouidvtion Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI Y NOW 

Undcrdraiiis Yes 1 No [XI Y None 
Surface Drains Yes [ ] No [XI Y NO"* 

Grading andRevegetation Ycs [ ] No [XI Y None 

Final Certificatioii Yes I I No v] 
If a DRF, did the phofogaplis show the rock blanket or core undcrdrvin by gruvir). segregation? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 

. rn,,,,ils+in,, . il.ta: .. I?!$ 

Dip of strata relative to Bll: 
Were NOVr wiltrn on thc fill') Ye? [ ! No !XI 

Surface drainage canhol woikiiig properly? Yes I 1 No I 1 
%b~surface drainagc c~ntrc! working prcpd?? Yes 1 Na I 1 

If active E!l. was active spoil disposal defeimined l o  be on-going? Yes [ 1 No L 1 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
ADpraxiinatcly 80% durable rock by volume? Ycs 1 1 No [ ! 

Discernable blankcf or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No 1 
If 110 to ahwe, estimate percentage: 

If the fill is completed, compare the sire with thc size in the latest pie-completion revision? 
Iftlie fill is sigificnitly smaller. what is the r r ~ o i i  according to tlie documentation or inspcctoi? 

I'ill surface configoratlo": Concave 
Is the fill rihmted iii Inidslide topography? Ycr [ 1 No [ 1 

Were theye ground cracks obscmed on the fill face 07 benches? Ycs [ 1 No I 1 
Nuinlier ofbenches on fill: 
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Locati"" "f 
Cmcks 

l.~l-rti"n of 
Depressions 

I.OElti"" of 
Erosi"" .4reus 

Location of 
Ground Bulges' 

L"cati0" "f 
springiseeps 

lacation Of 

Changes' 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

Comment. 

I ."CiltiO" Length ( f t )  Width (n) Depth (in) 

I 
2 

3 

Were there depiessions on tlir fill bcnchcr? Yes [XI NO I 1 (Potcdial Water Depth) 

I 82 ,  Q2 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were lhere arcas of erosion m the fill benches? Ycs [ ] No [ ] (I\larirnum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Werc there holgcs or homiaocky teirain? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

3 

4 
5 

Were there springs or S ~ S  observed in disposal areas? Ycs [ 1 No I 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were changcs in vegetation or spoil color obrcrved on fill? Yes 1x1 No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

-. . "~oaidi i l r iCOCCUIonihef i l I?  Yes [ j Nu [XI 
f so, enler lhr source of infomiation on thc failure: 

Stage of ~oiisfm~fion during failure: 
Mass I \lass 2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

Length (ft) 
Width (A) 

Scarp Ileighf (ft) 
DCPili to slip 3 m c  (ftj 
Transpon Distance (ft) 

Rate ofMovement 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause "EMaremen! Mans 1 

Mass 2 
.\1nsn 3 

ntthree IPnaGeb  Complcvwth  71% 'egecation rlearlne and p"lbing operations Iimifrdto 300 feet nhind of ,mining o p c r m m ~  H phufus lhnlied 10 completed benches Fill me8 
If at rcdimont pond, which lmay prcrcnt an underdrain pmblsm The S 10c mloi changeoccuir don% fhstvo rhore l ine TheGI-2 coloi  change is placed uhsrc(ilo side drain hai a 

chanec in dilecriun 
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ClJmPan?: Rcd River Coal Co.; Inc.  Fill: l l F #  3 Date ofpermit file rcvicw: 12101199 
Mine: Flat tiap Minc Date fill contruction stancd: Oll l719 I 

Was th i s  till visited at ground level? Yes [ 1 No [x] Finished: I /  

Permit :  1101272 
State: VA 

coun ty :  wisc Number of till size revisioiis: 
Had the till been reclaimed at Ihc %Sandstone in overburden: 56 Latitude: 37-04-15 

Yes [ ] No [XI Longitudc: 82-42-30 time uf the air survey? 
Date ofsurvey: 1213 l l Y 9  

AS COnStlYCted Revision Orieinnl dciien 

'rype F ~ I I  

Size of Fill 

S " h C e  

Co"fig"rati0" 

Elevrtians 

s1up.s 

surfaacr Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

CO"fl0l 

Stsbilit). 
Analysis 

Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 300 

VOlume (rnC?) 2.2 
Area (acres) 

Flat 

crown (A) 2170 
Toe (A) 1920 

Toe Foundatiau (?A) 5.0 
Fill Face (dcg.) 27.0 

Perimeter 

Gniv. Segregated 

REAML: 

safe@ Factnr 

Properties 
(spoil) 

sratic 1.6 
Seismic 

Friction Angle 
COhCSiO" (pst) 

E"gi"CCri"g 
PrOpWtiCS 

(Foundation) 

Phreitic Surface 

Unit Weighi (pco 
Ftiction Angle (dcg.) 

Cohesion (PEO 

P-.05 

CO"St.YCti0" 
Documentation 

and Certiticationr 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
I.evd Review * 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
CertificatiO" CertifiCatiO" 

~~ 

FoundationP~cpuiation Yes [ ] NO [XI 
Uiiderdraini Yes [ ] No 1x1 

SiiiibceDrains Ycr [ ] No 1x1 
Grading and Revcgctaliou Yes [ ] NO Ix! 

Final Certification Yes [ ] No [XI 0 
TI a DRF, did the photographs Siiow the rock blanket or core underdrain by gavity segregation? Yes [ j No [ 1 

"it" . .." F",,.>A.ti"" arti. 

Dip of strata relativc to fill: 

Were NOVr winen on the ti117 YPS ! No [a! 

Surface drdinage ~0iifr01 working properly? Yes [ ] No [ j 
SiiSsii~?a.cc drainage contra1 woikiog p:operl?? Ycr 1 No 1 

If active fill. was active spoil disporal determined to be on-going? Yes [ 1 No 1 ] 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (rnonUli)? 

I f r  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approxirnarely SO%, durable rock by i o l i imc?  Ycs [ ] No [ 1 

Disccrnvble blanket or core drain forming? Ycs [ 1 No [ I 
Ifno to above, estimatc pcrcenfupe: 

Ifthc fill i s  coirpleted, compare the s i x  with the size in the latest pre-complction rcvision? 
Ifthc fill ir significantly smaller, r h u t  is the rearm according to the domnlcntafiou or inspector'? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
1s the till siruafed in landslide topography? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 

Were there moimd cracks observed on the 611 lace or bcnchcs? Yes 1 I NO [ 1 
Number of bcnchcs 011 fill: 
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Locnfi"" O f  

Cracks 

Location of 
Erosion Areah 

Location of 
Ground Bulges 

Location of 
springs/seepr 

Location of 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Locatin" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were lhere depressions on the fill benches? Yci  [ J NO [ j (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Wcre there areas of erosion on thc fill benches? Yes [ j No 1 j (Mlnximurn Cully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 
4 

Wcrc there bulges or hummocky tcnain? Yes [ j No [ ] 

3 
4 

5 

Were mcrc springs or seeps observed in disposal areail Yes [ j No 1 1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were changer in vegetation or spoil color ohsewed on fill? Yes [ j No [ j 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

Did B hiitlie occur on the fiiil Yes [ j No ix j 
fso, enter the source ofinformarion on the failure: 

Stage of consrmctioii during Failure: 

Mass I Mans 2 Mars 3 

Bciichr 
Length (A) 
Width (nj 

Scam Height (A) 
Dr*iir i" Slip i l a i l e  ('ij 

Transport Distance (R) 

Rate DfMovcmsnt 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause ofMnveme!it Mass 1 

Mass 2 
Mass I 

Omplots 10 third mmce -ith 15% uegetnuue mvor Clearing and grubbing opcrntioni 300. ahead of active %mmiiig li photos show 611 me against redmeni pund 
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C0mPanY:Red River Coal Co.. Inc. Fill: HI: # 4 Date afpermit tile review 12/01/99 
Permit: 1101272 Mine: Flat Gap Minc Date fill contmctim started: oai21/90 

Sta te :  VA Was this f i l l  visi ted at ground level? Yes I 1 No [x] Finished: / I  
County: Wise N u m b e r  offill size revisions: 

Latitude: 17-04-15 llad the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 56 
Yes[ ] No[X] Longitude: 82-42-30 time of thc air survey? 

Date of survcy: 02/23/00 
A s  constructed RWiSi"" Orieinnl desien 

Type of Fill 

sir* "r F ~ I I  

Slupes 

Surface Drainage 
Contrnl 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software llS.,l 

Saffhi Factor 

Engineering 
Pr0pWtirs 

(swig 

Engineering 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Properties 

COnStructian 
Documentation 

and Certifiertiuns 

Aerial survey 
.a6 Glovnd 
Level Review* 

Durable Rock 

LC"gt11 (A) 295 
Area (acres) , ,  
Volume ( m y )  6.2 

Flat 

Crown (it) 2210 
Toe (it) I Y O O  

Toe Foundaliion ("A) 5.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Pcnmeter 

Grav. Segreptcd 

REAMT 

static 1.6 
SCiStliC 

unit  k i & t  (pco 130 
Friction Angk 34 
Cohesion @sf ,  0 

Unit Weight (pcf) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psi) 

P-.05 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
Cerlificltion certificatiun 'rype 

~~~~~ 

hinda t ion  Preparation Yus [ 1 No [XI Y 
Underdrains Yes I 1 No [XI Y 

SorfaccDrvini Ycs [ 1 No [XI Y 
Grdiling and Revegetation Ycr [ 1 No [XI Y 

FinalCertlticatitlon Yes[  1 N o K ]  

If B DRF, did the photumvphr h o w  file rock blanket 07 core imdcidrain by giavily segregaiion? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
Follndltinn data: p.!S 

Dip of strata relative 10 fill: 

Were NOVs written on the fill' Yes [ 1 No !XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
SuhsuriBce drainage con!rol "orking prape'iy? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined 10 be on-going? Yes  [ 1 No [ I 
If spoil dispnial Site inactive. how long was drnposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durnhle rock fill i~ under ~ m ~ f r ~ c t i o n  
Appronimatcly 80% durable rock by rolume? Yes [ 1 No I I 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes I 1 No 1 
lfno to abore. eStimate percentugc: 

Ifthe fill is completed, campme the size wiul the s i x  in the latest pre-completion revision? 
If the fill is simificmtly maller, what is the reason according to ule documentation or inspcctor? 

Fill surface collfiguratio": Flat 
Is the fill situated in lhdrl ide topopaphy? Yc i  [ 1 No 1 1 

Were there ground cracks ubscrved on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 Na 1 I 
4 Nilmber of benches on fill: 
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Location of 
Erosion Arras' 

1.ocrtiun of 
Ground Bulges* 

1,ocrtioo of 
Changes ' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

Comments 

1.ocntion Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

3 

(Potential Wafer Depth) Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcic thcrc meas of erosion on the fili benches'! Yes [ I No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Werc thcre bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes 1 J No I ] 
I 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in dlspoad arcas? Yes [ I No [ 1 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Werc changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ 1 NO [ I 
1 

2 
3 

4 

S 

6 

Did a hiillre OCClll on the ilii? YCS [ j N O  [XI 

so, entntcr the source of infomation on the failure: 
Stage of construction during failure: 

.Mass 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 
Bench ii 
Length (A) 

Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (ft) 

Transport Distance (fl) 

n...L . ,,, ~~~ 

YCYLi l  LO a"p"arrs (f.i 

Rate of Movement 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cvusc of Movemcnt M a s  1 

Mass 2 
M a s  3 

T l e W J  4 temcss rrith 75% 'egetative Ccwer Clearing md 8mbbing onerations limifcd to 300' ahead of mining H yhofoi of only the lower. wmpleted icnaces Fill toe against 
IIOLllt P0"d 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

F l a t  G a p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101272                       Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: 1101272                     Fill: HF# 2 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

F l a t  G a p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101272                       Fill: HF# 2 

Permit: 1101272                     Fill: HF# 2 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

F l a t  G a p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101272                     Fill: HF# 3 and HF#4 

Permit: 1101272                      Fill: HF# 3 and HF#4 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

F l a t  G a p  M i n e  

Permit: 1101272                     Fill: HF# 3 and HF#4 

Permit: 1101272                      Fill: HF# 3 and HF#4 
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Virginia 
Red River Coal Co., Inc. 

North Fox Gap Surface Mine 

Permit: 1101401 

Fill: Fill #6 
Fill: Fill #7 
Fill: Fill #8 
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CQmPanY: Red River C.oal Co , Inc. ml: F i l l # 6  Date ofpermit  file rcvicw: 12107l99 
Permit :  1101401 Mine: Nolth Fox Gap Surface Mine Date fill ConVuction started: 1213 1192 

State: VA Was this f i l l  visilcd at ground level? Yes [ ] No [XI Finished: I 1  

County: Wise Number of fill size revisions: 1 
Latitude: 37-03-59 Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburdm 55 

time d l h c  air survey? Yes[W N o [  1 
Date of survey: 02123100 

Inngitude: 82-39-38 

As mnslmcted RWiSiO" Orieinal drripn 

Type of Pill 

Sire of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Ele"ati0"S 

Slope5 

Durable Rock 

Lcngth (fi) 2700 
h c a  (awes) 
Volume (mcy) 7.1 

Flat I.%7t 

Crow,, (it) 2400 

Toe Foundation (%,) 11.0 
Fill Face idee.) 18.0 

I890 Toe (ft) 

Surfnce Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stabrlity 
,Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

REAME 

Static I .5 

SCiSl"iC 

. .. 

Perilneter 

Gra\. Segregated 

Enginrering 
PWpertiU 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Proper tics 

(Foundation) 

Phrrrtic Surface 

C0"str"Eti"" 
Documentation 

and Certifierlions 

Unit Weight (pcfJ 130 
Fticlion Angle 35 
Cohesion (pst) 0 

Unit W n g h  bcf) 126 
Friction Angle (deg.) 29 
Cohesion @sfJ 0 

P-0.0s 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
1,erel Reviw * 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
certificrtiun Certificntian Type 

Foundation Reparation Yes [XI No 1 C"lW 
Underdrains Yes [XI No [ 1 Color 

Cnrrading and Reiegeiatiun Yos [XI No 1 9913 Cdur 

SurfvceDraini Yes [ 1 No 1x1 

?:&a1 Cc;tificz!ior. Yes [ 1 Nn [X: 

~ ~ ~~~ 

l f a  DRF, dxd Ule plmtugraphs show UK rock blauket or core onderdmia by givviiy segregation? Yes I 1 NO [ 1 
Fniindallun dara: Firs 

,//, e,, ",, ,..e fill! YCS : ] N o  1x1 
Dip of strata rclativc to 1111: 

.J,rGe Nyps  - "- .L 
Sirface drainvgc ~ o n m l  worhng properly? Yes [ 1 Na [ 1 

Siibsurface drainage ~0ntr01 working properly? Yes i 1 NO i i 
Ifactivc fill, was active E p d  disposal defernilled to be nn-going? Yes 1 No [ 1 

If spoil disposal site inactive, liow long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durrblr rack fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ I No [ I 

Disccmable blanket or cord drain fanning? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
lfno to above, estimate percentage: 

lithc fill is completed, cornpure llie size wifb the size in the iateS1 pre-complelion revision? 
l i t h e  fill is significvlitly smaller, what is  the reasmi according to the dociimenlalion or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration Flal 
1s the fill simvfed in landslide topography? Yes 1 No I I 

Were thcrc ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
Number of benches on till: 
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Location "f 
Crach 

LOClti"" "f 
DepreESiunl 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

Location O f  
Ground Bulges 

LDcsfio" O f  
springnisreps 

Location Of 
Chsngrs 

Cummentn 

I."crtion Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

(Potential Water Depth) Wcre there depressions on the fill benches? Yci  [XI No [ 1 
1 8 2 Q 1 , 4 t o Q 3 ' 4  
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there arcas o f  cmsion on the fill benches? Yes [XI No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 

f ight sidc drain near fop o f t i l l  

Were there bulgcs or hummocb terrain'? Yes I 1 No f 1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wele Ihere springs or seeps observed in disposal weus? YCE I 1 No I I 

3 

I 
5 

Wcrc chmges ill vepefvfion or spoil color ohamcd on filly Yen [ I No [ 1 

2 
3 

5 

6 

Did a iaiiure occw on thc fill? Yes [ No 1x1 
If so. enter the IOllrCe of illformation on thc faihrc: 

Stape of consmtction during Failuc: 
n1ann 1 M B S S  2 Mass 3 

Ucnch # 

Lengtli in, 
Width (ft) 

ScarpHeigh! (ft) 
Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 
I r a n s p f  Distance (tt) 

Rate ofMovorrnlcni 
Extcnt of Failure Movement 

Cause of MOYemeni Mars i 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

timoa appravcd 7/14/92 allowed approximalely 230,000 cy ofsyod to be f&cn to another permit xnnead "?Fill #b. 

he upper part of the ill1 c w e r i  the hkhwhxall associated with mining the Imhodin Mnrker c o d  seam 
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C0mpanY:Rcd Rivcr Coal Co.. Inc. Fill: F i l l # 7  DLc ofpcrinit f i l e  review: 12/07/99 
Permit: 1101401 Minc: North Fox Gap Surface Mine Date fill coiitrwtion started: I213 1/93 

State: VA Was this lill visi lcd at  ground level? Yes [ 1 No  [XI Finishcd: I 1  
County: Wisc Number of lill s i x  rcvii ions:  

%Sandstoiic i n  ovrrbordcn: 55  Latitude: 37-03-92 Had the till been reclaimed at the 
time of h c  air survey? Y e s [ x l  No[ 1 

Date of survey: n2123/00 
Longitude: 82-39-37 

AS CO"Pfr"Ef.d Revision Original design 

Software lJsed 

Safety Factor 

E"piMeri0g 
Pl"pertieS 

(Spnil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phrerfic Surface 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Static 1.5 
SCiS1"iC 

Unit Wciglit l p f )  130 
Fticclion Angle 31 
Cohesion (psq 0 

Ulut Wcight @cf) 128 
Friction Angle (deg.) 31 
Coheriou (pst) 326 

P-0.05 

Slopes 

surfaacr Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 

Durublc Rock 

LC"&lth (ft) 620 
Arca (awes) 5.0 
Valumc (mcy) 0.2 

l.'lat Flat 

crosn (R) 2000 
Toe (R) 1800 

Toe Foundation (%) 
Fill Face (deg) 23.0 

Penmeter 

Drninnge I (irav. Segregated 1 
C 0 " f d  I 

RE.4ME 
Stshilify 
Analysis 

CDnStrYCtiUn 
Documenfation 

and Ceflifications 

Aerial snrvc). 
and Ground 
l , e ~ e l  Review' 

Appl. Phase AppLQuartcrly Photography 
CUtifiC~tiOn Certificntion Type 

Foundation Preparation YCE [XI No L 1 Color 
Undcrdrvinr Yes [XI NO[  1 color 

Surface Drains Yes [ j No m] 9913 

Grading and Revegetalion Ycs I 1 No [XI 
Rzd Ccitificztio:: Yes { : No [X: 

I fa  DRF, did Ule pholuyaphr show the rock blwikef 01 core underdrain by gidvily seFegation? Yes 1 No 1 
Fowldniiurr id*. r l l s  

Dip of rhvtv relative $0 fill: 

w;;; NO'?; x i t t cn  0ri:hC CII? YCS ; 1 N O  [XI 

Surface drainage coifid working properly? Yes [ I No [XI 
Subsurface drainage comoi aorking propeny? Yes i 1 No i I 

If acrire fill, was active spoil disposal delemined lo be on-going? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inacfivc, how long was disposal upcration idle (months)? 

If I durable rock fill is under constwction. 

Approximately 80Yu durable rock by volume? Yes 1 1 Nu [ 1 

Discemable blunkcf or core drain forming? Yes [ I No [ 1 
Hno lo above: ealimate percentage: 

lfthc fill is completed, c08"pare the size with the size in the latcst pre-complctian rcvirion? 
l i thc  fill is signiticuntly smaller, h i n t  is the reason according to thc documentation or iiirpector'' 

Fill surface configuralion: Flat 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Wcrc there ground cracks ohserved on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Number of bnches on 611: 
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Location "f 
c r a c k  

LOEatiU" Of 

nepresaions' 

LDcafion Of 

Erosion .Areas ' 

Location of 
Ground Bulgcrl 

Location O f  
springs/sccpn * 

Location of 
Changes' 

Morcmrnt 
Characteristics * 

comments 

Lacation Length (ft) Width ( f t )  Ikpth (in) 

1 

2 

(Potential water Depth) Were there deprersioni on the fill benches? Yes [XI No [ ] 

1 B t Q 1 1 2 t o Q I  
2 
3 

4 
j 

Were there arcas of erosion mi the fill benches? Yes 1x1 No I I (Maximum Gull) Depth) 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Right side drain "ex fop of fill 

Were there bulges or hummoc!q terrain'? Yes 1 I No I 1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there sptings or S ~ C ~ S  ubscrvcd in disposal weas? Yes 1 1 No I 1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Wcic chaises ill vegetation or spoil color obsewrd on fill? Ycs [ ] No j j 

I 
2 

3 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on Uie fill? Ycs [ ] No [ ] 
f so, cntcr the S O U ~ C ~  of itifonnation on the failurc: 

Stage of c~iiitrucfion during failurc: 
Mass 1 Mars 2 Mass 3 

Bcnch # 

Length (A) 

Width (R) 
Scam Height (A) 

Dcptli to Slip Plane (A) 

lranspolt Dirtmice (R) 
aate oiMO"c1nc"i 

Entcnt of Failure Movement 

Cause ofh.ioven,en, Mass i 

MBSE 2 
Mass 3 

eririun awrorod 71Zlir3 addcd Pil l  Ui 

small, preilourly repalrrds l ldctofhcn~~of ihcfhi id  face Ioeiout atthe ri~~hfperimeterdiVhonbsns1~ ti2 
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Company: Red R ~ W  Coal CO.; ~ n c .  WI:  Fill # 8 Datc ofpermit lilc rcvicw: 12/07/99 
Pcrmit: I101401 Mine: Nortii Fox Gap Surface Minc Date fill contruction started: n3101!94 

State: VA L V a  this f i l l  visited at ground level? Yes [xj No [ 1 Finished: I !  

County: Wise Date ofvisit: 04!201nn Number offill size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-04-00 llad the fill been rcclaimcd at the %Sandstone in overburdcn: 5 5  
time of the air survey'! Y ~ S [ X ]  N O [  1 

Longitude: 82-40-30 
Datc of survey: 02/23/00 

As constructed Revision Orieinnl desien 

C""fig"r.fi0" 

Elevations 

Slapen 

Surfncc Dininage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

CO"t,OI 

stabairy 
Analysis 

Sofhrre Used 

Safely Factor 

Engineering 
Pr"pWtieS 

(Spoil) 

E"npneenne. 
Propelties 

(Foundation) 

Phrentic Surfncc 

. .  
Volume ( m q j  0.3 

surface I n.. rx", 

crown (a) 223s 
Toc (a) 2080 

'Toe Foundation 1%~) 
23.0 Fill Face (deg.) 21.0 

Pelimefer 

&a\,. Scgcgated 

R E M  

Static I .5 
Seismic 

Unit Weight (pci) 130 
Friction Angle 35 
Cohesion (psi) 0 

Unit Wcighl (pci) 132 
F"ictionhg1e (deg.) 32 
Cohesion @ s f )  188 

P-0.05 

cunstruction 
Docurn~ntation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
certification Certification Type 

Fuundaiiou Preparation Yes [XI No [ I Y Culor 
Thiderdraini Ycs [XI No j j Y Color 

Surface Drains Yen 1 1 No ixl 
Grading and Revegefvtim Yes I 1 Nu [XI 

?ill! certil?ca*m Y C S  [ 1 No [x: 

l f u  DRF, did the photosraphi show the rock blaaket or core underdmn by mavits scm'cgatian? Yes 1 No 1 1 
Foundation darn: Pits 

Dip Of strata rclative to fill: 
p,c\",,s.*.." ,;LIEII . on the:u? Y S i  [ I No [XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yci  [ I NO [XI 
Subsurface dminage conmi  working properly'? Yes ix1 No [ I 

Ifactivc fill, was active spoil disposal determined to bc owgoing'! Yes [ ] No [ ] 
If spoil diqpoial site inactive, how long was dispusvl opcmtion idle (montlw)? 

f il durahlc rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes 1 I No [ ] 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 NO i ] 
irno to above, estimate percentage: 

l i the  fill is completed, compare the size with die size in the IaleSt pre-compleiion revision'! 
If the till is Significantly smaller, what is  the reason according lo the documentation or inspector? 

F ~ I I  surrace configuration: Flat 
1% the fill situated in landslide topography'! Yes [ 1 No I 1 

Yes [XI No [ 1 Were there mound cracks abiewed on the fill lncc or bcnches? 
Number of bciichei on fill: 3 
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Location o f  
Cracks 

Location o f  
Deprcniions ' 

Location "1 
Erosion .4rcns' 

Loration of 
Ground Bulges* 

Lucrtian of 
SpringriSeepa 

iucation o i  
Changes' 

Muvrment 
Characteristics 

Comments 

Locatin" Lcngfh (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I Face s2 Q 118 to Q 1.'2 30 i0 

2 
3 

Were there deprcssioni on the fill benches'! Yes 1x1 No 1 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
I U3 Q l i 4  to Q 314 3 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there vreat orerosion on the fill benchci? Ycs [ I No [XI (Mnrimum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ ] No [XI 

2 
3 

5 

Were &ere springs or seeps obsened in disposal arras? Ycs I 1 No [XI 

3 

4 

5 

Were changes in vegctatian or spoil color observed on fill? Yes I 1 No 1x1 
i 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did n failure occur on the fill? Yes 1 I No [x] 
f so, enlcr the sourcc of infomatian on the failure: 

Stagc of construction dunng failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mnss 3 

Bench # 

L e n a  @) 

Width (f0 
scarp Height (ft) 

Depth 10 Slip Plane (ft) 
Transport Dirtancc (ft) 

Rate of Mavcmali 

Extent olFailure Muvcment 

iausc oiiviovemem xass  i 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

~ 

evision appmvid 2/8/96 added Fill ?8 Deep ,mining of Lower Kelley coal seam occurred hilow Fill *8 Iociliion An old "henled over'' slip plane suliace between benches i( I and n 
,BY have rewiled From ponding on bench i l  Rcnshes # I  and l i Z  had recenilj hem regraded I0 g e e d  ufpmding Bench #l had water standing with s m a h  The perimeter difchcr 
ere regraded prior to our arrival at the bite We could not tell what prompted this action 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

N o r t h  F o x  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101401                       Fill: HF# 6 

Permit: 1101401                     Fill: HF# 6 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

N o r t h  F o x  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101401                       Fill: HF# 7 

Permit: 1101401                     Fill: HF# 7 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

N o r t h  F o x  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101401                       Fill: HF# 8 

Permit: 1101401                     Fill: HF# 8 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

N o r t h  F o x  G a p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101401                       Fill: HF# 8 

Permit: 1101401                     Fill: HF# 8 
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Virginia 
Red River Coal Co., Inc. 

Black Creek Surface Mine 

Permit: 1601576 

Fill: HF-B 
Fill: HF-C 
Fil!: HF-D (No Photo) 
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c o m P a n Y : R e d K i v e r C o a l  Co.. Inc. Fill: HF-B Date of permi t  file review. 12116lYY 
Permit: 1601576 M i n e :  Black Crcck Surface M i n e  Darc till contiuction started: 0610 1/97 

State: VA Was this  fill  visited at  ground Icvel? Ycs I 1 No Ixl Finished:  I 1  
c o u n t y :  Wise Number oftill s i x  revisions: 

Type of Fill 

L a t i t u d e :  3 6 - 5 1  1 

Longitude: 82-41-12 

Durable Rock 

Had thc lill hccn rcclaiincd at the  
time of thc air survey'? Yes[ 1 Nu[X]  

Date of suwey: 02123100 

YXundstone in overhurden: 63 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Dr'li"'7ge 

Cuntrul 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

safety FIEtur 

Engineering 
Properties 

(SPOfiI 

Engineering 
Plopelties 

(Foundation) 

Phresfic Surface 

Toe Foundation ("%a) 5.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 25.0 

Perimeter 

tirav. Segregated 

REAME 

Static 1 .i 
Seismic 

TJnif Weight (pen i3n 
Friction Angle 33 
Cohesion (pst) 200 

Unit Weight (pcf) 131 
l~+ictiaii hnglc (dcg.) 26 
Co1,eSi"n (psf) 544 

Phrevtic Surface 

Size af Pill 

Construction 
Documcntntian 

and Certifications 

Length (a) 
Area (acres) 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ 1 No [XI 9913 N0"C 

Uiidcrdrvins Yes [ ] No [XI 9812 NO"C 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] NO [ ] 

Grading andllevegetation Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Find Ccititicafioii Yes [ ] No [ ] 

420n I 
voiumc ( m y )  16.7 

surface I I 
configuration I I 

crown (A) 2450 
'roc mi 2150 

Elcvatinnn 

Arrial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Rcvicw* 

I 
If a DRF, did the photogaphs show lhe rock blanket or C O ~ C  iindcrdrain by a w i t y  scp-gation? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Foundation data: pns 
Dip 01 strata relative to fill: 

~~~ 

were N o v s  written on the iiii? Yes [ j No [XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [ I No [ I 
Subaurfncc dr~inagc conhol rorking properly? Ycs [ j No [ 1 

Yes [Xj No [ ] If active fill; was activc spoil disposal dctcrmined to bc 0"-going? 
If spoil disp.puru1 site inactive, h o r  long was dirpoiai operation idle (months)? 

If a durnble rock fill is under construction, 

Appionimntciy 80% durable rock by voliimc? Ycs [ j No [XI 
60 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [XI 
If 110 fo above, e s i m t e  percentage: 

l f the i l l 1  is cumplcted. compvrc thc size with the size iii the latest pre-completion revision? 
lfrhc 511 i s  significulltly smaller, what id the r e a m  according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill sorfacc conilgisation: 
Is thc fill situvtcd in landslidc fapoaaphy? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Were there ground cracks obrcwcd on the fill facc or bcnchcs? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
Niunbci of benches oil till: 
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Locntion Lmeth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1.ocation Of 
crnclir 

Location of 
Depressions ' 

Lucrtion of 
Erosion Areas' 

1.ocrtion of 
Ground Bulges' 

1,ocrtion "f 
springsiseeps * 

Imatian of 
Changes ' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

1 

2 

3 

Were fliere depressions on the fill benches? Yes I I No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 
I 

2 

3 
4 
S 

Wcrc thcre wens oferosion on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 NO I I (Mnximum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 
4 
S 

Werc there bulgcs or h u m m b  terraid! Yes 1 No I I 
1 
2 

4 

5 

Were thme spfings or s a p s  observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] NO [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 
S 

Were changes i k i  vegetaliom or spoil color obscrvcd on ilil? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

M a s s  1 ?,*ass 2 Mars 3 

Ucnch 'i 
Length (A) 

Width (ft) 
Scarp Height (A) 

Depth to Slip Plme (ft) 
Transport Distance (ft) 

Kale o1M"vrmcnI 
Extent of Failure Movemeof 

Cause olMuvemcnt h l n s  1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

dsrground mining occuned beneath the fill inthe 1960's 

I "R" has hesn end dumpcd in up to 8 diiraenr lini 
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Company: lled Kiver c;od Co.. ~ n c .  Fill: HF-C Date ofpermit file rwiew: 1211 6199 
Permit: 1601576 Mine: Black Creek Surface Mine Datc till contructiwi started: I 1  

Slate: VA War this iill visited at ground level'? Yes [ ] No [XI Finished: I /  
county: \vise Numbcr uffill sizc rcvisiuns: 

Latitude: 36-56-56 Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 63 
Yes[ ] NO[X] Longitude: 82-40-40 time ofthe air suwey? 

I Date of survcy: o2123100 

A S  F0"Str"Eted Revision Olieinrl llesien 

Type of Fill Durablc Rock 

Configuration 

Elcvntions 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Cuntrcll 

Sfnbility 

Sufhvare llnod 
A"alySiS 

Safely Factor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Progelties 

(Foundation) 
I I 

Plueatic Surface I Phrcntit Surface 

crown (it) 2320 
Toe (tt) 2140 

Toe Foundation (O%) 2.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 24.0 

Petimmeler 

Grav. Segregated 

EAME 

SldtiC 1.6 
SCiS1"iC 

Unit Weight (pd) 130 
Friction Angle 33 
Cohesion (psf) 200 

Unit Weight (pco 129 
Friction Angle (deg.) 31 
colleiion ("St) 108 

Construction 

Final Certification Yes i 1 No ] 

If a DRF: did thc photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segxgalion? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Foundation data: PllS 

Dip of rlrata relative to fill: 

Wcrc N O V ' s  witicn 011 t i c  fill? Yes [ j N o  jXi  

Surface drainage coiitrol working properly? Yes i 1 No [ 1 
Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [ I No [ ] 

If active fill. WBS active spoil disposal determined to he on-going? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was diiisposal operation idle (months)? 

FoimdationPrcparution Yes [ J No [ I 
Underdrains Yes [ 1 NO [ I 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Levrl Rcrirw* 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Discernable blvllket or core drwn fmming? Yes [ I No [ 1 
i r  no to above. estimate percentagc: 

l i the fill ii completed. compare die size wilh the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 
Ifflie till is significantly nnallcr, whal is the ream" according to thc documentation 01 inspcctor? 

Fill ~ w f v c e  configuration: Flat 
I3 the fill situated in lmdrlide topogcaphy? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Were there ground cracks obnem,ed on the fill face m benches? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
Numherolhencheson fill: 

VA-95 



LOCatiO" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Lucrtion of 
crack5 ' 

Locntian or 
Depressions 

Location o f  
Erosion Arenr ' 

Locati"" "f 
Ground Bulges' 

Lotation af 
Changes. 

Movement 
Characteristic$ * 

Commcnt. 

2 

3 

Wcrc there depressions on the fill benches? Yei [ 1 NO I 1 (Potential Wnter Depth) 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there areas ofcrusiau on the fill benches'? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 

3 
I 
5 

Were them bulges or huiiiniucky terrain? Ycs 1 1 No [ 1 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were lhere sptings or seeps obsewcd in disposal arcas? Ycs I 1 No [ 1 
1 

2 

4 

5 

Were chwiges i n  vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes I 1 No 1 1 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
~~~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ 

~ ~~~~ 

Did B failure occur on the fill? Yes [ 1 No rxl 
f so, enter the source of' infomarion on the railure: 

Stage ofconstiiiclion during railwe: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench ii 
Length (R) 
Width (A) 

scarp Height (R) 
Depth lo Slip Plane (ft) 
Transport Distwcc (A) 

Kate ofhnnveilient 

Extent of h i l u r c  Movcmcnt 

Cause ofMovement Mass 1 

Mass 2 
Mtas 3 

F -C not rtmcd as of hiipection Repon dated 911 6/99 Fill could m o t  be located during aerial flight 

nderground mining occurred bcnedi the propod fill location in the 1960's 
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C0mPanY:Red River Coal Co.. lnc.  ill: HF-D Date of permit file rcvicw: 12116199 
Prrmit: 1601576 Mine: Black Creek Surface M i n e  Date fill  contruction started: / I  

State: VA W a s  this lill visilcd al ground Icvcl? Yes [ 1 Nu [XI Finished: / I  
County: W i s e  Number of fill size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-87-13 Had the fill bcen reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 63 
timc ol'lhc air survey? Yes[ ] No[X] 

uate of survey: 02/23/00 
Longitude: 82-40-20 

As constructed nevision Orieina1 denim 

Typc of Fill 

Sire of Fill 

surrncc 

Durahle Rock 

Length (A) 1200 
Aica (8crc.d 
Vulumc (mcy) 1,s 

conliguratinn I I 
Crown (ft) 2330 Elevations 
Toe fft) 2170 

Sluprs 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
DKli"age 

control  

Stability 
Analysis 

sorhrare Used 

Safety Factor 

Enginrering 
Pl"pWtieS 

(spoil) 

Enzineering 
Pl"pWticS 

(Foundntion) 

Toe Foundation (%) 3.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 25.0 

Pcnlnctcr 

Grav. Segregated 

REAME 

Static 1 . 5  
Seismic 

Unit Weight (peg 130 
Friction Angle 33 
Cohesion (psi) 200 

Unit Weight (pcfJ I30 
Fr ic t ionhgle  (deg.) 22 
Cohcsion fmfl 634 

I 
Phrentic Surface I 

" .  I 
Phreatic surrace I 

Construction 
I)ucurnentation 

m d  Certifications 

Foundation Reparation Yea [ ] No [ ] 
Undcrdralns Yes [ ] No 1 ] 

SurfaceDraini Yes [ ] NO [ 1 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Final Ccrtificvtiou Yes [ ] No 1 J 

I fa  DRF, did the photogmphs show Ule rock blonkct or C U ~ C  undcrdrain hy gravity scgrcgutiw? Yes [ No [ 1 
Eoundutioa data Pits 

Dip of s m t ~  relative to f i l l  
... were iWVs written on ine fill? Yes j j No jXj 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
Subsiufacc drainage conhol working properly? Ycr [ 1 No [ 1 

If active fill, was amivc spoil disposal dctcrmiiicd to he on-going? Yes [ 1 No [ I 

I 
If spoil disposal rite inactive, hoa  long was dispo~vl operation idle (months)? 

herial  survey 
m d  Ground 
Level Kevirn * 

If il durable rock fill is under construction, 
Appruximatcly 80% disable rock h i  volunrc? Yes [ 1 No i 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain fonning? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
lfno to abovc. estimate percentage: 

lflhe fill is complctcd, C O ~ N C  thc size with the size iii the lamf pre-cornpletioa revision? 
l i the  fill is significantly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation or inmector? 

I'ill sirface c"nfigI'ati0n: 
Is thc fill situated in landslidc topography? Yes [ 1 No i 1 

Were there sound cracks obicrvcd on the fill facc or bcnchcs? Ycr [ 1 No 1 J 
Numbcr of benches on fill: 
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I.OCBti0" "f 
Erosion Areas 

Location O f  

Ground Bulges 

LOcation O f  

SpringrlSPcps 

Location of 
Chsngcn 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Cammentr 

Location Length (ft) W d f h  (ft) Depfh (in) 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill henciiei? Yes 1 1 NO 1 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc there weas of erosion on the fill benched Yes [ I No [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc thcrc bulgcs or hommocky tcnain? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc thmc springs or seeps observed iu disposal ;lieas? Yes [ 1 No I I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color obsencd on till? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur un the iill? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
:f $0. entcr tk SDllrCc of infm"atioll00 the failure: 

Stage of construction during failurc: 
Mass I Mass 2 MISS 3 

Bench I 

L a s h  (fl) 
Width (fr) 

Scaip Height (fi) 
Depfh to Slip Planc (ft) 
Tranipofi Distance (fr) 
Rate OiMovement 

Extent of Failure Movciiicnf 

Causc OfMovomcnt Mass I 
M a s s  2 
M a s 9  3 

F C not sfmed m of 12116199 Fill could not be located during acnill flight 

lnderground mining occoned beneaih the p r o p e d  fill location m the 19608 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

B l a c k  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1601576                       Fill: HF- B 

Permit: 1601576                     Fill: HF- B 
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V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  

B l a c k  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1601576                     Fill: HF– C 

Permit: 1601576                     Fill: HF– C 
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Virginia 
Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke 

Boldcamp Surface Mine 

Permit: 1101537 

Fill: Fill # lB  
Fill: Fill #5 

VA-101 
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~ y p e  of Fill 

size or ~i i i  

surfncc 
Cunfiguratio" 

Elevations 

Sloor$ 
Fill Face (deg.) 24 0 

Perimeter 
Surface Drainage 

Canfrol 
Subsurface 

Conventional Lift 

Length (fl) 1430 
Area (acres) 6.0 
volume (mcy) 0.4 

Flat Flat 

Cruull (a) 1950 
Toe (ft) 1760 

Toc Foundation (96) 16.0 

Drainsee t Undcrdraln 1 
Control I 

Safhvarr Gsed 

Safely Factor 

E"gi"eWi"g 
PlOpWtieS 

(spoil) 

linginccring 
Propertics 

(Fuundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Constructi"" 
Documentation 

and Ccrtiticdiona 

Static 1.6 
SelSmiC 

Unit Weight (pco 125 
Friction Angle 30 
Cohesio,, (psf) 200 

IJnit Wci&l(pcf) 121 
Friction Angle (deg.) 32 
Cohesion (pso I2 

Plireatic Sirrfacc 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Lrvel Review * 

Foiindvtion Preparation Yes [XI Na [ 1 Color 

Undcrdriiins Yes [XI No 1 1 Color 

SurfaceDrains Yes[ I NoIX) 
**ding and Revegetation Yes I I No [XI 

Final Ccrtificatioii Yes [ I No [ I 

If a DRF, did tlw plumgraphs show tlw rock blanket or cum underdrain by gravity Icpcgation'? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Fcudatinc d &  PA 

Dip of rhata relative l o  1111: 

Were NOVr w i w m  01) the fillq Yes ! I Nn !XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes I 1 No [ I 
Sobsu;f*;c drainage cnn:m! working properly? Yes 1 I No [ 1 

If active fill. was active spoil disposal delemined to bc an-going? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site i i i a c t i x  how long WBE disposal operation idie (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construetion, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume'? Yes ! ! No ! I 

Discemablc blvllket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ I 
If no to shove, estimate percentage- 

If the fill is completed. comparc the size with lhe s i x  in the latest pre-completion revision? 
If the fill is rignificaitly smaller. r h a t  i s  the reason according to the docwncntation or iiispector? 

Fill surface configamion: Flat 
Is thc fill siruvfed in landslide topography! YCE 1 No I 

Wcrc there ground cracks observed on the fill face or bcncher? Yes [ I No [ I 
Numbcrofbcncher on fill: 
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LDcstion of 
Cracks 

I.ucation of 
Depressions ' 

Locrti"" of 
Erosion Arenr' 

Location o f  
Ground Bulges' 

LOcatiD" o f  
SpringdiSeeps * 

Locsfinn Of 
Changes' 

hlovemenf 
Characteristics * 

LOVAfi"" Length (it) Width (ft) Drplh (in) 

i 
2 
3 

Were there dcprcrsions 011 the fill benches? Ycr [ j No 1 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there areas of e m i o n  on thc 511 benclm? Yes I ] No [ j (Maximum Gully Depth) 

i 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there biilges or hummucky tcrrvinl Yes [ 1 NO I ] 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were thcrc springi or seeps observed in drsporal areas'! Yes 1 I No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were chanses In vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ I No [ 1 
! 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a hailore occur on Ihe niis Ycs [ j No 1x1 
fro. enter the sourer uiinfomution on the failure: 

Stage of ~onstnictim~ during failure: 

Mnsr I niass 2 \Inns 3 

Bench ii 
Lcnsth (It) 
Width (It) 

Scarp Height (fl) 

Transport Distance (It) 
Dspii, i" Slip Piarrs (fl) 

Rate nfMorern~nl 

E x m i  of Failure Morcmenf 

Cssse of Movemen! Mass I 
Mars 2 
Mass 3 

I1 #lB is a ''zoned ccmcept" fill The ''ifnicfural zone'' near the toe ii compacted ID 4-ioat l i f ts and h e  undadrain i s  wrapped in filter fabric ihe"noniiruciurai"ione TI typical of 
iiableroskfilir SpailaiiaciarrdrithiemornlofhcNortoncoslieam w a ~ i h ~ o ~ l y m a ~ n a l p l a ~ c d i n i i l l l i l B  Pi l l~ lBirrrparl l fediromFi l l# lAbyaroc~vurcropd~vidc  
cording 10 the aerial phorai 
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C 0 m p a V : V i q i n i a  Iron. Coal and Coke F~I I :  Fill # 5 Dalc olpcrmit f i l e  r e v i e w  12108199 
Permit: 1101537 Mine: Boldcamp Surlhcr Mine Date iill c o n h w t i o n  started: 04101199 

State: VA Was this till visited a t  ground level? Yes [ ] No [XI Finished: I /  
County: w i s s  Number ofIill s i x  revisions:  

Latitude: 37-04-34 Had the fill been reclaimed a1 lhc %Smdstonc in overburden: 
mgitude: 82-3041 lime ofthe air survey? Yes[xl  N O [  I 

Dale ol'survey: 02/23/00 

<.""trnl 

Sire "f Pill 

PcimCtCr 

loso  8.0 I 

.._. .... ". 
Subsurface 

Dd"aee 
Control 

Sfabilit). 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Anrlysis 

Eozinrering 

(spoil) 

E"gi.Wi"g 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

r ruperdes 

Phreatic Surface 

Volume (mcr) I .9 

Flat Flat surface 
CdigWst iO" 

lmderdrain 

KEAME 

Static I .6 
SeiSmi' - 
Unit Weight (pcl) 125 

Cuhcriou Ips0 200 

umi Welglll (pcq 123 
Fvic!ion Angle (dcg.) 31 
Cohesion (pa9 37 

I'"ti0" Angle 30 

Phreafic Surface 

ciown (n) 2000 
Toe (it) 1710 

Ele"ati0"S 

Ql".... I Toe Foundation ?%I 17.0 I 

construction 
Documentation 

and certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuartcrl) 
Certificntion Cerhficahon 

Photography 
Type 

FoundutionPreparation Yes1 1 No[  1 
Underdrains Yes [ ] No [ ] 

SuifaceDrains Ycs [ ] No 1 I 
Gradiug andRwegeution Yen 1 I NO 1 1 

FinalCcrtificatian Yes [ ] No  [ 1 

If a DRF, did thc photographs show lhhe rock blankcf or core underdrain by gavity scgrcgution'! Yes I 1 No [ I 

I 
"i." ?o::::dntioz dn!z: . 

Dip of s!ra(a relatirc to fill: 
WPIC NnV's ari t t is om the fill? Ycr ! ] ??o [XI 

Sorfacc drainage c ~ n t i o l  working properly? Yes 1 1 NO [ ] 
Subsiirfacc drainage iootol rorking properly? Yes 1 j No [ ] 

Tractive 511, was airive spoil disposal deimincd to be on-going7 Yes [ 1 No I 1 
If spoil dispoanl sitc inactive, how long was disposal opcmiou idle (months)? 

If B durnhle rock WI i s  under constmction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yer I I No [ I 

Dirccmable blanket or core drain fonning? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
If no lo above, crtlmafe percemge: 

If the till is completed, compare lhc sizc with the size in the l am!  pre-completion revision? 
If the fill is iignificaiitly smaller. what is the reason according to the documciitation 01 iospector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is the fill situated in landsiidc topography'! Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Were lhcir wound cracks observed on lhe fill facc or bcnches! Yes I I No [ 1 
Numbcr of benches on till: 
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LOCafiO" I.rnalh (fl) Width (ft) Depth (in) 
I 

I 
2 

l.OEali0" "f 
springsisreps * 

Location of 
Deprersianr * 

5 

Wcrc thcrc springs or ~ e e p s  observed in disposal arcas? Yes I 1 NO 1 
I 
2 

4 

5 

Location of 
Erosion Arcas* 

1.ocation "f 
Ground Bulees* 

(Polmtinl Water Depth) Were there deprciiivns 011 the till benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

2 

3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on thc fill bcncher? Yes [ 1 No [ ] (Maximum Gully Dcpfh) 
I 

2 

4 
5 

Wcre ihere bulges or hummocky tenain? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 

4 

LoCetiln of 
Changes 

Comment. 

Were changes in veertotion OT spoil cdor  observed on fill? Ycr [ 1 No [ I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a faiiuie occur on me fill? Y e s  i ] No [x j 
If so, enlei the SOUTCC of iiifomafioii on the failure: 

S l q e  of conrmiction diinng failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench i! 
L q t l l  (ft) 
Width (A) 

Scwp Heighl (n) 

Transport Distance (ft) 

- vepin to 3iip Pianc (,=I) 

Rrfz of MO"cniS"t 

Extenl of Failure Movcmcnt 

cause of .M.o.vemsnt >lass 1 

Mass 2 
\lass 3 

ill #S is B "zoned concept" lill. The ' 'mxmral zmc" near the b e  i s  compacted in 4 i w t  lif& and thc underdrain is urappid in Slfsr fabric The"nonifiusNral"rune is typical ddurabl 
8ck fill3 ~Lallowfil145 -'a$ d d e d  II il revismn amroved 10/8/96 Some ponding and erusmn on this frsshly reregelated fill The 1st and 2nd fill faces look rough in the aerial phuius 
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V i r g i n i a  
V i r g i n i a  I r o n ,  C o a l  a n d  C o k e  

B o l d c a m p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101537                     Fill: Fill# 1B 

Permit: 1101537                      Fill: Fill# 1B 
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V i r g i n i a  
V i r g i n i a  I r o n ,  C o a l  a n d  C o k e  

B o l d c a m p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101537                     Fill: Fill# 1B 

Permit: 1101537                      Fill: Fill# 1B 
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V i r g i n i a  
V i r g i n i a  I r o n ,  C o a l  a n d  C o k e  

B o l d c a m p  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 1101537                      Fill: Fill#  5 

Permit: 1101537                     Fill: Fill# 5 

VA-109  
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WEST VIRGINIA 
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WEST VIRGINIA 

Company 
Apogee (or Ainherst) 

Mine Permit Fill 
Anlherst 3A s- 159 -74 #8 

Apogee 

Appalachian Mining, Inc. 

Appalachiaii Miilmg, Inc. 

Battle Ridge Coal I Orgas No. 2 I S-5004-91 I Fill#lA 

Cartwright Valley Fill #3 S-5069-92 #3 

No Mine Identifier S-6034-88 #I 

Alloy #l  S-6009-88 HF #I 

Bluestone Coal Corp 

Bradford Coal Co. 

Bradford Coal Co. I ~ r o w n  Tract I 102-77 I #2 

Poca 11 S-4021-88 #2 

Brown Tract 102-77 HI 

Bradford Coal Co. 

BURCO Resources 

Cannelton, Inc. I Custer Hollow Surface Mine 1 S-78-55 I #1 

Brown Tract 102-77 #3 

East Cazy Surface Mine S-5016-90 K2 

Cannelton, Industries, Inc. 

Chafin Branch Coal Co. 1 I-Iarrys Branch Surface Mine I 180-77 I #1 

Cainielton 9s Surface Mine 61 5-70C Fill #I  

Caternary Coal Cc. I  tanl ley ueritzge ~ui-face M i x  

Colony Bay I No Mine Identifier I s-15-81 I #5 

S-3(!?5-93 I DRF#3 

Chafin Branch Coal Co. 

Chafin Branch Coal Co. 

Cumberland River Coal I No Mine Identifier I s-5027-89 I 112 

Rich For-k of Hal-rys Branch s-5015-86 /?l 

Skillet Creek Surface Operations S-5082-86 Fill #1 

Costain Coal 

Dal-Tex Coal Coii; I BAzbo i i2 Mine I S-5049.91 I Fi!l#5 

Pax No. 5 S-3023-91 #I 

!I? 

Cyprus Kanawha Carp 

w v - 3  

Sycamoie South iMtn Top Job S-6020-89 Ldurel Branch #I  

Eastern Associated No Mine Identifier s - 5 3 - 8 5 #6 

Elkav Coal Co Tower Moiniitain S-5023.93 Flll ff  I 

Evergreen No Mine Identifier S-35-76 # l  



WEST VIRGINIA 

Permit 
s-2019-88 

Fill 
H5 

Company 
Evergreen Mining Co 

11 Fola Coal Co. I No Mine Identifier 

Mine 
Ihiqht-Ink #1 Mine 

High Power Energy 

Hobet Mining, Jnc. 

Independence Coal Co., Inc. 

Twenty Mill Creek Mine #90 

West Ridge 

Tw-ilight MTR Surface Miiie 

I 

Lone Star 

Marrowbone Developnxnt 
(Triad) 

Surface Mine No. 0 

Dingess Tiuxel Mine #! 

Peerless Eagle Coal Co. Lilly Fork Surface Mme 

Pen Coal Corn. Devilstrace Smface Mine 

Rawl Coal Sales & Processing 

I1 Rawl Coal Sales & Processing 

11 co. 

II Co. 

Sprouse Creek Surface Mine 

Mary Taylor Mtn Project 

Red River Coal RRC-Surface Mine Uo 2 

Suzanne Fuels, Iiic Laurel Cieek #l  Mine 

Westmoreland Coal Co. Hampton #47 S-5050-89 K 

11 High Powei Energy I Twenty Mile Crcek Mme #90! S-3026-90 1 S2-X 

s-51-85 I E  

S-5003-90 Fill #i2 + Fill #I  James Creek S-5023-96 

James Coal Co. (River Ridge No. 1 Surface Mine S-5033-87 

S-2002-94 I ~ U l M m m g  I Camp Creek Surface Mine 

11 K & B Coal Co. (after Lionel) I Grace #3 S-3010-86 I 113 

11 K & B Coal Co. (after Lionel) I Grace #3 S-3010-86 I #4 

S-3016-92 

Mingo-Logan I ;y Gap Branch Surface Mine II I #4 S-4013-95 

1) New Land Leasing Co., Inc. I Pax if2 S-3039-91 I VF#6 

S-3021-93 I VF #7 

0-5015-89 I ;12 
/ /  ~rinccss  Beverly j Carbon Fud Tract 

S-5033-88 I Calfs Branch #4 

S-50!!-87 
1 

s-50x9-87 

S-3011-90 

11 TeiTy Eagle Coal c o .  I Little Elk Mine # I  S-3034-88 I Fill#1 



WEST VIRGINIA 

Company 
White Flaine (Mmgo Logan 
Coal) 

Mine Permit Fill 
Surface Mine i i S  S-5066.92 Fill A 

wv-5 
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West Virginia 
Apogee (or Amherst) 

Amherst 3A 

Permit: S-159-74 

Fill: #8 
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Company:  gee (or Amhcrst) Fill: # 8  Date o f  pennit file rcvicw: 10/13/99 
Permit: S-159-74 Mine: Amhcrst 3A DaY iill cuntruction starlcd: 04IOli82 

State: WV Was this fill visited atground Icvrl? Yes [ 1 No [XI Finishcd: n9in4198 
County: Logan Numhcr of till size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-46-15 Had the t i l l  been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in ovciburdcn: 89 
Yes [XI No[  ] Longitude: XI-42-30 time o f  the air survey'? 

Date uf suney:  12/22/99 

Sheaf  Fill 

Type of Fill 

Length ((1) 
Area (acres) 

Duruhlc Rock Chimney 

1100 

.Curface 
Configuration 

Ele~sf ion~ 

SlapeS 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 

Control 
Drainage 

VOlUmC (mcy) 

Flat Flat 

cro\m (ft) 2120 
.roc (A) 1850 

TOE Foundation (%) 10.0 
1 3 1  Face (deg.) 27.0 

penmeter Chininey core 

Grdvily Segregated Chimney Core 

safely Pactor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
PrOpEltifS 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
rruperties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Unit Weight (p0 
Frictinil Angle 
Cohesion (psi) 

Unit 'Tciglit (pd) 
Fnction Angle (deg ) 
Cohesion (pi0 

construction 
Documcntstim 

and Certifications 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

FoundalionPicpvrvtioi, Yes I ] N o  [XI 82i2 Culor 
Underdrains Yca [ ] No 1x1 9312 Color 

surface D ~ ~ D S  Y ~ S  i 1 NO ixi 9hl2 Color 

(?ding and Rcvcgetafion Yes [ ] No [XI 9711 Color 
Find Certification Yes! ] No !XI 98/? Cnlnr 

If a DW, did the photographs show thc rack blanket or corr undcrdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ I No [ ] 
%;z&:!ia:: dzrz: I.YIIE 

&,.... 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

wsm NOVS wi!Icn nn the 6!!? Ye3 [ 1 "0 [ ] 

Surface drainaee control working tmnerlv? Ycs I I No 1 1 
C. , ~ . .  . I  

Suhsu;facce draimgc coiiim: worklilg proper:>? Yes [ ] No i j 
If active fill, was aciiue spoil disposal determined to he on-going? Yes 1 1 No [ ] 

Ti spoil disposal site inactive, h o r  long ~ n j  disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approrimatcly 80% durable rock by volumr? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Ycs [ ] NO [ 
If In0 to ahore. estimate pcmcntage: 

l f the  fill i s  completed, compare the size with lhe sizc iii the latest pre-~~mplet i~n rc\lsion? SWIe 

Fill surface conliguiaiion: Flat 
1s the fill sihiated in landslide topogaphy? Yes 1 1 NO [ ] 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or hcnchcs? Yes [ ] NO [ ] 

lithe fill is significantly smrllcr, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Numher of hcnchcs on fill: 10 

wv-9 



Location Lenzth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Locnfio" "f 
c,nclis' 

LoCstidn "f 
Depressions ' 

Locatill" of * 
Erosion Arras 

~ ~ ~ ~ t i ~ n  or 
Ground Bulges* 

Localion Df 

Chnngcr ' 

MDvPment 
ChnrnctcristiCS * 

2 

3 

Were there clcprcssions on the fill benches? Ycs [ 1 No I 1 (Potential Wnfcr Depfb) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there areas orerosion on the fill benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or hiunmocky tcrraio'? Yes j ] No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were thcre springs or seeps obinvcd in disposal areai? Yes I ] No [ ] 

Dcscribe location of seep 
I 
2 
3 
4 

Were changes in vcgctatian or spoil cdor  obscrved on fill? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Didafailvreoccuranthcfii l? Yes[ 1 N o [  1 
f so. enter the source ofinfannation on the failure: 

Mass 3 



W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p o g e e  ( o r  A m h e r s t )  

A m h e r s t  3 A 

Permit: S-159-74                    Fill: # 8 

Permit: S-159-74                     Fill: # 8 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p o g e e  ( o r  A m h e r s t )  

A m h e r s t  3 A 

Permit: S-159-74                    Fill: # 8 

Permit: S-159-74                     Fill: # 8 
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West Virginia 
Apogee 

Cartwright Valley Fill #3 

Permit: S-5069-92 

Fill: #3 

WV- 13 
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TYP or F ~ I I  

Sheaf  Fill 

S"rfa<e 
cOnfig"rati0" 

Elcrntionn 

Slopes 

I . I 
Surface Drainage 

control Penmeter Pel% C t Cr 

Subsurface I I 

Durablc Rock Durable Rock Lhrable Rock 

2860 Lcngth (ft) 2860 
154.0 Area (acres) 154.0 
23.9 Vololne ("ICY) 23 9 

Flat Flat 

2200 crowm (ft) 2200 

7.0 Toe Foundation ("A) 7.0 

1340 Toe (ft) 1340 

19.0 Fill Face (dec.) 190 

Orlinage 
Cuntrol 

Stability 

Software Used 
Analysis 

Safety Fretor 

%"ginrrring 
PropUtiCS 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
Pruperiies 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

construction 
DOC"IlW"fPti0" 

and Cellificatiann 

Gravity Segregated Gravity Segregated 

REAM€ REAM€ 

1 . 5  static 1.5 
1.2 scisrnic 1.2 

136 Unit Wcight (pet) 136 
37 F t i c t i o n h g l c  37 

0 Cohesion @sf)  0 

121 Unit Weight (pi) I21 
37 Fiicfion Angle (deg.) 37 

0 Cohesion (psi) 0 

NOlE None 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

.4ppl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
C&if iCat iO" certification Type 

FaundationPrcparafioa Yes [XI No [ ] 9411 Copies 

Surfacebains Yes [XI No [ ] 9612 CUPiCS 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [XI No I 9913 Copies 

Underdrains Yes [XI No [ ] 9813 Copies 

Final C e n i h i i o n  Y e s  1x1 No [ ] 8411 Copies 

If a DRI, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Ycs 1x1 No [ 1 
foundation data: Pits 

.Tooward Fill 

Were NGY'r wrinen on rile fiiii Yes [Xj NO i j 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Suhswfacace drainage control working properly? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Yes [ ] No [XI 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

If active t i l l ,  was active spoil disposal determined to be 0"-going? 
If spoil disposal Site inactive. how lung was disposal operation idle (nmntl~s)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yci [ 1 No [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ I No [ 1 
Ifno to abovc, crtimate percentage: 

lfthe fill is completed. compare the size with thc size in thc latcst pre-completion revision? 
If the fill i s  significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
I s  the f i l l  situated in landslide lopopaphy? Yes [ 1 No [ I 

Were there Found cracks observed on the fill face or bcnchcr? Ycr [ 1 No [ 1 
16 Numbcr of bcncher on f i l l  

WV-15 



1.otrtion "f 
rracli5 

Location O f  
Depressions ' 

Location of 
Erosion Arcar ' 

Location of 
Gl"""ll Bulgesi 

Location of 
SpringdSeeps * 

Location of 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

comments 

LOG3tiCb" Length (ft) \Vidth (ft) Depth (in) 

3 

Were Iliere depreisiona on thc fill bcnchcs? Ycs [ 1 No [ I (Potential Wnter Depth) 

2 
3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcre there bulges orl~ummoc!q terrain? Yes [ 1 No I 1 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc Uicrc springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 Nu [ 1 
I 
2 
3 
J 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on till? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

Did B failure occur on the fiil? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If so, enter the S O I ~ C C  of informafioii on the failure: 

Sfagc of constructioii during failure: 
Mass I >lass 2 Maas 3 

Bench # 

Lalgih (fl) 
Width (ftl 

Scarp Height (I?) 

Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 
Trsnsport Distance (A) 
Rate ofM0"emenf 

Exlenl of Failwe Movrmcnt 

Cause ofMovemeiif Mass I 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

~~rlMinedon~irmitO~~1~rfru~iurconri fcwaripoi ld i ipoia l f"orad,o ining~ermits  Chilfonreamwu~fGmmalinuir,nityofhll bufdoernornppeartobeunderthEflllaro: 
late NOY issued for downitream flooding but s f o m  evcnt believed to be greater that IOyri24hr event 

wofilli hsvebeonmorpedinoonahllafbenrhi(i  



W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p o g e e  

C a r t w r i g h t  V a l l e y  F i l l  # 3  

Permit: S-5069-92                  Fill: # 3 

Permit: S-5069-92                   Fill: # 3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p o g e e  

C a r t w r i g h t  V a l l e y  F i l l  # 3  

Permit: S-5069-92                  Fill: # 3 

Permit: S-5069-92                   Fill: # 3 
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West Virginia 
Appalachian Mining, Inc. 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: S-6034-88 

Fill: #1 

WV-19 
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Company: Appalachian Mining, Inc. Fill: # I  Date ofpermil file review: 10/14/99 
I 'eimit:  S-6034.88 Mine: NIA Date fill coiitrwtion started: I /  

County: Kanawha Number offill size revisions: 1 

84 

Stnte: wv Was this f i l l  visitcd at ground level'? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 Finished: 06/10/94 

Latitude: 38-20-36 llad the fill bcen reclaimed at the %Sandstone in ovcrburden: 

ongitude: 81-27-40 
Yes[S]  No1 ] time of thc air survey? 

Date of survey: I2/20199 
As constructed RWiSi"" Oridnal desien 

constmctian 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Type of Fill 

S i p  of Fill 

~~ 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 
Underdrains Yes[ I NO [XI 9313 NOIE 

Sorface Drains Yes [ 1 No [XI 9313 None 
Grading aidfievegetation Yes [ ] No [XI 

Final Certification Yes 1x1 No I I 6194 

surface 
C"nfig"mti0" 

Elrvations 

S1opcr 

Surface Drainage 
COnlml 

SubsurEace 

Contra1 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safeh. Factor 

Drainage 

Engineering 
Prapertifs 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Rolicx * 

Chimney Chiinmy 

4400 Lcngth (ft) 4600 
Arca (acres) 

5.6 Volume (1"Cy) 

Pllt  ma, 
I 

. 
I 

1175 c rows  (ft) 1250 
975 Toe(*) 975 

2.7 Toe Foundation (%) 2.7 
27.0 Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 

Chimney Core Chimney Corc 

Chimney Core Chimney core 

RE- I 
Slalic 1.6 
S<iSl"i' 

Unit Weight @cf) 112 
Fticlion Anglc 35 
Cohesion (pnf) I 

Unit Weight (pd) 91 
Frictimi Angle (deg.) 30 
Cohesion (psi) 1 

None 
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1.0LltiO" of 
C r x k  * 

Location Of 
Deprernion~ * 

Lacation Of 
Erosion Areas* 

Lol-rtion of 
Gruuml Bulges * 

Lucation of 
SpringsiSeep. * 

Socatiuc of 
Changer ' 

Locrtian Length (fl) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

Were there depressions 011 thc fill benches'! Yes [ 1 No 1 1 (Potential Wntcr Depth) 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

(Maximum Gully Depth) Wcie thcrc areas of erosion on the fiil bcnchcs? Yes [XI No I ] 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were thcrc bulges orl i i irnrn~~ky terrain? Ycr [ I No 1 I 
1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or seep3 observed in dirposvl wcas? Yes [XI No [ ] 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc changes ict vegetation or spoil c d m  obierved on fill? Ycs [XI No [ 1 

Movement 
Chrracteristics * 

wv-22 



W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p p a l a c h i a n  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-6034-88                  Fill: # 1 

Permit: S-6034-88                   Fill: # 1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p p a l a c h i a n  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-6034-88                  Fill: # 1 

Permit: S-6034-88                   Fill: # 1 
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West Virginia 
Appalachian Mining, Inc. 

Alloy #I 

Permit: S-6009-88 

Fill: HF #I 

WV-25 
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Locntid" of 
Cracks * 

Locatiun of 
Depressions * 

Loatin" of * 
Erosion Arras 

Location Of 

Craund Bulges* 

Larnti"" nf 
Chnngcn' 

Movement 
ChnrnctclirticS * 

LOCati"" Length (ft) Width (ft! Depth (in) 

2 

3 

Were thcrc depressions nn the fill benches? Yes [ ] NO 1x1 (Potential water D ~ ~ ~ N  

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there areas oferosion on the fill benches? Ycs [ 1 No [XI (\Inximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ ] No [ x ]  
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

WL-IC there springs or seeps obscrved iii disposal areas? Yes [ ] No 1x1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were cliange~ in rcgctvtion or spoil color obscrvcd 011 fill? Yes I 1 No k ]  

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occiir on the fill? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
f so. enter the source of information on the failure: 

Stage of conrtmctioii during failurc: 
Maia 1 M l S S  2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

Lcngl? !"! 
Width (ft) 

Scarp Ilcight (ft) ,.... ,... ->:. ",... /<./ Yrrlrr ," .,,,,, . ,,,, 
Trvllrpoit Distance (ft) 
Rate of Movement 

Extent of Failure Movement 

CaascofMovement Mass 1 

M a s  1 
Mass 3 

:rial photos nhaw adjacent backfill B ~ O R  with an old failurs rurfass and loe of erosion un xt 

:vision iOB, approvod 10119194, complsfely changed the iill configuration, size. V O I U ~ P ,  and 10cafi0n Mafend volume WBP ~igniiicantly redus4 If was changd from B duiabto roc1 
I to 8 conventtonill fill with rack chimney mrc 

I1 face dope memximmt!  ~n field 1 5 %  from toe to f i r s  bsnsh, 10% from l i r s l  bench fo fop of 611 

W - 2 8  



W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p p a l a c h i a n  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

A l l o y  # 1  

Permit: S-6009-88                    Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: S-6009-88                  Fill: HF# 1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
A p p a l a c h i a n  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

A l l o y  # 1  

Permit: S-6009-88                    Fill: HF# 1 

Permit: S-6009-88                  Fill: HF# 1 
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West Virginia 
Battle Ridge Coal 

Orgas No. 2 

Permit: S-5004-91 

Fill: Fill #1A 

WV-3 1 
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Type of Fill 

Sire of Fill 

S " r f X C  

Configuration 

El~va t ianr  

Slopes 

Surface Diainagc 
contra1 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

A S  ConSfructed Revision Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Lcnyh (A) 2070 3300 
Area (acres) 166.7 
Volume (mcy) 21.4 

CO"CW* Flat 

crown (ft) I550 1450 
Toe (ft) 1015 lonu 

Fill Face (deg.) 15.0 15.0 
Toe Foundation vh) x.n 8.0 

Pmmetcr Perimeter 

Gmvity Segregated Crrvity Segngatcd 

REAME SR siope 

Static 
SCiS1"iC 

Engineering 

(SPUil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phrentic Surface 

Pruperties 

1.9 
I .6 

Unit Wcight fpf)  I35 135 

Cohesion (psi) 200 0 

Unit Weight (pct) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psf) 

Friction Angle 36 36 

P-0.05 None 

1.7 I 
1.3 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Appl. Phase AppLQuartcrly Photography 
Certification certification TYPP 

Fuunda~iunPrcparation Yes [ j No [ J 

Underdrains Yes [XI NO 1 1 9113 Copier 

SurfaceDrains Yes [XI No [ 1 9212 Copies 
Gtading mdRevcgctation YCE [ j No [ j 

Final Ce-ifi;u:irn YCE 1 j NO [ I 

I f a  DRF, did the photovaphs show the rack blanket or core underdrain by gnviry segregation? Yes [XI No 1 1 
Foundauo" data: Fits 

Dip of strata relative to fill: . -. ,,. ~ . Ir ,J"" 5 M I l i l e r r  on the 612 Ycr ["j N O  [ j 

Surface dminagc control w o r h g  pmperly? Yes [XI No 1 1 
Subsurface drainage ~onfml  working properly? Yes [ j No [ j 

Yes [ I No [XI If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

/ a  durable rock till is undcr construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume'? Yes 1 ] No [ ] 

lfno to above, estimate percentage. 
Discemable blanket or C O ~ C  drain foming? Yes [ j NO I ] 

Iflhc fill is completed. compare the size with the ske in the latest pre-completion revision? 
Ifthe fill is significmfly imaller, what i s  the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: CO"Ca,'e 

l i t h e  fill situated in landslide topography? Yes I 1 No [ I 
Wcrc there ground cracks obienred on the fill face or benches? Yes I 1 No [ I 

12 Number of benches on fill: 
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Location of 
Depressions ' 

I . o M ~ ~ ~  or 
Erosion Areas 

Location of 
Springsiseeps ' 

LoCsiion Of 

Changes' 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill bcnchcs? Yes I 1 No I 1 (Potential Wnfrr Depth) 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there wear oferosion on the f i l l  bencliei? Ycr [ ] No [ (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

5 

Wcrc thcre bulges 01 hummocky terrain? Yes [ ] Nu [ ] 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were thcrc springs or seeps observed in dispmal area? Ycr 1 ] No [ J 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were cliange~ in vegetation or spoil color observed on till? Yes I ] No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did o failure occu on the til!? Yes 1 1 No 1 ] 
fro, enter the SOYW ofinfunnation oiiilie failure: 

s age  or ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ t i ~ ~  during fuiioiC: 
h f m  1 Mars 2 hlass 3 

Bencb !4 

Length (V 
Width (A) 

ScupHeig!it (A) 
Depth to Slip Plane (A) 
Trampon Di~tance (A) 
xatc of:Marmc,ri 

Extent of Failure Movrment 

cause "iM0"cl"elli Mass i 
M n s s  2 
Mass 3 

m I s C B m i  iiBlocl,OrigInalfllliil  viermodiflcdro~woiqaraiefll l i innuguit97, Somepondingonbsnshciii6.7.8 andunoarcmlernF6ll. T*_nhllrr~paraiodbynridgemad , I A  slnaiicrfii i 3  nat 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
B a t t l e  R i d g e  C o a l  

O r g a s  N o .  2  

Permit: S-5004-91                   Fill: Fill# 1A 

Permit: S-5004-91                    Fill: Fill# 1A 

WV-35  



W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
B a t t l e  R i d g e  C o a l  

O r g a s  N o .  2  

Permit: S-5004-91                   Fill: Fill# 1A 
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West Virginia 
Bluestone Coal Corp. 

Poca 11 

Permit: S-4021-88 

Fill: #2 (No Photo) 

wv-37 
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Type of Fill 

Size  of  Fill 

Chimney Chimney 

390 Length (R) 
1.6 Area (acres) 

CPrtifiCltiO" CertitiCatiO" T w  

FoundationPrepvrvtion Yes 1x1 No [ 1 9214 None 
Underdrains Yes [ 1 No [ 1 N O E  

surrace~r;lmr ~ ~ ~ 1 x 1  N O I  1 9612 NOW 

Grading and Rcvcgetafioii Yes I 1 No w] 9711 None 
Final Certification Yes 1 ! No! 1 

I 
I fa  DKI, did the p h o t o p p h s  show the rock blanket 01 core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ 1 NO [XI 

Fomdation "!a: 1."~1. 

Lcft Flhak High TawardFill 

Wrrr NOVr rri!!m on the t i l l ?  Yes 1x1 No 1 ] 

Surfacc drainage contrill working properiy? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 
Subsurface diai;;age con!rcl uwkiking propcdy? Yes : 1 NO I i 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal delermincd to bo on-going'? Yes I I No [ I 

M-"" 

Dip 01 stmu iclafive to t i l l  

If spoil disposal rite inactive, haw long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 NO I I 

Disccmvble blanket or core drain forming? Y c i  [ 1 No I I 
If no lo above, cslirnatc percentage: 

If the fill i s  completed, compare thc size with the size in the latest p~-complefion revision? 
lfrhe t i l l  is sgnificantly ~ m r l l ~ r .  what is the reuon according to the documentation or iospector? 

~ i i i  iurrace configuration: 
Is the till wuated in landslide topography'! Yes 1 I NO 1 1 

Weic thcrc ground cracks obierred on the dl1 face or bcnchen? Yes 1 1 NO I 1 
Niimbcr ofbcnches on fill: 

390 I .6 I 
Volume ( m y )  

Concave Flat 

2450 C r o w  (ft) 2450 

S"rfXC 
C""iig"Mi0" 

Elevatiunr 
2355 Toc(ft) 2355 

8.0 Toc Ikmdation (%) 8.0 Slopes 
22 0 Fill I'acc (dee.i 22.0 

I , ", J 
Surface Drainage 

Control Chimney Core Chimney Core 

Subsurface I I 
Dininage I Chiinnev Core Chimncv Corc I 

CO"f7Ol 

Sfability 
Analysis 

Sofhvnre llred 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
PIol,ellies 

(spoil) 

Eagi3eeiing 
PrOpPrtiCS 

(Foundation) 

Phreit ie  Surface 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pcq 
Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

LJnll Weight @ct j  

Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (pst) 

COnStrvction 
Documentation 

and CertifiCBtions 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
I.evel Review 
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1.scrtion of 
Cracks 

Location "f , 
UeprCSSi0"S 

Lacntion "f , 
Erosion Aiesn 

Location of 
Ground Bulges 

Lucation of 
SpringdSeepn 

iucaliun o t  
Changes 

Movement 
Characterintics ' 

Comments 

Location Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 
3 

Wcre thcrc depressions on the till benches? Yes [ j No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion mi the fill benches? Y e s  [ 1 No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 

4 

Were there bulges or hummockyterrvin'? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there springs or secps obscwed in disposal wear? Yes [ 1 No I 1 
I 
2 

4 

5 

Were tihangcs in vegetation or spoil color obsemcd on fill? Yes [ I No [ 1 

6 

Did a fhliure occur an thc fill7 Yes 1 I NO I 
:so: entcr the source of information on the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 
Mars 1 M I S S  2 Mans 3 

UCDCh d 
Let& im 
Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (fI) 

Dcpth to Slip Plane (A) 

Tranrpon Distance (fl) 
Rate o:Mwcac,~: 

Extent of Faihre Movement 

cause "fl"foVe7nC"t M l E E  i 

niass 2 
\lass 3 

ial scams Pocahontni #I I.  Pacaliontan f l2 .  No debiyn found in psmir  All c"8"ioering pmpm~es w r e  lef l  blank on form, State NOVr issued for llfrn &ream than 1 fesf 
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West Virginia 
Bradford Coal Co. 

Brown Tract 

Permit: 102-77 

Fill: #1 (No Photo) 
Fill: #2 
Fill: #3 
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EP-AM 

0SZ I 0 6  
0 5 2  
0 6  

1 iE 
OPE 

L Z  
OP9 



LOCatiO" Lcngth (Ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were t l m e  depressions on the fill brnchcs' Ycs I 1 No I 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
I 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Werc thcrc vieas of erosion on the fill henches? Yes [ ] No [ j (Maximum Gully Depth) 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were thcrc bulges or h o m m o c b  termin? Yes I ] No [ ] 
1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or seeps obsewed in disposal areas? Ycs [ ] No 1 J 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcre changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Y e s  [ I No [ ] 

i 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did n failare occur 011 the fill? Y e s  [ ] No [ ] 
f so. enter lhe S O U T C ~  ofinformation on the failure: 

Stage of construction durbg failure: 
i Mars 2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

imgtb iiii 
Width (ftj 

S c q  Heigbf (it) 
Deplh 10 SlipPlane (flj 
Transpon Diiwncr (A) 
ht' of :*:ov-eiiieii: 

Extent of Failure Movement 

cause oi:rio\rrrrcnt >lass i 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

>ill J F ~  #j Block, No design c r i l 6 a  found ik i  permit Pcrmir irrued in 1977 duting intrrim pmsrxm One r~viiian to permit to chanse from 4 root lift lo 50 imf lies 
w e r  five tiffs were p d a w  and likely h n c  no OSM~umdisfion 

1 photography rvailabio 

 ti^^ or 
Cracks' 

Location of 
Erosion Areas* 

 ti^^ "r 
Ground Bulges * 

Location O f  

SpringnlSeep. * 

iornt ion "f 
Changes* 

Movrmcnt 
Charnctcrinticn * 

commmts  
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Company: Bradford Cad Co. Fill: t/ 2 Date ofpermit file review,: 10119199 
Mine: Bro\m 'Tract Dalc lill contructiun started: I /  Permit: 102.77 

State: wv Was this fill visitcd at ground level? Yes [ 1 Nu [x] Finished: 09/01/89 
County: noone Number offill size revisions: 

llad the 1711 been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? Ycs[Xl N o [  ] 

%Sandstone in overburden: 84 Latitude: 38-06-40 

Longitude: 81-35-58 

T y ~ e  of Fill 

She  of Fill 

S"rfdCe 

Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Date of survcy: 12/21/99 

As constructed RWiSiO" nriYinai de<ian 

Chimney Chimney Chimney 

1585 Length (ft) 1585 I 5 8 5  
26.7 Area (acres) 26.7 26.7 

Volume (my )  

Flat Flat 

1410 crown (n) 1410 1410 
1010 Toe(r1) in io  I010 

23 0 Fill Facc idce.l 21.0 n 
6.0 Toe Foirndation (") 6.0 6.0 

Control Chimney core Chimney Core Chimney core 

Drainage 
Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

SolLwnre llred 

Safety Factor 

Chimney Core Chimney Core 

Gther Olher Other 

static 
SCiSmiC 

propcrtier 
(Foundation) 

E"pi"eerillg 
Properties 

(spoil) 

I .. . I 
Phreatic Surface I 

TJnit Weight (pco 
Friction Angle 
Cohesion (pit) 

construction 
Documentation 

and Crrtificatiann 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

~~~ 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
certificatiun CertiflCaliO" Type 

Foundutiou Preparation Yes 1 ] No [ j None 

Surface Drains Yes 1x1 No [ ] 8012 None 
Grading and Revegetation Yes 1 ] No [XI 89/12 None 

FinalCertlfication Yes! ] N o [  ! NOIW 

Underdrains Yes 1 1 NO [ ] 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core undcrdrain by gravity segregation? Ycs ] No [ ] 
.I.. 1 Y " U r  r >".:-.. A"*". 

I " I I Y Y L . I I " I I  YYLL. .  

Dip of strata d a t i v e  10 fill: Righl Flank Iligh Toward Fill 

we, NOPE w5tti:: O n  ths fill? Yes [ ] I.!C [X] 

Surface dranagr control working propmly? Yes 1 ] No 1 ] 
Subsudaci drainage control working propcriy? Yes 1 j No 1 j 

If act iw t i l l ,  was mivc  spoil dispowl determined to be on-going? Yes 1 1 NO I 1 
If iimil disposal site inactivc, how loiig was disposal operation idlc (months)? 

If a durable rockfill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by vulumc? Yes [ ] NO 1 I 

Disccrnablo blanket or cove drain forming? Yes [ 1 NO I 1 
lfno to above, estlmatc percentage: 

Ifthe fill is  coinpiered, compare thc sizc with the size in die latesl pre-completion revision? 
If thc fill is rigniticantly smaller, what is the ressoii according 10 lhe documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 
1s the fill riruated in landsiidc topography'? Yes 1 ] No [ ] 

Were there ground cracks observed on lhe till facc or bcnches! 
Numbcr of benches on fill: 

Yes 1 1 No I 
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Locatinn of 
cracks*  

Lorati"" o f  
nepressions 

1.o.rtiun of 
Eruaiun Areas* 

LOCltiO" "f 
Ground Rulgrs* 

I.0crtion of  
Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

Locati"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I 
2 
3 

Wcrc there depressions on tlic fill benches? Yes  [ 1 No [ I (Potential Witrr Depth) 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were Umc =ear of erosion on Uie fill benches? Yes [ 1 No 1 1 (Mnrimum Gully Depth) 

2 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were (here springs or seeps obicrvcd iii diqoivl  areas? Ycs [ 1 No [ I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were changes ~n vegctnfion or spoil color obscrvod on fill? Yes 1 1 No 1 I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a railure occur on the fill? Yes [ 1 No I 
f so, enfm the ~ o u r n o  of information on tlic failure: 

Stage o f  construction during failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench ii 
Lzxgth (f!) 
Width (ftl 

Scarp Height (ft) 
yc!,,,, I" .,up rlllllc I,,, -..,~ .. ~ 

Iranspoit Distance (ft] 
Rate of Movement 

Extent orFailurc Movement 

Cause of Moumcnt Mass I 
Mnsr 2 
H a S S  3 

osl seam !45 Block No design criterla found in pcrmil Permit issued m 1977 during interim pr08rarn One rcvi~mn lo permlr Lo chdnec from 4 foot liff lo 50 Coot lies 

8netreccifabliihedun % offillface Yolunteertreeionofhcr % d l 7 1 1  (Look ronthesmund) 
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Company: BradfOrd Coal Co. 

Permit: 102-77 

State: WV 

County: Boone 

Latitude: 38-06-40 

!Longitude: 81-35-58 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surlace Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software !:sed 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

I 

Fill: # 3 

,\line: Brown Tract 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As construded 

Chimney 

1220 Length (ft) 

22.4 Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 

Flat 

1420 Crown (ft) 
1020 Toe (ft) 

14.0 Toe Foundation(%) 

23.0 Fill Face (deg.) 

Yes [ J No [X] 

Yes[X) No[] 

12120199 

Revision 

Chimney 

1220 

22.4 

1420 

1020 

14.0 

23.0 

Date of permit file review: 

Date 1111 contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

I 0119199 

I I 

09101/89 

84 

Chimney 

1220 

22.4 

Flat 

1420 

1020 

14.0 

23.0 

Chimney Core Chimney Core Chimney Core 

Chimney Core Chimney Core 

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

Other 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pet) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Yes [ No[ 

Yes[] No[ 

Yes [XJ No [ 

Yes[] No[X1 

Yes[ 1 No[ 1 

Appi.Quarterly 
Certification 

80/2 

89!12 

Other 

Photography 
Type 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

If a DRF. did the photographs show the rock blanket or (;Ore underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes[ 1 No[ 1 

Foundation data: None 

Dip of strata relative to fill: Right Flank High Toward Fill 

Ufere NOV's written on the till? Yes [ 

Surface drainage control working properly? 

Subsurface drainage contro\ working properly? 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Yes [ 

Yes [ 

Yes [ 

No[XJ 

No[ 
No[ 

No[ 

Other 

I 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Approximately 80%, durable rock by volume? Yes [ 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 

No[ 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ J No [ 1 

If the fill is completed, compare the size \\'ith the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No [ 

Were there grotmd cracks obseJVed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 

Number of benches on fill: 
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LOU3fi"" I.ength (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Locnti"" O f  
Cracks 

1,ucation of 
Depression$ * 

Lucrtion of 
Erosion .4reas * 

I.oerti"n "f 
Ground Bulges 

M0VCmC"t 

Characteristics * 

Commcnts 

2 

3 

Were tlicrc depressions on thc fill benches! Yes 1 1 No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there arcas of erosion on the fill bcnchci? Yes [ 1 No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

4 

5 

Were tlmc bulges or hummocky tcrrain? Yes [ j No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there $pings or seeps observed in dirporai areas? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Wcrc changer (11 vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yei 1 I No [ ] 

Did a failure occur on the tiit! Yes 1 1 N o  [ ] 
If so, enter the source of information on the failurc: 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
B r a d f o r d  C o a l  C o .  

B r o w n  T r a c t  

Permit: 102-77                          Fill: #2 

Permit: 102-77                          Fill: #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
B r a d f o r d  C o a l  C o .  

B r o w n  T r a c t  

Permit: 102-77                          Fill: #3 

Permit: 102-77                          Fill: #3 
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West Virginia 
BURCO Resources 

East Cazy Surface Mine 

Permit: S-5016-90 

Fill: #2 
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I 

Company: BUR CO Resources 

Permit: S-5016-90 

State: WV 

County: Boone 

Latitude: 37-55-25 

Fill: # 2 

Mine: East Cazy Surface Mine 

Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes [ No [X] 

Date of pennit l1\e review: 

Date fill contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

10107199 

01/01191 

I I 

79 
:Longitude: 81-42-40 

Had the till been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? Yes [ ] No [X] 

12121199 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Er.gineedng 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

I 

I 

Date of survey: 

As constructed Re,·ision Original design - -

Durable Rock 

Lmgth (ft) 4800 
Area (acres) 113.0 
Volume (mcy) 40.7 

Concave Flat 

Crown (ft) 1780 
Toe (ft) 1170 

Toe Foundation(%) 7.0 

Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 

Center Drain Perimeter 

Gravity Segregated 

REAME 

Static 1.5 
Seismic 1.3 

Unit Weight (pd) 140 
Friction Angle 36 
Cohesion (psf) 0 

Unit Weight (pcf) 135 
Friction Angle (deg.) 36 
Cohesion (psf) 200 

Phreatic Surface 

Appl. Phase Appi.Quarterly Photography 
Certification Certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [X] No L j 91/2 Copies 

Underdrains Yes [X] No[ ] 91/2 Copies 

Smface Drains Yes [XJ No[ ] 98/4 Copies 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [ J No[ 

Final Certification Yes [ ] No[ 

Jfa DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [X] No [ J 

Foundation data: Text, Pits 

Dip of strata relative to fill: Toward Fill 

Were NOV's written on the fill? Ye-s [X} No [ 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] 

Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [ 1 
If active fill, was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? Yes [X] 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Disceruable blanket or core drain fmming? Yes L J 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason accon.Jing to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [ 

Were there ground cracks obsetved on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 

Number of benches on fill: 

WV-53 

No[ 

No[ 

No[ 

No[ 

No[ 

No[ ] 
No[ ] 

II 
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Location 
Crack! 

Locatinn O f  

Erosion Areas 

 ti^^ or 
Ground Bulges 

Movement 
Characteristic. 

Comments 

Location Length (ft) Width (St) Ihpth (in) 

2 

3 

Were lhere depressions on thc 511 benchca? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Potential Watcr Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the till benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or huiaeiocL~ fenuin? Yes [ ] NO j ] 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there springs or weps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] Nu [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changcs i~ vcgctatlon or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ I NO I 1 
If S", em- thc sowce of infannation 0x1 the h lure :  

Stage of consrmction during failure: 
Mans I Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench k 

Length 3 
Width (ft) 

ScqHeighf  (ft) 
Depin 10 Siip Plane (ftj 
Tanspon Distance (ft) 

aa te  nf Mmi-ent 

Extent ofFailure Movement 

czusc o i ~ ~ ~ e m e n :  nc;ss 1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

earns mined QS Block, Umer StocMon. Lower Stackton, Coalburg, .Middle Smckton, Cedar Gmve berm wm UIG mined on this ~ c m i f  \\ling dumpin8 propsed as the consmction 
lethod, 

over I C I ~  bfnclier rcclaimed upper three h m c h o  under c ~ n i f r u c f i ~ n  Appcw. to bc wing dumping on ri&i flank of fill 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
B U R C O  R e s o u r c e s  

E a s t  C a z y  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5016-90                  Fill: # 2 

Permit: S-5016-90                   Fill: # 2 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
B U R C O  R e s o u r c e s  

E a s t  C a z y  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5016-90                  Fill: # 2 

Permit: S-5016-90                   Fill: # 2 
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West Virginia 
Cannelton, Inc. 

Custer Hollow Surface Mine 

Permit: S-78-55 

Fill: #1 
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Company: Cannelton, IIIC. Fill: 1 Date ofpermit tile review 10/19/99 
Permit: S-78-85 Mine: Custer Hollow Surface Mine Dale fill Contruction started: 04/01/88 

state: wv Was I l l i s  lill visited at ground level? Yes [ ] No [XI Finished: 10/13/90 
County: Kanawha Number offill size revisions: 

Latitude: 38-11-58 Had the fill heen reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 52 
timc of the air survey? Yes[ I N o [  I Longitude: 81-22-14 

Date of  survey: 12/31/99 

AS cOnStrucfrd HWiliO" Olieinnl desien 

Type ofFill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
configuration 

Elevations 

S1opcr 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 

Salhvare llsed 

Safety Factor 

A"alySiS 

E"gi"Wi"g 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Pl"pe&S 

(Foundation) 

Phmatic Surface 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

2400 Length (ft) 2400 
22.1 Area (acres) 22.1 

Vollllne (1ncy) 

C0"CaVe 

973 c r o w ~ ( f t )  975 
760 ~ o c ( f t )  760 

9 0 Toe Foundation (99) 9.0 
16 0 Fill Face (deg.) 16.0 

Center Drain center Drain 

Gravity Segregated Gravity Scgregnfed 

K c m  REAME 

1.7 Static I .7 
SeiSl"iC 

120 Unit Wcight (pcfl  120 
37 Fnction Angle 37 
0 Cohesion (psf) n 

q j  unit Weight (pcf) 95 
34 Fficfion Angle (deg.) 34 

200 coilerion 200 

None None 

Canntruction 
Documcntation 

and Certiticntianr 

Aerial survey 

Level Review * 
and Ground 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qunrterly Photography 
Certification Cmiflcntion Type 

Foundation Prepvrvfioii Yes L I No [XI None 

Underdrains Yes! ] NO [xi None 
Surface Drains Yes L 1 No [XI N O l E  

Grading and Revcgefation Yes [ I No [XI None 

Final Ceifificafion Yes! NO !X! NO.? 

If &DRY, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by graviry segregation? Yes [ ] No [XI 
F3a:dntio- data: .%%I, !%!a 

Right Flank Hi& Away f rom Fill Dip of strata rclative fO fill: 
Wrri NOV'S wtiilen on !he fill? Y e s  {Xi NO [ 

S w f a ~ c  draiiiagc cum01 working properly? Yes [ 1 Nu [ 1 
Subwrfacc dminwgs c m m l  waking prope:ly? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined 10 be on-going'! Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

i a  durable rock fill is under conStruction, 
Approxiinvtely 80% durable rock by volume? Yes L 1 No L 1 

Disccmable blanket or core drain forming? Ycs L 1 No 1 
If no fn above, estimate percentage: 

Ifthe fill is completed, compare the size wilh the size in the latest pie-completion revision? 
If the fill is significantly smaller, whal i s  the redson according to the docummtntation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 
Is the fill riruafed iii Ihdilide tapography'! Yes I No L I 

Were there growd cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Number ofbnichei on fill: 
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Location Of 
Crack 

Location "f 
D e n r e ~ s i o n ~  * 

LoEatil" Of 

Erosion Areas* 

Lacntion "1 
Ground Bulgcn * 

Location O f  
springn/secps * 

Loce5cn Of 
Changes 

1.ucatiun I.mgth (ft) Width (fl) Depth (in) 

1 

2 
3 

Wcrc there depressions on the fill benches? Yes 1 I No 1 ] (Potential Wnfcr Depth) 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were Uiere arras of ~rosioii on fhc till benches? Yes j ] NO 1 ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were (here bulges or hummocky tcnain? Yes [ 1 N o  I 1 
I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there sptings ur smps obscrvcd iu disposal meus? Y e s  1 1 NO I 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc chunges iii vegetation or spoil color observed on till? Yci [ 1 No I I 

M0Wme"t 
Characteristics 

! 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

D i d  a failure occur on the fill? Ycs [ ] No [ ] 
.f so, enter the m W C e  of information on thc failurc: 

Stage of constrnction during Mure :  
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench 8 

:*iigii, 3 
width (ft) 

Scam Height (ft) 
DCPLil t" siip iiaulr (flj 
'Trransport Distance (ft) 

Rate oIMou~mmt 
Extntcnt of Pailtire Movement 

Cause of Movement Mnss 1 

Mass 2 
hlrss 3 

o d  ~ a r n s .  Upyer Winifrodo Lower Winifred, Coalburg, Storlfon~ Clarion, #S Block, LIG mining accuned under pan of fill site, StateNOY issued far cuntamiiiati~n d r o c X  core 
ilh fmes. 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C a n n e l t o n ,  I n c .  

C u s t e r  H o l l o w  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-78-85                        Fill: #1 

Permit: S-78-85                      Fill: #1 
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B L A N K  P A G E  
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West Virginia 
Cannelton Industries, Inc. 

Cannelton 9s Surface Mine 

Permit: 615-70C 

Fill: Fill #I 
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Company: Cannelton Industries, Inc. Fill: Fill#l Date of permit file review: I 0/06/99 

06/01/78 

ll/Ol/88 

Permit: 615-?0C 

State: WV 

County: Fayette 

Latitude: 38-13-01 

lngitude: 81-17-26 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

SIOJleS 

Surface Drainage 

Control 

Subsurface 

Drainage 

Control 

Stability 

Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 

Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engin~ring 

Properties 
(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surlace 

Construction 

Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 

and Ground 
Le\•el Review* 

I 

I 

Mine: Cannelton 9S Surface Mine Date fill contruetion started: 

Was this flll visited at ground level? Yes [ ] No [X] Finished: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Date of survey: 

As constructed ·-- ------------

Length (ft) 

Area (acres) 

Volume {mcy) 

Concave 

1350 Crown (ft) 
1000 Toe (ft) 

14.0 Toe Foundation (%) 

24.0 Fill Face (de g.) 

Perimeter Center Drain 

Gravity Segregated 

SB Slope 

1.5 Static 

1.2 Sei~mic 

110 Unit Weight (pcf) 

38 Friction Angle 

0 Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Yes [X] No [ ] 

12/20/99 

Revision ---· ------

1300 

33. I 

Concave 

1350 

1000 

14.0 

24.0 

Perimeter Center Drain 

Gravity Segregated 

SB Slope 

1.5 

1.2 

110 

38 

0 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Phreatic Surface Phreatic Surface 

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

Appl. Phase 

Certification 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes fXl No I l 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [X] No[ I 

Appl.Quarterly 

Certification 

87/4 

91/4 

99/3 

91/4 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? 

Fou..tldation data: 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's written on tl1e fill? 

Surface drainage control working properly? 

Subsurface drainage contro1 worki·ng properly? 

If active fill. was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? 

Tfno to above, estimate percentage: 

Discernable blanket or core drain fanning? 

Jf the lill is completed. compare the size with the sil:e in the latest pre-completion reYision? 

Ifthe fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? 

Number of benches on fill: 

WV-65 

Original design 

Durable Rock 

1300 

33.1 

Concave 

1350 

1000 

14.0 

24.0 

Perimeter Center Drain 

Gravity Segregated 

Photography 

Type 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

None 

Yes [XJ No[ l 

Yes [X] No[ ] 

Yes [ 1 No[ ) 

Yes [ 1 No[X] 

Yes [ ] No[ J 

Yes [ l No[ l 

Yes [ I No[ 

Yes [ ] No[ 

4 

Stabil 

1.5 

110 

38 

0 

None 

I 
I 

56 



LOCdiO" Length (fl) Width (fl) Drpll, (in) 

Location of 
Crack! 

Lncation O f  
DfUreESi0"S 

Location O f  

Emsion Areas 

Lacation O f  

Ground Bulges' 

Location of 
SpringriSeep. - 

Lccntiac of 
Chanees 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill bcnc im?  Yes 1 I NO I j (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
z 
3 

4 
5 

Werc lhcrc areas of erosion on the fill benchcs? Ycs [ J NO [ 1 (Maximum Gully Dcpth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were thcre bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ j No ] 

I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there ipnngs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Ycr [ I No 1 1 
I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcrc changes in vegelalion or spoil color observed on f i l l?  Yes [ ] No [ j 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C a n n e l t o n  I n d u s t r i e s ,  I n c .  
C a n n e l t o n  9 S  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 615-70C                     Fill: Fill #1 

Permit: 615-70C                     Fill: Fill #1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C a n n e l t o n  I n d u s t r i e s ,  I n c .  
C a n n e l t o n  9 S  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 615-70C                     Fill: Fill #1 
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West Virginia 
Caternary Coal Co. 

Stanley Heritage Surface Mine 

Permit: S-3035-93 

Fill: DRF #3 
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Company: Caternary Coal Co. 

Permit: S-3035~93 

State: WV 

County: Kanawha 

Latitude: 37-58-50 

ongitudc: 81-28-25 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 

Configuration 

Eleyations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 

Control 

Subsurface 

Drainage 

Control 

Stability 

Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety .Factor 

Engineering 

Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 

Properties 
(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 

Documentation 

and Certifications 

Fill: DRF #3 

Mine: Stanley Heritage Surf~1ce Mine 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Had the t111 been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed ·-- ------------

Yes l ] No [X] 

Yes [X] No [ I 

12/20/99 

Re,·isio 

Date ofpennit t1le review: 

Date fill contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

09/23/99 

07/01/95 

07/31198 

2 

90 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 2350 4500 

Area (acres) 98.0 

Volume (mcy) 4.9 44.0 

Concave Concave Flat 

Crown (ft) 1910 2040 

Toe (ft) 1590 1350 

foe Foundation(%) 17.0 7.0 

Fill Face (deg.) 21.0 21.0 

Perimeter Perimeter 

Gravity Segregated l.rt"avity Segregated 

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pel) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Frit.-tion Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Appl. Phase 

Certification 

Yes [X] No[ 

Yes [X] No[ 

Yes [X] No[ 

Yes [X] No[ 

Yes [X] No[ 

Appl.Quarterly 

Certification 

95/2 

97/4 

98/3 

98/3 

98/3 

Photography 

Type 

Copies 

Copies 

Copies 

Copies 

Copies 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ No[ ] 

Foundation data: 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's written on the fill? Yes [ 

Surface drainage control working properly? Y cs [ 

Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [ 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal dete1mined to be on-going? Yes [ 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Pits. Text 

No[X] 

No[ 
No[ 
No[ 

REA ME 

17 

128 

38 

0 

P-0.05 

[fa durable rock fill is under construction, 
Aerial Survey 

and Ground 

J..eyel ReYiew * 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 

No[ 

Discernable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

Tf the fill is significantly smaller, wlmt is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [ 

Were there b'IOimd cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 

Number of benches on fill· 

WV-71 

Concave 

No[ 
No[ 1 



Location of 
Clacks 

Location of 
Erosion Areas' 

Location of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location of 
SpringsISeeps * 

Location 0: 

Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

comments 

LOCafi"" Length (it) Width (it) Depth (in) 

2 

Were there depressions 011 thc fiil bcnches'! Yes I I No [ I IPotentirl Water Uepth) 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fili benclies? Ycs I 1 No I I (Maximum Gully Depth) 
I 

3 

4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ ] No 1 ] 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcre there springs or seeps observed in disppoiai areas? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in rcgctation or spoil color observed on till? Yes [ I No [ ] 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

Did vfailiire occw on the fill? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 
'f so, enter thc soucc ofinfomation on the failure: 

Stagc of con~tmction during failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 M n n n  3 

Bench * 
I.c& ift) 
Width (A) 

Scwp Height (ft) 
Depin 10 Siip Plane (ft) 
Transpon Distance (A) 

Rate ofMo.,smc.t 
Extenl of Faiiure Movcmcnt 

Csore i iMWemeni  Mass : 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

lRU2movedthi tosof  DR€:3400foetuprV~ani 

IR 16 moved h e  me d D R F  #3 7000 feet upsmnm 

IecVicill risiitrvibj soundings %,ere used in the foundation inwstiyrtiunr 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C a t e r n a r y  C o a l  C o .  

S t a n l e y  H e r i t a g e  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-3035-93                  Fill: DRF #3 

Permit: S-3035-93                  Fill: DRF #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C a t e r n a r y  C o a l  C o .  

S t a n l e y  H e r i t a g e  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-3035-93                  Fill: DRF #3 
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West Virginia 
Chafin Branch Coal Co. 

Harrys Branch Surface Mine 

Permit: 180-77 

Fill: #I 



BLANK PAGE 
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COmPanY: Chvfin Hranch Coal Co. Fill: # 1 DBLC afpcrmit file review: 10/08/9Y 
Pcrmit: 180-77 Mine: tlarrys Branch Surface Mine Dale fill contmction stmted: 09/01/82 

State: wv Was this f i l l  visited at ground level? Yes [ I No 1x1 Finished: 12/01 194 

County: Mingo Number of fill size revisions: 1 
Latitude: 37-31-50 Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 

Yes[X] N o [  I Longitude: 81-50-50 time ofthe air survey? 
Date of survey: 12120199 

.4s constructed RWiSi"" Original design 

Type of Fill 

SUE of Pill 

Durable Rock 

Length ( 8 )  2000 2200 
Area (acres) 50.8 65.6 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elwvntionn 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
C O D t d  

Subsurhcr 
Drainage 

C0"trOl 

Stability 
Analysis 

Suftwrre Used 

Safety Factor 

Volume (rncy) 

Flat 

Cruwn (A) 1700 1680 
Toe (ft) I l l 5  1040 

Fill Face (deg.) 22.0 l R . O  
Toc Foundation ("6) 13.0 9.0 

Chimney Core Chiinncy Core 

Gravity Segregated Gravity Segregated 

SB Slope Other 

1.6 
1.4 

E"gilXEriIlg 
PrOpertieS 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phrcntic Surface 

TJnif Weight (pcf) 120 I14 

Cohesion @sfJ 0 75 

Unit Weight (pco 130 105 
F k t i o n  h g l c  (deg.) 32 2 5  

Friction Angle 35 32 

Cohesion @so 0 300 

Phmalic Surface None 

CO"StT"Cti0" 

Dacurnentnnon 
and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
nnd Ground 
Level Rerim ' 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ 1 No [XI 
Underdrains YCE [ ] No [XI 

SiirfaceDrains Yes [XI NO 1 I 
Grading andllevegetation Yes [ 1 No [XI 

I:inal Ccitificatian Yer [XI No [ ] 

8214 
8213 

9414 

9811 

9414 

None 
NOlE 

Copies 

copies 

Copies 

If a DRF, did the photographs show thhe rock blanket 01 core underdrain hy gravity segregation? Yes 1x1 No 1 I 
Foundation duu :  Pits 

Right Flank High Away From Fill DipOfStlalarelafivefofill: 

Were NOPs iwinc;. onfhc 51!? Ycs [XI No [ 1 

Surface drainage conhol working properly'! Yes [XI NO ! 1 
Subriuface drainage control working properly? Yes [XI NO 1 ] 

Yes I I No [XI If active fill, was aciib'e spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 
If spoil dispuial aitc inactive, how long was dispoial operation idle (months)? 

If r durable rock fill is under construction, 
Appmcxi?-atz!y 80°% .I,?,h!z ~nsk b:, -u!:!i?e? Yes ! 1 N$ [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain fonning? Yes ! 1 NO I 1 
Ifno to above. estimate percentage: 

l f thc fill is complctcd, c m ~ p u c  the sim with the s i x  in the lvtcst pre-completion rcvisiun? 
Vthe  fill is significantly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: C0"Ca"e 

Is thhe fill Situated in landslide topography? Yes I I No [XI 
Were there ground cracks observed on the till face or benches? Yes I I No 1 I 

Numberofbencheson fi!l: 13 
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Location "f 
Cracks * 

Locrtion "f 
Depressions 

Lucrtion o f  
Erosion Arras' 

1 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the f i l l  benches? Yes [ j No [ (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion 01, the fill benches'! Yes [ 1 No [ I (hlaximum Cully Dcpfh) 

Locatinn Of 

Ground Bulges* 

Location of  
Changes * 

Comments 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulgcs or hummocky tcrrain? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 

3 

2 
3 

W e n  changes in vcgcfvtion or spoil color obscncd on fill? Yes  [ ] No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [XI No [ 1 
f so, enter the source o f  infomation on the failure: 

Stage of  conim~ciion during failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 Miss 3 

Bench ii 
Length 110 
Width (A) 

ScamHeight tfl) 
Depth to Slip Plane (A) 

 ate O r ~ O ~ m e n t  

Transpoi? Distance (A) 

Extenf of Failure Movement 

Causc of Movement Mass 1 

>lass 2 
n n s r  3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C h a f i n  B r a n c h  C o a l  C o .  

H a r r y s  B r a n c h  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: 180-77                          Fill: #1 

Permit: 180-77                        Fill: #1 
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West Virginia 
Chafin Branch Coal CO. 

Rich Fork of Harrys Branch 

Permit: S-5015-86 

Fill: #1 



BLANK PAGE 
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I ~ ~ , ~  a r ~ i ~ ~  

Size of Fill 

Surface 
CDntiguratiO" 

Elwationn 

Slopes 

Surficr Drainage 
Canfro1 

Svbsutface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Sof*rrr used 

I Sf&C 1.5 
Seismic 

Safety Factor 

AS conntructcd Revision Original design 

Durable Rock Durvblc Rock Durable Rock 

I.enyh (ft) 1320 2000 
Area (BCrCE) 27.0 37.0 
V0lumc ("Icy) 4.0 

C0"W.K concave Concaie 

Crown (ft) 1730 1750 
Toe (A) 1209 1170 

Toe Foundation (?A) 39.0 12.0 
31.0 Fill Face (deg.) 31.0 27.0 

Cciiler Drain center Drain Ccnfcr Drain 

Gravity Segegatcd Gravity Segregated Cmvily S e p g a t e d  

Purdu REAMF 

I I 
Engineering I Unil Weieht (ocn 125 I35 I 

Engineering 
PlOpWties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Properties 
(spoil) 

U x i  weight @'f) 
F~iirction Angle (deg.) 
Cohcsion (pf) 

Phreuric surface 

I .. 
Fiiction Angle 
Cohesion (prf) 

35 
0 j7 0 I 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certiticntions 

Aerial survey 

Level Review* 
and Ground 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly 
certificatien Certitication 

Foundation Itepuatiun Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

SurfaceDrains Yes I 1 No ! 1 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ I No [ 1 

Uiiderdraiiis Yes 1 J NO [XI 9412 

Find Ceifificvfion Yes 1x1 No [ 1 Y 

Ira DRF, did the photogaphi show thc rock blaiikct or core underdrain by gravity segregation'! Yes I No 1 
Fnllndltloo dzt?: N.3X 

Toward Fill 

Were NOVs written on the fill? Yes W! No ! I 

Siuface drainage conha1 working propcrly? Ycr [ 1 No [XI 
Subsurface drainage cantrol worhng properly? Yes  [ 1 NC !X! 

Ifvctivc fill, was active spoil disposal defennined to be on-going? Yes I No I 1 

Dip of strata rslativc to fill: 

lf spoil dispod site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (monlhs)? 

I f a  durnble rock till is undrr construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume'? Yes [ I NO I 1 

Diseemvble blankct or core drain fonning? Ycr [ 1 No [ 1 
UllknOUll 

If no to above. estimate percentage: 

l f lhc fill is completed, compme the size with the size in  the latest pre-completion revision? 
lf the fill is signiiicuitly msllei ,  what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration Concave 
Is he fill sinlafed iii landslide topography? Yes [XI No [ 1 

Yen [XI No [ 1 Were there gmmd cracks obsemed on the fill face or benches! 

Numbnof  benches on fill: I I  
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1,utrtion of 
Cracks 

Location of 
Depressions 

Locntian of 
mrasion A~~~~ 

I.ocation of 
Ground Bulees' 

1,uertian of 
Springdsrepa a 

I.acrti"n of 
Chmges' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

Comments 

LOCZ?fiO" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I U toe-I, Q I 

2 

Were there depressions OD the fill bcnchci? Yes 1x1 No I 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
! B toe-] I 
2 

3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs [XI No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I B foe-I, Q I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Wcrc thcre bulges or hummocky terrais? Yes [XI No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Ycs [XI No [ 1 
Describe location of seep 
! B toe-1, Q I 
2 
3 
4 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on ti l l?  Yes 1x1 No [ ] 

! 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

'so, enter the soiircc of iiifonnvfion on the failure: Pemil Fiie, Field Mcanrcmcntr, DEP Inspector, Co 

Dunng Collsmiction Stage of canrlniction during failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 Mans 3 

Bench ii 6 9 10 
Length (R) 
Width (A) 

S c q  Height (R) 
&pin 10 Slip Plane (it) 
Taasporl DiSlmce (it) 

Pa!e 9fMC"ement y-,. ,"., $la*- SIC* 
Extent of Failure Movement Slip Slip Slip 

Cause of ~ ~ \ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t  hbss t 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

lnadequvte UnderDrains, Underground h5ne Drainage, Underground 

lnadcquatc UndcrDrains, Underground Mine Drainage, Underground 

Inadequate UnderDrains, Undcrground M i n e  Drainage, Underground 

cording ID 411 U93 mine inspcrtion repan, NOY d 7 had been isrued " For failure 10 assure static s n f q  fasmr of I S "By thc 7/12/91 qu~anerly certification, secpage~ hild hccn 
niifiod and excavated and drain$ wsrs hemp insfnlled Sgmplome oifaiiuro continued LO he reponed ~n the I1/8193 inspmion repon On 1/18/44 R coniultanr to the mming company 
mlined B mpun ID DEP discussing the nature oithe rtahiliry pmhismi and propo31ng 4 phaaei of correcti~r measurer. The repon identified r w e d  dip areas which were 
:dammanUy hclox the elevation ollheEagli Codbed outcrop The rernediol ~ S N U I C I  iiisluded regrading pnti ofthe 611 face. reconfiguration offhe cenfcr drain where nec~niary, 
1 ConsfrucUon of 8n addition81 drain that nil1 mteriect old mine wurkmgr in the Ea& 1e8m l h c  repon noted that he  $tmcLure of the coalhed dip3 mm tho fill, thcre was no record 
II any open mme portals hmsath tho fill were ever realed, and no diicharge horn the outrmp had heen ohsew4 prior to and during conilm~lion ofthe 611 In addhfion to the pmsihle 
luence of uncontrolled dramwe from tho mine po'fale, the repan concluded thatrmlemmt on the 611 ieiultsd from suhiidelice ofunderground working in the Eagle Coillhsd The 
:urncnt piopoxed innpeclionr 2tirner awesk imdrbeinslsllniion ofn picromeintomoniiorrheiill'~rtdhiiq. The fill war rfahlenffhaftime PIanrnap%dawd 2/94 and m 4 u f t h e h  
)w ~ w ~ r i l l   lump arcas between the 3rd and 30th hinrher. ond R long subsidenss crack above and roughly parallel to hrnch 
c k n s r  of the till i s  I00 fr or IEII and rho fill r m i  on a itrep slope mning at the toe Ar of the field visit, slips and seepages conlinue to occur The h s l ~ ~ l p i s r  suwsy &a n a t d  B se 
~ c a s l e  a a c h  near the toe This tnay conupond to the ground-level inipcsrion repon'i mention ofground salurafion in the lower 2 henchcr (the nack  patiem may not have heen 
cemrhls ilf wound lwci) Ponding was prevalent on the henchoa and there were sppearancci of over-staking of spoil in some placer Repairs ofpart failures were 1nm4 hiore recent 

B a r d  on the iongimdinal maion, the maximum 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C h a f i n  B r a n c h  C o a l  C o .  

R i c h  F o r k  o f  H a r r y s  B r a n c h  

Permit: S-5015-86                    Fill: #1 

Permit: S-5015-86                  Fill: #1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C h a f i n  B r a n c h  C o a l  C o .  

R i c h  F o r k  o f  H a r r y s  B r a n c h  

Permit: S-5015-86                    Fill: #1 

Permit: S-5015-86                  Fill: #1 
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West Virginia 
Chafin Branch Coal Co. 

Skillet Creek Surface Operations 

Permit: S-5082-86 

Fill: Fill #1 

w - 8 7  
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Type of  Fill 

Sine of Fill 

SUrfXP 

Configurslion 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
A"alySi5 

software used 

Safety Factor 1.5 Static 1.6 I 
Seismic 

As constructed RWiSi"" Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

1630 Lcngtb (A) 1970 
37.4 Arca (acres) 54.3 

8.6 Volume (mcy) 7.7 

1.lut 

1620 Crown (A) 1640 
1040 Toe(*) 1035 

12.0 Toe Foundation (%) 15.0 
24.0 Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 

Pcrimefer Ceiiter Drain Center Drain 

Gravity Segcgatcd Gravih. Scscgatcd 

R E M  R E M  

E"gi"eWing 
Properties 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
PrDpeltieS 

(Foundation) 
I 

I'beatic Surface phreatic surfacc Phrentic Surface 

135 Unit Weight (pco 135 
35 Fticlion Angle 31  

o Cohesion (prg 0 

I20 U i l  WCight (pc0 
Z 8  FI ic t ionhgle  (deg.) 

250 Cohesiou (pso 250 

Construction 
Documentation 

nnd Certiflcatiann 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase App!.Quarter!y Photography 

Certifierti"" Certifrcntion TYIW 

FoundationRcpantion Ycs [XI No [ 1 9512 NO"< 
Uiiderdraiiir Yes [XI NO [ 1 9711 None 

SuifaceDrains Yes 1x1 No [ ] 9912 NOW 

Grading and Reuegetation Ycr [XI No [ 1 9912 None 

Final Certification Yes [XI NO [ ] 9912 None 

If a DRF, did the p h o t o p p h s  show thc rock b!wkct or core underdraiu by graviw segregation? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
Foundarion dara: Pits 

Dip of straw rclativc to 1111: 

Were NGVS mitten on the fill? Yea iXj :40 [ ] 

Siriface drinage control woking propcrly? Yes [XI NO [ 1 
Subrurfacc drainage c o n m i  working properly? Yes 1x1 No [ j 

lfactive till. was active spoil disposal determined to he on-going? Yes [ ] No [XI 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock till is undr r  conitiuclion, 
hppraximvtcly 80% d.irab!e roc!: by vnlnme? YCE [ 1 No [ ] 

Disccmable blankct or core drain forming? Yer [ NO [ ] 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

If the till is complcted, compare the size with the size in  the latest pie-completion revision? 
If the fill is significantly smaller, what IS the reasoil according to the documenlatiion or inspcctor? 

Fill surface configuiution: 
Is the 611 rihiatcd in landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No i ] 

Wcrc thcrs ground cracks obsewcd OD the fill face or benches? Yes [ ] No 1 ] 
Number ofbenches on t i l l :  13 
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Locatianof 
Depressions * 

Loerli"" of 
Ground Bulges' 

iucrtiun of 
Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

COmmenlS 

LO<tlfiO" Length (it) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were there depresaiuns on thc fill bcnchei? Yes 1 1 NO [ I (Potentid Wafer Deplll) 

2 

3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benchcs? Y c i  [ 1 No [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky m a i n ?  Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcrc there springs or seeps ohserved in iliipusnl areas? Yes 1 No I I 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vegcmion or spoil color ohserved on fill? Yes [ 1 Nu [ ] 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ ] Nu [ 1 
f so, enter the ~ o i i r ~ c  of infomiation on the failure: 

Swgc of constlucfio~~ dunng failure: 
Mass 1 Mars 2 Mass 3 

Bench i! 

Lcnblh in) 
Width (ft) 

ScarpHeight (fl) 
Deplh lo Siip mane (ft) 
Transport Distance (ft) 

Ra:e rEMmemer.1 
Exlent of Filurc Movciiicm 

cause OEhlovenleiit Mass i 
Mns9 2 
Mass 3 

m e  p m i i  modifications. IBR ii2 sbanfcd drainage ditches; Fill located 2OO. above active U/G mine (lumnsrii #19), W i g  dumping occuned duting fill consvusfion. NOY #6 w n  
r failing to remove orgrmcr fmm fill S L ~ C  

onion on beact>- 2,3.4 inrace race 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C h a f i n  B r a n c h  C o a l  C o .  

S k i l l e t  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  O p e r a t i o n s  

Permit: S-5082-86                  Fill: Fill #1 

Permit: S-5082-86                  Fill: Fill #1 
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West Virginia 
Colony Bay 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: S-15-81 

Fill: #5 

WV-9.3 
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Company: Colony Day 

Permit: S-15-81 

State: WV 

Count)': Boone 

Latitude: 37-53-04 

Jngitude: 81-41-38 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

SlOJlCS 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Re'\'iew; 

I 

Fill: # 5 

Mine: N/A 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Had the till been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Length (ft) 

Area (acres) 

22.7 Volume (mcy) 

Flat 

Crown (fl) 

Toe (ft) 

Toe Foundation(%) 

Fill Face (deg.) 

Yes[] No[X] 

Yes[X] No[] 

12/31/99 

Revision 

Durable Rock 

5400 

Flat 

1100 

5.2 
24.6 

Date of permit file review: 

Date 1111 contruction started: 

Finished: 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Original design 

10/26/99 

11/30/87 

09101196 

Chimney 

2350 

1835 

1360 

20.0 

26.6 

1 

60 

Center Drain Chimney Core 

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pd) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pet) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ J No[X] 

Yes [ J No[ ] 

Gravity Segregated 

Appl.Quarterly 

Certification 

89/4 

9612 

9614 

REAME 

l.7 

102 

37 

0 

None 

lf a bRF. did the photographs show tl1e rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? 

Foundation data: 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's written on the fill? 

Surface drainage control working properly? 

Subsmfaee drainage control working properly? 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal site inactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? 

If no to above. estimate percentage: 

Discernable blanket or core drain fanning? 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the till situated in landslide topography? 

Were there ground cracks observed on the Jill face or benches? 

Number of benches on fill: 

WV-95 

Chimney Core 

Photography 
Type 

Color 

Color 

Color 

Yes [X] No [ ] 

Text 

Yes [X] No[ l 

Yes fX] No[ l 
Yes [X] No[ ] 
Yes [ ] No[ l 

Yes [ J No[ l 

Yes [ ] No[ l 
Unknown 

Flat 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Other 

1.9 

102 

37 

0 

None 



Location Length (ft) Width (it) Depth (in) 

I.OEltib" "f 
C m c h  * 

LGcntion of * 
Depressions 

Lacrtian of I 

Erosion Areas 

Jmation of 
Ground Bulges) 

1.oc.atiun "f 
Sprin~siserpr * 

comments 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ I No [ x ]  (Potential Water Deptb) 

2 
3 

5 

Were thcrc arcas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 NO [XI (Mnrimum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or huiiimocky tcrrain? Yes L 1 No IX I 

2 

4 
5 

Were there springs or sccps obscwcd in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 NO [XI 

1 

2 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C o l o n y  B a y  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-15-81                        Fill: #5 

Permit: S-15-81                      Fill: #5 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C o l o n y  B a y  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-15-81                        Fill: #5 
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West Virginia 
Costain Coal 

Pax No. 5 

Permit: S-3023-91 

Fill: #1 

w - 9 9  
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Company: Costain Coal 

Permit: S-3023-91 

State: WV 

County: Fayette 

Latitude: 37-54-20 

Jngitude: 81-18-05 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 

Properties 
(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Fill: # 1 Date of permit file review: 11/16/99 

Mine: Pax No.5 Date 1111 contruetion started: 07/22/92 

Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes [ J No [X] Finished: 10/20/94 

Number of fill size revisions: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 54 
time of the air survey? Yes [X] No[ J 

Date of survey: 12/20/99 

As constructed Revision Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 1640 

Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 2.6 

Flat Flat 

Crown (fl) 2440 

Toe (ft) 2030 

Toe Foundation(%) 12.0 

Fill Face (deg.) 26.6 

Perimeter Perimeter 

C':rravity Segregated Gravity Segregated 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No [Xl 

Underdrains Yes [ ] No [X] 

Surface Drains Yes [ J No LX] 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No [X] 

Final Certification Yes [X] No [ ] 

Appi.Quarterly 
Certification 

92/2 

92/3 

94/1 

94/2 

y 

Photography 
Type 

Color 

Color 

Color 

Color 

Color 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes[] No[X] 

Foundation data: Text 

Dip of strata relative to till: 

Were NOV's written on t_h.e fill? Yes [X] No [ 

Sutface drainage control working properly? Yes [ ] No f 
Subsurface drainage control \Vorking properly? Yes [ ] No [ 

If active till, was active spoil disposal detennined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [ 

If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 

No[ 

Discemable blanket or core drain fanning? Yes [ 1 No [ 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 

If the fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? 

Number of benches on fill: 

WV-101 

Yes [ 

Yes [ 

Same 

Flat 

No[X] 

No[ ] 

7 

SJ3 Slope 

1.7 

110 
36 

0 

145 

" 2500 

None 



LOCIti"" Leneth (it) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Lacntion O f  

crac!€s 

Locatinn Of 
Deprrsrinns ' 

Lacntion O f  

Erosion Areas' 

Location of 
Ground Bulgcn' 

Lacntion o f  
Springs/Seops 

Location 0: 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

Comments 

2 

3 

(Potential Wafer Depth) Wcie thcrc dcpresiions on the till benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on thc till benches! Yes [ I No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 

5 

Were there hulges or hummocky tcnuin? Yes [ No [ I 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Were there ~pmigs or seeps observed in diipord areas'? Yen [ 1 NO I ] 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were chanycs ~JI vcgetafion or spa1 color observed on till? Ycs [XI No 1 I 
I Toe32-3 

2 BI-2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the till? Ycs [ ] No 1x1 
so. enter thc soi ir~e o f  infomiation on the railare: 

Stayc of conifmcfion during iailurc: 
Mas9 1 M B S S  2 Mass 3 

Bench f 
Lengil I A j  

Width (ft) 

Scep Height (ft) 
uepth to slip P I ~ ~ E  (n) 
lrnasporl Distance (tt) 

of?A"..--"' 

Extent o f  Failure Movement 

".".,ill.. 

C w i i  ofMoi.ernent Mars 1 

Mass 2 
Mars 3 

mil application pmposei 1 0 B m  mlarge or build upon most (up tn highest bench) of prc~xiifing valley fill cunsirucred under older permit (S-iOl5 or S-3023-89) The mil i s  to be  
n o w d  m thetoe area where sandirons subcrape All P W ~ U  (including the shale) m m t h e  SDI limit for durability The smhility malysix r~cognsss  2 mil type3 Sod 1 may be $he 
indation material, bur the crois iesfion indiiafcr that  i t  i s  the old lill Don't know uhat the fiinian mgle and cohesion ace so high Are the) rupplsed fv repreimt the inndrione at tc 
ter mil removsl)~ If  so. the crors~srction doesn't match it The 6/29/92 inspeclion r e p m  observer ,50 % fins nlatcrinl during the end dumping The cm. photos seem 10 agree The 
t repon ~ I s i m ~  80 % durable material Hslicopter phatni show dark amiis along <he ride drains in the lower pan of 01s fill (tabulated above) Ako, a few irnal/. d a t e d  dark spots i 
hlgher reach- (notsisniacant enough to tabulate) 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C o s t a i n  C o a l  

P a x  N o .  5  

Permit: S-3023-91                  Fill: #1 
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West Virginia 
Cumberland River Coal 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: S-38-79 

Fill: #2 

WV-105 
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Company: Cumberland River Coal 

J>crmit: S-38-79 

Fill: # 2 

Mine: N/A 
Date of permit file review: 

Date fill contmction started: 

}inished: 

10113199 

04101192 

I I State: WV 

County: Mingo 

Latitude: 37-40-34 

!Longitude: 82-03-23 

Was this fill visited at ground level? 

Date of visit: 

Had the till been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Date of survev: 

Yes [X] No [ J 

02123100 

Yes [XJ No [ I 

12121199 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Type of Fill j Chimney Durable Rock Durable Rock ~ 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Draioage 

Control 

Stability 
Aoalysis 

Software llsed 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Er.gim:eriilg 

Properties 
(Foundation) 

Length (ft) 

Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 

3000 

10.0 

2800 

13.6 

Flat Flat Flat 

I Cmwn (ft) 1940 1920 I 
~00 Im I~ 

Toe Foundation(%) 

25.0 Fill Face (de g.) 

9.2 

26.6 26.6 

Perimeter Perimeter Chimney Core 

I Gmity SeJ7egoted Chimney Coco I 

I Stotie 1.5 I 
SeJsmJc 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (psf) 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psi) 

135 

35 
0 

Phreatic Surface I Phreatic Surface 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 

and Ground 
Level Review* 

I 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Finai Certification 

"'1-'l''· rna~c 

Certification 

Yes [ ] No[X] 

Yes [ ] No[ 

Yes [ ] No] 

Yes [ ] No[ 

ai'I-''·'-!'Ualll'l"l)' 

Certification 

94/4 

rnuwgrapny 

Type 

'-Nf.'''"~ 

Copies 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core tmderdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ ] No [X] 

Foundation data: None 

Dip of strata relative to fill: Right Flank High 

Were NOV's wtitten on the {ill? Yes [X] ~o [ 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] ..'lo[ 

Subsurface drainage control working properly? Yes [X] ~o[ 

Tf active fill, was active spoil disposal dctc1mined to be on-going? Yes [ j "'o[ 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ ] -"l"o[ 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No I 
If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? Smaller 

If the fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 

Previously mined, pinch 

Flat 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? 

Number of benches on fill: 

WV-107 

Yes [ 

Yes [ 

No[X] 

No[X] 

10 



Lneatio" "f 
Cracks 

Location of 
Erosion Areas 

LDCati"" "f 
Ground Bulges 

1.ocrtiun of 
springS/seepa 

I.UCItiC. of 
Changes' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

Comments 

Locafi"" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

3 

Were there depresiions on the tiil bcnciies? Yes [XI NO [ 1 (Potential Wnfrr Depth) 
1 Bench 1, Quartcis 1-4 

2 Bench 2, Qoartcr 4 

3 klcnch 3, Quarter 4 

4 Bench 5 ,  Quarters 3-4 
5 

(Maximum Gully Depth) Were there areas of erosion on the 611 benchcs? Ycn [XI No [ 1 
I Benclie~ 6-7, Qtrs 1-2 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Wcre there bulges or humniochy terrain? Yes  [XI No [ ] 

I Ucnchei 7 ~ 8 ,  Quarter 1 
2 
3 

5 

Wcrc there rprings or seeps obsened in diiporal areus? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-38-79                        Fill: #2 

Permit: S-38-79                      Fill: #2 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-38-79                        Fill: #2 

Permit: S-38-79                      Fill: #2 
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West Virginia 
Cumberland River Coal 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: S-5027-89 

Fill: #2 

wv-111 
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~0mPaV:C 'omher lnnd  Kiver Coal Fill: # 2  D i m  ofpermit file review: 09/08199 
Permit: S-5027.89 Mine: NIA Datc fill contruction stimed: 07/01/92 

County: Logan Date ofvisit: 02123/00 Number of till size revisions: I 
State: wv \\'as this f i l l  visited at ground level? Yes [x] No [ ] Finished: 05/01/97 

Latitude: 37-42-40 Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 64 
timc of th r  air survey? Yes[ ] No[X] Longitude: 82-03-03 

Date or r u ~ e y :  1212 1/99 

As constructed RWiSiO" O r i h a l  desien 

Type of Fill 

Sire of Fill 

SWfXe 
CO"tigWafi0" 

Durable Rock Durable Rock Durable Rock 

1280 Length (I?) 1280 2300 
6.0 Area (acres) 6.0 24.0 
2.3 Volulne (mcy) 2.3 10.6 

Flat 

Elevntinnn 

S1oues 

~~ ~ 

1800 Crown (fi) 1800 1790 
1315 Toc(fl) 1315 1230 

32 0 Toe Foundation (0") 32.0 32.0 

construction 
Documentntion 

m d  Certificatians 

Surface Drainage 
C""tW1 

Subsurfxr 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Aoalysis 

Sofhvar. Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Pruperties 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surfncc 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

19.0 FillFace (dep.) 19.0 23.0 

Center Drain perimeter center Drain 

Giavity S c p g a t e d  Gravity Segregated Graviry Segregated 

RmLME REAME REAM€ 

1.5 Static I .5 1.6 
1.2 seisinic I .2 1.5 

125 Unit WUght(pc0 125 120 
35 1'riction h g k  35 30 

o Cohesion ( p s i )  0 0 

35 Fnction Angle (deg.) 35 35 
0 Cohesion (prt) 0 0 

P-0.05 P-0.05 NOW 

i i 5  unit weight ip.6 125 i35  

Appl. Phase Appl.Qusrterly Photography 
CertiliCatiO" CertifiCafiO" l y p e  

~ ~~ 

Foundationhcparation Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 None 
Underdrains Yes vl No [ ] 9213 Color 

surrace Drains YCS [XI NO [ ] 9712 Color 
Grading and Kwcgctation Yes [XI No [ I 4712 Color 

Final Certification Yes [XI No [ 1 9712 Color 

I fa  DRF. did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity scgregatiun? Yes [ ] No [XI 
Fo??zdztion dzt:: Mcne 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOVi wrimen on *lie fill? YP? [ ] NO [XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Submifacc drainage 6onUol ao:king pmperly? Yes [XI No [ 1 

Yes [ 1 No [XI If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to he on-going? 
If spoil disposal sile inactive, how long was disposal operatioii idle (month$? 

1 a durnblc rock till is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volome? Ycs [ I No [ 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Ifno to ahovc. cstimatc percentage: 

If the fill is completed, compare the Size with lhe size in thc latcaf pre-completion ievin~oo? 
Ifthe fill is significantly smaller. what is thc r e s o n  according to the documentation or inspector? 

Same 
Don't Know 

Is the fill Situated in landslide topomaphy? Ycs [ ] No [XI 
Ycs [XI No [ I 

Fill surfncc configurrtiun: Convex 

Were there ground cracks observed on lhc fill facc or benchcr? 
Numbcr af bciichcs on fill: I 1  
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1.ucation of 
Depressions 

Location "f 
Erosion Areas 

LDEstiUn of 
SpringslSeeps 

Locati"" Of 
Chsngce 

hlovement 
Characteristics 

Commcnts 

LOEafiO" Length (ft) Width (ft) Uepth (in) 

Bench " 5 .  Qtr2 35 5 3 

Bench PS.Qk 3 40 6 5 

3 

Were fixre depressions on the fill benches? Ycs [XI No [ 1 (Potential Watei Depth) 

Bench n7, Qrr 3 25 8 8 
Bench dS, Qtr 3 35 4 8 
3 

4 

5 

(Maximum Gully Depth) Weic thcre arcas of ~rosioii on tile fill bencliei? Yes [XI No [ ] 

Ucnch d9, Qtr 2 40 50 3 
2 

3 

4 

Were there balgcs or hummocky tenain'! Yes [ 1 NO 1x1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were fhcrc spings or sccps observed iii disposal urea? Yes I I No [XI 

3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil cdor  obrcwcd on fill? Yes j 1 No [XI 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on thc fill? Yes 1x1 No 1 1 
Field Measurenlents 'so,  enter the source of information on thc failure: 

stage or C O m Y C t i u n  dunng failuie: 
\lass I &lass 2 Mans 3 

Ucnch i: P4 
Length (ft) 35 

Width (4 25 

Scarp Height (ft) 2 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f i  ~ i ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (n) 55 

Rate of Moucnrcrrt sion 
Extent of Failure Movement Slip 

Depth to Slip Plane (it) 8 

Cause ufMuvcmcnr brass i hadcquuate Suif;lcc Drains, Durability of Rock 
Mass 2 
Mnnn 3 

,a1 semn Dorothy ( Iba lhuq) ,  Sfockton. i 5  Rlosk, Tbrse inadiofisafionr 10 fill, One rerired h e  Two changed ~ n ~ f m c t i o n  and tiad confi~wurarion chwarterisnce Slip at binch M 
8 sloughing info center drain *hxh *,auld eventually he caught m sediment pond Wing Dumping occuned during construction o f  f i l l  The wind dump area IP eroded due to 
eme3s 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-5027-89                    Fill: #2 

Permit: S-5027-89                  Fill: #2 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C u m b e r l a n d  R i v e r  C o a l  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-5027-89                    Fill: #2 

Permit: S-5027-89                  Fill: #2 
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West Virginia 
Cyprus Kanawha Corp. 

Sycamore South Mtn. Top Job 

Permit: S-6020-89 

Fill: Laurel Branch #1 
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Company: Cyprus Kanawha Cow.  ill: Laurel Branch # I  Date o f p e r m i t  file reviei,: 09/23/99 
Permit: S-6020-89 Mine: Sycamore South Mtn. Top lob Date fill coiitruction started: 07/01/93 

Statc: wv \V:E this fill visilcd at ground level? Yes [ ] No [XI Finished: 10/01197 
Cuunty: Fayette Number of fill size revisions: 

Latitude: 38-03-1 I Had the fill bccn reclaimed at the %Sandstone in ovcrburden: 68 
t i m e  o f  the air survey? Yes[XI N o [  ] 

Date of  survey: 12/20/99 
Longitude: 81-20-53 

As runstructcd RWiSi"" Oiieinal desien 

Type af Pill 

Sire of Pill 

surface 
Configuration 

Durable Rack 

I.engih (A) 3200 
Area (acres) 
Vulumc (,"cy) 

CO"C8W C""Ca"e 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Dd"2fF 

COntrol 

Stsbilit). 
Analysis 

Sofhrarr Used 

Safety F a ~ l o r  

E"gi"Wi,Ig 
Properties 

(Spuil) 

EngisePFinE 

(Foundation) 
PrOpertieS 

Phrentic Surface 

cunatruction 
Ducumentatian 

and certifications 

Toe Foundation ("A) 1z.c 
Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 

PetimCtCr 

Gravity Segregated 

REAME 

Static 1.6 
SCiSl l l iC 

Unit Wcight (pcf) 165 
Friction Angle 40 
Cohesion (psf) 0 

9aii w+t (pc:) 

Cohesion (psi) 
FIiiictios Angle (deg.) 

None 

.Aerial Sulvey 
and Ground 
Level Reviewt 

Appl. Phase Appl.Qurrterly Photography 
certification certification Type 

I.%undutian Preparation Ycs [XI No [ 1 9514 Copier 

S~fiaccDrains YrsIX] No[ 1 9x11 COPiCS 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [XI No [ I 9911 Copies 

Underdrains YesIX] No[ 1 9511 Copies 

I 
Final Cenification Yes I I NO i j 

I 

If a DRI. did !he photoeaphs show the rock blanket or core undcrdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Fclmrl?!inn data: Text 

Dip of strata relative to 611: 
WereNOVs wtitten on thcfill? Ye? [ j No 1x1 

Surface drainage cone01 worhng properly? Yes I 1 No I 1 
kbsurlace dminagc c m m !  working pmpeily? Yes 1 ] No [ ] 

If active fill, w u  active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [ J 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal o~eiat ion idle (months)? 

f s durable rock fill i s  under construction, 
Appronimatcly 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Discemable blankct or C U ~ C  drGn fomiing? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
If ,no to above, estimate percentage: 

If the lili i s  complctcd, compare the size wilh the s i x  ill the lateif  pre-completion revision? 
Ifthe till is significantly smdler, what is the reason according fa the documentation or inspector? 

rill surface configuration: CO"W/S 

I s  the fill situated in lvndilide topomph?? Yes [ 1 No [ j 
Were there pound  cracks obscrved on the fill face orbenches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Number ofbenches on 611: 18 
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Locnfinn O f  
CracW- 

1.ocation of 
Deprrssi~ne * 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Polmtid Wshr Depth) 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcre thcrc meas of erosion on the fill benches? Yes 1x1 No [ ] (Marimurn Gully Depth) 

I 

LOCatio" "f ~ 

Erosion Area9 

4 

5 

Were thcrc springs 01 seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [XI No [ 1 
1 'Toe, Q 2 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation ur spoil color observed 011 fill? Yes [XI NO [ 1 
I 

i B l , Q 4  100 

2 B 2 . Q 4  50 

3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
f so, enter the SOYICC of informition on the failure: 

Stage of consmctbn during failure: 
Mass 1 MBSS 2 M a s s  3 

Bench d 
iengin (V 
Width (H) 

S c q H e i g h t  (ft) 

Uepfh lo Slip Plane (it) 

Tranrpon Distance (ft) 
XatC  af Moveme;;: 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of M o w m a t  Mass 1 

M a s s  2 
Mass 3 

iurui quanor 1993 cenikarion shows piemmeten instnllcd in tho lowe~l  110 ofihe fill 

Location O f  

Ground Bulges* 

Lntatio" of 
SpringrlSeepS * 

Movement 
characteristics * 

1 B I , Q 2  100 

2 B 2 . Q 2  80 

3 03, Q 3 70 

4 
5 

Wcre tlicrc bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes I No I I 
I 
2 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C y p r u s  K a n a w h a  C o r p .  

S y c a m o r e  S o u t h  M t n .  T o p  J o b 

Permit: S-6020-89                    Fill: Laurel Branch #1 

Permit: S-6020-89                  Fill: Laurel Branch #1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
C y p r u s  K a n a w h a  C o r p .  

S y c a m o r e  S o u t h  M t n .  T o p  J o b 

Permit: S-6020-89                    Fill: Laurel Branch #1 
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West Virginia 
Dal-Tex Coal Corp. 

Rockhouse Mine 

Permit: S-5024-86 

Fill: VF #6 
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M'BB 
MW3 
M'BB 
9""N 

2/66 
1/66 

1/06 

W68 



Location of 
Cracks * 

Location o f  
Depression~ * 

Location Of 

Erosion Area$* 

Locntion "f 
Ground Bulges' 

Lacation Of 
springs/srrpn ' 

LW.fi0" 1.ength (ft) Width (It) Depth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on the f i l l  bencliei? Yes [ 1 No [ I (Potential Water Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there areas of emion  on the fill benches7 Yes [ 1 NO I 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or bummocky terrain'! Yes [ j No [ I 
I 
2 
3 

9 
5 

Were fliere springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 

Lacntion of 
Changes 

Movemrnt 
Chnrnctensticr 

Cumments 

2 
3 

5 

Were climgcs in vegetation or spoil color abrcncd 011 fill? Yes [ I No [ 1 
i 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did u failurc occur on thc fill? Ycs [ 1 No L 1 
t a u ,  entn  thc sotircc of information on the failure: 

Stagc of consmiction during failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bcnch # 

Length (W 
Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (H) 

Depth to slip Pime (ft) 

me orrriovclrrcnt 
Trvnrpoif Distance (ft) 

Extent ofFailure Movement 

Cause of Mawmeiif Mass 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

a a e  fill 1 I milei total ienyth, Permit m i 1 8  for SWASE mnlyrii but K L M  analysis insludcd iii permit. Spoil from S-5005-91 placed in this fill 

ill well vegetated with effective surface drains i n~p lare  



W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
D a l - T e x  C o a l  C o r p .  

R o c k h o u s e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5024-86                    Fill: VF #6 

Permit: S-5024-86                  Fill: VF #6 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
D a l - T e x  C o a l  C o r p .  

R o c k h o u s e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5024-86                    Fill: VF #6 

Permit: S-5024-86                  Fill: VF #6 
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West Virginia 
Dal-Tex Coal Corp. 

Bumbo #2 Mine 

Permit: S-5049-91 

Fill: Fill #5 (NO Photo) 
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CQmPan?: Dal-Ten Coal Corp. Fill: Fill#5 Date ofpcrmit file review: 11103199 

Minc: Humbo $2 Mine Date fill contruction startcd: I 1  Permit: S-5049.91 

State: WV Was this  t i l l  risited at ground level? Yes [ ] No 1x1 Finishcd: I 1  

Latitude: 37-53-50 Had the  fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in ovcrburdrn: 59 
Coust).: Logan Number of fill sizc revisions: 

timc of the air survey? Yes[ ] No[X] Longitude: 81-52-36 
Date ofsurvey: 1 1  

As constructed RWiSi"" Orieinsl desim 

Type of Fill Durablc Rack 

Size uf  Fill 

SUrfaCC 

Lengtl, (fI) 5400 
Area (acres) 55.6 
Volume (mcy) 11.9 

_. 
CO"figW8ti"" 

ElWati0"S 

Slupes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

C 0 " t d  

Strbilitv 

Safety Factor Static 
Seismic 

Hal 

crown in) 1380 
 TO^ (rt) 1180 

Toe Foundation ("A) 4.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 24.0 

Perimeter 

Consmicted Underdrain 

I .4 I 
Andysis 

Software used 
SB Slope 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Pl"partieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrentic Surface 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

illlit Weight (pc!) 148 
Frictioll Angle 5 0  
Cohcsian (pro 0 

i lni t  Weigh, ipcq 125 

Friction Angle (dcg.) 36  
Cohesion (prt) 0 

NO,,* 

Foundation Prcpardon Yei [ 1 NO [ 1 
Underdrains Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Grading andKcvegctation Yes [ 1 NO I 1 
Find Ceniticafion Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

Ifa DRI, did the photographs diow the rock blanket or C O ~ C  undcrdrain by graviry segregation? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
roosdz!ion data: I.",,l  

Toward Fill 

X,̂ .." 

Dip of smtata relative l o  f i l l  

we.5 N n v s  Wit tm n. thP fill? YCE [ ] Nn [ ] 

surrace drainag~ conmi vurking pr~peiiy? Y ~ S  i I NO 1 
Subsurfacc drsi-sgr coiiiioi working pmpids? Yes i ] No [ ] 

It' active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
If spoil disposal Site inactive. h o r  long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock 611 is under ronstructiun, 

I 

Appronimatcly 80% durable rack by volume? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Discernable blankct or core drain fonning? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

If the fill is completed, compare the sizc with the size iii file latest pie-completion revision? 
If the fill is significantly smalier, what is the rcvron according to the documentation or inspcctor? 

Fill surface configuration 

Is thc fill rihlvfed in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

Numberoibencheson fill. 
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L"C4ti"" Length (ft) Width (fl) Depth (in) 

Locntion of 
C r a c k  ' 

LDcsfiD" O f  

Erosion Areas' 

Location "f 
Ground Bulgrs' 

Location O f  
Springrlsrepr * 

iacniloa Of 
Changer 

Morrment 
Chnmctcrirtics * 

Comment. 

2 

3 

Wcre therc dcprcsiionr 011 the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No I ] (Potential Wnter Dcplh) 
I 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were :here areas of rrosiun on the 511 benches'? Yes [ 1 NO [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummochytcnain? Ycs [ I No [ I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or seeps ubscrvcd iu disposal m a s ?  Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc chuoges in vegetation or spoil color obsencd on fill? Ycr [ ] No [ ] 

I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Didafailur~occuronthefill? Yes[ ] N o [  ] 
f so, cater the source of information on the failure: 
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West Virginia 
Eastern Associated 
No Mine Identifier 

Permit: S-53-85 

Fill: #6 
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0 I 82 
0 
82 



Lutatiun Lcngth (ft) Widlh (ft) Dcpfh (in) 

Location of 
Cracks' 

Location of 
Erosion ,\reas* 

Location "f 
Ground Bulges* 

LOCRtiO" O f  
SpringrlSeepS * 

iocaiinn O f  

Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

s-53-85 
116 

2 

3 

Were thcrc dcpreriioiis on the fill benches? Yes I 1 NO I I (Potential Water Depth) 
I 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there areas of erosion on thc fill bcncher? Yes [ 1 No 1 I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there sptings or acep vbscncd iu disposal areas? Yes [ I No I I 
1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcrc changes ill vegetation or spoil color observed on till? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

I 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

Did afailuie occur on lhe till? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
f so, enter the source ofinfomation on the failure: 

Stage of construction duing fdure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mars 3 

Rench f 
L a s h  (nj 
Wid& (A) 

ScarpHeight (n) 
Urpth to slip Plane (ft, 
Transport Distance (ft) 
D".- "',&.. 

"l ..",erne;: 

Extent of I'ailure Movement 

Cause of Movement Mass i 

Mass 1 
Mass 3 

y fhs fint scnifisnfian 011 fiic. 600,000 cy were alriddy in place The spoil in place secmed rn have a fair a l n o ~ n l  of durable rock Could 00, discern foundation on fhs coyisd photo 
Ir i i r , f i er i r ionfoundlnthof i l~ i idntod  IOIIU85 Byrhe 1996reri,ion(IBR),Allihhad beenrevirelsreducEdinrircintonofilli 6 m d b A  ThPie~onfor ih ls -nof found 
nliy fill 6 data is  listed abavo Ths snginecrin$ pwmereri Far the fiability anrlnir is bered on the 1msmil1 prouerticr ofthe rock lithologics making l ip she fill. The vamc revi~mn 
dicarer prebiour  hallow failure wobbrns on the 2 1 dopes, forcing the use o f 1  4 I instead Fill 6 looked stable fmm the helicopter Possible minor ponding on the 2nd bench next" 
E mntm drain 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
E a s t e r n  A s s o c i a t e d 
N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-53-85                        Fill: #6 

Permit: S-53-85                      Fill: #6 
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West Virginia 
Elkay Coal Co. 

Tower Mountain 

Permit: S-5023-93 

Fill: Fill #1 
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C0mPanY:Elkvy Coal Co. pill: Fil l#1 Date ofpermit  tile review: 09/21/99 
Permit :  S-5023.93 Mine: Tower Mountain Date fill contruction started: 10/0 1/93 

State: wv Was this fill visitcd at ground Icvel? Yes i 1 No 1x1 Finished: / I  

cousty: Logan Number of fill size revisions: 1 
Latitude: 37-41-33 llad the fill bees reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 49 

time of the air survey? Yes[ 1 No[X] Longitude: 81-53-51 

Type of Fill 

Sire of Fill 

S"rfSCC 

Date of survey: 12/31/99 

As constructed RWiSiO" Orieinal derien 

Durablc Rock Durable Rock 

Lenyh (ft) 2475 4000 

Vulumc (mq) 91.1 
Area (mm) 77.0 102.0 

Slupa 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainape 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Sofhrrre Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Pr"pW6.S 

(SPUil) 

inginerring 
Propertie? 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

configuration I I 
Crown (I?) 1900 1840 
Toe (fl) 1230 1050 

ElWati0"s 

Toe Foundation ("A) 16.0 8.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 22.0 23.0 

Penmeter PcIimctcr 

Conrtmcfed Ilnderdniii Constructed Underdrain 

REAME SB Slope 

Static 1.6 I .6 
Seismic 1.4 i .4 

Unit Weight @cf) 130 135 
Friction Angle 35 35 
Cohesion (pso 0 0 

Unit ,might (pd) 

Co1,esion (ps0 
FIinction Angle (deg.) 

Phreatic swface None 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Crrtifcations 

Aerial survey 
am1 Ground 
Level Review * 

Appl. Phase IppLQuarterly Photography 
CrrtiIicatiun CMiIiMiO" Type 

Foundation Preppnmtion Yes [XI No [ ] 9413 Copies 
Underdrains Yes[X] N o [  ] 9512 C"piCS 

SurfaceDrains Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

Grading and Revegetation Ycr [ ] No [ ] 

liiial Certification Yes! 1 NO [ ] 

if a DRF, did the photographs show thc rock b i d e t  or core underdrain by gravity segregation'? Yes [XI NO [ 1 
Fozadatioz data: ?i!S 

Dip o f  shvta dat ive  to fill: 

WWP NOV'~  unttrn I ~ P  m i 7  YPS [ ! NO [a] 

Surface drainage con@d norking properly? Yes 1 No [ 1 
Sabsurfvce dr?ur.uge cmtro! worki~e pxperly'? Yea 1 Xo L 1 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 
If spoil disposd site ii~active. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

' a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume'> Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Disccrnable blanket or core dmin fonning'? Yes 1 No [ I 
l fno to above, estimate percentage: 

lfthc fill is  completed, compare the size with the size in  the latest pre-completion revision? 
Ifthe fill is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to lhe documentation or inspector? 

Fill miface configuration: 
I s  the fill siiuafed in landslide fopogiapliy? Yes [ ] NO [ ] 

Wcrc thcre ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
Number ofbenches on till: 
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 ti^^ 
Cracks 

i.utatiun or 
neprelsions ' 

1 

2 

3 

Were there depressions on thc fill benches'? Yes [ 1 NO 1 (Potential Watcr Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Wcre there areas of erosion on the fill benchcs? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gull) Depth) 

4 

5 

Wcre thcic springs or seeps observed in disposal arcas? Ycr [ 1 No [ 1 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation 01 spoil color observed on till? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did B failure occur on the till? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
f so, enter the source of infomiation on the failure: 

1.0catiun of 
Fmsion Areas 

LOC*tiO" or * 
Ground Bulges 

LnEstiDn of 
SpringsiSeeps 

Movement 
Chiracferistics * 

Comment. 

I 

2 

4 

5 

W a c  there bulges or hummocky terrain? Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

1 

Stage ofconsmction during failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 1 

Bench i 

LclI&Tb in) 
Width (A) 

S c q  Height (it) 
Depln to Slip Phme (I?, 
Transport Distance (A) 
?a:e nff.+D\aiieii: 

Extent of Failure Mwcmcnt 

Mass 3 

Cause ofMorcmem Mass 1 

Mars 2 
Mass 3 

:nnime polEonned wimial shear ~ F S ~ J  on foundation material, Fill P I  wa, separated in- tiyo till from B lwgcr single fill Coal s e w s  mined were Smskmn. Upper Coalburg, Middi, 
oalbure, Lawoi Coalburg, OSM lasurd TDUOCll3-SZ4dOl for not capturing drainage from auger holes in fill ~mi i  
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
E l k a y  C o a l  C o .  

T o w e r  M o u n t a i n  

Permit: S-5023-93                  Fill: Fill #1 

Permit: S-5023-93                  Fill: Fill #1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
E l k a y  C o a l  C o .  

T o w e r  M o u n t a i n  

Permit: S-5023-93                  Fill: Fill #1 

Permit: S-5023-93                  Fill: Fill #1 
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West Virginia 
Evergreen 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: S-35-76 

Fill: #1 
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Company: ~ ~ e r g r e e n  
Permit: S-35-76 

Statc: wv 
County: Wehiter 

Latitude: 38-25-26 
Longitude: 80-36-35 

I 

Type of  Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Cnnfiguratio" 

Elevnfinnr 

Slopes 

Surfacc Drainage 
Cnntrol 

Subsurface 

c""trol 

Stabilit) 
Analysis 

Softwrre Used 

safe@ FIct"r 

Drainage 

E"ginePri"g 
Properties 

(spoil) 

EnEinrering 
PWpWtiU 

(Foundation) 

Phrcatir Surface 

Fill: # I  Date ofpermit tile review: 10126199 
Mine: N I A  DBLC fill contructim started: 0312819 1 

W a  this fill visited at ground Icvel? Ycs I ] No [XI Finished: 1 1  
Numbcr o f t i l l  size revisions: 1 
%Sandstone in overhurden: 43 tiad the fill been rcclaimcd at the 

time a f  the air survey? Yes[ I No[X] 

Date o f  survey: 1213 1199 

As constructed RWiSiO" Original dosign 

Durable Rock Dumhle Rock C0,iW"tiO"d 

1.ength in) 3400 
Area (acres) 
Volume (1"C.y) 1.1 

Flat Flat 

Crown (h) 2500 
'roc (h) 2400 

'Toe Foundation ("A,) 
Fill Face (deg.) 26.6 

Penmeter center Drain 

Gravity Segrcgalcd 

REAME REAME 

SfZtlC 1.6 
S&Sl I iC  

Unit Weight (pcf) 140 
Fliction Angle 36 
Cohesion (pi0 150 

Unit Weight (pct) 115 
Fricfiou Angle (deg.) 30 
Cohcsron (p30 I50 

N""e 

Apnl. Phase AppLQunrterly Photography 

Foundation Preparalion Yes [ ] No [XI 9111 

Construction Underdrains Yes [ ] No [XI 9111 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Rcvicw* 

SwfaceDrains Yes [ ] N o w ]  
Grading wid Revegefvfiom Yes [ ] No [ ] 

9912 

Color 

C0l"i 
Color 

Filial Certification Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Ifa DFLF, did the photographs show thc rock b l w h t  or core underdrain by gravity segegation? Ycs [XI No [ ] 
-.~. l r l l  r".,->".:-- 2" .... 

1 jlyllyLlj,yll 

Dip of shata relative 70 fill: 

WCC N O W  ,.+Ti?kE CD the fi!!? Yes : 1 >!a [Xi 
I 

Sorfacc drainage control vorking properly? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Subsurface drainage ~ o n t i o l  working properly? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Yes [XI No [ 1 K active fill, was active spoil disposal determined lo be on-going? 
lispoil disposal site iiiactive, how long MBS disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approxiiiiately 80% duiahlc rock bs volume? Ycr 1 No I 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 

Unknown 

If no to above, estimate perccntuge: 

Ifthe till is completcd. compae the size with the size in the latest prc-cumpiction revision? 
If the fill i s  significwitly smaller. what is the reason according to the documciitvfiou or inspector! 

Fill surface configuration: 
Is the fill situatedin landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

No [XI Wcrc there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? 
Numher of bcnches on fill: 

Ym [ ] 
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L"C%ti"" Leneth (ft) Width tit1 Dwth l i d  

Location of 
cracks * 

Location "f * 
DcprrssionS 

Locntion "f * 
Emrinn Areas 

Location of 
Ground Bulges * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

comments 

1 

2 

Wcrc there depressions on the 611 bcnchci? Yes j 1 NO [XI (Potcntisl Wafer Depth) 
1 

2 
3 

4 

3 

Were ihere arcas of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs [ 1 No [XI  (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulgcs or hornmocln. terrain? Yes [ I No [XI  

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there sptings or sccps observed m disposal areas? Ycr [ 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Wcrc chnnges in Yegelation or spoil calm observed on fill? Yes [ I No [ ] 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failurc occur on the !ill? Yes [ I No [XI 
f $0, cnter the sot~rce of information on the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 
Mass 1 Mans 2 

Bench #I 

I.en@h (it1 
Width (A) 

S c q H e i g h t  (fi) 
Depth to S i p  Plane (it) 

Tiansporl Dimme (fl) 
?a!e of M... e...ent 

Extent of Failure Movement 

Mass 3 

Came ofh lovmcnt  Mass 1 

hlrsa 2 
Mass 3 

/I I rtmed a~ a lift typo and was extended in size N R durnblc rack type 1991 c m  ~ h o w s  underdrain conimction 
:signed f i l l  so, don i f l h o w w h y  P m i i  rrview bigan with f i l ls  A and 8, bur there discontinued ~n a 1996 iBR Fill I has become a cambinatmn vailry and iide~hlll fill lnriudn 
# d a c e  ridi drain along lower ride (dong the main trend offhe 611) and (In the 1998 design) 1 ruriaci ''flumn' connected ID it The toe dope 
ce i s  a relalively minor pilnoiths cmtiguraoon Stability wi l l ys i i  mihdes i longifudinnl zectmn and 2 iio~s-seFfioni Thc mifinal parameter3 offills A m d  B p d y  differ from fill 
mI cohesion for both A and R 88 0 Far till B, foundation unit weight and mhnion i s  92 and 0 mpecrively There's use ofthe ciifisal foundation concept in ,he permit Helicopter 
iotvn show tho end-dumping prucers tn be ncsriy co~nplere Appear; to i n ~ o l v e  2 lifu The uppm lift not yet regraded near the me In spite of tho rho" dope, fhs graviej icsegaoon 
ocem ~eenis  to bc waikiiig very well 

1998 plan map seem3 to show sanllmcled undcrdrmns in the tine 

&IC tn flat 'Tho filh I3 lung, 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
E v e r g r e e n 

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-35-76                      Fill:  #1 

Permit: S-35-76                       Fill:  #1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
E v e r g r e e n 

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-35-76                      Fill:  #1 
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West Virginia 
Evergreen Mining Co. 

Knight-Ink #1 Mine 

Permit: S-2019-88 

Fill: #5 
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T ~ ~ .  mi 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
C""fig"rati0" 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Contra1 

Stability 

Safhvarc llred 
Analysis 

Safety Factor 

Enpineering 
Properties 

(spoil) 

EEginccnng 
Propertics 

(Foundation) 

Phreatie Surface 

construction 
Documentation 

and Cert iGc~tions 

As Constructed RWiSiO" origins1 design 

Durable Rock Chimney 

Length (n) 1520 1750 
Area (acres) j2.0 32.0 
Volume (mcy) 1.4 

Flat Flai 

Cruwn (a) 2520 2515 
Toc (ft) 2400 2400 

I'ill Face (deg ) 24.0 20.0 
l o c  Foundation (Y.) 6.0 6.0 

Center Drain Chimney Corc 

Gravity Scgngatcd Chimney Core 

R E m  REAM€ 

static 1.8  1.7 
Seismic 1.5 

Unit Weight (pen 140 140 

Coileiion (piq n 0 

unit  W-eight ( p c f j  120 120 
Fnction Angle (deg.) 30 10 
Cuhesion (psf) 250 250 

Friction Angle 36 36 

N0"C N0"e 

Aerial sulvey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
certification CcrtifiCation Type 

FounddtionPreparafion Yes [ 1 No [ ] 3/98 B&W 
Underdrains Ycs [XI No 1 1 2/99 R&W 

SurkceDralnr Yes [ 1 NO [ ] 

Grading and Kcvegetation Yes [ ] No [ ] 

FiiiaiCeifificWon Ycs[ ] No! I 

i f a  DM. did the photographs show thc rock blanket or core underdmin by p v i t y  segregation? 

Dip o f  strata relative f" f i l l :  

Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
M""- 
..".l" FO??n&ati.-l d.f:: 

Were NOV's u"tmn OE t h ~  !ll? Yer [ ! No ! 1 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes 1 No [ 1 
Subsurface dvaizage conlml .mrkiug pmpeil?? Yes [XI No [ 1 

if active fill, wm active spoil disposal dctcnnined tobe on-going? Yes 1x1 No [ ] 
if spoil dirporal Eite iiiactive. how long UBS disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durnblc rock fill i s  under construction, 
Approximately 80% duiablc rock by volome? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Discemable blanket or core drain fonning? Yes [XI No [ ] 
lfno to above. estimate percentage: 

Ifthe fill is complctcd. compare the size with the size in the latest pre~complefion rerision? 
Ifthe fill is signiticanily smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surfacc configuration 
1s the fill simvtcd in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Wcre there ground cracks obscrved on thc fill face or benche? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
Numberofbeiiches on fill: 

wv-I 53 



LDcation "f 
Cracks * 

Location of 
Depressions * 

Location of 
Erosion .4rea9' 

Location "f 
Gl"""d Bulges' 

Location of 
SpringsISerps * 

Loi.:ilFI of 
Changes' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

Comments 

LDCafiD" Length (It) Uidth (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

3 

Were there dcprcssioiii on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No 1 I (Potential Wnter Depth) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

were there orerosion On tile fill b e n c i ~ ?  Y ~ S  1 1 NO [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were them bulges orhummocky terrain? Y e s  I 1 No I 1 
1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there iptings or seeps obscwcd in disposal areas? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changcs in vegetation or spoil color obsencd on fill? Yes 1 1 NO 1 1 
: 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on thc fill? Yes [ 1 NO I I 
'so.  enter thc S O U ~ C ~  of infomation on the failurc: 

Stagc of ~onstlll~fion duting failure: 
Mais 1 Miss 2 MBSS 3 

Ucnch & 

Length ift! 
Width (n) 

Scarp H&t (ft) 
Depth to Slip Plane (it) 
rranspon Distance (n) 
Ra!e of Morcmc- i  

Extent of Failiiie Mnvemeill 

Cwre of M0i-em-t Mais 1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

ial seams Frcepon 8: splifi Mcarnr, Widen, Kiltann>ng 8. rplia, "0" 8. "c" Seam, " A l ~ e a m  

R '12 revised fill imm chimney drain 10 DRF ~ 1 1 1  segregated ruck blanket 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
E v e r g r e e n  M i n i n g  C o .  

K n i g h t - I n k  # 1  M i n e  

Permit: S-2019-88                    Fill: #5 

Permit: S-2019-88                  Fill: #5 
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West Virginia 
Fola Coal Co. 

No Mine Identifier 

Permit: S-2012-93 

Fill: B 
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C o m p w :  I : O ~  cod  CO. 
Permit: S-2012-~3  

state: wv 
County: Clay 

Latitude: 38-21-16 
Longitude: 81-02-44 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

SUrf2C.e 

CO"fiXW*tiO" 

Fill: 8 Date olpcrmit file ieview: I0127199 
Mine: NIA Date fill contruclion started: 0 1 I20195 

Was this fill visited at ground level'? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 Finishcd: I 1  
Number offill size revisions: 

llad the f i l l  been icclaimcd at the 
time ofthe air survey'? Yes[ ] No[X] 

Date of survey: 12/20/9Y 

%Sandstone in overhurden: 70 

Durable Rock Durvblc Rock Durable Rock 

I.ength (rt) 6000 
Area (acres) 
voiwne (mcy) 51.7 

Flat Flat 

SloprE 

Crown (ft) 
.roc ifti 

Elevations 1 
Toe Foundation (".) 2.0 
Fill Face Ides.) 77 n 

1100 I6O0 I 

Drainage 
Control 

Stabilily 
AdgSiS 

Sofhvnre Used 

Safety Pactor 

Engineering 
Plopcrticr 

(spoil) 

Z n g i n e e ri n g 

(F"""driti0") 

Phieatic Surface 

Properties 

Gravity Segregated Gravity Segregated Gravity Segregated 

RtAME 

SfZLtiC 1.7 
Seismic 

Unit Weight (pen 140 
Fiction Angle 38 
Colleiion (pst) 0 

Vnit Wcignt (pcq 125 
Fiction Angle (deg.) 33 
Cohesion ( p s i )  40 

p-0 ni 

ConstlUCtion 
DOC"me"tati0" 

and Certifications 

Aerial Suwey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase AppLQunrterly Photography 
certifrcatiun Cdik.ti0" Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 9511 Color 
Underdrains Yes [ ] NO 1x1 9514 Color 

SiirfvceDrains Yes [ 1 No [X] 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No [XI 

Final Ceitification Yes [ ] No [X! i 
~ ~~~ 

If a DRF, did the photopaphs show thc rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation7 Yes [XI No [ ] 
ll.l.. I1y,r, r" .... A".:"- .>^.^. 

1 IIuI.Y(III"II 

Dip of shvtv dative to fill: 

were NOVS w?.ttCn CE !he fill? Y C E  [XI No 1 j 

Surface d r ~ u g c  conti01 working properly? Yes j No 1 
SubiurEaie drainage control ~woking properly? Yes 1 j No [ j 

Yes [XI No [ ] If active fill, was active sped disposal detemiined to be on-going? 
If spoil dirposai site iiiacfivc, how long was disposal operation i d e  (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction. 
Approximately 80% durable rock by voluzne? Yes 1 ] Nu [XI 

70 
Discemable blanket or core drain forming'? Yei 1x1 No [ 1 

Unknown 

If no to above. estimate percentage: 

If the 611 i s  cumplctcd, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion revision? 
If the fill i s  simificmtly ~in~l ler ,  what is the reason according to !hc documentation or inspcctor? 

Fill slutace configuration: Flat 
Is the fill sifuafed in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [XI 

Wcrc there ground cracks obsewed on the fill face or beriches? Yes 1 I No [ ] 
Numberofbencheson 611. 
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Location Length (it) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Lucatian o f  
Depressions 

Loerti"" of 
Eiusian Areas 

Location of 
Ground Rulgrs' 

Movement 
Characteristics ' 

cammem 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill bcnchcs? Yes [ 1 No 1 (Potential Wafer Depth) 

I 

2 

3 
4 

Wcrc thcre areas oferosion on the fill benches? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

3 
4 

5 

Wcrc thcrc bulges or Iiummo~ky terrain? Yes [ ] Nu [ ] 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Werc there sp"ngs or seepi observed in dispoinl arcas? Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ I No j ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a faihre occur on the fill? Yes [ 1 No I 1 
:f so, enter Ihe source of infomatioil on the failure: 

Slage of ~ o n s h l ~ t i o n  during failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 hlnsr 3 

Bench $ 

Len& if0 
Width (ft) 

Scwp Height (ft) 
uqtn to shp w n e  (nj 

Transpon Distancc (ft) 
xa!; ofMa.;em;r.t 

Extent of Failure Moremmt 

Csuse of Movcmeilt Mess : 
Mass 2 
Mass 3 

hcaiiginai applicalion includa~erimefFrsuifassdiainr However the nireoithr fill andtheshapeoffhe hollow appcmto have required acomplpxneruokroidiainrrunnln~ 
:msi B broad fill cmm shared by at l e w  2 other f i l ls  This involved multiple face~iipn and drainage dwder (rifsrcncing 2/17/94 p h i  map) A re~~ision daied 6/22/94 shows a rnbutil 
rsfem ofccnVrdralni in R considerably smaller 611 (albeit s d l  large) icpnmfcd from the ofher f1113 by thenatural topography Pcnnit includes 1 roil-subrtirurion study 'howing 
rerburden with supecior ~mpcnier for mulmining vegrtamn re la iw to the nafural soil Thc ipil inaterials proposed for substirution mrludes most offhe arsrburdcn. including most 
8erandrfone. End dumpme had already bcgunbyrherimeofthe~ntcenifirntion. ThcrcrsrcNIoNOYs found in the file plrcemcntufacidlfuxiC m a t s d r  nnd dumping bmyondthm 
I0 EL Imm toe limit. By the helhroyter luw~y ,  the face had been regraded and on~goomg dumping and grading uccunod at the crown Even on the shon dumping s l o ~ e r  above fhc fas, 
'avify 3egrogarian Was euident 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
F o l a  C o a l  C o .  

N o  M i n e  I d e n t i f i e r 

Permit: S-2012-93                  Fill: B 

Permit: S-2012-93                  Fill: B 
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West Virginia 
High Power Energy 

Twenty Mile Creek Mine #901 

Permit: S-3026-90 

Fill: S2-X 

WV-163 
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Company: High Power Energy 

Permit: S-3026-90 

State: WV 

County: Nicholas 

Latitude: 38-17-26 

)ngitudc: 81-01-31 

Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Ele'mtions 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surlace 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Fill: S2-X Date of permit file review: 11/18/99 

Ol/Ol/91 

12/31195 

Mine: 1\venty Mile Creek Mine #90 1 Date 1111 eontruetion started: 

Was this till visited at ground level? Yes [ ] No [X] Finished: 

Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
time of the air survey? 

Number of fill size revisions: 

%Sandstone in overburden: 

Date of survey: 

As constructed 

Durable Rock 

1240 Length (fi) 
Area (acres) 

Volume (mcy) 

Flat 

1670 Crown (ft) 

1390 Toe(ft) 

Toe Foundation(%) 

25.0 Fill Face (deg.) 

Center Drain 

Gravity Segregated 

REAME 

!.6 

120 
35 

0 

125 
30 

0 

Static 

Seismic 

Unit Weight (pel) 

Friction Angle 
Cohesion (pst) 

Unit Weight (pcf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

Cohesion (psf) 

Phreatic Surface 

Foundation Preparation 

Underdrains 

Surface Drains 

Grading and Revegetation 

Final Certification 

Appl. Phase 
Certification 

Yes [X] 

Yes [ ] 

Yes[ 

No[ 

No[XJ 

No[ 1 
Yes [ ] No [X] 

Yes[X] No[ J 

Yes [X] No [ j 

12/20/99 

Revision 

Appl.Quarterly 
Certification 

91/3 

91/3 

95/4 

96/I 

If a DRf, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? 

Foundation data: 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were NOV's written on th.e fill? 

Surface drainage control working properly? 

Subsurface drainage control working properly':' 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 

If spoil disposal site inactive, lww long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Original design 

Durable Rock 

1240 

!.5 

Flat 

1640 

1400 

II .0 

22.0 

Center Drain 

Gravity Segregated 

Stab! 

1.5 

120 

35 

0 

125 
30 

0 

Phreatic Surface 

Photography 
Type 

Yes [ 

None 

None 

None 

None 

No[X] 

Pits, Holes 

Yes [XJ No[ 

Yes [ ] No[ 

Yes I ] No[ 

Yes i ] No[ 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Aerial Sun>cy 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 

If no to above, estimate percentage: 

No[ 

Discernable blanket or core drain fanning? Yes [ ] No [ 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in the latest pre-completion rev1sion? 

If the fiJI is significantly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration· 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [ ] No [ 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ ] No [ 

Number of benches on fill: 
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Lwrtivn of 
Cracks * 

Locatin" of 
Depressions * 

Location of ~ 

mrosian m a s  

Lucrti"" of * 
Ground Bulges 

Location of 
Springslserps * 

iocrtiun UP 
Changes * 

htovrmrnt 
Characteristics * 

LOCRfiO" Lrnglh (it) Width (it) Depth (in) 

Wele tliere depressions on thc fill bcnciicr? Yes I 1 No I 1 (Potentis1 Water Depth) 

Wcre there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs [ 1 No [ I (hlarimum Cully Dcpth) 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Wcrc there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
1 

2 

4 

5 

Wcie thcre spriugr or seeps ohserued in disposal areas? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 

4 
5 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color obnerred nil till? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the till? Yes [ ] No [XI 
 SO, enter the source ofinfonllation on the failure: 

Stage of conshlcfion during failure: 
Mass 1 Mnss 2 Mars 3 

Bench # 

Length (Rl  

Width (A) 
Scarp Height (ft) 

Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 
Transport Distancc (A) 

R-'e rfMo7emen: 

Extent of Failure Movcmcnt 

Cause of Muverneni MISS 1 

Mars 2 
Mass 3 

m a r y  17, I996 ceriiiiiatian s t d m  that U V ~ E ~  pa" of fill j \ a ~  banded for a deep mine. In the ilerid phami it B P ~ E B C S  that  B large mep i s  emmmng (tom above the fill 

II NOV mas ikwed May 14, 1991, for frilurcto r ~ m o v ~  all organls material prmz to fill placement 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
H i g h  P o w e r  E n e r g y  

T w e n t y  M i l e  C r e e k  M i n e  # 9 0 1  

Permit: S-3026-90                    Fill: S2-X 

Permit: S-3026-90                  Fill: S2-X 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
H i g h  P o w e r  E n e r g y  

T w e n t y  M i l e  C r e e k  M i n e  # 9 0 1  

Permit: S-3026-90                    Fill: S2-X 
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West Virginia 
High Power Energy 

Twenty Mile Creek Mine #90 

Permit: S-51-85 

Fill: E 
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'Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
CO"Iig"Mi0" 

Elevrtions 

Slopes 

Surface Drninage 
Control 

Subsurface 
DrniMgC 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software llred 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"eeri"g 
PlOp.rtieS 

(spoil) 

Enginccring 
PrOpPrticS 

(Foundation) 

Phrratic Surface 

CO"Sfl"Eti0" 
Documentation 

and  Certifications 

*s Eonnlrucfed RC"iSi0" Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock Durable Rock 

1700 Length (A) 1700 2300 
37.0 Area (acres) 37.0 64.0 

Vulumc (mcy) 27.0 

Flat Flat COnCaW 

18on crown (ft) 1800 1850 
1380 Toe(ft) 1380 1221 

22.0 Fill Face (deg) 22.0 23.0 
4.0 Toe Foundation (96) 9.0 19.0 

Center Drain Centcr Drain Chimney Core Crntcr Drain 

Gravity Segricgaled Fravity Segregated Grmily Segregated Chimney Co 

REAME REAME SB Slope 

1.6 Stalic 1.6 I .7 
1.2 Scismic 1.2 1.4 

120 Unit Weight (pci)  120 I20 
33 Fnction Angle 33 35 

100 Cohesion (pso 100 0 

Unit Weight (pdJ 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psi) 

p-n.05 P-0.05 None 

.4crinl Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly 
CntifiGlti"" Certification 

Photography 
Type ~~ 

Foundation Prepamtion Ycr [x] No [ 1 9114 NOW 

Underdraiiis Yer[X] NO[  ] 9012 B&W 
S u r f v c e h i n s  Yes [XI No [ ] 9311 B&W 

Chding andRevegctation Ycs [XI No [ ] 9311 B&W 
Final Celtificatio~ Yes [XI NO [ 1 9611 NO"* 

I fa  DRF. did the photonaphs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [XI No [ ] 
YYiiLXlUYll data. ?if, 

LeA Flank Hi& Toward Fill Dip of strata relative to fill: 

P/cx N(?V; .:.Ti?t;r. 0:: :!is fill? YCS :x; No [ ] 

Surface drinage c~nfml  working properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Stiontiiface drainage ~oi i t rol  rvrking pmprrly? Yci [ 1 No [ 1 

If active fill. war active spoil disposal determined to he 0"-going? Yes [ ] NO [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal opcratiou idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is undrrconstruction, 
Approi;imz!ely 80%, darahls rock by ru!?nnc? Yes [ ] NO [ 1 

Dircemvble blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
Ifno to aboie, estimatc percentage: 

If lhc fill ir completed. compae the size with the Size in the latest prc-completion re\,ision? 
If thc fill is significantly smaller, what id the reason according to thc documemafion or inspector? 

Fill surface configmation: 
Is the fill iiruated in landslide toponaphy? Yes [ I NO [ 1 

Wcre thcrc ground cracks observed on Ihe 611 face or henchci? Yes [ 1 NO : 1 
Numbcr of hcnchcr on fill: 8 
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LOCafiO" Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

Location of 
DCpreSSi0"S 

Location o f  
Erosion Areas 

Loeati"" of * 
Ground Bulges 

Lucation o f  
SpringnlSerpr * 

1 1,ucrtion of 
Cracks 

3 

Were them depreisiuni on thc fill bcnchcr'! Yes I I No I I (Potential Water Depth) 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Wcre there areas of emion on the fill benchca? Yes I 1 No 1 I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Wcrc thcrc bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc thcrc springs or seeps ohserved in disposal areas? Ycs I I No 1 I 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vegeta:ion or spoil color obseived on fill? Yes 1 1 No [ 1 
Lucati"" "t 

Changes * 

comments 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the till? Yes 1 1 Nu [ 1 
Fso, enter lhe source of infomation 011 the failure: 

Stage of consmiction during failure: 
Mass I Mass 2 Mass 3 

Benclr il 
Lengih (R) 
Width (A) 

Scarp Height (A) 

Depth to SlipPlane (A) 

Transpon Distancc (A) 

P A C  of MGrernen: 

Extent of Failure Movcinent 

Calrac of Movement >:ass I 
Mass 2 
MBSS 3 

la1 Seams Coalburg, Siuriiun. i-Riask, Original d c s b  called for 50 lini but was modifled fo DKF 

>xiding on top surface of BII, Pond ci.nstrucfed on backfilled area nbovc till 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
H i g h  P o w e r  E n e r g y  

T w e n t y  M i l e  C r e e k  M i n e  # 9 0  

Permit: S-51-85                        Fill: E 

Permit: S-51-85                      Fill: E 
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B l a n k  P a g e  
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West Virginia 
Hobet Mining, Inc. 

West Ridge 

Permit: S-5003-96 

Fill: Fill #52 



BLANK PAGE 
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Typo of Fill 

sire of Pill 

Durable Rock 

S!OpPS 

Surface Dminagc 
Control 

Subsurface 

Length (h) 3700 

Volume (3ncy) 7.7 
Arca (acres) 82.9 

Flat 

crown (it) 1250 
Toe (R) 850 

Toe Foundation ("A) 8.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 

Center Drain 

Drainage I Gravitv Seercevtcd I 

static 1.6 
Seismic 

unit  wcight (pet) 125 
Friction Angle 34 
Coheaion (psfl n 
iinit Weishi (pdj 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Co1,erion (psi) 

None 

construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Appl. Phase AppLQumterIy Photography 
CertifiCatiO" certilicrtion Type 

I'oundation Preparation Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Underdrains Yes[X] No[ ] 9614 NOW 

SurfaceDraini YesIX] N o [  ] 9714 None 
Grading and Revegetation Ycs [XI NO [ 1 9714 NODC 

Final Cenification Yes [ 1 No! ] 

I f u  DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes j 1 No [XI 
_""..ll..".. ,:^,,"Artin.. A0,<. Ho!cs 

Dip of strata relative to 1111: 
were NnV's Wi"PI1 on the fill? YZE [XI N C  : ] 

Surface drainage conhol aorkiiig properly? Ycr [ I NU [XI 
Subsurfax drainage con:ro! .aorkiag propeilj? Y e s  [XI No [ ] 

liactive fill, was actirc spoil disposal determined 10 bc on-going? Yes [ 1 No [XI 
30 If spoil disposal site inactivc, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durahle rock 611 i s  under Construction, 

Approxiinatcly 80% durable rock by volumc? Yes [ ] No [XI 

Dircemable blanket or core drat) forming? Yes [XI NO [ ] 

Same 

If no to above, ertimate percentage: 40 

lrthe fill is cornpiefed. compare the size with the size in the l a t e ~ t  pre-completion revision? 
l i t he  fill is siwificantly imallci, r h a t  is Uie reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill stufaace conligiriation: C0""CX 
Is the till rirnated m landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No [XI 

Yes [XI No [ 1 Were there ground cracks observed on the fill iace or benches? 
Nurnher of bcnches 011 fill: 5 



Lucrtion of 
Crack$ 

Location "f 
Erosion Areas' 

Lucalion of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location Of 
SpringsiSeeps 

Locai-;orr 0: 

Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

L"C2fi"" Length (ft) Width (fl) Depth (in) 

Bcb*4. Full length, Para1 600 5 2 

Bcii#3. 3&4 Qrtl, Parallel 300 i 2 

(Potential Water Depth) Were lhcrr dcprcriioiis on the fill benches? Yes [XI No I 1 
BCli 83, 2 Quratile I5 5 8 
Bchfl. 2 Qurntile 15 8 8 

Were there a r e a  of erosion on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [x] (Maximum Gully Depth) 
I 

3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or h m m o c l q  terrain? Yes [XI No [ I 
Bch $3,2 8 3 Quartile 25 5 

Bch 42 .283  Quwile 15 5 

Were there ~pnngs or seepi obrcmed in disposal areas? Yes [ I Nu [XI 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Wcre changes in vegetation or spoil color obscrvcd on fill? Yes [ 1 Nn [XI 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

Didaf~lweuccuronthef i l l?  Yes[X] N o [  1 
Field Messt~rernent~ 
Post-construction active 

f so, cimr the mwce of information on the fdwe:  

Stage of construction during failure: 
Mans I Mass 2 M a s  3 

Ucnch # 3 
ienglh (ftj 

scarp Ileight (A) 
Width (ft) 25 

Depth to slip Piane (ti) 

Trannpon Distance (ti) 
?a!* nfMo\crne::t N O R E  

Extent of Failure Movement N0"C 

Cause afMo?meni MPSS : Doxbilit). ofRacL 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

8eld ~ S _ I W  revealed bulg- on benchen 83 and t 2  Company indicates bulses and crack are normal maintenance and not failurfi 

h 0 l  wereonWl1 iij? no,ii* 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
H o b e t  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

W e s t  R i d g e  

Permit: S-5003-96                  Fill: Fill #52 

Permit: S-5003-96                  Fill: Fill #52 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
H o b e t  M i n i n g ,  I n c .  

W e s t  R i d g e  

Permit: S-5003-96                  Fill: Fill #52 

Permit: S-5003-96                  Fill: Fill #52 
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West Virginia 
Independence Coal Co., Inc. 
Twilight MTR Surface Mine 

Permit: S-5023-96 

Fill: Fill #1 James Creek 
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T~~~ ormi 

Size of  Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

EIeYlti"". 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Cuntro1 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software llned 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

tngincering 
~~ 

Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (osii 

As constructed Revision Original design 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (A) 9800 9800 
Arc8 ( m c s )  135.0 135.0 
Volume (mcy) 201 .o 20 I .o 

Flat Flat 

crown (it) 2060 2060 

Toe Foundation ("A) 3.0 3.0 

Toe (ft) 1300 1300 

Fill Face (deg.) 27.0 27.0 

Center Drain ccmci Drain 

Constructed Undeidrdm Gravity Segregated 

REAME REAM€ 

static I j  1.3 
Seismic 

unit Weight (pd) 140 140 
Friction Angle 40 40 
Cohesion (psn 0 0 

unit Weight ( p d j  I 

I 
Phreitie Surface I 

.. . I 
P-0.05 P.0~05 I 

CO"Stl"Eti0" 

Documentation 
and Certifications 

Aerial sulvcy 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
CWl i f iCn t iO"  CWtifiCZltiO" Type 

FoundationPrrparation Yes 1 I No [XI 9x14 NOW 

Underdrains Yes[ ] No[X] CUPiCS 
Surface Drains Yes [ ] No [XI Copies 

Cnding and Reregetation Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
Final Ceifificvtion Ye5 [ 1 No [ ] 

I ra  DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by bmvity scwegation? Yes 1x1 No [ 1 
dZta: T.... 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

were NOV'l writte!? nn the t;!!? v,, [XI "a [ 1 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
S113suifhci drainage con1rol norking properly? Yes i ] No [ i 

Yes [XI No [ 1 If aclive fill. was actire spoil disposal detemincd to bc on-going'! 
If E p d  disposal site inactive, how long WBE disposal operation idle (months)? 

fa durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately XO%durabierock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Discemable blanketor core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Ifno lo aborc, cstimate pcrccntage: 

If the fill is completed, compare the size with the size in thc latest pre-completion revision? 
Ifthc fill is rigiiificanfly smaller, what is lhe reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuiatiun: 
Is the till situated in landslide topowaphy? Yes [ I No [ 1 

Were there ground cracks ohsewed on the fill iacc or bcnchcs? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
Niimbcr of bcnches 011 Ell: 
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LDClfiO" Lcnefh lftl Uidth lffl Denfh linl 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changcs in vegetation o i  spoil color obscmed on fill' Yes [ I No [ ] 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ I No [XI 
f $0, cnter thc soiir~e of information on thc failure: 

I ."Elt iO" Of 

Cracks * 

Lacation Of I 

Deprcrnianr 

Lacation of 
Erosion Arcas 

Location of 
Ground Bulges 

Location Of 
SpringslSPPps * 

Liicrliaii 0: 

Changer * 

\1avement 
Characteristics * 

I 

2 

3 

U'm thcre deprerrianr on the  fill bcnchcs? Yes [ I NO [ I (Potentin1 Wafer Depth) 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
I 

Were there areas of erosion on the fill benches? Ycs I 1 No [ I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulgcs or hummocky tena ie? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were r ime springs or S ~ S  observed ill disposal areas? Yes [ ] No [ 

Stage of construction duting failire: 
Mass 1 Illass 2 

Bench # 

Lengih @) 
Widlh (A) 

s c q  Height (ft) 
Depth to si ip Piane (it) 
Tranrpoif Distance (A) 

Pa!; of Mnremer.! 
Extent of Failure Movement 

Mass 3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
I n d e p e n d e n c e  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  
T w i l i g h t  M T R  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5023-96                   Fill: Fill #1 James Creek 

Permit: S-5023-96                    Fill: Fill #1 James Creek 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
I n d e p e n d e n c e  C o a l  C o . ,  I n c .  
T w i l i g h t  M T R  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5023-96                   Fill: Fill #1 James Creek 

Permit: S-5023-96                    Fill: Fill #1 James Creek 
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West Virginia 
James Coal Co. (River Ridge Coal) 

No. 1 Surface Mine 

Permit: S-5033-87 

Fill: #1 
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Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
CO"lig"rati0" 

Elevations 

slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Softwnrc Iked 

Safety Factor 

Engineering 
PrOpWties 

(Spoil) 

E"gi"cPri"g 
PrOpertiCS 

(Foundation) 

Phrratic Surface 

CO"Str"Eti0" 
Documentation 

and Certiticatiuna 

As constructed RWiSi"" Originnl design 

Durable Rock 

1050 Length (ft) 1050 1300 
14.5 hrca(ucrei) 14.5 32.0 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

0.8 Volume (mcy) 0.8 4.5 

C0"CWC Flat Flat 

1400 clown (tt) 1400 1610 
1150 T ~ ~ ( R )  I 150  1150 

9.0 Toe Foundation (99) 9.0 9.0 
23.0 Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 25.0 

Perilllefer Perimeter Ccnter Drain 

Gravity Srecgated Gravity Seycgatcd Gravity Seyegatcd 

R E W  REAME REAMS 

1.6 Static 1.6 1.6 
SCiS1"iC 

140 Unit W+t (pcfJ 140 130 
33 Ftictionhglc 33 36 

I Cohesion (pso I 100 

Unit Weight (pct) 
Fnctinn Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (pnt) 

N0"C "7°C N""? 

Acrid survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

9ppl. Phase Appl.Qusrterly 
Cerlilicntion CWtiIbtiD" 

Foundatimhcparation Yes [ No [ I None 
Underdrains Yes [ No [ NOnE 

SurfaceDrains Yes [XI No [ ] 93/2 NOiX 
Cnading andRevcgetation Yes [ I No  [XI 99/1 None 

Find Cefiiiication Yes [XI No [ ] 9413 Copier 

l f a  DRF. did the photographs show ?he rock blanket or core underdrain by gravily segregation'! Yes [ I No [ ] 
":.~ r l l h  z >..:... 1 -... 

y"IIyLI,IyII 

Dip of strata relative to fill: Left F l a k  High Away From Fill 

"re b!D\i'S written 3: !be El!? Yc; :XI *!D : 1 

Surface drainage comol working properly? Yes L 1 No [XI 
Subsuiface drainage control workuig properly? Yes 1 NO I j 

No [XI If active fill, was active spoil disposal dctcmiinedto be on-going? Yes [ 
If spoil disposal site inactive. how lung was disposal ~pcraafion idle (months)? 

: f a  durnble rock fill is under comtmction, 
Al)proximatcly 80% dnrablc rock by volume? Yes [ I NO [ I 

Discemable blanket or core d r a i  forming? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

If the fill is completed, compare the siize with the s i x  in the latest pie-completion revision? 
If the fill is rignificaiitly smaller. what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface confiprution: 
Is the fill Sitiialcd ill landslide fopopphy?  Yes [ I No [ 1 

Were there ground cracks obsmed on thc fill face or benches? Yes [ I No [ 1 
Number o f  benches on fill: 9 
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L O C t l t i O "  Lenpfh (ft) Width lft) Depth (in1 

Location of 
Crack 

Lacstion O f  

Erosion Areas' 

Location of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location Of 
Changes' 

Comments 

I 
2 

3 

Were there drprcssions 011 the fill benches? Yes [ I No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there areas orerosion OD thc fill bcnches? Yes I I NO I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky terrain? YEE I No L I 
1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or s e m ~  observed in disposal arcus? Yes [ I No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changcs in vcgctation or spoil color observed on fill? Ycr [ ] No [ ] 

I 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [ I No [ ] 
f so, enter thc S O W C ~  of infonnafion on the railwe: 

Stage of conrtrucfio~ dunng failure: 

Mass 1 Mans 2 Mass 3 
Bench f 
Lmgth (ft) 
Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (rt) 
Depth to Slip Plane (ft) 
Transpoit Distance (I?) 

D^.- -"-. 
&,. ."deneZt 

Extent of Failuic Movement 

Cause of Movement Mass 1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

081 seam. UPW Cedar Grove. Lower Ccdar Grove, Alma: Slate Nova tssued for c~nfimporaneour reclamation improper drainage, impmper c ~ n ~ t r ~ c f z ~ n .  and erosion , seepa 
,rming at bench i l  whmch w e n  driuned 81 mown on final cenificaiion 

'"ding on bench 117, quaner it4 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
J a m e s  C o a l  C o .  ( R i v e r  R i d g e  C o a l )  

N o .  1  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5033-87                  Fill: #1 

Permit: S-5033-87                    Fill: #1 
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West Virginia 
Julianna Mining 

Camp Creek Surface Mine 

Permit: S-2002-94 

Fill: VF #1 

wv-193 
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Company: Julianna Mining Fill: V P # I  Date of pennit filc rcvicw: 11/03/09 
Permit: s-2002.94 Mine: Camp Creek Surface Miiic [late fill contruction stancd: 11i01194 

Statc: WV Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes 1 1 No [XI Finished: t i  
Cousty: W-rhster Number of fi l l  size revisions: 3 

Latitude: 38-30-15 Had the fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburdcn: 59 
time u f ths  air survey? Yes[ 1 No[X] Longitude: 58-03-10 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drai"age 

Control 

Stability 
Anrlysia 

sortware Used 

Datc of  survey: 12/21/99 

A s  I-unstrudrd RWiSi4" orieina1 derien 

Toe Foundation (99) 6.0 6.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 47.0 47.0 

center main Peril"efer 
. 

Gravity Segregated Gravity Scpcgared 

Sfabil Stnbil 

Durable Rock 

Length (ft) 2580 3740 

Type of Fill 

Sire of Fill 
Area lacresl 108.0 108 o 

E"gineekg 
Pr"prrtieS 

(SPUil) 

~~ . .  
Vnlume (mc,.) 18.1 16.4 

Flat Flat 

crown (ft) 2250 2140 
Toe (fl) 1920 1875 

Surface 
Canfigurntion 

El~vvtiann 

unit Weight (Pd) 125 125 
Friction Angle 38 35 
Cohcsion ( p s i )  0 100 

I Safety Facbr Static I .6 
Seismic I .4 

PlOpWtieS 
(Foundation) 

Friction Angle (dcg.) 
Cohesion (osf) 

32 
0 27 0 I 

I ,. , I 
Phrcatic Surface Phiealic Surface I Phreatic Surfncc 

conrtmction 
Documentation 

m d  certifications 

Aerial Suney 
and Ground 
Level Revier*  

Appl. Phase ,\ppl.Quarterly Photography 
Certiticntion certifiertion Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [XI No I 1 4/97 8 & W  
Underdrains Yes [XI No [ ] 4/97 6B.W 

SurfhreIhains Yes 1 No 1 1 
Grading and Kcvegetation Yes 1 I No I ] 

filial Certification Yes! ] No [ 1 I 
I 

I fa  DW, did the photographs show the rock blanket 01 cure undcrdrvin by gravity segregation? Yes [XI No [ ] 
T"... n:._ Cnondztinn dz:z: I.̂ , ,I I I ~  

Dip 01 strata relative to fill: Away From Fill 
Vere NQV'S Umt!en nn lhe fill? Ycr [ No [ : 

Surface drainage conto1 working properly? Yes [XI NO 1 1 
Slbmfsce drabage cwhol working properly? Yes [ I No [ ] 

Tfacuve fill, was actiw spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No [XI 
11 spoil disposnl Site inactive. how long war disposal operation idle (months)? 

ifn durable rock fill i s  under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

l f n o  toabore, estimate percentage: 
~ Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] NO [ 

lithe fill is completed, compare thc s i x  wit11 thc size in tlse later! pre~completiw revision? 
If the fill is significantly ~maller, what is the reuson according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is thc fill situatcd in lmdilide topography? Yes [ I No [XI 

No [XI 
Number ofbenches on l i l t :  8 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [ 1 
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Location of 
Cracks * 

LocatiP" Of * 
Erosion Areas 

Lacntion of 
Ground Bulgrs* 

iucation Of 
Changes* 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

Comments 

LOf*fi"" Lmyth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were therc dcpicssioni on die fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ ] (Potential Water Depfb) 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on ihc fill benches'! Yen [XI NO [ ] (hlaximum Gully Doplh) 

I Entire Face 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky tcrrain? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
I 
2 
3 

4 

5 

Were there springs or seep observcd iii disposal areas'! Yes [XI No [ 1 
I Toe Area, QTR 4 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changcs in vegetation or spoil color obsencd on fill? YCE [ 1 No [ j 

2 

4 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the flil? Ycs [ 1 No 1 
f so, cntcr thc mwce af infannation on the failure: 

Stage of coiistmction during railure: 
>Ins9 1 Mans 2 Mass 3 

Bench $ 

Length (it) 

Width (I?) 
Scav Height (R) 

Depth to Slip Plane (A) 

'Transport Distance (I?) 
r.. .\a,e o:More7zeilt 

Extent of Failure Movement 

came of MoYelliClli Mars 1 

Mass 2 
Miss 3 

3R i(, chnngcel csnter drains to p m d  drains, 

ibiUniiai erosion on area above seep jlf me Lrorion extends up the lerace face to bench # I  

IBR 42 incrcsed c i l ~ a t f y  by raisins final elevatmn. Rev i lU added refme dispoval on bench above \?+I in backitart area 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
J u l i a n n a  M i n i n g  

C a m p  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-2002-94                    Fill: VF #1 

Permit: S-2002-94                  Fill: VF #1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
J u l i a n n a  M i n i n g  

C a m p  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-2002-94                    Fill: VF #1 

Permit: S-2002-94                  Fill: VF #1 
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West Virginia 
K & B Coal Co. (after Lionel) 

Grace #3 

Permit: S-3010-86 

Fill: #3 
Fill: #4 
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LOCati.3" Length (ft) Width (it) Depth (in) 

Location of 
Crack * 

1.ocrtiun of 
veprrssianr " 

LOElti"" of 
Erosion Areas* 

Locati"" "f 
Ground Bulges' 

Locati"" "f 
SprinpriSrrps * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

Comments 

3 

Were there depreisions on tlic 511 bcnches? Yes [XI NO [ I (Potcntial Water Depth) 

I 
2 

Wcre there weas of erosion on the fill bcnches? Yes [XI No I (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 B 6-crown, Q I 

2 B 2 - m ,  Q 2 
3 

S 

W n c  there M g c 5  07 hucnmocky terrain? Yes 1x1 No [ 1 
1 

2 
3 
4 

Were thcrc springs or seeps observed in disposal arcar? Yes [XI No I 
Dcscnbc location of seep 
1 B c r o w .  Q I 
2 B 2 , Q 2  
3 B 3 Q 3-4 
4 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes  [XI No [ I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes [XI No [ I 
fso,  enter the souicc of information on the failure: Permit Filc, Ficld iMeasuremenfi, DEP lnspe~tor 

Stage of cunsmuctioa during failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 Mass 3 

Bench f 6 3 . 7 

Lciyh (5) 
Width (fl) 

Scarp Height (n) 
30 -~ .. .~ L'rpL" t" SiipPlms inj 

Transport Distvnce (A) 9 1 

Rate n f M n v m ~ n t  I._ Ql",&, SIOW SISW 
Extent of F i l m  Movcment slip Slip Slip 

M~~~ 1 

nlanr 2 
Mass 3 

Cause of "lovemen! Inadequate UnderDrainr. Undergroljod Mine Dicinage. Durabili!y of Pnck. 
Inadequate UnderDrains, Durability of Rock, Stecp Shevrn Profile 

Inadequate UnderDrains, hrab i l i f )  ofllock, Steep S t e m  Profile 

i e  fin, modilicacion for 611 3 (518190) a l i o a d  for end-dumping and then reworking the spoil far the llfi constrn~lion (an o p p o d  to B a m p l e e  hnul-down of $lie malerial to the 
,tmm of the developing till). &long with fiiis 2 and 4, I I  was changed to the durable-rock t y p  on 7/16/90 Thin occurred under the original ampany (Lionel-permitted 2/2/90), 8 
mplss abovfthcLowerKiiianingCorlbsducrersstrdforduiabiiiry, ~ i h g  SDI Threeaitheicwereshals,theresisandrtane All biiioneihalerampleperisd as durable The permil 
V I C ~ C ~  could not dcfomine why samples betivesn the Lower Kiflaning and Ciaion Cnalhedr were not uken h profilo of fill 4, the c~own of which is at dm elevation very close to th, 
w n  ofhli 3, showr itback-rtackedavs a bench infothe Clarion ~here'rathlcbrnam,"eaandill inebec~eenthe~~s-i Th~epermitwan~euokedan7116190duetnprobternr 
iaied u) eifluent Iirnill. ssdimontcontrol system%, and the consfniction ofthevalley fi l ls Repair work began under antract on 6/29/94 
sbp on fill 3 wns R i i t  documented m the 1/28/92 q ~ ~ i t e r l y  certifiiation rewon Cenifisntion photograph3 xndicale that the slip wm conertnl  by 7124.U2, bus rooccuned by Ill 2/93. 
ie contraclod work on fill 3 began by I0112194 Thc inipeclion roport claimed chat a largi discharge was faking place at the fill toe and that me,  and ~ ( s s i l i v ~  spoil had been placed 
e $ 1 , ~  %ma The prajcclcd w n  complered by 1217/94 Howwcr ihc d i y  reappeared by 3/3/91 The dsp WN reclaimed B third time by 7/?0/91 A final inspection took place on l/30/9 
m03I a y e s  after the conrrscfor'i rclca~e The ~ u n e n t  problems on the fill milst haw rtwred between rhii la% inrpecuon and thc 12/99 helicopter suwoy The dip rrierencsd in Ule 
nification and innpechn reports IS iisted under mass # ! in the table above Two other independent fa,iurei wace obaewed dunng the OSM ground-lwei rev im The mmimum depi 
the lrrgnt dip is  csrimafcd to be 30 10 40 feet whish corresponds to Uie dcprh of h e  iill There i s  II rigniiicant seep 81 bsnsb 1, whish Is connected 10 the m d ~ s  # 2 failure There i s  I 
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Company:  K & B Coal Co. ( a h  Lionel) Fill: # 4  Date of permit file review: 08/08/00 
Permit :  s-3010-86 Mine: mace # 3 I h t c  fill conlruction started: 1210 1/90 

County: Nichols Date ofvisit: 03/21/00 
Latitude: 38-23-21 Had thc f i l l  been reclaimed at  thc %Smdstonc in overburden: 54 

state: WV Was this f i l l  visited at ground level? Yes [x] No [ J Finished: 07/24/92 
Number offill size revisions: 

time of the air survey? YesIX1 N o [  I >ongitudc: 80-38-54 
Date of survey: 12/22/99 

AS conrtructell Revision Olieinal llerien 

Type of  Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Cllimney Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (A) 1128 1075 
Area (acres) 14.8 
volume (mcy) 1.5 

C""Ca"e I'hf Flat 

Ciown (R) 2615 2600 
 TO^ (n) 2315 2320 

Toe Fuirndntion ?%) 10.0 10.0 
27 0 F111 Face ( d w l  27.0 27.0 

Surface Drainage 
Control Center Drain Ca t e r  Drain Chimncy Core 

Construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Drainage 
Control 

Slabiliiy 
A~alysis 

Software Used 

Safe@ Factor 

Engineering 

(spoil) 

Engineering 
PT"pe"ie 

(Foundation) 

Properties 

Phrertic Surface 

Aeiial Survey 
and Ground 
 we^ Review* 

C*auily Sewcgated Graiily Segregatcd Chimney Curc 

R F M  Other 

Static I .6 1.7 
S&S,,>i' 

Unit Weight (pco 120 120 

Cohesion (ps0 10 0 

i i i  115 11". L,r,il Wright (p.0 
Friction Anglc (deg ) 30 34 
Cohesion (psf) 120 100 

rrictiou Angle 36 36 

N""C NOK 

Appl. Phase AppLQuartrrly Photography 
Certiticnti"" Certi6Cntion 'Type 

FoundafionPTeparation Yes [ ] No [XI 
Underdminr Yes [ ] No [XI 

SwfvceDrains Ycs [ 1 No [XI 9211 Color 

Grading mdRevegrtatiun Yes [ 1 No [XI 92/4 Color 
Find Ccnification Yes I 1 No i I 

Ifa DRF, did tlw photographs show the ruck blanket or core underdrain by wwifi segregation? Ycr [ 1 No [XI 
F"lln&!inn *-it*: .re;:, Pi* 

Dip oistatu relative to fill: 

Wcre NOVr wntfen on the fill? Yes [XI No 1 

Surface drainage control workng properly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Eobixizce drainage c m ! d  ~w0rkr.g pr~perly? Yes [ ] No IX: 

Iia&.ve 511, was a c ~ i w  spoil &ispa l  delcnnincd to be on-gomg? Yes [ 1 NO j 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (monlhs)? 

If P durable rock till is  under construction 
Approximately 80% durablc rock by volume? Yes [ I NO [XI 

15 
Discemable blanket or core drain ionring? Yes I 1 No [XI 

I fno  to above, estimate percentage: 

lfthc 5.11 is completed, compm the sire with the s i x  in the latest prc-completion revision? Unknown 
Iithhc fill is signifiwatly smailri, what is the reason accenting t" thC documentatioa or inspector? 

Fill sutiacc configuration: Co,,cave 
Is the fill silualed in Iandslidc topography? Ycs [ 1 No [XI 

No [ 1 
Number ofbenches on fill 7 

Were thcre ground cracks observed on the fill face or benches? Yes [XI 
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Location "f 
Crack4 

Location o f  
Erosion Arras 

Locatinn O f  
Ground Bulges 

LDcafio" If 
SpringrISeeps 

LOPafl"" O f  

Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Locrtio" Lmzth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

I B 7-Lr"rn. 0 1 

2 

Were thcrc dcpresrioni on ihe till benchci? Yes [XI No [ ] (Potmtirl Water Depth) 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there areas of ~rosion on the fill benches? Yes [XI NO 1 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there bulgcs or hummoc!q terrain? Ycs [XI No I 1 
1 B 7-crown, Q 3 
2 

4 

5 

Wcrc there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes 1x1 NO [ 1 
Describe lo~afion ofseep 
1 
2 

Were changes in vcgctul~on 01 spoil color abrcrved on ti l l?  Yes [XI No 1 1 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure uccur on the till? Yes [ ] No [x] 
Fso, enter the S O ~ C  of infomation on the failure: 

Stage of conitmcfion dvting failsrc: 
Mass 1 Mars 2 M a s  3 

Bench # 

I.Cr.@h !it) 

Width !*I 
Scarp Height (tt) 

Dip* io slip "mi (I?) 

Trvlinpoil Distance (I?) 

Rate of Movement 
Extent of Failure Movement 

Cause of Mov~mcnl Mass 1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

15 firif modification for hli 3 (srs!so) allowed fo? ind~dumping and then reworking the ipo,! far the liR construction (N appoied to a complete haulLdown of the mafarial to the 
M m  ofths developing CIII) Alons uilh fl l le  2 and :, if WN shangcd to the durable~ruck type on 1/16/90 This occurred under the onginni company (Lionel-pemiftsd ZUUO) 
mifryction ofrho fill iiad already r w s d  whcn the change was made A 6/22/90 inipeclion repon nofed that 90 %of the placed lill mnterk  was compoied offines w d  that lhe fill 
ginning to bisnk mar tho top The inrpectorwh. ~ i i sure  ifthe iill should be sonifnicred as a durablc-rocktype" 81 this time " 8 samples above fheLoweiKaraning Caaibed were 
.red for durability, u m $  SUi Three oftheso wen rhalc, the real sandstone Ail  but one shale sample pamed N d w b l e  tho  pennxl reriirrrcould not deicrmine u'hy smplm 
nvecn LheLowrrKitIoningand Clarion Corlbcdswersnotfaken Apmiileoifill 4 rhous if back-stacked overabench intothe Clarion Thae'srthirk mii+,ernndrone benuem 
: fxo rcamr The permst IS revoked on 7/16/90 due (n pmbicms rc la td  to eilhent hmiu. asdkncot conuol ~ybfimr, and the consWian of lhe va\ley 611s Rcp& work began u d  
ntiacf on 6IZ9lW There 2 %  a marked mnlra~t  beween the i d  % mndstone in the 8ealagir serfion nod the very minor amount of silndsians ~ o f l l  in the cen i i i don  phofoqrapha Alic 
:re i s  a contrat bmvccn the seepage wfnssisd iii thc flcld and the lark ofwound-wter diichrrgc usencd 111 the pormit foundation report and Nsumed in the permif nobili". malyxi  
losrackahavebenrh7ir longniidarcua~andfhebulgeiij.nbelou it iheeieriltionoilhiianivirycorrespondstofhaioi(npofrhelargralslVonhll3 Itirpoanihlethatbalhof 
:x t i c n t ~  have rru led  from groundwater emanating fmm B cut bench into the Clarion Coalbed (orci which (he f1113 mly have bceii back-stacked) h addition to il feu mmor 
Curmncel of seeps. yonding and ero~ion on the 811 face, water was obsewid flowing from the central drain ~p~roximafelg 30 h e r  above the toe 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
K  &  B  C o a l  C o .  ( a f t e r  L i o n e l )  

G r a c e  # 3  

Permit: S-3010-86                  Fill: # 3 

Permit: S-3010-86                  Fill: #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
K  &  B  C o a l  C o .  ( a f t e r  L i o n e l )  

G r a c e  # 3  

Permit: S-3010-86                    Fill: #3 

Permit: S-3010-86                  Fill: #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
K  &  B  C o a l  C o .  ( a f t e r  L i o n e l )  

G r a c e  # 3  

Permit: S-3010-86                    Fill: #3 

Permit: S-3010-86                  Fill: #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
K  &  B  C o a l  C o .  ( a f t e r  L i o n e l )  

G r a c e  # 3  

Permit: S-3010-86                    Fill: #4 

Permit: S-3010-86                  Fill: #4 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
K  &  B  C o a l  C o .  ( a f t e r  L i o n e l )  

G r a c e  # 3  

Permit: S-3010-86                    Fill: #4 

Permit: S-3010-86                  Fill: #4 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
K  &  B  C o a l  C o .  ( a f t e r  L i o n e l )  

G r a c e  # 3  

Permit: S-3010-86                    Fill: #4 

Permit: S-3010-86                  Fill: #4 
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West Virginia 
Lone Star 

Surface Mine No. 6 

Permit: S-3016-92 

Fill: #3 

wv-211 
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I 
C o m p w :  L O ~ C  s m  

state: WV 

Permit: S-3016.92 

County: Ralcigh 

Latitude: 37-54-29 
Longitudc: 81-19-24 

'Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

Slope& 

surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software llsad 

Snfeh. Fnctor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
Plopelti- 

(spoil) 

E"@"Wi".g 
Propertics 

(Youndntion) 

Phrratic Surface 

COnStrvCtion 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
nni Ground 
I.evel Rerim * 

Fill: # 3  Datc o f p e r m i t  tile review: 11/16/99 
Mine: Surfacc Mine No. 6 Datc f i l l  contruction started: 0411 7/94 

Was this t i l l  visited at ground Icurl? Yes [XI No 1 1 Finished: 08/26/98 

Had the fill  been reclaimed at the 
t ime of the air survey? Yes[X] N o [  1 

Date of visit: 03/08/00 N u m b e r  aflill sizc revisions: 1 
%Sandstone i n  overburden: 59 

Date of $uIvey: 1212Ol99 

As constnncted RWiSi"" Original design 

Cunvclltional Conventional Durable Rock 

1125 1.ength (n) 1740 I xon 
Area (acres) 
Volume ( m y )  3.5 3.5 

!as, Flat Flit 
I 

~ ~~ ~ . 

2075 C r o w  (ft) 2330 2350 
1710 Toe (ft) 1750 1750 

7.5 Toc Foundation (%) 9.0 14.0 
23.2 Fill Face (deg.) 26.6 26.6 

Penmeter PWil"CtW Pcrimeter 

Gravity Segregated Conrmictcd Underdrain Constructed Undcrdrain 

REAME R E m  GB Slope 

1.6 Static I .6 1.6 
Seismic 

I25  Unit Weight (pcf) i in  110 

100 Cohesion (psf) n O 

33 Fktion h g l e  (deg.) 45 45 
100 Cohesion (pst) 2500 2500 

34 Friction Angle 36 36 

125 Unit Weight @c;) 145 145 

NOW None Phreatic Surface 

Appl. Phase Appl.QuanerIy Photography 
cenificrtion Crrtificatio" Type 

Foundationheparafion Yes I 1 No [XI 9412 Color 

Underdrains Yes[  1 No[XI 94/3 color 
SurfnceDrains Yes[ 1 No [XI 9511 Color 

Grading and Revegetation Yes [ 1 No [XI Y5/4 color 
Final Certification Ycr [ 1 No [XI 9x13 coiur 

lfa DRF. did the photopaphs show thc rock blanket or core underdr;un by p w i t y  Segregation? Yes [ ] No i 1 
FO??nh!.!i"n data: ~ " ~ .  T"_* 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Were N O W  w*Um on !hc fi!!? Yes !X! Nc [ ! 

Surface drainage control w o r h g  pmperly? Yes [XI No [ 1 
Subsurface drainage cuotr(11 working properly? Yes [ No [Xi 

If active fill, w_ acfim spoil dispoial dctemined to be on-going? Ycs [ ] NO ! 1 
Ifspuil disposal sife inactive. how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durnblc rock fill is under eunntructian. 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No ! ! 

Discemable blanket or core diaiu forming? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
lfno to above, estimate percentage: 

If the f i l l  is completed. compare t!ie size with the size in thc latest pre-completion revision? Smaller 
UndergrouxVAuger Minc 

Fill surface configuration Flat 
1s the fill sitoatcd iu landslide topography? Yes [XI No [ 1 

No [ 1 
Number ofbenches on f i l l  7 

l fthe fill i s  sigoificantly ~iiiallei, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Were there ground cracks obsencd on the fill face or benches? Yes [XI 
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I.OCati0" I.eneth (ft) Width (ft] Depth (in) 

Lacation of 
C r a c k  * 

LOcafiDn O f  

D C P ~ P S S ~ D ~ S  ' 

Location O f  

Erosion Areas* 

Location Of 
Ground Bulgrn* 

Location "f 
springs/sccpr * 

Locafion of 
Changes* 

Movement 
Chvrnctcrirficn * 

Comments 

i 83-5 ,Ql-3 

2 86-1, Q3. 

87-8 ,  Q3-4 

Were there deprearions 011 thc fill benches? Yes 1x1 No [ 1 (Potential Water  Depth) 
I RS, Q2-3 

2 R6, QI-2 
3 R7,Q2-1 
4 
5 

W e n  thcrc areas ofeimion on the fill hcncher'? Yes [XI No [ 1 (nixximum GUIIY Depth) 

1 B2-3, 04 
2 8 3 ~ 4 . 9 4  

3 Rl-Crow,  01 
4 

5 

W N S I I I C I S ~ U I E C I O T ~ U ~ ~ U C ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ?  YesIX1 No I 1 
I BJ-5, Ql-2 
2 
3 
4 

Were lherc spfipnngs or seeps obsencd in dirpoivl areus'! YZE [XI No [ 1 
I R 7 , Q i  
2 
3 

4 

Wcre chwiger in vegetation or spoii color observed on fiil? Yes  [XI No [ 1 
! Bl-2.QI-4 

2 R2-3,Q4 
3 R3-5. 01-2 
4 

5 

6 

Did n faiiure occur on ine fiiil Yes i x ]  No [ I 
Pem~it File. DEP h p e c t o r ,  Company Kcprcscntvtive 
~~~i~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ t i ~ ~  

If so, enter the source ofinfomation on the failure: 
Stage of constructi~ii during failure: 

Mass 1 Mars 2 Mass 3 

Bench# 
Length (A) 
Width (it1 

Scarp Height (A) 

Transpoit Distvlice (fl) 

- "epth I0 siip i iane (flj 

K2tti Of MOVCESC! 

Extent of Failiiic Movement 

~n~~ 1 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 

Cause of Movement hiadequale UndcrUrains, Landslide Prone Area, Thick Soil Foundation 

:wiiion h d  Mlo options depending on the ~ r n o ~ n f  afipail available (iontioiled by pmvioun underground mining ofEugle seam) Asfual mn~m~iion reflected smdlsr sizc dopi ion 
'ace slope between bonchii averaged 42 8% but U ~ E  a: hem exceeded h e  26 6 % liniit Thc underdrain and liFi consrmrtion IS limited fo the IOWDI wo benches Field repon indicate! 
otatlunal xlip during mnimcfion P m i t  ~ F V I C Y S ~  observed B ~ m s ~ ~ e ~ l i o n a l  diagrm of the d ip  and judeed it to be lranblati~ndll. Failure ocsuried in old orphaned fill reer the rnitiai 
nd.dumping of the new spo i l  Reviiion shows slip mamiill being moved to the ,or For remediztion Eroiion points are sloughage, creep. and il m a i l  scarp formation. The parallel (to 
ace direction) ciacis may be indicative of bulg!mg that ii too subtle to readily miice Ladslidcs hwe acsurrsd on either nde oE ths rill. Pressntly don't kmw they're age relative fo 61 
anitnlstion Or fill iailure R e i d  ieponsoncludei lhat instabill? ~ f l l l  s x i m  c~pccinlly beyun the underdram-nnd-!A u s 8  to above the # 4 bench, and the alpritsonfmuel 10 be 
indsryround drainagerelaled to rheEaglo seam Water dischare in the leif mmln divh dccroared between the 6th and 5th binshes 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
L o n e  S t a r  

S u r f a c e  M i n e  N o .  6  

Permit: S-3016-92                    Fill: #3 

Permit: S-3016-92                  Fill: #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
L o n e  S t a r  

S u r f a c e  M i n e  N o .  6  

Permit: S-3016-92                    Fill: #3 

Permit: S-3016-92                  Fill: #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
L o n e  S t a r  

S u r f a c e  M i n e  N o .  6  

Permit: S-3016-92                    Fill: #3 

Permit: S-3016-92                  Fill: #3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
L o n e  S t a r  

S u r f a c e  M i n e  N o .  6  

Permit: S-3016-92                    Fill: #3 

Permit: S-3016-92                  Fill: #3 
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West Virginia 
Marrowbone Development (Triad) 

Dingess Tunnel Mine #1 

Permit: S-5024-88 

Fill: #2 
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Type uf Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Cunfigurntian 

Elevations 

Slopes 

surface urainagr 
Cuntro1 

Subsurface 
Urni"ngE 

cont ro l  

Sfahilify 
Analysis 

Soimam Uncd 

I 1.6 Static 1.6 
1.3 seismic I .3 

Sufefy Factor 

A S  C0"stl"Eted RWiSiO" Oiiginnl design 

Dsmble Rock Durable Rack Durable Rock 

i200 Length (R) 1400 1780 
42.3 Area (acres) 42.3 10.2 

Volulne (mcy) 

Concave Flat 

1500 C ~ O W  (n) I500 1060 
860 roe (rt) X60 860 

9.0 Toe Foundalion (99) 9.0 9.0 
22.0 Fill Face (dcg.) 22.0 19.0 

Fetimeter/Chislney core PefimelerIChimney C o x  chillmey Core 

Chimney core Chimney Core Chimney Core 

REAME REAME REAME 

- 

I I 
135 Unit Weizht iocfi 135 140 

Engineering 
PrOpDrtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrertic Surface 

I "  

36 Friction Angle 
o Cohcsion (psf) 

I 10 Unit Weishl (pco 110 110 
30 Frlction Angle (deg.) 30 i 2  

100 Cohesion (ps0 100 50 

P-0.07 P-0.07 Phrealiic s u k e  

36 
0 

construction 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

3x 0 I 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ 1 No 1 1 
Underdrains Yes [XI Nu [ ] 9113 

SurfaccDrains Ycs [XI No [ ] 9212 
Grudiog and Revegetation Yes [XI NO [ 1 96/2 

Appl. Phnnf Appl.Quarterly 
Certification Certification 

Photograph, 
TY"e 

Copies 

copies 

copies 

If a DRF, did the photographs show the rock blanket or cove underdrain by gravity segregadon? Yes [Xi No I I 
Foundarion dam: ?its 

Away From Fill Dip of strata relative to fill: 
I', ... ?-,,<,, :-.. .. .L.Zll? .,.. r 

Surface drainage ~ o n f r o l  working properly'? Yen [XI No 1 1 
Subsurface drainage controi woiKing properiy? Yes i j NO I i 

Yes [ ] No [XI 

" L , L  . V l a n  ,',, L1l",ly jE.lll. . L a L  ] NOjY] 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal delemined to be on-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive, h o r  long was diaposal opmt ian  idlc (month)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately SO% durabie rock by volume? Yes 1 i No I 1 

Diicernvble blanket or core drain forming? Yes 1 I No 1 1 

Aerial survey 
and Ground 
Level Re\irr* Jrno to above, estimate perccntage: 

Ifthe till is completed, compare the Size with the size in the latcri prc-completion revision? 
Ir the fill is significantly ~mullcr, what is fhc reason according to the dociwentation or inrpecfd? 

Fill surface configuralion: C0"CWC 
Is the fill silualed in landslide t o p o p p h y ?  Yes I 1 No I 1 

Were there ground cracks observed on the f i l l  lace or benches? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
Number of benchcs on fill: 12 
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I.0cation of * 
Cracks 

Locntion O f  

Depressinns 

Location o f  
Erosion Amas 

Location of 
Ground Bulges* 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

L"cafi0" Length (it) Width (it) Depth (in) 

Werc there deprssnioni on tlie fill benches? Yes j ] No [ 1 (Potential Wstcr Depth) 

1 
2 

Were there arcas of ~rosion on the fill henches? Yes [ ] No 1 ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 

2 
3 

4 
5 

Were lhere biilgcr 01 hummoclci terrain? Yes ] No [ ] 

I 
2 

4 

Were there rptings or scccps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

2 
3 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil cdor observed 011 till? Yes I 1 Nu [ ] 

w - 2 2 2  



W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
M a r r o w b o n e  D e v e l o p m e n t  ( T r i a d )  

D i n g e s s  T u n n e l  M i n e  # 1  

Permit: S-5024-88                    Fill: #2 

Permit: S-5024-88                  Fill: #2 
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B l a n k  P a g e  
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West Virginia 
Mingo-Logan 

Low Gap Branch Surface Mine #2 

Permit: S-4013-95 

Fill: #4 
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Company: Mingo-Logan Fill: # 4  Date o f p e r m i t  tile review: 11/02/99 
Permit: S-4013-95 Mine: Low Gap Branch Surhacc Mine 42 Daic till contruction started: 04/01/96 

state: w-v Was this fill visilcd at ground level? Yes I 1 No iX] Finished: 02/22/99 
county: m n g o  Nuinbcroffill size revisions: 

%Sandstone i n  overburden: 58 Latitude: 37-35-30 Had the fill bccn reclaimed at the 
Ycn[ ] No[X] Longitude: 81-56-50 time of the air survey? 

Datc of survey: 12/21/99 
As constructed RWiSi"" Orieinrl  desien 

Type of  Fill Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Surface 
Configuration 

ElW.tiO"S 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software Used 

SnfehiFsctor 

construction 
Docummta t im 

and Certifications 

, ,  
27.9 Volume (mcy) 27.9 

CO"C8"C f l a t  

I690 c r o u n  (A) 1690 
1090 Toe(ft) I090 

9.0 Toe Foundation (99) 9.0 
24.0 Fill Face (deg.) 24.0 

Pcnmefel perimeter 

Gravity Segregated GTaity Sepcgsted 

REAME REAME 

I.? statis I .? 
I .3 SCiSi"iC 1.3 

140 Unit Wcight (pco 140 
38 F t ic t ionhgle  38 
0 Cohesion (psf) 0 

125 k i t  Weight (per) i 2 j  
32 Friction Angle (dcg.) 32 

0 Co1,esion (PSl) 0 

K O 5  P0.1  

Foundation Frepararion Yes [ 1 No I 
Underdrains Yes [XI No [ ] 01/98 

Surface Drains Yes W] No [ ] 03/99 
Grading a i d  Revegetation Ycr [XI No [ 1 03/99 

Final Certification Yes [ I No [ ] 

B&W 

B&W 
B&W 

If B DRF, did the phutopaphs show the rock blanket or C O ~ C  underdrain by gravity seregation'? Yes [XI No [ I 
roli.d_?tia. d2t.r: " m e  

Dip o f  strata relative to fill: Away From Fill 

Were NOVs winen  on the fill? Yes ! 1 No ! 1 

Surlace drainagc conhol working properly? Ycr [XI No [ 1 
Subiufacc drainage c m m !  working propcily? Yes !XI NO I I 

If active fill, was m t i w  spoil disposal determined 10 be on-going? Yes I NO [XI 
If spoil disposal site inactive. haw long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

I f  P durahle rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by rolume? Yes I I NO ! 1 

Discernablc blanket or core drain forming? Ycr 1 No I 
If no to above, estimatr pcrcentage: 

If the fill is completed, compare the s i x  with the size in the latest pre-complction revision? 
If the fill is significantly smaller, what is thc reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill soiface conliguration: Concave 
Is the fill situated in landslide topography'? Yes [ I No [XI 

Were there r o u n d  cracks observed on the fill face or benches'? Yes [ I No I 
10 Number o f  bcncher on fill: 
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 ti^^ Of 
Cracks 

Location of 
DrprelSi0"S 

Lucatic'n of 
Eruion Areas 

Location of 
Ground Bulges 

Location "f 
SpringSlSeepS 

LOEatiDn of 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Commenh 

Lacation Length (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

2 

Were lhere depressions 011 the fill benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] (Potential Water Depth) 

2 
3 

5 

Were there areas of erosion on thc fill benches" Yes I I No ] (Mnrirnum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges 01 hummocky terrain? Yes [ I NO [ I 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were thcre springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes in vegctvtion or spoil color observed on till? Yes [XI No [ I 
1 Bcnch #8, QTR 2 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

 id a hiillre occur on f ie  fill? yes [ j NO [ 1 
30, esler the sourcc of infomation on the failure: 

Stage of conrtniction during failure: 
Mnsn 1 Mass 2 Mnnr 3 

Hen& # 

Length If0 
Width (ft) 

Scarp Height (ft) 
Depth to S i p  Plane (r) 
Transpat7 Dirtvice (ft) 
YE!% "f wcremm' 

Extent of Failurc Movement 

Caarc afMoue:i:ent Mass 1 

Mnss 2 
Mass 3 

ns C seam dips away from BII, Post mining landune 18 CmliCuune 

;tinct mior change on bench 1(8 qurrtsr n. Bench f 7  inear ceninline of bench, Rcnch :5 in quarter 4, bmrh U3 in q ~ a n e r  4 indiat#ng pondmg or vccy wet areas 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
M i n g o - L o g a n 

L o w  G a p  B r a n c h  S u r f a c e  M i n e  # 2  

Permit: S-4013-95                    Fill: #4 

Permit: S-4013-95                  Fill: #4 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
M i n g o - L o g a n 

L o w  G a p  B r a n c h  S u r f a c e  M i n e  # 2  

Permit: S-4013-95                  Fill: #4 

Permit: S-4013-95                  Fill: #4 
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West Virginia 
New Land Leasing Co., Inc. 

Pax #2 

Permit: S-3039-91 

Fill: VF #6 
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Company: New Land Lcasing Co., Inc. pill: VF 116 Date ofpermit f i l e  review: 09/22/99 
Permit: S-3039.91 Mine: Pax#2 Datc fill contruclion stillted: 01/01/93 

State: wv Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes [ ] No [XI Finisiicd: 1213 1/97 
Cuunty: Fayeuc Numbcr of lill size revisions: 

Latitudc: 37-56-23 llad the fill bccn reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 49 
Longitude: XI-17-02 time of the air survcy? Yes[X1 No[  1 

Date nfsuwey: 12/20/99 

AS constructed RWiSiO" Olieinal desk" 

Type of Fill Cunrcntionai 

. .  
volume (1"cy) I .4 

COXWC Flat 

Crown (A) 2240 
Toe (A) 1940 

S"IfXe 
CO"figWati0" 

Elevations 

Slopes 

surface Urainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Stability 
A"alySiS 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Enpineering 
Properties 

(spoil) 

zngincering 
Propertics 

(Foundntion) 

Phrrat ic  Surface 

Toe Foundation (%) 

Fill Face (deg.) 12.0 

Petimcler 

Constructed Underdrain 

SB Slope 

Static 1.Y 
SCiSl"iC 

unit  wcight (pc0 110 
Friction A n ~ k  38 
Cohesion (p i0  0 

&it Weigilt (pcq 

Cohesion (psq 
Friction Angle (deg ) 

None 

COnStruIti"" 
Documentation 

and Certificrtions 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review * 

Appl. Phase AppLQunrfcrly Photography 
certification Certification Type 

Foundation Beparation Yes [ 1 No [Xi 
Underdrains Yei [ I NO [XI 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] No m] 9312 N""C 

final Ccrtificutm Yes [w! NO [ I 9714 None 

GradiiigandRe\egetation Yes [ ] No [XI 

If a UR?, did the photographs show the rock blotket or core undirdram by gravity s s g r c ~ ~ t i o n ?  Ycr [ 1 No [XI 
Fa-dntios d*!*: PIS 

uip of strata relative to fill: 

wcrr N O V ~  written oll the fii17 [ j Nn [xi 

Sarface drainage control workingproperly? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
Subs~rfuce d;uinuge control wor!&g piopeilj? Yes [ j No [ ] 

if active fill, was active spoil dlsposai determined to bc on-going? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is undrr construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes I No 1 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes i I No 1 
irno 10 above, estimate percentage: 

Iflhc fill is completed, compare the size with the sire in the latest prc-completion reririoa'? 
If the fill is significantly smaller, what i s  lhe reason according to thc documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 
Is the fill situated in landslidr topography? Ycs [ 1 No [ I 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or benchcs? Ycs [ 1 No [ I 
Number ofbcnchcr on fill: 
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LOCdti"" of ~ 

Cmcki 

Lacntion of 
Depression$ * 

Lucation of 
Erosion Arcas * 

Locnti"" of 
Crowd Bulges* 

Locrtiuo n f  
Changes * 

Muvement 
Characteristics ' 

Comments 

Location 1.mrth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1 

I 

3 

Were there depressions un thc fill benches? Yes I ] No [ ] (Potentid Water Depth) 
1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

Were thcrc areas of erosion on llie 611 benches? Yes [ ] NO [ 1 (hlarimum Gully Depth) 

I 

4 
5 

Were therc bulges OIIIIIIIIIIIOEL~ tenain? Yes [ 1 Nn I 1 
I 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there springs 01 seeps observed in disposal arcas? Yes [ 1 No { ] 

I 
. 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vegefalion or spoil color observed on fill? Ycs [ 1 No [ 1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

Did afailure occuron the till? Ycr [ 1 No 1x1 
f 30, entcr the S O U I C ~  of infomatioil on the failure: 

Stage of construction during failure: 

Mans I Mass 2 M l S S  3 

Bench i 
Lagth <rr) 
Width (A) 

S c q  Height (A) 

Transport Distance (A) 

-~ ., .~ 
Yq' i ,  L" S l i P F h C  (flj 

Rafe ~ f M o v m m  

Extent orFailiirc Movement 

CzuenfMovemcn! M a a s  ! 

\lass 2 
Mass 3 

mumt?onal fill with fint 50 feet k i n g  placed in 4-fmt Iittr, them lo~fuot lib &sr that 

I1 lo01 out on Glen Alum bcnch where coal rernovill took place 

ie material obtained Born the foundation invertigation wbl tested 10 dcrcmino the slope stability parameten 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
N e w  L a n d  L e a s i n g  C o . ,  I n c .  

P a x  # 2  

Permit: S-3039-91                    Fill: VF #6 

Permit: S-3039-91                  Fill: VF #6 
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B l a n k  P a g e  
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West Virginia 
Peerless Eagle Coal Co. 
Lilly Fork Surface Mine 

Permit: S-3021-93 

Fill: VF #7 
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T~~~ or F~II 

Size of Fill 

S"IfdW 

CO"fig"rsti0" 

 elevation^ 

<lnnD" 

Durable Rock Diiiablc Rock 

Length (H) 2500 2000 
Aica ( m c 3 )  

Volamc ( m y )  3 2  1.9 

Flat Flat Flat 

Crown (el) 1815 1825 
Toe (A) 1510 I600 

Toe Foundation i%l 7 0  .....,.... 

I 
.......... ,~-., I 

m,reatic Surface phreatic Surface Phreatic Surface 

, ,  
Fill Face (deg.) 24.0 16.0 

hppl. Phase Appl.Quunrterly 
CertifiCatiO" Certification 

P""trnl 

Photography 
TYll. 

PeIimctcr Petimeler 

CD"lflllCti0" 
Documentation 

and Ccllification~ 

."....". 
Subsurhcc 

DrRi"nge 
Contra1 

Stabilily 
AnalySiS 

Sofhvare Usrd 

Safety Factor 

E"ginkWi"g 
PlOpCllieS 

(Spoil) 

Engineering 
h o p e  Ik 

(Foundation) 

Aerial Suwcy 
and Ground 
Lerel Review * 

Cmiitrwfed Underdrain Consmcted Underdrain 

Stab1 Stab1 

Static 1.6 1.6 
Seismic 

Unit Weight (pfj 130 130 
Friclion Angle 38 38 
Cohesion (p51) 0 0 

Unit Weight (pct) I 15  115 
Fricrion Angle (deg.) 30 

30 n I rnhpsinn ,,,qn 0 

Foundation Preparation Ycr [XI No [ I 9714 Copier 
Undcrdrainuns Yes[  ] No[X] 

SuifvceDninr Yes [ ] No [XI 
Grading andRevegetalion Yes [XI No [ ] 9912 Copier 

FindCcrtificzti3c Yes [ : Nc [ 1 

If a DRF, did lhhe pholosaphs show the rock blanket or core underdrain by gmvily segregation? 

Dip of strata relvtive to fill: 

Yes [ 1 No [XI 
rcis, x"ier 

.c . 1 11.111,. j.Y.. L1.L 111.. ..E [ : N O  [X: 

". ~~ ruuilvkiiulr <lait. 

x>,e- i.,s'o",- ..-:,&A" ^".l.^rll.' "^ 

Sirface drainage control working properly? Yes 1x1 No [ ] 
Siibsurfvce drainage mniioi working properiy? .r.es [ j No [ ] 

If active fill, was active spoil disposal determined l o  be on-going? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was diispoaal operation idle (months)? 

If 3 dunble rock fill is under ~ ~ n ~ t i ~ c t i o n ,  
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No 1 

Discernable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
I ino  to above, estimate pcrccnfagc: 

Kthe fill is complcted. compare the size G l h  the size in the lntcst prc-complction revirion? 
Ifthe fill is iignificwitly smaller, what is the reason according to the documcntafiou or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
1s the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes I 1 No [ I 

Were there ground cracks obserred on the fill lace OT benches? Yes I ] No [ ] 
10 Number of bciichcs ou fill: 
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Lucafinn of 
Cmcks ' 

Lucation o f  
Depressions * 

L0cntion of 
Erosion Arean* 

LOEati"" "f 
Ground Rulges* 

1,ocatiun of 
S~rinEslsiSrepn * 

Loce?ion of 
Changes 

LOCatiO" Length (ft) Width (ftj Depth (in) 

I 
2 

3 

Werc thcrc depressions on the fill benchcs? Yes [XI No 1 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
I R2,Q3 
2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there areas of ~rosioii on the fill beaches? Yes 1 I No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were there bulges or I~umrnoc!q terrain? Y e s  1 I No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there sp"ngs or seeps obscwed in disposal area$? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

i 

2 
3 
4 

M0vrment 
Characteristics 

Comments 

Were changes in vegetation or spoil color obrcrvcd on fill' Y e s  1 1 NO 1 1 
! 

2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a M u r e  occur on the Ell! Y e s  1 1 No 1x1 
If so, enter the source of infonnadon on U K  failure: 

Starc of cmsrmction during failure: 
Mass 1 Mass 2 M a s  3 

Bench # 
T ~ ~ ~ . .  Lrllglll (3) 

scam Il+t (it) 
Deprllro s i p  Pime (irj 
Tmspon Distance (nj 

Width fRt) 

%!'c uf .Mc.:~-~llt 

Exrent of Failure Movement 

CwEe nfMWem~.! Mars ! 

Mass 2 
Mnrs 3 

IR b l  extended the dirpoid limits ofVF b7 approximntely 500 fecf downifream reruiling xn 1.3 mr) of additional stoiage capacity (approved 10177197) 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
P e e r l e s s  E a g l e  C o a l  C o .  
L i l l y  F o r k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-3021-93                    Fill: VF #7 

Permit: S-3021-93                  Fill: VF #7 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
P e e r l e s s  E a g l e  C o a l  C o .  
L i l l y  F o r k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-3021-93                    Fill: VF #7 

Permit: S-3021-93                  Fill: VF #7 
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West Virginia 
Pen Coal Corp. 

Devilstrace Surface Mine 

Permit: 0-5015-89 

Fill: #2 (No Photo) 
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Company: re" c d  Coip. Till: # 2  Date ofpcmit  filc review: 09108/YY 
Permit: 0-5015-89 Mine: Dcvilstrace Surface Mine Date fill contmctioii started: 04101190 

state: wv Was this fill  visited at ground level? Yes [ ] No 1x1 Finislicd: / I  

Latitudc: 38-01-28 Had the fill been rcclairncd at the %Sandstone in overhurdm: 54 

county: Wayne Number offill size revision$: 

time of  the air survcy'? Yes[X] No[  ] Longitude: 82-17-04 
Date of survey: 1212 1/99 

As constructed RWiSi"" Orieinsl desien 

Typo of  Pill Dumblc Rock 

canflguratinn 

ElW.tit?"3 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

control 

Strbility 
.AnslySis 

sortware Used 

Safety Factor 

Enrimering 
Properties 

(Spoil) 

Engiineedag 
Pl"pWtieS 

(Foundation) 

Phrratic Surface 

construction 
Documemtation 

and certifieatian9 

cimn (A) 920 
l o e  (A) 750 

l o e  Foundation (99) 8.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 21.0 

Center Drain 

Constructed Underdrain 

REAM€ 

static 1.5 
SeiimiC 

Unit Weight (pcf) 140 
Fecdon Angle 38 
Cohesion (psq 200 

Unit Weight bcfj 

Cohesion (psf) 

Friction Angle (deg.) 

P-0.10 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
L ~ ~ ~ I  Heview* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
certification certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [ ] No [XI 
Underdrains Yes [XI No! 1 9012 Copies 

SurfaccDraini Yes1 1 NoIX] 9212 N0"C 

Grading vlidRevegefation Yes [ ] No [XI 
Final Cenification Yes i I NO I I 

I f a  DRF, did the photosaphi show the rock blanket or core underdram by gravity segregation? Yes [ ] No [ j 
F w x l r h ~  d a z :  Nos; 

Dip of strata relative to t i l l :  

Were NOV'r udtlten on thc fill? Yes ! I No [XI 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yes ! 1 No I 1 

If active fill, w u  active spoil disposal deteniiiiied m be owgoing? Yes 1 No [ 1 
S.bs?lrfare d7ai"age SOE!!iC! ..vo:king p'"p"'!y? Yes I ] Na ; ] 

If spoil disposal site iiiactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction. 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [ I 

Discemable blanket or core drain fonning? Yes 1 I No [ 1 
l i no  to above. estimate pzrcentage: 

If the fill is complctcd, compare the size with the size in the latest pre~complction rcvisin? 
If !he fill is siplificvlitiy smaller, what is the r e a m  according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: 
Is the fill aituatcd in landslide topompby? Yes [ 1 No I 1 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face 01 benches? Yes [ 1 No [ ! 
Number of benches on 611: 
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Locnlion of 
Crack 

LOCPtiO" of 
Erosion A r m  

Lacation O f  
Ground Bulges 

Location O f  

springdseepr 

Locrtios Of 
Changer 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Commentn 

Lacation Length (ft) Width (ft) Dcpfh (in) 

I 

3 

Were there depressions on the fill benches? Yes 1 I No I 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 
3 

4 
5 

(Maximum Gully Depth) Wcrc Ihere areas of erosion on the fill bcnchcs? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

1 

2 

3 
4 

Wcic there bulges or hummocky ternin? Yes I I NO I I 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas'? YCE [ 1 No [ ] 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were chmges in vegetation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ I No [ 1 

2 
3 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on h e  fili? Yes I ] No [x] 
If so, enter the source of infomatioil on the failure: 

stage or Consmction dllring failure: 
Mars 1 Mars 2 M a s  3 

Rench 
Lei.&& 3 
Width (ft) 

Scarp Heighl (ft) 

Transport Distance (it) 

- "q'ih i" Slip Plane in) 

Rate oFMovm~nt  
Extenl o f  Fdiiiirc Mavernenf 

Case nf Movment Mars L 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 
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West Virginia 
Princess Beverly 

Carbon Fuel Tract 

Permit: 27-81 

Fill: #2 

WV-241 
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Company: Princess ~ e v e r l y  Fill: # 2 [late of pennit  filc rcvicw: 09108i99 
Permit:  27-81 Mine: Carbon Fuel Tract Date fill contruction started: 08/03/93 

State: wv Was this fill visited at ground Icuel? Y e s  [x] No [ ] Finished: i i  
County: Kanawha Date ofvisit :  01i03100 Number of f i l l  size revisions: 2 

Had the fill been reclaimcd at the 
time of the air survey? Yes[ ] N a [ X ]  

Datc of survey: 12120199 

%Sandstone in overburden: 5 1  Latitude: 37-58-04 
Longitude: 81-25-19 

I 
As constructed RWiSiO" Orieinal derim 

Type o f  Fill Durable Rock Chimney 

. .  
Volume (mcy) 7.6 40.0 

e..aepa r 

S b o  of Fill Length (rt) 1800 4300 
Area ( a c i d  40.5 

PrOPertirS 
(Foundation) 

"l..".. 

CDnfigvration 

EICWfi0"S 

S1opcr 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Control 

Slnbility 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Analysis 

Engineering 
Properties 

(SPOW 

rripiarerirg 
Frictionhgle (deg.) 
Cohcsiou (us0 

C0"W"C 

crown (ft) 2360 2335 
1°C (it) 1640 1550 

Toe Foundation PA) 8.0 8.0 
1.31 Face (deg.) 22.0 39.0 

Pcrilneter Center Drain 

Gravity Segregated Chimney Care 

R E A M  su Slope 

Sf& I .9 1.9 
Seismic 1.8 

IJnit Weight (pcfJ I07 120 

Cohesion (pa0 0 0 
Friction Angle 38 40 

I unit weight (pcQ 

I I 

None Plr'lucatlc Surface I Phrcanc Surface 

CO".lr"CtiO" 
Documentation 

and Certiflcatians 

Aerial Survq 
and Ground 
Lwel Rcriew' 

Appl. Phase AppLQunrterly Photography 
certification certification Type 

Foundation Prepvation Yes [XI No [ ] 9413 Color 
Underdrains Ycs[X] N o [  1 9413 Color 

SiirfvcoDraiiis Yen [ I No [ ] 
Grading and Revegetation Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Final Certification Ycr [ ] No [ 1 

If a DRF, did the photographs shan thc rock blanket or core underdrain by graviry segregation? Yes [XI Nu [ ] 

?cLnd%tic~ h t a :  1 1 1 ~  

Towud Fill 

n:." 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

Weie NOV'r written m the fi!!? Yccl [,XI NLI [ 

Surface drainage control wor!4ng properly? Yes [ I NO I ] 

Yes [ ] No [XI 
18 

S"' usulm-c ..*"" drainage control workng properly? Yes  iX; No [ i 
If active fill. war active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? 

If spoii disposal rife inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

f a  durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [XI  No [ ] 

Discemable blankel or core drain forming? Yes [XI No [ ] 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Ifihc fill is cumplcted, compare the size with the size in thc latest pre-completion revision? Smaller 
Don't Know 

Is the f i l l  situated in landslide fopography? Yes [ I No [XI 
No [XI 

l i the  811 is hi@ificmtly sinilllei, what is the reason according to the documentation 01 inspeclor? 
Fill surface configuration: 

Were there ground cracks observed on the fill face or beochen? 
Numbeiofbenches on fill: 

Yes [ 
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Locatin" of 
cracks * 

LOEstil" "f 
Springs/Seeps * 

Locatiun of 
Depressions * 

5 

Were there springs or seeps observed in disposal mas'! Yes [ I No [XI 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

Locati"" of 
F.rosim Arons * 

Location of 
Ground Bulges* 

Lofati"" Lonath (fl) \Vidth(ft) Ikpth (in) 

I 

2 

3 

(Potentid Water Depth) Wcrc there depressions 011 the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [x I 
I 
2 
3 
4 

5 

(Maximum Gully Depth) Were there arcas of e m i o n  on UK fill benches? Yes [XI No [ ] 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Were thcrc bulges or hummock? tcrrain? Yes [ I No [x] 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Lnca?ion Of 
Changes' 

MOIement 
CharscteriEticr ' 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
P r i n c e s s  B e v e r l y  

C a r b o n  F u e l  T r a c t  

Permit: S-27-81                        Fill: #2 

Permit: S-27-81                      Fill: #2 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
P r i n c e s s  B e v e r l y  

C a r b o n  F u e l  T r a c t  

Permit: S-27-81                        Fill: #2 

Permit: S-27-81                      Fill: #2 
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West Virginia 
Raw1 Coal Sales & Processing Co. 

Sprouse Creek Surface Mine 

Permit: S-5033-88 

Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 

WV-253 
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Company:  R a r l  Coal Sales & Processing Co. Fill: Calfs Branch P4 Date ofpermit tile review: OY1081Y9 
Permit: S-5033-88 Minc:  Sprouse Creek Surface Mine Dale lill contruction started: 10/01/89 

State: wv Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes [x] No [ ] Finished: 1 1  
County:  Mingo Date ofvisit: 02108/00 Number o f t i l l  size revisions: 

Latitude: 37-40-07 Had the till been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 
Longitude: 82-11-14 time d t h c  air survey? YesIXl N o [  1 

I Date afsurucy: 12120199 

AS constructed RWiSiO" Orieinal desien 

Type of  Fill 

Size of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Durable Rock Durable Rock 

Length (A) 1920 I570 
Area (acres) 15.0 12.2 
Volume (mcy) 1.1 1.1  

Flat Flat Flat 

1770 
1000 

Slupn 

Surface Drainace 

moo I 
Toe Foundation (%) 1Y.U 19 o 
Fill Face (deg.) 22.0 3x.o 

Control Center Draiii center Drain 

DlL+i"tW 
Control 

Stability 
Analysis 

sorhrare Used 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"eeri"g 
PrOpPrtiD. 

(SPUil) 

Engi"Wi"g 
prnperties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Gravity Segregated ciravity Segregated 

SWASE Stabil REAM€ 

Static I .5 1.5 
SeiSl"iC 

Unit Weight (p~f, 110 125 
Fiction hnglc 21 15 
Cohesion (psf) 0 100 

unit Weight (pci) 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psi) 

None P-0.05 

Documentntion SurfaceDnilns Ycs 1 1 No [ ] 

Grading and Rovcgetation Yes [ ] NO [ ] 
and Certification. 

Construction 

Final Certification Yes ] No [ 1 

If a DW. did the photographs show the rock blanket 01 core underdrain by gravity scpcg~tion? Yes [XI No 1 J 

Foosdztios data: .."ll" 

Right l h k  High Toward Fill 

M^"* 

Dip of strata relative to fill: 

were N w s  arittro olj tb5 ti117 yes [XI No 1 ; 

Surface drainage control working properly? Yea [XI No 1 
Subsu:?zc;ce drainhge iaaiiii: w0rkii.g piopeilj? Ycs [XI No [ 1 

Yes [ 1 NO IXJ If active fill. war active spoil disposal dctmnincd to bc on-going? 
If spoil disposal Site inactive. h u r  long was disposd operation idle (months)? 

Foundation Prcparvtion Yes 1x1 Nn [ ] 9012 Copies 
Underdrains Yes [X] No ! ] YO12 Copies 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 
.4erial Survey 
2nd Ground 
Level Review* 

Approximately 80% durable rock b) volinm? Yes 1 ! No ! ! 

Discemable bianket or core drain rorming? Ycr 1 No I 1 
If no to above, Estimate percentage: 

lfthe fill is completed. compare lhe size with thc size in the latcrt pre-completion revision? Same 
If the fill is significantly smaller, what is lhc mson according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill surfacc configuration: CO,lCWe 

Is the fill Situated in landslide topography? Yes [XI No [ J 
Yes [ ] No [XI 

10 
Were there ground cracks observed on the fill fvcc or bcnchcr'? 

Number of benches on f i l l  
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Location I.eneth (ft) Width (fl) Depth (in) 

Location If 
Crack * 

1,ocrtiun of 
Depresrians ' 

I.orati"n of 
Erosion Areas * 

Location of 
Ciound Bulge$* 

Location "f 
Springsiseeps * 

Location of 
Changes' 

Novement 
Characteristics * 

Comments 

2 

3 

Were there depreisio~s on thc fill benches? Yes I I No iX 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there areas orermion on the fill bcnches? Yes [ I No [XI (\larimurn Gully Depth) 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

W a e  there M g c s  UT hummocky lmai? Y e i  \xi No [ 1 
Bench d4, @ m i l e  #I 30 30 
2 
3 
4 

Werc there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes [xi No [ 1 
'lcnace above Bench 114, 45 30 
On bcnch $4, Second Quart 25 25 

3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vcgctatian 01 spoil color ohserved on fill? Yes i I No [XI 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

Did B fajiure occui on iie fiii? Yes ixj No [ j 

f so, enter the E O U ~ C C  ofinfomation on the failure: P c m t  ~ i k ,  DEP Inipector, Company Rcpresentnfive 
Active Stagc of COliSfmCfion duting failure: 

Mass 1 Mass 2 MRSE 3 

Bench B 10 
Lmgth (A) 900 
WidUl (ft) 400 

Scarp Height (ft) 

Dcpii, 1" Slip Plane (lij 60 

Rate of Movemmt Papid 

Transpot? Distance (it) 

Extent of Fvilurc Movement Slidc 

Ca?!re ?f Movemen! MBES 1 Inadequate Sirfaface Drzins, Dorabiiity ofRoc4 
MISS 2 
Mass 3 

)a1 s e m ~  Coalburg, Upyer Clarion, Lower Clarion, tippar Stocktan, Lower Stasktan, Pill ban a long narrow conh~nrauon, Fil l  tapped out at the Winihide seam The Winifrode 
m was awered in the p&%Compnny rcyoned some *am iron this scam early an ~~~isVUClion but conrroiled water with dinins Fill was redenigned aftrr slide moveinx mnVrid 
~wmlops and consIIII~lion of rock buffreis Iloriionrsl drains placed 8, M4 to diwateterfill inntsrial 

:gemtion on dope above bench Z4 much (7eener (wetter*) T h i  ofllor benches Evidence of  slip ~ l m e  forming above seep in #4 bench near scntcr diain 

Drains bench were discharging at I - ?  ~ p m  during in~pmfian 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
R a w l  C o a l  S a l e s  &  P r o c e s s i n g  C o .  

S p r o u s e  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5033-88                   Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 

Permit: S-5033-88                    Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
R a w l  C o a l  S a l e s  &  P r o c e s s i n g  C o .  

S p r o u s e  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5033-88                   Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 

Permit: S-5033-88                    Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
R a w l  C o a l  S a l e s  &  P r o c e s s i n g  C o .  

S p r o u s e  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5033-88                   Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 

Permit: S-5033-88                    Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
R a w l  C o a l  S a l e s  &  P r o c e s s i n g  C o .  

S p r o u s e  C r e e k  S u r f a c e  M i n e  

Permit: S-5033-88                   Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 

Permit: S-5033-88                    Fill: Calf’s Branch #4 
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West Virginia 
Raw1 Coal Sales & Processing Co. 

Mary Taylor Mtn. Project 

Permit: S-5011-87 

Fill: C 
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T y p  of Fill 

She  of Fill I 
Durable Ruck Durable Rock 

1800 Length (ft) 
25.0 Area (acres) 

S " h W  
Confieuratio" 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
control 

S"bS"rf8Ce 
Drainage 

C0"flOl 

Stability 
Analysis 

Software lJsed 

Safety Factor 

F.ngior.ring 
Properties 

( S P W  

1800 25.0 I 
Volllme (mcyj 

Flat Flat 

I800 crown (A) 1770 
1040 rOe(fi) I020 

23.0 Fill Fvcc (deg.) 27.0 
20.0 Toc I'oundation (") 14.0 

center main Ccnter Drviii 

Chimney Core Chimney Corc 

K A M E  RHAME 

1.6 Stalk 
Seismic 

125 Unit Weight (pco 125 
35 Fticlion Angle 35 

145 Cohesion ips0 0 

iillit Weigh (pdj  
Friction Angle (deg.) 

Co1,erion (mfl 
I I 

P-0.05 Phrenlic Surface I 

construction 
Documentntian 

and Certiticatians 

Aerial Suwcy 
and Ground 
Level Review 

Appl. Phase Appl.Quarterly Photography 
CertifictltiO" certification Type 

Foundation Prepamtion Yes [ j NO [XI 
Undcrdrains Yes [XI No [ ] Copies 

SiirfaceIhains Yes [XI No [ ] C"PiZi 
Grading undlleuegetatian Yes [XI No [ I 9314 Copies 

Find Cclfification Yes 1x1 Nu ! ] 9212 N3"e 
I 

Dip of slrala relativc to fill: 

wp_rz hiclvs ~.=ri!tcn im the fill? Yes ["I "L' [ ] 

Surfacc drainage control working properly? Yes [XI No [ ] 
Siibwfasc disiiivgs control working properly? Y c s  [XI No 1 j 

Ilactivc fill, was active spoil disposal determined 10 be on-going? Yes 1 No [ I 
If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idlc (months)? 

f r durable rock till is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Ycs [ ] NO [ ] 

Discemable blanket or cove drain rorming? Ycr [ 1 No 1 1 
Ifno to above, citlmarc pcrccntage: 

If the fill i s  completcd, compare the size with the s i x  in ihc latest prc-completion revision! 
lftlie fill is simificantly smaller. what is tlie reason according to the documentation 01 inspector? 

Fill surldce confgilration: Flat 
Is the lill Siluakd in lanrlslidc topogmphy? Yes 1 1 No [XI 

NO [XI Wcre there ground cracks observed on thc fill facc or bcnches'! Yei [ ] 
Number ofbenches on fill: 14 
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1 "cation at 
Clack: 

LDcatio" O f  

Einrion Area! 

Location O f  
Ground Bulges 

Location of 
springslseeps 

LOEatiaii  of 
Changes 

Movement 
Characteristics 

Comment. 

LOC#ti"" Lcngfh (it) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

1 

2 

Were thcrc dcprerrionr on the iill benches? Ycr 1 J No [ ] (Potential Wafer Dcpth) 
! 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were there arcas of cmion on the t i l l  benches? Ycs [ ] No 1 J (Maximum Gully Uepth) 
I 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcre thcrc bulges or hummocky tenain? Ycs [ ] No 1 J 

Were mcrc springs or seeps observed in diipoaal arcas? Yes [ 1 No 1x1 

2 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
R a w l  C o a l  S a l e s  &  P r o c e s s i n g  C o .  

M a r y  T a y l o r  M t n .  P r o j e c t  

Permit: S-5011-87                  Fill: C 

Permit: S-5011-87                  Fill: C 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
R a w l  C o a l  S a l e s  &  P r o c e s s i n g  C o .  

M a r y  T a y l o r  M t n .  P r o j e c t  

Permit: S-5011-87                  Fill: C 

Permit: S-5011-87                  Fill: C 
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West Virginia 
Red River Coal 

RRC-Surface Mine No. 2 

Permit: S-5089-87 

Fill: #S 

WV-261 
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69Z-AM 

. ... I 
6 1  



Location of  
Cracks * 

Locatinn o f  
Depressions * 

Loaf ion  o f  
Erosion Areas* 

Location "f 
Ground Bulges' 

Location Of 
springrisccpn * 

Locntion or 
Changes' 

LnCIti"" I.mgth (ft) Width (ft) h p t h  (in) 

I 

2 

(Potential Wafer Depth) Wcre thcrc dcpresrionr on the fill beaches? Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

I 
2 
3 

4 
5 

Were there areas of crosioii on rhe fill benches'! Yes 1 1 No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
7 

3 
4 

5 

. 

Were there bulges or hiimmocky tcmin '?  Yes 1 J NO [ 1 
I 
2 

3 
4 
S 

Were there sptings or seeps obscrved in disposal areas? Yes [ ] No [ 1 
1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

M0"emC"I 

Characteristics * 

Wcrc changes in vegetation or color observed on fill? Yes [XI No 1 1 

I BIO 
2 

3 
4 

S 

6 

Did a failure occur on the fill? Yes L 1 No I 1 
f so, cmer the source ofinf"n"ati0" 0" the frilurc: 

Stage ofcoiirtruction during M u r c :  
Mars 1 Mass z Mans 3 

Bench # 

Length (ft) 

Width (ft) 
Scarp Height (ft) 

Dcpth to Slip Plane (ft) 
Trrunipoif Distance (ft) 
 ate oriwo,-iment 

Extcnl of Failure Movement 

Cause 0fMoveinen1 Mass I 

Mass 2 
Mass 3 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
R e d  R i v e r  C o a l  

R R C - S u r f a c e  M i n e  N o .  2  

Permit: S-5089-87                    Fill: #5 

Permit: S-5089-87                   Fill: #5 
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B l a n k  P a g e  
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West Virginia 
Suzanne Fuels, Inc. 

Laurel Creek #1 Mine 

Permit: S-3011-90 

Fill: #1 (No Photo) 
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Company: s u ~ a n n e  FUCIS: I ~ C .  Fill: # 1 Date olpemiit f i l e  review: llll8lYY 
Pcrrnit: S-301 1-90 Mine: Laurel Creeh # I  M i n e  Date fill coiivuclioii started: I /  

State: wv Was this fill visited at ground level? Ycs 1 1 N o  [ ] Finiahrd: I /  
County: Nicholas N u m b e r  of f i l l  s i x  revisions: 

Latitude: 38-23-19 Had the fill been reclaimcd at Ihc %Sandstone in overburden: 
Yes[ ] N o [  ] Longitude: 81-10-00 time ofthe air survey'? 

Date of survey: i l  

As constructed Revision Orieinal derim 

Type of Fill Durable Rock 

Length (It) 1450 
Area (acres) 16.0 
volume (mcy) I .6 

Sire of Fill 

Surface 
Configuration 

Elcvntinns 

Slapcr 

Surfacr Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

Cuntro1 

Stability 

Software Used 

Safety Factor 

Analysis 

Engineering 
Properties 

(spoil) 

Enginerring 

(Foundation) 
PlOpertieS 

Phrrntic Surface 

ciohn (ft) I585 
Toe (ft) 1135 

Toc Foundation ("6) 10.0 
I.'ill Face (deg.) 23.0 

center Drain 

Chimney Core 

REAhE 

Sf& 1.6 
Seismic 

Unit Weight (pcn 140 

Cohesion (psi) 0 

Vnit Wcight (pcq 120 

Cohesion @so 250 

Friction Angle 36 

Friction h n g k  (deg.) 30 

NO"* 

Constructinn 
Dacumcntntion 

and Certifications 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Rc.iov* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
CeltiliCstio" CertifiEation Type 

1,'oundvtion Preparation Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Underdrains Ycs [ ] No [ ] 

SurfaccDrainr Yes[ ] NO[ 1 
Grading and Revegefafios Yes [ ] No [ ] 

Final Certification Ycr!  ! No!  1 

If n DRF, did the photomphs show the rock blvnkct or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Yes [ 1 N o  [ 1 
Fonr.dztios k ta :  

Dip of Strata relativc to fill: 

were NOVi wittelncn On the fi!!? Yes [ ! NC1[ ! 

Surface drainagc conhol working properly? Yes [ I No [ ] 
Siibiiiilace diaiiiage coiiirol -orking properly? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

II active fill. was active spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Yes [ ] No  [ ] I If spoil disposal site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

If a durable rock fill is under construction, 

Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Diseemablc blanket or core drain forming'? YCE [ 1 No [ ] 
If no 10 above, estimate percentage: 

Ifthe fill is completed. compare the size with the size iii the latest pre-completion revision? 
If the t i l l  is significantly smaller, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspcctor? 

Fill surface coofiguration 
Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 

Were lherc Bound cracks observed on the till face orberiches? Yes [ 1 No [ I 
Number of benches on t i l l  
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Lotrfi"" Leneth (ft) Width (ft) Uepth (in) 

Locatinn O f  

Erosion Areas* 

Location of  
Ground Bulges* 

Locntion o f  
SpringsiSecpn * 

Location of 
Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

I 

2 

Were lhric dcprcsrroiis 011 the fill benches? Ycs [ ] No 1 (Potential Wafer Vrpth) 

1 

2 
1 
4 

5 

Were there a r e a  of rrusion on the fill benches? Yes 1 ] No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

2 

4 

5 

Wele there bulge$ or h m m d q  terrain? Yes [ 1 NO [ 1 
1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Were there springs or s e ~ p s  abrcrved in disposal areas? Yes 1 1 Nu [ 1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were changer in vegetation or spoil color obscwcd on fill? Yes I I No I 1 
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West Virginia 
Terry Eagle Coal Co. 

Little Elk Mine #1 

Permit: S-3034-88 

Fill: Fill #1 

WV-277 
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Company: Terry Eagle Coal Co. Fill: Fill#I Datc ofpcrmit file review 09123199 
Mine: Little Elk Mine # I  Dale lill contruction started: I1101189 

Was this fill visited at ground level? Yes I 1 No [XI Finished: 09130192 

Number ocl i l l  size revisions: 1 
%Sandstone in overburden: 57 

Permit: S-3034.88 

state: wv 
Count).: Nicholas 

Latitude: 38-15-30 Had the fill been reclaimed at the 
Yer[Xl N o [  ] Longitude: XI-05-03 t ime ofthe air survey? 

Date of survey: 12120199 

As constructed RWid"" Original dosien 

'Type of Fill 

Size of Fill 

S U r f X C  

Contigurstian 

Elrmtions 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

C""flOl 

Shbilily 
Analvsis 

Durnblc Rock Daruble Rock Durable Rock 

2600 Length (I?) 2600 2600 
44.0 Area (acres) 44.0 50.0 

Volume ( m y )  6 2  

Co,,cave Concave Flat 

1880 c i o m ( n )  1880 1950 
1450 Toe@) 1450 1500 

10.0 Toe Foundation (99) 10.0 10.0 
17.0 Fill Facc (dcg.) 17.0 22.0 

Perimeter Center Drain Perimeter Center Droin Penmeter ccnterDTain 

Gravity Scgrcgatcd'underdruii) Gravity Sepcgatcd/Underdrain Cravi?y Segregatednmderdrain 

REAME REAME REAME 
Software lJsed 

Safely Factor 

E"gi"Wi"g 
PlOpWtieS 

(spoil) 
~~~ 

I 

x"gii.rcring I Unit Weight (pcq I 

1.8 Static 1.8 1.9 
1.6 Seismic I .6 1.5 

130 Unrf Weight (pi) 130 130 
36 Friction Angle 36 36 
100 Cohcsion (pst) 100 I no 

PropCrtieS 
(Foundation) 

Friction Angle (dcg.) 
Cohesion (DEn 

COnStructiun 
DOCYrn entation 

and Certifications 

Acrid survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

Appl. Phase AppLQuarterly Photography 
CWlitiEntiO" CeIlifiCatiO" M E  

Foundation Reparation Yes [XI No [ ] 9012 COpieS 
Uuderdrains Yes [XI No [ ] 9012 copies 

Surface Drains Yes 1x1 No [ ] 9112 Copier 
Grading and Rcvogctvtion Yes [XI No [ ] 92!2 Copies 

Final Certification Ycs [XI No [ ] 9213 

If a D W .  did the pliotogpplv show the rock blankct or core underdrain by gravity segregation? Ycs [XI Na [ ] 
TIVt 
.m, C"~,"A"ti"" Ar t r .  . _".."l ,.,... "l,". 

Dip of~t ra ta  relative to fill: Left Flank High Away From Fill 

W m  NOV'r w i m n  m the fi l l?  YSE !XI No [ 1 

Surface dminugc control working properly? Yes (XI No [ ] 
Subsvzracc drainage coi::iol .~,o?king pmpeily? Yss [XI No [ ] 

Tractive till, *as a c f i ~ e  spoil disposal determined lo be on-going? Yes [ ] NO [X] 
IIapoil disposal site inactive, h o r  long was disposal operation idlc (months)? 

f I durable rock fill is under construction, 
Approximately 80% durable rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No j I 

Discernable blmket or core drain forming? Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
If no to above, estimate percentage: 

Ifthe fill is  completed. comparc thc s i x  with the size it, the latest pre-compiction revision? 
lithe fill is $ignificantly smalicr, what is the reason according to the documentation or inspector? 

Fill sutiace configuration: C0ilC.SW 

Is the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes I NO I 
Weie therc ground cracks observed on the 611 face or benches? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

8 Number of bcnchcr on fill: 
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Lacnfinn of 
cracks 

LDELltil" o f  
Erosion Arras 

Locslion Of 

Ground Bulges 

Locstion Of 

SpringrIScPps 

Movrment 
ChnraclcrisliCS 

comments 

2 

3 

Were t h e e  deprcsrions 011 the fill benches'! Yes [ I No I 1 (Potential Water Depth) 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Were there areas o lem ion  on the fill benches? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 (Maximum Gully Depth) 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

Wcre there bulges or hummocky terrain? Yes I I No [ I 
1 
i 

3 
4 

5 

Wcrc thcre springs 01 seeps observed in disposal meas? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Were changes m vcgctation or spoil color observed on fill? Yes 1 1 No [ ] 

: 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

Did a failure occur on thc filly Yen I 1 No 1 1 
f so, enter the soiircc ofinfoimafion on the failure: 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
T e r r y  E a g l e  C o a l  C o .  

L i t t l e  E l k  M i n e  # 1  

Permit: S-3034-88                  Fill: Fill #1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
T e r r y  E a g l e  C o a l  C o .  

L i t t l e  E l k  M i n e  # 1  

Permit: S-3034-88                  Fill: Fill #1 

Permit: S-3034-88                  Fill: Fill #1 
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West Virginia 
Westmoreland Coal Co. 

Hampton #47 

Permit: S-5050-89 

Fill: K 

WV-283 
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Company: westmoreland cOid co. Fill: K D a t e  ofpermit tile review: 09/09/99 
Mine: Hampton #47 Date fill contruction started: 07/01/89 Permit: S-io50-89 

Was lhis fill visited at ground level'? Yes [ 1 No [x] Finished: 11/15/93 
Numbcr offill  size revisions: 2 

state: wv 
County: Uoane 

Latitude: 37-53-43 Had t h e  fill been reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 65 
Longitude: 81-46-38 timc ofthc air sirrvey? Ycs[X1 N o [  1 

Date of survey: 1212 1199 

As constiuctrd Revision Orisinal desien 

Type of Fill 

S h e  of  Fill 

Surface 
C""fig"rnti0" 

Elevations 

Slopes 

surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

CO"tR7l 

Stability 
Analysis 

Sofhvarc Used 

Safety Factor 

E"gi"eed"p 
Plopellies 

(Spoil) 

E"giinMi"g 
Properties 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

Durable Rack Conventional 

Length (R) 1240 I160 
Area (acres) 8.0 20.0 
voiume ( m y )  0.3 

Flat C0"VCX 

crown (nj 1700 1640 
 TO^ (n) 1230 1190 

Toe Foundation ("A) 20.0 8.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 21.0 21.0 

Perimeter,Center m a i n  Ccntcr h a i l l  

Conrmicted Uuderdrax Chimney Core 

STABL SB Slope 

Static 1.8 2.2  
Seismic 

unit Weight (pcfl 113 135 

Cuheaon (pst) 0 700 

Unit Weight (pco 
Friction Angle (deg.) 
Cohesion (psq 

Friction Angle 38 38 

PhreatK surface Phreafic Surface 

C""StrnCti0" 
Documentation 

and Cerlilicslions 

Certiticntion Certification 'Type 
~ 

~~ 

Foundalion Preparation Yes [ j No Wl 
Underdrains Yes [ ] No [XI 9013 N0"C 

Surface Drains Ycs [XI No [ ] 9012 Copies 

Final Cehfication Yes [XI No [ ] 9113 CO*iCS 

Grading and Revegctution Yen [ ] No [XI 

Tia DRF, did the photographs sliow the rock hlnnkct or cme underdrain by graviry segregalion? Ycs [ 1 No [XI 
Fon:idzficr? &tz: None 

Dip o f ~ t r a l a  relative to f i l l  
wm N n w  urit t~n oll the ti!u yrS !XI N~ [ : 

Surface drainage coiitrol working properly? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
Subrinfacc druimge control working propeily? Yes [ ] No [ j 

If active fill, was activc spoil disposal determined to be on-going? Ycr [ ] NO [ j 
If spoil disposai Site inactive, how long was disposal operation idle (months)? 

Aerial Survey 
and Ground 
Level Review* 

I 

f a  durable rock 611 is under construction, 
Appioxirnvtely 80% durable rock by volume? Ycs [ ! No 1 ! 

Discemable blanket or core drain forming? Yes [ ] No [ ] 
If no to above, eslimale percentntagc: 

Ifthe fill is completed, compare the size with the size i n  the latest pre-completion revision? 
Iftho fill is iignificanlly Smaller, what is thc rcnsm according 10 b e  documentation or inspector? 

Fill surface configuration: Flat 
Is the till situated iii landslide topography? Yes [ 1 No 1 

Were there p u n d  cracks abiewed 081 tile till face or benches? Ycs [ 1 No [ ] 
Number ofbenches on fill: 10 
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LOEa l iO"  Loneth (ft) Width (ft) Depth (in) 

 ti^^ or 
Depressions * 

L O C A G ~ ~  or 
ElOSi"" Areas 

Location of * 
Gmund Bulges 

Location of 
SpringSiSeepS * 

Location of 
Changes * 

Movement 
Characteristics * 

2 

3 

Were there deprcrsians 00 thefill benches? Yes [ ] No [ 1 (Potential Water Depth) 
I 

2 

3 
4 

Were there weas of emion on thc fill benches? Yes [ No [ ] (Maximum Gully Depth) 

5 

Were there bulges or hummocky tcnain'! Yes [ I NO I 1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Wcrc there springs or seeps observed in disposal areas? Yes I I No [ 1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Were changes in vcgcfatioii or spoil color observed on fill? Yes [ I NO [ 1 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
W e s t m o r e l a n d  C o a l  C o .  

H a m p t o n  # 4 7  

Permit: S-5050-89                  Fill: K 
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Company: Whilc Flainc (Mingo Logan Coal) k-ill: FilIA m t e  of permit file review: 111@3199 
Permit: S-5066-92 Mine: Surface M i n e  # 5  Date fill contruction started: 04/11/98 

state: WV Was this fill visitcd at g round  level? Yes [ I No 1x1 Finished: / I  
County: Mingo Number of fill size revisions: 

Latitudc: 37-42-22 Had the fill bccn reclaimed at the %Sandstone in overburden: 57 
time of thc  air survey? Yes[  I Nolxl  Longitude: 82-@O-57 

Date o f  survey: / I  

As constructed Rf"iSi0" Original dnign 

s"urface 
Caniigurniion 

Elevations 

Slopes 

Surface Drainage 
Control 

Subsurface 
Drainage 

.Ivne or F ~ I I  I Durable Rock I 

V0hn"c (mcy) 9.4 

Flat 

Crown (ft) 2030 
Toe (fti 1450 

Toe Foundation (A) 13.0 
Fill Face (deg.) 23.0 

PerilllefW 

Constructed Underdrain 

.. I 

Lengih (A) 1720 Size of Fill 
Area (ucrcs) 18.0 

Sofhvare Used 

Safety Factor 

Enzineerine 
Properties 

(spoil) 

Static 1 .j 

SCiSIUiC 1.2 

Unit Weight ( p 4  125 
Ftiction Anglc 35 
Cohesion (psn I00 

control I I 

REAME 
Sfability 
A n a l ~ s i ~  

Engineering 
PrOpWlieS 

(Foundation) 

Phreatic Surface 

12s unit W~eight (pci) 
Fictioo Angle (deg.) 28 

~~ 

Cohesion (psi) I00 

P-0.1 

c0"Str"Ltion 
Documentation 

and Certifications 

Appl. Phase ApiAQuarterly Photography 

CertiliCatio" certification Type 

Foundation Preparation Yes [XI No 1 02/99 B&W 
Undeidraior Yes [XI No [ ] 03/98 B&W 

Surface Drains Yes [ ] No 1 
Grading andRcvegetatian Yes [ ] No [ 1 

Fiaa!Ce~tificatio!? Yes [ ] Nc ! 1 

I ra  DRF. did thc phofopuphs show flie rock blanket or core underdrain by puviry segregafion? 

~ Y U Y U ~ U I ~  data. 

Dip o f  strata relative to fi l l :  

Yes [XI No i I 
ids  

Away From Fill 

7- - >  .. 

We;; ? ! 9 V S  .:<*::m D 8  :he fi!!? Ycr : 1 ?!O : 1 

Surface drainage cont~ol working properly? Yes [ I No [ 1 
Subsuriace drainagc sontroi wrking properly'? Yes i 1 No i 

Yes [XI No I 1 If active All, was active spoil dispoia! dcteimiiied to be oil-going? 
If spoil disposal site inactive. how long w m  disposal operation idle (months)? 

Approximately 80% diirablc rock by volume? Yes [ 1 No [ 1 

Discctnable bidet or core drain fanning? Yes [XI NO [ 1 
l f n o  to above, estimate percentage: 

If the fi i l  is completed, compare the s i i c  with the s i x  in the latest pre-completion revision? 
lftlic fill is significantly ~maller ,  what is the reason according to the docimientation 01 inspector? 

Fill surfacc confiyurafion: 
1s the fill situated in landslide topography? Yes 1 No 1 

Were there groomid cracks obsewcd on the fill face or benches? Yes 1 No ! 1 
Number ofbenches on fill: 

WV-291 



Location O f  

Cracks 

L"Cl t i0"  O f  

Erosion Areas* 

Location of 
Ground Bulges' 

Location "f 
Springdsccpn * 

Location o i  
Changes' 

Movrmrnt 
Characteristics * 

I 

2 

3 

Werc thcrc dcpreiiionr on the fill benches? Ycs [ ] No [ (Potential Wafer Depfh) 

2 
3 

1 
5 

Weie there areas ofcrosion on the till benches? Yes I 1 No [ ] (Maximum Gully Dcplh) 

2 
3 
4 

5 

Weie there bulges or hummocb terrain? Yes I No I I 

2 

3 
4 
5 

Were there springs or sceps obscncd in disposal areas? Yes I 1 No [ 1 
1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Wcrc changes in vegetation or spoil color obscwed 011 till? Yen [ ] NO [ 

I 
2 
3 

5 

6 

Did a failure occur on the till? Yes [ I NO I I 
so, enter the EOlliCe of infomation on the failore: 

Stage of construction during failure: 
M a s  I \lass 2 Mass 3 

Bench # 

Length (it) 
Width (Rl  

s c v p  IIcight (a) 

~ w i i p ~ n  Distance (n) 
DepUl to Slip Plane (it) 

xate OfMO\~CnrCrri  

Extent of Failure Movement 

cause of Movcmeni Mass i 

>lass 2 
Mass 3 

?mine atNorth cdpe offill. Lower 4 f e e  ofiill to be constmctcd a3 typical valley fill 

peam that shaky inilt~rial 13 bsing deposited an ten nidr o f  hll Rock core underdrain WBI conntmcted prior to placing of 611 into stmcturs 

Ccnlfiratlan dated 07.28109 shows "Wins" dumping inlo valley 
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W e s t  V i r g i n i a  
W h i t e  F l a m e  ( M i n g o  L o g a n  C o a l )  

S u r f a c e  M i n e  # 5  

Permit: S-5066-92                   Fill: Fill A 

Permit: S-5066-92                    Fill: Fill A 
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APPENDIX C

Explanation of Sensitivity Analysis and Box-and-Whisker Diagrams

The assessment of SF sensitivity to the engineering properties used in a valley fill stability
analysis was performed using three values for each property and five scenarios defined by the
toe foundation slope and the preset location of the minimum SF circle.

The minimum FS for each scenario was determined by the Simplified Bishop analysis method
using SB-Slope software.  This software has a number of procedures available to find the SF for
a slope under investigation.  For this study, OSM used the Grid Search procedure (an example
grid is shown in Figure 17 in the main body of this report).  This search method allows the user
to limit the segment of the slope to be examined and the range of radii to be applied.  The slope
segment is limited in both the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) directions.  Additional constraints
that are available set the x-increment and y-increment of the circle centers, and the incremental
change in radii.  This study applied a constant incremental change in the x-direction, y-direction,
and radii.  Because SB-Slope does not have an algorithm to incrementally search around the
minimum SF determined by the initial search grid, this study did not find the absolute minimum
SF for the slope segments.  Rather the study determined the change in the minimum FS resulting
from changes in the engineering properties of the spoil for the specified grid.

The results of the parameter sensitivity analysis are presented in the box and whisker diagrams
in the following pages.  Each diagram shows a relationship between SF and an engineering
property for a specific scenario.  The bottom and top ends or “hinges” of each box represent the
first and third quartiles of data. That is, the central 50 percent of the data (the interquartile range
between 25th to the 75th percentiles) are contained between the hinges of the box.  The vertical
lines above and below the box, or “whiskers,” extend to the largest or smallest SF within 1.5
times the interquartile range.  Extreme values lying between 1.5 and 3.0 times the interquartile
range are represented by squares.  Outlying values greater than 3.0 times the interquartile range
are marked with a plus sign.

Within each box, the horizontal line denotes the median value of the data.  Fifty percent of the
data have SF values either greater or less than the median.  Indentations, or “notches” in the
sides of the box approximate the 95 percent confidence level about the median.  The notched
box-and-whisker diagrams can be compared on each plot (i.e. for a given engineering property
and scenario).  If the notches do not overlap, the medians are said to be significantly different at
the 95 percent confidence level.  Thus the results of the sensitivity analysis can be interpreted as
follows: Based on the Simplified Bishop, slope-stability analysis method and the SB-Slope
software employed, the ranges of SF (at the 95 percent confidence level) for the values of unit
weight and cohesion are too broad for a statistically significant relationship, regardless of the
scenario.  The ranges of SF compared to the values of internal friction angle are narrow and
statistically significant under all scenarios.

For additional information on notched box-and-whisker plots, the reader is directed to:



ii

McGill, Robert, Tukey, John W., and Larson, Wayne A., Variations of Box Plots, 1978, in The
American Statistician, Vol. 32, No. 1.
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Mining and Reclamation Technology Symposium

Federal Energy Technology Center


Morgantown, West Virginia

June 23 and 24, 1999


Final Participants List 

Wednesday June 23, 1999 

Dr. Jan Wachter, Federal Energy Technology Center Director, Environmental, Safety and Health Division, 
welcomed a total of 98 participants representing the state and federal regulatory community, coal mining 
industry, industry consultants, and environmental interest groups. Dr. Wachter introduced Dr. Paul 
Ziemkiewicz, Director, National Mine Land Reclamation Center, who served as the symposium facilitator 
throughout the two-day proceedings. 

Dr. Ziemkiewicz highlighted the scope and purpose of the symposium. The Mining and Reclamation 
Technology Symposium was commissioned by the Mountaintop Removal Mining/Valley Fill Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) Interagency Steering Committee as an educational forum for the members of the 
regulatory community who will participate in the development of the EIS. The Steering Committee sought a 
balanced audience to ensure the input to the regulatory community reflected the range of perspectives on 
this complicated and emotional issue. The focus of this symposium is on mining and reclamation 
technology alternatives, which is one of eleven topics scheduled for review to support development of the 
EIS. Others include hydrologic, environmental, ecological, and socio-economic issues. 

Overall Purpose of the Symposium in Relevance to the EIS 
Mr. Mike Robinson, Chief, Program Support Division, Appalachian Regional Coordination Center, Office of 
Surface Mining, Reclamation, and Enforcement provided the background of the Mountaintop Mining/Valley 
Fill EIS including the 1998 legal settlement that required the EIS to be completed within two years. He 
identified the current concerns about the practice of mountaintop removal mining, why the EIS is being 
conducted, and what will be studied. His briefing includes geographic information system (GIS) views of 
the existing valley fill areas throughout West Virginia, Kentucky, Virginia, and Tennessee, which are the 
only areas of the United States known to be suitable for the mountaintop mining technique and, therefore, 
expected to need valley fills to receive the excess spoil material. Members of the EIS Steering Committee 
include, Mr. Robinson, Office of Surface Mining; Ms. Rebecca Hanmer, U.S. EPA; Mr. Rodney Woods, U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers; Mr. Dave Densmore, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service; and Mr. Charley Stover, West 
Virginia Division of Environmental Protection. 

Mountaintop Mining Environmental Impact Statement 

Mining Primer: A General Description of Various Mining Techniques 
Mr. Stanley Suboleski, Head, Department of Mining and Minerals Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University, provided the overview presentation on mining methods suitable for steep slope 
terrain. He identified four major methods and two niche methods and discussed the basic economic and 
physical factors that determine where each is likely to be employed. The two major surface methods are 
mountaintop mining and contour/point mining and the two major underground methods are room and pillar 
and longwall mining. He cited auger and highwall mining as surface related niche methods. His 
presentation included figures on the amount of surface mining that is conducted in the United States and 
the southern Appalachian region. He also discussed the capital expenditures, coal reserves, and other 
factors necessary for a particular mining method to be economically viable. The percentage of reserve area 
recovered by the various surface methods ranges from approximately 33% for single augers to 100% for 
areas mined by mountaintop removal. Coal recovery for underground methods range from approximately 
40% for room and pillar operations to 80% overall for longwall mines. Both longwall and mountaintop 
removal methods require large capital expenditures which necessitate larger reserve areas for a mine to be 



economically feasible. 

The speakers following Mr. Suboleski provide more detail on the surface mining techniques. Mr. Suboleski 
prepared a presentation detailing underground methods, which is included in this proceedings, but the 
presentation was not given during the symposium in an effort to make up time. 

Overview of Mining Methods 
Underground Mining Methods 

Surface Mining- Loader/Truck and Shovel/Truck Methods 
Mr. Tom Meikle; Progress Coal Company

Mr. Kermit E. Fincham, Jr., Elk Run Coal Company, Inc.


Mr. Meikle described the mountaintop removal and contour/point methods of surface coal mining using a

case study example. The case study served to highlight the decision making process that industry typically

uses to evaluate the economic feasibility of a prospective surface mining operation. He highlighted that

most of the low ratio (ratio of total overburden to recoverable clean coal) coal reserves in Appalachia have

been extracted and the higher ratio reserves that remain will require more capital to extract. The typical

mountaintop removal operation removes multiple seams of coal, often eight down to the Coalburg seam,

removing an average of 436 vertical feet of terrain. Mr. Meikle was joined by Mr. Kermit Fincham who

presented the detailed reserve evaluation that is conducted to assess the value and features of the coal

reserve that will drive the overall mining operation. Mr. Meikle continued with the remaining activities that

are considered in the feasibility analysis through final reclamation and the results of his case study. His

case study concluded that this typical operation had an internal rate of return of 9.6% (net present value),

which he remarked makes the project only marginally feasible. Furthermore, he concluded that the low rate

of return is further impacted by uncertainty in environmental regulations that is further discouraging the

large capital investments necessary to conduct these operations.


Truck and Shovel Methods


Surface Mining- Dragline Method 
Mr. Peter Lawson, Arch Coal, Inc.


Mr. Lawson reviewed the history of dragline operations dating back to 1904 and development of the

Chicago canal. Today, only two firms continue to manufacture large draglines, including P&H Mining

Equipment and Bucyrus Erie. Dragline equipment has grown in capacity to 118 cubic yards (bucket size)

and typically operated on the overburden leading to extraction of the lowest seams. Draglines are not

appropriate for all surface mining operations and, like other methods, are evaluated on the basis of several

factors. He highlighted several benefits of large area surface mines including reclamation of legacy Acid

Mine Land (AML) sites within the operating area, elimination of miles of pre-SMCRA highwalls, elimination

of underground fires, and creation of wetlands and passive water treatment sites.


Those interested in receiving a copy of Mr. Lawson’s presentation should contact him directly at:

Mr. Peter Lawson

Arch Coal, Inc.

5914 Cabin Creek Road

Eskdale, WV 25075

(304) 595-7240

plawson@archcoal.com


Surface Mining- Conventional Auger and Highwall Miner Methods 
Mr. Ian Carr, AEI Resources 



Mr. Carr presented the results of his international research into state-of-the-art auger and highwall mining 
technology. These technologies are used to increase the recovery of coal underneath a highwall for a depth 
of several hundred to a thousand or more feet after continued removal of the highwall becomes 
uneconomical. Single, double, and triple augers typically have a lower coal recovery rate than highwall 
miner technologies, but highwall miner technologies require a higher capital investment. Mr. Carr’s 
presentation featured auger technologies from Salem Tool, and Brydet and highwall systems from Arch 
Technologies (Archveyor), Superior- Highwall Miners, and ADDCAR Highwall Mining Systems. 

Auger and Highwall Miner 

Environmentally Responsible Options in Mining 
Mr. John Morgan, Morgan Worldwide Consultants 

Mr. Morgan is one of three experts retained by the EPA for the Plaintiffs as a result of the settlement suit to 
support the EIS. Calling his presentation “From Perception to Procedures,” he focused on the public 
participation process and encouraged the mining industry to engage the affected local public on key issues 
earlier in the process and more effectively for a more successful outcome. He cited key issues as mitigation 
of short-term effects (dust, noise, blasting, traffic, etc.), Approximate Original Contour (AOC), AOC 
variances and post-mining land use, and minimization of areas disturbed by mining. He noted the need for a 
“rational approach” to determining optimum mine configuration and recommended the concept of “banking” 
to aid is matching optimum fill capacity to excess spoil. 

From Perception to Procedures 

Outlook for U.S. Coal Markets through 2020 
Ms. Mary Hutzler, Director, Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting, Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) 

Ms. Hutzler presented the government’s long-range forecast for coal extraction and economics. EIA’s 
congressionally mandated mission is to develop independent energy data and analyses that help enhance 
the understanding of energy issues on the part of business, government, and the general public. The EIA 
has similar forecasts for other fuels. She cited the recent dip in coal prices as a result of an oversupply of 
fuels, particularly foreign oil, and a resulting underdemand for coal. For the long-term, the EIA projects a 
shift to natural gas combined cycle energy technology as the nation retires more than forty percent of the 
nuclear energy production capacity. Electricity rates overall will decline about one percent per year through 
2020 due to electric utility industry restructuring and retail competition. EIA also projects a continuing 
decline in minemouth coal prices through 2020 due to projected coal extraction productivity increases of 2.3 
percent per year and increased production of western coal reserves, at a lower cost, compared to eastern 
coal reserves. If Congress chooses to ratify the Kyoto Accord, the fraction of energy produced from coal 
will decline from fifty percent to near twenty percent with associated declines in coal employment from 
80,000 to 29,000. 

Outlook for U.S. Coal Markets through 2020 

Panel Discussion: The Future of Surface Coal Mining 
Nirmal Gangotadhyay, New Land Leasing Company; Ben Greene, WV Mining and Reclamation Association; 
John Morgan, Morgan Worldwide Consultants; Barry Doss, Addington Enterprises, Inc.; Tim Backus, P&H 
Mining Equipment 

Mr. Gangotadhyay highlighted that fact that the costs of extracting coal and obtaining permits have 
continued to increase, while the methods have remained essentially unchanged. The regulatory issue is 



complicated by the several agencies trying to simultaneously regulate the industry and the continuing 
debate regarding AOC nearly 25 years after the passage of SMCRA. He noted that valley fills in place for 
several years have not affected downstream water quality and expressed concern that the Judicial Branch of 
government was exerting undue control over the mining industry. 

Mr. Greene focused on the shortcomings of long-range predictions like those presented by the EIA and 
suggested that unexpected events like the oil embargo in the 1970’s have always had a positive effect on the 
coal industry. Large equipment has come to West Virginia increasing the total coal production with record 
levels in 1998. He suggested that the industry choose the “keep at it” approach and not be discouraged or 
dissuaded by long-range forecasts. Mr. Green also suggested the Steering Committee rethink the value of 
reclaiming these large areas with forestry operations. 

Mr. Morgan made the point that the productivity increases projected by the EIA may not be achievable 
considering the declining grade of the reserve base (more difficult to extract). Western reserves are more 
competitive, therefore drawing the available mining capital away from West Virginia. He cited the European 
movement away from coal and oil to natural gas as an additional threat to the demand for coal. Reduction in 
mining will make retaining a qualified labor force more difficult - particularly as mining methods become more 
sophisticated. 

Mr. Doss made a brief presentation to the audience on the coal operator perspective. He projected that 
existing operations will be mined to depletion within the next ten years. Due to the difficulty in obtaining a 
permit and the affect on available capital, there will be a reduction in new mountaintop removal permit 
applications. He expects to see an increase in the use of multi-method mining or hybrid operations where a 
number of different mining methods are used on the same site.  He also noted that re-mining in marginal, 
previously mined areas could increase. He does not expect to see further increases in the size of large 
equipment, but he does believe manufacturers will meet the changing market with improvements in 
technology, productivity, and efficiency - particularly in the areas of fuel efficiency and digital and control 
technology. He cited the positive effects of large area mining including affects on employment and 
economics and the lack of evidence of environmental impact from existing valley fills. 

Future of Surface Coal Mining; Mr. Doss 

Mr. Backus noted the larger trucks and shovels and the effect they have had on productivity. Truck sizes 
have grown as large as 360 tons and are limited by the state of tire technology. Shovel size will follow 
increases in truck size. Large dragline operations are limited by maintenance and downtime costs. He 
projected slow growth in eastern mining operations, and expects the main growth for equipment 
manufacturers to come from overseas operations. Lower prices for all fuels and the potential for lower profit 
margins will drive the need for larger, more efficient mining equipment. 

The panel received questions from the audience. A member of the audience asked the panel members to 
respond to the specific projections and ideas offered by Mr. Doss and Mr. Backus. Panel members cited the 
need to reduce uncertainty and delays before companies will invest in eastern coal, and noted the apparent 
large discrepancy between the values cited for coal reserves and mineable coal. Considering the earlier 
presentation by Mr. Meikle, a member of the audience asked what is an acceptable rate of return and what 
improvements in mountaintop mining will be necessary to make up the difference (will increased permitting 
efficiency be sufficient). The panel thought that a rate of return closer to 12 to 15 percent with some 
reduction in the level of risk would be necessary to attract new capital. Some capital investments are already 
committed and are subject to whatever rates are available but are loosing money. 

Mr. Meikle, speaking from the audience pointed out there is a direct relationship between risk and return. 
The uncertainty over costs and risk has most capital frozen making it impossible to determine the extent of 
mineable reserves. 



Another member of the audience, identifying himself as a member of the UMWA and the West Virginia 
Legislature, asked why the mountaintop removal mining has become such a problem now? Mr. Morgan 
pointed out that the size of mountaintop removal operations has continued to increase. The size of the 
Arch Coal permit in 1998 was only the catalyst to question the practice. 

Mr. Jim Kotcon posed a hypothetical scenario and asked which equipment would provide a reasonable 
economic return while minimizing the impacts to the environment. What specific technologies are selected 
for mountaintop mining and how does the industry convince nearby residents of their choices? The panel 
pointed out that every selection is site specific according to the factors considered in the mining plan and 
available equipment and capital. There is no unique guidebook. The panel also noted that every member of 
the community has a different agenda in the permitting process and it is not easy to please everyone who is 
affected. It was noted that the case study to be presented on the second day would address the question 
of mining method and equipment options. 

The panel was asked to address the 500 acre bank and highgrading as they are related to the 250 acre 
threshold. Mr. Morgan noted that the 500 acre figure was just an example. The issue is whether the 
calculations on the optimum configuration indicate that valley fills are required. Mr. Morgan recommended 
a review of the 250 acres threshold because, in many instances, fewer larger fills would be easier to justify 
with an expected lower cumulative impact on the environment. Mr. Doss noted that the current regulations 
encourage companies to design more, smaller valley fills for a given mine site to avoid the 250 acre 
threshold. Mr. Morgan agreed and noted that this situation supports the concept of an optimum 
configuration and “banking,” which could allow more flexibility while minimizing impacts. Mr. Greene 
noted that the 250 acre threshold arose from a legal ruling, and has little scientific or technical basis. 

Mr. Doss highlighted the uncertainty regarding the issue of post-mining land use as a significant barrier in 
the permitting process. There is little additional cost to the mining company to develop the site to any of 
the various post-mining land uses. However, they need some stability in the process. He also emphasized 
the positive benefits of large area mining. The large area operation in Cabin Creek covered an estimated 
5,000 acres and reclaimed an estimated 745 acres of land adversely impacted by previous mining practices. 

Closing Remarks- Day 1 
Dr. Paul Ziemkiewicz, Director, National Mine Land Reclamation Center 

Dr. Ziemkiewicz provided four summary points from the first day of the proceedings: 
• Coal mining in West Virginia is likely to continue. 
•	 Many of the sites under consideration for mountaintop removal operations have been previously mined 

and are environmentally degraded. 
• Previous mining has also high-graded the coal reserve making it more difficult to economically extract. 
•	 The industry needs stability in both economic and regulatory issues to continue to operate. This need 

should be considered when determining which elements will be addressed during the EIS process. 

Thursday, June 24, 1999 

West Virginia Approximate Original Contour (AOC) Concept 
Mr. Jim Pierce, West Virginia Division of Environmental Protection 

Mr. Pierce is member of the five-agency team that drafted a guidance document for evaluating the AOC 
concept found in SMCRA and WVSMCRA. SMCRA requires that the final surface configuration, after 
backfilling and grading, closely resemble the general surface configuration of the land prior to mining while 
maintaining the necessary flexibility to accommodate site-specific conditions. The draft guidance document 
provides an objective and systematic process for achieving AOC on steep-slope surface mine operations 
while providing a means for determining excess spoil quantities. Using this process maximizes the amount 
of mine spoil returned to the mined area while minimizing the amount of spoil placed in excess spoil disposal 



sites, e.g., valley fills. This, in turn, minimizes impacts to aquatic and terrestrial habitats through ensuring 
compliance with environmental performance standards imposed by WVSMCRA. 

Comments from the audience expressed concern over the poor definition of “higher and better” land use 
necessary to obtain an AOC variance. The resulting uncertainty in the AOC variance rule eliminates the 
economic profitability of many sites. This could, in turn, raise the cost to the state of taking claims if 
landowners become involved. 

Mountaintop Reclamation: AOC and Excess Spoil Determination 

Landform Grading and Revegetation: A Concept for Mined Land Reclamation 
Mr. Horst J. Schor, H.J. Schor Consulting 

Mr. Schor pointed out that southern California and other areas have been dealing with reclamation issues 
similar to those in West Virginia concerning the practice of mountaintop mining. In southern California the 
issue arises when dealing with urban pressure to develop hillside terrain for residential development. In 
other areas the issue arises during post mining reclamation. Through his practice of civil engineering he has 
studied, categorized, and emphasized the use of natural landscape analogues in reclamation grading and 
revegetation. He highlights that natural terrain does not slope uniformly at a 2:1 gradient but consists of 
repetitive vertical curvilinear features that are more visually appealing. Furthermore, natural vegetation 
patterns are not uniform but are concentrated where water flow concentrates in swales. From his experience, 
he noted that grading contractors are very capable of reforming the land in a more natural configuration with 
a project cost increase of not more than two percent and little increase in the excess spoil area. 

Schor published material - Article 1, Article 2, Article 3, Article 4 

Panel Discussion: AOC and Landforms Necessary to Accommodate Various Post Mining Land-Uses 
Mr. Horst J. Schor, H.J. Schor Consulting; Dan Cox, Massey Coal Services; Jim Pierce, WV Division of 
Environmental Protection; Mike Castle, Office of Surface Mining 

The panel began by taking questions from the audience. One member of the audience asked about the 
establishment of meandering streams in Mr. Schor’s scheme. Mr. Schor indicated that in his experience 
streams could be reestablished in nearly the same channel with little settlement. The fills are engineered and 
constructed with large rock underdrains and slate or sandstone channels to provide stability. Mr. Cox 
pointed out that there is nothing in Mr. Schor’s concept that cannot be accomplished at existing sites by 
industry- the issue will be cost. Mr. Pierce noted that the draft AOC guidance was flexible enough to 
accommodate natural landform grading and revegetation. However, Mr. Castle stated that some regulatory 
issues might exist with respect to fill saturation and maintenance of the phreatic surface to ensure stability. 

The panel debated the issue of higher and lower landforms that has been cited as a regulatory impediment to 
permitting. Mr. Cox cited this as the biggest problem faced by the coal mining industry today. He also 
stated that, in his opinion, flat property is more valuable in West Virginia than regulators might believe. 

A member of the audience asked for the basis for the 250 acres threshold for the size of valley fills requiring 
a variance and the kinds of impacts that are expected at that threshold. Mr. Castle pointed out that the 250-
acre limit is an interim value until completion of the EIS. 

In response to a question from the audience, Mr. Schor noted that reclamation to more natural landforms 
contribute to the re-establishment of natural habitat and introduction of native species. 

Ms. Hanmer, speaking from the audience, noted that West Virginia has developed a Watershed Framework 
Document and asked how this framework was being used to address the issue of mountaintop mining and 



post-mining land use? The panel pointed out that the state has established a Coalfield Development Office 
that should be the focus of a watershed approach to this issue. 

With respect to Mr. Schor’s approach for natural landforms, Mr. Hartos noted that valley fills shaped with 
natural landforms would probably cover more area than valley fills shaped in the traditional form. The 
question was posed as to how the natural landform approach maintains the stability of streams. Mr. Schor 
noted that reconstructed streams in natural landforms are engineered with high compaction and sandstone 
channels. The entire natural landform fill is also constructed with an underdrain for geotechnical stability, 
as are current valley fills. 

Mr. Doss asked how the current draft of the AOC rule would allow the use of natural landforms. Mr. Pierce 
answered that the model was not yet finalized but that nothing specifically precluded alternate landforms 
with an approved variance. Mr. Woods of the US Army Corps of Engineers commented that the stream 
impact mitigation ruling that they are required to enforce allows only the minimal amount of fill to affect 
existing streams. Ms. Hanmer commented that the EPA position is not as rigid. Their point of view 
considers what the permitted firm has done to prevent, mitigate, restore, or reclaim the watershed to an 
equivalent aquatic value. According to Ms. Hanmer, the EPA has identified the need for study of paired 
watersheds with and without fills in an attempt to discern the potential impact on value of the watershed. 
Mr. Ziemkiewicz noted that the recent SAIC study presented to the Surface Mining Task Force, which 
evaluated the health of channels downstream of valley fills, is neutral with respect to the impact of the fill. 
However, the SAIC study was small in scope and contains insufficient data to be conclusive on the subject. 
Mr. Sweeney pointed out that the Programmatic EIS that the EPA has undertaken on this mining practice 
would pick up where the SAIC study left off. 

As a closing remark of this session, Mr. Meikle made the comment that, in his opinion, the WVDEP surface 
mining permitting capability is shutdown until the OSM and EPA resolve the post-mining land use issues 
that have been raised during this symposium. Another individual added that mine permitting has been 
stopped without evidence that anything negative is or has occurred. Why has it stopped? Mr. Robinson 
rebutted that permitting has not stopped. The settlement included two parts, one to evaluate the effects of 
the practice and the other to address the permitting process. 

Presentation of a West Virginia Case Study 
John McDaniel Arch Coal, Inc.; Eugene Kitts, Summit Engineering 

Mr. McDaniel and Mr. Kitts presented an extensive and detailed case study reflecting the development of a 
detailed mine plan in preparation for permit application. The case study was based on the development of 
an actual permit request and was very useful in understanding the breadth and depth of issues that a mining 
firm has to evaluate and make decisions about in order to determine economic feasibility of extracting coal 
from a reserve. The briefing material covers the breadth of the presentation and the buildup of the economic 
evaluation. 

West Virginia Case Study briefing materials 

Panel Discussion: West Virginia Case Study 
John McDaniel, Arch Coal, Inc.; John Morgan, Morgan Worldwide Consultants; Anthony Szwilski, 
Marshall University 

Mr. Hartos opened the questioning by asking how many community interactions typically occur for the 
determination of post mining land use. Mr. McDaniel commented first by noting that little interaction occurs 
because at this point the mining firm is trying to ascertain the economic viability of the project before 
engaging regulators and the public. Mr. Morgan made the point that too much advanced planning before 



engaging the public actually creates a barrier to approval. His position is that creating an early public 
dialogue will enhance the participation and support of the public in the permitting process. 

Mr. Szwilski presented the point of view that the mining firms would benefit from implementing an ISO 14000 
Environmental Management System. This system of environmental self-management would generate a 
renewed confidence in those members of the industry that adhere to it. The motivation for a firm to adhere 
is largely intangible but adherence might serve to streamline the permitting process for those firms that are 
certified. 

Mr. McDaniel responded to a question about environmental analyses conducted during the preliminary 
mine planning phase by stating that a large amount of environmental data is collected by professional 
scientists as part of the baseline assessment. This data is available for additional study of post-mining and 
valley fill environmental impacts. 

Mr. Morgan commented that uncertainty and delay in acquiring permits largely drive the cost and the 
marginal economic viability of mining in West Virginia. The notable exception to this generality is the direct 
cost to achieve AOC. Anything that can be done to establish a dialogue with the public and regulators 
early in the process would be helpful. 

Closing Remarks 
Dr. Paul Ziemkiewicz, Director, National Mine Land Reclamation Center 

Mr. Ziemkiewicz closed the conference by providing a conclusion based on his perspective as facilitator. 
He noted that West Virginia underwent a mining boom in the 1980’s. Mines during this period were 
typically small, undercapitalized and left environmental and economic issues to resolve after closure. 
Additionally, these small mines served to high-grade the reserve making the remaining coal less viable to 
recover. Large consolidated mining operations in the area of these small mines would have the combined 
benefit of improving the economics of the remaining reserve and provide long-term stability for contracts, 
labor, planning, and other factors. These bigger operations will be easier to regulate than many small 
operations and will have a big effect on reclaiming previously mined areas. 

He pointed out that clarity in regulation is necessary to attract mining capital back to West Virginia. The 
AOC policy must be coherent and post mining land use policy must be clear. In some instances growing 
trees may be preferable to further economic development. He also recommended a holistic watershed 
approach to hydrologic protection and reconstruction. Reconstructed streams and natural landform grading 
fit well with a watershed approach and should be considered as part of the solution. 
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MOUNTAINTOP RECLAMATION: AOC AND EXCESS SPOIL DETERMINATIONS 

To: Michael Miano, Director 

From: 	 AOC/Excess Spoil Guidance Team (WVDEP-David Dancy, Jim Pierce, Joe Ross, 
Ken Stollings, Ed Wojtowicz; OSM-Michael Superfesky, Michael Castle) 

Subject: AOC/Excess Spoil Guidance 

Date: March 18, 1999 

Executive Summary 

This guidance document, through the implementing regulations of the West Virginia Surface Coal 
Mining and Reclamation Act (WVSCMRA), provides an objective and systematic process for 
achieving approximate original contour (AOC) on steep-slope surface mine operations while 
providing a means for determining excess spoil quantities. Using this process maximizes the 
amount of mine spoil returned to the mined area while minimizing the amount of mine spoil placed 
in excess spoil disposal sites, i.e., valley fills. This, in turn, minimizes impacts to aquatic and 
terrestrial habitats through ensuring compliance with environmental performance standards 
imposed by WVSCMRA. 

The definition of approximate original contour, as found in the Surface Mining and Coal 
Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) and WVSCMRA, requires that the final surface 
configuration, after backfilling and grading, closely resemble the general surface configuration of 
the land prior to mining while maintaining the necessary flexibility to accommodate site-specific 
conditions. A detailed analysis of the terms in the definition of AOC, along with additional 
reclamation requirements in the environmental performance standards of WVSCMRA and the 
promulgated rules serve to constrain what post-mining configuration is feasible. That is, a surface 
coal mining operation must meet not only AOC standards, but satisfy numerous other 
requirements including stability, access, and environmental provisions such as drainage, erosion 
and sediment control that influence the determination of AOC. Other factors that affect 
configuration are the diversity of the terrain, climate, biological, chemical and other physical 
conditions in the area and their impacts on fish, wildlife, and related environmental values. 

The key variables found in the AOC definition, influencing AOC determination are: configuration, 
backfilling and grading, disturbed area (mined area in SMCRA), terracing or access roads, 
closely resembles, and drainage patterns. These variables, for analysis purposes, can be logically 
grouped into three focus areas: (A) configuration, (B) stability, and (C) drainage. 

These focus areas are addressed through a formula-like model that portrays these variables in an 
objective yet flexible process for determining what post-mining surface configuration meets the 
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AOC definition. Applying this process during mine planning will determine the amount of total 
spoil material that must be retained in the mined-out area. The resultant post mining 
configuration should closely resemble the premining topography, thus satisfying not only the 
access, drainage control, sediment, and stability performance standards of WVSCMRA, but 
achieving approximate original contour as well. These same performance standards, applied in a 
similar formula-like model, determine the quantity of excess spoil that must be placed in excess 
spoil disposal site(s). 

Using the AOC model in conjunction with the excess spoil model not only ensures compliance 
with the environmental performance standards of WVSCMRA, but provides an objective and 
feasible means for determining what constitutes compliance with the approximate original contour 
definition. 

I. Applicable Provisions of State Law 

Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) 

30 USC 1291 Section 701(2) 

West Virginia Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation Act (WVSCMRA) 

22-3-3(e)

22-3-13(d)(3)

22-3-13(b)(4)

22-3-13(b)(10)(B), (C), (F), (G)


West Virginia Surface Mining Reclamation Regulations (WVSMRR) 

38 CSR 2-2.47 
38 CSR 2-2.63 
38 CSR 2-5.2, 5.3, 5.4 
38 CSR 2-8, 8.a 
38 CSR 2-14.5 
38 CSR 2-14.8.a 
38 CSR 2-14.14 
38 CSR 2-14.15.a 

II Objectives 

This guidance document has been developed to accomplish the following objectives: 

• Provide an objective process for achieving AOC while ensuring stability of backfill 
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material and minimization of sedimentation to streams. 

•	 Provide an objective process for minimizing the quantity of excess spoil that can be 
placed in excess spoil disposal sites such as valley fills. 

•	 Minimize watershed impacts by ensuring compliance with environmental 
performance standards imposed by WVSCMRA. 

• Minimize impacts to aquatic and terrestrial habitats. 

•	 Provide an objective process for use in permit reviews as well as field inspections 
during mining and reclamation phases. 

•	 Maintain the flexibility necessary for addressing site-specific mining and 
reclamation conditions that require discretion by the regulatory authority as 
intended by WVSCMRA and Congress. 

The West Virginia Division of Environmental Protection’s (WVDEP) Office of Mining and 
Reclamation (OMR) recognizes the need for guidance on how the various performance standards 
of the West Virginia Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (WVSCMRA) and 
implementing regulations, West Virginia Surface Mining Reclamation Regulations (WVSMRR), 
Title 38, Series 2, influence the final land configuration following coal mining and reclamation. 
The following guidance document delineates the amount of excavated broken rock (also called 
mine spoil or overburden) that WVSCMRA considers “backfill,” i.e., spoil placed in the mine area 
to restore the approximate original contour. Further, this document determines the amount of 
overburden or “excess” spoil that may be placed in excess spoil disposal sites outside the mining 
area or “pit.” In so doing, this document provides guidance, as needed for WVSCMRA program 
administration in steep slope terrain, for determining whether the WVSCMRA provision of 
“approximate original contour,” or AOC, has been attained. 

Chapter 22, Article 3-13(b)(3) of WVSCMRA, as well as State and Federal regulations, requires 
all mining operations to return the mined areas to AOC, unless an appropriate variance is granted 
by the appropriate regulatory authority. Chapter 22, Article 3-3(e) of WVSCMRA defines AOC 
to mean, 

“that surface configuration achieved by the backfilling and grading of the disturbed 
areas so that the reclaimed area, including any terracing or access roads, closely 
resembles the general surface configuration of the land prior to mining and blends into 
and complements the drainage pattern of the surrounding terrain, with all highwalls and 
spoil piles eliminated: Provided, That water impoundments may be permitted pursuant to 
subdivision (8), subsection (b), section thirteen of this article: Provided, however, That 
minor deviations may be permitted in order to minimize erosion and sedimentation, 
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retain moisture to assist revegetation, or to direct surface runoff.” 

Section 701(2) of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA) uses the 
term mined area instead of disturbed area. SMCRA requires that the mined area be reclaimed 
so that the area closely resembles the general surface mining configuration of the land prior to 
mining. Section 14.15 of WVSMRR requires, “Spoil returned to the mined-out area shall be 
backfilled and graded to the approximate original contour with all highwalls eliminated.” Section 
2.89 of WVSMRR defines “pit” to mean “that part of the surface mining operation from which 
the mineral is being actively removed or where the mineral has been removed and the area has not 
been backfilled.” Section 2.47 of the WVSMRR regulations defines excess spoil as “overburden 
material disposed of in a location other than the pit.” 

III. Elements of AOC Definition 

In order to determine whether approximate original contour has been attained, processes must be 
developed to objectively assess what surface configuration closely resembles the general surface 
configuration of the land prior to mining, while maintaining the flexibility required to 
accommodate the diversity in terrain, climate, biologic, chemical and other physical conditions 
in areas subject to mining operations, as intended by Congress in Public Law 95-87 (SMCRA). 
To accomplish this, it is necessary to determine, and address, the variables that influence the 
postmining surface configuration. A detailed analysis of the terms in the definition of AOC, and 
additional reclamation requirements in the performance standards of WVSCMRA and the 
promulgated rules serve to constrain what post-mining configuration is feasible. That is, a surface 
coal mining operation must meet not only the AOC standards, but satisfy numerous other 
requirements, including stability, access, and environmental provisions such as drainage, erosion, 
and sediment control that influence the determination of AOC. Focusing on the collective 
requirements of WVSCMRA leads to an objective process for obtaining AOC. 

The key variables found in the AOC definition, influencing AOC determination are: configuration, 
backfilling and grading, disturbed area (mined area in SMCRA), terracing or access roads, 
closely resembles, and drainage patterns. These variables logically group into the following 
three focus areas: (A) configuration, (B) stability, and (C) drainage. 

A. Configuration:  Configuration relates to the shape of regraded or reclaimed area after 
the reclamation phase. This shape should closely resemble the general pre-mining shape 
or surface configuration. However, final configuration, including elevation, is 
restricted or affected by the requirement to comply with performance standards found in 

WVSCMRA, such as ensuring stability, controlling drainage, and preventing stream 
sedimentation. 

B. Stability: The second focus area, stability, concentrates on ensuring that the 
reclaimed configuration is stable. Section 22-3-13(b)(4) of WVSCMRA requires the 
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mining operation, at a minimum, to “Stabilize and protect all surface areas, including spoil 
piles, affected by the surface mining operation to effectively control erosion and attendant 
air and water pollution.” The WVSMRR also requires that spoil returned to the mined-
out area to be backfilled and graded to achieve AOC (see 38 CSR-2-14.15.a.). The 
backfilling process places the spoil material in the mined-out area, while the grading 
process shapes and helps compact the material in a manner that ensures that the material is 
stable. 

State regulations, (see 38 CSR-2-14.8.a. and 14.15.a) require the backfilled material to be 
placed in a manner that achieves a postmining slope necessary to achieve a minimum long-
term static safety factor of 1.3, prevent slides, and minimize erosion. This is often 
obtained by using a combination of slopes and terraces (benches) as needed. Generally 
acceptable prudent engineering configurations are slopes of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical and 
terraces not to exceed 20 feet in width. The 2:1 slope is measured between the terraces. 
Compliance with these stability requirements, such as adding terraces and designed slopes, 
renders it virtually impossible to replicate the configuration of the land prior to mining. 
However, if backfilling and grading utilizes 2:1 slopes with terraces, the mine site will be 
reclaimed to a shape that closely resembles the pre-mining configuration. 

C. Drainage: The third focus area, drainage, as referred to in the AOC definition, 
requires the postmining surface configuration to complement the drainage pattern of the 
surrounding terrain. WVSCMRA, see Section 22-3-13(b)(10)(B), (C), (F), and (G). 
WVSCMRA also requires the proposed operation “minimize the disturbances to the 
prevailing hydrologic balance at the mine-site and in associated offsite areas and to the 
quality and quantity of water in surface and groundwater systems both during and after 
surface mining operations and during reclamation...” Among these requirements are the 
prevention of stream sedimentation, construction of certified sediment structures prior to 
disturbance, restoration of recharge capacity of the mined area to approximate pre-mining 
conditions, and any other actions that the regulatory authority may require. 

The State regulations, (see 38 CSR 2-2.63), define hydrologic balance to mean: 

“the relationship between the quality and quantity of water inflow to, water 
outflow from a hydrologic unit including water stored in the unit. It encompasses 
the dynamic relationships among precipitation, runoff, evaporation, and changes 
in ground and surface water levels and storage capacity.” 

Specific requirements for the protection of the hydrologic balance are found in 38 CSR 2-
14.5; 38 CSR 2-5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. These performance measures require the minimization 
of disturbance to the hydrologic balance within the permit and adjacent areas as well as 
preventing material damage outside the permit area. The regulations provide appropriate 
measures for complying with these requirements through the use of designed diversions 
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channels and appurtenant drainage conveyance structures, designed sediment control 
structures, and measures, such as minimizing erosion, disturbing the smallest practical area 
at any one time, stabilizing the backfill, and retaining sediment within the disturbed area. 
As with stability, compliance with these drainage control requirements makes it virtually 
impossible to replicate the configuration of the land prior to mining. 

Other performance standards that affect the reclamation configuration of the mine site must also 
be taken into account. If access to the reclaimed area is necessary, the placement of a road will 
obviously factor into the possible post-mining landform. The more flat areas cut into backfill 
slopes or placed on the mined bench at the toe of backfill, the more difficult it becomes to create a 
reclamation “template” that parallels the land configuration prior to mining. It is an absolute 
necessity to provide some combinations of these flat areas in a reclaimed mine backfill for access, 
as well as drainage and erosion control (sediment ditches, terraces, diversion channels), to 
conform with the environmental performance standards. 

Another consideration in designing the post-mining configuration is minimizing the adverse 
impacts on fish, wildlife, and related environmental values (see 38 CSR 2-8). While seemingly 
general, when put into context with the requirements of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 
and Clean Water Act, the provisions combine to limit mine site spoil disposal disturbances to 
stream channels and terrestrial habitats. This results in the requirement that excess spoil disposal 
should be confined to the smallest practicable site. Minimizing spoil disposal fill sizes means 
maximizing the amount of spoil backfill on the mining bench. Maximizing backfilling on the mine 
bench does not circumvent the need for stable backfill slopes, adequate drainage control, access 
roads (where necessary), and erosion/sediment control. However, it is feasible to configure a 
reclaimed area to satisfy configuration, stability, drainage control and also closely resemble the 
land surface that existed before mining. The planning process utilized in developing a surface coal 
mining permit application, while complex, can and must simultaneously satisfy all of these 
competing performance standards. 

IV AOC and Excess Spoil Determination 

This guidance document applies to steep-slope surface mining operations (see 38 CSR 2-14.8.a), 
including area mines and contour mines, that remove all or a large portion of the coal seam or 
seams running through the upper fractions of a mountain and propose to return the site to AOC. 
As described in the previous sections, many variables, such as stability requirements, drainage 
requirements, and sediment control requirements, affect or determine what the post-mining 
surface configuration, or shape, of the land will be at a steep slope surface coal mining operation 
proposing to return the site to AOC. Incorporating compliance with these performance standards 
into the proposed permit application requires the applicant to carefully plan the mining and 
reclamation phases of the proposed surface coal mining operation. This process requires, among 
other requirements, plans showing: post-mining contour maps, cross-sections, and profiles; spoil 
volume calculations; drainage structure designs; sediment control structure designs; access road 
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designs (if justified); spoil placement sequences; and excess spoil determinations and calculations. 
When these findings are integrated, the resulting surface configuration of the land should satisfy 
the Congressional intent, as presented in SMCRA, the Legislative intent as presented in 
WVSCMRA, and related regulations, of returning the land to AOC. 

A. AOC Model: Portraying these performance standards as variables in a model or 
formula provides an objective, yet flexible, process for determining what post-mining 
surface configuration meets the AOC definition, while complying with the other 
performance standards in WVSCMRA. The following terms were developed and defined 
for use in the formula: 

OC	 Pre-mining configuration, or volume of backfill material required to 
replicate the original contours of the undisturbed area proposed to be 
mined. 

SR Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with stability requirements. 

DR	 Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with drainage control 
requirements. 

SCR	 Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with sediment control 
requirements. 

AR	 Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with access/maintenance 
requirements. 

AOC	 Volume of backfilled spoil required to satisfy the Congressional intent of 
SMCRA for approximate original contour. 

This document uses the above acronyms for illustrative purposes only and are not intended 
to represent standard engineering terminology. Instead, they illustrate the AOC model 
process, rather than quantifying each term in the formula. While the terms can be 
quantified individually, this is not required by the AOC model process. Use of the model 
results in a reclamation configuration that can be quantified into a cumulative volume, 
accounting for the overall effect of the individual reclamation components which are 
performance standards in WVSCMRA. Volume calculations, however, are an integral 
requirement in order to satisfy the model. 

The term “backfill volume displaced” refers not to specific volumes, but to the concept 
that, if not for complying with these performance standards, additional spoil or backfill 
material volumes could theoretically be placed in the location where these structures or 
slopes are proposed. (See Figure 1). In practice, however, placing additional spoil in 
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these location will violate other performance standards. 

Details of Backfill Volume Displaced When 
Complying with Performance Standards 

Figure 1 
Based on the terms and illustrations used above, the following formula determines the 
amount of backfill which must be returned to the mined area to satisfy AOC. 

OC - SR - DR - SCR - AR = AOC 

Several of the terms must be further quantified to be used consistently in the AOC model: 

Total Spoil Material (TSM) - Total spoil material is all of the overburden that must be 
handled as a result of the proposed mining operation. TSM will either be placed in the 
mined area or in excess spoil disposal sites (valley fill or pre-existing benches). This value 
is determined by combining the overburden (OB) volume over the uppermost coal seam to 
be excavated with the interburden (IB) volumes between the remaining lower coal seams. 
These values are typically expressed as bank cubic yards (bcy). 

TSM volumes are determined by using standard engineering practice, such as average-end 
area, stage-volume calculations, or 3-dimensional (3-D) grid subtraction methods. The 
regulatory authority must have adequate information submitted by the applicant to TSM 
properly evaluate TSM calculations. If the applicant utilizes an average-end area method, 
cross-sections must be supplied for a base line or lines, at an interval no less than every 
500 feet–or more frequently, if the shape of the pre-mined area is highly variable between 
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the 500-foot intervals. If the applicant utilizes a stage-storage method, planimetered areas 
should also be determined on a contour interval (CI) that is representative and reflects any 
significant changes in slope (20' CI or less recommended). If a 3-D model is used, the 
pre-mining contour map and, if possible, a 3-D model graphic should be provided. The 
grid node spacings used in generating volumetrics should be identified. If digital data is 
utilized by the applicant, it should be in a format and on a media acceptable to the 
regulatory authority. 

TSM is determined by calculating the in-situ overburden and interburden volume, 
multiplied by a “bulking” factor (BF). Bulking factors are calculated by a two-step 
process: 1) “swell” volume is determined from the amount of expected expansion of in-
situ material through the incorporation of air-filled void spaces; 2) “shrink” volume can be 
calculated from the amount the swelled material compacts during placement (reducing the 
void spaces and, consequently, the volume). Thus, the bulking factor is the swell factor 
minus the shrink factor, which varies based on the overburden lithology (e.g., sandstone 
swells more and shrinks less than shales). TSM is reported in cubic yards (cy). Permit 
applications should contain a justification of the weighted bulking factor utilized-based 
not only on the weighting of individual swell factors calculated for each major rock type to 
be excavated that will be placed in the backfill, but on the shrinkage or compaction factor 
due to spoil placement methods as well. In equation form: 

(OB + IB) x BF = TSM 

Spoil Placement Areas - There are only two areas that TSM can be placed: 1) disturbed 
area (mined area in SMCRA) or backfill (BFA); and, 2) excess spoil disposal areas (ESD), 
i.e. valley fills. 

BFA	 the backfill area, referred to as the mine area, is generally thought of as the 
area between, if viewed from a cross-section, the outcrop boundaries of the 
lowest coal seam being mined. (See Figure 2) 

ESD	 excess spoil disposal sites are areas outside of the mined area used for 
placement of excess spoil. (See Figure 2) 
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Figure 2

Original Contour (OC) - The original configuration of the mine area is determined from
topographic maps of the proposed permit area.  
the use of appropriate cross-sections, slope measurements, and standard engineering
procedures.  
or labeled 3-D model grids/graphics should be submitted that illustrate the representative
pre-mine topography and slopes.  
a format and on a media acceptable to the regulatory authority.

Stability Requirements (SR) - The concept of stability, in this model, focuses on the
stability of the slopes of the spoil material placed in the backfill areas or excess spoil
disposal sites.  
sudden failures of the slopes.  
slides and achieve a minimum, long-term static safety factor of 1.3.  
should be the result of a worst-case stability analysis.  
analytical procedures, that use unique shear strength and pore water pressure factors of
the spoil material, for performing slope stability analyses.  
strength characteristics and the water level anticipated within the backfill that determine
the slope to which material can be placed and satisfy the safety factor requirement of the
Federal and state counterpart regulations.

A generally acceptable practice, unless it results in a safety factor of less than 1.3, includes
grading the backfill slopes (between the terraces) on a 2 horizontal to a 1 vertical ratio
(2H:1V, or a 50 feet rise in 100 foot of slope length) and placing terraces where
appropriate or required to control erosion or surface water runoff diversion (See Figure
3).  
performance requirements may not recommend exceeding 2:1 slopes.  
Mine Safety and Health Administration recommends that slopes not be greater (steeper)

This configuration is developed through

Sufficiently detailed topographic maps, adequate numbers of cross-sections,

Digital data should be submitted with the application in

The spoil material must be placed in such a manner as to prevent slides or
State regulations require that slopes be designed to prevent

This safety factor
There are standard engineering

Therefore, it is the spoil

It may be theoretically possible to place spoil on slopes steeper than 2:1, but other
For example, the
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than 2:1, because that is the maximum safe slope for operation of tracked-equipment. 

20' 

2h 
1v 

1v2h 

4' 
8'35'15' 

\ 

Figure 3 

Slopes shallower or less than 2:1, with appropriate terraces, would result in more excess 
spoil material and would not closely resemble pre-mining configuration. Thus, the basis 
for these slopes would have to be documented based on engineering practices and 
approved by the regulatory authority. For example, if overburden and interburden were 
predominantly weak shales that cannot attain a 1.3 factor of safety at 2:1 slopes, more 
gentle slopes could be justified. The 2:1 backfill slope, and associated terraces or 
drainage conveyances will determine the ultimate backfill height for the mined area. This 
final elevation may be lower than the pre-mining elevation, approximate the pre-mining 
elevation, or exceed the pre-mining elevation. 

However, as can be seen in Figure 4, this reclamation technique results in a configuration 
or shape that closely resembles the premining configuration, when defining the 
“approximate original contour.” 

Drainage Control Requirements (DR) - Drainage structures are used to divert or convey 
surface runoff away from the disturbed area, after complying with effluent standards. 
These structures must be properly designed to adequately pass the designed flow. These 
structures are designed using standard engineering practices and theory. The purpose of 
these structures is to minimize the adverse impacts to the hydrologic balance (e.g., 
erosion, sedimentation, infiltration and contact with acid/toxic materials, etc.) within the 
permit area and adjacent areas, as well as prevent material damage outside the permit area 
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while ensuring the safety of the public. The size and location of these structures vary 
throughout the permit area depending on factors, such as travel time, time of 
concentration, degree of slope, design peak runoff curve, and depth, length, and width of 
drainage structures. The size and location of these structures necessarily reduce backfill 
spoil volume because of the flat area required to properly construct effective structures 
and meet drainage requirements. 

Sediment Control Requirements (SCR) - Sediment control structures, like drainage 
control structures, are used to minimize the adverse impacts to the hydrologic balance 
within the permit area and adjacent areas, as well as prevent material damage to areas 
outside the permit area while ensuring the safety of the public. Their primary purpose is to 
prevent, to the extent possible, additional contributions of sediment to stream flow or to 
runoff outside the permit area. Oftentimes, drainage control structures and sediment 
control structures are combined into a single dual-purpose structure, i.e., the sediment 
control structure discharges from the disturbed area. These structures must be properly 
designed to accommodate the required sedimentation storage capacity and are designed 
using standard engineering practices and theory. As with drainage structures, the size and 
location of these structures dictate the amount of flat area that will, consequently, displace 
backfill spoil storage. When reviewing the size and placement of these structures for 
adequacy in meeting effluent and drainage control requirements, the regulatory authority 
will also assess the design plans to assure the structures are no larger/wider than needed 
for proper design. 

Access/Maintenance Roads (AR) - these structures are often necessary to gain access to 
sediment control structures for cleaning and maintenance. They may also serve to provide 
principal access to the mining operation and reclamation areas. The size and location of 
these roads or benches will vary throughout the minesite and should be based on 
documented need. This distinction is important, because the larger the road, the more 
backfill material displaced which will increase the size of the excess spoil disposal sites. 
The regulatory authority permit review should evaluate the necessity for roads in the final 
reclamation configuration and approve only those widths suited for the road purpose and 
equipment size. 

The top of the backfill should be no wider/flatter than is necessary for safely negotiating 
the largest reclamation equipment utilized for the mine site (see Figure 4). Areas larger 
than necessary to work this equipment would need to be documented and approved by the 
regulatory authority. The final configuration of the top of the backfill should be graded in 
a manner to facilitate drainage and prevent saturation. 
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Figure 4b- results in approximately pre-mining elevation

Figure 4c-results in higher elevation than pre-mining

Figure 4. Restoring contours and meeting
performance standards
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B. AOC Process Determination 

Applying these performance requirements in the mine planning process will determine the 
amount of total spoil material which must be retained in the mined-out area. The backfill 
material that will be placed within the mined-out area can be backfilled in a flexible 
configuration, in accordance with a practical mine sequencing and haulback operation. 
Consequently, the resultant post-mining configuration should closely resemble the pre-
mining topography, thus satisfying not only the access, drainage, sediment, and stability 
performance standards of WVSCMRA, but AOC in addition (See Figure 4). 

Summarizing the formula or process: 

Formula: OC - SR - DR - SCR - AR = AOC 

Step 1:	 Determine original or pre-mining configuration (Original Contour 
(OC)) 

Step 2: Subtract from Original Contour: 

Volume displaced due to Stability Requirements (SR) (based on 
documented plans) 

Volume displaced due to Drainage Requirements (DR) (based on 
documented plans) 

Volume displaced due to Sediment Control Requirements (SCR) 
(based on documented plans) 

Volume displaced due to Access Requirements (AR) (based on 
documented plans) 

Step 3:	 Evaluate results. The remaining volume is what has been termed 
backfill (BKF) or spoil material placed in mined-out area. The 
configuration of this backfill material will be (point where 2:1 
outslopes begin) dependent on the placement of roads, sediment, 
and drainage control structures (see Figures 1, 3 and 4 ) 

Step 4: This is an iterative process that is linked to the placement of excess 
spoil in excess spoil disposal sites. 

C. Excess Spoil Determination Model:  The parameters used in the formula developed 
for determining the quantity of backfill material also are used to develop a model or 
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formula for determining the quantity of excess spoil. As with the backfill quantity formula, 
converting these variables into a model or formula provides an objective, yet flexible, 
process for determining what is truly excess spoil–while complying with the performance 
standards in WVSCMRA. 

Applicable terms and concepts used in the development of the model: 

TSM	 Total spoil material to be handled or available. This material will be 
classified as either backfill material (BKF) or excess spoil material (ES) 

OC	 Pre-mining configuration, or volume of backfill material required to 
replicate the original contours of the undisturbed area proposed to be 
mined. 

SR Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with stability requirements. 

DR	 Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with drainage control 
requirements. 

SCR	 Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with sediment control 
requirements. 

AR	 Backfill volume displaced due to compliance with access/maintenance 
requirements. 

AOC	 Volume of backfilled spoil required to satisfy the intent of WVSCMRA for 
approximate original contour. 

BKF Volume of backfill or spoil material placed in the mined area 

ES	 Volume of excess spoil remaining after satisfying AOC by backfilling and 
grading to meet SR, DR, SCR, AR. 

The term “backfill volume displaced” refers not to specific volumes, but to the concept that, 
if not for complying with these performance standards, additional spoil or backfill material 
volumes could theoretically be placed in the location where these structures or slopes are 
proposed (See Figure 1). Spoil material unable to be placed in backfill area (in order to 
comply with all other performance standards), by default, must be excess spoil (ES), and 
placed in an approved excess spoil disposal site(s). The process for quantifying these terms 
is in Section IV A, above. 

The ES quantity, as determined by the following formula, is obtained by complying with the 
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stability (slopes) standards as well as incorporating the other performance standards such as 
drainage controls, sediment control, and access/maintenance requirements. 

The excess spoil relationships. 

ES = TSM - BKF 

Since BKF = OC - (SR + DR + SCR + AR), 

Therefore: 

ES = TSM - (OC - (SR + DR + SCR + AR)) 

The regulatory authority should carefully evaluate the spoil balance information provided in 
the permit application to assure that excess spoil volumes are not inflated merely for 
achieving cost savings from material handling costs. Inflated excess spoil volumes would 
most likely occur because of wider or more numerous flat areas than required for drainage, 
sediment, or erosion control; access roads; or top of backfill areas. Use of backfill slopes 
less that 2:1 would also increase the excess spoil disposal. Permits that propose to conduct 
steep-slope surface mining operations, but change plans due to unanticipated field 
conditions (e.g., mining reduced to contour strip from area mining), should submit permit 
revisions containing revised volumetric calculations and excess spoil designs. 

Solving this formula establishes the quantity of excess spoil material (ES) that must be 
placed in an excess spoil disposal site(s) (See Figure 2). Generally this ES volume, and/or 
mining logistics, requires more than one site. Typically, in steep-slope regions of 
Appalachia, excess spoil is placed in adjacent valleys. In areas where extensive “pre-law” 
mining (prior to passage of SMCRA, or August 3, 1977) has occurred, pre-existing benches 
are commonplace. Sometimes, operations utilize adjacent pre-existing benches (without 
coal removal occurring) as part of the permitted area for excess spoil disposal–if in close 
proximity to the operation. More often, pre-existing benches are part of the mined area, 
and provide for storage of additional backfill material–ultimately reducing the volume of 
excess spoil. Performance standards for excess spoil disposal areas are found in 38 CSR 2-
14.14. 

The most common site selected to place excess spoil is in the adjacent valleys. Site selection 
is typically made by calculating a stage-storage-volume curve for each valley adjacent to the 
mining operation. This stage-storage relationship changes, dependent on the point in the 
valley from which the downstream limits of fill is established. The permit application should 
contain the alternative stage-storage-volume data illustrating the various valley capacities 
for excess spoil storage dependent on toe location and crest elevation. 
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If pre-existing benches are to be used as excess spoil disposal sites, the capacity of each pre-
existing bench area must be calculated.  
area method based on cross-sections representing the site configuration.  
the capacity of these sites, the total value determined for excess spoil will be reduced by 
this value.  
valley(s), as described above.    

Other factors, besides the quantity of material, that go into this ES site selection may
include: 1) if a valley, the steepness of the valley profile (so as not to exceed 20 percent for
durable rock fills or other value designated by regulatory authority relative to design
changes for additional stability); 2) location in relation to mining phase; and, 3) other
statutory requirements, such as the size of watershed that can be disturbed without
additional permitting requirements.  

Regardless of which factor(s) determine the location of the toe of the fill, the process is an
iterative procedure that requires the available backfill and excess spoil material to balance,
consistent with the formula developed above.  
excess spoil disposal areas are designed to accommodate this quantity of excess spoil.  
excess spoil disposal site is a valley fill, this design will determine the height or elevation of
the crest (top) of the excess spoil disposal site or fill.  
of fill elevation is determined, the next step would be to repeat or perform another iteration
using the AOC model or process (See Figure 5). 

If the excess spoil disposal sites are pre-existing bench areas, the sites are designed to
accommodate the calculated quantity of excess spoil, while complying with the performance
standards imposed by the regulatory authority’s regulations.

Figure 5

Typically these calculations utilize the average-end
After determining

The remaining quantity of excess spoil will then be placed in an adjacent

After this material balance is achieved, the
If the

Once this design is complete, and top
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D.    The excess spoil
model in Section IV B establishes the quantity of material that must be placed in an excess
spoil disposal site(s).  
with the valley storage possibilities established the height or elevation of the fills.  
second iteration of the AOC model must be performed to establish the final reclamation
configuration.  
another term or concept must be introduced.  
between the backfill area and the excess spoil disposal area.  
demarcation can be used consistently in any steep slope mining situation, and is determined
using the following process:

Locate the outcrop of the lowest seam being mined, whether contour cut only or
removal of the entire seam.   

Project a vertical line upward beyond the crest of the fill and backfill elevations (See
Figure 2).  

The area where coal removal occurs, to one side of this line, is backfill area (BFA);
and, the area on the other side of the line, including the valley bottom, is excess spoil
disposal area (see Figure 2).

Combining AOC Model with Excess Spoil Determination Model:

Performing a material balance, comparing the excess spoil volumes
At least a

Before performing a new iteration of the AOC model (as in Section IV A),
The new concept determines the interface

This(See Figure 2).  

(See Figure 6)
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Establishing this boundary between excess spoil areas and backfill areas is not arbitrary.  
the same procedure used by some regulatory authorities in determining where permanent
diversion ditches must be located.  
sediment control structures may be placed without being considered a violation of the
prohibition of locating a permanent impoundment on an excess spoil disposal site.  

 This point becomes a reference line to perform the second or additional iterations of the
AOC model used in Section IV A. That is, the road access, stability, drainage, sediment
control analysis is applied to establish where backfilling at a 2:1 slope begins.  
additional material placed on the mined area as a result of the iteration process creates the
need to perform another material balance exercise, as describe above in Section IV B. This
readjustment of the material balance may result in a reduction of excess spoil volume.  
either case, the elevation of the fills would not be lowered, but instead the material balance
would result in a reduction of length of the fills or possibly the elimination of some proposed
fills (See Figures 7 and 8). 

Figure 7

Figure 8

It is

Also, this boundary establishes where permanent

The

In
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Reevaluation of fill designs using this second iteration becomes an important component of
the permit design.  
upon too steep of a slope–requiring additional material excavation for a keyway cut, or
additional material placement for a stabilizing toe buttress.

However, this process may still result in large flat areas at the fill crest that could be used to
store additional backfill.  
in the crest area–reducing excess spoil fill length.  
terrestrial and aquatic impacts in the excess spoil disposal area because the toe of the fill
would move upstream (See Figure 9).

E.  Contour mining excavates only part of the mountainside,
leaving undisturbed areas above and below the excavation (see Figure 10).  
phase of a contour mine creates a cliff-like highwall and shelf-like bench on the hillside that
must be restored to approximate original contour, with the highwall completely eliminated,
in the reclamation phase.  
C, are used to achieve AOC and determine  
mining operation as well.

For example, a contour mine typically takes one (1) contour “cut” (see Figure 10) and
progresses around the coal outcrop, leaving a highwall and bench after the coal is removed. 

Reduction in fill lengths could result in the toe of the fill being placed

This provides the further option of storing additional excess spoil
This option would further minimize

Contour Mining Operations: 
The mining

The AOC/excess spoil determination models, described in IV A-
excess spoil volumes for this type of surface
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Reclaiming the site, utilizing the AOC process, would require documentation showing 
drainage structure designs, access road requirements, and properly designed sediment 
structures. The application would also require documentation demonstrating the stability of 
the outslope of the material placed in the backfill area. Regulations require that slopes be 
designed to prevent slides and achieve a minimum long-term static safety factor of 1.3. A 
generally acceptable practice, unless it results in a static safety factor of less than 1.3, 
includes grading the backfill slopes (between terraces where required) on a 2 horizontal to a 
1 vertical ratio (2H:1V) (See Section IV A for details). If compliance with the other 
performance standards, i.e., drainage, access, and sediment control, result in backfill out-
slopes being steeper than 2:1, the application should contain adequate documentation that 
the backfill configuration meets a 1.3 static safety factor (see Figure 10). Documentation 
described in Section IV A would be required if slopes flatter than 2:1 are proposed. 

Figure 10 
Oftentimes, contour mining operations encounter long, narrow ridges or points that require 
more than one cut to recover the coal seam(s). Although the mining phase utilizes both the 
contour and area mining methods when this occurs, the AOC/excess spoil determination 
models are used in the same way for determining AOC and excess spoil volumes. The same 
principles and performance standards apply–drainage, sediment control, and access 
requirements must be designed and documented. Also, compliance with the stability 
requirements for the outslopes of the backfill must be achieved and documented. 

However, in order to comply with these requirements and achieve AOC, the reclamation 
phase of these sites must integrate two perspectives when utilizing the AOC model: 
1) elimination of the highwall (perpendicular to the ridge line); and, 2) returning all spoil 
material that is not excess spoil to the mined area(s) (the area between the highwall and the 
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end of the ridge line). Combining the two perspectives results in a postmining configuration 
that closely resembles the general configuration of the ridge or point prior to mining, while 
still complying with the performance standards discussed earlier in Section IV A- D. 
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Mining Options

USA Outside
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Preliminary Investigation

Definition of Key Characteristics ofDefinition of Key Characteristics of
Multiple ReservesMultiple Reserves

Required for Valid Comparison ofRequired for Valid Comparison of
Competing OpportunitiesCompeting Opportunities
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ENVIRONMENTAL

•• Unique Aquatic or Terrestrial HabitatUnique Aquatic or Terrestrial Habitat

•• Endangered SpeciesEndangered Species

•• Special CharacteristicsSpecial Characteristics

•• Water QualityWater Quality
•• Existing Acid Mine Drainage (AMD)Existing Acid Mine Drainage (AMD)

•• TMDL (Upcoming)TMDL (Upcoming)

•• Proximity to Residents / CommunitiesProximity to Residents / Communities

•• Archeological, Historic, Cultural FeaturesArcheological, Historic, Cultural Features



Environmental Factors
HydrologyHydrology

Surface WaterSurface Water
Six Months DataSix Months Data

Flow, pH, TSS, Iron,Flow, pH, TSS, Iron, Mn Mn, Alkalinity, Acidity, Aluminum,, Alkalinity, Acidity, Aluminum,
TDS, Spec. Conductance, SulfatesTDS, Spec. Conductance, Sulfates

Ground WaterGround Water
0.7 mile groundwater user inventory0.7 mile groundwater user inventory
Aquifer Delineation and UsageAquifer Delineation and Usage

Depth, TSS, pH, Iron,Depth, TSS, pH, Iron, Mn Mn, Acidity, Alkalinity, Specific, Acidity, Alkalinity, Specific
Conductance, Sulfates, TDSConductance, Sulfates, TDS

Existing Treatment, If anyExisting Treatment, If any



Environmental Factors
Collect Data to EvaluateCollect Data to Evaluate
- Probable Hydrologic Consequences- Probable Hydrologic Consequences
- Hydrologic  Regime Effects- Hydrologic  Regime Effects

Avoid AMD and Material DamageAvoid AMD and Material Damage
Treatment Plan if AMD OccursTreatment Plan if AMD Occurs
Avoid TSS to Receiving StreamsAvoid TSS to Receiving Streams
Water Rights ProtectionWater Rights Protection
Hydrologic Balance in Project AreaHydrologic Balance in Project Area
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GEOLOGICAL

•• StratigraphyStratigraphy

•• Coal Seam ThicknessCoal Seam Thickness

•• Coal QualityCoal Quality

•• Overburden Types (Sandstone, Shale, Other)Overburden Types (Sandstone, Shale, Other)

•• Overburden QualityOverburden Quality
•• Acid Base AccountingAcid Base Accounting

•• Slake DurabilitySlake Durability

•• StrengthStrength



Geology
Regional DataRegional Data

County ReportsCounty Reports
Reports on Adjacent PropertyReports on Adjacent Property

Site Specific DataSite Specific Data
Drilling RecordsDrilling Records

Geophysical (Electric) LogsGeophysical (Electric) Logs
Resistivity, Density, and Water LevelResistivity, Density, and Water Level

Geologist LogsGeologist Logs
Driller’sDriller’s Logs Logs



Overburden Data

Acid-Base AccountingAcid-Base Accounting
RQD (Rock Quality Designation)RQD (Rock Quality Designation)
Percent ClaysPercent Clays
Percent SulfurPercent Sulfur
Forms of SulfurForms of Sulfur
Alternative Topsoil AnalysisAlternative Topsoil Analysis
Slake DurabilitySlake Durability



Classification of Reserves

ProvenProven
Area of Influence Less than 1320 feetArea of Influence Less than 1320 feet

ProbableProbable
Area of Influence 1320 feet to 2560 feetArea of Influence 1320 feet to 2560 feet

InferredInferred
Area of Influence Greater than 2560 feetArea of Influence Greater than 2560 feet



Proven - Area of influence
<1,320’

Probable - Area of influence
1,320’ - 2,560’

Inferred - Area of influence
>2,560’

Reserve Classification



Typical Recovered Shale/Sandstone Core Sample



Geologist Log



Geophysical (Electric) Log



Stratigraphic Cross-Section
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Coal Core Sample
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OPERATIONAL

•• LocationLocation

•• AccessAccess

•• Legal ConsiderationsLegal Considerations
•• Mineral OwnershipMineral Ownership

•• Surface OwnershipSurface Ownership

•• Oil and Gas RightsOil and Gas Rights

•• InfrastructureInfrastructure
•• Coal Preparation FacilitiesCoal Preparation Facilities

•• Transportation FacilitiesTransportation Facilities
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TOPOGRAPHICAL

•• Drainage PatternsDrainage Patterns

•• Natural TerrainNatural Terrain
•• SlopesSlopes

•• General ConfigurationGeneral Configuration

•• Relative ElevationsRelative Elevations
•• Coal Seams to SurfaceCoal Seams to Surface

•• Seam to SeamSeam to Seam

•• Potential Excess Spoil SitesPotential Excess Spoil Sites



1140 Acres

Original Topography
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Conceptual Mine Plan

Identification and EvaluationIdentification and Evaluation

ofof

AlternativesAlternatives
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CONCEPTUAL MINE
PLANNING

UNDERGROUND
MINING
OPTION

SURFACE
MINING
OPTION

COMBINATION
UNDERGROUND

and
SURFACE MINING

OPTION



Geologic Cross
Section Location

Coal Seams Evaluated
Location of Stratigraphic Cross-Section



Mining Method Analysis
Assumptions

Deep Mining
A Minimum 30" Mining Height
B Minimum 100 feet of Cover
C Leave 100 foot outcrop barrier
D Reserve size of at least 500,000 clean, recoverable tons
E Mining Recovery of 60%
F Must have at least 40 feet of interval to subjacent or superadjacent deep mining
G Yield must be greater than 50%
H Minimum 3" Out of Seam Dilution added during mining
I Must leave 200 ft. barrier to old works
J Must leave 100 ft. radius barrier around gas wells

Contour Mining
A Must have at least 20 feet of cover
B Seam must be at least 12" thick to be recovered
C 85% pit recovery
D Bench width must be at least 80 feet.
E Split must be at least 6" to be loaded

Mountaintop Mining
A Must have at least 20 feet of cover
B Seam must be at least 12" thick or 6" if a split of another seam to be recovered
C 85% pit recovery

Miscellaneous
A Washed Quality based on 1.60 float gravity
B Plant efficiency is 92%
C Ash must be less than 16% (Dry Basis) to be direct shipped
D BTU must be at least 12,800 (Dry Basis) to be direct shipped

Reserve Criteria
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UNDERGROUND MINING

•• Identify Identify MinableMinable Seams Based on Available Seams Based on Available
Reserve and Projected Mining ConditionsReserve and Projected Mining Conditions

•• Seam Extent and ThicknessSeam Extent and Thickness

•• Roof and Floor ConditionsRoof and Floor Conditions

•• Expected RecoveryExpected Recovery

•• Identify Potential Mine Portal SitesIdentify Potential Mine Portal Sites

•• Estimate Coal Extraction RateEstimate Coal Extraction Rate

•• Predict Coal Quality (Markets and Price)Predict Coal Quality (Markets and Price)

•• Define Other Constraints / AssumptionsDefine Other Constraints / Assumptions



Underground Mining
Percent Recovery

UndergroundUnderground
Room and PillarRoom and Pillar

54-60%54-60%
Second MiningSecond Mining

70-80%70-80%
LongwallLongwall

85%85%



AMD Prediction:
Underground or Auger Mining
AMD Potential Indicated? - NoAMD Potential Indicated? - No

Develop Total Reserve BodyDevelop Total Reserve Body

AMD Potential Indicated? -YesAMD Potential Indicated? -Yes
Is Seam Accessible to Eliminate Potential AMD?Is Seam Accessible to Eliminate Potential AMD?
Define Extent of Reserve Body Define Extent of Reserve Body MinableMinable

Calculate Run of Mine Recoverable ReservesCalculate Run of Mine Recoverable Reserves
Calculate Clean Recoverable TonsCalculate Clean Recoverable Tons



Five Block Underground Area



Upper Stockton
Underground Mine



Structural Contours Upper
Stockton



Bigtree Underground Mine Works



Underground Mine Portal Area



Underground Mine with Dilutions
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SURFACE MINING

•• Identify Minable Seams Based on Thickness andIdentify Minable Seams Based on Thickness and
Incremental RatiosIncremental Ratios

•• Tentatively Assign Mining Method to EachTentatively Assign Mining Method to Each
Seam (Mountaintop, Contour, Area)Seam (Mountaintop, Contour, Area)

•• Predict Coal Quality Per Seam or Seam SplitPredict Coal Quality Per Seam or Seam Split
(Markets and Price)(Markets and Price)

•• Identify Strata Requiring Special HandlingIdentify Strata Requiring Special Handling

•• Identify Excess Spoil Disposal SitesIdentify Excess Spoil Disposal Sites

•• Define Other Constraints / AssumptionsDefine Other Constraints / Assumptions



Surface Mine Methods
Percent Recovery Within Pit
SurfaceSurface

MountaintopMountaintop
85%85%

ContourContour
85%85%

AugerAuger
30 %30 %

Highwall MinerHighwall Miner
35-45%35-45%
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Combination Underground
and
Surface Mining

•• Identify Seams to be Surface MinedIdentify Seams to be Surface Mined

•• Identify Seams to be Deep MinedIdentify Seams to be Deep Mined

•• Locate Excess Spoil Disposal SitesLocate Excess Spoil Disposal Sites

•• Locate Underground Mine Facilities to AvoidLocate Underground Mine Facilities to Avoid
Conflicts with Surface MiningConflicts with Surface Mining

•• Define Other Constraints / AssumptionsDefine Other Constraints / Assumptions
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Preliminary Surface Mine Plan

NOTE:  Presumes That OtherNOTE:  Presumes That Other
Alternatives Have Been Considered andAlternatives Have Been Considered and

DiscardedDiscarded
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PRELIMINARY SURFACE MINE
PLANNING

MOUNTAINTOP
MINING

COMBINATION
MOUNTAINTOP -

CONTOUR - AREA -
HIGHWALL

CONTOUR / AREA /
HIGHWALL MINING
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MOUNTAINTOP MINING

•• Define Economic Extent of Potential MiningDefine Economic Extent of Potential Mining

•• Estimate Coal Recovery as Tonnage andEstimate Coal Recovery as Tonnage and
Quality Per Specific SeamQuality Per Specific Seam

•• Construct Preliminary LayoutConstruct Preliminary Layout
•• General Mine SequenceGeneral Mine Sequence

•• Preliminary Regraded ConfigurationPreliminary Regraded Configuration

•• Preliminary Spoil BalancePreliminary Spoil Balance

•• Preliminary Drainage Control PlanPreliminary Drainage Control Plan

•• Define Specific Assumptions / ConstraintsDefine Specific Assumptions / Constraints



Upper Kittanning
Mountaintop Area



Middle Kittanning
Mountaintop Area



Five Block Mountaintop Area



Upper and Middle Stockton
Mountaintop Area
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CONTOUR / AREA / HIGHWALL
MINING

•• Assign Mining Method to Each SeamAssign Mining Method to Each Seam

•• Define Economic Extent of Mining per SeamDefine Economic Extent of Mining per Seam

•• Estimate Coal Recovery as Tonnage andEstimate Coal Recovery as Tonnage and
Quality Per Specific SeamQuality Per Specific Seam

•• Construct Preliminary LayoutConstruct Preliminary Layout
•• General Mine SequenceGeneral Mine Sequence

•• Preliminary Regraded ConfigurationPreliminary Regraded Configuration

•• Preliminary Spoil BalancePreliminary Spoil Balance

•• Preliminary Drainage Control PlanPreliminary Drainage Control Plan

•• Define Specific Assumptions / ConstraintsDefine Specific Assumptions / Constraints



Contour Mining



Upper Kittanning (Upper Split)
Contour



Upper Kittanning (Middle
Split) Contour Area



Upper Kittanning (Lower Split)
Contour Area



Five Block Contour Area



Upper and Middle Stockton
Contour Area



Upper and Middle Stockton Contour
Area/Upper Stockton Auger Area



Coalburg Contour Area



Coalburg Contour/Auger Area
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COMBINED MOUNTAINTOP -
CONTOUR - AREA - HWM

•• Assign Mining Method to Each SeamAssign Mining Method to Each Seam

•• Define Economic Extent of Mining per SeamDefine Economic Extent of Mining per Seam

•• Estimate Coal Recovery as Tonnage andEstimate Coal Recovery as Tonnage and
Quality Per Specific SeamQuality Per Specific Seam

•• Construct Preliminary LayoutConstruct Preliminary Layout
•• General Mine SequenceGeneral Mine Sequence

•• Preliminary Regraded ConfigurationPreliminary Regraded Configuration

•• Preliminary Spoil BalancePreliminary Spoil Balance

•• Preliminary Drainage Control PlanPreliminary Drainage Control Plan

•• Define Specific Assumptions / ConstraintsDefine Specific Assumptions / Constraints
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Detailed Mine Plan
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DETAILED SURFACE
MINE PLAN

DRAINAGE
AND SEDIMENT
CONTROL PLAN

OPERATING PLAN:
MINE SEQUENCE

OPERATING
PLAN:

EQUIPMENT
SELECTION

TRANSPORTATION
PLAN

POST-MINING
LAND USE

PLAN

REGRADING /
REVEGETATION

PLAN

BLASTING
PLAN

DETAILED
MINE PLAN

UNDERGROUND MINE
PLAN

MATERIAL
BALANCE

SPECIAL
HANDLING

PLAN

EXCESS SPOIL
DISPOSAL

PLAN
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Drainage and Sediment Control

•• Locate Primary Sediment ControlLocate Primary Sediment Control
StructuresStructures
•• Ponds at Valley FillsPonds at Valley Fills

•• On-Bench Sediment StructuresOn-Bench Sediment Structures

•• Define Temporary Sediment Control PlanDefine Temporary Sediment Control Plan

•• Complete Detailed Drainage DesignsComplete Detailed Drainage Designs
•• Sediment PondsSediment Ponds

•• Sediment ChannelsSediment Channels

•• Drainage Channels / FlumesDrainage Channels / Flumes

•• Culvert Designs (Roads, etc.)Culvert Designs (Roads, etc.)



Sediment Pond



On Bench Sediment Control
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Material Balance

•• Calculate Total Material to be ExcavatedCalculate Total Material to be Excavated

•• Determine Volume of Coal to be RecoveredDetermine Volume of Coal to be Recovered

•• Difference x Swell (typically 25%) EqualsDifference x Swell (typically 25%) Equals
Total Spoil MaterialTotal Spoil Material

•• Determine Volume of Backfill to Achieve theDetermine Volume of Backfill to Achieve the
Post-Mining ConfigurationPost-Mining Configuration

•• Total Spoil Less Backfill Equals Excess SpoilTotal Spoil Less Backfill Equals Excess Spoil

•• Location of Spoil Disposal Sites Relative toLocation of Spoil Disposal Sites Relative to
Spoil Generation Sites is Critical to Mine PlanSpoil Generation Sites is Critical to Mine Plan
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Excess Spoil Disposal Plan

•• Define Needs / Constraints / LimitationsDefine Needs / Constraints / Limitations
•• Volume Required Per SiteVolume Required Per Site

•• Section 404 ConsiderationsSection 404 Considerations

•• Situate Excess Spoil Disposal FacilitiesSituate Excess Spoil Disposal Facilities
•• On-Bench Where Available and PracticalOn-Bench Where Available and Practical

•• Valley FillsValley Fills

•• Design DetailsDesign Details
•• VolumeVolume

•• StabilityStability

•• Drainage (Internal and Surface)Drainage (Internal and Surface)



Location of Valley Fills

Volume RequiredVolume Required
Profile of Existing HollowProfile of Existing Hollow
Contributing Drainage AreaContributing Drainage Area
Sediment Control LocationSediment Control Location
Sequence of ConstructionSequence of Construction



Environmental Factors

Aquatic HabitatAquatic Habitat
BenthicBenthic Survey Survey
Stream Area MeasurementsStream Area Measurements
Mitigation/ CompensationMitigation/ Compensation
No Practical Alternative DemonstrationNo Practical Alternative Demonstration



Valley Fill Watersheds



Valley Fill Volumes
(MMCY)



   Constructed Valley Fill
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Special Handling Plan

•• Identify Stratum Requiring Special HandlingIdentify Stratum Requiring Special Handling
•• Determined By Geologic InvestigationDetermined By Geologic Investigation

•• Blending, Isolation, or Encapsulation?Blending, Isolation, or Encapsulation?
•• Decision Generally Based on Potential AcidityDecision Generally Based on Potential Acidity

Relative to Neutralization PotentialRelative to Neutralization Potential

•• Design DetailsDesign Details
•• Volume of Potential Toxic MaterialVolume of Potential Toxic Material

•• Availability and Volume of Containment orAvailability and Volume of Containment or
Blending MaterialBlending Material

•• Drainage (Internal and Surface)Drainage (Internal and Surface)
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Operating Plan: Mine Sequence

•• Operating Plan Must ConsiderOperating Plan Must Consider
•• Logical Starting Point, Stopping PointLogical Starting Point, Stopping Point

•• Multiple Seams with Varying QualityMultiple Seams with Varying Quality

•• Different Mining Methods Employed Per SeamDifferent Mining Methods Employed Per Seam

•• Overall Reserve ConfigurationOverall Reserve Configuration

•• Develop Detailed “Cut” Sequence by SeamDevelop Detailed “Cut” Sequence by Seam

•• Contemporaneous ReclamationContemporaneous Reclamation
•• Based on Mining Methods and EquipmentBased on Mining Methods and Equipment

•• NOTE:  Smaller Fills, Higher Backfill Conflict withNOTE:  Smaller Fills, Higher Backfill Conflict with
Tighter Contemporaneous ReclamationTighter Contemporaneous Reclamation
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Operating Plan: Equipment Selection

•• Evaluate Each Mining Horizon Based on ParticularEvaluate Each Mining Horizon Based on Particular
CharacteristicsCharacteristics

•• ThicknessThickness

•• Material TypeMaterial Type

•• Spoil Handling RequirementsSpoil Handling Requirements

•• Assign Appropriate Equipment to Each HorizonAssign Appropriate Equipment to Each Horizon
•• Front End Loader / Truck SpreadFront End Loader / Truck Spread

•• Hydraulic Shovel / Truck SpreadHydraulic Shovel / Truck Spread

•• Electric Shovel / Truck SpreadElectric Shovel / Truck Spread

•• Dozer Push SpreadDozer Push Spread

•• DraglineDragline
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Operating Plan: Blasting Plan

•• Identify Blasting ConstraintsIdentify Blasting Constraints
•• Nearest Protected StructuresNearest Protected Structures

•• Deep Mines Within 500 FeetDeep Mines Within 500 Feet

•• Strata Requiring Special Handling Within LogicalStrata Requiring Special Handling Within Logical
HorizonHorizon

•• Develop General Blast Design For EachDevelop General Blast Design For Each
HorizonHorizon

•• Determine Applicability of Cast BlastingDetermine Applicability of Cast Blasting



Environmental Factors

Proximity to Residential AreasProximity to Residential Areas
Blasting DesignBlasting Design
Location of RoadsLocation of Roads
Location of FillsLocation of Fills
Erosion and Sediment Control DesignErosion and Sediment Control Design
Pit Orientation and SequencePit Orientation and Sequence
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Post-Mining Land Use Plan

•• Mountaintop Mining?Mountaintop Mining?
•• Develop Higher and Better Post-Mining Land Use PerDevelop Higher and Better Post-Mining Land Use Per

SMCRASMCRA

•• Select Post-Mining Land Use: Original or Alternate?Select Post-Mining Land Use: Original or Alternate?

•• Determine Required Configuration of RegradedDetermine Required Configuration of Regraded
Surface To Accommodate Chosen UseSurface To Accommodate Chosen Use

•• Factors To ConsiderFactors To Consider
•• Long-Term AccessLong-Term Access

•• Long-Term MaintenanceLong-Term Maintenance

•• Measures of SuccessMeasures of Success

•• EconomicsEconomics
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Regrading / Revegetation Plan

•• Compatible With Post-Mining Land UseCompatible With Post-Mining Land Use
•• Land Forms and DrainageLand Forms and Drainage

•• Types of VegetationTypes of Vegetation

•• Regraded ConfigurationRegraded Configuration
•• Varies Depending On Final Land UseVaries Depending On Final Land Use

•• Must Be Durable and StableMust Be Durable and Stable

•• RevegetationRevegetation
•• Avoid Non-Native SpeciesAvoid Non-Native Species

•• Must Complement Post-Mining Land UseMust Complement Post-Mining Land Use



Environmental Factors

Planting PlanPlanting Plan
WV DNR Mining BiologistWV DNR Mining Biologist

RevegetationRevegetation Plan Plan
Erosion and Sediment Control PlanErosion and Sediment Control Plan
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Transportation Plan

•• Access To Mine Reserve Area From ExistingAccess To Mine Reserve Area From Existing
HighwaysHighways

•• Internal AccessInternal Access

•• Coal Transport From Site To Processing PlantCoal Transport From Site To Processing Plant
or Shipping Pointor Shipping Point

•• Coal Transport to MarketsCoal Transport to Markets
•• RailRail

•• TruckTruck

•• RiverRiver
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Regulatory Review
Public Inspection and Comment
Regulatory Approval

FINALLY …… Permitting



Permits Required

WV DEP Surface Mining PermitWV DEP Surface Mining Permit
WV OWR NPDES 402 PermitWV OWR NPDES 402 Permit
Corps of Engineers 404 PermitCorps of Engineers 404 Permit
WV OWR 401 CertificationWV OWR 401 Certification
WV DNR Public Land CorporationWV DNR Public Land Corporation
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SUMMARY



Mining Method Analysis
Coal Reserves

Acres Available for Mining Seam Thickness (feet) Recovered
Seam Underground Contour Auger Mountaintop Underground Contour Auger Mountaintop
Upper Kittanning Rider -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             
Upper Kittanning (Upper Split) -             53.10         2.93           72.99         -             5.07           5.07           5.07           
Upper Kittanning (Middle Split) -             53.10         -             72.99         -             1.31           -             1.31           
Upper Kittanning (Lower Split) -             76.58         -             83.70         -             1.41           -             1.41           
MiddleKittanning -             28.14         -             28.14         -             2.47           2.47           2.47           
No. 5 Block Seam 97.21         181.90        48.80         382.39        6.37           5.21           5.21           5.21           
Upper Stockton Seam 521.52        236.18        64.16         641.40        4.88           4.44           4.44           4.44           
Middle Stockton Seam -             236.18        -             641.40        -             1.35           -             1.35           
Coalburg Seam -             131.61        65.66         757.43        -             1.62           1.62           1.62           

Total 618.73        996.79        181.55        2,680.44     11.25         22.88         18.81         22.88         

Mining Recovery Wash Yield (with 92% Plant inefficiency)
Seam Underground Contour Auger Mountaintop Underground Contour Auger Mountaintop
Upper Kittanning Rider -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             
Upper Kittanning (Upper Split) -             85%           30%           85%           -             75.16%      75.16%      75.16%      
Upper Kittanning (Middle Split) -             85%           -             85%           -             76.70%      -             76.70%      
Upper Kittanning (Lower Split) -             85%           -             85%           -             47.55%      -             47.55%      
MiddleKittanning -             85%           -             85%           -             52.14%      -             52.14%      
No. 5 Block Seam 60%           85%           30%           85%           46.43%      70.86%      70.86%      70.86%      
Upper Stockton Seam 60%           85%           30%           85%           50.87%      79.10%      79.10%      79.10%      
Middle Stockton Seam -             85%           -             85%           -             83.12%      -             83.12%      
Coalburg Seam -             85%           30%           85%           -             58.71%      58.71%      58.71%      

Specific Gravity Saleable Tons Available by Mining Method
Seam Underground Contour Auger Mountaintop Underground Contour Auger Mountaintop
Upper Kittanning Rider -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             
Upper Kittanning (Upper Split) -             1.28           1.28           1.28           -             299,215      5,824         411,294      
Upper Kittanning (Middle Split) -             1.30           -             1.30           -             80,125        -             110,138      
Upper Kittanning (Lower Split) -             1.51           -             1.51           -             89,554        -             97,880        
MiddleKittanning -             1.67           1.67           1.67           -             69,910        -             69,910        
No. 5 Block Seam 1.63           1.35           1.35           1.35           383,191      1,047,266   99,157        2,201,560   
Upper Stockton Seam 1.58           1.24           1.24           1.24           1,671,041   1,188,213   113,925      3,226,861   
Middle Stockton Seam -             1.23           -             1.23           -             376,582      -             1,022,693   
Coalburg Seam -             1.34           1.34           1.34           -             193,783      34,122        1,115,242   

Total 2,054,232   3,344,648   253,028      8,255,579   

Mining Method Reserve Summary



CLEAN RATIOS

BCY Incr. Ratio Cum. Ratio
Mountaintop Mountaintop Mountaintop

Upper Kittanning Rider -                       -                      -                      
Upper Kittanning (Upper Split) 4,685,843             11.39 11.39
Upper Kittanning (Middle Split) 2,654,562             24.10 14.08
Upper Kittanning (Lower Split) 1,216,455             12.43 13.82
Middle Kittanning 775,018                11.09 13.54
No. 5 Block Seam 32,913,744            14.95 14.61
Upper Stockton Seam 66,635,224            18.79 17.80
Middle Stockton Seam 6,200,739             6.06 16.12
Coalburg Seam 30,764,467            27.59 17.67

145,846,052          

CLEAN RATIOS (No auger)

BCY Incr. Ratio Cum. Ratio
Contour Contour Contour

Upper Kittanning Rider
Upper Kittanning (Upper Split) 3,272,579             10.94 10.94                   
Upper Kittanning (Middle Split) 1,064,587             13.29 11.43                   
Upper Kittanning (Lower Split) 1,063,456             11.88 11.52                   
Middle Kittanning 775,018                11.09 11.46                   
No. 5 Block Seam 15,264,354            14.58 13.52                   
Upper Stockton Seam 15,151,366            12.75 13.19                   
Middle Stockton Seam 2,369,476             6.29 12.37                   
Coalburg Seam 3,876,845             20.01 12.81                   

42,837,682            

Mining Ratios by Method



Actual Mining Extents



240-Ton Rock Truck



A 51-Cubic Yard Electric Shovel



Draglines Can Be Utilized in Certain Operations



Fill Construction



Sediment Ditch



BigtreeBigtree Deep Mine Deep Mine

Post-Mining Aerial Photography



Overburden (BCY)

Seam/Ratio  8:1  10:1  12:1  14:1
Upper Kittanning Rider -                   -                   -                   -                   
Upper Kittanning (All Splits) -                   5,099,600        8,937,720        11,561,760      
MiddleKittanning -                   -                   -                   694,200           
No. 5 Block Seam 9,258,624        16,805,880      25,707,456      37,059,120      
Upper & Middle Stockton -                   9,809,100        -                   -                   
Coalburg Seam -                   -                   -                   -                   

Total 9,258,624        31,714,580      34,645,176      49,315,080      

Overburden (LCY)
Seam/Ratio  8:1  10:1  12:1  14:1
Upper Kittanning Rider -                   -                   -                   -                   
Upper Kittanning (All Splits) -                   6,374,500        11,172,150      14,452,200      
MiddleKittanning -                   -                   -                   867,750           
No. 5 Block Seam 11,573,280      21,007,350      32,134,320      46,323,900      

Upper & Middle Stockton -                   12,261,375      -                   -                   
Coalburg Seam -                   -                   -                   -                   

Total 11,573,280      39,643,225      43,306,470      61,643,850      

Note:  Material swelled 125%

Alternative Contour Mining Ratio



Backfill (CY)
Seam/Ratio  8:1  10:1  12:1  14:1
Upper Kittanning Rider -                   -                   -                   -                   
Upper Kittanning (All Splits) -                   3,651,072        7,380,346        10,296,411      
MiddleKittanning -                   -                   -                   382,719           
No. 5 Block Seam 5,714,491        11,772,086      19,478,455      30,222,920      
Upper & Middle Stockton -                   6,538,550        -                   -                   
Coalburg Seam -                   -                   -                   -                   

5,714,491        21,961,708      26,858,801      40,902,050      

Excess Spoil (CY)
Seam/Ratio  8:1  10:1  12:1  14:1
Upper Kittanning Rider -                   -                   -                   -                   
Upper Kittanning (All Splits) -                   2,723,428        3,791,804        4,155,789        
MiddleKittanning -                   -                   -                   485,031           
No. 5 Block Seam 5,858,789        9,235,264        12,655,865      16,100,980      
Upper & Middle Stockton -                   5,722,825        -                   -                   
Coalburg Seam -                   -                   -                   -                   

5,858,789        17,681,517      16,447,669      20,741,800      

Alternative Contour Mining Ratio



Disclaimer 
This report was prepared as an account of work co-sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its 
use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any 
specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, 
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States 
Government or any agency or any co-sponsor thereof. The views and 
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect 
those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 



Draglines... 

... and mining 

Surface Mining...Surface Mining... 

… Dragline Methods… Dragline Methods 



History of DraglinesHistory of Draglines


✔


✔


✔


First dragline built in 1904 
by Page & Schnable 
Built for a specific need 
on the Chicago Drainage 
Canal project 
In 1912, Page Engineering 
Company incorporated 
when Page discovered 
building draglines more 
profitable than contracting 



History, continuedHistory, continued


✔


✔


✔


Up until 1912 no one had 
developed a means of 
propelling the machine 
In 1913 an engineer for 
Monighan Machine 
Company revolutionized 
dragline by placing two 
shoes, one on each side of 
the revolving frame 
The Model 1-T became 
the first walking dragline 



History, continuedHistory, continued

World’s Largest Machines


✔ 1935 12 CY manufactured by Bucyrus Erie


✔ 1942 30 CY manufactured by Marion


✔ 1961 40CY manufactured by Ransom & Rapier (British)

✔ 1963 85 CY manufactured by Marion


✔ 1965 145 CY manufactured by Marion


✔ 1969 220 CY manufactured by Bucyrus Erie




History, continuedHistory, continued

World’s Largest Machines


✔ BIG MUSKIE 
✔ Muskinghum Mine of 

Central Ohio Coal 
Company (AEP) 

✔ Operated until June 
1991 

✔ Attempting to preserve 
as a public historical 
facility 



History, continuedHistory, continued 
✔ Today only two remaining manufactures of 

draglines: 
– Bucyrus Erie 
– P & H 



History of Dragline 
Operations in West Virginia 

History of Dragline

Operations in West Virginia


✔	 Joe Hughes of Northeast Mining Company operated a 4 
yard Page near Beaver Creek in Tucker County in 1963 

✔	 During late 1960’s and 1970’s several operations 
including: 

Imperial Coal & Construction Co. 
Grant County Coal Corp.L 
Byron Construction Company 

Bitner Mining 

Island Creek Coal 



History of Dragline 
Operations in West Virginia 

History of Dragline

Operations in West Virginia


✔	 1983 Hobet Mining began operations with a BE 1570 - 80 CY dragline 
at Hobet 21 near Madison 

✔ 1983 Taywood Mining operated a Marion 183M - 9 CY 
✔	 1987 Hobet Mining installed Marion 8200 - 72 CY machine at the 

Hobet 07 operations (transferred to Dal-Tex in August 1996) 
✔	 1989 Morrison Knudsen began contract mining operations at 

Cannelton with a Marion 8200 - 72 CY 
✔ 1989 AOWV/Ruffner added Marion 8400 - 49 CY machine 
✔	 1994 Catenary Coal Company installed a BE 2570 - 100 CY machine 

at the Samples Mine (upgraded 1998 to 118 CY) 
✔	 1998 Evergreen Mining comissioned a BE 1570 - 75 CY machine in 

Webster County 



History of Draglines 
Operating in West Virginia 

History of Draglines 
Operating in West Virginia 

✔ 1999 - 6 draglines in operation: 
• BE 1570 at Hobet 21 Mine 
• Marion 8400 at AOWV/Ruffner Mine 
• Marion 8200 at Dal-Tex Mine 
• BE 2570 at Catenary/Samples Mine 
• Marion 8200 at Cannelton Mine 
• BE 1570 at Evergreen Mine 



West Virginia Dragline Operations 
Arch Coal, Inc. 

West Virginia Dragline Operations

Arch Coal, Inc.


Ruffner/WyloRuffner/Wylo 

Dal-TexDal-Tex 

SamplesSamplesHobet 21Hobet 21 



Mine Planning..Mine Planning..




General Considerations in WVGeneral Considerations in WV 

✔ Topographical constraints


✔ Pit geometry (length/width/bench height)

✔ Need for added mobility of machine


✔ Single vs. multiple seam


✔ Development requirements


✔ Contemporaneous reclamation


✔ Economics




Topographic Map of Dragline AreaTopographic Map of Dragline Area




Coal Seam CorrelationCoal Seam Correlation

                                                    Coal Seam Correlation                                                    Coal Seam Correlation



Coal Crops / Reserve BoundariesCoal Crops / Reserve Boundaries



Volumetric GriddingVolumetric Gridding


dding 



Mine SequencingMine Sequencing




3-Dimensional Modeling3-Dimensional Modeling




Pit GeometryPit Geometry




BE 2570 - Samples MineBE 2570 - Samples Mine




Schematic Showing Typical Dragline OperationSchematic Showing Typical Dragline Operation




General Mining Sequence ‘A’General Mining Sequence ‘A’




General Mining Sequence ‘B’General Mining Sequence ‘B’ 



General Mining Sequence ‘C’General Mining Sequence ‘C’ 



Typical Multi-Seam Dragline 
Sequence ‘1’ 

Typical Multi-Seam Dragline

Sequence ‘1’




Typical Multi-Seam Dragline 
Sequence ‘2’ 

Typical Multi-Seam Dragline

Sequence ‘2’




Typical Multi-Seam Dragline 
Sequence ‘3’ 

Typical Multi-Seam Dragline

Sequence ‘3’




Typical Multi-Seam Dragline 
Sequence ‘4’ 

Typical Multi-Seam Dragline

Sequence ‘4’




Typical Multi-Seam Dragline 
Sequence ‘5’ 

Typical Multi-Seam Dragline

Sequence ‘5’




During MiningDuring Mining




After Mining
(1+ yrs. reclamation)

After Mining

(1+ yrs. reclamation)




Concept of Excess Spoil 
Original Cross Section Prior To Mining 

Concept of Excess Spoil 
Original Cross Section Prior To Mining 



Original Material Swelled 125%Original Material Swelled 125% 



Regraded Cross Section After ReclamationRegraded Cross Section After Reclamation 



Concept of Excess Spoil 
Disposal Alternatives 

Concept of Excess Spoil

Disposal Alternatives


✔ Two primary disposal alternatives:

1 - Valley Fill (usually durable rock 

construction) 
2 - Backfill on mined-out area 



Durable Rock Valley Fill 
Construction 

Durable Rock Valley Fill 
Construction 

Phase 1

Sediment Pond Construction 



Phase 2 
Initial Overburden Placement 



Phase 3

Continued Overburden Placement 



Phase 4

Overburden Placement Completed 

Surface Drainage Conveyances Constructed 



Phase 5

Regrading / Revegetation Completed 
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Backfilling OperationsBackfilling Operations




Drilling & Blasting OperationsDrilling & Blasting Operations








Coal Loading OperationsCoal Loading Operations




'r .ft'-1 



Typical Cross Section 
Stockton Coal Zone 

Typical Cross Section 

Stockton Coal Zone


S-1 2’ 
Parting 5’ 

Rash 5’ 

S-2 0’ 

Parting 2’ 

S-3 6’ 

Parting 1’ 
S-4 8’ 

Overburden 
1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

2.

0.
1.

Stockton Coal Zone




30” S-3 
2” S-4 Parting 

24” S-4 

2’ to 15’ S-3 Parting 



Environmental 
Considerations 
Environmental 

Considerations




Establishment of Drainage and
Sedimentation Controls 

Establishment of Drainage and

Sedimentation Controls






Approximate Original 
Contour 

Approximate Original

Contour




Other...Other...


✔Waste Management Plan 
Ground Water Protection Plan 
Spill Prevention Control & 
Countermeasure Plan 



Fixing the Scars of the PastFixing the Scars of the Past


• “Third Generation” Surface Mining 

✔ Restoration of abandoned refuse sites eligible for AML 
funding at no cost to the state 
✔ Creation of wetlands and passive water treatment sites 
✔ Elimination of miles of pre-SMCRA highwalls 
✔ Extinguishment or isolation of abandoned underground 
mine fires 



Pre-SMCRA Highwalls and Deep 
Mine Entries 

Pre-SMCRA Highwalls and Deep

Mine Entries






Abandoned Coal Refuse DumpsAbandoned Coal Refuse Dumps






Acid Mine DrainageAcid Mine Drainage




Reclaimed Pre-law Refuse SitesReclaimed Pre-law Refuse Sites




Wetlands ConstructionWetlands Construction




Related BenefitsRelated Benefits 

✔ Resource recovery 
✔ Can address prior environmental problems


✔ Provides opportunities for future use of 
resource due to infrastructure development 



Russian Dragline Circa 1998Russian Dragline --Circa 1998
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Landform grading sculpts the hillside of Talega project into new shapes in technique created by Horst Schor. 

Grading on the Curve 
Developer Goes for Natural Look in Sculpting Hills for Talega Project 

By jOHN O'DELL 
TIM I: ~ STArr WKIT(W. 

SAN CLEMENTE 

F
red Moeller has been op-

~~!~n~0b~~~~;~~!~r p~\: 
mg d1rt, cuttmg trenches 

and grading slopes all over 
Southern California. 

. But for all his experience, 
Moeller has never been on a job 
quite like this one. 

Usually, when preparing hill
sides and valleys for a housing 
project, Moeller and other 
heavy-equipment operators are 
asked to prepare a stairstep 
arrangement of flat- fac ed 
slopes with building pads on top. 

At Arvida Co.'s Talega devel 
opment in the hills just inland of 
Orange County 's southernmost 
city, the rules have changed. 

Moeller and fellow operators 
are being asked to think like 

But no one else ever picked 
up on the idea, Schor sa1d, 
despite the mdustry publicity 
the techmque received at the 
ume. when the Amencan Plan 
ning Assn. bestowed an award 
of merit on Anahe1m Hills Co. 
for its innovative natural grad· 
mg plan. 

One reason other developers 
didn't adopt what Schor calls 
landform grading 1s that1t costs 
a little more-addmg about 1% 
to a proJect's grading costs - and 
requires a little effort to train 
the grading crews. 

sculptors as they follow a com - Fred Moeller guides his 25-ton bulldozer over a mound. 
plex natural grading plan that 

"But Arvida feels the time is 
really npe for this," he said. 
Environmental concerns and 
complamts about ·development 
that destroys natural landscape 
and ridgelines can delay proj
ects for months. even years. 
Schor said Arvida 's natura l 
gradmg plan shaved at least 12 
months off the ume it took to 
get approval from San Clemente 
officials for the Talega develop

calls for them ·to create slopes, valleys, gullies, hillocks and 
ridgelines for the homes and commercial buildings that will one 
day dot the 3,500-acre master -planned community. 

In some places they are merely altering existing slopes to 
accommodate building pads. In others they are creaung hills 
where none ever existed. 

The grading process was invented in the late 1970s by Horst 
Schor, now Arvida 's vice president for development. At the 
time, Schor worked for the Anaheim Hills Co. as it was 
developing its hillside community on the southern slopes of 
Santa Ana Canyon. 

ment-which IS located partly within the City and partly in 
umncorporated county territory. The ume saved can more than 
make up for the extra gradmg costs. . 

There are three key elements of landform grading , he said 
Thursday during a demonstration of the process, 

• Buildmg hills and slopes with natural contours; 
• F'ittmg the drainage system into the flow of the land so it 

follows the valley bottoms like a natural creek system instead 
of culling straight down Lhe face of slopes with concrete 
channels, as 1s done m a typical stair-step grading plan; and . 

Pleaoe oee TALEGA, D7 
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Developer Goes for Natural Look in Sculpting Hills for Tal ega Project 

Conti nued from 06 
• Designing a natural landscape 

plan tha t m1m1cs nature by placing 
the tree" and shrubs m the valleys 
and on flat spots. where the heavi
es t runoff collects. and covers the 
protrudmg areas with less- thirsty 
grou nd cove rs. 

F'or Moe ll er . who spent Thurs
day mormng contounng a small 
hill wah a 25-ton Ca terpillar bull
dozer , the process isn't much more 
difficu lt than building a traditional 
SlalrSlep. 

" It 's a lot more challenging, 
beca use you're not jus t going in 
straight lines ." 

Russ Churchill , who works with 
Moeller and the other equipment 
operators as a grade checker 
ove rseeing their work from the 
ground to make sure they are 
following the grading plan-said 
there is a lot more for him to 
concentra te on in a landform grad 
mg proJect. 

" It 's chall enging ," said Church
ill , "but it is very sa tisfying to see 
the end result. I didn 't really see 
the whole thing we're workmg on 
here unti l the other day when I 
was leaving the sae about 6 in the 
evening and I happened to look 
back up the road and saw it all 
hig hlighted with the selling sun 
and the shadows. It was rea lly 
awesome." 

GLENN KOENIG I Lol Ana:elet Tunes 

Traditional grading of sites for homes is shown in picture of Tuscany Hills development in Lake Elsinore area . 



Grading: Nature’s 
By HORST SCHOR 

Senior Vice President, Anaheim Hills, Inc. 

The advantages and necessities of hill- Hills agreed to finance the experimenta
side living are becoming more widely tion and to use the results in the com
evident as flatlands -the traditional munity. 
building sites -are consumed by hous- There seemed to be no reason we 
ing, industry and agribusiness. couldn’t grade the slopes to resemble 

However, hillside building can require natural slopes. The question then arose: 
massive grading that may become the what do natural slopes look like? Curi
focal point of local resistance, thus im- ously, there was no published informa
peding planning approval. The innova- tion about slope shapes as a total unit 
tive “landform” grading method was We were on our own. 
born of negative impressions gained in Project research involved study of 
viewing the conventional, linear slopes slopes in such diverse areas as Death 
commonly manufactured throughout the Valley, Brazil, Alaska, Hawaii and Ana-
building industry. heim Hills in an attempt to separate 

TOPOGRAPHICAL of a section of landform-graded slope, 
showing radial water flow, foliage placement in swales and redistribution of 
land on lots to conform with landform configurations. Hatched area is concrete 
terrace drain required by building codes. 

Anaheim Hills i s  situated in 4,300 
acres of beautiful, undulating hillsides in 
northeastern Orange County, California. 
We, like every other developer, were 
taking natural terrain and transforming 
it into rigid, mathematical shapes for 
building. It was a practice based on the 
idea: “We’ve always done it that way.” 
Since there was no specific reason, other 
than expediency, why it was being done, 
the time had come to examine ways of 
changing the accepted thinking about 
mass grading. The search for an alter-
native was an attempt to improve the 
aesthetics of graded hillsides. Anaheim 

tinct features from among the natural 
slopes and to determine if there was any 
relationship between climate, soil type 
and vegetation and slope configuration. 
Yet i t  was two years before distinct, 
repeating patterns emeged from the 
jumble of forms. Simply stated, cones, 
pyramids, “elbows,” ridges and various 
combinations of these elements produce 
natural slope shapes. 

The challenge was now to apply these 
basic shapes to the grading process. 
Could they be designed and graded?We 
would have to retrain everyone con
cerned with the project. Designers, en

gineers, grading contractors and public 
officials had always worked in straight 
lines. Now we were saying, “the more 
irregular, the better.” 

Communication of the new ideas was 
difficult at times. Initially we made clay 
models in which we combined the basic 
slope shapes and took them out to the 

engineers and grading contractors. 
They, in turn, conveyed the ideas to their 
equipment operators in the field. How-
ever, the grading was not shaping up as 
we expected. We finally had to go into 
the field and call a bulldozer operator 
off his machine, show him the drawings 
and photos and explain the ideas. He 
then said, ”Sure, can do that. Why 
didn’t you say that in the first place?” 
With each grading project, we improved 
and streamlined the operations. 

We’ve now been doing the grading in 
Anaheim Hills for seven years. Contrac
tors experienced in landform grading 
prefer i t  because the finished product 
doesn‘t need to meet precise 
angle measurements, and it affords the 
operator more leeway in his bulldozing. 

There is less finishing cost to the con-
tractor, although there are more engi
neering, design and field control costs 
in landform grading. The cut and f i l l  
slopes are very complex to design. It is  
an art to assemble the various shapes on 
the slopes so they won’t look unnatural. 
They have to blend together and work 
structurally. Landform grading gets its 
look not from one component shape or 
one gully but from a series of them. The 
landform shapes become a sequence of 
undulations, peaks and gulleys. 

We have to deal with three planning 
commissions in Aanheim Hills: the cities 
of Anaheim and Orange and the Coun
ty of Orange. The planners are delighted 
with the landform grading idea. At  first 

were doubtful, but once we’d 
graded several slopes, we invited them 
out for look. Thev over the 
slopes, viewed them from different 

and saw the value of what we were 
doing. 

The civil engineers were more 
cal. Thev felt that the shapes we were 
creatine would cause severe erosion. We 
proved them wrong. Earlv on, we 
an experimental slope 70 feet high with-
out the artificial drainage interception 
aids required by the building codes. 
Rather, we let the curves and elbow 
shapes of the landforms absorb the 

PACIFIC COAST BUILDER 



pact of the running water, as happens in 
nature. 

The rains from 1977 to this year have 
been heavy. From September through 
March 1977-78, it rained more than 31 
inches. The same period in 1978-79 gave 
us more than 21 inches, and 1979-80 
during the similar months put more than 
22 inches of water on the slope. The 
slope is still in perfect condition. Nature 
doesn' t follow building codes, but its 
designs still work. 

Ironically, we found that conventional, 
angular grading tends to encourage ero
sion. Water generally will sheet flow on 
a flat surface and will tend to carve 
swales in the weakest sections of the 
slope. To compensate, building regula
tions require terrace drains every 25 feet 
to break the momentum of the water. 
Yet there is an entire set of building 
regulations predicated upon the effi
ciency of conventional, linear slopes. 

On the other hand, the drainage pat
tern of a landform-graded slope is radial 
in nature and swales are already pro
vided for the runoff. If the land is 
formed naturally, as in our process, the 
water follows the channels, which break 
its speed by virtue of their energy-dissi
pating shapes. Further, most foliage oc
curs in the channels or swales, and its 
presence breaks the speed of the running 
water. Our landscapin~ also follows this 
natural pattern. We also experimented 
with such ideas as planting Acacia Rose
mary, a lush, low growth, to cushion the 
impact of rainfall. 

Mother Nature is full of surprises. She 
knows how to control erosion without 
using the clumsy terrace drains we use 
in man-made slopes. We've minimized 
the visual impact of the required con
crete drains by running them dia~tonally 
and curvilinearly across the slopes, 
which makes them considerably less 
visible. We also line them with river 
rock, so when they are visible they com
plement the landform slope aesthetics. 

AERIAL PHOTO of landform-graded region in Anaheim Hills. Note irregular pat
terns formed by landform-graded slopes along perimeter of lot pads. 

Initially, we and the builders were 
concerned about the buildable land that 
would be lost to the landform grading 
process on each lot. We solved that by 
reshaping backyards to conform with the 
grading configurations. The center sec
tions of the lots, which are used most 
extens1vely, bulge outward with the 
ridgelines of the grading. The corners 
of the yard are taken up by the swales 
and these edges are characteristically 
used less often. In effect, we redistrib
uted the lot pad square footage to our 
advantage. 

We are pleased with the results of our 
experiments. When covered with mature 
vegetation, our landform graded slopes 
appear very much like natural slopes. 
The grading has allowed us to move 
away from straight lines and abrupt an
gles in our commun1ty planning. The 

homes are positioned more irregularly, 
which discourages the monotonous look 
of row housing. And, importantly, we 
come very close to restoring the slopes 
to their natural conditions. 

We believe that sooner or later de
velopers will be required to use this 
type of landform grading. This method 
of grading is part of the future of land 
development in this country and even
tually in all other countries because most 
urban and suburban flatland has been 
built upon in one way o r another. Land
form grading involves more effort to 
achieve, design, implement, construct 
and engineer. However, the cost in time 
and labor is well worth the results of 
aesthetics, structural integrity and the 
value to developers of public acceptance 
and municipal planning approval. Q 

FRESHLY GRADED landform slopes show ridges, swales 
and pyramid shapes. 

MATURE LANDFORM slopes with vegetation and foliage 
in swales. 

JUNI, 1910 13 
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Definitions of 
Grad ng J. fchor 

necessities of 
hillside living have 
becnme more 
widelv evident as 

e advantages and geologic conditions inherent G r a d i n g  gradients and angular slope 
in many natural hillsides. intersections. The resultant 

In recent years attempts have pad configurationsare 
The innovative “Landform been made by to design rectangular. 
Grading and Revegetation” and construct “LANDFORM 

the traditional concept was conceived to grading,” while in reality, Slope drainage devices are 
building sites, are being solve negative impressions these efforts can only, at usually constructrd in a 
consumed rapidly by urban gained in viewing the typical be described as contouring or rectilinear configuration in 
development. 

Hillside building, while 
appealing to the consumer, 

using conventional planning, 
engineering and construction 
methods. Conventional 

it is necessary to establish 
proper definitions and 
characteristics for three 

Landscaping is applied in 
random or geometric patterns. 

can require massive grading 
that may become the focal 

grading drastically alters a 
remanufacturing 

types of grading available: 
Conventional, Contour and Contour Grad ing  

point of local resistance, thus 
impending government 

natural forms and shapes and 
plant distribution patterns to 

Landform Grading. 
slopes are 

approval. replace them with artificial, Definitions of basically similar to 

However, grading is a and patterns. except that: the slopes are 
necessity to accommodate 
street and building areas for The concept, as developed Conventional Grading 

curvilinear rather than linear, 
the gradients unvarying 

development, meeting and described here, consists and are planar, 

re-manufactured hillsides rounding of slopes. Therefore exposed positions. 

sterile and uniform shapes Grading conventionally graded slopes 

building codes, and safe of three components: Conventional graded slopes zones and slope 
engineering practices. Grad- - Grading are by intersections have generally 
ing is also frequently required essentially linear, planar slope some rounding applied. 
to correct unstable soils and surfaces with unvarying Resultant pad configurations 

22 39 



convex portions are 
planted mainly with ground 
covers. 

Historically, landscaping on 
manufactured slopes has been 
applied in uniform patterns, 
with trees typically spaced 15 
feet on center and shrubs 3 feet 

center to achieve what has 
been known in the industry 
dubiously as "Uniform 
Coverage." 

It is this uniformity that can 
add to the artificial, man-made 
look, already created by the 

uniformity in grading. 
In the "Landform Grading and 
Revegetation" approach, 
landscaping is applied in 
patterns that occur in nature. 

The approach should be 
thought of as "Revegetation". 
Trees and shrubs require more 
moisture, so it makes sense to 
cluster them in the and 
valleys where moisture 
concentrates and evaporation 
is minimized. Shrubs are 
heavily concentrated along the 
drainage flow of each 
and thinned to each side to 
minimize any erosion. 

The result of "Revegetation" is 
a landscape that does not look 
"man-made," and, where 
plant material locations and 
distributions serve a purpose 
and make sense. 

"Revegetation" in combination 
with landform grading 
reduces irrigation's needs: 
radial drainage patterns that 
concentrate runoff in concave 
swales provide the most 
moisture to plant types that 
need the most. Flatter slope 
ratios in near the lower 
half of the slope slow water 
velocity and thus allow better 
absorption by plant roots. 

Conclusion 

development can 
be done in anHaesthetically pleasing 

Landform-grading 
and landform revegetation are 
just two concepts that 
accomplish this goal. With 
sensitivity, creativity and the 
will to improve, we can shape 
our hillsides by imitating 
mother nature to recreate a 
more "natural" habitat for all. 

hor is principal 
Consulting, Creative 

in in 



The to the sham a 4.100 acre planned community In 
which the around the landform gmding and 
concept. 

The how landform grading the 
slopes. The will a 

emulating the patterns growth. 

In high visibility arms. devices lined with 
rock to create stream bed effect (right) in the 

are mildly curvilinear. 

Slope drainage devices 
are usually constructed in a 
geometric configuration 
and in an exposed position 
the slope face. 

Landscaping is applied in 
random or geometric 
patterns. 

landform Grading 

Landform Grading 
replicates the irregular 
shapes of natural slopes, 
resulting in aesthetically 
pleasing elevations and 
profiles. Landform-graded 
slopes are characterized by 
continuous series of 
concave and convex forms 
interspersed with mounds 
that blend into the profiles. 
Non-linearity and varying 

slope gradients are 
significanttransition zones 
between man-made and 
natural slopes. Resultant 
pad configuration are 
irregular. 

Slope down-drain devices 
either follow "natural" 
lines of the slopes or are 
tucked away in special 
swale and berm 
combinations to conceal the 
drains from view. Exposed 
segments in high visibility 
areas are treated with 
natural rock 
photo). 

Landscaping becomes a 
"revegetation" process and 
is applied in patterns that 
occur in nature. Trees and 
shrubs are concentrated 
largely in concave areas, 
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Two Main Methods 

� Room & Pillar 
– Mostly with continuous miners 

� Longwall 
– Develop longwall panels with room & pillar 

using continuous miners 

� About 10% of underground production

still comes from drilling & blasting 

� Total underground output = 421mt 
(1997 data) 



FIRST, MUST ACCESS THE

MINE


� Drift (Adit) 
– Seam outcrops, access from ground level 

� Slope 
– Drive incline in rock at up to 16 degrees 
– Allows belt haulage 

� Shaft 
– Use: elevators/skips, for: people/coal 
– Use shaft if >1500 feet, economics dictate 



LIKE A CITY, OR LARGE

BUILDING, SERVICES MUST BE


PROVIDED 
� Transport people (rail, rubber tired) 
� Transport supplies (materials / maintenance) 
� Transport product (coal) 
� Support roof

� Provide electrical power

� Provide fresh air (& suppress dust)

� Provide fresh water

� Get rid of waste water

� Dispose of trash




ROOM & PILLAR 

�	 Mine “streets & avenues” (entries and 
crosscuts) 

� Leave pillars to support roof (may mine later)

– Designed by formula 

� Plan view-looks like city with “greenbelts” 
– “Greenbelts” are large barrier pillars left to 

separate work areas 
� Use continuous miner 



MINE PLAN


� Main entries (7-9 openings)

� Submains (5-7 openings)

� Panels (panel entries, butt entries)

� Rooms (at times)

� Openings limited to 20-ft width


– Openings serve as air ducts and travelways 
– Return air is isolated from fresh air, two 

escapeways must be provided from face 

� Longwall panels are solid coal blocks, usually

1000 ft by 10,000 ft, accessed by “gate” roads 



ALL SERVICES EXIST TO

SUPPORT MINING AT FACE


�	 Continuous miner - rips coal, using tungsten 
carbide bits - miner mines at 4-25 t/m and 
conveys coal into shuttle cars 

� Shuttle cars are electric (cable) “trucks” 
which haul for up to 600 feet or so 
(usual = 300-400 feet) 
– Haul to feeder-breaker which acts as surge 

bin/crusher and feed coal onto belt 
– Hold 3-25 tons/load, depending on seam 

thicknesss and amount of rock mined 



FEEDER-BREAKER FEEDS

COAL ONTO BELT CONVEYORS


�	 Conveyors transport coal to surface or into 
skips for shaft access 
– Usual sizes - 42” to 72” 
– Speeds - 500 - 800 fpm 

� Longwall requires largest conveyors 
– 54”-60” usual from face 



ROOF BOLTS INSTALLED BY

ROOF BOLTING MACHINE


� Roof supported by inserting reinforcing rods 
� No one may work under unsupported roof 

– Cut depths limited to position of shuttle car 
operator (35’ to 40’ with remote control miner) 

� When miner place changes, bolter moves in 
– Bolt 3-6 min/row or 0.75-1.50 min/ft 
– Use two bolter operators, twin-boom bolter 

�	 A few operations attach bolters to miners, bolt 
as they advance 



ROOF SUPPORT 

�	 Insert bolts into the roof on regular pattern 
(3’-8’ length, usually) 
– 4’ x 4’ or 5’ x 5’ most common 

� Either “glue” (resin) a re-bar bolt in, or 
� Use expansion bolt anchors or 
� Glue in the anchor only 

– Anchors allow pre-tensioning of bolts 



ROOF BOLTS GENERALLY

WORK WELL


� Form “reinforced” rock, strong beam 
�	 Or, may “hang” weak rock from stronger 

overlying rock layer 
� Roof fall fatalities are now at 8 -12 per year


– Half are in violation of the law, under non-
bolted roof 

– Roof fall fatalities exceeded 100 per year 
around 1970 



VENTILATION


� Provides oxygen, dilutes methane & dust 
– Methane explosive when at 5-15% 

concentration 
� Most coninuous miners have dust scrubber 

– Draw air into ducts at front of miner 
– Efficiency up to 96-97% 

�	 Air directed to working face with brattice cloth 
(plastic curtains) 

�	 Alternatively, hang tubing & use fan to draw air 
to face 



VENTILATION


�	 Fresh air ventilates one face only, then it is 
“return” air 
– Separate air streams with concrete block 

walls or “stoppings” 
� Maximum allowable methane content is 1%


�	 Control major flow with adjustable doors in 
airways (“regulators”) 



PRODUCTION RATES 

�	 150 - 400 ft/shift usual, tonnage depends on 
seam thickness 
– 500 - 2000 tons/shift (usual) 

� New miners load at 10 - 25 tpm 
�	 Most continuous miners load only 60-120 

min/shift 
– Load only 12 
– 10-25% of shift time 



LONGWALL


� More nearly continuous method 
� Analogous to “deli meat slicer” (shearer) 
� Shearer mounted on chain conveyor 

– Coal cut falls onto conveyor 
� Width of face usually 850 - 1100 ft 

– Depth of slice is 30 - 42 inches 
�	 Behind face supported for 20’ or so by steel 

supports - each 1.50 or 1.75 m wide 
– Each support holds up to 600-1200 tons 

� Supports connected to conveyor 
– By pushing, lowering & pulling - can walk 

conveyor and selves forward 



LONGWALL


� Panels (solid block of coal) 
– Usually 850’ - 1100’ wide & 7500’ - 15,000’ 

long 
– Contain 1.5 - 4 mm tons per panel 

� Shearers cut at 35 - 65 t/min (2000-4000 tph) 
� Output per year = 2 - 6 mm tons 
� 6,000 - 20,000 t/day (max = 40,000) 
� Cut 200-500 min/day 

– 20% - 45% of time (???) 



LONGWALL


� Capital intensive 
– $30M for face equipment only 
– $50-80M additional for mine / processing 

� Require large, regularly shaped reserve 
– 50M ton minimum 
– Prefer 100-200M tons 

�	 Mine-specific design / limited ability to move 
to other reserves 



CONTINUOUS MINER

SUMMARY


� Capital for section is $3-5 million 
� Flexible, can move readily to other reserves


�	 One longwall usually requires three 
continuous miners for development 

�	 Annual output for miner section is 0.3 - 0.8 
million tpy 



ENVIRONMENTAL


� Longwall strata caves behind supports 
– Surface subsides to maximum of 50-70% 

of seam thickness 
– “Tilt” area may damage structures, so must 

provide special support methods at the 
structures to minimize damage 

– Subsidence trails face position by a few 
days to a week or two, about 95% occurs 
in a few weeks 



LONGWALL SUBSIDENCE 

� Ground water flow is altered 
�	 Some wells lose flow, temporarily or 

permanently; a few gain 
� May need to drill wells deeper 
�	 Connection from near surface to mine is 

possible if depth to aquifer is less than 40 x 
seam thickness (240 ft for 6-ft seam) 



SUMMARY


�	 Longwall (45% of UG output from only 60 
faces -- average of 3 million tpy each) 
– High output, high capital 
– Low operating cost, 70-80% (?) reserve 

recovery 
– Low flexibility 

� Continuous Miners 
– Medium output, low-medium capital 
– Moderate operating cost, 40-60% reserve 

recovery 
– High flexibility 



SUMMARY


�	 Can use underground methods in +100 ft of 
overburden (actual minimum depth depends on 
whether strip ratio favors surface mining) 
– Roof subject to surface cracks when shallower 

�	 Use longwall in large, thick (mine 6-ft min.), 
regularly-shaped reserves 
– Only economic method if seam is >1500 ft 

deep 
� Else, use continuous miner and room & pillar 
�	 While best walls far exceed cm productivity, on 

average, tons per manhour are close 



Loagwall mining machines have revolutionited underground coal mining, enhancing safety and productivity. 





Surface Coal Mining 
in West Virginia 

Some Expectations for the Future




Surface Mining Methods 

� Mountaintop Removal 
– Expect Existing Operations Mining to Depletion 

• Most Within ~10 Year Time Frame 

– Reduction in New MTR Operations / Permits 
• Next 5 Years and Beyond 

– Most Suitable Full Scale MTR Reserve Blocks 
• Either Currently Being Mined or Are “On the Board” 



Surface Mining Methods 

� Multi-Method Surface Mining 
– Expect Hybrid Operations to be More Prevalent 
– Combination of Mining Methods on Single Sites 

• MTR & Area Mining 
• Point Removal 

• Contour Mining & Highwall Mining 

• Blast Casting & Dozer Production 

– Methods Tailored Specific to the Reserve 
• Combined for Volume Efficiency 

– Increase in Remining & Previously Marginal Sites 



Surface Mining Equipment 

� Large Scale Mining Equipment 
– Expect Limited Number of New Machines 

• Draglines & Shovel 

� Mobile Equipment 
– Similarly Sized to Existing Equipment 

• Expect Technology, Productivity, & Efficiency Gains 
• Fuel Efficiency, Digital Technology, GPS, etc 

� Secondary & Highwall Mining Equipment 
– Improvements in Productivity and Reliability 
– Depth of Penetration Likely Limited by Reserves 



Reclamation Techniques 

� Regrading 
– Elimination of Over Compaction 

• Will Lead to Substantially Improved Reforestation 

� Revegetation 
– Better Understanding of Interaction of Species 

• Improved Survival Rates & Less Re-Seeding 

� Acid Mine Drainage 
– Expect Slow But Continual Technology Gains 

• Prevention Will Continue to be Best Approach 



Environmental Impacts 

� Water Quality Improvement 
– Existing Sites 

• More Consistent Flows & Lower Temperatures 

• Passage of Time 
• Rebound of Biological Populations 

– Remined Sites 
• Opportunity to Eliminate Problem Areas 

• Incremental to Substantial Improvement Possible 

� Revegetation 
– Expect More Commercial Woodland Projects 



Coal Industry Impacts 

� Mining Companies 
– Continued Consolidation Of Large Operators 
– Small Operators Prosperous in Niche Markets 

� Productivity 
– Modest Gains in Tons / Man Hour 

• Fueled by Technology and Competition 

� Overall Production 
– Flat to Modest Increases Over Next 10 Years 
– Overall Declines Beginning Thereafter 



Impacts to Society 

� Economic & Employment 
– Surface Mining Will Provide Substantial Economic 

Activity Over the Next 10 to 15 Years 
• Expect Some Declines in Direct Employment 
• Increased Secondary Employment Opportunities 

� Post Mining Land Utilization 
– Many Entrepreneurial Opportunities Will Exist 

– Location of Site and Infrastructure Will Play Biggest Role 

� Unreclaimed & Problematic Sites 
– Can be Substantially Reduced with Cooperative Efforts 



FETC Coal Briefing 
June 23, 1999 

Overview: 

Introductory Comments 

Thank you for the invitation to speak here today. We at EIA appreciate the opportunity to 
learn more about the activities of our fellow agencies and our customers and to see how 
our information and forecasting products and services can contribute to their planning. 

I will be discussing , initially, EIA=s Annual Energy Outlook, with particular emphasis on 
coal and the market trends that will affect the time period through 2020. Then, I will 
cover a report that examines the potential impacts of the Kyoto Protocol. 

The goal is to provide a mid-term framework for examining the some of the issues 
confronting the coal industry that will be discussed during this symposium. 

Quick Overview of EIA and the AEO 

EIA is the independent data collection and analysis arm of the DOE--it currently has 
approximately 370 FTE 

The projections in the Outlook are based on the National Energy Modeling System--
NEMS, a large-scale integrated energy model that EIA developed in the 1992-1993 
period. Each year the model is updated with the latest data and modified as necessary to 
examine emerging issues. 

NEMS provides detailed projections of energy supply, demand, and prices of all major 
energy sources through 2020. Its integrated structure permits the development of baseline 
and scenario forecasts that are can be used to examine the impacts of government policy 
on a wide-range of issues. 
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! The AEO99 reference case is based on data as of July 31, 1998 and assumes, for 
baseline purposes, that Federal, State, and local laws and regulations that were in 
effect at that time will remain unchanged through 2020. 

It does not attempt to anticipate the nature or approval of future policy or legislative 
initiatives. As such, the Kyoto Protocol targets have not been included in the reference 
case forecasts. However, in the second section of this presentation, I will provide some 
model results regarding the range of possible impacts. 

AEO & Short-Term Issues 

!	 The AEO focuses on the mid-term--through 2020. As such, events of a more short-term 
nature such as weather, natural disasters, strikes, and facility outages are not factored into 
our trend projections. EIA short-term forecasts would change, but such events do not 
influence our view of the mid-term. 

Oil Prices-Three Cases 

World oil prices are projected to rise gradually from current levels $22.73 per barrel in constant 
1997 dollars. Non-OPEC production gains and improved exploration and drilling technology are 
keeping costs in check despite rising global demand. 

Oil prices have been particularly volatile over the last 2 years -- the low prices in 1998 were the 
result of abundant supply and weak worldwide demand. 

If we convert the reference case projection to current or nominal dollars (See Inset Graph)--the 
price per barrel rises to $43.30 in 2020. 

The AEO includes high and low oil price cases that reflect uncertainties regarding future levels of 
OPEC production. Prices range from $14.57 to $29.35 in 2020. 

Natural Gas Prices 

Prices at the wellhead grow at a rate of 0.8 percent annually. 

The wellhead price in 2020 is $2.68 per MCF in 1997 dollars. 

The moderate price growth coupled with lower capital costs, strong gains in generating efficiency, 
and certain environmental advantages have made natural gas a formidable competitor to coal for 
use in electric generation. In fact, natural gas consumption for electricity generation grows at a 
rate of 4.5 percent annually. 
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-------------------------------------------
Before discussing our coal forecast, I would like to review the major trends and uncertainties in 
electricity markets ---the primary customer for coal. 

Electricity Generation by Fuel (Figure 74) 

!	 Coal-fired power plants are expected to remain the dominant source of electricity through 
2020-- but to decrease in overall share of total generation from 53 percent to 49 percent in 
2020. 

!	 In percentage terms, natural gas generation increases the most, from 14 percent of the 
total to 33 percent in 2020, overtaking nuclear generation by 2003.. 

!	 Nuclear generation is projected to increase until 2000 and then decline as older units are 
retired. 

!	 Electricity sales grow at 1.4 percent annually, compared to a 2.1 percent growth rate for 
the gross domestic product. 

Electricity Generation and Cogeneration Capacity Additions (Figure 69) 

!	 Over 1200 new plants, with an average capacity of 300 megawatts, are projected to be 
built by 2020, to meet demand growth and to offset retirements of old units. 

!	 88 percent of the new capacity is projected to be combined-cycle or combustion turbine 
technology fueled by natural gas or both oil and gas. 

Electricity Generation Costs (Figure 72) 

!	 Technology choice decisions for new generating capacity are made to minimize levelized 
costs while meeting local and Federal emissions constraints. 

!	 In head to head competition for new capacity, highly-efficient advanced combined-cycle 
plants have lower levelized generation costs than new, conventional coal plants, despite a 
higher fuel cost component.. 

!	 The capital and O&M cost component for combined-cycle plants is one-third that for coal-
fired plants. 

!	 In 2020, new combined-cycle plants have levelized costs of generation that are 6 mills (6-
tenths of a cent) lower than new coal-fired plants. 
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New Legislation Reduces NOx Emissions from Powerplants 

!	 AEO99 includes the impacts of legislation for the control of NOx by electric generators, 
including the second phase of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and the Ozone 
Transport Rule, scheduled for the 2003 summer season--(May 1 through September 30). 

SIP Call NOx Control Costs 

!	 The compliance technologies available include combustion controls (including low-NOx 
burners), selective noncatalytic reduction, and selective catalytic reduction. Co-firing a 
coal plant with natural gas is also an option. 

! The capital investment for these control technologies is expected to total about $8 billion. 

! The total annualized cost for the technologies, including operating costs, is $2 billion. 

SIP Call NOx Control Costs Relative to Sales Revenue 

!	 The total annualized costs for NOx controls (bottom line of the graph)-are relatively small 
compared to annual revenue from electricity sales (which exceed $200 billion) -- less than 
1 percent. 

Electricity Price Projections: AEO99 - Fig 1A 

!	 Real electricity prices (all sectors average) are projected to decline 0.9 percent a year 
between 1997 and 2020, from 6.9 cents per kilowatthour to 5.6 cents a kilowatthour. 

!	 The projections reflect the ongoing restructuring of the electricity industry to a 
competitive wholesale market. The following regions are assumed to have competitive 
retail pricing: the Mid-Atlantic Council (Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, and 
Maryland), the Mid-America Interconnected Network, California, New York, and New 
England. 

!	 As of April 1999, 21 states had enacted legislation or promulgated regulations establishing 
retail competition programs. Most of the remaining states have the matter under active 
consideration. 
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Coal Consumption for Electricity and Other Uses: AEO99 - Fig 114 

!	 Domestic coal demand rises by 245 million tons in the forecast, from 1030 million tons in 
1997 to 1275 million tons in 2020. 

!	 Throughout the forecast, electricity generation accounts for approximately 90 percent of 
domestic coal demand. 

!	 The growth in coal consumption for electricity generation is the result of higher utilization 
of existing equipment (rising from 67 to 79 percent) and additions of new capacity in later 
years -- 32 gigawatts of new capacity . 

Non-Electricity Coal Consumption: AEO99 - Fig 115 

!	 An increase of 12 million tons in industrial steam coal consumption is offset by a 9 million 
ton reduction in coking coal consumption. 

!	 Increases in steam coal consumption are primarily in the chemical and food-processing 
industry, as well as cogeneration. 

!	 Coking coal consumption declines as a result increased use of electric arc furnaces, 
process efficiencies, and increased imports of semi-finished steels. 

U.S. Coal Exports: AEO99 - Fig 116 

!	 U.S. coal exports rise slowly in the forecast from 84 million tons in 1997 to 93 million in 
2020, as a result of higher demand for steam coal imports in Europe and Asia. U.S. 
exports of metallurgical coal in 2020 are 3 million tons lower than the 1997 level. 

!	 The recent worldwide financial crisis has introduced some changes in international 
markets, affecting trade patterns and prices. In international markets, coal prices are 
negotiated in U.S. dollars. Currency devaluations against the U.S. dollar and contracting 
markets have placed strong downward pressures on U.S. sales. Australia and South 
Africa have lowered prices substantially in key markets. 

Coal Production by Region: AEO99 - Fig 107 

! Total coal production grows at a rate of 0.9 percent, reaching 1358 MMT in 2020. 

!	 The western share of coal production is growing steadily and will soon exceed that mined 
east of the Mississippi. River. The reference case projects that this share will increase to 
approximately 57 percent in 2020. 
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!	 Production of low cost, low-sulfur subbituminous coal from the Powder River Basin is 
projected to grow at an annual rate of 2.5 percent annually, compared to a national 
growth rate of 0.9 percent. 

Coal Distribution by Sulfur Content: AEO99 - Fig 117 

!	 Phase 2 of the Clean Air Act Amendments, which begins in 2000, tightens annual sulfur 
dioxide emissions limits on large, higher emitting plants and also set restrictions on 
smaller, cleaner plants. 

!	 Low sulfur coal is projected to increase gradually in market share from 40 percent in 1997 
to 51 percent in 2020. (Low sulfur coal produces less than 1.2 pounds of SO2 per 
MMBtu). 

Coal Minemouth Prices: AEO99 - Fig 108 

!	 Minemouth coal prices are projected to decline by $5.40 per ton in constant 1997 dollars, 
from $18.14 per ton in 1997 to $12.74 per ton in 2020. This decline reflects a 
continuation in productivity improvements over the forecast period as well as a continuing 
shift to the lower priced, low Btu coal of the Powder River Basin. 

!	 Over the forecast period, assumptions regarding productivity growth account for 
approximately 60 percent of the projected price decline, while regional shifts in production 
account for the remaining 40 percent. 

Labor Productivity by Region: AEO99 - Fig 109 
Historical Trend 

!	 Measured in tons per miner hour, U.S. coal mining productivity has risen continuously 
since 1977, increasing at an average rate of 6.2 percent per year. On average, each U.S. 
coal miner produced more than three times as much coal per hour in 1997 as in 1977. On 
the positive side, these gains have allowed coal to remain competitive with other fuels 
over the period, despite increasing environmental costs at coal-fired power plants. 

!	 On the other hand, employment in the U.S. coal industry has plummeted, declining from 
225 thousand miners in 1977 to 81.5 thousand miners in 1997. 

Forecast Period 

!	 Over the forecast period, labor productivity improvements are assumed to continue, but to 
decline in magnitude. This is based on the expectation that further penetration of 
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productive mining technologies such as longwall units at underground mines and large 
capacity surface mining equipment at surface mines will gradually level off. 

!	 In the AEO99 reference case, labor productivity rises at an average rate of 2.3 percent per 
year over the forecast period. By region, productivity rises at a slightly faster pace West 
of the Mississippi River, reflecting further concentration of western production in the 
Powder River Basin (PRB). In 1997, the average productivity for PRB mines was 
approximately 35 tons per miner hour. This compares with an average of 6.04 tons per 
miner hour for all U.S. coal mines. 

(Note to speaker--the average value shown is correct. It is heavily influenced by the substantially 
greater number of hours required for eastern coal production.) 

Labor Cost Component of Minemouth Prices: AEO99- Fig 110 

!	 The contribution of wages to minemouth coal prices fell from 31 percent in 1970 to 17 
percent in 1997, and is projected to decline to 15 percent by 2020. 

!	 Improvements in labor productivity have been, and are expected to remain, the key to 
lower mining costs. 

Average Minemouth Coal Prices in 3 Mining Cost Cases: AEO99 - Fig 111 

!	 Two alternative Mining Cost Cases were run to show how minemouth coal prices and 
regional coal distribution patterns vary with changes in mining costs. 

!	 In the AEO99 reference case projections, productivity increases by 2.3 percent a year 
through 2020, while wage rates are constant in 1997 dollars. The national minemouth coal 
price declines by 1.5 percent a year to $12.74 per ton in 2020. 

!	 In the low mining cost case, productivity increases by 3.8 percent a year, and real wages 
decline by 0.5 percent a year. The average minemouth price falls by 2.4 percent a year to 
$10.42 per ton in 2020. Eastern coal production is 17 million tons higher in the low case 
than in the reference case in 2020, reflecting the higher labor intensity of mining in eastern 
coalfields. 

!	 In the high mining cost case, productivity increases by 1.2 percent a year, and real wages 
increase by 0.5 percent a year. The average minemouth price of coal falls by 0.8 percent a 
year to $14.94 per ton in 2020 (17.3 percent higher than in the reference case). Eastern 
production in 2020 is 52 million tons lower in the high labor cost case than in the 
reference case. 

Carbon Emissions by Fuel: AEO99 - Fig 120 
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!	 Petroleum products are the leading source of carbon emissions from energy use. In 2020, 
petroleum accounts for 42 percent of the total 1,975 million metric tons of carbon 
emissions in the reference case. About 81 percent of this amount (from petroleum) results 
from transportation use. 

!	 Coal is the second leading source of carbon emissions, accounting for 34 percent. Most of 
the increase in coal emissions originates from electricity generation. 

!	 Of the fossil fuels, natural gas consumption and emissions increase most rapidly through 
2020, at average annual rates of 1.7 percent. 

!	 The use of renewable fuels and nuclear generation, which emit little or no carbon, 
mitigates the growth of emissions. 

Carbon Emissions from Electricity by Fuel: AEO99 - Fig 121 

!	 Although electricity produces no carbon emissions at the point of use, electricity 
generation currently accounts for 36 percent of total carbon emissions. 

! Retirements of nuclear capacity will result in a 43 percent decline in nuclear generation. 

!	 To compensate for the loss of nuclear capacity and to meet rising demand, generation 
from fossil fuels will raise electricity related carbon emissions by 213 million metric tons, 
or 40 percent from 1997 levels 

. 
!  Coal, which accounts for about 52 percent of generation in 2020 (excluding 

cogeneration), produces 81 percent of electricity-related carbon emissions. 

!	 In 2020, natural gas accounts for 30 percent of electricity generation but only 18 percent 
of electricity-related carbon emissions. Per unit of generation, natural gas produces only 
half the carbon emissions of coal. 

Carbon Emissions in 3 Macro Cases: AEO99 Data 

!	 To reflect the uncertainty in forecasts of economic growth, AEO99 includes high and low 
economic cases in addition to the reference case. The cases incorporate different growth 
rates for population, labor force, and labor productivity. 

!	 GDP increases at an annual rate of 2.6 percent in the high growth case, 2.1 percent in the 
reference case , and 1.5 percent in the low growth case. 
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!	 In the reference case, carbon emissions increase at a rate of 1.3 percent annually. Carbon 
emissions respond to the different rates of economic growth and result in a spread of 300 
million metric tons by 2020--approximately 150 above and below the reference case 
projection of 1975 million metric tons. 

U.S Coal Production in 3 Macro Cases 

!	 The strong correlation between economic growth and electricity use accounts for the 
variation in coal demand across the economic growth cases. 

!	 The difference in coal production between the two economic growth cases in 2020 is 166 
million tons, with coal use for generation accounting for 144 million tons. 

Carbon Emissions in 3 Tech Cases: AEO99- Fig 32 

!	 The AEO99 reference case includes continued improvements in technology for both 
energy consumption and production. 

!	 As a result of continued improvements in the efficiency of end-use and electricity 
generation, total energy intensity in the reference case declines at an average annual rate of 
1 percent between 1997 and 2020. 

!	 We ran two sensitivity cases to examine the effects of different assumptions regarding the 
rate of technological improvement. 

!	 The low tech case assumes that all future equipment choices are from the equipment and 
vehicles available in 1999. New generating technologies are assumed not to improve over 
time. Aggregate efficiencies still improve over the forecast period as new equipment is 
chosen to replace older stock and the capital stock expands. 

!	 The high tech case incorporates a set of technological assumptions developed in 
consultation with experts in technology engineering, including higher efficiencies, more 
rapid market penetration, and lower costs. 

!	 In contrast to the 1 percent rate of energy intensity decline in the reference case, there is a 
decline of 0.8 percent in the low tech case and 1.3 percent in the high tech case. 

!	 The lower energy consumption in the high tech case lowers carbon emissions from 1975 
million metric tons to 1848 million metric tons in 2020. In the 1999 technology case, 
emissions increase to 2105 million metric tons. 
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!	 To achieve greater reductions in energy consumption or carbon emissions, it is likely that 
either market policies (for example higher energy prices) or non-market policies (for 
example, new standards) may be required. 

. 

Carbon Emissions (7 Cases): Kyoto Report- Figure ES1 

!	 The Kyoto Protocol, which was negotiated in late 1997 to address concerns about climate 
change, calls for developed nations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions relative to 1990 
levels. 

!	 In 1998, at the request of the Committee on Science of the U.S. House of 
Representatives, the EIA analyzed the Kyoto Protocol, focusing on U.S. energy use and 
prices and the economy in the 2008-2012 time frame. The NEMS model provided the 
modeling platform that was used to develop the results. 

!	 The analysis included a reference case (similar to the AEO98 reference case) and 6 cases 
that represent a range of emission reduction targets that could result under different 
assumptions regarding emissions trading and the accounting for sinks related to 
agriculture, forestry, and land use. 

!	 Each case was analyzed to estimate the energy and economic impacts of achieving an 
assumed level of reductions relative to the 1990 level. 

!	 In each of the carbon reduction cases, the target is achieved on average for each of the 
years in the first commitment period, 2008 through 2012. 

!	 The reference case carbon emissions level is 1791 in 2010; whereas the (1990 -7 percent) 
averages 1250 million metric tons in the commitment period, or 96 million metric tons less 
that 1990 and 542 million metric tons than the reference case. 

Carbon Prices (7 Cases) : Kyoto Report - Figure ES2 

!	 There are three ways to reduce energy-related carbon emissions: reduce demand for 
energy services, adopt more energy-efficient equipment, and switch to less carbon-
intensive or noncarbon fuels. 

! To reduce emissions, a carbon price is applied to the cost of energy. 

!	 The carbon price is applied to each of the energy fuels relative to its carbon content at the 
point of consumption. 
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!	 The carbon prices projected to be necessary to achieve the carbon reduction targets range 
from $67 per metric ton ($1996) in the 1990 + 24 percent case to $348 per metric tons in 
the 1990 minus 7 percent case. 

!	 Delivered coal prices are affected more by carbon prices than other fuel prices. They are 
between 153 and 800 percent higher. 

!	 The various cases show prices for electricity between 20 and 86 percent higher in all end-
use sectors. 

Electricity Generation by Fuel (9 Percent Case): Small Kyoto Report - Page 6 

!	 Over one-third of all primary energy consumed by the United States goes into producing 
and delivering electricity. 

!	 More than one-half of all U.S. electricity generated in 1997 was produced from coal- a 
fuel that emits more carbon dioxide per unit of electricity generated than any other fuel. 

! And, unlike many other end uses, the are a range of fuel options for electricity generation. 

!	 Thus, electricity production and consumption is likely to be a major focus in meeting 
Kyoto targets --including fuel switching away from more carbon-intensive generation. 

!	 In the 1990 + 9 percent case, for example coal generation drops to 48 percent of the 
reference case levels and then continues to decline reaching to 25 percent of the 2020 
reference case level 

U.S. Coal Production (7 Cases): Kyoto Report- Fig 105 

!	 In the carbon reduction cases, U.S. coal production begins a slow decline early in the next 
decade, accelerates rapidly downward through 2010, and then continues to drop slowly 
through 2020. 

!	 The projected declines in coal production result primarily from sharp cutbacks in the use 
of steam coal for electricity generation. 

!	 Coal production levels in 2010 range from a reference case level of 1287 million tons to 
624 million tons in the 1990+9 percent case to 313 million tons in the 1990-7 percent 
case. 
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!	 EIA estimates that coal mine employment in 2010 would drop from 68,500 in the 
reference case (which reflects the effect of continuing gains in productivity and a further 
shift to western coal) to 42,500 in the 1990+ 9 percent case and 25,500 in the 1990-7 
percent case. 

Closing Comments 

I have presented the mid-term projections views of EIA today and covered a range of topics and 
issues. 

Energy projections are subject to much uncertainty. 

Many events that shape energy markets cannot be anticipated such as new legislation, political 
disruption, and technological breakthroughs. 

Many of the key uncertainties have been addressed through alternative cases that were discussed 
today. 

I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have. 
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Four Major Methods 

� Plus two niche methods 
� Surface 

– MTR 
– Contour/Point Removal 

� Surface-Related 
– Auger 
– Highwall 

� Underground 
– Room & Pillar 
– Longwall 

� Method chosen depends on 
economic and physical factors 



What Method to Use? 

� Depth 
– <100’ = not UG 

� Ratio 
– >15-20 yds/tn coal = not SURF. 

� Capital available 
– small = not MTR, not longwall 

� Reserve size 
– small = not MTR, not longwall 

� May be a combination of factors 
– usually, an obvious choice 



MTR 

� Recovers 100% of reserves, 
usually from multiple seams 
– Deep mines may only get 50% or 

so of one seam 
� Use in large reserves with ratios 

up to 20:1 (yds per tn) 
� Large capex, large equipment 
� Backstack as much rock as 

possible (to AOC) 
– put remainder in valley fills --

planner must balance fill volume 
� 1/4 - 1/3 of output in Appalach 



AOC / Valley Fills 

� Fill problem arises from “swell” 
of material after blasting 

� Must store somewhere or there 
is no room for equipment 

� “Durable rock” is put in valley 
fills 
– Allows valley fills to be end 

dumped, not spread 
– Large rock will roll further, forms 

natural drain 



Economic Ratios 
MTR/MTM = 13 - 20(?) : 1 

� Can vary, is a function of: 
– Price of coal - Met or Steam 
– Overburden type - SS/SH 
– Topography - average distance 

rock must be hauled 
– Mostly, equipment type/size 

� Large/small 
� 13 yd loader + 75t trucks, up to 40 

yd loader + 240/310t trucks 

– Lowest cost per yard is dragline 
� But need large capex, therefore large 

reserve to use larger equipment 

loader/trucks: 



Contour Mining 

� Haulback & stack overburden 
� Smaller equipment, will have 

smaller reserves 
� Can control cost via ratio 

– Stop at the point that highwall 
becomes uneconomic to mine 
(10-12:1?) 

� Often combine with augering, 
highwall mining or point removal to 
get extra coal 

� Excess rock still taken to valley 
fill 



Sequence of Surface 
Operations 

� Remove soil & stockpile 
� Prepare drill bench 
� Drill 
� Blast 
� Load & haul overburden 

– Dozer 
– FEL/Truck or Shovel/Truck 
– Dragline 

� Load out coal 
� Place rock & reclaim surface 



Surface-Related 
Methods 

� Used when too deep for surface, 
too thin or too small for deep 

� Auger - drill 200-400 ft holes 
into highwall 
– Round holes, 33% max recovery 

� Highwall miner - remotely mine 
for 400-1000 ft 
– Auger or conveyor-car haulage 
– Square holes, 45% max recovery 

� Specialized method & limited 
reserves dictate that contractors 
are normally used 



Underground Mining -
Longwall 

� Large capital, high output 
�  Thus, requires large reserve 

– +50 million tons, prefer twice that 
as minimum 

� Requires regular shape of 
property 

� Thick seam method 
– 6.0ft+ to be productive 

� Not flexible 



Longwall 

� If conditions are favorable, 
there is no lower cost method 
– Rates of 1 million rom tpm with 

250 people are possible 
� Other items: 

– Problem if coal quality is variable 
– Still must develop with 

continuous miner 
– Get subsidence immediately (& 

no more) - 2/3 of seam thickness 
– Changes groundwater flow 



Continuous Miners 
Room & Pillar 

� Used if longwall can’t be used -
- in smaller or thinner reserves 
(or to develop for longwalls) 

� Flexible layout 
� Used for both development and 

pillaring 
� Easily moved from place to 

place or mine to mine (small 
reserves) 

� Moderately low capital 
� Historically has been the 

standard method in Appalachia 



Continuous Miners 

� Used in seams from 28” to 13 ft 
– Equipment comes in many size 

ranges 
� Room and pillar plan recovers 

40-60% of reserve 
� Can be low cost, but not in thin 

seams 
� Difficult to justify new 

“greenfield” continuous miner 
operation -- normally can’t 
support cost of new processing 
plant and mine, too 



Longwall 
Vs. 

Continuous Miners 
� 100% of longwall coal is 

recovered, maybe 70-80% 
overall (?) vs 40-60% 

� Lower operating cost/ much 
higher capital 

� “Digital” in nature vs “analog” 
– Quantity and quality 

� Development may be a problem 
– Many mines find it difficult to 

keep lw panels developed 
� Both produce about 45% of 

underground output in U.S. 



Surface Vs. 
Underground 

� MTR recovers 100% of all seams 
vs. 40-75% of one or two 

� All disturbance is immediate, 
reclamation is ongoing & close 

� Eliminate roof fall danger (but 
substitue highwall falls) 

� Mostly mine coal that is not 
accessible by underground 
methods 

� Can often control cost by 
limiting ratio in surface mines 



Summary 

� Surface mines account for 60-
65% of national output, but 30-
33% in WV, 38% in KY, 25% 
in VA and 28% in PA 

� Productivity in surface mines is 
9.44 tpmh vs 3.84 tpmh in 
underground, nationally 
– But is 5.75 tpmh vs 4.81 tpmh in 

WV (approx.) 
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Mining TechnologyMining Technology 
From Perception to ProceduresFrom Perception to Procedures 



IntroductionIntroduction 
• What is typical environmentalist 

• Target Practice 

• Reason for presentation 
• To make sure that environmental issues are included 

in thought process 
• Environmental awareness not permit compliance 
• No NOVs does not a perfect mine make 

• Right of mining 
• Legal land use 
• Critical part of economy and vital commodity 



Why Opposition?Why Opposition? 

• Helplessness 
• Feelings of Impotence 
• Excluded from Process 
• Dislike of change 
• Fundamental beliefs 



Participants in ProcessParticipants in Process 

• Stakeholders 
• Company 
• Industry Groups 

• Industry attorneys 
• Shareholder 

• Landowner 
• Mineral Owner 
• Employees 
• Customer 
• Regulator 
• Community 
• Environment 



Industry CharacterIndustry Character 

• Character of industry changing 
• Consolidation of industry 
• Less local involvement 
• Managers are mobile 
• Foreign ownership 

• 1998 W.Va Tonnage160 million tons 
• Approx W.Va Value $3.2 bn 



Capability of IndustryCapability of Industry 

• Access to capital 
• Capability of constructing almost any 

configuration 
• Very efficient movers of rock 
• Ongoing operations and therefore momentum 
• Complacency of acceptability of historic approach 
• Focus on efficiency 



Environmental / CitizenEnvironmental / Citizen 
CharacterCharacter 
• National issues / groups 
• Political groups i.e. Green Party in Germany 
• Presidential / National politics 
• Local residents 
• Troublemaking attorneys 



RegulatorsRegulators 

• Federal 
• U.S. EPA 
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
• U.S. OSM 

• State 
• WV DEP 



Effects of MiningEffects of Mining 

• Mining is a short-term land use 
• Effects are both short-term and long term 
• Short term effects 

• On site 
• Removal of vegetation 
• Aesthetics 
• Hydrology 



Effects (Cont.) 

• Off site 
• Blasting 
• Noise 
• Dust 
• Visual 
• Traffic 
• Flow rates in streams 
• Water quality changes 



Effects (Cont.) 

• Long term effects 
• Change in 
• Filling of valleys 
• Changing grade and elevation of hillsides 
• Change in drainage patterns 
• Revised aesthetics 
• Vegetation 

topography 



Key IssuesKey Issues 

• Short Term Effect Mitigation 
• AOC 
• AOC Variances and Post Mining Land Use 
• Minimizing Disturbed Area 



Minimizing Disturbed AreaMinimizing Disturbed Area 

• Recognize volume is needed for excess 
spoil 

• Objective to reduce area disturbed outside 
mineral extraction area 

• Have rational approach to determining 
optimum 

• Use previously disturbed areas first 



Approach 

• Calculate Excess Spoil (AOC Model) 
• Select valleys for fill consideration 
• Calculate equal increments of capacity moving 

down valley 
• End calculation at logical toe 
• Have top surface above elevation of primary 

mining horizon 
• Select optimum capacity to meet excess spoil 



Approach (Cont.) 

• Use area calculated from optimization as 
“disturbed area bank” in acres 

• Add accepted acreage to reflect sub optimum 
• Allow operator to apply bank to whichever valleys 

they want, in whatever order 
• Any Amendment or adjacent permit has to be 

similarly optimized 
• Variances always have an associated change in 

disturbed area from optimum 



LANDFORM GRADING AND SLOPE EVOLUTION 

By Horst J. Schor’ and Donald H. Member, ASCE 

ABSTRACT: Transportation corridors and developments in steep terrain both require that some 
grading be carried out to accommodate roadways and building sites. The manner in which this grading is 
planned and executed and the nature of the  resulting topography or landforms that are created affect not only
the visual or aesthetic impact of the development but also the long-term stability of the slopes and effectiveness 
of landscaping revegetation efforts. Conventionally graded slopes can be characterized by 
planar slope surfaces with constant gradients. Most slopes in nature. however, consist of complex landforms 
covered by vegetation that grows in patterns that are adjusted to hillside hydrogeology. Analysis of slope-
evolution models reveals that a planar slope in many cases is not an equilibrium configuration. 
graded slopes on the other hand mimic stable natural slopes and are characterized by a variety of shapes.
including convex and concave forms. Downslope drains either follow natural drop lines in the slope or are 
hidden from view in swale-and-berm combinations. Landscaping plants are placed in patterns that occur in 
nature as opposed to random or artificialconfigurations. The relatively small increase in the costs of engineering
and design for landform grading are more than offset by improved visual and aesthetic impact. quicker
regulatory approval, decreased hillside maintenance and sediment removal costs, and increased marketability 
and public acceptance. 

INTRODUCTION 

slopes are subject to erosion and mass wasting. Various 
measures can be invoked t o  slow, if not completely prevent. 
this degradation. Biotechnical slope-protection methods, for 
example, have attracted increasing attention as a cost-effec
tive and visually attractive means of stabilizing slopes. This 
approach has been used to stabilize and revegetate 
fill slopes along highways as well as slopes in residential hill-
side developments. Kropp (1989) described the use of contour 
wattling in combination with subdrains to repair and stabilize 
a debris flow above a housing development in Pacifica, Cal
ifornia. Gray and Sotir (1992) described the use of brush 
layering stabilize a high, unstable slope along a highway 
in northern Massachusetts. Brush layering and other soil 
bioengineering measures have likewise been employed (Sotir 
and Gray 1989) to repair a failing fill embankment along a 
highway in North Carolina. 

Transportation corridors and residential developments in 
steep terrain both require that some excavation and regrading 
be carried to accommodate roadways and building sites. 
The manner in which this grading is planned and executed 
and the nature of the resulting topography or landforms that 
are created affect not only the visual or aesthetic impact of 
the development but also the stability of the slopes and ef
fectiveness of landscaping and revegetation efforts. 

Succinct descriptions and comparative definitions of grad
ing designs are as follows. 

Conventional -
Conventionally graded slopes are characterized by 

figurations are rectangular. 
Slope drainage devices are usually constructed in a recti

linear configuration in exposed positions. 
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Landscaping is applied in random or geometric patterns to 
produce “uniform coverage.“ 

Contour Gradlng 

Contour-graded slopes are basically similar to convention-
ally graded slopes except that the slopes are curvilinear (in 
plan) rather than linear, the gradients are unvarying, and 
profiles are planar. Transition zones and slope intersections 
generally have some rounding applied. Resultant pad config
urations are mildly curvilinear. 

Slope drainage devices are usually constructed in a geo
metric configuration and in an exposed position on the slope 
face. 

Landscaping is applied in random or geometric patterns to 
produce ”uniform coverage.” 

Landform Grading 

Landform grading replicates irregular shapes of natural, 
stable slopes. Landform-graded slopes are characterized by 
a continuous series of concave and convex forms interspersed 
with and berms that blend into the profiles, nonline
arity in plan view, varying slope gradients, and significant 
transition zones between man-made and natural slopes. Re
sultant pad configurations are irregular. 

Slope drainage devices either follow “natural” slope drop 
lines or are tucked away in special swale-and-berm combi
nations conceal the drains from view. Exposed segments 
in high visibility areas are treated with rock. 

ap
plied in patterns that occur in nature: trees and shrubs are 
concentrated largely in  concave areas. whereas drier convex 
portions are planted mainly with ground covers. 

GRADING APPROACHES 

Conventional 

Conventional often results in ~~ 

altered slopes and the replacement of natural hillside forms 

can be characterized by essentially
in

tersections as shown in  Fig. 1. Slope-drainage devices are 
usually constructed in a rectilinear and fashion. 
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forms covrrrd vegetation that grows in that are 
hillside as shown in Figs. and 

Accordingly, landform-graded characterized 

~* 

variety of shapes including convex and concave forms inter
w i th  ridges and in slope. 

drain follow drop 
in slope or tucked away hidden 

concave herm 
in Fig. Landscaping plants not placed in or 
artificial are applied in 

~ 

. :.:. , - ,- *y.;. . ..... ~ . . -~f.-. -- a 
. ~ . 

FIG. 1. Conventional Grading with Planar Slopes and Rectilinear 
Drainage Ditch in Highly Visible and Exposed Location 

FIG. 2. Conventionally Graded Hill Slope with Face, Rec
tilinear Drainage Ditch, and uniformly Spaced 

specifications in southern for example, 
typically cal l  for flat. 2: I slopes with a 
hench and a d i tch ,  commonly placed straight down 

that and conveys from hrou and 
or terrace Landscaping 

and applied in or patterns as 
in 

Contour Grading 

Contour grading offers slight improvement over 
and simple geometry achieved conventional grading. 

Some or is introduced onto 
when seen in view: however. slope 

or profiles remain unvarying. Transition 
the of also some 

devices are still constructed 
in and on 

slope in Landscaping 
or geometric patterns. 

Landform Grading 
to mimic nature's 

pioneered 
Schor ( IYXO.  applied 

grading to large 
plonncd in important 

note hillsides are tound in with 
complex 
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FIG. 3. Natural Hill Slopes with Multiple and Complex Shapes and 

-
FIG. 4. Natural Hill Slopes Showing Vegetation 

FIG. 5. Example of Landform Grading with Drainageway that is  
Placed Special Swale-and-Berm Combination to Conceal it from 
View 
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MODEL 3 
= RBOVE BRSE 

w 
FIG. 10. of Slope when Rate of of 

on Slope Proportionalto of Point (Model3)[from 
Nash 

= FROM CREST) 

FIG. 11. Evolution Slope when Loweringat 
on is Proportional Polnt Lies from 

or (Model 4) [from Nash 

Michigan (Nash 1977). The slope profiles of present-day, 
modern wave-cut bluffs along Lake Michigan and those o f  
ancient. abandoned bluffs marking former glacial lake mar-
gins were used for this The study assumed that slope 
processes at work on the bluffs have remained relatively con
stant over geologic time. The ancient bluffs and their ages 
respectively, are the Nipissing bluffs yr) and 
bluffs (10.500 yr). Actual slope profiles for these three bluffs 
superposed at their midpoint are shown i n  Fig. 13. The cor
respondence or fit between the profiles predicted by the dif
fusion model and the actual profiles was examined for various 
diffusion constants. The configurations predicted by the dif
fusion model for an abandoned bluff after years and 
10.500 years using a diffusion coefficient of  0.012 and 
an initial. planar profile similar to  the profile of the modern 
bluff are shown in Fig. 14. According to the diffusion model. 
the slope profiles gradually change over time from a linear 
to a concave-convex configuration. as illustrated in Fig. 

The fit or correspondence between actual and predicted 
profiles is quite as can be seen by comparing slope 
profiles in Figs. 13 and 14. More importantly. this modeling 
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HORIZONTAL SCALE UNITS 
FIG. 12. Evolution of Slopes when Rate of of 
Point on Slope Profile Is Proportional lo Curvature that 
Polnt, Assuming Reflective and Right Boundaries (Model 
[from Nash 

I 
20 40 6 0  

HORIZONTAL SCALE (METERS) 

FIG. 13. Modem Bluff Profile, Bluff Profile (4 
Bluff 

[from Nash 

I 
2 0  4 0  6 0  

HORIZONTAL SCALE (METERS) 

FIG. 14. Slope Predictedby Model 5 for Planar Slope
after and Years of Elapsed Coef
ficient of 0.012 and to Present Wave 
Cut Bluff [from Nash 

work indicates that in transport-limited slopes, at least, a 
slope with constant inclination, typical of conventional 

grading practice. i s  not a stable, long-term equilibrium slope. 

AND LANDSCAPING 

I f  monotony and uniformity in grading are combined with 
a uniform or artificial pattern of revegetation. the overall 
effect is  not only sterile and ugly but also ineffective. Suc
cessful and attractive revegetation must invoke same con
cepts and approaches as landform grading. Vegetation 



terns that are found in nature should also be mimicked. Shrubs 
and other woody vegetation growing on natural slopes tend 
to cluster in valleys and swales where moisture is more abun
dant. Random patterns or uniform coverage should be avoided. 
Instead. the vegetation is placed where i t  makes sense, 
where it has a better chance of surviving and does a better 

ofholding soil. Trees and shrubs require more moisture, 
and they also do a better job of stabilizing a soil mantle against 
shallow wasting. Accordingly. it makes to cluster 
them in and valleys in a slope (see Fig. where 
runoff tends concentrate and evaporation is minimized. 
Shrubs should also be heavily concentrated along the drainage 
flow of each swale. 

By purposely controlling the drainage patterns on a slope.
runoff can be concentrated in concave areas where it is needed 
or where it can best be handled by woody slope vegetation 
(see Fig. Conversely, runoff and seepage will be diverted 
away from convex areas. These areas should be planted with 
grasses or more drought-tolerance herbaceous vegetation. 

needs are thus reduced by careful control of drainage 
pattern on a slope and selection of appropriate plantings for 
different areas. 

IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT COSTS 

Design Engineering and Surveying Costs 

Design and surveying can be measurably higher if it is 
initially performed by a team only experienced in conven
tional methods. Design engineering and construction staking 

FIG. 15. Topographic Representation of Landform Configuration
Showing Radial Flow of Water, Foliage Placement in Swales, and 
Lots that Conform with Landform Grading Configuration [after 

FIG. Landform-GradedSlope with Convexand 
Shapes, Varying Gradient, Drainage Ditch 
in Berm and Swale Configuration,and Clustered 

and surveying are directly related to the experience, 
talent. and versatility of the design engineer and his full 
understanding of the concept. When first implemented with 
a totally inexperienced staff during pioneering stages. design 
cost was higher and field cost 10% higher than conven
tionally designed and surveyed slopes. From that initial ex
perience. design costs quickly decreased to a factor of 1-3%. 
and surveying to over conventional methods and ap
proaches. 

A willingness and an open mind to depart from old concepts 
are essential elements for realizing the benefits of landform 
grading. In-depth training of the designer, draftsman, and 
project manager are indispensable, as well, before attempting 
the landform-grading method. Approving agencies must also 
be brought into the information dissemination process so that 
plan check. permitting and. later, inspection can proceed 
smoothly. 

Costs 

costs are most directly related to the 
size and volume of earth movement than any other factor. 

addition, there a direct relationship to the competitive 
marketplace situation at a given time. Competition for larger 
projects, such as those for yd or more, tends to 
eliminate adherence to landform-grading standards as a sig
nificant factor. 

Grading costs in hillsides of largely sedimentary materials 
and not requiring blasting or extremely heavy ripping range 
from $0.75 to $1.25 per cubic yard with an average of $1.00 
per cubic yard. Variables affecting the unit cost include the 
quantity of material, the nature of the operating area. 
open or confined, the length and steepness of the haul from 
the cut areas to the fill areas, and the rippability by conven
tional equipment. 

At first glance it appears that landform-graded projects 
would be significantly more expensive to than con
ventional ones because of the more intricate details and nat
ural shapes required. However, experience has shown that 
the differential is minor when compared to the total project 
cost. This is true because the largest percentage (on average 
90%) of the earth volume moved. the mass shown in 
Fig. 17, can be moved, placed, and compacted in a totally 
conventional manner. Only the outer slope layers, 20-50 ft 
thick (or approximately 10% of volume), require specialized 
shaping. Moreover, even this outer layer can still be placed 
and compacted with conventional equipment and methods. 
This outer component needs an additional grade checker for 
control and a dozer with an experienced operator for final 
shaping. Accordingly, when costs are reckoned on the basis 
of the actual additional operations involved they are a minor 
component, typically on the order of 1% of the total cost. 

FIG. 17. Relative Amounts and Location of Earth by
as Opposed to Landform 
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COST-IMPACT COMPARISONS ON VARIOUS 
SIZE PROJECTS 

Pro jec t s  

On a recently completed hillside project involving 
yd of earth movement at  a of some the 

total additional cost incurred including design, surveying. 
construction staking, and grading. was or about 
of the total cost of the grading. 

N o  loss of residential drnsity encountered. because 
land planning was done concurrently with the engineering. 
There was a loss of approximately of commercial pad 
area due to concave valleys projecting into them. This was 
offset, however, by the credit given by the governing agency 
for these toward landscape requirements and 

calculations for the building pad areas. Further-
more, entitlement approvals were advanced by at least 1year 
by being able to mitigate the previous strong community op
position conventional hillside design and construction 
methods. 

Small-Scale Pro jec t s  

A 10-acre, 24 custom-lof subdivision requiring 300,000 
yd of earth movement. initially designed by conventional 
methods, wifh little hope for approval. was reconfigured to  
landform-grading standards. The project applicants had pre
viously proposed conventional grading and had for 2 years 
tried to secure permitting agency approvals in a community 
where grading practices had become a major and highly con
troversial issue. The  governing agency insisted that the ap
plicant apply landform-grading concepts before any further 
resubmittals. The project was redesigned by adhering to these 
concepts, and the new layout resulted in 21 lots, a loss of 
three lots. Design and  staking costs also increased by ap
proximately $10.000. However. this revision reduced con
struction by reducing the amount of grading required 
hy 20%. The  loss the lots and additional design costs were 
further offset by reduced street and storm-drain improve
ments, tree-removal costs, and an enhanced and aesthetically 
pleasing project with larger open spaces for each of the lots. 
This in turn. increased the marketability of the projects. In 
addition these benefits. the project received unanimous 
community approval within 3 months. 

APPLICABILITY O F  LANDFORM GRADING T O  
OTHER PROJECTS 

In addition to  residential and commercial developments 
landform-grading concept should lend itself readily to  

highway slopes. Public objections are often voiced against 
these highly visible and stark slopes. In addition they are 
sometimes prone erosion problems and generation of ex
cess runoff. These problems and objections could be  greatly 
mitigated by the application of this concept. thereby 
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ing public acceptance. This  benefit. would likely any 
associated additional right-of-way acquisition costs. 

Other  large earthmoving and shaping projects that result 
in man-made landforms could also benefit from landform 
grading. Such projects include sanitary landfills. tailings em
bankments and mining waste stockpiles. and downstream faces 
of 

CONCLUSIONS 
Grading considerations are very important to the successful 

stabilization and revegetafion of slopes. Conventionally graded 
slopes can be characterized by essentially planar slope sur
faces with constant gradients. Most slopes in nature, however. 
consist of complex covered by vegetation that grows 
in patterns that are adjusted to  hillside hydrogeology. Anal
ysis of slope evolution models reveals that a planar slope often 
is not an equilibrium configuration. 

Landform-graded slopes. on  the other  hand. are charac
terized by a variety of shapes including convex and concave 
forms that mimic stable natural slopes. Downslope drain de-
vices either follow natural d rop  lines in the slope o r  are tucked 
away and hidden from view in special concave and 
convex berm combinations. Similarly landscaping plants are 
not placed in random or  artificial patterns, but rather in pat-
terns that occur in nature. Trees and shrubs are clustered 
primarily in concave areas, where drainage tends concen
trate. while drier convex portions are planted primarily with 
herbaceous ground covers. 

Design and engineering costs for landform grading increase 
approximately 1-3%. and surveying over conventional 
methods. Construction and grading costs are most strongly 
affected by the volume of earth movement and the compet
itive market. Accordingly, a landform-grading specification 
on a large project is not a significant factor. The relatively 
small increase in the costsof engineering and design are more 
than offset by improved visual and aesthetic impact, quicker 
regulatory approval, decreased and sed
iment-removal costs, and increased marketability and public 
acceptance, 
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SHOVEL/TRUCK MINING METHOD

• Introduction

• Reserve Evaluation

• Mine Design and Layout

• Sequencing and Timing

• Equipment Selection

• Economic Evaluation - Appalachia
Mining Company

• Summary



INTRODUCTION

• Applications of Mining Method

• History of Mining

• Typical Regional Surface Operation
(Appalachia Mining Company)



Applications of Mining Method

• Shovel/Truck Mining systems are typically
predominate on Mountaintop Removal (MTR) and
Area Surface Mining Operations
– MTR Surface Mining - Entails total mineral

extraction within a reserve area provided that the
entire reserve is economical to mine.

– Area Surface Mining - Entails partial mineral
extraction within a reserve area.  This method is
mainly used when only a portion of the reserves are
economically viable to mine.



History of Mining

• MTR and Area Mining methods
have been in existence and
practiced for over forty (40)
years.



History of Mining (Cont.)

• Equipment productivity limited the
overall size of surface mine operations in
the early years.

• Economic factors limited mining to low ratio
reserve areas.

• Typically, these areas consisted of low ratio
seams at the top of mountains and contour
mining areas in conjunction with mechanical
augering systems.



History of Mining (Cont.)

• As equipment productivity and efficiency
improved, the economically feasible reserve
base expanded.
– Lower yardage costs associated with heavy equipment

technology has made it feasible to mine higher ratio
reserves.

– Coal seams positioned at lower levels in the mountain
have become feasible to mine

• In some cases up to 600 ft. of vertical cover can be
mined.

• Remining areas to get to the lower seams has become
common practice.



History of Mining (Cont.)

• The expanded reserve base has made it
economically feasible to increase capital investment
in larger, more productive equipment.
– Without the reserves, capital cannot be justified.

– Without the capital, mining higher ratio reserves
cannot be economically justified.

– If higher ratio reserves are not mined, mining will
likely not be done.



History of Mining (Cont.)
• The expanded reserve base associated with mining

the lower level seams has increased the size
requirements of excess spoil disposal areas
– The low ratio, single seam MTR operations in the past

required a low number of relatively small fills.

• Total overburden volume handled in these operations
was small.

• Even by placing half of the overburden in valley fills, the
quantity was small.

– Larger, more vertical, multi-seam operations of today
require a larger number of relatively large fills.

• Total overburden volume handled in these operations is
large.

• Placement of only 30% of the overburden in valley fills
will result in more larger fills.



History of Mining (Cont.)

• A typical regional surface operation (Appalachia
Mining Company) is described as follows:
– Multi-seam, mountain top removal operation.

– Total depth of cut is 436 vertical feet.

– A total of eight (8) seams will be mined extending
down to the Coalburg seam horizon.

– The overall cumulative ratio is 15.02 to 1.

– The average selling price of the coal removed is
$24.75 per ton.



Reserve Evaluation

• Exploratory core drilling

– Define coal and rock thickness.

– Define coal quality.

– Define rock quality (Acid-base assessment and
Slake durability)

• Have aerial mapping prepared for the reserve area



Reserve Evaluation
• Reserve Analysis

– Construct a geological model using Surface Mine
modeling software.

– Calculate mining ratios for the project.

• Calculate total overburden in bank cubic yards (BCY).

• Calculate total recoverable clean tons (CT)

– Seams as thin as six (6) inches can economically be
recovered.

• Calculate surface mine strip ratios.

– Ratio = Total BCY / Total recoverable CT

– Define coal quality, marketability and market value.



Reserve Evaluation (Cont.)
• Environmental Considerations

– Evaluate the geo-chemical characteristics of the coal and
rock.

– Evaluate the geo-physical characteristics of the rock
strata.

– Determine availability of excess spoil disposal areas.

– Determine proximity of operation to homes and
communities.

– Evaluate the potential effects of blasting operations.

– Evaluate other site-specific environmental issues.

– Incremental and cumulative ratio analysis.



Reserve Evaluation (Cont.)

• Ratio analysis case study - (Appalachia Mining
Company)
– Typical topographic map detailing reserve recovery

area.

– Typical cross section of the reserve area lithology.

– Incremental and cumulative ratio analysis.



CASE STUDY - APPALACHIA MINING COMPANY
RESERVE ANALYSIS AREA



CASE STUDY ~ APPALACHIA MINING COMPANY 
TYPICAL LITHOLOGY CROSS SECTION 

~~~'"'"""""~5 ~BLOCK (MINED) 

~-----~UPPER CLARION (2 .5 ') 
50 FT LOWER CLARION ( 1.5') 

60 FT STOCKTON RIDER ( 1.0') 
50 FT UPPER STOCKTON (?.0') 

10 FT LOWER STOCKTON (2.0') 
90 F 

10 FT. COALBURG RIDER (1.0 ') 
CO ALBURG ( 6.0') 

TOTAL DEPTH OF CUT = 



Reserve Evaluation (Cont.)
Ratio Analysis and Reserve Quality

Inc Inc Inc. Cum. Cum. Cum. Burden Coal
Seam BCY C.T. ratio BCY C.T. Ratio Thick. (ft.) Hght. (ft.)

# 5 Block 7,905,333 0 NA 7,905,333 0 NA 70 0.00
Upper Clarion 18,069,333 871,200 20.74 25,974,667 871,200 29.81 70 2.50
Lower Clarion 19,360,000 784,080 24.69 45,334,667 1,655,280 27.39 50 1.50
Stockton Rider 38,720,000 871,200 44.44 84,054,667 2,526,480 33.27 60 1.00
Upper Stockton 40,454,333 2,056,032 19.68 124,509,000 4,582,512 27.17 50 2.00
Lower Stockton 8,228,000 2,090,880 3.94 132,737,000 6,673,392 19.89 10 2.00
Coalburg Rider 101,930,400 1,359,072 75.00 234,667,400 8,032,464 29.21 90 1.00

Coalburg 11,616,000 8,363,520 1.39 246,283,400 16,395,984 15.02 10 6.00
Total 246,283,400 16,395,984 15.02 410 16.00

Notes:
1.) Five Block seam was previously mined.
2.) The Five Block Seam was 8 ft. thick and contained 1.4 mm C.T. of coal @ 5.67 stripping ratio.
3.) All overburden overburden from Five Block Seam mining is still on the mountain and will have to be moved.
4.) Average Coal Quality for the project:

Quality Clean             Quality (ar) Market
Category Tons Moisture Ash BTU Sulfur SO2 M.A.F. Value

Sub - Compliance 4,256,420 5.20 10.00 12,800 0.64 1.00 15,094 $27.50
Compliance 9,563,255 5.35 11.30 12,500 0.74 1.18 14,997 $24.00
Conforming 2,576,309 5.40 11.45 12,424 0.95 1.53 14,942 $23.00

Total 16,395,984 5.32 10.99 12,566 0.75 1.19 15,014 $24.75



Mine Design and Layout

• Develop a Potential Material Balance Plan.

• Develop an Overburden Handling Plan.

• Mining Cut Layout.

• Case Study - Appalachia Mining Company.



Mine Design and Layout
• Develop a Potential Material Balance Plan

– Calculate total volume of Loose Cubic Yards (LCY) in the project.
• LCY = yards of overburden after rock is fragmented and air voids

introduced.
• A common term used for this occurrence is “swell factor (SF).
• Sandstone typically swells 25 to 40%.  The average is

approximately 33%.
• Shale and slate typically swell 15 to 25%. The average is

approximately 20%.
• Allowances have to made for re-compaction (typically 90 to 95%).
• The total LCY in a project represents the amount of material that

must be placed in spoil disposal areas.
– Calculate total storage volumes for all available spoil disposal areas.

• Define “on-bench” storage capacity.
• Remainder will define required “valley fill” storage capacity.
• Total storage capacity must be equal to or greater than the LCY

generated.

Completion of these operations will result in a
“Potential Material Balance” for the project.



Develop an Overburden Handling Plan
• Define where each yard of overburden will be produced

and subsequently placed.
– Define whether each yard will be hauled, dozed, or cast by

blasting.

– If hauled, define where it will be hauled to and design the
required road system.

– If dozed or cast by blasting, define where the material will
be placed.

• Develop spoil disposal areas as each yard is placed
during this exercise.
– When this sequence is complete, a “Final Material

Balance” for the project will be defined.



Develop an Overburden Handling Plan

• The objective for developing the Overburden
Handling Plan is to accomplish the following:
– Minimize grade and distance requirements for

overburden haulage roads.

– Maximize the amount of overburden material that
can be cast by blasting or dozed in the project.
(These are the most economical placement means).

– Plan so that the placement of overburden results in
final reclamation being accomplished as part of the
normal mining cycle of operations.



Mining Cut Layout
• Pre-strip Cut Layout

• Pre-strip cuts consist of the mining required to
remove the top portions of the mountain to the
extent that cast-blasting and dozer operations
can commence.

• This pre-strip overburden must be hauled.

• Cast-blasting and Dozer Cut Layout
• These cuts are typically designed in long, parallel

oriented panels.

• The overburden is placed “on-bench” on the
floor of the lowest seam being mined.

• Occasionally the material can be cast/dozed into
fills providing the state 300 ft. wing dumping
criteria is not exceeded.



Mining Cut Layout

• Contour Cut Layout
• These cuts are typically designed along the

outslope areas of the lower coal horizons to be
mined.

• These cuts are designed to prevent down-slope
placement, provide for the establishment of “on-
bench” sediment control structures, and to
provide sufficient space for the establishment of a
network of haulage and access road systems.



Case Study - Appalachia Mining Company
• Calculated “Swell Factor” = 30%

– Total LCY in the project area = 320,168,420

• Spoil Disposal Capacity (by location):

– 128,067,368 LCY placed in “Valley Fills”

– 192,101,051 LCY placed “On-Bench”

• Distribution of Haulage vs. Cast-blasting and Dozing

– Total overburden haulage = 172,398,380 BCY (70%)

– Total Cast-blasting and Dozing = 73,885,020 BCY
(30%)

• Typical Haul Road Profile

– 2,500 ft. length (one-way haul)

– 1,000 ft. of which is at an 8% grade.
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SEQUENCING AND TIMING
• Start-up location for operation

– Start-up should occur in areas with easy accessibility
and large valley fill capacity.

• All of the overburden generated from the initial
mining cuts must be placed in valley fills. (Referred to
as development area).

• The initial cuts are predominantly Pre-strip and
Contour cuts.

• Dozing is limited to those yards which are positioned
within the confines of the valley fills.

– Primary objectives to be accomplished during this
development phase are as follows:

• Set up the cast-blasting and dozing production areas
as readily as possible.

• Maintain an acceptable mining ratio to ensure an
economically feasible development operation



SEQUENCING AND TIMING (CONT.)

• Subsequent to start-up and development, the objectives
are as follows:
– Maintain adequate levels of pre-stripping in order to

sustain continuous cast-blasting and dozer operations.
– Provide at least two (2) areas for cast-blasting and dozing

at all times.
• The dozer fleet must rotate between areas in order to

maintain continuous production.
• When dozing is complete in an area, it generally takes 2

to 3 weeks to remove the uncovered coal.  The dozer
fleet cannot sit idle during this period.



SEQUENCING AND TIMING (CONT.)

– Sequence the dozer/cast areas so that the
overburden can be placed on top of the dozer push
ridge at the earliest possible time.

• This will help to minimize the amount of
overburden required to be placed in “Valley
Fills”.

• The reclamation process will subsequently be
accelerated.

• Pre-strip overburden can now be more
economically placed on the dozer push ridge.

– This will minimize longer, excessive grade
hauls typically associated with Pre-Strip
operations.



FINAL RECLAMATION
• The project will end with two (2) dozer/cast areas.

– These areas can only be reclaimed to an elevation slightly
higher than the dozer push ridge.

• This factor was taken into account when the amount of
overburden designated to be placed in the “Valley Fills”
was calculated.

– The elevation of the mountain in the start-up, development
area can and will be restored to AOC.

– The elevation of the reclaimed mountain must drop as the last
mining areas are approached.

• It is not possible to restore a mining project of this type to
AOC throughout.

• A smaller, single seam MTR however, can achieve AOC.
– Case Study - Appalachia Mining Company

• Mining sequence map.
• Regrade Cross Section.



CASE STUDY - APPALACHIA MINING COMPANY 
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EQUIPMENT SELECTION

• Equipment Selection is based on the following
criteria:

• Mine design and layout

• Overburden handling requirements

• Reserve size

• Production Objectives

• Cost Minimization

• Maximize return on investment (ROI)



EQUIPMENT SELECTION

• Incremental Cost Behavior of Overburden
Production Methods (high to low)

• Overburden Haulage

• Production Dozing

• Drag line

• Cast Blasting



EQUIPMENT SELECTION

• Incremental Production Costs of Overburden
Haulage Methods (low to high)

• 53 yard Electric Shovel spread
• 35 yard Hydraulic Excavator spread (Shovel

front or Backhoe)
• 25 yard Hydraulic Excavator spread (Shovel

front or Backhoe)
• 18 1/2 yard Hydraulic Excavator Spread

(Shovel front or Backhoe)
• 16 yard Front Endloader spread



53 YARD ELECTRIC SHOVEL
LOADING 320 TON TRUCKS



25 YARD HYDRAULIC SHOVEL
LOADING 150 TON TRUCKS



25 YARD HYDRAULIC BACKHOE
LOADING 210 TON TRUCKS



13.5 YARD HYDRAULIC BACKHOE
LOADING 150 TON TRUCKS



16 YARD FRONT ENDLOADER
LOADING 150 TON TRUCKS



EQUIPMENT SELECTION (CONT.)

• Case Study - Appalachia Mining Company
Overburden Production Equipment Selection
– 25 yard Hydraulic Shovel (7.5mm BCY per year)

– 18 1/2 yard Hydraulic Backhoe (5.8mm BCY per
year)

– 16 yard Front Endloader Spread (4.1mm BCY per
year)

– Four (4) 45 yard Bulldozers (7.8mm BCY per year)



45 YARD DOZERS IN
SLOT DOZING AREA



13 YARD FRONT ENDLOADER
PREPARING COAL



13 YARD FRONT ENDLOADER
LOADING COAL



ROTARY DRILLS
ON DRILL BENCH



SHOT PREPARATION
ON DRILL BENCH



RECLAMATION DOZER
WALKING FINAL GRADE SLOPE



EQUIPMENT SELECTION (CONT.)

• Case Study - Appalachia Mining Company
Overburden Production Equipment Selection

– Total Annual Production
• 25.20mm BCY per year based on two (2) 10-hour

shifts working 260 days per year.
– Total Annual Coal Production @ 15.02 Stripping

Ratio
• 1.68mm Clean Tons per year

– Projected Life of Mine
• 10 years



ECONOMIC EVALUATION
APPALACHIA MINING COMPANY

• Capital Requirements

• Manpower

• E.B.I.T. (Earnings Before Interest and Taxes)

• Capital Investment Statistics



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia Mining Company
Capital Budget - Life of Mine

Heavy Equipment

It e m Y e a r Y e a r Y e a rs

D e s c rip t io n 0 1 2  thru 10 To t al

2 5 yard  S ho v e l $0 $3 ,50 0 , 0 0 0 $0 $3 ,50 0 , 0 0 0

18  1/ 2  Y a rd  B a c kho e $0 $2 ,6 50 , 0 0 0 $0 $2 ,6 50 , 0 0 0

16  yard  E n d l o a d e r $0 $1,2 0 0 ,0 0 0 $1,2 0 0 ,0 0 0 $2 ,4 0 0 ,0 0 0

2 10  To n Ro c k Truc ks $0 $4 ,50 0 , 0 0 0 $0 $4 ,50 0 , 0 0 0

150  To n Ro c k Truc ks $0 $7 ,3 2 0 , 0 0 0 $0 $7 ,3 2 0 , 0 0 0

Fi l l  Do z e rs $0 $2 ,16 0 ,0 0 0 $1,0 50 ,0 0 0 $3 ,2 10 ,0 0 0

D e v e l o p me n t  D o z e rs $0 $1,4 4 0 ,0 0 0 $1,4 4 0 ,0 0 0 $2 ,8 8 0 ,0 0 0

R e c l a matio n Do z e rs $0 $72 0 , 0 0 0 $72 0 , 0 0 0 $1,4 4 0 ,0 0 0

4 5 yard  D o z e rs $0 $4 ,8 0 0 ,0 0 0 $4 ,8 0 0 ,0 0 0 $9 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0

16  yard  C o a l  Lo a d e r $0 $2 ,4 0 0 ,0 0 0 $70 0 , 0 0 0 $3 ,10 0 ,0 0 0

9  yard  C o a l  Lo a d e r $0 $1,10 0 ,0 0 0 $50 0 , 0 0 0 $1,6 0 0 ,0 0 0

Dril ls $0 $2 ,4 0 0 ,0 0 0 $4 ,8 0 0 ,0 0 0 $7 ,2 0 0 , 0 0 0

To t al $0 $3 4 , 19 0 , 0 0 0 $15 ,2 10 ,0 0 0 $4 9 , 4 0 0 ,0 0 0



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia Mining Company
Capital Budget - Life of Mine

Support Equipment

It e m Y e a r Y e a r Y e a rs

D e s c rip t io n 0 1 2  t hru 10 To t a l

M o t o r Grad e r $ 0 $ 4 5 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 4 5 0 , 0 0 0

W a t e r Truc k $ 0 $ 6 0 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 6 0 0 , 0 0 0

5  y a rd  B a c kho e $ 0 $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0

Lig ht  P l a n t s $ 0 $ 15 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 15 0 , 0 0 0

M e c hanic s  Truc ks $ 0 $ 5 2 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 5 2 0 , 0 0 0

Fue l Truc k $ 0 $ 13 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 13 0 , 0 0 0

S e rvic e  Truc k $ 0 $ 2 6 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 2 6 0 , 0 0 0

P o rtal  Truc ks $ 0 $ 7 5 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 7 5 , 0 0 0

Pic k- U p  Truc k s $ 0 $ 15 0 , 0 0 0 $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 $ 4 5 0 , 0 0 0

To t a l $ 0 $ 2 , 6 3 5 , 0 0 0 $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 $ 2 , 9 3 5 , 0 0 0



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia Mining Company
Capital Budget - Life of Mine

Development Capital

It e m Y e a r Y e a r Y e a rs

D e s c rip t io n 0 1 2  thru 10 To t al

Haul  Ro a d $ 1, 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 1, 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

P o nd  C o ns t ruc t i o n $50 0 ,0 0 0 $ 0 $ 1, 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 $ 1, 5 0 0 , 0 0 0

S t re a m Mit ig a t i o n $50 0 ,0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $50 0 ,0 0 0

P e rmit t i ng  R e l a t e d $50 0 ,0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $50 0 ,0 0 0

Exp lo rat io n $ 3 5 0 ,0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 3 5 0 ,0 0 0

C le a ring  & Grub b ing $ 4 6 0 ,0 0 0 $ 2 3 0 ,0 0 0 $ 9 2 0 ,0 0 0 $ 1, 6 10 , 0 0 0

O f f i c e  /  W a re ho us e $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0

R a d i o  S ys t e m $50 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $50 , 0 0 0

Pump  S y s t e m $ 15 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 15 0 , 0 0 0

P o w e r & Pho ne s $ 15 0 , 0 0 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 15 0 , 0 0 0

To t al $ 3 , 8 6 0 , 0 0 0 $ 2 3 0 ,0 0 0 $ 1, 9 2 0 , 0 0 0 $ 6 , 0 10 , 0 0 0



VALLEY FILL
SEDIMENT PONDS



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia Mining Company
Capital Budget - Life of Mine

Total Capital

It e m Y e a r Y e a r Y e a rs

D e s c rip t io n 0 1 2  thru 10 To t a l

He a v y  E q uip . $ 0 $ 3 4 ,19 0 ,0 0 0 $ 15 , 2 10 , 0 0 0 $ 4 9 ,4 0 0 , 0 0 0

S up p o rt  E q u i p , $ 0 $ 2 ,6 3 5 , 0 0 0 $ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 $ 2 ,9 3 5 , 0 0 0

D e v e l o p me nt $ 3 ,8 6 0 , 0 0 0 $ 2 3 0 ,0 0 0 $ 1, 9 2 0 ,0 0 0 $ 6 ,0 10 ,0 0 0

To t a l $ 3 ,8 6 0 , 0 0 0 $ 3 7 , 0 5 5 , 0 0 0 $ 17 , 4 3 0 ,0 0 0 $ 5 8 , 3 4 5 , 0 0 0



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia Mining Company
Manpower Table

Period: Full Year C.T. Per M.H. 7.25
               # Production Days = 260 days BCY Per M.H. 108.90

   Manpow er Job O.B. # Prod. Hrs. Per Total

Position Day Evening Total Discription Production Day's Day Manhours

25 yd. Front Shovel 1 1 2 O.B. Loading 7,500,000 260 10 5,200
210 Ton Rock Truck 3 3 6 O.B. Haulage 260 10 15,600

Fill Dozer 1 1 2 Run Fill 260 10 5,200

18 1/2 yd. Backhoe 1 1 2 O.B. Loading 5,800,000 260 10 5,200

150 Ton Rock Truck 3 3 6 O.B. Haulage 260 10 15,600
Fill Dozer 1 1 2 Run Fill 260 10 5,200

16 yd. Endloader 1 1 2 O.B. Loading 4,100,000 260 10 5,200

150 Ton Rock Truck 2 2 4 O.B. Haulage 260 10 10,400
Fill Dozer 1 1 2 Run Fill 260 10 5,200

45 yd. Bull Dozer 4 4 8 Prod. Dozing 7,800,000 260 10 20,800

Development Dozer 2 2 4 Development 260 10 10,400

Reclamation Dozer 1 1 2 Reclamation 260 10 5,200
16 yd. Coal Loader 2 2 4 Coal Prep. & Ldg. 260 10 10,400

9 yd. Coal Loader 2 2 4 Coal Prep. & Ldg. 260 10 10,400

Drillers 4 3 7 O.B. Drilling 260 10 18,200
Motor Grader 1 1 2 Road Maint. 260 10 5,200

Water Truck 1 1 2 Dust Control 260 10 5,200

Mechanics / Welders 2 6 8 Maintenance 260 10 20,800

P.M. Technicians 1 2 3 Maintenance 260 10 7,800
Fueler / Greaser 1 1 2 Maintenance 260 10 5,200

Blasters 6 0 6 Blasting 260 10 15,600

Blasting Foreman 1 0 1 D & B Superv. 260 10 2,600
Prod. Foreman 1 1 2 Shift Superv. 260 10 5,200

Maint. Foreman 1 1 2 Maint. Superv. 260 10 5,200

Maintenance Planner 1 1 2 Maint. Scheduling 260 10 5,200
Prod. Engineer 1 0 1 Engineering 260 10 2,600
Superintendant 1 0 1 General Superv. 260 10 2,600

Total 47 42 89 25,200,000 231,400



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia Mining Company
E.B.I.T. (Earnings Before Interest and Taxes)

Year #1 Year #2 Year #3 Year #4 Year #5

$$ Per $$ Per $$ Per $$ Per $$ Per $$ Per $$ Per $$ Per $$ Per $$ Per

Parameter $$ BCY C.T. $$ BCY C.T. $$ BCY C.T. $$ BCY C.T. $$ BCY C.T.

Revenues $41,524,634 $1.65 $24.75 $41,524,634 $1.65 $24.75 $41,524,634 $1.65 $24.75 $41,524,634 $1.65 $24.75 $41,524,634 $1.65 $24.75

Revenues Per Ton $24.75 $24.75 $24.75 $24.75 $24.75

Non - Mining Costs:

   Sales Related Costs $6,116,285 $0.24 $3.65 $6,116,285 $0.24 $3.65 $6,116,285 $0.24 $3.65 $6,116,285 $0.24 $3.65 $6,116,285 $0.24 $3.65

   Intercompany Roy. $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00

   Intercompany Comm. $419,441 $0.02 $0.25 $419,441 $0.02 $0.25 $419,441 $0.02 $0.25 $419,441 $0.02 $0.25 $419,441 $0.02 $0.25

   Trucking $3,445,007 $0.14 $2.05 $3,445,007 $0.14 $2.05 $3,445,007 $0.14 $2.05 $3,445,007 $0.14 $2.05 $3,445,007 $0.14 $2.05

   Other Trans. $1,006,658 $0.04 $0.60 $1,006,658 $0.04 $0.60 $1,006,658 $0.04 $0.60 $1,006,658 $0.04 $0.60 $1,006,658 $0.04 $0.60

   Preparation Costs $1,304,928 $0.05 $0.78 $1,304,928 $0.05 $0.78 $1,304,928 $0.05 $0.78 $1,304,928 $0.05 $0.78 $1,304,928 $0.05 $0.78

            Subtotal $12,292,319 $0.49 $7.33 $12,292,319 $0.49 $7.33 $12,292,319 $0.49 $7.33 $12,292,319 $0.49 $7.33 $12,292,319 $0.49 $7.33

Net Realization $29,232,316 $1.16 $17.42 $29,232,316 $1.16 $17.42 $29,232,316 $1.16 $17.42 $29,232,316 $1.16 $17.42 $29,232,316 $1.16 $17.42

Indirect Costs:

   Overhead $1,215,933 $0.05 $0.72 $1,080,647 $0.04 $0.64 $1,001,678 $0.04 $0.60 $927,778 $0.04 $0.55 $889,564 $0.04 $0.53

   Reclamation $251,664 $0.01 $0.15 $251,664 $0.01 $0.15 $251,664 $0.01 $0.15 $251,664 $0.01 $0.15 $251,664 $0.01 $0.15

            Subtotal $1,467,597 $0.06 $0.87 $1,332,311 $0.05 $0.79 $1,253,342 $0.05 $0.75 $1,179,442 $0.05 $0.70 $1,141,228 $0.05 $0.68

Mining Costs:

   Labor $8,590,556 $0.34 $5.12 $8,590,556 $0.34 $5.12 $8,590,556 $0.34 $5.12 $8,590,556 $0.34 $5.12 $8,590,556 $0.34 $5.12

   Supplies $11,451,473 $0.45 $6.83 $11,451,473 $0.45 $6.83 $11,451,473 $0.45 $6.83 $11,451,473 $0.45 $6.83 $11,451,473 $0.45 $6.83

   Power $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00

   Other $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00

            Subtotal $20,042,029 $0.80 $11.95 $20,042,029 $0.80 $11.95 $20,042,029 $0.80 $11.95 $20,042,029 $0.80 $11.95 $20,042,029 $0.80 $11.95

Cash Margin $7,722,690 $0.31 $4.60 $7,857,976 $0.31 $4.68 $7,936,945 $0.31 $4.73 $8,010,845 $0.32 $4.77 $8,049,059 $0.32 $4.80

Cash Margin Per Ton $4.60 $4.68 $4.73 $4.77 $4.80

Cash Cost Per Ton $20.15 $20.07 $20.02 $19.98 $19.95

Direct D.D. & A. $5,292,144 $0.21 $3.15 $5,292,144 $0.21 $3.15 $5,292,144 $0.21 $3.15 $5,217,144 $0.21 $3.11 $5,229,644 $0.21 $3.12

Indirect D.D. & A. $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00 $0 $0.00 $0.00

            Subtotal $5,292,144 $0.21 $3.15 $5,292,144 $0.21 $3.15 $5,292,144 $0.21 $3.15 $5,217,144 $0.21 $3.11 $5,229,644 $3.12 $3.12

E.B.I.T. $2,430,546 $0.10 $1.45 $2,565,832 $0.10 $1.53 $2,644,801 $0.10 $1.58 $2,793,701 $0.11 $1.67 $2,819,415 $0.11 $1.68

CY Removed 25,200,000 25,200,000 25,200,000 25,200,000 25,200,000

BCY Per Manhour 108.90 108.90 108.90 108.90 108.90

% Direct Ship 80.00% 80.00% 80.00% 80.00% 80.00%

Mine Recovery 80.36% 80.36% 80.36% 80.36% 80.36%

Tons Produced / Sold 1,677,763 1,677,763 1,677,763 1,677,763 1,677,763

Days Worked 260 260 260 260 260

Man Hours Worked 231,400 231,400 231,400 231,400 231,400

Strip Ratio 15.02 15.02 15.02 15.02 15.02

Tons Per Man Hour 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25 7.25



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia
Mining Company

E.B.I.T. (Earnings Before Interest
and Taxes)

C ub ic Yard s  R e mo ved 2 4 6 ,2 8 3 ,4 0 0
BCY Per  M anho ur 10 8 .9 0

Percent Direct  Ship 8 0 .0 0 %
M ine  Recovery 8 0 .3 6 %

Tons  Produced  /  So ld 16 ,3 9 5,9 8 4
Days  W o r ked 2 ,6 0 0

M a n Ho urs  W o r ked 2 ,2 6 1,50 7
Str ip  R a t io 15.0 2

Tons Per  M an Ho ur 7.2 5

T o t a l P ro je c t

$ $  P e r $ $  P e r

P a ra m e t e r $ $ B C Y C . T .

R e v e n u e s $ 4 0 5 ,800,604 $ 1.65 $ 2 4 .75

R e v e n u e s  P e r  T o n $ 2 4 .75

N o n  -  M ining Costs :
   S a le s  R e la t e d  C o s t s $ 5 9 ,771,560 $ 0 .24 $ 3 .65
   In t e r c o m p a n y R o ya ltie s $ 0 $ 0 .00 $ 0 .00
   In t e r c o m p a n y C o m m is s io n s $ 4 ,098,996 $ 0 .02 $ 0 .25
   Trucking $ 3 3 ,666,422 $ 0 .14 $ 2 .05
   Other  Trans por ta t io n  C o s t s $ 9 ,837,593 $ 0 .04 $ 0 .60
   P repara t io n  C o s ts $ 12,752,441 $ 0 .05 $ 0 .78
            S u b t o t a l $ 120,127,012 $ 0 .49 $ 7 .33

N e t  R e a liza t io n $ 2 8 5 ,673,592 $ 1.16 $ 17.42

In d i r e c t  C o s t s :
   Ove rhead $ 8 ,996,465 $ 0 .04 $ 0 .55
   R e c la m a t io n $ 2 ,459,394 $ 0 .0 1 $ 0 .15
            S u b t o t a l $ 11,455,859 $ 0 .05 $ 0 .70

M ining C o s ts :
   La b o r $ 8 3 ,956,796 $ 0 .34 $ 5 .12
   Supp lie s $ 112 ,056,241 $ 0 .45 $ 6 .83
   P o wer $ 0 $ 0 .00 $ 0 .00
   Other $ 0 $ 0 .00 $ 0 .00
            S u b t o t a l $ 196,013,037 $ 0 .80 $ 11.95

C a s h  M a rgin $ 7 8 ,204,696 $ 0 .32 $ 4 .77
C a s h  M a rgin P er  To n $ 4 .77
C a s h  C o s t  P e r To n $ 19.98

D ire c t  D .D. & A. $ 5 1,691,246 $ 0 .2 1 $ 3 .15
Indirect D.D. & A. $ 0 $ 0 .00 $ 0 .00
            S u b t o t a l $ 5 1,691,246 $ 0 .2 1 $ 3 .15

E.B.I.T. $ 2 6 ,513 ,450 $ 0 .11 $ 1.62



Economic Evaluation - Appalachia Mining Company
Capital Investment Statistics (mm)

Initial Inv.
Parameter Year 0 Year #1 Year #2 Year #3 Year #4 Year #5 Year #6 Year #7 Year #8 Year #9 Year #10 Year #11

E.B.I.T. $0.00 $2.43 $2.57 $2.64 $2.79 $2.82 $1.45 $1.55 $1.70 $5.22 $3.33 $0.00
Taxes @ 30% $0.00 $0.73 $0.77 $0.79 $0.84 $0.85 $0.44 $0.47 $0.51 $1.57 $1.00 $0.00
Commissions $0.00 $0.42 $0.42 $0.42 $0.42 $0.42 $0.42 $0.42 $0.42 $0.42 $0.32 $0.00

Taxes on Comm. $0.00 $0.13 $0.13 $0.13 $0.13 $0.13 $0.13 $0.13 $0.13 $0.13 $0.10 $0.00
Intercompany Royalty $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Taxes on Intercompany $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Tax Savings Depl. $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

 Net Income $0.00 $1.99 $2.09 $2.14 $2.25 $2.27 $1.31 $1.38 $1.49 $3.95 $2.56 $0.00
(Add) DD&P $0.00 $5.29 $5.29 $5.29 $5.22 $5.23 $6.53 $6.53 $6.48 $2.97 $2.85 $0.00
(Less) CapEx $3.86 $37.06 $0.48 $0.23 $0.48 $2.78 $10.66 $1.70 $0.00 $2.55 $0.00 ($6.65)

Net Cash Flow ($3.86) ($29.77) $6.90 $7.21 $6.99 $4.72 ($2.82) $6.21 $7.97 $4.37 $5.41 $6.65

N.P.V. @ 5% $7.45 Cash Flows 1 - 11
N.P.V. @ 8% $2.26 E.B.I.T. $26.51

N.P.V. @ 10% ($0.52) Net Inc. $21.43
I.R.R. 9.60% Net Cash $19.98

Payback Period 7.56 yrs



SUMMARY
• Coal Recovery

– Surface = 16,395,984 CT

– Underground = 5,540,832 CT

• Upper Clarion and Coalburg seams only.

• CT based on 60% mine recovery.

– Underground only recovers 33.8% of the area
reserves.

• Total Direct Mine Hours Worked
– Surface = 2,261,507 Hrs.

– Underground = 871,201 Hrs.

Surface Mining will provide more
employment in this reserve area.



SUMMARY (CONT.)

• Taxes Generated from the Project:
– Personal Property Tax $  3,132,574 $0.19 per ton
– Worker’s Compensation $  5,559,085 $0.34 per ton
– Matching F.I.C.A. $  3,097,378 $0.19 per ton
– Unmined Mineral Tax $  1,173,000 $0.07 per ton
– Franchise Tax $     504,390 $0.03 per ton
– Severance Tax $20,290,033 $1.24 per ton
– Black Lung Tax $  8,747,264 $0.53 per ton
– Federal Reclamation Tax $  5,566,431 $0.34 per ton
– WV Special Assessment $     819,798 $0.05 per ton
– Federal & State Income Tax $  9,183,734 $0.56 per ton
– Total Tax Expense $58,073,684 $3.54 per ton



SUMMARY (CONT.)
• Tax savings if this job was operated in another state.

– Kentucky $  4,189,994

– Virginia $12,187,134

• Total Direct Wages and Benefits earned from the Project
– $  83,796,596

• Total Purchases of Services, Materials and Supplies from the
Project
– $145,722,663

• Total Capital for the Project
– $  58,345,000

• Return on Investment (ROI) for the Project.
–                                   9.60%



SUMMARY (CONT.)
FINAL EVALUATION - APPALACHIA MINING COMPANY

• The Project is marginally feasible as planned

• If costs are increased due to regulatory changes, the
project will not be feasible.
– Increase in haul distances or grade.

– Increase in taxes

– Increase in permitting related expenses

– Increase in blasting costs

– Increase in litigation

– Etc.



SUMMARY (CONT.)
FINAL EVALUATION - APPALACHIA MINING COMPANY

• The mountain is reclaimed in an environmentally
responsible manner
– Commercial Woodland

– Fish & Wildlife

– Residential

– Farming

– Commercial Livestock

– Etc.



FINAL AOC
RECLAMATION



FINAL AOC
RECLAMATION



FINAL AOC
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FINAL AOC
RECLAMATION



PROGRESSIVE 
CONTEMPORANEOUS

RECLAMATION



PROGRESSIVE PHASES OF 
CONTEMPORANEOUS

RECLAMATION



IN WEST VIRGINIA , MOUNTAINTOP
REMOVAL MINING CAN BE HALTED

BY SIMPLY MAKING IT COST
PROHIBITIVE.

IF MINING IS STOPPED IN THIS
MANNER, IT CAN BE CLAIMED THAT
MINING IS STILL FEASIBLE, BUT THE
COMPANY DECIDED NOT TO DO THE

PROJECT.

A TRUE “POLITICAL SPIN” SOLUTION
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